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{With illtistrations on Text-Plate I.)

DURING the course of a comparative study of the ocular

reactions of the insane, the writers took occasion to

secure photographic records of the eye movements in a case

of congenital nystagmus. The patient was a paranoid de-

ment who was committed to the Asylum as a result of some
breach of the peace. The records were taken only a few

days before his release, when the patient showed considerable

improvement. In view of the condition of the patient at the

time of examination, and in view of the absence of any especial

optical stigmata of mental derangement, we assume that the

records give a graphic representation of the involuntary eye

movements in a case of congenital, binocular, lateral nystag-

mus, without serious complication from the residua of mental

disease.

For a detailed description of our photographic registering

apparatus, its technique, and the tests of its accuracy we
must refer to Dodge's Experimental Study of Visual Fixation,

pp. 79-95. ^ In order to make the graphic representation

> Monograph supplement to the Psychological Review, No. 35.

Psychological Review, Baltimore, Md.
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more easily understood one may explain that our records

were made by the familiar Dodge-Cline device of photo-

graphing the reflection of a luminous point from the cornea

of the eye, on a slowly falling photographic plate, by means
of an enlarging camera. If the eye had remained absolutely

still, the resulting record would have been a single straight

line the length of the plate like the base line O. Every
deviation of the record from a straight line signifies a cor-

responding lateral displacement of the patient's eye. The
obliquity of any part of the line is the resultant of two factors

:

I, the velocity of the photographic plate; and 2, the velocity

of the eye movement. The reproductions of the records in

Plate I. are slightly less than natural size. They were pro-

duced by projecting the records with a lantern, tracing the

projected records with black ink, and rephotographing the

black drawing. It has been found impracticable to repro-

duce directly from the relatively faint contrasts of the original

records. Unfortunately, some of the detail and much of the

satisfaction one has in the original records are lost in the

reproduction. It is the best we could do.

Each of the lines 1-5 is a continuous record of the move-
ments of the patient's right eye for a period of approximately
2.5'. Line 6 was taken on a slowly falling plate and repre-

sents the movements of the same eye for approximately 1.5'.

Under the circumstances which conditioned the experiments,

the position of any point on any of the lines may be regarded
as determined by two main factors. Its vertical position is

determined by the momentary position of the falling photo-
graphic plate with respect to the recording beam. Its lateral

deviation from the vertical is determined by the lateral

movements of the eye. These factors are somewhat com-
plicated by secondary considerations, but the records indi-

cate that the latter are slight. They do not enter into our
discussion.

The amplitude of any eye movement may be closely esti-

mated on the reproduced record from the fact that the rapid
movement to the left (line 2d) represents an eye movement of

12°. The other movements will show displacements of the
recording line which are closely proportional.

All the records were taken from the patient's right eye.
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As they are reproduced, oblique lines to the left correspond

to nasal movements. Oblique lines to the right correspond

to temporal movements. The more nearly any line ap-

proaches the horizontal in lines 1-5, the more rapid was the

corresponding eye movement. All records should be read

from below up. Perhaps one gets the best possible orienta-

tion with respect to the records if one imagines himself to be

in the position of the patient, seated before a slowly falling

plate, along which a pointer attached to the eye traces a line

corresponding to the eye movements.

Lines 1-2 represent the fixation of two different letters 12°

apart. Line 5 represents the attempt to follow the bob of a

moving pendulum in a pursuit movement. Lines 4-5 are

records of attempts to fixate steadily a single letter. Line

6 shows alternate fixations of three letters complicated by
some variation in the position of the head. In all these

different forms of ocular reaction the peculiar nystagmic

irregularities maintain the same general character. Not-

withstanding considerable variation in amplitude, each nys-

tagmic wave seems to consist of three phases: i, A period

of fixation with more or less relatively slow fixation drifts.

2, A more rapid temporal movement, which is interrupted

by 3, A rapid corrective movement of Dodge's first type. ^

The first phase suffers the most marked qualitative modi-
fications. It is most irregular in those records that include

the fixation of different objects. It is least irregular under
the influence of continuous fixation of one object. In the

latter case (lines 4-5) the first phase often reduces to an almost

perfect fixation. In the former case a short period of true

fixation passes into a slow nasal movement with negative

acceleration. This in turn gradually passes into the second

phase of the nystagmic wave. The inter-nystagmic drift

of the first phase has sometimes been observed, so I am in-

formed, in apparently more pronounced form than was ex-

hibited by our patient while under our observation. In the

form shown by our records it is difficult to correlate with any
of the normal types of eye movement. In velocity it resem-

> Dodge, "Five types of eye movement in the horizontal meridian
plane of the field of regard." American Journal of Physiology, vol.

viii., pp. 301 fol.
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bles normal divergence movements (type V^) but the

antecedent moment of true fixation and the consequent

gradual emergence into a movement in the opposite direc-

tion eflfectually disprove the analogy. It is more probably

related to the simple fixation drifts of normal vision. Here

again the agreement is by no means exact. Normal fixation

drifts are never as rhythmically regular; moreover, they

always end in a rapid corrective movement of the first

type.

The second phase of the nystagmic wave develops out

of the first without sharp transition. The nasal drift gradu-

ally passes over into a temporal drift with positive acceleration.

This phase constitutes the main disturbance of fixation in

nystagmus and may be called the nystagmic deviation. This

second phase also differs appreciably from every form of

eye movement hitherto recorded. It differs from E. B.

Holt's nystagmus of dizziness chiefly through its positive ac-

celeration. This fact also differentiates it from normal com-
pensatory and pursuit movements. From one relatively

normal subject with marked muscular asymmetry, we have
photographs of fixation drifts which in amplitude and gen-

eral character (including the positive acceleration) closely

resemble the nystagmic deviations. They are, however,

less frequent and non-rhythmic. Somewhat similar move-
ments are also found in extreme lateral displacement of the

globe. In both these analogous cases the cause of the phe-

nomenon is apparent enough. In both cases, a disturbance

of normal muscular balance led to fixation drifts which

were only corrected by a definite reaction to some stimu-

lus involved in the lapsed fixation.

The amplitude of the nystagmic deviations suffered marked
modification within the duration of the records. In line

I, e-j, it increased threefold during a single fixation. A
similar phenomenon occurs several times in the condensed
record, line 6. This increase in nystagmic deviation however
is by no means regular. In line 2 it is persistently moderate.
The causes which produce these marked changes would seem
to be worth further study. From the present conflicting

data we can venture no hypothesis. Obviously the familiar

' Op. cit., "Five types of eye movement," etc.
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empirical generalization that fixation increases the nystagmus

is only occasionally true.

The third phase of each nystagmic wave shows no varia-

tion from normal phenomena. In angle velocity, configura-

tion, and function it qualifies as a movement of the first type,

functioning as a corrective movement. The sharp transi-

tions between this and the other phases of the wave are well

brought out in the reproductions. In marked contrast to the

other phases the regular obliquity of the third phase shows

that the velocity was regular. Furthermore, of all the phases

the velocity of the third phase is greatest.

The interrelation of the three phases is probably the most

important problem to which our data point. The graduation

of the sharp corrective movements to the varying extent of

the nystagmic deviation seems at first thought entirely natural.

Only such graduation would ensure the relatively favorable

fixations of the first phase. When one recalls the fact, how-

ever, that the ocular reaction times are long, averaging more

than 160,^ and that the rapid eye movements are moments
of practical blindness, 2 > ^ jt becomes obvious that the correc-

tive movement cannot be regarded as a reaction consequent

to the nystagmic deviation, and determined by it. In some
way or other the corrective movement must be regarded as a

co-ordinate movement, having its origin in the same complex

motor facts that condition the nystagmic deviation. In some
way or other the elaboration of the motor impulse in each

nystagmic deviation conditions the elaboration of an appro-

priate corrective movement. In some way or other the

strength of each nystagmic pull is foreseen and the appropri-

ate correction prearranged before the nystagmic deviation

actually occurs.

The relation between the first two phases is less puzzling.

It appears that the nystagmic deviation impulse does not

develop immediately on the renewal of the fixation through

» Dodge, "The reaction time of the eye." Psychological Review,

vol. vi., pp. 477-483. An Experimental Study of Visual Fixation,

pp. 13-21.

* Dodge, "Visual perception during eye movement." Psychological

Review, vol. vii., pp. 454-465.
' Holt, " Eye movement and central anaesthesia." Harvard Psy-

chological Studies, vol. i., pp. 3-46.
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the corrective movement. That it develops against the

resistance of antagonistic muscles is apparent first from its

low angle velocity. Free eye movements are more rapid.

Still more eloquent of the resistance of antagonistic muscles

are those cases where the antagonistic movement appears

first, leading to those modifications of the first phase which

we have already discussed, viz., the slow fixation drifts in the

opposite direction from the true nystagmic deviations. From
the data at hand we can reconstruct the nystagmic motor

processes with reasonable confidence. The nystagmic devia-

tion develops as a gradually increasing pull against the in-

adequate but persistent resistance of antagonistic muscles.

After the excitement of voluntary eye movements the an-

tagonistic reactions may develop more rapidly than the nys-

tagmic deviation, leading to the anti-nystagmic fixation

drifts. The force of the antagonistic reactions may be

roughly measured by the difference between the most rapid

part of the nystagmic deviation and free eye movements.

At some point in the nystagmic deviation a sharp corrective

movement develops, at once inhibiting the further develop-

ment of the nystagmic deviation and returning the eye to a

true fixation. It is noteworthy that this interrupting cor-

rective movement must be effected by the same muscles whose

moderate resistance has just previously been overpowered by
the nystagmic deviation. The inference is almost inevitable

that the origins of the two impulses are at different levels of

the nervous organization. Indeed the question persistently

suggests itself whether the nystagmic deviation is not pri-

marily a matter of asymmetrical muscular balance, which the

co-ordinating apparatus is constantly ^^called on to correct

without being able to eradicate.

Notwithstanding the marked nystagmus movements (often

reaching an amplitude of 5°) our patient presented no gross

defects of vision. We had no means of accurately testing his

visual acuity but rough tests showed, to our surprise, that it

was not much if at all inferior to that of his examiners. In

response to questions he assured us that he could n't feel any
twitching of his eyes, and that there was no apparent motion
of the room or its contents. His nystagmus involved no
dizziness and no disorientation. The excellent service that
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his eyes gave seemed more difficult to explain at the time of

examination than it did after an inspection of the records.

From mere observation it seemed as though the patient's eyes

were in continuous motion, zigzagging across the field of regard

in fairly regular sweeps. The records show that this is only

relatively true. Fig. 2 1 shows an analysis of two total oscil-

lations. From this analysis it appears that fully one-half of

the total deviation of 5° occupied only one-fifth of the total

time of the oscillation. For fully two-thirds of the time the

eye was moving so slowly as to be but little more unsteady

than is the normal eye during the fixation of a point of light.

An analysis of the deviations in lines 4-5 shows even better

visual conditions. The rapid corrective movement we know

to be a moment of practical blindness. It is probable that

a similar lack of clear stimulation occurs during the most

rapid part of the nystagmic deviation. The other four-fifths

of the time vision would be expected to be fairly satisfactory.

With our present knowledge of the visual perception of

motion, however, it is not easy to understand how the patient

could entirely escape illusions of motion during the slow fixa-

tion drifts of the first phase.

Possibly the most important practical bearing of our records

is their absolute refutation, in at least one typical case of

lateral nystagmus, of von Arlt's well-known hypothesis with

regard to the optical motive for nystagmus. In our case at

least the main nystagmic deviation could not have been

motived by the effort to move the object of interest to a

fresh portion of the retina, since the rapid movement of the

eyes altogether precludes effective vision during that part of

the nystagmic wave when the nystagmic deviation is greatest.

> Fig. 2 which cannot be reproduced is an enlargement of Line i

,

movements g, h, and i.—ed.



HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF A CASE OF
BLEPHARO-CONJUNCTIVITIS CAUSED BY THE

DIPLOBACILLUS OF MORAX-AXENFELD.i

By Dr. BROWN PUSEY, Chicago.

(With six illustrations on Text-Plates II., III., and IV.)

OUR knowledge of the histopathology of blepharo-con-

junctivitis caused by the diplobacillus of Morax-

Axenfeld—an important subject in eye pathology—is based

on the study of one case by Stock. A few investigators have

studied small pieces of conjunctival tissue excised from pa-

tients suffering with this disease and their findings have sup-

plemented those of Stock, also they have differed somewhat.

The study of excised pieces of conjunctiva is of limited value,

because, from the nature of things, such tissue can only be

taken from the region of the transitional fold where the condi-

tions differ greatly from those existing in the ocular and pal-

pebral conjunctiva, and completely from those existing in the

lid edges.

Realizing the desirability of another study, like Stock's,

of the whole tissue of a case of this disease, I set about to

obtain it, and recently by great good fortune, in one of the

large hospitals of Chicago, a case was found a few days before

death in a man whose family allowed us to take the whole

tissue post-mortem.

Clinically the case was one of chronic blepharo-conjuncti-

vitis occurring in a man. It was one of many cases which were

found in a ward where a number of elderly men had been kept

together for a long while—^the disease was epidemic in the

ward. The case presented the typical picture of the disease

in the chronic form.

« Presented at the meeting of the Am. Ophth. Soc, New London,
July, 1908.

8



Ili.lustrating Dr. Brown Husky's Article on " Histological
Investigation of a Case of Blepharo-Conjunctivitis
Caused by the Diplobacillus of Morax-Axenfeld."

Fig. I.—Blepharo-conjunctivitis caused
by the Bacillus of Morax-Axenfeld.

4j^

•:...„ ::&f \

#^.

Fig. 2.—The lid-edye in blepharo-
conjunctivitis due to the Bacillus of
Morax-Axenfeld.
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The bacteriological diagnosis depends on smears, for

through a misunderstanding cultures were not made, though

cultures had been made from other cases in the ward. Smears

were made from both eyes and typical Gram negative Morax-

Axenfeld diplobacilli exist in the smears in great numbers,

together with Gram positive bacilli of the diphtheria group and

Gram positive cocci. Aside from the bacterial content of the

smear it is that usually gotten from eyes infected with the

diplobacillus of Morax-Axenfeld, being rich in fibrinous

matter and relatively poor in cells, there being only a few

degenerated epithelial cells and a few polymorphonuclear

leucocytes. Some of the polymorphonuclear leucocytes show

phagocytosis of the diplobacilli.

The tissue was fixed in 10% formalin solution, then put

into alcohol of ascending strengths, and finally imbedded in

paraffin, and celloidin, and sectioned. Sections were stained

by various stains.

The histopathology of the four regions, the lid edge, the

tarsal conjunctiva, the conjunctiva of the fornix and that

of the ball, is markedly different, and for convenience is de-

scribed separately. Figure i shows all the parts.

In the lid edges, the striking change is in the increase of epi-

thelial cells, the new cells growing into the underlying tissue

in cone-like masses (Figure 2). This ingrowth of cells in

the lid edges is universal, but it is more marked in the lower

than in the upper lids. There is no diffuse infiltration of the

connective tissues by the epithelial cells as in malignant

processes. The superficial pavement epithelium is not com-

posed of as many layers of cells at the inner angle as at the

outer, and comification of these cells stops at about the middle

of the lid edges or a little back of the middle. Around the

epithelial ingrowths there is an increase of cells, these cells

showing the character of new connective-tissue cells with

here and there plasma cells and mast cells—there are no

lymphocytes and no polymorphonuclear leucocytes. There

is a slight increase of blood-vessels. The Meibomian glands

are not affected. The glands of Moll as a rule are not affected,

but one series of sections shows the lumina of one of these

glands filled with leucocytes mostly of the polymorphonuclear

variety. I was unable to find micro-organisms in these cavi-
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ties and the cause of this abscess formation in all probability

was not the Morax-Axenfeld bacillus.

The tarsal conjunctiva is much thickened, the thickened

tissue being composed of a mass, of folds, tubules (glands of

Henle), and new supporting tissue (Figure 3). The folds and

tubules have a lining cell wall composed of two or three cells*

Within the folds and tubules there are cast-off epithelial cells,

mucoid material, and bacteria—diplobacilli. Between the epi-

thelial cells of the walls of the folds and tubules one finds in

the superficial layers a few diplobacilli. There are many
wandering cells—mononuclears and polymorphonuclears—in

the epithelial cell layer. The epithelial cells of this region

show a slight tendency to undergo mucoid change. The con-

nective-tissue substructure of this region is cellular and fairly

vascular. In it there are small round cells with a relatively

large nucleus and a small amount of cytoplasm, larger cells

like connective-tissue cells, plasma cells, and an occasional

mast cell. Plasma cells are the most abundant. Poly-

morphonuclear leucocytes occur, but are rare. Returning

to the subject of the architecture of this thickened conjunctival

tissue, I would emphasize the statement that it is made up of

a mass of folds, tubules, and new supporting tissue. Sections

made at right angles to the long axis of the tubules (or in other

words made parallel with the conjunctival surface) leave no

doubt about the fact that they are true tubules.

In the conjunctiva of the transitional fold there is also a

great increase of epithelial cells. Here the increase of cells

consists of an increase in the number of the cells which make
the epithelial cell layer of the conjunctiva, not the formation

of cones or tubules. The epithelial cell layer is made up of

from four to seven or eight cells and there is marked des-

quamation of cells. The epithelial cells of this region show
a] very marked tendency to undergo mucoid changes; in

some places, particularly on the lower lid, the superficial

cells have all become mucoid. Stained with a specific stain

for mucin (Figure 4) they make a striking picture. The
mucoid cells when near the surface discharge their con-

tents in thread-like masses and when the mucin is among
masses of desquamated cells it appears to hold them to-

gether. Over much of the surface of this region of the con-
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Fig. 4.—Showing mucoid cells in conjunctiva in blepharo-conjunctivitis

due to Bacillus of Morax-Axenfeld
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junctiva one finds desquamated cells apparently adhering

to the underiying epithelial cell layer by means of mucoid

shreds which have been thrown out from mucoid cells,

the cell bodies of which retain their places in the epi-

thelial cell layer. Among the free desquamated cells, and

among those desquamated cells spoken of as adhering to the

underlying epithelial cell layer by means of mucoid shreds,

there are many Morax-Axenfeld diplobacilli, some cocci, and

some Gram positive diphtheroid bacilli (Figure 5). Between

the superficial cells of the epithelial cell layer occasionally one

finds diplobacilli. The organisms within the epithelial cell

layer are rare and apparently do not penetrate deeply, for in a

search through many sections I did not find them below the

second layer of cells. Many wandering cells—mostly mono-

nuclear but a few polymorphonuclear—^lie between the epi-:

thelial cells.

The subepithelial tissue of the transitional fold shows the

same structure as that found in the similar lymphoid tissue

of the region of the tarsal cartilage. The new cells form a

diffuse mass, there being no localized masses of cells or folli-

cles such as are seen in trachoma or follicular conjunctivitis.

Plasma cells are the predominating cells. In the subepithelial

tissue I did not find bacteria.

In the glands of Krause there are many plasma cells in the

supporting tissue; this probably is pathological. Some of the

epithelial cells of the ducts of these glands show mucoid

change.

The conjunctiva of the ball shows the same increase of

cells in the epithelial cell layer that exists in that of the

transitional fold. There is the same marked desquamation

of cells, but a much less tendency to form mucoid cells, there

being no mucoid cells in the region near the cornea. One
sees the same condition described in a foregoing paragraph

of the apparent adherence of desquamated cells caused by
shreds of mucoid material discharged from goblet cells which

retain their position in the epithelial cell layer. Among these

desquamated cells along the surface of the epithelial cell layer

there are Morax-Axenfeld diplobacilli. Between the super-

ficial cells of the epithelial cell layer there are diplobacilli.

There is diffuse infiltration of a lesser degree of the subepi-
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theiial tissue by new cells, these cells being of the same type

as those found in the similar tissue in the region of the tarsal

cartilage.

In the limbus region in one eye (the tissue of the other eye

was imbedded in paraffin and in separating the conjunctiva

from the cornea the incision unfortunately was made at the

limbus, rendering this part of the tissue useless for study)

along the greater part of the upper half of the cornea, the

epithelial cells have multiplied and formed ingrowths in the

underlying subepithelial tissue. These epithelial ingrowths

vary in size and might be spoken of as having a neck and

branches, the neck being the region near the surface, the

branches being masses of cells lying in, the episcleral tissue

(Figure 6). The drawing is typical of what is found. The

necks of these ingrowths have a long and short diameter. In

the ingrowth shown in the drawing at the left there are in the

short diameter about fifteen cells, in the long diameter the

neck can be followed through twelve sections averaging in

thickness about twenty microns. At the right in the draw-

ing such an ingrowth is shown with the neck cut in the long

diameter. The mass of epithelial cells in the middle of the

figure shows a branch of an ingrowth; in this instance this

mass of cells branches from the mass of cells shown at the left

of the drawing and can be followed in the series through ten

sections. Such masses of cells in a series eliminates the pos-

sibility of these formations being simply folds. The central

cells of these ingrowths undergo changes, ultimately showing

necrosis and in the necrotic areas there are polymorphonuclear

leucocytes. The necrotic masses of cells may or may not be in

contact with the surface. In the neck of one of these forma-

tions in the superficial cells I found diplobacilli. I could not

find organisms in the deeper cells and I am of the opinion that

organisms have nothing to do with the changes found in the in-

terior of these masses of cells. The cells do not invade the

scleral tissue and in no place do they infiltrate the tissue like

malignant growths. The tissue surrounding them is cellular

and fairly vascular.

The facts brought out in the foregoing study may be briefly

summarized: In the lid edges there is an invasion of the deeper

tissue by epithelial cells in the form of cone-like ingrowths;
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Fig. 6.—Bacteria in fold of conjunctiva.
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the superficial pavement layer of cells is thinner than normal

at the posterior edges of the lids and these cells do not show
keratohyalin changes; the glands emptying on the lid edges

are unaffected. The conjunctiva of the tarsus is much
thickened and in it there are folds and tubules ; there is great

desquamation of epithelial cells and the epithelial cells show
a moderate tendency to undergo mucoid changes; within the

folds and tubules there are diplobacilli ; there are diplobacilli

between the superficial cells of the epithelial cell layer ; wander-

ing cells in large numbers are found between the cells of the

epithelial cell layer; the subepithelial tissue of this region is

fairly vascular and is the seat of a diffuse infiltration of new
cells of which cells plasma cells are the predominating ones;

no bacteria are found in the subepithelial tissue. The epi-

thelial cell layer of the transitional fold shows a great increase

in cells and the cells show a very marked tendency to undergo

mucoid change; there is marked desquamation of cells but

at no place is there complete desquamation of cells as in some
other forms of conjunctivitis; desquamated cells and debris

appear to be held in contact with the epithelial cell layer by
means of mucoid shreds which remain adherent to mucoid
cells which in turn hold their position in the epithelial cell

layer; in this debris and other debris in the folds of the con-

junctival sac there are Morax-Axenfeld diplobacilli; between
the superficial cells of the epithelial cell layer there are Morax-

Axenfeld diplobacilli; the subepithelial tissue of this region

is like that of the similar region of the tarsus. The epithelial

cell layer of the ball shows a moderate tendency to undergo

mucoid change; along the surface debris adheres as on the

surface of the conjunctiva of the transitional fold and in this

debris there are Morax-Axenfeld diplobacilli in abundance;

between the superficial cells of the epithelial cell layer there

are diplobacilli; the subepithelial tissue of this region is like

that of the similar region of the tarsus but much less in-

volved. At the limbus in the episcleral tissue there are epi-

thelial cell ingrowths which show necrotic areas.

On comparing Stock's findings and the foregoing it is seen

that so far as the work of Stock goes the findings in this tissue

confirm his in every point; on the findings which are similar

comment is not necessary. In such a comparison it is also
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seen that this tissue carries us several steps further in our

knowledge of the histopathology of this disease.

Stock did not find bacteria in his tissue, attributing this to

the process of preparation. The finding of the bacteria in

my tissue settles this point and shows that the organisms are

in the folds of the conjunctiva in masses of debris, and along

the superficial surface, again in debris consisting of desquam-

ated cells, which appear to be held in contact with the con-

junctiva by mucous shreds, and shows that, in small numbers,

diplobacilli lie in the interspaces between the most superficial

epithelial cells of the conjunctiva; they are not found among
the deeper layer of cells. I think it is a matter of practical

interest that debris consisting of desquamated cells, mucus,

bacteria, etc., appears to be held in contact with the conjuncti-

val surface by mucus which is adherent to mucus goblet

cells and that such debris is held together in masses by mucus
when not adherent to the conjunctiva. It has been sug-

gested that mucus has a protective function and that it

may be even bactericidal. In this tissue appearances indicate

that it may promote trouble by holding debris together and
even in contact with the conjunctiva.

Stock speaks of the new cells found in the mucosa as round
cells. Mayou, who has recently studied pieces of tissue re-

moved from the lower conjunctival sac in several cases of this

disease, points out the fact that Stock did not demonstrate

the character of these cells by means of cytoplasmic stains.

Mayou, using Pappenheim's plasma stain, found in his tissues

that the new cells of the subepithelial tissue consist almost

entirely of plasma cells. It is my good fortune to possess

several sections of Stock's tissue and in a section stained with
haematoxyloneosin it is perfectly clear that the new cells of

the mucosa are mostly plasma cells (Stock's Rundzellen).

I stained many sections with Pappenheim's stain and with
Unna's polychromemethyl blue and my findings confirm those

of Mayou.

Mayou in writing of the cells of the subepithelial tissue says

that " directly beneath the epithelium the cells are somewhat
broken up no doubt owing to the presence of the toxin." My
tissue does not confirm this finding.

The finding in this tissue of evidence of involvement of the
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glands of Krause, which Stock does not speak of, is worthy of

attention and becomes of much interest when considered

together with the well-known clinical fact of the difficulty

met with in eradicating the organism from the conjunctival

sac. Krause's glands, because of their comparatively long

ducts, are removed from the action of remedies applied in the

conjunctival sac, and as this infection is not a self-limiting

one, infection of these glands may be persistent and be a

source from which reinfection of the conjunctival sac occurs.

Favoring this idea are the facts that in my tissue the organ-

isms do not penetrate the conjunctiva beyond the second

layer of cells and that the folds and tubules of the tarsal con-

junctiva in which I found diplobacilli are shallow and acces-

sible to remedial agents.

The tubular glands of Henle have been the object of much
discussion, their existence being granted by a number of ob-

servers and denied by others. I would again point out the

fact that I made sections of the conjunctiva on the flat sur-

face and these sections leave no doubt in my mind about the

existence of tubules in this tissue.

The finding of ingrowths of epithelial cells at the limbus

and the necrosis of these cells is by no means the least inter-

esting result of the study of this tissue. One should proceed

most cautiously in arriving at conclusions from the study of

one case, but this tissue seems to justify the idea that here

we have explained one mode of origin of a fairly frequent

complication of this and other forms of chronic conjunctivitis,

viz., circumcorneal so-called catarrhal ulcers. The cause of

the circumcorneal ingrowths was undoubtedly the same factor,

probably the toxin of the organism, which caused the very

similar formations in other parts of the tissue. The necrosis

of the central cells, as I said above, was probably a part of the

life history of the cells. As a result of the necrosis of the

cells of these ingrowths we have clinically an ulcer, histo-

logically a cyst-like formation. To answer the question

which naturally arises. Why do the epithelial cells of the limbus

form such ingrowths and the other cells of the 'bulbar con-

junctiva not do likewise? we have the fact that these cells

are active under all stimulations; for example, they have been

found to be the most active cells in repairing injuries of the
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epithelial layer of the cornea. In the light of this finding it

is interesting to recall the fact that the efforts made to ex-

plain the circumcorneal ulcers of chronic conjunctivitis on
the basis of traumatism and subsequent infection have been

unsuccessful.



REPLACEMENT OF INCARCERATION OF THE IRIS
BY TRACTION FROM WITHIN THE

ANTERIOR CHAMBER.

By Dr. P. CHALMERS JAMESON, Brooklyn, N. Y.

IN the Archives of Ophthalmology, September, 1907, Dr.

John Dunn reports a case of incarceration of iris, oper-

ated upon in 1903, in which replacement was accompHshed

by a large peripheral corneal section and traction with the

spatula, on the iris, after its introduction into the anterior

chamber. The incarceration was of three days' duration,

large in size, and the procedure was attended with excellent

result and left no deformity.

On April 13, 1907, the writer, assisted by Dr. Pafford,

operated on William Q., at the Brooklyn Eye and Ear Hos-
pital, for a prolapsed and strangulated iris, by this method,
with success. The accident occurred early in the afternoon
and the child was operated upon the same night at 10 p. m.
The prolapse, which was large, was extruded through and
strangulated in a small wound, midway between the anterior

pole and corneal circumference. The strangulation of the
iridocele made it diflficult, if not impossible, to replace the iris

from the outside without lacerating both it and the lip of

the corneal wound. Notwithstanding the short period
which had elapsed since the injury, the swollen tissue and
exudate held the iris constricted almost immovably in the
wound.
The technique adopted for replacement did not differ

markedly from that of Dr. Dunn. After carefully cleansing
the prolapse, a small incision with a Beers knife was made
at the sclero-corneal junction, just large enough to admit
a blunt iris hook into anterior chamber farthest away
from and opposite to the pupillary border of the prolapse.

This was swung around the constricted neck of the iris and
gentle traction within the anterior chamber, in the direction

of corneal incision, supplemented by moderate manipulation

17
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outside, brought the iris into place. With a Lippincott

irrigator the anterior chamber was cleansed with normal
salt solution, the flow being from corneal incision to central

wound. A four-grain solution of pilocarpin was used for

twenty-four hours, followed by atropin. The eye made a
perfect recovery, the iris assuming its normal function and
appearance within two weeks, when it was presented to the

Brooklyn Ophthalmological Section.

In addition to the advantages mentioned by Dr. Dunn, in

his advocacy in selected cases of this method of traction from

within the anterior chamber, in replacing incarceration of

the iris, the writer would add the following suggestions in its

favor

:

I. The method enables one to substitute moderate traction

from within the anterior chamber, for what must sometimes

be damaging pressure to the iris on the outside.

II. It preserves to the greatest degree the edges of the

corneal wound from instrumental injury in replacement.

III. It calls into use two efficacious physical forces in

replacement, instead of one, namely, slight manipulation

from without, and traction from within the anterior chamber.

IV. \The peripheral incision of the cornea diverts the

flow of aqueous from the direction of the corneal wound,

thus lessening the danger of secondary prolapse; and the

equalization of aqueous pressure on the cornea by peripheral

incision permits the lips of the wound to approximate and

coapt more thoroughly, inviting quicker closure, thus fur-

thering the healing process.

V. It permits of more complete and thorough irrigation

of the anterior chamber after replacement.



ON RHINOGENOUS OPTIC NEURITIS.

By Dr. MARC PAUNZ. Budapest.

Translated from the German Edition of these Archives, Vol. LXI.,

No. 4, by Dr. Percy Fridenberg, New York

I'^HE etiological importance of accessory sinus suppuration

in the causation of orbital cellulitis is generally recog-

nized, and post-mortem examination has shown that throm-

bosis of the cavernous sinus, appearing under the guise of

a severe, inflammatory exophthalmos, and generally ending

fatally, may be due to empyema of the sphenoid sinus. Optic

neuritis due to orbital cellulitis is well known, but the fact

has been overlooked that purulent inflammation of the eth-

moid cells and sphenoid sinus may lead directly to neuritis,

particularly of the intracanalicular portion of the nerve,

without this intermediary. Berger and Tyrman, Zucker-

kandl, Onodi, and others have demonstrated the intimate

anatomical relations between the optic canal and the pos-

terior ethmoidal cells as well as the sphenoid sinus, but oph-

thalmologists have paid scant attention to this subject until

quite recently. The older literature contains an interesting

indication of a recognition of the connection. Beer (1817),

who knew quite well that frontal sinus suppuration was a

source of danger for the eye, has a special chapter; "On
Vicarious Blindness from Suppressed Snuffles, without Evi-

dent Accumulation of Mucus in the Frontal Sinus," and writes

that the recognition of this form of amaurosis (schwarzer

Staar, literally, black cataract) is greatly facilitated by a his-

tory of a severe and suddenly suppressed "cold in the head,"

immediately preceding the ocular complication. In dis-

cussing treatment. Beer notes that the cases all do well if

one is able to re-establish a copious discharge of mucus
19
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from the nose, so that this form of amaurotic amblyopia

(amaurotische Gesichtsschwaeche) offers an exceptionally

favorable prognosis. There is no doubt in my mind that

Beer had to deal in these cases with an acute retrobulbar

neuritis due to pus retention in some one or other of the

posterior accessory sinuses. The French ophthalmologists

have for quite some time paid attention to the factor of nasal

disease in retrobulbar neuritis, but the German literature

contains few references to this point. Berger, in discussing

the affections of the sphenoid sinus, calls attention to

the fact that an ordinary cold in the head (rhume), if it

spread to the sinus, may endanger vision, and attributes cases

of acute retrobulbar neuritis to catching cold. A peri-

neuritis is set up within the optic canal, and loss of vision

rapidly develops. The acute form of retrobulbar neuritis

is generally unilateral, but double involvement with sudden

amblyopia or amaurosis has been observed, one eye always

being attacked after the other. According to De Lapersonne,

unilateral retrobulbar neuritis points to an empyema of the

sphenoid sinus. A bilateral involvement is occasionally seen.

Vision is generally much reduced, even to the point of com-

plete blindness with the picture of optic nerve atrophy.

Contraction of the visual field and scotoma cannot always

be demonstrated. Schmidt-Rimpler admits the possibility

of such an interdependence of accessory sinus and optic nerve

disease, without going into the subject further. Fuchs notes

the importance of a rhinological examination in cases of

acute retrobulbar neuritis which have been attributed to

catching cold. Birch-Hirschfeld thinks that optic nerve

affections due to accessory sinus disease are more common
than has generally been supposed, and lays stress on careful

examination of the visual field and on the diagnostic impor-

tance of the early appearance of a central scotoma.

The following six cases were observed at the Eye-clinic of

the University of Budapest:

I. Hemorrhagic papillitis and acute retrobulbar neu-
ritis, O. D. Suppuration in posterior ethmoidal cells, right
side.

Female, aged twenty-three years. Pain in right eye, of

two weeks' duration. V. O. D. - VV- V. O. S. = | (?).
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No coryza. Pain is elicited when the globe is pushed back
into the orbit. Tenderness over right lamina papyracea.
Visual fields normal. Almost circular paracentral scotoma,
O. D., leaving a lower nasal sector free. Red-green color

scotoma. The disk is inflamed and shows a blood streak

in the upper temporal quadrant. Resection of right middle
turbinal, and evacuation of the anterior and posterior

ethmoidal cells, which contained pus. Vision promptly
improved. Three months after operation, V. O. D. =

f.

Normal field. Scotoma still persists. Disk somewhat dis-

colored and cloudy, some pigment deposits and choroidal

changes toward the nasal side. No trace of sinus suppura-
tion.

2. Acute papillitis and retrobulbar neuritis, O. D.
Acute rhinitis and posterior ethmoidal sinusitis, R.

Female, aged twenty-three years. Coryza one month
ago, lasting two or three weeks. Since then loss of

vision right eye and pain in orbit and temple. V. O.
D. = T|?u, N. C. No limitation of field. Central color

scotoma, absolute for blue, relative for red. Right
disk swollen and blurred. Arteries narrow, veins dis-

tended. Slight ptosis. Globe and lamina papyracea sen-

sitive to pressure. Right middle turbinate much swollen.

No pus to be seen. Cocain-tonogen applied to middle
meatus. Next day, patient reports that a copious muco-
purulent discharge from the nose followed this examination
and that vision had improved. V. O. D. = ^. Fundus,
as before. Several days later, after resection of the middle
turbinal, the posterior ethmoidal cells were opened up.

The mucous membrane was found much engorged but
there was no pus to be seen. No discharge from sphenoid
sinus. At time of discharge, five days later, fundus as

before. V. = I (?). Three days later, V. = ^. Disk
somewhat clearer, vessels normal. No paracentral scotoma
but relative central color scotoma persists.

3. Acute retrobulbar neuritis, O. U. Papillitis, O. S.

Hypertrophied middle turbinate, R. Polyp, L.

Male, aged thirty-nine years. Syphilitic infection five

years previously. Of late has had severe headache lasting

for weeks. No coryza. V. O. D. = -^^. O. S. = 4-

Within a few days vision fell to O. D. bare perception of

light, O. S., fingers at one metre. No evidence of lues or
toxic disease. O. D., pupil dilated, sluggish to light. O. S.,

normal. The fundus of the right eye shows venous hyper-
aemia, and some clouding of the disk. Left disk grayish,

cloudy, and swollen. Veins, tortuous. Marked contrac-

tion of upper nasal and lower temporal quadrant of left

field. Central color scotoma. Right nares swollen ; middle
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turbinal much enlarged. Broad polypoid hypertrophy in

left middle meatus. No pus. Transillumination of antrum
shows both sides clear. A series of inunctions had no
effect on vision. The nasal polyp was then snared off, the

anterior portion of the middle turbinal resected, and the

anterior and posterior ethmoidal cells freely opened. No
pus found. Similar operations on the left side failed to

reveal any suppuration. No sphenoidal discharge. Im-
mediately after this operation patient claimed that he

could see. V. O. D. = light perception. V. O. S., fingers

at three metres, rising to •j'V (?) that afternoon. Within
the next ten days vision improved to |. The left fundus
still showed a slight clouding, and the patient claimed that

there was some blurring of the sight of the right eye.

Fields normal.

4. Chronic retrobulbar neuritis with papillitis, O. U.
Empyema of maxillary, ethmoid, and sphenoid sinuses, L.

Female, aged twenty-six years. Diminution of vision

since four months. No history of coryza. Amenorrhcea
of six months' duration. Pupils normal. Disks somewhat
blurred, with pallor of temporal halves. Arteries narrow,

V. O. D. = fingers at two metres; + iD. = -r^^. V. O. S. = -^j^,

N.C. Concentric contraction of both fields. Central color

scotoma. Congestion of both nares. Creamy pus dis-

charge from left. Left antrum dark on transillumination.

A large amount of pus was evacuated from the left eth-

moidal cells and discharge continued from them and
from sphenoid. Several days later the left antrum was
opened through the canine fossa under ether, and was
found to contain green fetid pus. Freely curetted and
wide communication with the middle meatus established.

A few days later, vision had risen to O. D. =
-Z^. O. S. =

^if (?). Seven weeks later the color scotoma had disap-

peared and V. O. D. = ^^. V. O. S. = j\. Fundus, as

before.

5. Retrobulbar neuritis, discolored disks, O. U. Chronic
ethmoidal and sphenoidal suppuration, L.

Female, aged fifty-six years. Caught cold a week ago,

and vision began to fail. In a few days she was blind.

No history of coryza. Denies specific disease. Intense
headache a few days ago. Pupils dilated ; do not react. No
perception of light. Media clear. Disks gray and blurred.

No pain on pressure of globe. Dry crusts in both nares.

Left lower turbinal atrophic, middle turbinal shows chronic
thickening. Pus flows from olfactory fissure after removal
of crusts, coming from posterior ethmoidal cells and sphe-
noid sinus. Like conditions found on left side. Antrum
clear on both sides. Resection of middle turbinal and
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evacuation of posterior ethmoidal cells on both sides had
no effect on vision, and a series of inunctions was just as

ineffectual. Discharged unimproved. Both disks grayish
white; outlines blurred.

6. Acute retrobulbar neuritis, O. U. Ethmoidal sup-
puration, R. and L.

Male, aged forty-five years. Blurring of sight four days
ago, much more marked next morning. By night he had
become blind. No history of coryza. Denies lues. In-

dulges moderately in alcohol and tobacco. Pupils dilated,

immobile. Media clear. Fundus normal. No perception
of light. Region of frontal tender to percussion. Pressure
pain over supraorbital fissure, but none over lamina papy-
racea. Physical examination, negative. Pus discharge
from anterior ethmoidal cells, left. Antra clear. Opera-
tive evacuation followed by free discharge of pus. No pus
found on right side. Next day there was bare perception
of light by both eyes. Four days later vision had improved
to O. D. = fingers at ^ metre. O. S. = fingers at 2^ metres.
Color blind for red and green. Paracentral color scotoma.
Vision then again fell, and the ethmoidal cells were again
opened on both sides. Vision then improved steadily and in

a month was normal in the right eye, in tne left.

Fields normal. No color scotoma. Pus discharge still

continues from both nares, but patient refuses further

operative intervention.

A study of these cases shows the intimate connection be-

tween the affection of the optic nerve and the existent nasal

suppuration. Disease of the internal organs and of the ner-

vous system as well as systemic intoxication was excluded in

all but Case 3, in which there was a history of syphilis, but
no evidence of actual specific disease. It is to be noted that

a series of inunctions in this case had a decidedly bad effect on
vision which increased with surprising rapidity only after

operation on the diseased accessory sinuses. In Case 6, there

was a possibility of lead intoxication, although the acute

retrobulbar neuritis spoke against it, but in this case again

there was no sign of chronic plumbism. The first two cases

are typical of the one-sided acute retrobulbar neuritis, the

nasal origin of which was soon recognized by the French
authors cited above, coming on rapidly with severe pain in

the orbit and temple, and tenderness over the lamina papy-
racea. Pus retention in the posterior accessory sinus was
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demonstrated beyond a doubt, and its evacuation was fol-

lowed by rapid and complete recovery. Double retrobulbar

neuritis was noted in Cases 3 and 6, in one of which no pus

was found, while in the other there was an involvement of the

accessory sinuses of both sides. Case 4 shows bilateral chronic

retrobulbar neuritis, going on to atrophy, which had been

caused by unilateral empyema of the sinuses. This had evi-

dently begun in the antrum, by buccal infection through

diseased tooth cavities, and then spread upwards to the eth-

moidal and sphenoidal sinuses. A complete cure was not

effected until the antrum had been cleaned out by a radical

operation. In Case 5, the neuritis was probably due to an

old sinus suppuration which was overlooked until the patient

began to go blind. The disks were then pallid and it was
impossible to stop the optic nerve atrophy.

Papillitis was found in both unilateral cases (i and 2) ; des-

cending atrophy in Cases 4 and 5, both of which were due to

chronic sinus suppuration. In one case (6) there were no

fundus changes. In one case (3) there was papillitis with

marked venous stasis, but no sinus suppuration could be de-

tected. Vision failed rapidly, generally in a few days, except

in Case 4, and two patients (5 and 6) were brought into the

clinic blind. In one case (3) sight in the right eye was com-

pletely and nearly lost in the left while the patient was under

treatment. Central and paracentral color scotoma was found

in five cases, no functional examination being possible in Case

5. In one case (6) color vision first returned at the centre and

later at the periphery of the field. In three cases there was
more or less marked concentric contraction of the field of

vision.

As to the causal factor of nasal disease, only one case

of acute retrobulbar neuritis (2) could be attributed to a

recent coryza. One patient (5) claimed that her blindness

followed a cold, but her nasal trouble was an undeniably

chronic suppuration. In one case (i) examination aroused

suspicion of pus retention, but the patient was not aware of

having had snuffles. In two cases (4 and 6) with manifest

pus retention in the accessory cavities, the patients claimed

not to have been troubled with colds, and did not even com-
plain of the pus which was present in large amount in the
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nose. In one case (3) there were polypoid hypertrophies but

no pus. The evanescent headaches had probably been due to

accessory sinus empyema which was evacuated spontaneously.

In two cases (i and 2) acute unilateral suppuration of the

posterior ethmoidal cells was demonstrated in connection

with acute retrobulbar neuritis of the same side, and in an-

other (6) bilateral ethmoidal suppuration had caused an acute

involvement of both optic nerves. In one case (5) there

was chronic bilateral suppuration of ethmoid and sphenoid,

and in another (4) chronic unilateral involvement, leading

in both cases to disease of both optic nerves. It was

not always easy to determine whether the sphenoid sinus

was involved in cases of posterior ethmoidal suppuration.

This is however usually the case, as is the combination of

frontal sinus and anterior ethmoidal cell suppuration. The

operative procedures indicated are the same, in either event.

The dependence of optic neuritis on disease of the posterior

accessory sinuses is made intelligible by the specimens of

Onodi and Zuckerkandl which show the intimate anatomical

relations between these spaces and the optic canal. Disease

of the posterior ethmoidal cells causes neuritis more often

than does sphenoid sinus suppuration. The intracanalicular

portion of the nerve is generally first involved, and Onodi

has shown that the canal may run through the sphenoid sinus

or a posterior ethmoid cell; the bony wall being as thin as

paper. It is rather remarkable that there was no orbital

cellulitis in a single one of our cases. The color scotoma, too»

shows that the optic nerve is the main seat of the trouble.

There was, it is true, no post-mortem, and as these cases rarely

end fatally, however frequently they may lead to complete

blindness, pathological demonstration of the lesion will be

attended with difficulty.

The inflammatory process probably spreads exactly as it

does in orbital or cranial involvement. Congenital dehis-

cences in the bony walls may play a part, but it is more
probable that blood-vessels and lymph-channels are the

main pathways, and that osteophlebitis, periostitis, and per-

haps bone necrosis are the most important contributing fac-

tors. It is to be noted that throughout the course of the

optic canal the periosteum is replaced by an extension of the
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dura, the optic nerve sheath, and that a small amount of pus

collecting between this sheath and the bony wall of the canal

would suffice to cause compression or inflammation of the

nerve. This would account for the marked and rapid loss of

vision which is so characteristic in these cases.

As to the path of infection in individual cases, the clinical

evidence is incomplete. De Lapersonne thinks that sphenoid

sinus suppuration generally causes oedema of the nerve; a

canalicular neuritis or perineuritis (Berger). The clinical

course of the optic nerve affection may aid us in a differential

diagnosis between collateral oedema and true neuritis. Neu-

ritis developing rapidly and subsiding promptly without per-

manent impairment of function and without lasting fundus

changes, would speak in favor of simple compression or col-

lateral oedema. True optic neuritis, on the other hand, might

well be inferred, where we have ophthalmoscopic signs of de-

generation, permanent impairment of vision, and defects or

contraction of the visual field.

The detection of sinus suppuration and the prompt im-

provement of vision after its evacuation, explains some cases

perfectly, but we are at a loss in others, where no pus was
found, and yet vision improved after the nasal operation-

The most decided improvement was found in just such a case

(3). It is possible that still undetermined circulatory distur-

bances afford some clue. "We know that the anterior and
posterior ethmoidal arteries are branches of the ophthalmic

artery, and that the ethmoidal veins are connected with the

ophthalmic vein. We may conjecture that the free hemor-
rhage coincident with the nasal operation restores the balance

of circulation which was disturbed in these areas. The good
results can hardly have been due to chance, as they were most
striking, and similar observations have been made by Fuchs-
Hajek, Birch-Hirschfeld, and Albrecht-Muehsam.

Our experience demonstrates again that both acute and
chronic inflammation and suppuration of the posterior acces-

sory sinuses may cause acute or chronic optic neuritis or

collateral oedema, which, like the nasal disease, may be bi-

lateral or unilateral, although the latter may be unilateral and
yet lead to double optic neuritis. Vision is rapidly dimin-

ished, especially in the acute cases, and may lead to complete
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blindness in a few days. Color scotomata, which have no

uniform type, are invariably found, and defects and contrac-

tion of the visual field are almost always present. Ophthal-

moscopic examination generally shows venous stasis, papil-

litis, or signs of descending atrophy; it may, however, be

entirely negative. The symptoms are sufficient to establish

a diagnosis of retrobulbar neuritis.

Disease changes were invariably found in the nasal cavities,

generally in the form of pus in the posterior accessory cavities.

Evacuation of the pus was followed, with the exception of a

single case, by marked improvement or complete recovery-

Accordingly, the more acute the case, the better the prog-

nosis, although it is to be noted that operative treatment was
remarkably successful in a chronic case.

Our observations suggest, at least, the importance of a

careful rhinological examination in future, in all similar

cases. It is true that acute retrobulbar neuritis goes on to

spontaneous recovery in many instances, but in a given case

we cannot count on any such favorable termination. If the

neuritis is demonstrably due to accessory sinus suppuration

it is our duty, beyond a doubt, to go straight for the cause

of the disease. Considering the present development of

rhinology, this is not to be counted a difficult or dangerous

task. It is hoped that the observations here reported will

induce others with suitable material to verify the attempted

solution of this most important problem. The author is in-

debted to Dr. J. V. Barlay and to Dr. Desider B^k^s for their

kindness in making ophthalmoscopic examinations and tests

of the ocular functions.



SOME RARE BACTERIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS IN

ULCUS SERPENS.

By Dr. zur NEDDEN.

Translated from the German Edition, Vol. LII., by Dr. Matthias

Lanckton Foster.

{With appended Plate IV.)

SINCE the contributions to the etiology of corneal ulcers

by Gasparrini^ and UhthofE and Axenfeld^, various

bacteriological investigations have been made which have

confirmed the work of these authors. Usually the pneu-

mococcus has been found to be the excitant of the typical

ulcus serpens, but occasional cases have been met with in

which no pneumococci could be found. I do not refer to those

forms of infectious keratitis which in spite of an occasional

hypopyon present a very different clinical picture from ulcus

serpens, I include only those corneal ulcers which clinically

resemble ulcus serpens and yet are not due to infection with

pneumococci.

The first case of this kind was reported by Uhthoff and

Axenfeld^ who found in a typical ulcus serpens a diplobacillus,

probably identical with the one described later by Petit* as

the diplobacillus liquefaciens. Petit obtained pure cultures of

this diplobacillus from three cases of serpiginous ulcer of the

cornea which differed from the ulcus serpens only in that

they were not associated with pain and photophobia, that they

developed gradually, and that they were not accompanied by
iritis. The diplobacillus liquefaciens was also obtained by
McNab ^ in two cases which did not present a serpiginous type

and ran a benign course. Bach and Neumann*^ described a

hypopyon-keratitis which presented the clinical picture of

28
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ulcus serpens, although the only micro-organisms found were

thick, short diplobacilli which did not liquidate gelatine and
were pathogenic for the corneas of rabbits. Krueger ^ also re-

ported a case of typical ulcus serpens which was caused by a

previously unknown, proteus-like bacillus. According to

Gourfein*, Friedlaender's pneumobacillus is also able to pro-

duce a serpiginous keratitis, but in two of his three cases

there was in Axenfeld's opinion' no superficial extension of

the ulcer and therefore these did not correspond to what is

commonly understood as an ulcus serpens. Finally the

diplococcus of Morax-Axenfeld has been ascribed as the

cause of a creeping corneal ulcer in a few cases. Paul ^ ° stated

that of twenty-seven corneal ulcers associated with hypopyon
and iritis caused by diplobacilli, seven showed a transient re-

semblance to ulcus serpens. From these few reports it appears

that most of the cases of ulcus serpens in which no pneumococci

were found did not present the typical picture of this disease.

Only the three cases reported by Uhthoff and Axenfeld, Bach
and Neumann, and Krueger, with perhaps one of Gourfein's,

can be pronounced true cases because they exhibited a super-

ficial serpiginous condition throughout their course.

In the systematic bacteriological investigations of the in-

flammatory affections of the conjunctiva and cornea which

we have carried on for many years at Bonn, we have met with
some cases of ulcus serpens in which no pneumococci could

be found. In order to exclude as far as possible all sources

of error we have made cultures with different media so that

growth was rendered possible for all kinds of bacteria, even

those most difficult to cultivate.

We found one case in which the diplobacillus of Morax-
Axenfeld was exclusively present. But this one case in no
way suffices to determine an etiological connection. When
we consider that throughout the region of the Rhine the con-

junctivitis due to this diplobacillus is every extensive among
the poorer people we are obliged to think that if it was patho-

genic for the cornea it would be met with more frequently in

corneal ulcers, particularly in traumatic cases. I have men-
tioned in a former paper ^

' that in almost all cases of ulcus

serpens caused by pneumococci great quantities of diplo-

bacilli would be found in the ulcer if a conjunctivitis due to
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them was present at the same time. Diplobacilli were also

found under the same conditions in Httle infiltrates in the

margin or the more central parts of the cornea, but we were

never convinced that they displayed a marked pathogenetic

afl&nity for the corneal tissue. As a result of a conjunctivitis

due to diplobacilli, and also of other forms of infectious con-

junctival catarrh, in scrofulous persons, phlyctenulae some-

times appear at the limbus and disappear in a short time,

while the vascularization, infiltration, and ulcers which have

resulted therefrom remain longer. When such patients come
under treatment after the affection has lasted some time it

may easily seem as if the diplobacilli had been the direct

cause of the corneal trouble because the phlyctenulae are

no longer to be found. But of all the cases in which phlycten-

ulae, trachoma, and other complications play a part there re-

main out of our very large number of cases of diplobacillus con-

junctivitis, which amount to about four hundred a year, only a

very small number in which it appears to be possible that the

diplobacillus infection might be the direct cause of the keratitis-

When these few cases are correctly investigated by cultures

other kinds of bacteria are found which may be etiological.

Under these circumstances it seems questionable whether

the diplobacilli were the cause in this case of ulcus serpens in

which they alone were found. We rather incline toward the

view that the true cause escaped the investigation, perhaps

because the ulcer had passed its height and showed a tendency

to repair.

According to Petit, who found diplobacilli in eighteen cases

of corneal ulcer in which the symptoms on the part of the

conjunctiva were not well marked, and also according to Paul,

there is no doubt that diplobacilli may cause severe inflam-

mation of the cornea in many regions, but I must insist that

it is not proven that such is the case in the country of the

Rhine, and therefore it appears that the susceptibility of the

cornea to this infection is not everywhere the same. Possibly

this disease has lost a portion of its virulence in the western

provinces of Germany as a result of its existence there for

many years in endemic form.

I have very frequently found' 2 the bacillus of infectious

marginal ulcers in traumatic keratitis. This bacillus has a
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marked pathogenic action on the cornea, both of men and

animals, is able to spread from the conjunctiva to the cornea

and produce marginal ulcers without any previous traumatism,

and in cases of injury to create a clinical picture which tran-

siently resembles that of ulcus serpens. Yet usually the

characteristic virulent, serpiginous extension of the latter is

absent. Such ulcers may be mistaken at the first glance for

ulcera serpentia, but will be differentiated by their course.

This differentiation is of importance regarding the treatment

as the use of the pneumococcus serum is not indicated in these

affections and operative treatment is also rarely needed.

In contradistinction to these cases which only occasionally

exhibit a certain similarity to ulcus serpens we have observed

three of those rare cases which show a true serpiginous char-

acter throughout their clinical course and are therefore properly

designated ulcus serpens although no pneumococcus infection

can be demonstrated. As the exact knowledge of the etiology

of corneal ulcers has become important since the introduction

of pneumococcus serum in the treatment of ulcus serpens it

seems proper to give special attention to the ulcera serpentia

in which pneumococci are wanting.

Case i.—C. H., forty-two years old, married, had always

had good eyes. December 12, 1904, pain began in his left

eye without known cause. Inflammation soon appeared

on account of which he sought the clinic on December 15.

No lachrymal trouble. Left eye photophobic, conjunctiva

injected, an ulcer 2mm broad in the lower outer quadrant

of the cornea with infiltration of the surrounding tissue.

Margin of ulcer toward the centre of the cornea very

cloudy. Small, barely perceptible hypopyon. Pupil small,

several posterior synechise which yield to atropin. Right

eye normal.
December 20.—Ulcer larger in every direction. Inner

margin undermined. Floor of ulcer covered with whitish

pus which can be removed easily. Hypopyon imm high.

Pain severe.

December 22.—While the ulcer has not become much
larger the infiltration has extended markedly toward the

centre of the cornea.

December 23.—Ulcer has extended upward. Broad semi-

circular infiltration toward the medial side in which can be

seen several radiating lines.

December 25.—Margin of ulcer extended inward, down-
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ward, and upward. Hypopyon greater. Pain increased.

As the treatment hitherto employed, atropin, antiseptic

collyria, and warm moist applications, had not been eflfective,

Saemisch's incision was made. The hypopyon disappeared.

The anterior chamber quickly reformed.

December 26.—No pain. Aqueous clear. Ulcer at a
standstill. From this point recovery was uninterrupted

and the patient was discharged January 6, 1905, with the

eye quiet, a white scar in place of the ulcer, no synechias,

and vision i.

This ulcer was exactly like an ulcus serpens, but the

bacteriological examination revealed on the slides only
xerosis bacilli and quantities of round cocci which lay

sometimes in pairs but usually in large heaps, with no cap-

sule which could be detected. They were not stained by
Gram's method.
By cultures xerosis bacilli and streptococci alone were

found. The latter micro-organisms showed the character-

istics of true streptococci on re-inoculations in various

nutritive media and were doubtless identical with the
cocci found in the coating of the ulcer. No pneumococci
were found. The differences between the cultures obtained
and those of pneumococci were too great for a mistake to

be possible.

The clinical pictures in the two following cases were

similar, but the bacteriological examination gave a very

different result.

Case 2.—H. E., twenty-eight years old, stone mason, had
his left eye injured March 18, 1904, by a flying bit of stone.

Two days later the eye became inflamed and soon grew
worse. On March 30 he came to the clinic.

In the lower inner quadrant of the left cornea was a
round, superficial ulcer i.^mm broad, surrounded by a
sharply defined infiltration varying irregularly from 2 to
3WW in width. There was marked photophobia and ciliary

injection. No lachrymal trouble. Occasional severe pain.
Pupil fairly dilated. Small hjq^opyon imm high. Right
eye normal. Treatment, atropin, moist warm applications,

and frequent cleansing with a weak solution of oxycyanate
of mercury.
March 31.—Worse. The ulcer is spreading slowly out-

ward while the medial portion is beginning to clear up.
April I.—The lateral margin of the ulcer is more infil-

trated and is clearly undermined. About it is an active
diffuse cloudiness in which can be seen by means of the
loupe radiating striae in the middle and deeper layers of
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the cornea. The hypopyon has increased. Severe pain.

Saemisch's operation was performed.

April 2.—Ulcer no longer progressive. The undermined
margin has given way. No pain. Uninterrupted recovery

now took place and the patient was discharged May 11,

with a dense scar in place of the ulcer, the pupil round, and
the vision f

.

Case 3.—^J.
D., forty-seven years old, farmer. Patient

states that he suffered several years ago from granular dis-

ease and since that time has often had lachrymation of his

left eye. About the middle of October, 1904, an inflamma-
tion began in his right eye without known cause.

October 23.—Trachomatous cicatrices in the conjunctivae

of the upper lids. No lachrymal trouble. Marked ciliary

injection and photophobia of the right eye. In the upper
part of the cornea is an irregular ulcer 3mm broad with a
gray floor. The margin toward the centre of the cornea

much infiltrated. Pupil contracted, dilates incompletely

under the influence of atropin. Hypopyon 1.5mm high.

Treatment, atropin, moist warm applications, and cleansing

with antiseptic solutions.

October 24.—Ulcer has extended downward 2mm. Severe

pain.

October 26.—Eye somewhat improved. The upper part

of the ulcer is cleaner, below there is still an active infiltra-

tion. Hypopyon smaller.

October 29.—Severe pain. Ulcer has spread downward
considerably since yesterday. The margin is undermined
and the deeper layers of the cornea are very cloudy.

October 31.—Pain worse. Lower margin of ulcer much
infiltrated and shows evident progression. Hypopyon
greater. Cauterization of the progressive margin.
November i.—Apparent improvement in the morning,

recurrence of severe pain in the afternoon.

November 2 .—Ulcer has extended downward. Hypopyon
4mm high. Thick, gray exudate in the pupil. Some che-

mosis. Saemisch's keratotomy performed. Exudate could
not be removed.
November 3.—Ulcer quiet, no pain. The ulcer then

healed slowly and left an extensive cicatrix and circular

posterior synechias, so that when the patient was discharged
on December 4 the vision was reduced to perception of

light. There was no fundus reflex and the projection was
imperfect. After four weeks the margins of the scar had
cleared up somewhat.
Both of these cases presented clinically the typical

picture of an ulcus serpens. In the first the process was
entirely superficial, while in the latter there was in addition
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to the superficial progression an extension of the inflam-

mation into the deeper layers of the cornea. In neither

could pneumococci be found either in the material taken
from the undermined margin of the ulcer, or in the scanty
conjimctival secretion. As I repeatedly prepared culture

plates, not only with the usual glycerin agar but also with
human blood, and a mixture of ascitic fluid or rabbit serum
with agar or bouillon, I have no doubt of their absence.

Numerous colonies of the bacillus subtilis were obtained
from material taken from beneath the undermined margins,

usually without admixture with other kinds of bacteria.

Occasionally a few colonies of xerosis bacilli and sarcinae

were present, but these must be ascribed to accidental con-

tamination. In Case 3 the bacillus subtilis was obtained in

large quantities from the conjunctiva also.

In order to render it more certain in regard to these micro-
organisms I made re-inoculations in various media by which
I demonstrated that the stock cultivated from Case 2 was
identical in its cultural peculiarities with the ordinary
bacillus subtilis, while that from Case 3 presented some
variations. Its growth in bouillon and the agar stab cul-

ture was scanty, which showed this stock to be aerobic.

No growth was obtained in milk or on potatoes. It was
also worthy of notice that the long threadlike formations,

which are almost always found in the subtilis group, ap-

peared characteristically only in the gelatine culture, while

in the other media and in the pus of the ulcer they were
absent, or rarely found. The remaining characteristics

however indicated that this bacillus belonged to the sub-
tilis group.

These bacilli were found in great numbers in the smears
obtained from the undermined margins of the ulcers in both
cases. They were rather more slender than those in the
cultures, particularly those in the last case, of which I have
prepared a photogram (Plate IV.). Consequently they
bear a certain resemblance to the diplobacilli of Morax-
Axenfeld, but can be differentiated by the staining with
Gram's method. There can be no doubt that in both of

these cases of ulcus serpens there was an infection with
bacilli which belong to the group subtilis and that the
two stocks exhibit some cultural differences.

It is only recently that attention has been paid to the

bacillus subtilis in ophthalmic bacteriology. Every one who
has done much work in this line has surely met with it fre-

quently and it has usually been ascribed to contamination

because this bacillus is widespread and commonly held to be
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saprophytic. Haab^^ was the first to point out that the

bacillus subtilis may cause suppuration in the human vitreous,

although Poplawska^* had shortly before found bacilli which

resembled the subtilis in a purulent vitreous. Roemer^^,

Baenziger and Silberschmidt ^ ^, and Kayser * ^ have likewise

found the subtilis to be the cause of panophthalmitis in human
eyes. Michalski^^ and Gourfein^' have found this micro-

organism in a great number of cases of conjunctival catarrh

and look upon it as the exciting agent. The former described

it under the name bacillus subtiformis and observed it in

thirteen cases during 1900. Afterward he found it in fifty

similar cases, in forty-six without admixture with other patho-

genic germs. Gourfein cultivated the bacillus subtilis seven-

teen times from the secretions in conjunctival inflammations

which ran a distinct clinical course and were complicated in

two cases by infiltration and ulcers of the cornea near the

limbus. Both Michalski and Gourfein were able to reproduce

the clinical picture in the conjunctivae of rabbits by pure cul-

tures and the latter also produced a rapidly spreading ulcer

of the cornea with the same infection.

In view of such observations it is no longer doubtful that

bacilli of the subtilis group occasionally develop pathogenic

powers in different parts of the human eye, and it was to be

expected that inoculations of the stocks taken from the ulcera

serpentia would not be without effect on rabbits' eyes. The

results obtained with each were the same except that the reac-

tions obtained from the stock of the last case were in general

more intense, doubtless because its virulence was the greater

.

A culture applied to the conjunctival sac produced no re-

action. A subconjunctival or subcutaneous injection of from

0.2 to o.^ccm of a bouillon culture produced a small abscess

which healed in two or three weeks. Pure cultures of the

bacilli were obtained from the pus. Injection into the cornea

of a drop of agar culture caused a severe purulent keratitis

with an exudate into the aqueous when the more virulent

stock was used, but although this keratitis showed a pro-

gressive character for the first eight days it had no resem-

blance to ulcus serpens. Injection into the anterior chamber

and the vitreous produced a severe iridocyclitis with much
exudation, which resulted in phthisis bulbi.
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The intraperitoneal injection of guinea-pigs, and the intra-

venous injection of rabbits with 2 or ^ccm of a concentrated

culture produced no pathological symptoms.

The bacilli could be cultivated from the exudate in the

aqueous or the vitreous, and also from the subconjunctival

and subcutaneous abscesses only three or four days before the

inflammation had reached its height. To explain this we
must either assume that the micro-organisms became spoiled,

which is to be observed occasionally with other infections,

or that the germs disappear partly through phagocytosis,

partly through the early appearance of anti-bodies. The
latter accounts for the cases in which the bacteria could no

longer be found soon after the infection, while the first theory

would explain why the bacilli cultivated from both corneal

ulcers grew much worse and more slowly in artificial media

during the first generation than afterward.

Baenziger and Silberschmidt made similar observations.

They produced panophthalmitis by injections of pure cultures

of subtilis into the vitreous of rabbits, yet could not obtain the

bacilli from the pus in the vitreous after the lapse of three or

four days. Roemer was unable to cultivate micro-organisms

from his case, which according to the morphology and staining

was one of subtilis. I was also unable to obtain cultures in

another case, although Gram positive bacilli which resembled

the subtilis were present in great quantities. The case was
one in which the eye had been enucleated on account of iri-

docyclitis. Such observations show that the weakened cul-

tural conditions of the stock of subtilis obtained from the

last ulcer cannot be deemed remarkable. This peculiarity

of the otherwise so easily cultivated bacillus subtilis should

be considered.

Since the bacillus subtilis is occasionally pathogenic for

various parts of the human eye increased attention must
be given to its presence in all internal and external inflamma-

tions of that organ. Yet it must not be considered the patho-

genic agent in all cases in which it is found, and it must not

be expected that it will always produce an ulcus serpens when
it infects the cornea. It can be assumed as certain only that

under favorable conditions it may cause a severe keratitis

with hypopyon and iritis which may chnically resemble the
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ulcer produced by pneumococci. The same is true of strep-

tococci, as shown by my ifirst case, although the ulcers they

produce have usually no serpiginous character.

In infection of the cornea the clinical appearances vary in

the same manner as in infections of the conjunctiva, and the

same clinical picture may be produced by different kinds of

bacteria. Ophthalmia neonatorum may be produced not

only by gonococci, but also by bacterium coli, staphylococci,

pneumococci, and influenza bacilli, without any striking

clinical difference. Even if the inflammations caused by the

other bacteria have in general a more benign character than

the gonorrhoeal, yet on the other hand true gonorrhoeal infec-

tion occasionally runs the course of a harmless conjunctivitis.

It is exactly the same with ulcus serpens. The typical forms

are for the most part produced by pneumococci, in rare cases

by other kinds of bacteria, among which are, according to the

experience of Petit the diplobacillus liquefaciens, the bacilli

found by Bach and Neumann, Krueger's proteus-like bacillus,

Friedlaender's pneumobacillus, and finally the bacillus sub-

tilis and the streptococcus. Perhaps there are still other

micro-organisms which are able to produce this clinical picture.

In the atypical forms of ulcus serpens a larger number of

groups of bacteria are etiological, particularly the diplo-

bacillus of Morax-Axenfeld and the bacillus of marginal

ulcers, but it would be wrong to reserve the term "atypical

ulcus serpens " for the cases in which there are no pneumococci,

because, aside from the fact that typical ulcera serpentia not

due to pneumococci would not be taken into account, it must
be borne in mind that sometimes keratitis caused by pneu-

mococci runs an atypical course.

Though the cases of typical ulcus serpens without pneu-

mococci will probably remain very rare they must not be

overlooked in the designation of the disease and therefore

there is no justification in naming an ulcus serpens a pneu-

mococcus ulcer from the clinical appearance without further

investigation.

In conclusion it may be noted that in all three of our cases

of ulcus serpens without pneumococci keratotomy was of excel-

lent service and checked the progress of the disease, leaving

two cases with round pupils and good vision. In the atypical
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cases caused by diplobacilli non-operative treatment gave the

better result, according to Paul.
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REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE OPHTHAL-
MOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF THE UNITED

KINGDOM.

By Mr. C. DEVEREUX MARSHALL.

An ordinary meeting of the society was held on Thursday,

October 15, 1908, Mr. Marcus Gunn, President, in the chair.

Dr. Maitland Ramsay showed a spectroscopic test of color

vision, Mr. Sydney Stephenson a case of unilateral ptosis

treated by the Motais operation very slightly modified, Dr.

A. Ogilvy showed microscopic sections from a case of tuber-

culous iridocyclitis in a man aet. 75, and Mr. Lawford ex-

hibited a case of bilateral traumatic choroiditis. Mr. Hudson

showed a case in which there was oil in the anterior chamber,

and Mr, Wray one of follicular conjunctivitis.

Messrs. Frank G. Thomas and J. Herbert Parsons read

a paper on a case of Dipterous larva in the anterior chamber.

The case was that of a male, aet. 2f years, a native of Pem-

brokeshire, who was seen on March 18, 1908. 3^ weeks

previously the left eye was noticed to be red and photophobic,

and the child seemed occasionally to be in pain. There was

no history of injury or illness, nor any symptoms suggestive

of intestinal " worms." On examination under an anaesthetic

the eye showed slight ciliary injection, cornea clear, anterior

chamber deepened, and the aqueous faintly turbid. The iris

was discolored and pattern fogged. The pupil was irregular,

and filled with pigmented lymph. Lying on the iris was a

long cylindrical body resembling a small worm, its head in

the lower and outer quadrant and tail in the angle of the an-

terior chamber at the upper and inner quadrant. The body

39
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consisted of 8 segments, and measured 1 2 or 1 2>i^m, was of

grayish-yellow color, and showed no movements. With a

binocular loupe a fine covering of gray material could be made
out enveloping it and reflected on to the iris. The tension

was —I, and the eye blind. Enucleation was performed the

same day. The eye was hardened in formol and sections were

made at right angles to the foreign body. The A. C. con

tained exudate in front of the iris, tying down the cylindrical

mass to it: the lens was somewhat shrunken, and the vitreous

was also shrunken and contained a coagulum. The retina

was detached, with sub-retinal coagulum. Microscopically,

the cornea was found slightly infiltrated at the periphery.

The anterior chamber was deep and contained homogeneous

coagulum, with multitudes of leucocytes. The angles were

widely open, and the region of the canal of Schlemm was

densely packed with leucocytes. Lying on the surface of the

iris was a circular body bounded by hyaline membrane, which

was clearly an animal parasite. The iris, ciliary body, and

retina were densely infiltrated with leucocytes. The lens

was distorted, showing cataractous changes, and covered by
a fibrinous coagulum, the latter being also seen covering the

ciliary body. The choroid was in situ, and practically normal.

One section showed the head very beautifully, and this, with

others, was submitted to Mr. A. E. Shipley, F. R. S., who
thought the parasite was the larva of either the blow-fly, or

of Sarcophaga carnaria, or S. magnifica. The ova of the

blow-fly, or the larvae of sarcophagidae were sometimes de-

posited in the nasal passages and other channels leading out-

ward in man, and also on the conjunctiva in purulent cases. It

was suggested that the larva might work its way from the con-

junctival sac directly through the thin sclerotic of a child into

the interior of the eye, or if deposited in the nostril, might

find its way by the nasal duct to the lachrymal artery and
thence into the eye by way of the central retinal artery, or

of one of the ciliary arteries. The possibility of this larva

being that of Hypoderma boris, of which there were two

recorded cases in man, and one in the horse, must not be over-

looked since the larva of this fly was of necessity parasitic in

mammalia.

The case was discussed by Mr. Parsons, the President,
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Major Elliott, Mr. Hewkley, Mr. Ormond, Mr. Coats, and

Mr. Pooley.

Mr. N. Bishop Harman read a paper entitled Six generations

of piebalds. He showed a chart of the pedigree of a family in

which there was a striking and continuous inheritance of

certain skin and hair markings. Some of the members of

the family were shown at the meeting. The features were:

a white forelock, a white patch of skin spreading from beneath

this lock of white hair down the centre of the forehead, and

in some cases patches of white skin about the trunk or legs.

The white tissues were appreciably more delicate than the

normal skin and hair. The color of the ordinary hair ranged

from a light brown to a deep brown, almost black. There

were no other abnormalities. The connections of this family

had been ascertained for six generations: of these, four were

living. The generations comprised 34 childships and 138

individuals. Of the childships, 9 showed the inheritance in

direct descent. Mr. Harman considered the anomaly to be

in the nature of a partial albinism. He discussed the nature

of this family history in relation to the inheritance of disease

by one or other sex, and to the law of inheritance as propounded

by Mendel.

A meeting of the Society was held on Thursday, November
12th, Mr. R. Marcus Gunn, President, in the chair.

The following card specimens were shown: Mr. R. R.

James: Birth injury of cornea. Mr. A, L. Whitehead:
Specimen from a case of iridocyclitis followed by perforation

of the sclerotic and orbital abscess. Mr. Sydney Stephenson:

Crateriform hole in the optic disc. Mr. Rayner Batten:

Acute optic neuritis in one eye with macular changes in one eye.

Mr. Leslie Paton: Cataract developing subsequent to X-rays.

Mr. A. L. Whitehead read a paper entitled A case of

orbital abscess following retinal embolism. The patient, a

woman aet. 42, after an illness of ten days' duration, with

elevation of temperature and pain in the right shoulder, sud-

denly lost the sight in one eye. This eye subsequently became
acutely inflamed and proptosed, and an orbital abscess formed.

The abscess was opened, and the eye excised: pus was found
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to be exuding through a necrosed area of sclerotic. The
axillary vein subsequently became thrombosed and suppur-

ated. The absence of any primary focus of suppuration and

the presence of a systolic mitral bruit rendered the diagnosis

of infective retinal embolism, secondary to endarteritis,

probable.

Mr. Parsons, in comment on the case, drew attention to

the importance of a bacteriological examination of the blood

in such cases and showed, by narrating cases, that the be-

havior of the case varied greatly according to the particular

organism responsible. There was also a strong selective

factor as regards site in the case of various organisms. Mr.

Angus Macnab pointed out that in many cases where the

abscess contents were afterwards found to be sterile the pneu-

mococcus was the organism responsible. Mr. Whitehead

replied. The pus from the eye was sterile, while that from

the abscess contained some diplococci.

Mr. Herbert H. Folker read a paper on Nodular opacity

of the cornea in three generations. Twenty-five members of

this family had been examined, and the opacity was found

in nine of them. In the first and second generations, five

were examined, and nodular opacity was present in three

members. In these cases, in addition to the opacities, fine

lattice-like lines were found in conjunction with them. This

latter condition was absent in members of the third genera-

tion. The nodular opacities were fewer in number and less

in density in the younger members. In all the cases the

opacities appeared to be situated in the anterior layers of the

substantia propria, the epithelial layer not being involved.

No signs of syphilis or history of rheumatism were present

in any of the cases. He was indebted to Dr. George Carter,

of Tunstall, who first sent an affected member of the family

to him, and who had taken great pains in assisting to trace

the various members of the family.

The President remarked on the large amount of work done

by the Society recently on the question of heredity. In

only two cases had he seen nodular opacities of the cornea

associated with raising of the epithelium. Mr. G. Coats de-

scribed the histology of a case which he had examined. Mr.

Macnab remarked on the advantage which had accrued when
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he shaved the cornea. Mr. Herbert Fisher drew attention

to some notes of a case of nodular keratitis which he showed

three years ago. Mr. Holmes Spicer also described cases

and said he had scraped from them material which was found

to be hyaline, with calcareous deposits in it. Mr. Doyne, Mr.

Sydney Stephenson, Mr. Treacher Collins, Mr. Inman,

Major Elliott, Mr. Bishop Harman, and Mr. Nettleship

and others also joined in the discussion, and Mr. Folker

replied.



REPORT OF THE THIRTY-FIFTH MEETING OF THE
GERMAN OPHTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY, AT

HEIDELBERG, AUGUST 5-7, 1908.

Reported by Dr. K. WESSELY, Berlin.

Translated from the German Edition of these Archives, Sept., 1908,

by Dr. Matthias Lanckton Foster, New York.

first scientific session, WEDNESDAY MORNING, AUGUST 5TH. DOR
(lyons) in the chair.

1. ScHiRMER (Strasburg)

—

The innervation of the lachry-

mal gland. Schirmer studied quantitatively and quali-

tatively the tears in three cases of old paralysis of the

sympathetic and in three eyes before and after resection of

the superior cervical ganglion, and also stimulated the periph-

eral end of the sympathetic with a weak and a moderately

strong induction current immediately after the resection of the

ganglion. He shows that the gland is not caused to secrete

in this manner. The quantity of tears and their composition

was perfectly normal in the cases of old paralysis. But in

each of the fresh cases the quantity secreted during reflex

stimulation was clearly less than before the operation while

the concentration of the tears was unchanged. His conclusion

is that the lachrymal gland is innervated by the sympathetic

together with the facial and that the secretion of tears is

influenced not by its action on the vessels, but through inner-

vation of the gland cells.

2. V. Michel (Berlin)

—

Buphthalmos and semilateral

hypertrophy of the face. v. Michel reports a large number of

patients with semilateral hypertrophy of the face, both total

and partial. In the pronounced cases not only the soft parts

of the face but likewise the bony parts and the tongue and

buccal mucous membrane were semilaterally enlarged or

44
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thickened, while in the rudimentary cases only certain parts

of one side of the face were hypertrophied, the upper lid

forming the place of predilection. Anatomically, as demon-

strated from excised pieces of the lids and of the buccal mu-
cous membrane, the condition was that of a neurofibroma

that is the tumor-like thickenings were permeated by a rich

network of nerves become enormously hypertrophic through

proliferation of their peri- and endoneurium, which could

frequently be felt externally as solid cords, especially in the

lids. Buphthalmos was so often present on the same side

that the author considers monolateral buphthalmos to be an

accompanying symptom of semilateral hypertrophy of the

face. The connection between the two diseases is not yet

clear; the neurofibromata of the ciliary nerves occasionally

found can hardly be considered alone the cause of the enlarge-

ment of the eye ; the buphthalmos and the facial hypertrophy

are rather to be looked upon as co-ordinate disturbances.

Discussion: Seefelder (Leipsic) said that in a great num-
ber of cases of monolateral buphthalmos he had never seen

any signs of facial hypertrophy and had found no changes in

the ciliary nerves.

3. M. V. Hoffmann (Baden-Baden)

—

Report of an in-

teresting case of inherited glioma retinae, von Hoffmann re-

ported a case of bilateral glioma retinae in a child one year

old, the only child of a mother 28 years of age who had had her

right eye enucleated for glioma retinae when two years old.

4. Pfalz (Duesseldorf)

—

The relations of corneal opa-

cities to the acuteness of vision. The central vision has hith-

erto been valued as the criterion of the bad influence of corneal

opacities, or for their improvement either as the result of

therapeutic measures or spontaneously, but hitherto satis-

factory means have been lacking by which the effect on func-

tion could be estimated from the size, kind, and position of a

corneal opacity. The author has sought to replace the very

different subjective experience of the individual physician

and the pictures in his memory by drawings which he has

made of each case of corneal opacity for several years. He
finds that the condition of the surface is more important than

density, extent, and position of the opacity. The ophthal-
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mometer and keratoscope are needed to aid the drawings.

After years of observations of this kind he has arrived at the

following conclusions. The function lowering power of cor-

neal opacities depends not so much on the dispersion of light

caused by them as on irregular " facetted" refraction of light,

not only within the opacity but also in the neighboring clear

tissue. A nebula usually does not cause in practice the dis-

turbance the theory indicates, even for the other normal eye.

When it does cause such a disturbance the surface is usually

found to be very irregular, so that the irregular refraction

just designated facetted is the causative agent. The basis

of this is to be sought in the irregular distribution of the lymph

in the parenchyma and epithelium of the cornea which per-

sists many years as the impression of a not yet fully complete

reaction, especially in dyscrasic inflammations of the cornea,

and may exert a bad influence on the surface even of the

clear portion of the cornea in opacities of traumatic origin,

but may disappear without treatment after several years and

heal with true clearing up and diminution of the opacity and

improvement of the vision. This is of importance in con-

sidering the questions of the time and extent of tattooing.

The author considers incorrect Schmidt-Rimpler's theory that

ascribes a particularly bad influence to the bright irradiation

of the peripheral portions of the retina as compared with the

shading of the centre by the corneal opacity, but believes

instead that a purely physico-optical law governs the lowering

of the vision which can be partially exhibited in the photo-

graphic camera. Finally he presents the following conclu-

sions: I. Superficial corneal opacities which do not involve

Bowman's membrane, after the disappearance of all signs of

reaction, leave the surface nearly or quite intact and exert

no noteworthy influence on the central vision as long as they

do not cover more than ^ of the area of the pupil. 2. Larger

opacities of the same kind lower the vision. As long as \
of the area of the pupil remains clear and the surface is regu-

lar the vision does not sink below ^ to ^ 3. Even with per-

manent deep opacities, when the surface of \ of the area of

the pupil is clear and the astigmatism is regular, the vision is

seldom less than ^ to \. 4. In total opacities in which the

papilla and vessels can still be distinguished in the upright
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image and the surface of the cornea is regular, visions of -^
or better are to be expected, at least sufficiently good to per-

mit of binocular vision.

5. V. RoHR (Jena)

—

The theory of anastigmatic cataract

lenses. After a historical introduction the astigmatic devia-

tions of the oblique rays were considered as they are shown
in the delineation of an object on a plane surface 30cm distant

through a plano-convex glass of i4iD, when the focal point

of the principal rays lies upon the axis 2bmm from the plane

surface. The problem how to do away with these astigmatic

deviations cannot be solved with single spherical lenses, but
may be approached with binary combinations. By placing

one behind the other two separate, chromatically uncorrected

lenses a reduction of the astigmatic deviation of about 97.3%
is obtained, with a visual field on the side of the object of

2 X 21.8°. The other binary combination is fastened together

and achromatic. The visual field on the side of the object is

only 2 X 16.3°. The astigmatism for rays forming an angle

of about 1 5° on the side of the object is practically wiped out.

6. Hertel (Jena)

—

Anastigmatic cataract glasses in prac-

tice (with demonstrations). The marked limitation of the

power of the moving aphakic eye to see clearly is due to the

great astigmatism of the cataract glasses for rays entering

outside the axis and can be corrected only by anastigmatic

cataract lenses. The lateral vision of aphakics is better with

these new glasses than with the ones hitherto used. If a

patient reads \ with a -f- 1 2D he can see these test letters over

an area of at least 52° in extent, while with the ordinary bi-

convex lens the same letters can be read over a field of only

about 12°, In the same way with the new reading glasses,

^.g. + 15.3D, the field of clear lateral vision is about four

times as large as with the old glasses. In a special type of the

new glasses in addition to the enlargement of the field of clear

vision an unendurable thickness and weight of the glasses is

avoided by making the field somewhat more narrow than in

the simpler type. Experience must determine in which cases

the first and in which the second are to be preferred. The
firm of C. Zeiss (Jena) consider these instructions necessary

for the construction of the new glasses: A statement of the

glasses with which the best vision can be obtained both for
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distance and near, whether biconvex, planoconvex, or peri-

scopic glasses were used in testing, the distance of the glasses

from the vertex of the cornea, and any desires in regard to the

extent of the field to be realized.

7. Levinsohn (Berlin)

—

The real actuating cause of

myopia. The author shows first that the supposed increase

of tension during near work to which the lengthening of the

axis is ascribed by the advocates of the theories of myopia is

not demonstrably present, and that the anatomical substratum

of the changes found in myopia are in direct contradiction to

the theories. He then indicates that in near work in addition

to the accommodation and convergence the bending of the

head exerts a very real influence upon the eye in consequence

of gravitation. First by the orbit overfilling with blood and

pressing the eye downward, second the direct action of gravity

upon the eyeball. The author shows curves and manometric

measurements which analyze these forces separately. In

addition to this the pressure of the full and tense cushion of

fat upon the posterior pole causes trophic changes that result

in a softening of the tissue at this place. The author states

that the effect of gravitation is exerted chiefly on the tem-

poral ntargin of the entrance of the optic nerve and that the

formation of staphyloma, the dilatation of the canal, and the

elongation of the axis are its natural consequences. Also

the cracking of the pigment epithelium and of the elastica, the

detachment of the vitreous and of the retina have their

primary cause in this force. If the bending of the body
and of the head is the true exciting cause of myopia the pre-

vention of myopia must be sought in the energetic struggle

against such positions.

8. zuR Nedden (Bonn)

—

^Experimental studies concerning

specific relations between the retina and the kidneys. If a dog

is subcutaneously injected with crushed kidneys from a rabbit

anti-bodies against rabbit kidneys are formed which are kept

in the blood serum. This anti-kidney serum, or nephrotoxin,

attacks not only the kidneys, but to a much less degree the

liver and the brain. At any rate the liver and brain possess

albumin groups identical with those present in the kidney.

The immunity reactions are always specific. If now nephro-

toxic serum is injected into the aural vein of a rabbit a kidney
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disease results which is usually fatal in a short time. No
pathological changes are clinically demonstrable in the eye.

But if the nephrotoxic serum is injected into the common car-

otid, so that it comes in contact with the eye in greater quan-

tity, bluish white superficial foci appear in the retina at the

end of two hours, rapidly increase, and reach their maximum
in from six to eight hours. The animals usually die from

the kidney disease on the second day. In one case the rabbit

survived. In this case the retinal affection retrograded after ten

to fourteen days and left white shining foci of degeneration

between which a pigmentation could be seen here and there.

Microscopic examination seven hours after the injection of

the nephrotoxin showed that the affection was situated ex-

clusively in the innermost layers of the retina. In that place

an albuminous fluid had accumulated which had pressed

apart the supporting fibres, that produced peculiar appear-

ances resembling hollow spaces. Nothing pathological was

to be seen in the nerve fibres, ganglion cells, or glia cells.

There were no signs of inflammation or vascular changes ; in-

flammatory and degenerative processes appear secondarily

at a later date.

Control experiments with normal dog serum caused no

pathological affections either in the kidneys or in the retina.

The toxic serum for rabbits' kidneys acted toxically only on

the retinas of rabbits, it did not produce the same effect in

guinea-pigs, and therefore the action of nephrotoxin upon the

retina is specific. As the anti-kidney serum contains at the

same time anti-bodies against the retina the kidneys and

retina are intimately related in the sense that the same kind

of albumin groups are present in both.

9. W. Uhthoff (Breslau)

—

Cataract operations in dia-

betics. Uhthoff reported a series of 115 cataract operations

in diabetics. The results must be considered favorable because

not one of these 115 eyes was totally lost. Two obtained only

a minimum amount of vision. One patient died in diabetic

coma five days after the operation. Good vision was ob_

tained in 68%, useful vision in 18%, poor vision in 14%, total

blindness, no perception of light, in o. These results were

just as good as those obtained after cataract extractions in the

non-diabetic.
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The complications met with were marked iritis, 3 times with

hypopyon, in 6%, slighter degrees of iritis in 5.4%, post-

operative glaucoma in 0.9%, transient increase of tension

in 1.8%, detachment of the choroid in 0.9%, hemorrhages

into the anterior chamber in 8.9%, retinal hemorrhages in

4.5%, hemorrhages into the vitreous in 1.8%, diabetic retin-

itis in 2.6%, albuminuric retinitis in 0.9%, delayed reformation

of the anterior chamber in 1.8%, choroideal changes from

myopia in 1.8%, death from diabetic coma on the fifth day

inc.9%.
The author then speaks of the views formerly entertained

and shows how a great revolution in regard to the prognosis

of operations for diabetic cataract has taken place under the

influence of antisepsis and asepsis. The most frequent com-

plication was iritis, as was to have been expected from the

greater predisposition of diabetic tissue to inflammation in

consequence of the lowered resistance of the tissues and the

greater virulence of micro-organisms in diabetes. In regard

to the anti-diabetic regimen before and after the operation the

author is opposed to its too rigorous observance.

The technique of the operation is the same as in other

cataract extractions, performed recently without iridectomy.

A drop of a \% solution of eserine is instilled immediately

afterward, which he thinks a sure protection against subse-

quent prolapse of the iris without prejudice to the healing of

the wound.

10. v. HiPPEL (Heidelberg)

—

Palliative trepanation for

choked disk. From a study of 221 reported cases of tre-

panation of patients suffering with choked disk the author

concludes: i. In the majority of cases trepanation induces a re-

trogression of the choked disk that lasts a long time or is per-

manent. 2. The prognosis for preservation or improvement

of the vision is favorable when the operation is performed

early, unfavorable when the vision has become practically

useless. In most cases the operation was performed too late.

3. In certain cases of tumor the life of the successfully treph-

ined is lengthened so that from this point of view the opera-

tion may be said to be indicated. 4. The operation can result

not only in removal of the choked disk but in complete re-

covery, because it can be employed in cases which clinically
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simulate the symptoms of tumor, such as chronic hydro-

cephalus, pseudo-tumor, acute or chronic swelling of the

brain, and serous meningitis. Such cases may recover without

the operation, but it will be with blindness. 5. The danger

attending the operation is not to be considered slight, but it

is certainly less in the cases in which the preservation of the

vision furnishes the indication than that shown by the mor-

tality attendant upon all palliative trepanations, given by
Bergmann as 47.7%. 6. The immediate danger of the

operation may be reduced by certain precautionary measures:

chloroform, (not ether), division of the operation into two

parts performed at different times, cocainization of the dura,

avoidance of a sudden evacuation of fluid, immediate closure

of the wound, avoidance of the osteoplastic methods in favor

of simple trepanation. 7. A sufficient lowering of the intra-

cranial pressure can be obtained in certain cases without open-

ing the dura, but in the majority of cases such an opening

appears to be necessary. 8. The hernias of the brain that

very frequently appear in cases of tumor are necessary for

the attainment of the desired end, therefore they should not

be suppressed, but only their development to an injuriously

large size prevented. 9. When the tumor can be located

with some probability the trepanation should generally be

performed at the corresponding place, otherwise in the right

parietal region. 10. Bad results cannot always be avoided

and the relatives should be informed of this fact. Still the

operation should be recommended when the vision is begin-

ning to fail as the result of a choked disk. 11. Lumbar
puncture can be used therapeutically only when a tumor is

improbable. Puncture of the ventricles is of secondary value

to trepanation. 12. The general use of Neisser's diagnostic

puncture is useful as a precautionary measure to prevent

blindness from choked disk.

SESSION WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, ROEMER (GREIFSWALD) IN

THE CHAIR.

1. Dimmer (Graz)

—

Demonstration of photograms of the

fundus of the eye.

2. Emanuel (Frankfort)

—

Preparations of a melanotic

tumor of the lachrymal caruncle in a patient with regional
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multiple neurofibromatosis of one of the lower extremities.

The preparations shown were of a neurofibroma of the thigh

and of a melanotic epibulbar tumor in the capsule of which

nerve fibres were present.

Discussion: Wolfrum (Leipsic) has studied 1 4 naevi of the

conjunctiva and was able to demonstrate in all connection

with the epithelium either in the form of detachment of single

basal cells, or of larger groups of cells. Therefore from their

genesis the melanotic tumors represent basal cell tumors.

3. Seefelder (Leipsic)

—

I. Another demonstration of

embryonal human eyes, (a) Seefelder exhibited microscopic

preparations and diapositives of the rudimentary eye of a

very well-preserved human embryo 5wm in its greatest

length, about 3 weeks old. The lens sac is still connected

round about with the ectoderm and widely open toward the

amniotic cavity. Lens cone very strongly developed. In the

vitreous chamber a dense fibrillary network proceeding for

the most part from the lens and retina. The hyaloid artery

appears first as the primitive bulbus hyaloideus (Fuchs),

which arises from the circular artery near the margin of the

secondary optic vesicle at the site of the ventral cleft, which

it fills, and ascends behind the lens into the vitreous chamber,

where it ends in a cul-de-sac. The outer layer of the secondary

optic vesicle is still entirely without pigment and covered by
a dense vascular network. The optic vesicle is short and

thick and of a cylindric form. The invagination has not yet

resulted in the cleft. The degree of development of the

rudimentary eye corresponds with that of an embryonic rabbit

at the middle of the eleventh day and with that of an embry-

onic pig 7 or 8mm in length.

(6) He also exhibited microscopic preparations of a

3 months' embryo in which the inner relations between the

vessels and fibrils of the vitreous could be seen with remark-

able clearness.

IL Demonstration of preparations of a case of complete

congenital aniridia. A woman 25 years old with bilateral,

clinically total irideremia, cataract, and nystagmus.

The iris was totally absent nowhere but only greatly di-

minished in size. The sphincter and dilatator were absent.
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The angle of the anterior chamber was free only on the tem-

poral side, elsewhere it was closed by tissue from the iris.

Of the other pathological changes the entire absence of a

fovea centralis is to be specially mentioned as this may be

the cause of the usually high degree of amblyopia and of the

nystagmus met with in aniridia. The condition is not simply

one of a local malformation confined to the margin of the

optic vesicle, but is produced by a disturbance of the develop-

ment of the most different parts, particularly of the ectodermal

structures of the eye.

4. Erdmann (Rostock)

—

Ocular changes from dimethyl

sulphate. Erdmann has tested the action of the vapor of

dimethyl sulphate on the eyes of rabbits and guinea-pigs be-

cause of a case of injury to the eye by this vapor observed by
him. His experiments show that in the eyes of both men and
animals dimethyl sulphate causes with inflammatory symptoms
a shrivelling and vesicular detachment of the corneal epithe-

lium and a high degree of serous infiltration and swelling of

the ground substance, both the consequence of a hydropic

degeneration and detachment of the endothelium. After

regeneration of the latter the diffusely opaque cornea clears

up again with the exception of a delicate parenchymatous

opacity in the centre.

5. ScHREiBER (Heidelberg)

—

Demonstration of an ade-

noma sebaceum of the lachrymal caruncle, and of a hyaline

tumor of the plica semilunaris. The first tumor came from

the caruncle of a man 58 years of age where in the course of

twelve years it had developed to the form and size of a vest

button. The microscopic examination showed it to be a

typical benign adenoma sebaceum. The second tumor had
slowly developed for ten years in the plica semilunaris of a

man 24 years old. In its form it resembled the third lid of

a rabbit and it lay upon the eyeball without being adherent

to it. Microscopically the tumor was composed of homo-
genous layers that infiltrated the connective tissue fibrillae

and resembled at first glance hyalin or amyloid, but did not

give the chemical reactions characteristic of these substances.

Yet on the basis of its morphological peculiarities he would
class this among the hyaline or amyloid tumors.

6. Reis (Bonn)

—

Demonstration of microscopical pre-
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parations. I. So-called intraocular pseudosarcoma. Reis

showed microscopic specimens of the right eye of a girl i6

years old in which an absolutely opaque dark brown mass
filled the vitreous chamber behind the lens and appeared to

be a melanosarcoma of the choroid. Examination showed

that the appearance of a melanotic sarcoma was only simu-

lated by a total hemorrhagic detachment of the retina with

diffuse haematogenous pigmentation of the retina which must
be considered as the final result of a disease of the retina

belonging to the group of retinitis proliferans.

II. Primary tumor of the cornea. An epibulbar tumor

confined to the surface of the cornea of the right eye of a wo-
man 72 years old. Histologically it was a chromatophoroma

(Ribbert) almost without pigment. Its development is to be

ascribed to chromatophores, and the exclusively epicorneal

extent of the growth is explained by the proliferation of the

corneal portion of a congenital naevus at the corneal margin

and encroaching on the cornea.

7. BiELSCHowsKY (Leipsic)

—

An unusual form of syphilitic

disease of the cornea. A man 32 years of age who had ac-

quired syphilis five years before had at first a monolateral

iritis. Fourteen days later he was seized with extremely

severe pain and two circumscribed, yellow deposits appeared

deep in the cornea, one of which attained a great extent within

a few days, covering about \ of the cornea, while the other

at the margin of the cornea formed a yellow ring not closed

above, and the anterior chamber became half filled with pus.

Evacuation of the pus by paracentesis produced at first no

improvement except relief of the pain, but after some days a

rapid retrogression of the symptoms began. Five months
after the attack the cornea still remained slightly opaque and
dull with some deeply lying vessels. The vision, which had
fallen to counting fingers at a very near point, had improved

to \. The syphilitic nature of the affection was determined

from the history, the papules visible at first on the iris, and the

influence of specific treatment.

8. RoEMER (Griefswald)

—

The new pneumococcus serum
and its use in ulcus serpens. The clinical consideration of the

ulcers does not suffice; it is necessary to know in each case

the virulence of the stock of pneumococci in question. Ulcera
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serpentia can be caused by pneumococci of so little patfio-

genic strength that they can be easily overcome by the organ-

ism, and on the other hand by pneumococci of such intense

virulence that all treatment fails. Between the two lies the

field for serum therapy. But the recognition of a curative

action is admissible in individual cases only when the clinical

observation is confirmed by animal experiment. Only the

specific serum of Roemer can as yet show this protective

action against virulent stocks of pneumococci. The curative

effects of other non-specific means can be asserted only on the

ground of clinical impressions, they cannot be demonstrated

by animal experiment.

9. Stargardt (Strasburg)

—

Demonstration of microsco-

pic preparations. I. Phlyctenulae after ophthalmo-reaction.

The phlyctenulag correspond perfectly with the pictures giv-

en by Leber of the common phlyctenulae of the conjunctiva.

Giant cells are present, but no caseation. Neither tubercle

bacilli, nor the so-called granular form (Much) were demon-

strable.

II. Epithelial cells from acute trachoma with Prowazek-

Halberstaedt's bodies. Among 14c cases of various forms of

acute and chronic conjunctivitis the typical bodies were

found only in one case of acute trachoma and in one case of

slight, non-bacterial blennorrhoea neonatorum. Stargardt

showed preparations and drawings of the various changes in

the epithelium in conjunctivitis and of the typical bodies in

trachoma.

10. LoEHLEiN (Greifswald)

—

Congenital fistulae of the

lachrymal sac as developmental anomalies. Loehlein has

studied microscopically three cases of congenital fistulae of

tue lachrymal sac of non-inflammatory origin and found

the sections to correspond almost exactly with those of nor-

mal canaliculi. From what he found and from the modern
researches concerning proliferation in the foetal tear pas-

sages he concludes that congenital fistulae of the lachrymal

sac are not the result of an arrest of development, but of an

unusual growth of an epithelial sprout from the tear passages,

and are thus similar to the normal and the supernumerary

canaliculi.

11. Schuster (Frankfort)

—

Demonstration of a micro-
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scopic preparation in re the pupillary reflex. Schuster exhibited

in a frontal section of a new-born rabbit, passing through the

gray matter below the end of the optic nerve in the corpora

quadrigemina and into the nucleus of the oculomotorius,

impregnated with silver by Bielschowsky's method, a network

of fibres of greater abundance and density than has hitherto

been supposed to exist. This would doubtless serve for g,ll

possible transmissions from the optic nerve to the region of

the oculomotorius in the way suggested by Edinger.

12. Bartels (Strasburg)

—

Transplantation of fat into

Tenon's capsule for the purpose of obtaining a good stump

after enucleation. Bartels transplanted fat taken from

the thigh of the patient into Tenon's capsule. Healing

was good and the fat did not become resorbed. He ex-

hibited a preparation of the orbit of a dog in which fat

was transplanted three months before it was killed. In

man the substratum of fat so produced afforded a good hold

to the prothesis. On account of its simplicity he recom-

mended the transplantation of fat especially in children after

enucleation in order to fill out the orbits well. One may per-

haps thereby avoid the faulty growth of that side of the skull.

13. HoppE (Cologne).

—

Demonstration of a new model of

the mirror optometer. The modifications are: i. Movable mir-

ror for the graduation of the illumination of the test types by
daylight or electricity. 2. Division of the visir mirror into two

halves movable about a common axis. By this is rendered

possible (a) testing of the one eye, rapid alternate testing of

the two eyes without covering one eye. (6) Simultaneous

appearance of the test types seen by the right and the left

eye, each with the clearness corresponding to the vision and

refraction, {c) Demonstration of binocular vision; easy

comparison of the vision of the two eyes even when they

differ but slightly. 3. Any table may be used and any kind

of lamp for illumination. 4. The examiner can handle the

test types himself, indicate the letters with his finger, and

write down the vision himself.

14. Wessely (Wuerzburg)

—

Demonstration of some simu-

lation tests. The author gives two simple new tests. One
consists in holding a red-green lorgnette, the glasses of which

are alternated in position, before the eyes of the person ex-
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amined in a dark room while he looks at a candle flame and is

required to state the color of the light as seen by him. The

other consists of two converging tubes through which the

patient is required to look while one or two fingers are slowly

passed before the openings. In this test the double images

cannot be suppressed because they arise after each other.

The author also exhibited a movable stereoscope chart for

the testing of binocular perception of depth.

15. Fleischer (Tuebingen)—Demonstration of micro-

scopic preparations of two tumors of the iris. One case was

that of a typical spindle cell sarcoma from a man 26 years old,

which had grown rapidly and had infiltrated the angle of the

anterior chamber far beyond the limits clinically recognizable.

In the second case a tumor as large as the head of a pin had

been observed in a man 59 years old for six years, during which

it had not increased in size. The eye became blind from glau-

coma simplex and was finally enucleated on account of acute

glaucoma. Examination showed the presence not only of

the clinically observed tumor, but also of an infiltration of

the iris with cells with relatively large oval nuclei. The

structure of the iris was preserved and it was of normal thick-

ness. The author considered it an endothelioma arising from

the anterior endothelium of the iris.

16. Gilbert (Munich)—The spiral fibres in leucomata.

Almost always there can be found spiral fibres near hyaline

concrements if specific methods of staining are employed and
the search is maintained long enough. These are not elastic

tissue but a substance resembling fibrin with hyaline trans-

formation. The spirochaetal nature of the silver spirochaetae

in the corneae of syphilitics has been questioned by Schulze

and others because the spiral fibres of the leucomata were not

taken into consideration. The attempt to call into question

the parasitic nature of the spirochaeta pallida can now be

considered essentially nugatory. But the spiral fibres of the

leucomata must be excluded from the evidence against the

parasitic nature of the spirochaeta pallida, for such differences

in the size and thickness of the different spirals as are seen

in the leucomata are not known in the spirochaetae of syphilis.

The differential point is that the leucoma spirals are not

stained by Levaditi's method.
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17. G. Mizuo (Osaka, Japan)

—

Demonstration of two mal-

formations of the eye. I. Teratoma from the orbit. In the

left orbital cavity of a Japanese infant a tumor grew rapidly

imtil it attained a length of i yew, perforated the skin of the

lower lid at the end of forty days, and then developed very

rapidly on the face so that it soon had to be removed. The
ttimor had almost all the constituents of a foetus, head, body,

anterior and posterior extremities, penis, brain, spinal gan-

glia, throat, stomach, large and small intestine, vertebrae,

femur, a pedicle like an umbilical cord, skin, and lanugo.

II. A case of complete cyclopia. Placenta-like end-brain,

incomplete mid-brain, only one optic nerve and one eye.

No other abnormality elsewhere in the body.

1 8. F. ScHANz (Dresden)

—

Demonstration of the reflex

closure of the lids to be produced by ultraviolet rays and the

fluorescence of the lens induced by these rays. If the rays

from an electric arc light are focussed into an animal's eye

by means of a quartz lens the lens of the eye appears actively

fluorescent. This is particularly marked when the visible

rays are weakened by a blue uviol glass, when the bright green

fluorescent lens is seen in the dark blue illuminated eye. This

fluorescence is produced solely by the ultraviolet rays, for if

a glass which will absorb ultraviolet rays, such as the eupho-

glass discovered by Stockhausen and the author, is interposed

between the source of light and the eye the fluorescence im-

mediately disappears. When this glass is removed the flu-

orescence immediately reappears and at the same time the

lids of the animal close spasmodically. This reflex is the

best evidence that the ultraviolet rays, which were cut off by
this glass, irritate the eyes.

Which ultraviolet rays are they that excite this reflex?

The short-waved, of less than 300WW wave length, are those

that are commonly absorbed by glass, the long-waved, of

from 300 to 400mm wave length, are not absorbed by common
glass. Birch-Hirschfeld has questioned whether it is neces-

sary to protect the eyes from the long-waved ultraviolet rays

and has concluded that so far as we know it is not. This

experiment proves that rays of 300 to 400mm wave length are

harmful to the eye, for the above described reflex closure of

the lids takes place even when a glass plate that will absorb
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the short-waved ultraviolet rays is interposed between the

source of light and the eye. Still better is this seen in the flu-

orescence of the lens for this is not influenced in the least by
the interposition and removal of a glass plate iSmm thick.

The ultraviolet rays produce severe conjunctival irritation,

but do not penetrate deeply. We find the same results as in

irradiation of the skin. The ultraviolet rays of 300 to 400mm
wave length are those that penetrate deeply and cause the

fluorescence of the lens, the opacities of the same, the ery-

thropsia and the disturbances of color sense described by
Birch-Hirschfeld. We have found by our experiments that

with intensive irradiation the fluorescence of the lens abates

in a few hours, that the material in the lens which renders

fluorescence possible is bleached out. As soon as this has

taken place the ultraviolet rays of 300 to 400mm wave length

penetrate to the retina and produce erythropsia as in the

aphakic eye. The disturbances of color sense described by
Birch-Hirschfeld in patients who had worked with a source of

light especially rich in ultraviolet rays likewise arise only

when the lens has been bleached by ultraviolet rays of 300 to

400mm wave length.

19. ScHiECK (Goettingen)

—

Does exenteration of the

eyeball afford a sufl5.cient protection against the onset of

sympathetic ophthalmia? As sympathetic ophthalmia is

recognized to be a metastatic infectious disease the as yet

unknown exciter of which finds a favorable nutritive medium
in the uvea and is probably carried by the blood current from

one eye to the other, it is clear that all methods of operation

which leave the uveal tract in the eye should be condemned.

Therefore there can remain no differences of opinion in regard

to the value of neurotomy, or of optico-ciliary neurectomy.

The case of exenteration of the globe is different, for. in this

operation all such tissue is removed from the eye. No case

has hitherto been published which could be considered un-

objectionable evidence of the insufficient protection afforded

by this operation for, as pointed out by Schirmer, in a number
of published observations the interval between the operation

and the attack of sympathetic ophthalmia was so short that

there was a possibility that the carrier of the infection was
already in the blood at the time of operation. In other
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cases a doubt exists whether true sympathetic ophthalmia

was present. Schieck now reports a case in which sympathetic

ophthalmia occurred several months after exenteration of

the injured eye. Examination of the stump left after the

exenteration revealed that a small portion of the uveal tissue

had been left behind and that this presented a focus of the

typical structure of the sympathetic-producing inflammation.

Exenteration of the globe is therefore not only uncertain,

but dangerous as well, because the rekindling of an inflamma-

tion in the stump escaped observation and the enucleation of

the remains of the globe came too late.

Discussion.

ScHMiDT-RiMPLER has sccn sympathetic ophthalmia six

weeks after exenteration.

20. V. HippEL (Heidelberg)

—

Eight-days-old detachment

of the retina with retinitis albuminurica. The preparations

showed the following details. Uniformly coagulated fluid

between the retina and choroid. Extensive detachment of

the outer parts of the rods and cones which appear as long

bands. CEdema of the retina and lodgment of coagulated

masses. Distinct changes in the retinal vessels were wanting.

There were no changes on the inner surface of the retina and

vitreous to indicate retraction. Marked changes in the cho-

roid and in the pigment epithelium lying upon it, to the greatest

degree in the region of and below the posterior pole. Numerous
thromboses in the larger and smaller vessels and capillaries.

Hyaline degeneration of the vessel walls with endarteritis in

places. Masses of multi-nucleated round cells in the dilated

vessels, their walls, and the surrounding tissue. Superficial

hemorrhage in the suprachoroidea. Defects and swelling of

the pigment epithelium, and delicate pigmented cords be-

tween the retina and choroid, probably caused by the pro-

liferation of pigment epithelial cells along threads of fibrin.

21. MoRAX (Paris)

—

Sporotrichosis palpebrale. Morax
exhibited cultures of sporothrix Schenki that he had isolated

from an ulcer of the lid associated with swellings of the sub-

maxillary and preauricular glands. The infection had a slow

development and was easily controlled by iodide of potassium.
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The culture colonies are at first whitish, but then become
blackish brown. He had been unable to reproduce the ulcer-

ations experimentally on animals.

2 2. Remy (Dijon)

—

Technique and theory of the diplo-

scope. Remy exhibited a series of combinations of type for

his diploscope and explained their application in different

cases of simulation and disturbance of binocular vision.

SECOND SCIENTIFIC SESSION, THURSDAY, AUGUST 6tH,

HOFFMANN (bADEN-BADEN) IN THE CHAIR.

11. Greeff (Berlin)—Greeff describes in detail how to

expose and stain the trachoma bodies discovered by him. He
claims that they are in all respects identical with the so-called

chlamydozoa discovered by Halberstaedter and Prowazek.

Both parties have by chance worked simultaneously and their

labors supplement each other. Greeff then showed the stages

of development of the bodies in the epithelial cells from the

single granules surrounded by an areola, which lie together in

pairs like diplococci, to the small and large masses surrounded

by a mantle and the cells which entirely filled by the granules

finally burst and pour out their contents into the surrounding

tissue. It is not a purely epithelial process, but the forma-

tions extend deeply into the follicle.

12. Krusius (Marburg)

—

Pathology of fusion. Krusius

reported the results of the clinical analysis of about 200 cases

of disturbances of fusion. There is a close clinical connection

between a faulty power of fusion, a monolateral or bilateral

reduction of visual acuteness, and strabismus of one or alter-

nately of both eyes. In this triad of symptoms disturbance

of the power of fusion is a constant quantity and to a certain

degree the starting point of the other symptoms. He dis-

tinguishes three types: (a) Disturbance of fusion with incapa-

city for bilateral simultaneous visual perception in the macular

region of the retina. (6) Disturbance of fusion with ambly-

opia of one or both eyes, {c) Disturbance of fusion with

strabismus of one or both eyes. He inclines toward the view

that the presence of a congenital amblyopia without demon-

strable organic cause is rare as compared with a functional

amblyopia. In all monolateral functional amblyopias the
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accurate comparison of the data furnished by the objective

examination shows that the amblyopic eye is inferior to the

other in anatomic construction or in other minor organic

conditions and was predestined to the development of a func-

tional amblyopia. He confirms the observations of Claude

Worth.

The basis of any rational and not purely symptomatic treat-

ment of strabismus and the other affections of fusion must be

:

(a) To inaugurate at as early an age as possible therapeutic

measures in cases in which prophylaxis may be obtained in

part. (6) To remove any amblyopia present so far as possible,

or to prevent its beginning, (c) So far as vision will permit,

to commence fusion exercises adapted to the degree and qual-

ity of the disturbance of fusion. If in these three points

treatment is energetically carried out the correction of stra-

bismus can be a less urgent matter, for this is only a symptom
of the other disturbances and disappears with them in a large

percentage of cases. When it does not an operation can be

performed later. The author recommends in addition to

atropin and bandaging of the good eye, the rendering of the

amblyopic eye emmetropic, and the good eye artificially ame-

tropic, by means of glasses. The good eye should be rendered

as ametropic in comparison with the corrected amblyopic eye

as the amblyopic eye was to the good one without correction.

Finally the author exhibited a modified amblyoscope for

fusion exercises which differs from the usual model in that it

can be used for any pupillary distance and also in great differ-

ences of squint and in divergent strabismus. Another modi-

fication is that the alternate rendering visible of an image with

darkening of the other, and vice versa, is rendered possible

by alternations increasing as desired until both images are

simultaneously visible. He emphasized the need of such an

appliance for fusion exercises in cases of disturbances of

fusion with incapacity for bilateral simultaneous visual per-

ception in the macular region of the retina.

13. Th. Leber (Heidelberg)

—

The production of detach-

ment of the retina. Leber reports that the results of his

recent investigations concerning the pathological changes in

ordinary detachment of the retina confirm the view advanced

by him some years ago that this trouble is produced by tension
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from within. The active agent appears to be the contraction

of newly-formed cellular fibrous tissue on the inner surface of

the retina in the vitreous.

14. Lenz (Breslau)

—

The applicability of the antiferment

treatment of suppuration in ophthalmology. The breaking

down of tissue in acute inflammation is primarily due to a

proteolytic ferment set free by the destruction of the leu-

cocytes with lobulated nuclei, the action of which can be

neutralized by an antiferment found in the blood serum, but

somewhat more richly in pathological exudates such as as-

cites. The author has tested the value of this method of treat-

ment for suppurative processes in ophthalmology with ascitic

fluid containing such an antiferment to which a trace of

chloroform had been added. Useful results were obtained

in abscesses of the lids and in acute dacryocystitis, especially

when the tissue about the lachrymal sac was broken down.

On the contrary the attempt failed in chronic dacryocystitis

and purulent conjunctivitis. The causes for failure the author

ascribes to the facts that in purulent conjunctivitis the

mucous epithelium is preserved and consequently the neces-

sary contact of the antiferment with the inflamed tissue is

prevented, and that in purulent inflammation of mucous mem-
branes the true proteolytic breaking down of tissue, against

which the antiferment primarily acts, does not take place.

In ulcerative keratitis, particularly ulcus serpens, a specific in-

fluence was not observed because it is impossible for the anti-

ferment to penetrate to the progressive infiltration still

covered with epithelium.

15. Happe (Freiburg)

—

Non-specific serum therapy in

infections of the eye. Happe has made 100 inoculations of

pneumococci and staphylococci in the vitreous, anterior cham-

ber, and cornea of rabbits. Half of the inoculations were

made in animals immunized, part by feeding with sterile com-

pressed yeast, part by injections of Deutschmann's serum or

of diphtheria serum, the other half in animals that were not

immunized. In order to make the infections in the vitreous,

anterior chamber, and cornea as nearly uniform as possible

equal quantities of a salt solution containing a known propor-

tion of germs were injected by means of a very exact micro-

sjrringe. These experiments failed to show the beneficial
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effect ascribed to Deutschmann's serum and diphtheria serum

in infections of the eye.

THIRD SCIENTIFIC SESSION, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, AUGUST 6TH,

SCHREIBER (mAGDEBURG) IN THE CHAIR.

1 6. ScHREiBER and Wengler (Heidelberg)

—

^Experi-

mentally produced changes in the retina. In order to study

the effect of artificially-produced increase of tension upon the

retina and optic nerve, Schreiber and Wengler injected into

the anterior chamber of a rabbit's eye electrolytic iron to

cause an obliteration of the angle of the anterior chamber with

increased tension, which resulted in a marked increase in the

size of the eyeball and the clinical picture of hydrophthalmos.

Although the retina was thus greatly stretched and thinned

the degeneration of ganglion cells and nerve fibres met with

in hydrophthalmos in man was not present as a rule. Hence

the retina possesses a hitherto unrecognized great tolerance

to gradual increase of tension and a marked extensibility.

But if the increase of tension reaches a very high degree im-

mediately after the injection and maintains the same, degener-

ation of the ganglion cells and nerve fibres takes place very

early and after twenty-two days can be traced upward into the

opposite optic tract. With equally high tension the greater in-

crease in the size of the globe and the associated stretching of

the retina affords a relative protection against degeneration.

Dogs' eyes experienced a still greater increase in size than

rabbits' from the injection of iron, yet the increase in ten-

sion did not result in hydrophthalmos, but in occlusion and

closure of the pupil, with abolition of the anterior chamber

quickly followed by detachment of the retina.

Schreiber and Wengler also induced a secondary glaucoma

in rabbits by the injection of concentrated scarlet oil into the

anterior chamber, but this method presented no advantages

over the injection of iron. On the contrary it resulted in very

noteworthy effects of the scarlet oil upon the retina, consisting

of spots of atrophy that appeared after a few days, particu-

larly in the outer layers of the retina, and of a lively cell

proliferation of both the pigment epithelium and of the gan-

glion cells. In one case displacement of the ganglion cells
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into the outer layers of the retina was observed in the places

where the latter were not atrophic. In addition there was

an enormous hypertrophy of both the displaced ganglion cells

and those remaining in loco. Finally there were numerous

thread-like formations in the ganglion cells in the various

stages up to complete segmentation. The mitotic cells pre-

sented all the criteria of the ganglion cells, corresponding

size, beautifully formed pericellular space, and a long process

directed to the layer of nerve fibres.

17. Krauss (Marburg)

—

Orbital plethysmography. Krauss

reported the results of the systematic plethysmographic

studies he had made on human orbits by means of an air-

tight capsule he had devised. The studies furnish scientific

evidence of the almost unlimited usefulness of the capsule;

its practical and clinical advantages were portrayed and its

construction was schematically demonstrated. Numerous

examples showed how the capsule permits the convenient

application of all sorts of therapeutic means to the eye and the

lids. The author chose to speak only of the scientific results

obtained in man which are connected with plethysmography

of the orbit. As this method presupposes a perfectly air-

tight capsule it forms, so to speak, a test of capacity for the

required permanent density of the capsule and of its useful-

ness. He demonstrated on a chart the normal curve obtained

by this means of healthy adults and gave brief explanations.

His studies have thus far been in regard to the physiology and

pathology of the closure of the lids, the lachrymal secretion,

various movements of the eyes, the venous circulation of the

orbit, and the vasomotor sof the orbital vessels. As the an-

terior wall of the capsule is transparent it is possible to place

the eye itself under a permanent outer and inner control.

A suitable lens inserted in the anterior wall of the capsule

renders easy ophthalmoscopic examination. The author

pointed out how clinical and experimental inquiry along these

lines reveals many new problems for solution.

18. BiELscHowsKY (Leipsic)

—

Unusual symptoms in men-

tal blindness. The patient, in whom mental blindness had re-

mained as the only disturbance after a brief loss of conscious-

ness, had almost normal vision of one eye and \ vision with the

other, due to hypermetropic astigmatism, with almost total
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optic asymbolia. Although examination of the field revealed

no gross defects he was usually conscious of the central image

alone. The image disappeared as soon as it was thrown on

the peripheral parts of the retina whether unintentionally or

by means of prisms. Consequently there were lacking all

fixation movements of the eye that under normal conditions

automatically follow stimulations of the peripheral parts of

the retina, although the motor apparatus was intact and

reacted promptly when the attention and the attempt at

fixation was forcibly directed to the image on the periphery of

the retina, as is the case in testing the field of vision. The
orientation of the patient was greatly interfered with, both

by the loss of topographical power of conception regularly to

be met with in mental blindness, and by a disturbance of depth

localization unusual in mental blindness. The patient greatly

underestimated the distance to objects seen by him, while by
pacing a distance, or handling an object he could give the

measurement correctly. Together with the underestimation

of distance was associated an underestimation of the size of

objects and the appearance of phantom movements on the

attempt to seize the object looked at. These unusual symp-

toms of mental blindness are explainable by lesions in the

occipital and parietal lobes, although they have been observed

immediately after successful operations on persons born

blind.

19. VoGT (Aarau)

—

Cause and nature of erythropsia from

dazzling. Vogt presents the following as the results of his

experiments.

(a) Er3rthropsia is not a rare, but is in its lesser degrees of

intensity one of the most frequent physiological phenomena,
which constantly and largely influences the color perception

of every man. Any glaring source of light, particularly diffuse

sunlight reflected from a white surface, produces after a few

minutes' exposure changes in our color perception which must
be classed as er)rthropsia. On account of their great fre-

quency our retinas have become accustomed to these changes

so that they become visible to us only when we protect one

eye from the action of the light and use it as a control. Then
the eye that has been exposed to the action of the light for

some minutes sees the colors differently from the eye that
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has not been exposed. All colors receive a tone of rose or

purple. Particularly clear are the appearances of yellow as

reddish yellow, dark brown as reddish brown, gray as reddish

gray, and white as pale rose. Very dark objects appear to be

wrapped in a greenish veil. The differences are most easily

perceived when the investigation is made with reduced light.

Glaring light somewhat drowns the differences. The dura-

tion of the erythropsia is for several minutes, according to the

intensity of the preliminary and subsequent irradiation. It

increases with the former and the less the latter is the longer

is it perceptible. This hitherto unknown physiological phe-

nomenon of erythropsia, which seems at first to contradict

the law of the specific sense energy, greatly influences our

power of color perception.

(6) Fuchs's theory, which hitherto has been considered

valid, is disproved by the following experiment: After pro-

duction of erythropsia all the light reaching the eye is filtered

of all the red rays by means of a suitable apparatus and a

solution of erioviridin. In spite of this the erythropsia per-

sists. This cannot depend on the becoming visible of the

visual purple, as assumed by Fuchs, for like any other body
that is not self-luminous the purple needs red rays to render

red visible.

(c) Vogt's experiment concerning the after-image of

dazzling shows, (a) the red phase of the after-image with re-

acting light persists longer the longer fixation on the source

of light has been maintained. (6) The red phase of the after-

image with exclusion of light increases at first in duration with

the longer continued fixation, then reaches a standstill, and is

finally cut short. At the same time it is temporarily post-

poned and finally dominates through its after-images the per-

ception of green, the so-called green vision. According to

Vogt erythropsia is nothing else than a phase of the so-called

after-image of dazzling. The preponderance of the red phase

in the after-image of a white surface can be designated the

first step of erythropsia. If the length of fixation and the in-

tensity of the light are gradually increased the phase of red

vision is gradually prolonged and typical erythropsia appears

with change of the other phases of the after-image. The ques-

tion of the nature of erythropsia is therefore identical with
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that of the nature of the after-image. The curves of the after-

image of a white surface constructed by Fechner and Wegener
serve also for the after-image with erythropsia,

{d) The blue-green rays most easily produce erythropsia.

It is very difficult, if not impossible, to produce it with red

rays. After dazzling with red a slight blue vision takes its

place. The blue is evidently to be considered as a component

of the purple, the (spectral) red of which is exhausted. With
the help of suitable absorption, yellow glasses and solutions

showed the incorrectness of the view that the ultraviolet rays

cause erythropsia.

{e) Persons who are red-green blind have erythropsia the

same as those with normal vision. The red perception is

rightly designated. Iridectomies, atropin, and aphakia

predispose to erythropsia because of the greater amount of

light entering the eye. In mydriasis this is about forty times

greater than when the pupil is normal. Vogt also demon-

strated a certain slight individual predisposition.

20. RoEMER (Greifswald)—Specific treatment of com-
mencing senile cataract. After long study Roemer has now
reached the practical result of his hypothesis concerning the

origin of subcapsular senile cataract. If this form of cataract

occurs through the specific cytotoxic action of products of

metabolism upon the lens the first attempt should be, according

to him, to combat this with the constituents of the lens. He
states that an organic preparation has been made from the

lenses of animals which contains the constituents of such lenses

chemically unchanged; 165 patients with different forms of

senile cataract have been fed for months with this preparation.

As the protoplasm of the lens in mammals is of the same bio-

chemic structure as in the human lens, the organism having

cataract is compelled in this way to assimilate the same organic

material that is affected in the cataractous eye. Cataracta

pvmctata has thus far not been influenced in this manner,

but in subcapsular cortical cataract, and also in many cases

in which the punctate was combined with the subcapsular

form, an improvement of vision has been demonstrated.

These fluctuations of vision are certainly in part within the

sources of error pertaining to this method of investigation,

but in not a few cases the slow, positive increase of vision
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was so marked that it cannot be explained in this way. The

remedy has been placed officially in Roemer's sole charge for

a more prolonged test.

21. Best (Dresden)

—

Pathological changes in the visual

centre of the brain in cerebral blindness. In a former work

Best advanced the opinion that occasionally glycogenic in-

filtration of the brain produced functional injury of the affected

regions. He met with a confirmation of his theory in a case

of cerebral blindness with tumor of the cerebrum, in which

the presence of glycogen was demonstrated on both sides in

the brain substance of the cortex of the occipital lobes and

particularly in the sheaths of the vessels.

FOURTH SCIENTIFIC SESSION, FRIDAY, AUGUST 7TH, HAAB

(ZURICH) IN THE CHAIR.

2 2. WoLFRUM (Leipsic)

—

Studies concerning the macula

lutea in the higher mammals. The fovea is larger in man
than in monkeys through reduction of the ganglion cells and

of the inner granular layer. The bending in of the limitans

externa toward the vitreous in the region of the fovea is com-

mon to the higher mammals, so that the length of the cones

is nearly doubled in monkeys. The individually varying size

of the cones and the varying intervals between them can be

first demonstrated after birth as in the newly born the cones

are very plump formations. The development of the fovea

begins about the seventh month of embryonal life and is not

complete at birth. It is plausible that the development of the

fovea, as it begins so late, may fail to take place, or may be

arrested, while the other layers of the retina are much further

advanced. This might explain congenital amblyopia, es-

pecially when associated with nystagmus.

23. Stargardt (Strasburg)

—

Pathology of adaptation

to dark. Stargardt has tried to demonstrate pathological

processes in the formation of the visual purple in certain dis-

turbances of the adaptation to dark. As according to Pari-

naud's theory hemeralopia in icterus is due to the solution of

the visual purple by the salts retained in the blood, rabbits

were made icteric by ligation of the common bile duct and

killed after periods of adaptation to dark of varying length.
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These retinae were compared with those of normal animals

that had been kept for an equal length of time in the dark

and the result showed that even in the most icteric animal

neither the quantity nor the rapidity of the formation of

visual purple was in any way injured.

24. Teich (Vienna)—^Experimental studies concerning the

behavior of animal tissue in the vitreous of animals' eyes.

These experiments, which require a special technique, were

undertaken in the following order, i. Introduction of

sterile, normal, homogeneous tissue, i. e., tissue taken from

rabbits, such as portions of the liver, spleen, kidney, muscle,

brain, optic nerve, iris, and ciliary body. 2. Introduction of

sterile, normal, heterogeneous particles of tissue from man,

calf, pig, and dog. 3. Introduction of sterile emulsions of

tissue, liver, spleen, kidney, muscle, iris, and ciliary body,

by means of a specially-constructed apparatus. 4. Intro-

duction of pieces of tissue that had undergone inflammation.

Half of the material used for introduction was placed imme-
diately in nutritive bouillon and only those experiments were

taken into account in which the control proved to be truly

sterile. The result showed that even positively sterile por-

tions of animal tissue introduced into the vitreous of a rab-

bit's eye causes inflammation, either serous or seropurulent

according to the nature of the tissue and the form of intro-

duction. The rendering innocuous of the implanted tissue

elements takes place as in other portions of the body, partly

by removal by phagocytosis, partly by encapsulation, or

through extrusion with the help of a purulent exudate. Path-

ologically changed tissue, or tissue artificially rendered in-

flammatory and then introduced, caused symptoms of reaction

analogous to those produced by the normal pieces of tissue.

In no case was a plastic iridocyclitis set up.

25. Salzer (Munich)—Experimental contributions to the

question of keratoplasty. Since the author has maintained

the view that in transplantation of the cornea, analogously

with that of all other tissues, a gradual replacement of the

transplanted flap takes place through the entrance of elements

from the neighborhood and that this explains both the regular

mishaps attendant on total keratoplasty in cases of total

adherent leucomata and also the maintained clearness of the
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flaps in partial keratoplasty and in total in clear animal cor-

neas, our knowledge concerning transplantation has become

broader. But the overwhelming majority of successful trans-

plantations of the thyroid, ovary, and breast, are cases of auto-

plasty, simple displacement in the same individual, while homo-

plasty is much less promising, and the possibility of a successful

heteroplasty can be looked for only in the lower species of

animals. Hence it is physiologically impossible that the

cornea of a rabbit can be transplanted into the eye of a man
and preserve its structure. According to the results of Fuchs

and Zirm, the use of human cornea evidently affords better

chances for the preservation of large portions of the flap.

But neither author dealt with total adherent leucoma but

only with cases in which the deep layers of the cornea were

more or less preserved. Such cases have already been paral-

leled by the author in his experiments on the clear cornea of

animals. He believes that in such cases the less dangerous

keratoplasty of v. Hippel can give just as good results, es-

pecially when it can be done with cornea from a human infant.

The author mentions his earlier experiments in partial

keratoplasty which he finally gave up because with few ex-

ceptions the flaps melted away in spite of all care. The re-

generation of the cornea was observed in the defects that were

left behind. Superficial defects became filled with epithe-

lium and the regeneration of the superficial layers of the cornea

was extremely slow. On the contrary, when Descemet's

membrane was injured the endothelial cells developed a very

lively and rapid regenerative proliferation. In the only suc-

cessful case of partial keratoplasty, the author could demon-

strate the destruction of nuclei in the margin of the flap

and a slight proliferation of the corneal corpuscles in the

neighborhood.

Meanwhile Ribbert has overcome the difficulties of the

technique and implanted flaps from guinea-pigs in pocket

wounds in the corneae of rabbits. Although the flaps remain

clinically clear, destruction of nuclei and replacement by rabbit

cells is shown microscopically. The author, using Ribbert's

technique, repeated his former experiment and implanted the

lining membrane of eggs. When no suppuration followed, the

membranes lay for many months in the scarcely changed cor-
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nea with only single vessels extending to the membranes.

Microscopically vessels and abundant cells were present in the

membranes. The nuclei of the cornea wd'e notably increased,

the inwandering cells came for the most part from the blood-

vessels, partly from the corneal corpuscles. The membranes
are very slowly "digested" by the cells. After 4|- months
there was still scarcely any clinical change.

This experiment shows that dead organic material can heal

into the cornea just as well clinically as a corneal flap.

Flaps from young rabbits, thus from the same species,

were also implanted. Although at the end of two months the

flaps remained almost perfectly transparent they exhibited

very great changes microscopically. At the margins the

epithelium had formed cysts which entirely displaced a por-

tion of the flap. Elsewhere the flap was completely fused

with the tissue filling the angle of the wound, or with the two

lamellae of the wound. Large portions were without nuclei,

into others corneal cells had migrated. Signs of inflammation

were entirely wanting. Descemet's membrane was frequently

folded and greatly shortened, the fibrillae bent through each

other, swollen and running into each other, so that the main

part of the flap appeared much more compact than its sur-

roundings.

In one case the healing was imperfect, yet after fourteen days

the eye was without irritation and the flap partially trans-

parent. The microscope showed in addition to the epithelial

cyst on the anterior surface a granulation from behind pene-

trating the otherwise well-preserved flap. The first cases

show that in spite of clinical clearness of the flap very great

changes take place in it.

26. Igersheimer (Heidelberg)—Experimental studies con-

cerning the action of atoxyl upon the eye. The relatively large

number of cases of more or less marked loss of sight after the

administration of atoxyl led the author to study the patho-

genesis of atoxyl amblyopia experimentally. The experi-

ments are divided into (i) local application of the poison to the

eyes of 11 rabbits; (2) subcutaneous injection in 7 dogs and 7

cats, (i) Injections into the anterior chamber induced no per-

manent pathological condition. On the contrary injections

of img or more of atoxyl into the vitreous induced serious
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macroscopic and microscopic changes. But even when the

ophthalmoscopic condition was normal, after the injection of

a tenth of a milligramme, a commencing degeneration in the

ganglion cells and optic nerve was present, an evidence that

even in small doses atoxyl produces a necrotic action upon the

nervous elements of the retina on direct contact. (2) While

dogs exhibited very few general symptoms, cats always ex-

hibited slowness of movements, ataxia, spasms, and spastic

parapareses. Nothing pathological could be detected in the

eye with the exception of frequent conjunctivitis and a single

toxic anomaly of the pupil. But the pathological examina-

tion revealed positive changes, though not of high degree,

in the ganglion cells of the retina, such as chromatolysis,

shrivelling of nuclei, and destruction of cells, and a remarkable

process in the optic nerve. The change was that denominated

by Schreiber " Marchi-reaction " and characterized by inten-

sive black staining of the medullary sheaths. Histological

study of the central and peripheral nervous system revealed

serious cell changes in the brain and spinal cord and a moderate

Marchi degeneration in the peripheral nerves. It remains un-

certain in regard to the primary point of attack of atoxyl

whether the cell degeneration in the central nervous system

and in the retina is a co-ordinate process, as the positive re-

sults of the vitreous injections would indicate, or whether the

optic nerve and retina degenerate secondarily, which seems

probable from the quantitatively much more marked process

in the central organ.

Discussion.

Dor (Lyons), v. Kruedener (Riga), and Wolfrum,
(Leipsic) reported cases of loss of sight after administration of

atoxyl.

27. Wessely (Wuerzburg)

—

Studies concerning the epi-

thelium of the eye. The object of Wessely's investigations

was to determine whether Fischer's injections of scarlet red

or of Soudan oil would induce proliferation of other epithelium

than that of the skin of rabbits. He used for this purpose the

epithelium of the eye and of its adnexa. While the scarlet oil

injections gave a negative result in the cornea and caused
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only unimportant changes, such as small iris cysts, when in-

jected into the anterior chamber they induced extensive

proliferations in the conjunctival epithelium, particularly in

the two places where the cylindric conjunctival epithelium

carrying goblet cells passes over into pavement epithelium,

near the canthus and near the margin of the cornea. Although

the oil was spread pretty uniformly beneath the conjunctiva

throughout its extent, proliferations of epithelium appeared

nowhere else, the connective tissue alone showed proliferation

and formations of cells either epitheloid or resembling giant

cells. The peculiarity of the transition places from one kind

of epithelium to another which, as we know from pathology,

are particularly prone to proliferation, seems to furnish a new
point of view for the consideration of the mode of action of

scarlet oil. The Meibomian glands showed epithelial pro-

liferation springing from their excretory ducts, while the epi-

thelium of the lachrymal gland did not react.

28. Fleischer (Tuebingen)—Cytological studies of the

cerebrospinal fluid in patients with eye disease. The author

has tried to answer the question whether the cytological

examination of the cerebrospinal fluid is of value in ophthal-

mology, particularly in the differential diagnosis of syphilitic

affections. He starts from the fact that in a certain per-

centage of persons formerly infected with syphilis a lympho-

cytosis of the cerebrospinal fluid is to be found even without

the presence of nervous symptoms. For confirmation of the

diagnosis the majority of the cases were also tested for syphilis

by Wassermann's method. He examined 33 cases. In 11

syphilis was certainly present and in all the cytological inves-

tigation gave a positive result, in 5 cases in which syphilis

was only suspected the result was also positive, in the re-

maining 1 7 cases which presented no traces of syphilis a posi-

tive result was obtained nine times. This tegt is therefore

not useful in the differential diagnosis of syphilitic eye diseases,

because a lymphocytosis of the cerebrospinal fluid may be

present in inflammatory diseases of the eye not syphilitic in

nature. On the contrary, the serum diagnosis of Wassermann
is reliable and to be recommended in ophthalmology.

29. LoHMANN (Munich)—The question of convergence or

accommodation contraction of the pupils in the position for
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near. In the report of a case of a convergence rigidity of the

pupil with post-diphtheritic paralysis of the accommodation

,

the author discusses the question whether the contraction of

the pupil in the position for near is associated with the accom-

modation, the accommodation and convergence combined, or

is wholly dependent on the convergence. He gives a simple

modification of Hering's experiment which weakens the ob-

jections that have been urged against it, and by maintaining

the position of the eye in the way devised by Hering

he was able to change the accommodation and at the same

time observe objectively the behavior of the pupil. In his

experiments he found fluctuations in the size of the pupil of

about 0.6mm, a degree which could have occurred only with

great fluctuations of convergence, that were not present in the

experiment. If extensive change of the accommodation alone

causes a pupillary change, this does not appear to be the case

in slight changes of the accommodation which lie in or near

the field of the relative range of accommodation. Vervoort's

experiment shows that the accommodation can be slipped

out of the triad convergence, accommodation, and pupillary

contraction without the size of the pupil corresponding to a

certain position undergoing any change. A voluntary separa-

tion of the convergence from the triad is less easy than of the

accommodation. In prism experiments there is not a true

change of convergence, yet the size of the pupillary change

thus produced speaks practically in favor of the dominating

influence of the convergence upon the size of the pupil.

Lohmann concludes that the contraction of the pupil is

associated with both the accommodation and the convergence

by means of an intemuclear connection between the nucleus

of the sphincter and the accommodation or convergence cen-

tre. There might be only a partial connection so far as the

accommodation is concerned. The accommodation main-

tains in its connection with the convergence a certain in-

dependence, relative range of accommodation. Perhaps

individual differences exist in this connection. They would
explain how Wlotzka in his experiments obtained no contrac-

tion of the pupil even with great fluctuations of the accommo-
dation. Perhaps also this theory of an individual fluctuation

of the synergetic connection between the position for near and
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the accommodation could explain the case of convergence

rigidity mentioned in the beginning.

30. PoLACK (Paris)—Remy's diploscope. Polack showed

that some faults had entered into the construction of the

diploscope because too much reliance had been placed on

empiricism and too little on geometric calculations. Three

given dimensions are necessary in order that the diploscope

be exactly accurate, namely the length of the axis, that of the

base line, and the position of the screen upon the axis. The

other elements are then easily corrected by calculation. The

openings in the screen should have a considerably larger

diameter than the large test types when the diploscope is

constructed with a fixed base. Such an instrument offers in-

conveniences, particularly in the treatment of strabismus, for

according as its base line is greater or smaller than the pupil-

lary distance of the patient it forms stereoscopic or pseudo-

scopic images. This can be avoided by making the base of

the instrument movable. But this is impracticable with the

large diploscope, in which the openings in the screen should

be made oblique. This is done according to geometrical

calculations by means of a small trapezium-shaped optic con-

trivance introduced into the apparatus, the base line of

which is directed forward and upon which a perforated ex-

tensible screen can be moved. A scale shows the size of the

base line at any time. With this device the apparatus can

be adjusted to any pupillary distance, and the latter can be

determined with the apparatus itself by means of a special

test chart. It is to be hoped that this modification may facili-

tate the use of Remy's diploscope in the treatment and inves-

tigation of strabismus.

31. Chevallereau (Paris)—Combined transverse kera-

totomy. This operation consists of a section of the cornea

through the entire extent of its transverse meridian combined

with removal of the iris and lens without touching the choroid

and retina. It is indicated in definitely lost, deformed, or

painful eyes. If the section is made in the manner described,

the cornea slowly becomes smaller but maintains its circular

form until it has finally shrunken almost to a point. The
entire globe also becomes smaller without losing its globular

shape. Several weeks elapse before the final result is at-
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tained. The operation is indicated in all cases in which the

presence of the cornea forms an obstacle to the wearing of an

artificial eye, such as staphyloma, buphthalmos, absolute

or secondary glaucoma. It gives immediate relief to pain

and an excellent cosmetic result.

32. Adam (Berlin)

—

A new method of treatment of the

blennorrhoea of adults. Adam reports the results he has ob-

tained from the rubbing into the eyes at intervals of two

hours, later at longer intervals, an ointment of lenicet in vase-

line, the melting point of which is raised by means of ceresin.

The lenicet diminishes the secretion, the vaseline protects the

cornea. The vaseline, called euvaseline, can also be used to

advantage in operations for ptosis, plastics, and lagophthal-

mos. The writer has used this method in twenty-four adult

eyes and seen permanent injury of the cornea in only five.

2,2,. Harms (Tuebingen)

—

Peripapillary preretinal hemor-

rhage. Harms saw clinically two cases of large hemor-

rhages about the papilla which covered the blood-vessels, and

studied a third similar case anatomically. He found an ex-

tensive hemorrhage about the papilla between the limitans

interna retinae and the posterior basal membrane of the de-

tached vitreous. In the region of this preretinal hemorrhage,

and also outside of the same, there were several spindle-shaped

hemorrhages between the detached limitans interna and the

layer of nerve fibres of the retina, which he designates as

intraretinal hemorrhages of preretinal character. From such

a peripapillary preretinal hemorrhage alone can arise, in the

opinion of the author, the peculiar fundus picture shown in

Jaeger's Hand Atlas as the first published case of so-called

retinitis proliferans. The great rarity of both conditions

agrees well with this view.

34. Levinsohn (Berlin)

—

The cortical centres of eye

movements according to experiments on monkeys. The

author comes to the following conclusions after numerous

experiments on the cortex of fifteen monkeys:

I. The central innervation of the ocular movements has a

very great extent in monkeys. It is chiefly found in the

posterior part of the frontal lobe, the angular gyrus, and the

occipital lobe. Certain foci were localized in each of these

parts at which both a purely lateral movement and one asso-
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ciated with deviation upward or downward could be excited.

Although the position of these foci is fairly constant, yet it

is not possible to state it as certain in any particular case.

II. The greatest degree of excitability is to be found in a

little place situated directly in front of the curvature of the

sulcus praecentralis, then follows the occipital lobe, and finally

the angular gyrus. The ability to excite movements of the

eye in each of these portions of the brain is independent of

that of the others, for it is present in each after excision of the

others. The movements of the eye are therefore not under

the control of association, but of cortico-fugal tracts.

III. The movement of the eye on stimulation of the cortex

is primarily by means of active contraction of the stimulated

muscle, the resistance of the antagonist in lateral movement
is of only secondary importance.

IV. It was impossible by exclusion of the lateral movements
by excisions of the cortical parts chiefly governing the later-

ally moving muscles to induce by cortical stimulation vertical

deviations of the eye.

V. The symptoms of loss following extirpation of the por-

tions of the cortex involved in movements of the eye are

almost completely negative. After extirpatioi of one, several,

or all of these parts there is a conjugate deviation which very

soon disappears. The ability to turn the eyes laterally re-

mains unimpaired.

VI. The portion of the cortex in front of the sulcus prae-

centralis must be considered the cortical seat of eye movements
par excellence and the others rather as secondary, because

after extirpation of the angular gyrus there is a reduction of

the sensibility of the opposite eye and of its surroundings,

after extirpation of the occipital lobe hemianopsia appears,

while extirpation of this area is negative. As after extirpation

of one or all of these parts the eye maintains its normal po-

sition and is able to move, it follows that in monkeys the

cortex cerebri is without any real influence on the position

or the motility of the eye.
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Present, 20 members.

Dr. John R. Shannon presented a case of plastic choroi-

ditis.

The patient was a baby four and one-half months old, who
was seen by Dr. Shannon first at the age of five weeks. The

father had noticed that the eyes were not normal the day

after the baby was born, and there was apparent, when it

was first brought to the hospital, a bright grayish reflection

from the interior of both eyes which could be seen very readily

by reflected light. The ihtra-ocular growths were marked

by a number of blood-vessels which coursed over their surface

and they strongly resembled gliomata. The tension of the

eyeballs was minus, and the anterior chamber almost obliter-

ated. The diagnosis of pseudo-glioma was made largely

from the family history, which proved most interesting.

The father is twenty-nine years of age, the mother twenty-

four; both are healthy, and there is no history of tuberculosis

or syphilis. They were married in 1904, and the first-bom

child, the patient presented, was bom in May, 1905. When
five days old, it was noticed that his eyes were not right, and

he was taken to various clinics, but nothing in the way of

treatment was suggested or attempted and the process of

ocular atrophy became established as it is at the present

time. The second son was born in August, 1906, and the
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disease in his eyes was noticed on the sixth day. He was
seen by many ophthalmologists, including Dr. Posey, of

Philadelphia, who referred the case to Dr. Shannon with a

letter describing it as one of phthisis bulbi, probably from

intra-ocular disease, which, however, could not be made
out surely on account of dense leucomata of the cornea.' Dr.

Shannon never saw this child, as shortly after returning from

Philadelphia to Brooklyn, where the parents reside, the child

was attacked by scarlet fever and died.

Extending his inquiries into the family history, Dr. Shannon

discovered that the mother of these children has three brothers,

two of whom he has been able to examine. The eldest has

normal eyes, and is a well-developed young man. The second

is blind, apparently from the same process exhibited in these

other patients. Dr. Shannon saw him recently and found

atrophia bulbi with dense opacities of the cornea, the eyeballs

being very soft to the touch. The boy is said to be bright,

but his intelligence seemed to Dr. Shannon to be of that un-

canny type sometimes observed in children of feeble mentality.

The third brother is an idiot and blind- -the condition of the

eyes being described as the same as that found in the others

of the family affected. There are also three sisters of this

mother, one of whom is married, and the eyes of all these

—

and of the children of the married sister, both boys and girls

—

are reported to be excellent.

This condition, while generally described as a plastic or

exudative choroiditis, is believed by Treacher Collins, who
has examined a number of cases—one at four days of age—^un-

der the microscope, to begin as a retinitis, the inflammation

extending to the choroid, ciliary body, and iris. Parsons men-

tions as a cause of this condition the acute infectious diseases,

but obviously this could not apply in the cases which Dr.

Shannon has reported, which are without doubt congenital.

Collins thinks they may owe their origin to meningitis, the

inflammation spreading down the sheath of the optic nerve;

but Dr. Shannon has been unable to find any history of

inflammatory symptoms referable to the head in any of these

cases, unless, indeed, it were intra-uterine. While the diag-

nosis presented little difficulty, the etiology, it will be seen,

is very obscure.
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Dr. E. L. Oatman presented a case of tuberculous chorio-

retinitis.

The patient was seen for the first time on June 19, 1908.

She was an unmarried woman, twenty-two years of age. One

brother had incipient phthisis. She presented evidence of

pulmonary disease, although tubercle bacilli were not demon-

strated in the sputum. Had occipital headaches. O.D.

vision, hand movements at two feet; tension normal; no evi-

dence of disease in cornea, iris, or ciliary body; vitreous very

cloudy and filled with floating webs; fundus reflex, dull red

except a limited area on temporal side which was brilliant

white. Elevation of fundus at this point could not be de-

termined owing to opacity of vitreous. From the physical

condition of patient and entire absence of anterior uveitis, a

probable diagnosis of tuberculous choroiditis was made.

Mercurial inunctions were used for three weeks, the patient

in the meantime steadily growing worse. She had suddenly

appearing headaches lasting for hours. Suffered from hacking

cough with progressive loss of flesh and appetite. Mercurial

inunctions were discontinued and tuberculin treatment begun.

The T. R. was given hypodermically with intervals of two

days between injections. The initial dose was i : 1000mg,

which was increased by i : looowg at each subsequent

injection, until dose of i :25omg was reached. Improvement

in health and vision was soon manifested but patient developed

an acute melancholia with suicidal tendency. After the

sixth injection, tuberculin was discontinued for two weeks.

During this interval, the melancholia subsided. The head-

ache, however, became worse and vision failed. On resuming

tuberculin injections, improvement again took place and has

continued without interruption to the present time (October

19th). Body weight has increased thirteen and one-half

pounds; vision, O.D. f^.

When the fundus first became ophthalmoscopically visible

the diseased area was seen as a large white patch, situated

just above and to the temporal side of macula. The central

elevation was about 1.5 dioptres. This was surrounded by a

number of smaller, nummular patches, some of which appeared

to be formed by exudate and others by depigmentation of the

retinal epithelium. The small and large patches tended to
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fuse. A few masses of retinal pigment were scattered im-
mediately beyond the borders of the diseased area, but of

choroidal pigment heaping there was no trace. At the

present time, the ophthalmoscopic appearance indicates a
cicatrizing process beneath the retinal vessels but not below
the choroid, as choroidal vessels can be seen. From this

it is assumed that there has been infiltration of the inner layers

of the choroid or outer layers of the retina.

Dr. Oatman, in closing, said: Although a positive diagnosis

was not made in his case, nevertheless, the probability of a
tuberculous origin was indicated by the physical condition

of the patient, and also by improvement under tuberculin

injections and relapse when they were interrupted. The
fundus lesion occupied a circumscribed area and was devoid

of choroidal pigment heaping. Such pigment as existed was
above the retinal vessels. Kr^uss and Brueckner have called

attention to the scarcity of choroidal pigment deposits in

tuberculous chorio-retinitis. In a measure, this may be due
to destruction of the chromophores by the tuberculous process,

as Dr. Oatman has sometimes observed in cases of advanced
conglomerate tubercle. Formerly, cases of exudative choroi-

ditis have been attributed to syphilis, or else have been supplied

with a name but not with an etiology or pathology. Perhaps

in the future, syphilis will divide with tuberculosis the respon-

sibility for many obscure cases of choroiditis.

Dr. E. L. Oatman also presented a case of corneal fistula

on which he had operated about a year ago by closing the

fistula with a sliding conjunctival flap. The appearance of

the eye was excellent, the flap having withered and disap-

peared. The greater part of the cornea was left transparent.

Dr. R. G. Reese presented the following cases:

Case i. A man twenty-six years old had the eye destroyed

by lime. The upper cul-de-sac was entirely obliterated, with

some cicatricial bands running into the lower sac. Dr. Reese
restored the sac by means of a Wolfe graft after Weeks' method.
He presented the case six months after the operation, and the

patient wore a large artificial eye.

Case 2. A man twenty-one years old came to Cornell

with no history of injury, but Dr. Reese noted slight siderosis.

A skiagraph was taken, and a foreign body was located 8.5WW
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back of the centre of the cornea, and '].$mm below the hori-

zontal plane. Dr. Reese drew the foreign body through the

suspensory ligament into the posterior chamber with the

giant magnet. It became entangled in the iris, so that he

could not get it into the anterior chamber. He then made a

corneo-scleral section downward with a keratome, pulled the

iris out of the opening with a forceps, and removed the iron

from its posterior surface with a small magnet. He replaced

the iris with a spatula. Patient has perfectly round, central

pupil with normal vision (|^). After two weeks siderosis

disappeared.

Case 3. A man forty-five years old. Skiagraph showed a

foreign body 4mm back of centre of cornea and 2wm above

the horizontal plane. Dr. Reese used the Sweet magnet but

could not draw the foreign body into the anterior chamber.

He proceeded as in Case 2, and removed the piece of iron, which

weighed .ywg. Patient has perfectly round, central pupil,

with fg- vision.

Case 4. A man twenty years old had a soft cataract, O.D.

Skiagraph showed foreign body in the centre of the lens. Dr.

Reese did a linear extraction, and removed the piece of iron

with the Sweet magnet. Patient has |^ with + 11 D. Sph.,

central, round pupil.

Dr. J. E. Weeks reported a case as follows:

In April, 1907, while striking a steel wedge with a power

hammer, a piece of steel flew into the patient's left eye and

was not recovered. There was only slight reaction from the

injury. The following July his vision was reported to be the

same as that of the other eye. The patient continued to work

imtil December, 1907, when a piece of steel entered the right

eye. Dr. Quackenbos of Boston removed the right eye five

days later. The patient soon resumed work, the vision of the

left eye remaining, as he believes, normal. About the middle

of last June an artificial eye was inserted. Within two weeks

he began to feel discomfort in the left eye, as though a foreign

body were in it. He continued to wear the eye about two

weeks more, when the condition of the left eye became so

bad that he sought treatment, coming under the care of Dr.

Wakefield, The media were then so hazy that no details

of the fundus could be made out. There was marked circum-
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corneal injection, the iris was cloudy, and the pupillary

space partially filled with points of exudate, remnants of

which are still seen. Tension — i. The stump of the enu-

cleated eye was sensitive and the conjunctiva was discharging

pus. Sterilization of the conjunctival sac, permanent discon-

tinuance of the artificial eye, and mercurial inunctions were

advised. He was already receiving boric-acid applications

with atropin instillations.

Vision improved until on September 21st it was |g- minus

through a stenopaeic slit. The sensitiveness of the right

stump had practically disappeared.

Dr. Hartshorn, who had charge of the patient at the time

of his second injury, thought that there was a foreign body

in the left eye, and in consultation with Dr. Quackenbos of

Boston had skiagraphs taken. The measurements secured,

based on a 24mm globe, located the foreign body just outside

of the eyeball. Relying upon these measurements, no attempt

was made to remove the foreign body.

When seen by Dr. Weeks, the left globe showed marked
siderosis. Vision -^^. Pupil moderately dilated. Iris

dirty brownish color. Reaction very sluggish, A number
of small spots of brownish pigmentation on anterior and

posterior surfaces of lens capsule. Lens transparent. Dust-

like opacities in the vitreous. Details of fundus very hazy.

Mass of exudate at the periphery below. Field of vision

limited concentrically; more pronounced above. T. —^.
Slight circumcorneal injection. No pain. Although a foreign

body was thought to be present in the mass of exudate in the

lower part of the eyeball, it could not be seen.

Skiagraphs were taken at the Infirmary by Mr. Burchell

and a small foreign body was located in the eyeball, lying near

the ora serrata below. The question of the advisability of

attempting to remove the foreign body, even if it was in the

eyeball, because of its probable encapsulation and the efi"ect

of traction on the position of the retina and subsequently

on vision, had been raised by the physicians previously in

charge. The objections were overruled on the grounds of

inevitable blindness if the foreign body was not removed,

and on the records of similar cases (Hirschberg, Haab, and

others) and the experience of the writer.
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On applying the giant (Haab) magnet, the piece of steel,

after some trials, was drawn into the posterior chamber, lodg-

ing at the root of the iris. As it was impossible to bring the

piece of steel into the anterior chamber through the pupil, an

incision through the cornea and iris at the limbus was made
and on application of the small magnet the piece of steel was

removed. It measured approximately i^mm square by ^wm
thick. Its surfaces were oxidized. Very little traumatism

was inflicted. The patient made an uneventful recovery

and returned home two weeks after the operation with vision

and visual fields as when he came.

The questions of importance that this case raises are:

1. The necessity of the early removal of pieces of steel

that enter the eyeball.

2. The importance of exact location by skiagraphy.

3. The influence and importance of exudation that forms

about pieces of steel, and the danger, if any, of late removal.

In the discussion of Dr. Oatman's case. Dr. J. E. Weeks
thought we should be very careful in diagnosticating tuber-

culous affections simply on account of recovery following

the use of tuberculin of low potency. He had seen cases like

Dr. Oatman's get well without tuberculin, and it was hard

to conceive of a tuberculous process without elevation of the

exudate. Elevation was not distinctly present in Dr. Oatman's

case. In his opinion, the diagnosis of tuberculosis was not

conclusive.

Dr. W. P. Marple cited Dr. C. S. Bull's cases in which

recovery from the eye lesions under the use of tuberculin had

been followed by tuberculosis of the lungs. Dr. Oatman's

case resembled one he had recently seen, and which was

undoubtedly an ordinary exudative choroiditis.

Dr. E. L. OATMAN, in reply, stated that the tuberculous

history of the patient was in favor of the diagnosis. Also,

the employment of mercury was not followed by improve-

ment, while the improvement following the use of tuberculin

had been marked and rapid. There was no elevation at

present because the exudate was subsiding. There was no

deposit of choroidal pigment around the margins of the exu-

date. In choroiditis, when cicatrization took place, some
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deposit of choroidal pigment was generally visible. There was

practically no retinitis. Of course, we cannot be absolutely

certain about these cases, but he was of the opinion that

many cases of non-syphilitic choroiditis would in the future

turn out to be tuberculous.

In the discussion of Dr. Reese's case of restoration of the

cul-de-sac, Dr. J. E. Weeks thought the result a very beautiful

one. He had so far performed this operation twenty times

and wished to report a failure, his last case. The flap was
taken from the leg and the lower cul-de-sac restored. Two
weeks later he operated upon the upper lid. The flap took

fairly well, but one or two points sloughed. Shrinkage, how-

ever set in above and below until, at the end of six weeks, an

artificial eye could not be worn. The patient was pale and

the skin was flabby, more flaccid on the legs than on the arms.

He thought there were undoubtedly certain cases in which

success was next to impossible, no matter what method
was employed.

Dr. E. L. ATMAN inquired about the odor and accumula-

tion of epithelial detritus so often observed in these cases.

Dr. R. G. Reese replied that in this case the patient had
been bothered by neither of these conditions.

There was no discussion upon Dr. Reese's cases of foreign

body in the vitreous, nor upon the case reported by Dr.

Weeks.

In the discussion of Dr. Shannon's case. Dr. J. E. Weeks
stated that the condition of the iris and anterior chamber
would almost alone lead one to diagnosticate inflammation

and not glioma. In glioma, the iris was not, in the earlier

stages at least, glued down to the anterior capsule of the lens.

This condition was present in Dr. Shannon's case, and settled

the diagnosis.

Dr. J. H. Claiborne read a paper entitled A case of retro-

bulbar optic neuritis.

Dr. Claiborne began his paper with the report of a case:

A healthy woman of forty-five awoke one morning, and found

something indefinite the matter with her left eye. A week
or more afterward, she found that the vision of the left eye

was quite dim. After this condition had persisted for three
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weeks, she concluded to get medical advice. Dr. Claiborne

saw her about one month after she had observed the dimness

of sight. She had always lived an outdoor life, was a widow,

and had one child. Pupil and tension normal. Small linear

opacity of the lens, which appeared to be of long stand-

ing. The optic disk was blurred, and the nerve slightly

swollen ; both arteries and veins were swollen, the latter

particularly so. There was, in short, a mild optic neuritis.

Field normal, except upwards, where it was contracted.

Central field for colors slightly modified. She recognized red,

but called green blue. The vision was -^\.

The night before she had remarked the dimness of vision,

she had washed her hair and slept in a draught. The eyes felt

stiff, and it pained her to move them in the sockets. This

symptom, however, passed in a day or so. No headache;

no symptom of acute cold. Had not had any trouble with

her nose or accessory sinuses. She complained of an ill-

defined scotoma upwards, which persisted as long as she was
under treatment. Treatment was kept up, and patient was
put on K. I., the dosage running up to 175 grs. t.i.d. At the

end of a month her sight had risen to |^. The optic

neuritis gradually got better pari passu with the improvement

in her sight, Dr, Claiborne could not persuade himself that

there was any pallor of the nerve, either temporally or in

general, "When she left for home, the fundus was normal

in all respects.

The history of this case is classical, except, perhaps, the

absence of the usual slight dilatation of the pupil and the

strongly marked central scotoma for both green and red.

Green is usually called gray by those who have a central

scotoma, whereas it was called blue in this case. It is possible

that Dr. Claiborne would have observed a sluggish pupil also,

had he seen her in the first place. There was no tenderness

on pressure upon the ball, but this is usually a symptom of the

acute stage and it is not surprising that it was not present.

The text-books are singularly barren in their descriptions

of retrobulbar optic neuritis. All those which describe it

divide the causes in general into two kinds—systemic and
local—the latter due to extension from the accessory sinuses,

the sphenoid, the ethmoid, the antrum, and frontal. Some
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state also that it may arise from a simple rhinitis. Under
these circumstances the diagnosis is generally made, for it is

a simple thing to refer a papillitis occurring in conjunction

with contiguous sinus trouble to the latter as the cause. In the

great majority of cases, however, the examination of the

central color perception is not made, and the case is generally

dismissed as a neuro-retinitis. The majority of cases of

neuro-retinitis following grip have been ascribed to the grip,

but they have not been called acute retrobulbar optic

neuritis. The evanescent character of the complication

should mark its difference from the ordinary neuro-retinitis.

All authorities agree that it may be caused by cold without

other complications, but Bull also cites gout, rheumatism,

syphilis, typhoid fever, carcinoma of the stomach, lead

poisoning, diabetes, and one case that occurred after the sting

of a scorpion. Tuberculosis is also cited as a cause. Fuchs

says "an idiopathic inflammation of the optic nerve is supposed

to exist in disseminated sclerosis, in which retrobulbar optic

neuritis often occurs as an early symptom." The prognosis

is, in general, good, particularly in the idiopathic form, but,

of course, in the secondary form, it depends somewhat upon
the inflammation of the contiguous sinus from which it is

propagated. Blindness has been reported and, at times, a

persistent central scotoma for green or red or both, or an

absolute central scotoma remains. When the latter occurs

the usual triangular patch of atrophy to the outer side of the

nerve appears, and the finale in this respect exactly resembles

that of the tobacco-alcohol amblyopia. Parsons and de

Schweinitz both say that at times there is a slight degeneration

of the ganglion cells of the retina.

Dr. Claiborne thought that his case was undoubtedly due

to cold, and he was strongly inclined to think that all cases

that occur after taking cold are caused by the extension of the

inflammation from the nasal mucous membrane. Although

his patient did not have a cold in the head, it is highly probable

that sleeping in a draught with the hair wet caused acute

rhinitis. Those cases which occur in typhoid fever, tubercu-

losis, syphilis, rheumatism, lead poisoning, etc., can only be

attributed to the systematic effect of the poison in each case,

as in tobacco-alcohol amblyopia, except that the course in the
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former is often rapid and the symptoms appear suddenly,

whereas in the latter, it is slow and chronic.

In contemplating the whole subject, however, it is difficult to

resist the suspicion that all cases, even of retrobulbar optic

neuritis due to systemic poison, have a beginning that is very

similar to the onset of acute retrobulbar optic neuritis.

If this suspicion be correct, acute retrobulbar optic neuritis is

simplythe beginning of an inflammation which becomes quickly

resolved, and does not go on to the chronic form. This idea

is further supported by the facts that, at times, there is atrophy

of the papillo-macular bundle of nerve fibres following the

acute form, and that the central scotoma for colors often

disappears in the chronic form. Though we do not see a

true papillitis in the toxic form as in tobacco-alcohol ambly-

opia, yet we do frequently see intense congestion of the disk.

While he did not think that definite conclusions were justifi-

able, Dr. Claiborne summed up his views as follows:

1. Acute retrobulbar optic neuritis may occur: (a) As

an extension of an acute inflammation from the nasal mucous

membrane or the contiguous sinuses. (6) As the result of

intoxication of the general system from various causes,

2. The acute optic neuritis which follows grip and is usually

recorded in these terms is probably acute retrobulbar optic

neuritis, and is caused either by an extension of inflammation

by continuity from the Schneiderian membrane, which is

always involved, or by systemic infection, or by a combination

of both.

3. While the symptom complex of acute retrobulbar optic

neuritis is well-marked and is entitled to individual recognition,

its relationship to the chronic form known under the name
of retrobulbar optic neuritis or toxic amblyopia appears not

to be definitely defined, and further research is necessary to

define that relationship.

In the discussion of Dr. Claiborne's paper. Dr. E. L. Meier-

HOF stated that, in considering the relation between disease

of the optic nerve and that of the nose and accessory sinuses

to optic neuritis, he had examined many cases, but thought

that the number of cases of optic neuritis following sinusitis

was very small. The explanation of obscure cases of optic
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neuritis by this cause would be very pleasant indeed, and we
should always search for sinus trouble in all obscure inflamma-

tions of the optic nerve. The cases that occurred with grip

gave a favorable prognosis, even when treatment of the nose

was not instituted.
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I.—GENERAL OPHTHALMOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

442. Czermak, Wilhelm. Ophthalmological Operations. Second
enlarged edition by Anton Elschnig, Bd. i., part 2, Urban and
Schwarzenberg, Berlin and Vienna, 1907.

443. Lagrange, F., and Valude E. French EncyclopoBdia of

Ophthalmology, wo\. vii. Paris, O. Doin, 1907.

The second part of the first volume of Elschnig's (442,

Ophthalmological operations) work contains the operations

on the lachrymal passages, the orbit, the ocular muscles, the

accessory sinuses, and the soft parts. It is to be hoped that

the appearance of the second volume of this excellent work
will not be long delayed.

The seventh volume of the French encyclopaedia of oph-

thalmology (443) by Lagrange and Valude begins with the

diseases of the lens from the pens of Prof. Henri Dor (Lyons)

and Louis Dor. It contains numerous personal experiences,

some of which date back to the time when Prof. Dor was in

charge of the University Ophthalmological clinic at Berne.

With regard to the etiology of lamellar cataract the authors

91
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reject the theories of Horner and v. Michel, who ascribe it to

rickets, and refer it instead to a toxaemic origin. With regard

to the etiology of senile cataract they agree with Roemer.

The accompanying illustrations are taken in part from the

works of O. Becker, Hess, Beselin, and Schirmer. This is

decidedly one of the best of the large French compilations.

II.—GENERAL PATHOLOGY, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT.

444. Horn, Gustav. Concerning dark adaptation in diseases of the

fundus. Inaug. Diss., 1907, Wiesbaden, J. F. Bergmann.

445. Hanke, F., and Tertsch, B. Some rare infections of the

eye. Klin. Monatsbl. f. Augenheilkunde, xlv.. No. 6, p. 545.

446. Unna, W. Pfeiffer's influenza bacillus the excitant of intra-

ocular diseases. Klin. Monatsbl. f. Augenheilk., xlv., Bail., p. 283.

447. zuR Nedden. Studies concerning the occurrence of bactericide

substances in the conjunctival sac, together with remarks concerning

the healing process in conjunctival catarrh. Zeitsch. f. Augenheilkunde,

xviii., p. 300

448. LiNDAHL, C. Contribution to the knowledge of the bactericidal

action of the lachrymal fluid. Hygeia, 1907, p. 353.

449. Fehr. Disease of the optic nerve produced by atoxyl. Deut-

sche med. Wochenschrift, 1907, No. 47.

450. PossEK. The thyroid gland and the eye. Klin. Monatsbl.

f. Augenheilkunde, xlv., Beil., p. i.

451. Wernecke, Th. The action of thyreotoxin on the eye.

Ibid., p. 51.

452. Fortunati, a. Picric acid in injiuries of the eyes with chem-
icals, particularly lime. Annali di ottalmologia, 1907, Fasc. 9, 1079.

453. WiRTz. Contribution to the question of the relations between

auto -intoxications and diseases of the eye. Med.Klinik, 1907, No. 47.

454. Leber. Concerning the biological specific diagnosis, particu-

larly in syphilitic diseases of the eye. Med. Klin., 1907, No. 38.

455. Tribondeau and Belley. Action of the X-rays upon the eye

diuing development. Arch, d'electricite medicate, esperimentale et

clinique, Dec. 7, 1907.

456. Calmette, a. Concerning the early diagnosis of tuberculosis

by means of the reaction of the eye to tuberculin. Klinisch-therap.

Wochenschrift, 1907, No. 33.

457. ScHENCK and Seifert. The diagnostic signification of the

ophthalmo-reaction in tuberculosis. Muenchener med. Wochenschr.,

1907, No, 46.

458. DE Lapersonne, F. Is the ophthalmo-reaction dangerous to

the eye? La presse midicale, 1907, No. 7.

459. BAFS.BIER. Apropos of the ocular reaction to tuberculin.

Soc. m^d. des hdpitaux de Paris, Dec. 6, 1907.

460. Stephenson, Sidney. The Calmette serum reaction in

ophthalmology. American Journal of Ophthalmology, Nov., 1907.
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461. Baldwin, E. R. The ophthalmo-tuberculin diagnostic test.

Some clinical observations. Jour. Atner. Med. Association, Dec. 14,

1907.

462. MacLennan, W. Observations on the ophthalmo-reaction to

tuberculin. British Medical Journal, Dec. 7, 1907.

463. Webster, J. S., and Kilpatrick. Notes on 121 cases tested

with Calmette's tuberculin. British Medical Journal, Dec. 7, 1907.

464. Kalt. Aggravations of intraocular tubercular lesions by

instillations in the conjunctival sac. Soc. d'ophtal. de Paris, Oct. 8, and

Nov. 5, 1907.

465. Truc, H., and Maillet, F. Studies concerning the ophthalmo-

reaction. Comparative reaction of dionin and tuberculin. Rev. gkn.

d'ophtalmologie, xxvii., p. 481.

466. Chantemesse. The eye diagnosis in typhoid fever. Klin,

ther. Wochenschrift, 1907, No. 31.

467. Kraus, Luxenberger, and Russ. Is the ophthalmo-reaction

of Chantemesse useful for diagnostic purposes in typhoid fever? Wiener

klin. Wochenschrift, 1907, No. 45.

468. Ballaban, Th. Concerning the value of subconjunctival

injections and its theory. Wiener klin. Wochenschrift, 1907, No. 51.

469. ZiMMERMANN. Percutaneous treatment with iodin. Oph-

thal. Klinik, 1907, p. 673.

470. ScHiOETZ, H. Tonometry. Hospitalstid., 1907, No. 844.

471. Frank, M. Magnetic and non-magnetic properties of iron

alloys. Oph. Record, Nov., 1907.

472. Beal, Raymond. Spontaneous bursting of an artificial eye

with a double wall. Annales d'oculistique, cxxxviii., p. 413.

473. VuELLERS. New diagnostically important results from trans-

illtmiination with Sachs's lamp. Zeitschrift f. Augenheilkunde, xviii.,

p. 215.

474. BoRSCHKE. The theory of skiascopy. Arch. f. Augen., Iviii.,

p. 292.

475. Lewis. Blindness following the injection of protargol in the

lachrymal sac. Oph. Record, Dec, 1907.

According to Horn (444, Concerning dark adaptation

in diseases of the fundus) , myopia even w^hen of high degree

causes no disturbance of adaptation. If any such disturbance

is present, it must be referred to disturbances of nutrition not

recognizable ophthalmoscopically. In congenital amblyopia

there are marked disturbances of adaptation. Addition of

stimulus is shown particularly clearly in strabismus. Serious

disturbances of adaptation, regarding the height and time

of adaptation and the character of the curve, are found in

hemeralopia caused by chronic alcoholism, nephritis, dia-

betes without ophthalmoscopic changes, and in cases of
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atypical retinitis pigmentosa. Marked changes of adaptation

are present in chorioideal changes due to hereditary syphilis.

Tabetic atrophy is associated with great disturbance of the

adaptation. Severe optic neuritis may run its course with-

out any disturbance of adaptation. Glaucoma causes a very

marked lowering of the adaptation. The adaptation siifiers

in fresh and old chorioiditis, but remains normal in detach-

ment of the retina. In commotio retinae typical delay and

decrease of the process of adaptation are met with.

Hanke and Tertsch (445, Some rare infections of the eye)

report the case of a child eight days old that presented the clin-

ical picture of a moderate blennorrhoea due to a pyocyaneus in-

fection. The second case was that of a child seven months

old with chronic irido-chorioiditis, associated with exudation

into the pupil and vitreous, which resulted in perforation.

Cultures taken from the pus in the vitreous showed the affec-

tion to be due to the micrococcus intracellularis meningitidis

epidemica. The third case was one of ulcus serpens, or at

least of a hypopyon keratitis that greatly resembled an ulcus

serpens, which was excited by a bacterium belonging to the

group of bacillus proteus vulgaris (Hauser). In the fourth

case panophthalmitis quickly supervened upon a traumatism.

A very virulent bacillus was found that failed of cultivation.

Unna (446, Pfeiffer's influenza bacillus the excitant of

intraocular disease) reports a case of panophthalmitis deter-

mined pathologically and bacteriologically to have originated

in influenza. In consequence of the pathologically changed

structure of the anterior segment of the globe, Pfeiffer's

bacillus passed from the conjunctival sac into the interior of

the eye.

According to zur Nedden (447, Studies concerning the

occurrence of bactericide substances in the conjunctival sac,

together with remarks concerning the healing process in

conjunctival catarrh) , the inflammatory products contained in

the conjunctival tissue in infectious diseases of the conjunctiva,

and carried away in part by the conjunctival secretion, possess

bactericide properties, while the tears and the normal secre-

tion of the conjunctiva are no bactericide. The more severe

the inflammation and the greater the secretion, the higher

is the bactericide power of the secretion. The kind of infec-
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tion and its duration exert no influence. The conjunctival

secretion loses its bactericide power when subjected to a

temperature of 58° for three quarters of an hour, but it can

endure drying for a short time without loss. In the healing

of the conjunctivitis after the application of astringents, the

direct killing of the bacteria and their mechanical removal

play a r61e not insignificant but subordinate to the active

participation of the tissue in the subjugation of the disease,

for the astringents call forth a marked hyperaemia and an

increase of the bactericidal products of inflammation which

are essential to the healing. In the healing of corneal ulcers

also, the direct killing of the exciters of the disease by disin-

fection and astringents has not the same importance as their

annihilation by the bactericide inflammatory products of the

corneal tissue itself. Zinc sulphate is the most efficient means

for inducing this increase. A specific affinity of zinc to

certain kinds of bacteria (diplobacilli) is not proven.

LiNDAHL (448, Contribution to the knowledge of the bacteri-

cidal action of the lachrymal fluid) first investigated the

influence exerted by the lachrymal fluid upon pneumococci

and streptococci and found that the bactericidal action of

the tears upon pneumococci was uncertain. He could not

draw positive conclusions because the result of his experiments

varied so greatly. He thinks that this was due partly to the

use of different cultures of different virulence and power of

resistance, partly to the fact that the tears were taken from

different patients. Against streptococci the tears exert a

weak bactericide action. In the second part of his work the

author seeks to show which constituent of the lachrymal

fluid it is that exercises the bactericidal action, and ascribes

this property not to the salts in the fluid, but to a bactericide

albuminous substance of enzyme-like nature. The efficacy of

the lachrymal fluid is destroyed by a certain degree of heat,

is influenced by an increased quantity of salt, and is mark-

edly greater at the temperature of the body than at a

lower degree of temperature. After centrifuging the cells

the fluid retains its bactericide property. Lindahl thinks

that the bactericide material comes not from the serum,

but from the lachrymal glands or the conjunctiva.

Hellgren.
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Febr (449, Disease of the optic nerve produced by atoxyl)

reports a case of pemphigus and lichen ruber treated by the

injection of a 20% solution of atoxyl. During the treatment

visual disturbances appeared. The pupillary reaction was
normal, the central vision moderately reduced, the visual field

greatly contracted on the nasal side ; the entire optic nerve

disk was uniformly white and the retinal arteries small.

The prognosis is relatively good, because the condition slowly

improved after discontinuance of the drug.

PossEK (450, The thyroid gland and the eye) speaks first

of the cases of tetanus that occur after thyroid operations.

Concomitant and subsequent symptoms are the trophic dis-

turbances in the regions of epithelial organs, such as the nails,

the hair, and the lens. The onset of cataract is frequently ob-

served. In tetanus cataract, the destruction of the epithelium

of the capsule leads to later destruction of the lens fibres and
thus to the formation of the cataract. This cell death is

probably the result of a toxic action of a poison to which we
ascribe the tetanus as an autotoxicosis. The possibility of a

formation of cataract in consequence of strumous degenera-

tion of the thyroid gland and of the changes thus induced in

the physiological function of this gland is excluded.

It appears from the experiments of Wernecke (451, The
action of thyreotoxin on the eye) that the cell poison formed
in the body of an animal as thyreotoxin exerts a decided

influence upon the cells of other organs, at any rate of the

eye. It induces typical changes which are not to be obtained

through normal serum, or the serum of healthy animals.

Injected into the blood its action is much slighter; the prin-

cipal changes produced are an enlargement of the thyroid

gland and some extremely slight changes of the posterior

epithelium of the cornea.

FoRTUNATi (452, Picric acid in injuries of the eyes with

chemicals, particularly lime) used picric acid in 83 cases of

lime-burn of the eye with very good results. His method of

treatment is as follows: Removal of the particles of the

caustic, followed by irrigation for several minutes with warm
physiological salt solution. When he fears that the irrigation

may not be sufficient to remove all the particles of the caustic,

he instils a drop of pure olive oil between the lids every five
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minutes for from half an hour to an hour. Then an ointment

containing 20% of picric acid is applied twice daily, morning

and evening. In loi cases of burns with chemicals, including

the 83 lime-burns, perfect recovery was obtained in 62,

while slight corneal opacities persisted in 33. In order to

study histologically the anatomical changes produced in

the cornea by lime, and to explain the mechanism of the action

of the picric acid, he experimented on rabbits and large dogs.

By these experiments it was shown that lime quickly pro-

duces a cloudiness of the cornea, due for the most part to

coagulation of the protoplasm through the penetration of the

poison, and that this gradually diminishes toward the periphery

of the focus of burning. Here the initial ulcer is formed

which later extends to the neighboring apparently less

injured tissue. The remedy exercises its healing action

chiefly on the superficial opacities at a distance from the

necrotic focus. A contact of 24 to 36 hours between the

cornea and the picric acid is sufficient to clear up such opacities

and promptly heal a superficial excoriation of the epithelium

so that the cornea regains its normal appearance. The

question here is not that of a reconstruction of destroyed

elements, but that of a direct influence upon the cell proto-

plasm which revives. Calderaro.

WiRTz (453, Contribution to the question of the relations

between auto-intoxications and diseases of the eye) observed

two cases of auto-intoxication. In the one case there was a

paralysis of the trigeminus with keratitis, in the other a

retrobulbar neuritis, both referable to an intestinal affection.

After removal of the latter the ocular affections disappeared.

Leber (454, Concerning the biological specific diagnosis,

particularly in syphilitic diseases of the eye) was able to

demonstrate syphilis to be the etiological factor in two cascg

of eye disease by means of the .serum diagnosis.

Tribondeau and Belley (455, Action of the X-rays upon the

eye during development) have tested the effect of the X-ray up-

on the as yet unopened eyes of kittens, and confirmed the find-

ings of other authors that they induce a dermatitis with alopecia

of the lids, obstinate purulent conjunctivitis, keratitis, and

changes in the aqueous. They also describe as new findings

that the X-rays induce the following symptoms: (i) premature
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opening of the palpebral fissure 1(2) retarded formation of pig-

ment in the iris and the membrana nictitans; (3) formation of

cataract, which appears about the thirty-fifth day, but may be

recognized earlier when the eye is under the influence of

atropin; (4) microphthalmus of the irradiated eye, which is a

sequela to its hypobiosis; (5) formation folds and cell prolifera-

tion of the outer layers of the retina, which resemble the

changes described in glioma of the retina (Wintersteiner)

.

Berger.
When a drop of a i% solution of dry tuberculin precipitated

by alcohol is instilled into the conjunctival sac of a healthy

man, no reaction takes place, while persons having tuberculous

foci of any localization and extent exhibit a characteristic

reddening of the conjunctiva in from 6 to 24 hours. In

doubtful cases this renders the diagnosis of tuberculosis posi-

tive. Calmette (456, Concerning the early diagnosis of

tuberculosis by means of the reaction of the eye to tuberculin)

considers this ocular reaction to be a simple, positive, and
harmless means of diagnosis.

Schenk and Seifert (457, The diagnostic signification of

the ophthalmo-reaction in tuberculosis) recommend the use

of the ophthalmo-reaction when there is a suspicion of tuber-

culosis.

According to de Lapersonne (458, Is the ophthalmo-reaction

dangerous to the eye?), Calmette 's ophthalmo-reaction (in-

stillation of a 2% solution of tuberculin) is harmless in the

majority of cases. Very rarely it occasions a severe conjuncti-

vitis, or an ulcerative keratitis, as observed by the author in

two old people. The conclusions to be drawn are not positive

in all cases. In children it is better to use a 1% solution of

tuberculin. When diseases of the eye exist, tuberculin should

not be instilled, as the latter is useful in ophthalmology only

for the purpose of demonstrating the tuberculous nature of

diseases of the adnexa. It is also pointed out that the oph-

thalmo-reaction should not be tried in old people.

Berger.
Barbier (459, Apropos of the ocular reaction to tuberculin)

considers Calmette 's ophthalmo-reaction not to be relied

on to show the presence of tuberculosis. In one case keratitis

resulted from the instillation of tuberculin into the conjunc-
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tival sac. In the subsequent discussion, Renon mentioned

that he had observed complications in three out of fifteen

cases in which he had obtained a positive ophthalmo-reaction

from the instillation of a i% solution of tuberculin into the

conjunctival sac: in one a conjunctivitis was produced, in one

a slight keratitis, and in the third a severe keratitis resulted.

Berger.

Stephenson (460, The Calmette serum reaction in ophthal-

mology) has used this new diagnostic test locally for eye diseases

in thirty cases with the following results : Six children with

relapsing phlyctenular keratitis, all of which showed reaction.

Three cases of disseminate choroiditis, all of which were positive.

In five cases of specific interstitial keratitis there was no

reaction. One out of three cases of episcleritis was positive,

as were tuberculosis of the iris and cornea and chronic irido-

choroiditis. Alling.

Baldwin (461, The ophthalmo-tuberculin diagnostic

test; some clinical observations) and his associates have

used the Calmette test in 137 cases of known and suspected

tuberculous patients as well as a few apparently healthy

individuals. Two cases out of 45 of pulmonary tuberculosis

did not react, but they were weak, anaemic, and with temper-

ature, and such patients, it is known, have feeble reacting

powers to tuberculin. Eight out of 57 apparently healthy

persons reacted, but some of these were constantly associated

with tuberculous patients. Alling.

MacLennan (462, Observations on the ophthalmo-reaction

to tuberculin) has made 100 observations: 70 with the Calmette

tuberculin, 25 with the "old," and 10 with the "new" tuber-

culin. In from three to ten hours the positive reaction

manifests itself. It commences with slight injection of the

conjunctiva near the caruncle, and a little lachrymation.

In slight reactions nothing else may be seen. Unless the

change be carefully looked for it may be missed ; it is, however,

quite characteristic and can easily be recognized by comparison

with the normal eye. The amount of the reaction is very vari-

able, and bears no relationship to the severity of the disease.

All degrees are observed from local redress to a muco - purulent

conjunctivitis. The occasional over-violence is the only

drawback to the test; it might be better to use a solution
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of 1:200 as a preliminary test. Only, perfectly healthy eyes
are suitable for the test; the slight reaction depends upon
comparison between the two eyes. MacLennan finds : that CaL
mette's claims are fully justified ; the test reveals lesions which
are benign and clinically unsuspected ; that when a subcu-

taneous injection of " old" tuberculin has given a positive or

negative reaction, the ophthalmo test confirms the diagnosis;

that "old" tuberculin seems to answer equally well for the

oculo-reaction.

Of 25 tuberculous cases, 23 gave a positive reaction in

from 2 J to 10 hours. In 12 suspect cases, 9 positive re-

actions were obtained; 20 tuberculous cases tested with

1:200 Calmette's tuberculin gave 19 positive results; 20

cases apparently jree from tubercle were inoculated with

Calmette's solution i : loo, only 4 gave a positive reaction;

25 clinically tuberculous were subjected to the test with
1:100 of ''old'' tuberculin, 12 reacted positively, and of

these 10 had given Calmette's reaction. The "new" tuber-

culin gave untrustworthy results.

The author instilled into healthy eyes 1% solutions of

phenol and glycerin without evolving the slightest redness,

lachrymation, or swelling of the caruncle; so the presence of

these bodies does not as Calmette says vitiate the test when
"old" tuberculin is used. The results show that while the

great majority of tuberculous cases give the reaction, a few
do not.

Chantemesse describes a similar reaction in typhoid. A
strong solution of typho-toxin gives a violent reaction in

typhoid, a mild one in its absence. This reaction was also

obtained in the eye of a rabbit which had previously been
injected with typhoid bacilli. T. Harrison Butler.
Webster and Kilpatrick (463, Notes on 121 cases tested

with Calmette's tuberculin) tested 121 of the cases at the Mount
Vernon Hospital for Consumption with Calmette's tuberculin.

115 of the patients were suffering from or assumed to be
suffering from tubercular disease of the lungs. 6 cases were
presumably healthy individuals. The dry form of tuberculin

was used dissolved in water. One drop was instilled, and
often seemed to be more than sufficient. The results can be
summarized as follows: All definite cases with tubercle
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bacilli in the sputum gave the reaction. In cases with physi-

cal signs of phthisis but quiescent as judged by temperature,

some gave the reaction, others did not, and there was no

obvious cause for this variation. In doubtful cases some gave

the reaction, others did not. In presumably healthy individ-

uals two reacted and two did not, but those who gave the

reaction were not physically examined. No conclusion could

be drawn as to the relation, if any, between the extent of the

disease and the degree of the reaction. 7 cases showed a rise

of temperature after inoculation. The changes produced

ranged from a little lachrymation to the most acute injection

of the conjunctival vessels accompanied by marked epiphora.

T. Harrison Butler.

The abstracter has recently obtained a very severe reaction

in a child apparently free from tubercle, but suffering from

acute eczema of the left brow and upper eyelid.

Kalt (464, Aggravations of intraocular tuberculous lesions

by instillations in the conjunctival sac) reports two cases of

aggravation of diseases of the anterior segment of the eyeball

as the result of the instillation of a i% solution of tuberculin

into the conjunctival sac. In the one case, a man 64 years

of age who had iridochoroiditis of the right and sclerokeratitis

of the left eye, so great an increase of the infiltration of the

right cornea took place that within a week the vision had

fallen to quantitative light perception, while there was no

reaction to the tuberculin in the left eye. The second case

was a child with tuberculous iritis that appeared to be benign,

but showed a high degree of aggravation within a week after

the instillation of the tuberculin. In the meeting of Nov. 5th

Kalt reported in regard to the first case that the vision of the

right eye was still reduced to quantitative perception of light.

Berger.

Truc and Maillet (465, Studies concerning the ophthalmo-

reaction. Comparative reaction of dionin and tuberculin)

find that the instillation of tuberculin into the conjunctival

sac of a person with tuberculosis produces a reaction very

different from that caused by dionin. The presence of disease

in the eye forms no contraindication to the instillation

of tuberculin because in no case was an aggravation of the

eye disease induced thereby. In tuberculous patients the
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ophthalmo-reaction was of the same intensity in both eyes.

In two non-tuberculous cases the ophthalmo-reaction took

place. In every case of tuberculosis the ophthalmo-reaction

was observed, but in two it was slight. The authors conclude

from their experiments that the instillation of tubercu-

lin into the conjunctival sac' has a diagnostic value and is

harmless. Berger.

According to the experiments of Chantemesse (466, The
eye diagnosis in typhoid fever) a drop of water containing in

solution -^ mg of dry typhus-toxin instilled into the eye of a

healthy man, or of one suffering from some other disease than

typhoid fever, produces some redness and lachrymation

within two or three hours that completely disappears within

four or five hours more. In patients with, or convalescents from,

typhoid fever the reaction reaches its maximum in from six to

twelve hours and persists till the next day. It is characterised

by redness, lachrymation, and the formation of a sero-fibrinous

exudate. This method of diagnosis is harmless and enables

one to tell in a few hours whether the patient is suffering

from typhoid fever or not.

According to Kraus, Luxenberger, and Russ (467, Is the

ophthalmo-reaction of Chantemesse useful for diagnostic

purposes in typhoid fever?) extracts from toxic typhoid stocks,

from paratyphus bacilli B, from colon bacilli, and thinned tu-

berculin rarely cause inflammatory symptoms after conjuncti-

val instillation aside from a slight degree of secretion. The
same extracts call forth inflammatory reactions in typhoid and
other like diseases, which are usually confined to the conjunc-

tiva of the lower lids. The ophthalmo-diagnosis of Chante-

messe with typhoid extract is not as good as the serum

diagnosis of Gruber-Widal, which is to-day the most exact and
valuable method of diagnosis.

According to Ballaban (468, Concerning the value of

subconjunctival injections and its theory) it is almost positively

proven that salt enters the blood-vessels by diffusion or

osmosis from a solution injected subconjunctivally. Injec-

tions of salt solution do not in the least promote the fluid

current in the anterior chamber, yet they greatly influence the

amount of albumin in the aqueous. The salt stimulates

the conjunctival vessels and nerves, in a reflex manner the
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stimulation is transferred to the neighboring vascular region

of the ciliary body, and the protective material contained in

the blood serum enters the aqueous in markedly increased

quantity. Hence subconjunctival injections have a decidedly

favorable influence on chronic diseases within the eye, such

as iridocyclitis, opacites of the vitreous, retinochoroiditis

and especially hemorrhages into the vitreous.

ZiMMERMANN (469, Percutancous treatment with iodin)

recommends for cases of eye disease in which iodine treatment

is indicated and the internal administration of preparations

of iodin, or the subcutaneous use of iodipin, is not well borne,

an ointment of iothion, 25% for adults, from 10% to 25%
for children, using vaselin or equal parts of vaselin and

lanolin as an excipient. If this ointment is rubbed into

the skin iodin can be demonstrated in the excretions for a

week. Particularly good results were obtained in the treat-

ment of scrofulous eye diseases in children where iothion

was used for months at a time, so that Zimmermann sees

in these inunctions a substitute for cod-liver oil.

ScHiOETZ (470, Tonometry) has observed that pilocarpine

exerts a greater reduction of tension than eserin, that

atropin produces a weak, transient increase of tension, that

cocain reduces tension, but in a predisposed eye increases it,

and that morphin causes an increase of tension.

Hellgren.
Frank (471, Magnetic and non-magnetic properties of iron

alloys) notes that alloys of iron with manganese are either

wholly or nearly non-magnetic while alloys with nickel,

chromium, and tungsten may be more magnetic than pure iron,

a point of practical importance in ophthalmic surgery. The
subject was thoroughly treated recently by Sweet.

Alling.

Beal (472, Spontaneous bursting of an artificial eye with a

double wall) observed a case of spontaneous bursting of an

artificial eye with a double wall which followed a sudden closure

of the eye. Milliken has described a similar case. In order

to avoid such an accident, which in the author's case caused

an erosion of the cornea demonstrable with fluorescin, he

recommends that either the posterior wall of the artificial

eye should be made stronger, or that a perforation should
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permit communication between the cavity of the artificial eye
and the conjunctival sac.

Sachs used the lamp designed by him to render visible intra-

ocular foreign bodies, tumors and detachments of the choroid,

and to examine the upright image, the fundus, and Purkinje's

figures. VuELLERs (473, New diagnostically important results

from transillumination with Sachs's lamp) saw in and after

iritis or iridocyclitis a shining of the iris in different places

caused by deficiencies of the retinal pigment. In iridodialysis

a great part of the retinal pigment is deficient, and the same
is true in patients who complain of dazzling. In secondary

cataract the places shine most brightly in which opacity is

present in consequence of particular conditions of refraction.

In a case of very dense membrana pupillaris perseverans the

pupil was shown to be perfectly round.

BoRscHKE (474, The theory of skiascopy) describes the differ-

ent theories of skiascopy.

Lewis's (475, Blindness following the injection of protargol

in the lachr3rmal sac) patient, a woman of 50, consulted him
with lachrymal abscess which had ruptured externally. After

reduction of the swelling the sac was irrigated with a solution

of protargol 25%. This was followed by orbital cellulitis with

proptosis, congestion of the disk and retinal vessels. Blind-

ness from optic atrophy resulted. Alling.

III.—REMEDIES AND INSTRUMENTS.

476. Frank, I. Ocular anaesthesia by alypin. Amer. Jour, of
Ophth., Nov., 1907.

477. DoLGANOw, W. N., and Lewitzkaja, V. Z. The action of
thiasinamin in some diseases of the eye. Russk. Wratsch, 1907, No.
40-42.

478. V. Pflugk. Oily coUyria. Klin. Monatsbl. f. Augenh., xlv.,

ii., p. 505.

479. VoiGT, Alfred. Protection of the eyes against the action of

ultraviolet rays of a very bright source of light by a new nearly colorless

kind of glass. Arch. f. Augenh., lix., p. 48.

480. BoRDiER, H., and Nogier, Th. New pupillometer. Rev.

g^n^rale d'ophtalnt., xxvi., p. 529.

481. Krusius, Franz F. A disk deviometer. Arch. f. Augenh.,
lix., I., p. 26.

482. KosTER, GzN. A means to counteract the disturbing influence

of the electric city current upon the sideroscope. Ibid., p. 49.
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483. Emanuel, K. A new lid holder. Klin. Monatshl.f. Augenh.,

xlv., ii., p. 563.

484. KosTER, GzN. A fixation forceps. Zeitsch. f. Augenh., xviii.,

No. 6., p. 521.

Frank (476, Ocular anaesthesia by alypin) believes this

drug to be superior to cocain because it is prompt in action and

lasting in effect, without interference with the accommoda-

tion or pupil, and it does not dry the cornea. He uses a 4%
solution. Alling.

DoLGANOw and Lewitzkaja (477, The action of thiosinamin

in some diseases of the eye) used thiosinamin, in the form of

subcutaneous and intramuscular injections, in twenty-three

cases of white and gray optic nerve atrophy, retinitis pigmen-

tosa, and chorio-retinitis pigmentea syphilitica, and from the

clinical histories of these twenty-three patients draw the fol-

lowing conclusions: i. Thiosinamin is of use in the eye dis-

eases named, because after its use there is an improvement

of the central vision and a widening of the visual field. 2

.

Enlargement of the visual field was observed even in cases in

which thiosinamin exerted no influence upon the vision,

usually the action is parallel in both. 3. The improvement

of vision varies in dependence on the form of the process, its

duration, its degree, and other obscure causes and conditions.

4. After the administration of thiosinamin is stopped the

improvement does not disappear, at least not for two or

three months, the time during which the authors had op-

portunity to watch their patients. 5. No after results were

observed. Hirschmann.
V. Pflugk (478, Oily coUyria) uses a 1% eserih oil, a 2%

cocain oil, a 1% pilocarpin oil, and a i or 2% acoin oil.

These collyria are sterile and remain so in open bottles, are

unirritating in use, eserin oil never decomposes, and cocain

oil does not injure the corneal epithelium. A 1% acoin oil

exerts its analgesic action almost at the instant of instillation.

The new pupillometer of Bordier and Nogier (480) is an

improvement on the Robert Houdin instrument modified by
Badal. Its advantage consists in the possibility to measure
the diameter of the pupil rapidly and in any light. With
regard to its construction the reader must be referred to the

original article. Berger.
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The apparatus of Krusius (481, A disk deviometer) is

used for the objective measurement of the angle of squint and

consists of a glass disk 60 : 120 cm in circumference upon
which the angle degrees are arranged extending out from

the centre in the form of an upright cross, calculated from the

tangents with the eyes to be observed 60 cm in front of the

disk. Corresponding verticals and horizontals are drawn
through the degree points thus marked out so that the disk

is cut up into little fields. In the centre is fixed a small

electric lamp, and a second lamp is freely movable. One eye

is fixed on the first lamp and then with the second the position

of the corneal picture on the other eye is determined. From
the interval between the two the degree of deviation is read on

the disk.

In order to obviate the disturbing influence of the electric

street current upon the sideroscope Koster (482, A means to

counteract the disturbing influence of the electric city current

upon the sideroscope) uses a small magnetic rod which is so

placed beneath the instrument with its poles in the opposite

direction, that the magnet checks the electric current.

The lid holder of Emanuel (483, A new lid holder) is a

modification of Schmidt-Rimpler's springless lid speculum

in accordance with Hess's principle.

The fixation forceps of Koster (484 A fixation forceps)

are bent at the ends at an angle of 45°. The teeth are placed

as if the forceps were straight.
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ALTHOUGH a number of pathological examinations

have been made of the eyes in cases of amaurotic

family idiocy, there still seems to remain some doubt in

regard to the histology of the retinal changes. This is due

to the supposition that the changes described may have been

dependent, in part at least, upon post-mortem alterations.

Holden's explanation of the fundus picture also does not

seem to have met with universal acceptance. Thus Parsons, *

who has himself examined two cases, says in his recent text-

book that it is probably due to oedema and in some cases

even to a hole in the macula. It therefore seems well to

place on record the results of the pathological examination

in the following case in which the eyes were removed within

fifteen minutes after death. In this case the only demon-
strable changes in the retina were confined to the ganglion

cells, which were markedly degenerated. Since the life of

> J. Herbert Parsons, The Pathology of the Eye. London, 1908,

vol. iv. References to the authors mentioned in this paper may be

found here. A recent paper not included by Parsons is by Cohen
and Dixon, Jour. Anier. Med. Ass., 1907, May 25, p. 1751.
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the patient was unusually prolonged, to the age of three

years, it would seem that if other changes ever occur they
should have manifested themselves here. It is clearly evi-

dent, therefore, that the , ophthalmoscopic picture of this

disease is due to degeneration of the retinal ganglion cells

about the fovea, and to the contrast thereby produced, as

originally maintained by Holden.

For the opportunity to make the pathological examination
in this case I am indebted to Dr. Alexander Quackenboss
of Boston, under whose care the patient came, and who ob-

tained the necessary permission from the parents. A clinical

description of the case has already been published by Dr.

Quackenboss 1 which for the sake of completeness is quoted
here in full.

"Infants' Hospital. November, 190j. Joseph C, aged
eighteen months, bom of Jewish parents. First child.

Family history negative. Previous history: Breast-fed
eight and one-half months. Child got along all right to
the third or fourth month, then seemed to develop slowly;
at eight months of age was not considered bright mentally.
Has never sat up or attempted to stand or walk. The
parents were unable to tell whether child could see or not.
For past three weeks there has been a marked twitching
of the face.

" Physical Examination: Under developed and nourished;
very flabby skin; fair color; slight cyanosis of lips. Unable
to hold up head. Fontanelle f cm but not tense, rather
depressed. Cervical glands enlarged; no sign of rickets;
incisor teeth, four upper and two lower. No evident
paralysis of face or extremities; legs kept extended, resist

attempt at flexing, but after rigidity is overcome, very
flaccid. Unable to make out patella reflex. No ankle
clonus. Heart, lungs, liver, and spleen negative. Urine
turbid; acid; no albumin; no sugar; 1.030. Lumbar
puncture negative.

"Examination of eyes reveals grayish-white patch, with
brownish-red centre, in the macula region of each eye.
Optic atrophy. Pupils large and react. While in the
hospital this child had to be fed with a tube."
The patient was afterwards admitted to the Eye and

Ear Infirmary, where he remained most of the time for a

> A. Quackenboss, "Amaurotic Family Idiocy: A Report of Four
Cases. " Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, 1906, March ist, p. 238.
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period of eighteen months. During this time he was fed

by means of a stomach tube, to which was no doubt due the

fact that his Hfe was unusually prolonged for such cases.

Although his bodily condition actually improved, men-
tally he became progressively worse. Death occurred

July 6, 1907, apparently from pneumonia, at the age of

three years. Dr. Quackenboss informs me that since he
reported the case, two more children have been bom to

the parents, only the second of which shows the charac-

teristic markings of the disease.

PATHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION,

The eyes were removed within fifteen minutes after death.

One was placed immediately in 10% formalin, where it re-

mained four days, and was then opened and the fundus

photographed. The other was opened by an incision just

anterior to and parallel with the ora serrata, and then fixed

in Zenker's fluid for 24 hours. Portions of the retina near

the macula were removed from the formalin-hardened speci-

men and some of them treated with Marchi's fluid and others

mordanted by Weigert's method for myelin sheaths. Por-

tions of the optic nerve were treated in the same way.

The globes were normal in shape and of equal size, each

giving the following measurements: antero-posterior, 22. $fntn;

horizontal, 23.5mm; vertical, 23mm. The comeae were per-

fectly circular instead of elliptical, and each measured iimm
in diameter. The lens hardened in formalin measured 8.5mm
in diameter. On opening the eyes each fundus is found to

show the same picture previously seen with the ophthalmo-

scope (Fig. i). The white area representing the macula is

horizontally oval in shape and 2.25mm x ^mm in size. The
dark spot in the centre is ^mm in diameter. On placing a

piece of white paper behind the macula of the eye fixed in

formalin, the dark spot either completely disappears or is

converted into a white spot according to the illumination.

Histological Examination : Fixation as already described.

Embedding in celloidin. In the case of the eye fixed in

Zenker's fluid, sections were made passing longitudinally

through the optic nerve and exactly through the centre of

the fovea. A portion of each optic nerve was also cut in

cross section. Staining in hematoxylin and eosin, iron
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hematoxylin, van Giesen's stain, differential elastic tissue and

myelin sheath stains, thionin, Mallory's phosphotungstic-

acid-hematein and connective-tissue stains.

On microscopic examination the only pathological changes

found are confined to the retina and optic nerve. The ciliary

muscle is flatter and shows fewer circular fibres than usual,

suggesting myopia. With the exception of the ganglion

cells the retina is perfectly normal. Not a single normal

ganglion cell is to be seen, the cells being affected even as far

forward as the ora serrata. Cells in the various stages of

degeneration described below occur in all parts of the retina

except the macula, where only the most advanced stages are

met (Fig. 3). The amacrine and other ganglion cells in the

internal nuclear layer show the same changes as the other

ganglion cells.

The degeneration of the ganglion cells is brought out by

any of the staining methods used, but the various changes

are most plainly shown by Mallory's connective-tissue stain

after fixation in Zenker's fluid. The following description

therefore applies to sections stained by this method.

For convenience of description the changes may be divided

into several stages, although all intermediate gradations are

seen. The condition of the nucleus is taken as the guide

to degree of degeneration.

(i) The least marked change in the ganglion cells consists

in the cytoplasm staining blue in color without being hyaline,

while the nucleus and nucleolus remain apparently normal.

The blue coloration involves uniformly the whole cytoplasm

or is confined to a part of it. The nuclei are displaced to one

side, but this is normally the case. The Nissl bodies have

completely disappeared, as have also apparently the cell

processes. The retinal neuroglia is condensed about the

cells and often closely invests them with unusually well

marked membranes.

(2) In the next stage the cytoplasm is bluer and also hyaline,

while the cell is enlarged and rounded in shape. The nucleus

shows shrinkage and the nucleolus is sometimes unrecog-

nizable. The reticular network of the cytoplasm, connecting

the nuclear and cell membranes, is distinctly visible, stained

red, and shows dots, variable in size, at the junction points
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of the network. Fusion of contiguous cells in the same or

different stages of degeneration sometimes occurs, giving

the appearance of one large cell with two nuclei.

(3) The nucleus is still more shrunken and stains more

deeply but not diffusely, while the nucleolus is sometimes

present, sometimes not. The cytoplasm has lost its hyaline

appearance and now consists of balls which stain blue but

less intensely. Occasionally one of the balls is as large as the

nucleus, but is usually only a little larger than a nucleolus.

The cell reticulum is less distinct or is not seen, and there

appear in the cytoplasm two or more round refractile dots

or rods staining bright orange. These are about half the

size of a nucleolus. Similar dots are also sometimes seen

connected with the chromatin network of the nucleus, which

may indicate the origin of all of them. ,

(4) In the last stage the cell membrane is lost and all that

remains of the cytoplasm is a diffuse mass of bluish or slightly

reddish material which sometimes still contains some of the

refractile dots. The latter are also sometimes seen outside

the masses. The diffuse masses of cytoplasm are often ap-

parently shrunken, probably due to the action of the fixing

agents, leaving clear spaces around them. The nucleus is

more distorted and stains more deeply and diffusely. Its

outline then becomes indistinct, the nuclear substance stains

less intensely and shows indistinct vacuoles. Finally all

trace of the nucleus is lost.

No evidences of cell division are seen in any of the stages.

The differential stain for myelin brings out the cell reticu-

lum to some extent and stains the balls into which the cyto-

plasm breaks up in stage 3. It also brings out the refractile

dots. The hyaline stage is not well shown by this method.

Marchi's method fails to show fat in any of the cells and does

not bring out the details of the degenerative changes. The

hyaline substance into which the cytoplasm is converted in

stage 2 does not stain in alum hematoxylin, eosin, or acid

fuchsin.

THE OPTIC NERVE.

The optic-nerve entrance presents the asymmetrical appear-

ance considered characteristic of myopia (Fig. 2). There
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is also an indication of the so-called supertraction of the retina

observed in myopia. There is no atrophy of the choroid

either at the disk margin or elsewhere. In the disk the

neuroglia cells are unusually abundant. Within the disk

and also in the nerve stem there are many so-called cytoid

bodies. When stained in Mallory's connective -tissue stain

these often closely resemble the degenerated ganglion cells

of the retina.

Weigert's myelin sheath stain shows complete degen-

eration of the temporal portion of the nerve. In the

nasal portion some of the sheaths stain, but not with nor-

mal intensity. Marchi's method shows degenerative changes

throughout the nerve. The central retinal vessels are

normal.

THE BRAIN.

Through a misunderstanding a general autopsy was not

performed, but the brain was removed after 48 hours and
preserved in formalin. The body was fairly well nourished

and measured 89cm in length. The skull was 6.2mm thick

at the vertex. The brain weighed i$^ogms, and was much
firmer than normal. The pia arachnoid showed only post-

mortem changes. On sectioning the brain after hardening in

formalin, nothing noteworthy was found. There was not

the slightest indication of hydrocephalus.

On microscopic examination of a portion of the cortex,

changes similar to those in the retinae are found. No normal
nerve cells are to be seen and in most of the cells the degenera-

tion is far advanced. Sections stained by a differential

stain for myelin show the highly degenerated cells in a strik-

ing way (Fig. 4). The less advanced stages are best shown
by the connective-tissue stain but not so well as in the case of

the retinae, owing no doubt to post-mortem changes. The
refractile granules observed in some of the retinal ganglion

cells are not seen. The neuroglia is normal. Marchi's method
shows no fat in the nerve cells, but fat granules are found in

the walls of the blood-vessels in the gray matter. Fatty

granule cells are abundantly present in the white matter.

In the portion of the brain examined the myelin sheaths of
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the white matter show complete degeneration by the Weigert

method.

REMARKS.

The pathological changes in the eyes Avere confined to the

ganglion cells of the retina and the fibres of the optic nerve.

All of the retinal ganglion cells were degenerated to a greater

or less degree, but those in the macula were most profoundly

affected, thus corresponding with the degeneration of the

optic nerve, which was most marked on the temporal side.

No hole was found in the macula as described by Parsons.

That the dark spot in the macula was due to contrast was
positively shown by the procedure of placing a piece of white

paper behind it, this causing the spot to disappear. The
retina showed no gliosis. There was also no degeneration of

the rods and cones and no undue tendency of this layer to

adhere to the pigment epithelium as described by Shumway
and Buchanan. In their case the adhesion was probably

due to post-mortem changes, for in eyes removed some time

after death it is the rule for the rods and cones to adhere

strongly to the pigment layer. There was absolutely no
oedema of the macula, contrary to the findings of Treacher

Collins and Mohr.

The nature of the hyaline material formed by the ganglion

cells at one stage of their degeneration was not determined.

That it was not ordinary fat was shown by the Marchi method.

On the other hand, its failure to stain in alum hematoxylin,

eosiii, or acid fuchsin shows that it does not belong to the

substances usually known as hyalin, colloid, or amyloid.

The changes found in the brain corresponded with those in

other reported cases.

The character of the optic-nerve entrance, while of no
direct significance in regard to the degeneration of the gan-

glion cells, was of considerable interest in another con-

nection. Although the eyes were not myopic, the optic

nerve entrance presented the appearance regarded as char-

acteristic of myopia. It would seem, therefore, that this

condition of the optic-nerve entrance is not necessarily the

result of myopia but may be inherited along with a tendency

towards the latter.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

Fig. 1 . Photograph of fundus after fixation in formalin. Magn. x 3.

Fig. 2. Photograph of section showing asymmetrical character of

optic-nerve entrance. Magr. x 8.5.

Fig. 3. Photograph of section passing near the centre of the macula,

showing marked degeneration of ganglion cells. Mallory's con-

nective-tissue stain. Magn. x 87.5.

Fig. 4. Photograph of section of brain cortex showing numerous
nerve cells stained black, in advanced stage of degeneration. Myelin

sheath stain. Magn. x 68.



A CYSTIC FORMATION BY THE PARS CILIARIS
RETINA FOLLOWING A PERFORATING WOUND

IN THE CILIARY REGION, i

By Dr. BURTON CHANCE,

ASSISTANT SURGEON, WILLS HOSPITAL, PHILADELPHIA.

WITH A REPORT OF THE HISTOLOGIC FINDINGS.

By Dr. HAROLD G. GOLDBERG,

PATHOLOGIST OF THE HOSPITAL. (FROM THE SERVICE OF DR. SCHWENK.)

Clinical History.—A young man, a locomotive engineer,

came to the Hospital on October lo, 1908, with a statement
that while attending to his engine that morning the lubri-

cating glass blew out, fragments of which struck him in

the face. On examination the lids of the left eye were
seen to be contused, and the globe perforated. The
perforating wound passed through the ciliary region,

extending obliquely from a point about 4mm from
the vertical meridian on the nasal side of the globe
upwards to near the vertical and about 3mm above the
horizontal meridian. The edges of the wound were straight

cut, but uveal tissue bulged into the lower angle. There
was a shallow hyphaema. The sheet of the iris was not
cut and the pupil was round. A strong solution of eserin

was instilled, which caused a marked contraction of the
pupil and the withdrawal of some of the tissue in the
wound. The lens was not at all, or but slightly, damaged.
The fundus could not be seen through the oedematous
cornea.

It was presumed that a fragment of oily glass had lodged
in the globe and a guarded prognosis was given; and the
gravity of the case was explained to the man. He at first

refused to accept the verdict, but later returned to the
Hospital and was placed in bed ; ice compresses were applied

' Read at Wills Hospital Ophthalmic Society meeting, Jan. 5, 1909
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constantly; atropin solution was instilled and fractional
doses of calomel administered.

After ten days the lips of the wound were still ununited,
though the corneal oedema and the hyphaema had disap-
peared. With the mirror one could see a large and quite
broad track or band of lymph extending from the lower
angle of the wound across the vitreous to the temporal
side of the globe.

The right eye appeared to be entirely healthy, yet the
patient complained of discomfort in it. Enucleation of
the wounded eye was advised, which decision was con-
curred in by several members of the Staff who were
consulted.

On October 2 2d, the globe was enucleated. During the
manipulations, a clear amber-colored mass forced its way
through the imperfectly closed wound. To the bystanders
it appeared to be the crystalline, for it was about the size

and shape of a lens, but it was so compressible that I be-
lieved it to be a cystic protrusion from the vitreous.
The adhesions about the globe were many and dense.

The flow of blood was quite free, and at the severance of
the nerve there was a copious hemorrahge.
The patient was discharged from the Hospital after four

days. The socket has since healed and the man wears a
glass eye. The vision of his right eye is |, and he has
returned to work.

The globe was dissected after the removal of it. No signs

of union of the wound were seen, and no particles of glass

were found. The ciliary processes were deeply infiltrated,

and there were streaks of lymph stretching through the

vitreous. The retina was thickly cedematous, and for an
hour after the ball had been removed the blood-vessels re-

mained engorged and distended. The nerve head was swollen

and the macula was quite distinct.

Microscopic Examination.—All the layers of the cornea
are intact. The surface cells are granular in character
and are covered with a fine detritus. The endothelial
cells have proliferated, and at the comeo-scleral junction,
on one side of the section, the spaces of the substantia
propria are somewhat infiltrated with polynuclear leu-

cocytes shading off toward the anterior pole.

The anterior chamber is normal in depth and the spaces
at the angles are somewhat engorged. On one side of the
section the iris and ciliary processes show early cicatricial
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changes and proliferation of the endothelium and infil-

tration with polymorphonuclear leucocytes. The pupil-

lary tip of the iris lies in contact with the anterior

capsule of the lens, where it is held by a thin reticular

exudation consisting of a well marked band composed of

leucocytes and fine dark-brown pigment granules. This
band extends completely across the pupillary area, touch-
ing the lens capsule at various points, to the opposite iris,

where it seems to split and encapsulate this body.
The lens is cataractous; the external fibres have been

artificially detached, but the capsule is entirely intact.

The choroid is highly atrophic; the supra-choroidea is

broken up and its endothelium degenerated. The pigment
connective-tissue cells are inconspicuous, but the non-
pigmented cells of the internal layers show evidences of

proliferation and there is also a fine scattering of leuco-

cjrtes in this region.

The retina is firmly attached; there is marked prolifera-

tion of the pigment epithelium, with cystic changes and
thickening of the nerve-fibre layer. There is a leucocytic

infiltration of the episcleral tissues on this side of the section.

On the opposite side there is a perforating wound at the

corneo-scleral margin which has severed the root of the

iris at its attachment to the ciliary body, thus setting the

iris free in the aqueous chamber except at the point where
it is attached to the lens capsule and the strip of exudation
already described. This portion of the iris is wrinkled,

which contributes to the general thickening caused by the

proliferation of the endothelium and retinal pigment layer.

Epithelioid cells are present here and also polymorphonuclear
leucocytes with diversely arranged pigment cells. The
same condition is noted in the ciliary body and the same
character of cell structure is shown with the addition of

giant cells. There is a large hemorrhage in the muscle
layer, and a large mass of free blood on the internal sur-

face. The lips of the wound at both extremities are

thickened, the connective-tissue cells are proliferating, and
mononuclear leucocytes and new blood-vessels are seen.

Passing through the wound is a fine reticular substance
forming with the pars ciliaris retinae a cyst-like structure.

The cyst has two layers: the external, formed by the sub-
stance just described; and the internal, formed by the

pars ciliaris retinas. This internal layer appears to be so

stretched out that it seems several times longer than one
would expect the amount of area involved could be. This
retinal membrane lies folded upon itself several times and
by its continuation through the wound passes over the

surface of the blood clot on the ciliary process, and takes
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its normal position posterior to this mass. The reticular

structure is made up of a fine granular material. It seems
to have been pushed through the wound by some force

operating from within. Externally it reaches well on
either side of the wound so that it completely covers the
opening. This membrane is continuous through the
wound with a similar substance spread out over the internal

surface of the wound and the posterior surface of the lens,

and it passes close to the root of the iris. Within the globe
the structure of the membrane is well enough marked to
show that it is formed by a modification of the vitreous,

which body has shrunk and completely covers the posterior

capsule of the lens.

It would not be wrong to say that the two lips of the
wound are healed, though they are not united by at least a
millimetre, for they are kept apart by the walls of the cyst.

The only explanation for the production of the cyst that
occurs to me is that the first factor was perhaps the hem-
orrhage on the internal surface of the ciliary body. This
old blood clot tore up the pars ciliaris retinae and left a
space which has been filled by the products of inflamma-
tion and the fluids from the disorganized blood. An intra-

ocular force sufficient to increase this tear pushed the
membrane ahead of it and ultimately forced it through
an external opening. This force doubtless continued for

some time as indicated by the unhealed wound. Leaking
also took place through the wound, which shows that the
force was in this direction ; and because of a sudden giving

way of the imperfectly closed outlet the confined forces

caused the extrusion of the cyst.

This supposition is further borne out by the separation
of the individual cells which has been caused by the stretch-

ing of the retinal membrane, and, further, the normal
channels for the exit of fluids were blocked off by the band
of exudation which filled the pupillary area and by the
sheet of modified vitreous. Consequently the drainage
and leaking could be effected only through the wound and
accordingly the greatest force tended in the direction of

that region.

Clinically, the most important points to be observed are:

the rather long time in which the wound continued unhealed

in spite of the quiescence of the external inflammatory symp-
toms, and the early date at which the sound eye manifested

signs of sympathetic irritation.

Pathologically, of particular note were the development of
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the strange cyst, which, as the histologic study discloses,

contributed to the failure of the union of the wound; the

formation of streaks of exudation in, and the degeneration

of the vitreous; and the absence of particles of glass.

Of further importance was the very rapid destruction of

the retina and choroid in so short a period of time. And it

is interesting to note the relation existing between the early

manifestation of symptoms of sympathetic irritation and

the finding of newly formed epithelioid cells in the ciliary

tissues.



KERATITIS PUNCTATA SUPERFICIALIS. WITH RE-
PORT OF A CASE.i

By Dr. M. WIENER, St. Louis.

IN 1901 Major Herbert, of Bombay, reported before the

British Medical Association a new form of superficial

punctate keratitis, which he found very prevalent at the

close of the rainy season—especially so in cold and the early

hot weather. He describes the spots appearing on the cornea as

minute and only slightly opaque, and needing to be stained

with fluorescin to be clearly seen. They appear slightly raised,

but some are really depressions in the epithelium more than

filled with lachrymal fluid. They often collect in the centre

of the cornea in the later stages and may there form a ring

flattened from above downward. Fluorescin staining lines or

patches may be found in the terminal stage. There is usually

a slight ciliary or conjunctival injection, with sometimes

a tendency to form small follicles on the upper tarsal mem-
brane. There is generally some thickening of the limbus,

which aids in the detection of the cases. The disease is seen

in young adults mostly and almost invariably only one eye

is affected.

Scrapings of affected epithelium show collections of en-

capsulated bacilli, numerous and closely packed. The
bacilli were short with rounded ends and colored only slightly

by Gram's method.

Devereux Marshall did not think that the organism de-

scribed necessarily caused the disease, nor did W. H. Jessop

feel sure of the organism shown.

In further notes published by the same author of this

> Read before the Ophthalmic Section, St. Louis Medical Society.
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disease, he reports an epidemic in October, 1905, in which

these cases formed one-fourth of the total out-clinic attend-

ance. He was unable to learn much about the encapsulated

bacillus as it failed to grow on ordinary media, as well as

owing to its feeble staining powers. Gram's method stained

it best but left a considerable area at one end of the capsule

unstained. He found a few apparently empty capsules.

Axenfeld demonstrated before the Ophthalmologische

Gesellschaft, in 1905, the intra-epithelial bacilli. He found

them extremely difficult to stain, appearing only occasionally

in an overstained Gram preparation. He thinks that their

great number in the epithelium, the regularity of the findings,

and the difference between these bacilli and all others ordi-

narily found in the eye, make their etiology for this keratitis

punctata superficialis very probable, although he was unable

with different culture media and methods to cultivate them.

The bacilli were about 3/* long and i to li broad, only the

strong capsule showing.

The superficial punctate keratitis described by Fuchs begins

with symptoms of acute conjunctivitis. The changes in the

cornea may appear at this time or not until some days or

weeks afterward. The changes consist of the presence of

minute gray spots, which are often arranged in groups or

short rows. They vary from ten to twelve in number to one

hundred or more. They are scattered irregularly but chiefly

in the centre. The spots lie in the superficial layers of the

cornea, which look dull because the epithelium over the spots

bulges out in the form of a nodule.

The irritative symptoms disappear, but the spots, as well

as the punctate look of the cornea, generally remain for

months and then gradually disappear. Disturbance in

vision depends upon location of the spots. The disease

occurs mostly in young people; either one or both eyes may
be affected.

The pathologic histology of the superficial punctate kera-

titis of Fuchs, or subepithelial keratitis of Adler has been

studied by Wehrli, who reports two cases in which he re-

moved portions of the corneal epithelium and subjected them

to microscopic examination. He found chiefly a lymphocyte

invasion, principally of the deeper layers of the epithelium,
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with small round-cell accumulations, and also swelling of the

fixed corneal cells in the superficial layers.

Dimmer's nummular keratitis resembles Stellwag's well-

known type of this disease, which is a variety of the super-

ficial punctate keratitis of Fuchs, only being larger in the

latter and deeper in the former, with iritic complications.

Jackson describes keratitis punctata superficialis as being

closely allied to herpes and associated with symptoms of acute

catarrhal conjunctivitis; several days later minute gray dots

appearing, mostly in the central portion of cornea.

According to Nuel, the diffuse inflammation is caused by
an oedema in the anterior corneal lamellae. The spots are

produced by filaments of fibrin undergoing hyaline change,,

which appear in contact with the fixed cells of the cornea.

At the level of these areas there is an oedema of the epithe-

lium in the form of knob-like projections that are transformed

into epithelial lacunae. In other words, superficial punctate

keratitis is an inflammatory oedema of the anterior corneal

planes due to exogenous (epithelial) infection by a not well

identified coccus (staphylococcus, according to Valude).

De Schweinitz describes keratitis punctata superficialis

(keratitis subepithelialis centralis, keratitis maculosa, noduli

corneae, relapsing herpes comeae) as probably akin to the

herpes-like corneal inflammations. It generally begins with

a sharp conjunctivitis of which the secretion is watery and an
associated catarrhal inflammation of the upper respiratory

tract. In a few days numerous small linear or punctiform

spots appear, not immediately beneath the epithelium, but

below Bowman's membrane. Cornea between these spots

is hazy and contains small points and gray lines radiating

out like fine fissures in ice. The disease is tedious, may last

for months, is usually bilateral in young individuals. Cause

unknown except that it is usually associated with catarrh

of air passages. Anatomic nature, probably enlarged corneal

corpuscles.

On November 5, 1907, Miss B., aged twenty-one years,
came to me complaining of a sense of irritation in right
eye and of constant tearing. She was wearing: R + 0.75
D, cyl ax o; L + 0.5 D, cyl ax 75°; prescribed by me
about seven months before. Visual acuteness, right, was

J
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\^; left, If; whereas it had been If in either eye at the
time of fitting of the glasses. There was slight injection

of conjunctiva right, with a little roughness of the palpable
conjunctiva of the upper lid. On close inspection with
oblique illumination, the cornea was seen to be studded
with numerous small round grayish dots, about thirty

in number, averaging about imm or less in diameter and
raised above the surface of the cornea. These could only
be seen by oblique illumination or under most favorable

reflection in daylight. These spots were located mostly in

the centre of the cornea and seem to lie in the most super-

ficial layers of the cornea, involving only the epithelium
or the epithelium and most superficial part of Bowman's
membrane. The spots were not sufficiently opaque to
interfere at all with a view of the fundus, which appeared
normal. Left eye was in every way apparently normal.
The eye was cocainized and scrapings taken from a couple
of these little elevations, and one gelatine and one agar
tube inoculated. The tubes remained sterile.

An antiseptic solution was given the patient to drop in

the eye at home, and an aseptic powder was dusted into

the eye at first daily and then less often; also cold ap-
plications used to reduce the conjunctival irritation. The
elevated spots seemed to disappear rapidly enough, but left

grayish dots which yielded more slowly to treatment. On
January 3, 1908, scarcely a trace of these dots could be
seen, and on January i8th, when the patient was again
seen, the cornea was perfectly clear, with a visual acute-

ness of If.

This case answers the description of those cases reported

by Major Herbert, of Bombay, more closely than the super-

ficial punctate keratitis reported by Fuchs. Also, those of

Herbert were mostly in young girls, as in this case, and mostly

monocular. It must be rare in these parts, as neither my
associate, Dr. Wolfner, in his wide experience, nor myself

had ever seen a case answering exactly this description.
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A CASE OF INTERVASCULAR ENDOTHELIOMA OF
THE ORBIT.

By Dr. B. WATANABE, Tokio, Japan.

{With two illustrations on appended Plate XXI.)

Abridged Translation from the German edition for October, 1907,

by Dr. Matthias Lanckton Foster.

ANGIOMATA of the orbit are rare. Berlin collated

from the literature down to 1878 54 cases, but con-

sidered some of them to be doubtful. In the Universitaets-

Augenklinik at Leipsic between 1891 and 1905 only 8 cases

were met with among 138,000 patients; these have been re-

ported elsewhere. I now wish to call attention to a case

which in my opinion is of special interest clinically, thera-

peutically, and anatomically.

Helene K., six months old, was brought to the clinic

October 25, 1904. Her mother stated that the child had
had ever since birth a bluish swelling of the right upper
lid which had increased in size for some months past and
became more marked on pressure and on crying.

The child was strongly built, apparently healthy. The
right upper lid was much swollen and covered the upper
half of the cornea. There were several distended veins

in the skin of the lid. The entire lid presented a slight

bluish violet discoloration. Gentle palpation gave the

sensation of fluctuation, by firmer palpation a convolution
of vascular loops could be felt in the orbit. When the
child cried the lid swelled considerably and the consistency

of the tumor increased, while at the same time the eyeball

was caused to protrude several millimetres from the orbit.

Investigation of the fundus, which was difficult, revealed

normal conditions of the optic nerve and retina. The
eyeball was pressed somewhat inward and downward by
the tumor, but there was no real restriction of its mo-
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bility. The diagnosis of a vascular tumor of the lid and
orbit was unquestionable. It appeared to be situated
not in the retrobulbar tissue, but in the upper, outer part
of the orbit.

The tumor was extirpated Nov. i, under chloroform.
An incision was made in the brow and the tumor laid bare
by blunt dissection. It was found to lie in the outer, upper
part of the orbit and to become smaller as it went deeper,
where it was mobilized as far as possible and removed be-
tween two double ligatures. It appeared to have been
extirpated almost in toto. The hemorrhage was slight
and was checked by ligature. Healing took place by
primary union.

On the loth the lid could be raised so as to uncover the
pupil, the eye was in its primary position, exophthalmos
could no longer be produced by crying, and the child was
discharged.

Nearly a year later, October i8, 1905, the mother brought
the child again to the clinic and stated that for some months
the eye had again protruded.

Examination showed a slight swelling of the upper lid

and distinct protrusion of the eyeball, which was dislocated
somewhat downward and inward while its movements
were restricted, especially upward and outward. The
pupil reacted promptly, the fundus was normal. Crying
caused the exophthalmos to increase markedly. The
upper lid at the same time became more swollen, but to
no such degree as before the operation. A soft tumor could
be felt in the upper, outer part of the orbit, evidently a
recurrence of the angioma which had originated from the
remains of the tumor which had not been removed from
the orbit at the operation.

In order to obtain freer access to the orbit Kroenlein's
operation was performed. Then it could be seen that
the bluish tumor could be sharply distinguished from the
neighboring tissue, and by its contrast with its surround-
ings it gave the impression of a malignant growth. It

was extirpated as thoroughly as possible with protection
of the eye muscles and of the optic nerve. The external
rectus was divided and secured by a loop of thread. The
hemorrhage was greater than at the first operation, but
was controlled by deep ligatures. Primary union fol-

lowed and the child was discharged November 13, 1905.
On November 29th the right palpebral fissure was still

somewhat contracted, the eye was in its primary position,
and there was no exophthalmos. From the macroscopical
appearance of the tumor and from the impossibility of
exposing and removing it in one piece a recurrence seemed
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very probable, but has not as yet occurred. On February

28, 1907, nearly a year and a half after the second operation,

the child was brought to the clinic in reply to inquiries.

The right eye was perfectly normal and did not pro-

trude when the child cried. The cosmetic effect of the

operation was satisfactory. The right palpebral fissure

was only a little narrower than the left on account of a

slight drooping of the right upper lid. The eyeball was in

primary position and accompanied the movements of the

left eye freely in all directions. The pupil reacted promptly.

The fundus was normal.
The tumor removed at the first operation was of about

the size of a small walnut, of bluish color, fairly soft con-

sistence, and with a nodular, uneven surface. It was di-

vided anatomically into three parts which were not sharply

distinguishable but blended into each other. In the

central part, which had the greatest circumference (see

Fig. la), the tumor was composed of numerous vessels,

most of which were cut directly across with a few cut

obliquely or longitudinally. The typical picture of a
cavernous angioma was presented with the difference only
that the vessels, which were filled with red blood cor-

puscles and lined with a single delicate layer of endothelium,

were not separated by a scanty stroma of connective tissue,

but by cells of endothelial character closely packed to-

gether. These intervascular cells corresponded in their

size, form, and the staining of their nuclei to the endo-
thelium of vessels, and as they surrounded the vessel walls

they gave the impression with the low powers of a deposit

of several layers of endothelium on the vessel wall itself.

Yet with the higher powers it could be readily seen that

these cells lay between the vessels in a fine connective

-

tissue stroma.
The lobulated construction of the tumor could be well

followed microscopically. The lobules were usually round
or triangular with rounded angles. They produced the

condition that bands of connective tissue of varying
breadth radiated into the tumor and formed connections

with each other, which caused one to be reminded in a
certain way of the lachrymal gland, although glandular

lumina were not demonstrated in its principal part. The
vessel walls were delicate throughout and presented no-

where endothelial thickenings or signs of hyaline degenera-

tion. Neither were thrombi present or signs of calcification

in the lumen of the vessels.

Toward the periphery and toward the orbital tissue,

which could be recognized as such by its fat cells, the

nature of the tumor changed (see Fig. ib). The lobulated
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construction remained, but the number of vascular spaces
gradually decreased until finally in several peripheral lobes
endothelial cells remained almost alone. If such a place
alone should be taken into consideration the tumor would
have to be diagnosticated beyond doubt as a round-celled
sarcoma. The partly atrophic orbital fat penetrated here
between the lobules of the tumor and separated them more
from each other. In the fat were numerous well filled

blood-vessels, arteries, and veins, which sent branches
between the lobules of the tumor, but did not form cavern-
ous tissue.

The third portion (see Fig. 2) corresponded to the neigh-
borhood of the lachrymal gland, which was also contained
in the preparation. While the greater part of the lachrymal
gland showed normal relations, numerous blood-vessels
penetrated between the lobules of the gland at the place
where the tumor began. One can clearly trace how the
glandular spaces were pressed together and occlusion of

the lumina and atrophy of the glandular epithelium were
brought about. But bands of endothelial cells adhere
closely to the penetrating vessels and penetrate with them
into the substance of the lachrymal gland.
The investigation of the piece of recurrent tumor re-

moved at the time of the Kroenlein operation showed re-

lations which corresponded in the main with those described
as of the second part of the tumor. The tumor consisted
of numerous vessels and endothelial cells lying between
them. Between the lobules of the tumor there was a
connective -tissue stroma which in many places enclosed
fat tissue and contained nutrient vessels.

The tumor differed in certain clinical points from a
typical angioma cavernosum and differed still more ana-
tomically. Though the chief part of the tumor was com-
posed of thin-walled vessels there was in all parts a great
proliferation of endothelial cells, and in many parts these
cells formed the tumor almost exclusively, and they formed
a direct covering to the vessels where the tumor came in

contact with the lachrymal gland. The infiltrating pro-
cesses mark the tumor positively as malignant.

The designation angiosarcoma is one which it is better to

avoid. As Borst has properly remarked never has there been

a word more misused or one which has caused more con-

fusion than angiosarcoma. Ribbert also says that the re-

lation of the cells to the vessels leads us to the designation

angiosarcoma. The cells are in a particularly intimate
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genetic relation to the vessels. But the name causes only

perplexity and should be wholly abandoned, for either the

tumors included under this name should be classed among
neoplasms which are not truly sarcomata, such as endo-

theliomata and peritheliomata, or so far as they are sar-

comata they share the relation to the vessels with this entire

group of tumors and the intimate relation with the vessels

becomes more prominent than usual only under certain

conditions. Hence a better name will be endothelioma or

haemangio-endothelioma intravasculare.

In this as in most of the other cases only a hypothetical

conclusion can be drawn as to the place of origin of the tumor.

Probably it started in the neighborhood of the lachrymal

gland, between it and the upper lid. The principal part of

the tumor appertained to this region, including the portion

of relatively benign character and most resembling the picture

of the cavernous angioma, while those parts in which the

tumor encroached upon the lachrymal gland and in which

the abundance of cells was particularly marked were of later

date.

In modern literature we find in addition to numerous typical

cases of cavemoma of the orbit others which present pecu-

liarities in their diffusely infiltrated growth, their cellular

contents, and their clinical course. These tumors have been

denominated in part angiosarcoma, in part as sarcoma tele-

angiectaticum, as transformed angioma, and as angiofibroma.

De Bono pictures an adenoangioma of the orbit, Kumberg
a rhabdomyoangioma cavemosum, Campart mentions islands

of glandular tissue within the tumor. The course in these

cases differed. Wurdemann's case was very malignant

and ended fatally from numerous metastases. In Trom-
betta's case, which showed a great resemblance to the one

here described, the tumor extended from the frontal sinus

to the brain and the other sinus. The other cases ran more
favorable courses.

The question whether such tumors can be distinguished

from the simple angioma of the orbit is of clinical importance.

The two conditions usually share the most important symp-
toms, the site of the tumor is not characteristic, neither is

rapid growth or recurrence after extirpation. The diagnosis
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can be best determined by microscopical examination of the

excised tumor.

It is noteworthy that in spite of the former recurrence, the

diffuse character of the neoplasm, and the surely not radical

extirpation at the second operation a second recurrence has

not taken place at the end of a year and a half. In this it

contrasts with other cellular infiltration tumors in the orbits

of children, which usually recur within a few months after

radical exenteration of the orbit and prove fatal.

Operative removal of such tumors should not be delayed;

other methods of treatment present little hope of success.

In the case of all tumors it is best to penetrate deeply into

the orbit first by means of Kroenlein's operation.



INVESTIGATIONS CONCERNING THE EXTENT OF
THE ACTIVE PUPILLO-MOTOR AREA OF THE
RETINA AND CONCERNING THE PUPILLO-
MOTOR RECEIVING ORGANS.

Bv Prof. C. HESS, Wuerzburg.

{With one ilhistration in the text.)

Abridged translation from the German Edition, Sept., 1907, by Dr.

Matthias Lanckton Foster.

I. Among the unsolved problems of physiology the extent

of the active pupillo-motor area of the retina is of particular

interest. A pathological and clinical advance will become pos-

sible when we become acquainted with the pupillo-motor

receiving apparatus and know whether these organs are to be

found scattered throughout the retina, or confined to a com-

paratively small area. An observation by Heddaeus sug-

gested the latter possibility more than twenty years ago, but

the condition there present was susceptible of more than one

interpretation, and so important a question can be settled

only by systematic studies of the normal eye. The opinion

universally held in modern physiology, ophthalmology, and

neurology seems to be that the entire retina contains more or

less pupillo-motor apparatus, at least, that portions of the

retina at a distance from the macula may call forth the light

reflex of the pupil, and that the hypothesis of a reflex insensi-

bility of the periphery of the retina is untenable. I have not

found this problem solved in a faultless manner and have

therefore attacked it with new methods. I think that a

serious fault has been made hitherto in the neglect or under-

valuation of the influence exerted by diffused light during

irradiation of a certain part of the retina.
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2. In the investigations hitherto made attention has been

directed to the contraction of the pupil which takes place

on the entrance of light into a previously unilluminated eye.

But the central portion of the retina is then affected by a

greater or less quantity of diffused light, and as we have no

knowledge in regard to the pupillo-motor sensitiveness of

this part of the retina and of its adaptive changes, we have no

means by which to determine whether the resultant pupillary

reaction proceeds wholly from the stimulation of the central

portion by the diffused light, or from that of the peripheral

portion by the refracted and the diffused light. An isolated

irradiation of the central or of the excentric parts of the retina

is impossible in the nature of things, and therefore the question

as to the share of either in the production of the pupillary

reaction cannot be solved in this way.

I have adopted a different method. I do away with the

disturbing influence of the diffused light by making it as

constant as possible at the fovea during the series of experi-

ments. If a light is moved in an arc about the point of fixa-

tion as a centre, its image will always fall upon places in the

retina equally distant from the fovea, and the strength of the

diffused light in the centre of the retina will remain approxi-

mately the same. "When this light is moved in an arc about

the point of fixation no change takes place in the diameter of

the pupil, even when it has been allowed to shine for some
time upon one place in the retina and is then moved quickly

to another equally distant from the centre. This may be

explained in two ways: that the pupillary reaction is excited

only by the central portion of the retina, the illumination of

which has remained approximately constant, or that portions

of the retina equally distant from the centre possess an equal

pupillo-motor value. I have stimulated portions of the retina

equally distant from the centre in two ways : i , by carrying

the irradiating light from the position of the blind spot to a

place on the sensitive retina equally distant from the centre,

and the reverse ; 2 , by carrying the light from a portion of the

retina relatively adapted to dark to another at the same
distance from the centre relatively adapted to light, or

irradiated at the same time by another light, and the reverse.

These two methods are to be considered separately.
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3. If the image of a constant light is moved from 9, more
peripheral to a more central portion of the retina, a distinct

contraction of the pupil usually takes place, and the extent

of movement necessary to produce such a contraction is

generally very slight. The advocates of the theory that the

entire retina is pupillo-motor assume that in this case the

contraction occurs because the pupillo-motor receiving organs

in the central portions of the retina are more sensitive than

those in the peripheral parts. If this theory is correct, a

pupillary contraction must take place when the light is moved
from the blind spot to an equally excentric portion of the

retina previously affected by diffused light alone. If, on the

contrary, only a relatively small central area is pupillo-motor.

and if the contraction of the pupil in excentric irradiation is

to be ascribed to the foveal diffused light alone, the trans-

ference of the light from the blind spot to the retina will

occasion no contraction of the pupil as long as the quantity

of diffused light in the centre remains practically the same.

4, I have based upon the above considerations my in-

vestigations, which were made with the help of an apparatus

that may be designated a pupil perimeter.

On a firm stand (a) was fastened a rod movable up and

down (6), to which was attached a metal quadrant (c, e) re-

volvable about its axis (c, d). This quadrant had a radius

of 35cm, and had attached to it at right angles a cylinder

impervious to light (/) containing an electric lamp. The
anterior surface of the cylinder was formed of ground glass in

front of which was placed a diaphragm, by means of which the

diameter of the irradiating surface could be varied at will

from o to 22mm, and the light strength could be still further

varied by means of a rheostat, or by the interposition of more
ground-glass plates. At the zero point of the quadrant (c)

a little electric lamp was placed in a capsule provided with a

minute opening the light strength of which was to be regu-

lated so that the observer could just perceive the open-

ing as a minute, weakly lighted point in the condition of

adaptation in which he was at the time.

By moving the lamp (f) on the quadrant {c, e), and by turn-

ing the quadrant about its axis (c, d), places on the retina
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equally distant from the centre could be investigated in the

above-mentioned manner, at such excentricity and with such

size and strength of the irradiating light as might be desired.

The play of the pupils was observed entoptically in the other

eye.

In order to exclude from this second eye the light with

which the other was irradiated I used the following device.

In a black automobile spectacle frame the glass for the left eye

was replaced by a black metal plate with a very small opening

in its centre. Behind this opening was fastened a little metal

box impervious to light to hold the controlling electric lamp.

The frame was adjusted so that no trace of light could enter
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the eye when the current to this lamp was cut off, and the

observer controlled the size of the diffusion circles seen entop-

tically. In many experiments two openings were made in

the metal plate so that the observer saw two diffusion circles

partly overlapping each other ; at the proper distance a change

in their diameters could be easily observed.

A short tube blackened within was substituted for the spec-

tacle glass for the right eye. At its anterior end was a dia-

phragm by the proper adjustment of which the light that

entered from the side was disposed of so that in fact only the

fixation and irradiating lights with their immediate sur-

roundings were visible. The table on which the instrument

stood, as well as the background before which the observa-

tions were made, were covered with black cloth, and all dis-

turbing reflexes were carefully removed. The observer, more

or less adapted to the dark, sat with his chin supported in

front of the instrument, which he placed so that the diffusion

circle of the lamp for entoptic observation was seen in the

same direction as the minute point of the fixation lamp for

the eye to be irradiated. Part of the experiments were per-

formed with relaxed, part with active accommodation. The

assistant changed the position of the light, the observer

devoted himself to noticing whether the entoptic picture of

the left eye changed.

In the study of pathological cases the uniocular pupillometer

of Krusius may be used to observe objectively the consensual

pupillary action, but the entoptic method has the advantage

that much less light is necessary than for objective observation

and therefore smaller changes are perceptible. If the strength

of the irradiating light is increased the pupillary movement
of the irradiated eye itself might be observed by another

person.

The movements of the perimeter quadrant carrying the

source of light should not be too extensive, as the conditions

for the penetration of the light through the sclera and iris

are more favorable when the quadrant is in a horizontal than

when it is in a vertical position. Its excursions should there-

fore be confined to from lo to 20°.

5. The following experiment shows that the diascleral

light must be taken into account.
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After cocainization of my eye I fitted over it a thin glass

shell with its. centre covered by a disc of tinfoil that extended

on all sides some millimetres beyond the margin of the cornea

and permitted no light to enter the eye except through the

sclera. Light and darkness could then be readily distin-

guished and the pupils contracted and dilated in response to

the diascleral light diffused over the ftmdus. The fact that the

diascleral light alone may suffice to excite contraction of the

pupils as irradiation is commonly performed is of importance

in the estimation of the value of our usual clinical methods.

6. Before we proceed to the principal experiment the

phenomena should be studied which are perceived when the

image of a luminous object is cast on the blind spot.

In the dark room one eye, with the other covered, was
directed toward a minute, very weakly illuminated fixation

point and a small bright surface was so placed that its image

fell wholly upon the blind spot while its light strength was
varied. If the observer was adapted to the light, or had been

for only a short time adapted to the dark, and if a slight

light strength was used at first, the minute fixation point was
alone perceptible. If the light strength was then gradually

increased, or if, with this remaining constant, the sensitiveness

of the eye to light increased from adaptation to dark, with

the line of fixation unchanged, a luminous appearance was
soon perceived about the blind spot, shading off uniformly in

all directions and extending farther over the neighboring

portion of the fundus as the light strength, or the sensitive-

ness of the eye of the observer to light increased, while the

source of the light naturally remained quite invisible. A
very slight light strength usually sufficed for the perception

of this luminous appearance. When the eye was kept per-

fectly quiet the apparent brightness of this luminosity gradu-

ally diminished under the influence of the local adaptation

until after some time it disappeared entirely. If the eye then

looked directly at the source of light the latter appeared to

be moderately bright, but its immediate surroundings seemed

less so, because of contrast, than the luminous appearance

when the light was thrown on the blind spot. If then the eye

was turned again so that the light fell on the blind spot the

luminous appearance reappeared comparatively bright. By
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-entoptic observation of the consensual pupillary reaction it

was easily demonstrated that this projection of the light upon

the blind spot resulted in a distinct contraction of the pupil,

evidently due wholly to the diffused light.

This experiment shows impressively with what weak light

strength of an irradiation the diffused light in an eye alone may
occasion a strong pupillary reaction. Whoever makes such

observations with his own eye will no longer believe that an

exclusive stimulation of the centre of the fovea is theoretically

possible. In this experiment the light that enters through the

iris or sclera and becomes diffused cannot play a part that

demands consideration, because the result is the same when

light is permitted to enter only through the pupil by means of

a diaphragm held close to the eye.

In all of these experiments care was taken that only a com-

paratively small portion of the head of the nerve was irradi-

ated. With the source of light at a distance of im and of a

diameter of icm the retinal image has a diameter of only

0.15mm, or j^j of the normal diameter of the papilla and thus

covers only about ^^^ of its surface. Yet under such conditions

the circumpapillar brightness of the diffused light was to be

clearly seen. In one series of experiments a luminous disc

3mm in diameter was placed 33cm in front of the eye. Ac-

cording to the usual calculation the size of the retinal image

in this case was o. 1 36mm when the eye was fixed on the object.

When the eye was adjusted for parallel rays diffusion circles

o.iSmw in diameter appeared on the retina. Thus the image

of a disc 3mm in diameter covered a surface the outermost

margins of which were, according to the usual calculation,

0.31mm apart and even with this indistinct delineation cov-

ered a surface on the blind spot only -^ the size of the area of

the surface of the nerve head.

If the stimulating light was given such a size that its image

on the papilla covered only -^ or yj^ of the surface and then

the light strength was increased a little, 'ts position and size

remaining unchanged, a distinct contraction of the pupil

regularly took place which must be ascribed exclusively to the

increase of the diffused light, because the image lay wholly

on a blind spot. This shows what slight changes of the

diffused light may suffice to excite pupillary action under
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conditions in which a pupillo-motor action of the image of the

stimulating light is perfectly excluded.

It cannot be said that an equal diffusion of light takes place

when the image of the source of light falls on the retina out-

side the blind spot, for it may be that more light is diffused

from the clear portions of the papilla and lamina cribrosa

than, with equal irradiation, from any part of the retina where
a rather large part of the light passes through the retina and
is absorbed by the pigment. But even when the light falls

on the sensitive retina there must be some diffusion. We have

no means with which to measure this diffusion, but it may
become visible, although the physiological conditions are

much more unfavorable for its perception than when the

image is thrown on the papilla, because of contrast.

7. The following experiment was now made with the aid

of the pupil perimeter. After the right eye had been properly

directed toward the minute fixation point ^scm away, the

quadrant was placed in the horizontal meridian outward from

the eye and the apparatus for irradiation so placed, and the

diaphragm so arranged, that the source of light was invisible

The assistant then quickly moved the quadrant up or down so

that the source of light was plainly visible and , after the lapse

of several seconds, returned it to its former position. Then,

while the quadrant remained in place, the light was moved
either toward the centre or toward the periphery until it

became visible, and was again returned to its primary posi-

tion. While this was being done the size of the pupil was
observed entoptically in the manner already described. I

have repeatedly performed this experiment myself, several

of my colleagues have done likewise, and the results obtained

were uniform.

8. If the image of the light source was moved upward,

downward, or outward from the blind spot, there was no

perceptible change in the pupil, but if it was moved inward

toward the fovea, a distinct contraction of the pupil was pro-

duced. When the light fell at first on the retina above or

below the blind spot and was moved so as to fall on the latter

there was as a rule no characteristic change of the pupil, but

sometimes a transient contraction was perceptible. When
light that fell on the retina external to the papilla was moved
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so as to fall upon the latter a distinct contraction of the pupil

frequently took place ; when it was moved from a place on the

retina internal to the papilla to the latter no distinct change

or a very transient dilatation was perceived.

g. These facts are incompatible with the theory that the

portions of the retina adjoining the blind spot above, below,

and to the outer side are possessed of any noteworthy pupillo-

motor value, for these portions which at first were affected

only by the comparative])' very weak light diffused from that

which fell on the papilla were affected by a very much
greater quantity of light when the source of light was moved,
and therefore a distinct contraction of the pupil must have

taken place if they had contained pupillo-motor receiving

organs.

The following experiment aids in the understanding of these

conditions. A place in the retina near the papilla, above or

below it, was irradiated in such a way that the light from a

luminous surface close to or behind the observer was reflected

into the eye by a glass plate properly placed in front of it.

The irradiating light used in the preceding experiment was
made visible behind this glass plate so that the little, only

slightly more luminous disc could be seen through the light

reflected from the plate. If this light was alternately covered

and uncovered a distinct pupillary movement took place each

time. The advocates of the popular theory would ascribe

this pupillary movement to the pupillo-motor excitability of

the retina about the papilla, but the previous experiment has

shown that no pupillary reaction takes place even with a

much greater change of the strength of irradiation so long

as the diffused light about the fovea remains constant.

If a luminosity of greater or less light strength was cast on

a place in the retina above or below the papilla and the size-

of the field was enlarged in such a way that the foveal margin^

of the image remained unchanged while the peripheral mar-

gins were extended, a contraction of the pupil was occasioned

by a slight increase in the size of the field. This can be

explained only by the increase of diffused light about the

fovea.

10. The above results were confirmed by the following ex-

periment. Lights of different sizes and strengths were thrown
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alternately on the blind spot and on neighboring portions of the

sensitive retina equally distant from the fovea. The pupillary

reaction when the light was cast on the blind spot did not

differ from that produced when the light fell on these neigh-

boring portions of the retina. When the light cast on the

blind spot was so weak that it caused a just perceptible

contraction of the pupil the reaction when the light was moved
to the retina was not noticeably greater. When the weakest

light was used that, cast on the retina above or below the

papilla, would cause a perceptible reaction of the pupil, and

was thrown on the blind spot, a reaction followed without

exception and sometimes it was even more marked.

11. All of our observations thus far go to show that within

the limits of the light strength used only a small central area

of the retina gives rise to the pupillary reflex. The con-

traction of the pupil which takes place when the light is

moved from the blind spot towards the fovea may be ex-

plained either by the increase of the diffused light in the cen-

tral area of the retina, or by the assumption that the portion

of the retina between the fovea and the blind spot is pupillo-

motor. The preceding experiments have shown that the

portions of the retina in the region of the papilla 3mm or

more distant from the fovea are not pupillo-motor. If

pupillo-motor areas exist outside of the centre of the retina

they probably lie more or less concentrically about the point

of direct vision, and we may conclude that the pupillo-motor

area of the retina has at most a radius of T^mm and may be

much smaller.

12. The second method I employed in attacking these

questions is based on the following consideration.

A smaller quantity of light suffices to excite a pupillary

reflex in an eye adapted to the dark than in one adapted to the

light, so there is in the human eye an adaptation to the dark

not only for light preception, but also for the pupillary reflex.

If in an eye, the general irradiation of which remains the

same, a light is cast alternately upon portions of the letina

adapted to light and to dark, or upon those irradiated with

different light strengths, while the quantity of foveal diffused

light remains constant, it is to be expected that with the

transition of the image from a portion of the retina relatively
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adapted to the light to one relatively adapted to the dark,

or from a part more strongly to one more weakly irradiated,

a pupillary contraction will take place if the peripheral parts

of the retina are pupillo-motor and partake in the adaptive in-

crease of sensitiveness for the pupillary reflex. But if with

such a transition of the light no change should take place in

the diameter of the pupil it would be evidence of the incor-

rectness of the theory that these peripheral portions of the

retina participate in the excitement of the pupillary reflex.

13. At the proper distance in front of the eye of the

investigator a glass plate was so placed that it reflected into

the eye the image of an illuminated square disc of ground

glass situated to the side of or behind the observer, and behind

this glass plate was placed a small, round source of light,

variable in size and intensity, the one used in the preceding

experiments. The observer then saw upon a dark background

a more or less brilliantly illuminated square surface and within

this a brighter spot. If he then fixed on a point in the lower,

margin of the bright square, the upper half of the field of

vision was illuminated and separated by a distinct line from
the lower which was dark except for the diffused light. If

the light then was moved down behind the glass plate it

appeared very much brighter after it had passed to the dark

portion than it did when it fell on the bright upper half, but

the total quantity of light that entered the eye remained un-

changed, and if the source of light was revolved about the

fixation point as a centre the quantity of the foveal diffused

light also remained unchanged. The regular result was that

the transition of the light from the illuminated to the dark

portion of the retina, or the reverse, produced no change in the

diameter of the pupil.

This series of experiments was completed by alternately cov-

ering and uncovering the movable light, in various strengths,

sometimes when it was cast on the illuminated, sometimes
when it fell on the dark portion of the retina. The smallest de-

gree of light strength which could excite a pupillary contrac-

tion when thus cast on the illuminated part of the retina was
ascertained, and when this was cast on the dark portion no
greater contraction took place. When this procedure was
reversed the same result was obtained.
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14. With the eye of the observer fixed for one or two min-

utes on a point in the margin of the illuminated square the

small round light was passed from the relatively bright to the

relatively dark portions of the retina at the same distance

from the fovea, but with the distances varied. The smallest

distance at which positive observations proved possible was

about 2mm from the fovea and at this distance the transition

of the light caused no change in the pupils.

Repetition of the experiment with sudden covering of the

light, which caused a marked pupillary movement, gave the

same results in the parts of the retina adapted to light and to

dark.

15. The experiments described above show that within

the limits of the light strength employed only a compara-

tively very small central area of the retina can be pupillo-

motor and that the remaining peripheral retina is not. The

diameter of this area cannot be more than 4mw and may be

much less.

This result was a surprise to me, for I had undertaken these

observations with the idea that the peripheral retina partook

in the production of the pupillary reaction and had already

perfected an apparatus based on this theory.

The advocates of the theory that the entire retina is pupillo-

motor assume that the reflex sensibility decreases from the

centre towards the periphery and so explain the fact that a

stronger light thrown on the periphery excites a similar or

equal contraction of the pupil as a weaker light thrown on the

centre. But the same result will be produced if the centre

alone is pupillo-motor from the diffused light in the one case

and from the direct light in the other.

Under the ordinary conditions of vision the different parts

of the retina differ in the strength of their irradiation, and

with each motion of the eye the strength of irradiation of

each individual place is increased or diminished ; hence, should

the entire retina be pupillo-motor numerous pupillary impulses

would be constantly excited which in great part would neu-

tralize each other, and finally there would remain only a sort

of average to determine the size of the pupil, while because of

the preponderating influence of the greater reflex sensibility

of the fovea the result would be the same as though only a
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central area was pupillo-motor. Although such considera-

tions have little value it may be well to emphasize the state-

ment that as yet not a single fact is known which furnishes

satisfactory evidence in favor of the theory that all portions

of the retina are pupillo-motor.

16. These conditions enable us to consider various clinic-

ally important questions from new points of view. The

hemianopic pupillary reaction may be alluded to in a few

words. The usual method of investigation of this reaction

is to stimulate the previously dark retina with rays of light

that enter the eye in certain directions and to try to deter-

mine whether the pupillary contraction induced by irradiation

of one side is greater or less than that induced by irradiation

of the other, or whether it may perhaps be absent. It is

unnecessary to enumerate all the sources of error present in

such a method if we bear in mind the important part played

by the diffused light, and that the diascleral light may have

an influence on the result. The investigations hitherto made
can give us no information as to whether there is a hemianopic

pupillary reaction or not.

The methods here described indicate the way in which some

of the problems involved may be solved. If with a moderate

excentricity the source of light on the quadrant of the pupil

perimeter is placed directly below, while the patient to be

examined fixes on the middle point of the quadrant, and the

latter is moved 10 to 20 degrees alternately to the right and

to the left a change in the size of the pupil must follow each

movement to one or the other side of the vertical if a hemi-

anopic reaction in the usual sense is really present, for the

image of the stimulating light having a constant light strength

will fall alternately on the blind and on the normal portion of

the retina, and the diffused light will not be a disturbing factor.

The investigation of a sufficient number of cases, particularly

of such as those in whom the presence of a hemianopic re-

action is believed to have been demonstrated by previous

methods, will soon enable us to answer definitely this neuro-

logically important question.

The investigation of eyes with degenerative processes in

the retina or optic nerve may be able to broaden in various

directions and to complete the observations made by us in
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normal eyes. Suitable cases of paramacular degeneration may
perhaps serve to render possible a more exact determination

of the extent of the pupillo-motor area of the retina.

17. To ascertain the anatomical foundation for these

interesting physiological phenomena it must first be deter-

mined in what elements of the retina the pupillo-motor

receiving organs are to be sought.

I have shown by observations on the color sense of day

birds that the seat of the primary stimulation for the percep-

tion of light and color is in the outer portions of the cones. In

these animals the limits of the visible spectrum are about the

same as those for our eyes at the long waved end, but markedly

abbreviated at the short waved end. This abbreviation

corresponds to the absorption of the short waves of light by
the red and yellow oil globules present in the retinae of these

birds between the inner and the outer portions of the cones.

With the same apparatus I now systematically ascertained

the pupillo-motor valences of the rays of different wave-lengths

in varying conditions of adaptation in order to obtain a deline-

ation of the curve of these valences. If the pupillo motor

receiving organs aie situated to the outer, scleral side of the

colored oil globules it is to be expected that the long waved
rays of the spectrum will show relativelv great pupillo-motor

valence, at any rate a proportionatelv greater one than in

retinae without such oil globules as tho<;e in the night birds,

other things being equal. But if the pupillo-motor receiving

apparatus lies internal to the colored oil-globules such a result

is improbable.

Very distinct results can be obtained by the use of a suf-

ficiently broad spectrum and by testing the pupillary re-

action each time by alternately interposing and removing

a black screen. By changes of the width of the aperture

and of the distance, the light strength of the separate colors

and the breadth of the entire spectrum can be varied within

such limits as may be desired.

In other experiments I placed at a proper distance in front

of the prism projecting the spectrum a large black screen

in which a narrow aperture was so placed that the homo-

geneous light passing through it served to irradiate the eye of

the bird placed behind it. The screen was movable in a slide
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perpendicular to the direction of the light rays so that lights

of different wave-lengths could be easily used one after another

to irradiate the eye. The aperture could be quickly opened

and shut by means of a lever.

I placed the eye of the animal at the centre of the pupil

perimeter and observed the reaction with varying positions

of the light. In the dove the reaction was greatest when the

light came from in front, or from in front and downwards. It

was much less, ceteris paribus, when the irradiation came from

behind. In the horned owl irradiation from in front produced

a greater contraction than, ceteris paribus, one from the side.

The difference was most marked in screech owls in which

irradiation from in front produced a marked contraction

while that from the side produced scarcely any. At another

time I intend to discuss these results, but shall confine myself

here to those which have most bearing on the questions under

consideration.

18. (a) The pupil of the dove adapted to the dark gener-

ally showed a distinct though weak reaction to irradiation

with the outermost visible red of the spectrum. The re-

action grew stronger toward the orange and was greatest in

the orange and yellow; in yellowish green and green it was
still very distinct, but less strong. Toward blue and violet the

extent of the pupillary contraction rapidly decreased, and

if the adaptation to dark was not very far advanced, the

reaction might be absent in blue. The same results were

obtained with hens and with two white daws with bright gray

pupils.

(6) The pupils of the horned owl adapted to the dark

reacted weakly in the outermost red. The reaction increased

slowly toward yellowish red, then more rapidly toward orange

and yellow. In yellowish green and green it was distinctly

greater than in yellowish red and always distinct, in blue and

violet it was still distinct though less marked.

The curve of the pupillo-motor valences of the homogene-

ous lights for the eye of the horned owl adapted to the dark

thus has its maximum in the region of the yellow green to

green and falls away rather abruptly towards the long waved
end, more slowly toward the short waved end. It thus

corresponds in size and extent to the curve of the white val-
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ences as determined by Hering for the human eye adapted

to the dark, and to Sachs's curve of the pupillo-motor valences

for the eye of the totally color blind at each light strength,

and for the normal human eye adapted to the dark with

sufficiently little strength of the exciting light.

The curve of the pupillo-motor valences of the eyes of the

day birds was of a different type, as its maximum was in the

red yellow to yellow, and it fell oflf rather abruptly toward

the short waved end. These observations agree with those

made by AbelsdorfT.

{c) By interposition of a suitable yellowish red glass be-

fore the eye of a night bird the type of the pupillo-motor

valence curve of such an eye may be made similar to that of the

eye of a day bird in so far as the maximum is moved to the

red yellow and the curve sinks abruptly at the short waved
end.

(d) Day birds and horned owls that had been for some
time in a bright room or in the open air showed at first no

pupillary reaction when tested with the spectrum ; when first

placed in the dark the pupils remained dilated and rigid in all

lights of the spectrum. In doves a distinct reaction could be

obtained after they had remained in the dark for five minutes,

but in horned owls the pupils were still rigid at the end of

half an hour and reacted very actively at the end of an hour

If one eye of a horned owl is adapted to light and the

other to the dark the firvSt does not react to irradiation with

homogeneous lights, while the other does react very actively.

Clear daylight calls forth a distinct contraction in the eye

adapted to the light.

In a former article I have shown that day birds have a

considerable degree of adaptation to the dark. In this article

I have shown that they likewise possess a marked pupillo-

motor adaptation to the dark.

All of these facts taken together demonstrate that in the day

birds not only the optic but also the pupillo-motor receiving

apparatus is situated in the outer portions of the cones.
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AMONG a number of young recruits recently examined

for military service, the following case appears of

sufficient interest to be reported

:

M. R., aged 19 years, has always squinted with the left

eye, which has, however, caused no discomfort. The right

eye has always been normal. Examination of the left eye
showed marked divergent strabismus, and a coloboma of

the iris, downwards. Good central fixation. V. O. S.=/g-.

No correction with glasses. Corneal astigmatism of 2.5 D.,

axis vertical. Ophthalmoscopic examination revealed a
coloboma of the lens, of the choroid, and of the optic nerve.

The coloboma of the lens appeared as a saddle-shaped
nicking of the lower lens margin, with a few small opacities

in the immediate vicinity. In the area of the coloboma of

the iris there were no ciliary processes nor zonula fibres to

be seen but there was an irregular mass of iris pigment
projecting into the coloboma from the temporal side of the

root of the iris.

The presence of a coloboma of the ciliary body was
suggested by this condition, but was not demonstrable. A
few threadlike opacities, both stationary and floating, were
noted in the vitreous. The coloboma of the choroid was so

extensive as to include the disc. The retinal vessels made
their appearance at very irregular intervals. Within the

coloboma there were a number of deep excavations.

Examination of the visual field showed, as was to be ex-

pected, a large defect for white and colored objects

147
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corresponding to the choroidal coloboma (Fig. i), which
included the normal blind spot of Mariotte.
The right eye showed no abnormality externally. There

was astigmatism of +0.25 D., axis vertical, with V. O. D.

= |, so that I expected to find a perfectly normal fundus.
Much to my surprise, ophthalmoscopic examination revealed

a very striking anomaly. At the point where the disk would
naturally be found, there was a bright white patch, partially

surrounded by a border of pigment, which again was
framed by an incomplete ring of atrophic choroid. This
patch was about nine times the size of the normal disc.

The retina was emmetropic; the white patch lying about
2 D. deeper, and showing three deep excavations, one
above to the nasal side, one above to the temporal side»

and one below to the nasal side, with a myopia of 7 D.
The central vessels made their appearance quite regularly,

either from the edge of the patch or from the deeper
excavations. Within the coloboma, vessels could be in-

distinctly seen (out of focus) which showed marked par-

allactic displacement in regard to the plane of the retinal

vessels. The macular region could not be clearly seen.

A vorticose vein was noted above the coloboma. The
visual field of this eye had normal dimensions for white,

with a large defect to the temporal side of the point of

fixation, corresponding to the coloboma.
The condition was evidently that of a coloboma at the

nerve-head without any other developmental anomaly in

the ocular structures. In the iris, particularly, there was
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no trace of a coloboma, such as is often indicated by a thin-

ning of this membrane below, resulting in a change in color.

No changes could be detected in the retina or choroid.

Further careful functional test of the visual field, however,

showed that in this eye, too, the perceptive elements were not

fully developed in the lower portion of the fundus, for al-

though the field for white was complete, there was a defect

for colors in the upper part (Fig. 2). Central color percep-

loo»T

tion was acute. Both eyes presented an unusually small

cornea. The horizontal diameter was lomtn in both eyes,

the vertical diameter, gmm in the right, and lomm in the

left eye; the normal figures being, respectively, 11.5mm
and 1 1mm.
The corneal radius of curvature was about normal, about

7.8 to 8.3mm. Tension was about normal. The excellent

function of the right eye, in spite of the large coloboma,

could be inferred from the fact that the patient, a type-setter

and lithographer, was never incommoded by any visual

defect in his work, and is rather expert as a marksman. It

is evident that the optic nerve fibres, however widely they
have been forced apart, have not been affected functionally.

It appears that the occurrence of coloboma is no great

rarity in the family of this young man. His mother had a

double coloboma of the iris, and one sister had the condition,

limited, as in his case, to the left eye, which was very small

and squinted inward. The other eye was normal. There
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were no other externally visible anomalies in the case of the

father, the brother, and of three other sisters, or in the family

of the mother, who ascribed her condition to a maternal

impression caused by fright.

It would have been interesting to ascertain whether

in any of the other members of the family there were

fundus changes or defects in the lower field of vision for

color.

Cases like the one described above may be of medico-

legal interest and cause some difficulty in determining dam-
ages or amount of wage-earning capacity after injury. If

this patient were accidentally to be deprived of three fourths

of the sight of his right eye, an examining surgeon might

hesitate to believe that there had been actual reduction of

sight, taking it for granted that in an eye so imperfectly

developed, there had probably never been more than V^J.
Under these circumstances the man would be unjustly sus-

pected of aggravation, and they would be doubly unpleasant

as, having had but one good eye, the accident would have

decidedly impaired his earning capacity.

The combination of normal vision with so extensive a

coloboma of the nerve-head is one of the greatest rarities.

De Wecker reports such a case in a young girl. The colo-

boma had an extent of about 2 P.D. Defects in the upper

quadrants of the field were found by Nieden in two cases

of coloboma of the sheath of the optic nerve, but there is

no record of their color fields. His third case was very like

mine, presenting a coloboma of the uvea and of the nerve

in the left, and of the nerve alone in the right eye. The
disk appeared three times the normal size ; vision was reduced

to ^ or J, and the fields were normal.

Circumscribed excavations within the limits of the nerve

-

head have been described as congenital anomalies, but v.

Hippel thinks it is at least doubtful if they bear any relation

to the coloboma. In the case reported by van Duyse there

were three such depressions in a total excavation of the

papilla, and the illustration plainly shows how the vessels

ascend from these excavations as well as from the margin

of the coloboma. Many theories have been advanced to

explain the mode of development of congenital coloboma.
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In regard to coloboma of the lens, Hess considers three

hypotheses:

1

.

Persistence of vessels supplying the foetal lens capsule

;

2. The presence of strands in the vitreous; and

3. Partial or complete absence of the zonula.

The second of these theories appears to apply best to my
case, as there were still strands to be seen in the vitreous,

with small opacities in the lens near the coloboma, which, as

Hess says, can hardly be explained by mere absence of the

zonule, and because the other colobomata could logically

be ascribed to the same basic cause as the vitreous strands.

These strands may be the result of an atypical development

of the mesoderm which connects the cavity of the optic

vesicle with the surrounding cephalic plates, and may contain

vessels which supply the vascular capsule of the lens. They
may interfere mechanically with the development of the

lens and iris at some particular point, as was probably the

case in the microphthalmic eye with coloboma lentis, de-

scribed by Hess, as well as in his case of iris-coloboma, where

the strand could still be seen in the full-grown eye.

Coloboma of the choroid may be due to a primary dis-

turbance in the tissues of the cephalic plates which surround

the optic vesicle. If this disturbance takes place at a time

when the foetal cleft is still open, it may lead to persistence

of the mesodermal tissue and to incomplete closure of the

cleft, causing a complication of choroidal with retinal colo-

boma. If the cleft has already closed there may be retinal

tissue in the coloboma.

Caspar has divided coloboma of the nerve into three groups,

according to the course of the central vessels:

1. The vessels appear quite irregularly near the lower

margin of the disk.

2. They appear at the middle or nearer the upper margin,

3. They are separated within the coloboma but arranged

fairly regularly about the centre.

My case belongs to the third group. Caspar draws con-

clusions as to the anatomical structure of the coloboma of

the nerve from the peculiarities of course of the central

vessels, but v. Hippel has shown that clinical studies give

us no clue whatever as to the topography of the nerve and its
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sheaths. Anatomical investigation showed that in many
cases of so-called coloboma of the nerve-head there was merely

an ectatic coloboma of the choroid or an incipient orbital

cyst, and that there need be no actual defect of the nerve or its

sheath.

Caspar explains all three groups by more or less marked

anomalies in the closure of the foetal furrow in the optic nerve.

In the third group the edges of this furrow meet only at its

lower margin so that the nerve has the form of a tube which

expands as it runs forward to form a hollow cylinder, along

the walls of which the central vessels, whose combined calibre

is too small to fill the bore, run after dividing into smaller

branches. The failure of the furrow to close may be due to

excessive development of the mesodermal tissue enclosed in

the nerve or a defective formation of its anterior, endoptic

termination due to insufficient pressure of the cephalic plates

which enclose it and normally bring about complete closure.

Whether these anomalies are to be reckoned as ectatic

choroidal coloboma or as coloboma of the nerve sheath, they

are caused, as are the developmental defects of iris, choroid,

and ciliary body, by atypical formation of mesodermal tissue

in consequence of disturbances in the tissues of the cephalic

plates surrounding the optic vesicle. The nature of these

disturbances is not known, as yet, but v. Hippel has shown

beyond a doubt by his experiments on rabbits that they

may be hereditary, and this view is supported by the fact

that, in the case above reported, a woman with double colo-

boma of the iris had two children, out of six, who showed

the same defect.
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BUT few cases of uveal separation following operations

on the globe had been reported until Fuchs lately-

reviewed no less than 39, most of them coming on soon after

operation for the extraction of cataract, but a few being seen

after iridectomy for glaucoma. Of this variety 15 cases in

all have been reported by Fuchs, Augstein, Axenfeld, and

Demaria, while only three, those described by the first and

the last of these authors, were examined pathologically. To

these the following case is appended as it seems to add to our

knowledge of the genesis and of the histological changes of

the interesting condition noted in the title:

The patient, a woman of 65 years, had been operated

on in 1900 for glaucoma in the left eye, and had been dis-

charged as cured. At that time there was absolute glau-

coma, O.D. An attack of acute glaucoma in this blind

right eye brought the patient again to the clinic on April

17, 1903. Next day a posterior sclerotomy was performed
to deepen the anterior chamber, with some loss of vitreous.

A few days later, tension having been reduced, iridectomy

was done. After three weeks the patient was discharged

with minus tension, but returned in about a month on
account of frequently recurring attacks of pain.

Examination O.D. showed slight oedema of the lids,

with marked conjunctival and ciliary injection. The middle
portion of the iridectomy wound could be seen above,

' From the Wuerzburg University Eye Clinic.
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xmm back of the limbus, but the rest of the scar was hidden
by the pretty marked general chemosis. The cornea was
clear, and the anterior chamber exceedingly shallow, in fact,

almost abolished. The iris presented a coloboma upwards
about T^mm wide, the margins of which were adherent to
the anterior surface of the lens. The iris tissue itself was
gray and atrophic with some irregularly scattered islets

of pigment on its anterior surface. The pupil had an
irregular outline, and was completely covered by a deli-

cate gray layer of exudation. The lens was diffusely

cloudy, showing no clearly outlined opacities. The globe
was exceedingly tender, and tension somewhat reduced.
Amaurosis.

Enucleation of right eye.

The globe was divided by a vertical section into a nasal

and a temporal half, both of which presented a slight

knuckle-shaped detachment of the retina, .under which
the brown choroid could be seen shining through. This
detachment extended on either side up to the root of the
iris in front, and backward to within <,mm of the posterior

pole. The length of the detachment, measured in the

chord of the arc formed by the sclera, was i6mw. There
was no detachment to be seen macroscopically either

above or below. A horizontal section through the tem-
poral hemisphere showed that the detachment involved
both choroid and retina, an extensive hemorrhage occu-
pying the retro-choroidal space.

Microscopic examination. The bulbar conjunctiva shows
diffuse and focal infiltration with round cells, particu-

larly marked in the vicinity of the iridectomy wound.
A number of highly refracting spheroidal bodies, generally

in the neighborhood of vessels, appear in the conjunctiva
and protrude under the cornea at various points of the
limbus. A positive reaction to iodin and to methyl
violet proves these structures to be composed of tissue

which has undergone amyloid degeneration.
In the peripheral portions of the cornea there is a uni-

form infiltration or interposition of a thin layer of con-

nective tissue directly underneath the epithelium and
above Bowman's membrane which is intact, here and there

presenting detached epithelial cell-inclusions; the de-

generative pannus of Baas. In the deeper layers of the
periphery of the cornea a few vessels with slightly infil-

trated perivascular spaces appear.
The sclera shows focal infiltration with round cells in

the sheaths of the anterior perforating vessels and extend-
ing backward in the episcleral tissue. The iridectomy
wound is closed by recent scar-tissue. Above and to the
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temporal side, at the posterior flat boundary of the ciliary

body the sclerotomy wound is found , leading into the large

retro-choroidal hemorrhage. The section itself appears
as a canal filled with blood whose walls have already begun
to be separated from the contiguous granulation tissue

of the sclera by a thin endothelial investment. Haema-
togenous pigment, giving a reaction with Prussian blue,

is found from this point on in fairly large amounts between
the scleral lamellae and in the episcleral tissue.

The anterior chamber is exceedingly shallow; the iris

angle everywhere blocked by peripherally adherent iris.

The iris is thickened, with diffuse round-cell infiltration

and some foci in the neighborhood of veins. Here and
there in the parenchyma areas of hyaline degeneration

are found. The pigment-epithelium layer shows desqua-
mation and breaking down at various points, and the pig-

ment of the stroma has accumulated at intervals near the

anterior surface in amorphous deposits. A thin layer of

exudation covers the posterior surface of the iris and
is continued over the pupil as a fine membrane with a
few pigmented cellular elements. Within the area of

the coloboma there are adhesions of the iris to the lens

capsule.

The anterior layers of the cortex of the lens are filled

with large faintly stained nuclei lying in vacuolized proto-

plasm, and with shrivelled, deeply stained, disintegrated

nuclear remnants. The fibres of the posterior cortical

layers have been loosened and shredded out by Morgagnian
bodies and amorphous coagula.

The ciliary body is detached from the sclera throughout
its entire circumference, most markedly on the nasal and
temporal sides, preserving its anterior attachment to the

sclera, only. In the vicinity of the iridectomy wound there

is some cell infiltration. No tears could be found extend-
ing from the ciliary body to the anterior chamber.
The inner tunics of the eye protrude into the vitreous

chamber in the form of a detachment which is deep and
anterior in the nasal and temporal halves, but shallow
and anterior as well as posterior in the upper and lower
halves of the globe. The latter detachments had escaped
detection on macroscopic examination on account of their

slight elevation. About at the exit of the vorticose veins,,

above and below, both choroid and retina are in normal
relation to the sclera for a short distance, so that a verti-

cal section in the mid-line shows four flat detachments.
The nasal and temporal vorticose vein has been torn

off after its exit from the sclera. The choroidal detach-
ment ends posteriorly about ^mm from the posterior pole.
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while the detachment of the retina extends on all sides
beyond these limits almost to the disk.

The temporal detachment of the choroid has been caused
by a copious effusion of blood which forces the fibres of
the ciliary body apart and fills the large supra-choroidal
space. Blood is also found, in less amount, underneath the
fiat detachments in the upper and lower halves of the
globe, where it has already begun to separate into a coagu-
lum with supernatant serum. The entire large cavity on
the nasal side was also filled with serum which appeared
macroscopically as a clear homogeneous soft-fluid mass
which unfortunately fell out during preparation so that it

could not be studied microscopically. Its character as
blood serum and not, say, inflammatory exudate, is proven
by the connective-tissue wall of the cavity and the marked
haematogenous pigmentation of neighboring tissues.

The choroid spreads over the two large detachments;
its lamellae spreading until the membrane is 1.3WW thick
posteriorly. The vascular layers are distended, the veins
occasionally, to all appearances, varicose ; the pigment cells

stretched out and separated. The blood clot or cavity is

surrounded by a thin layer of dense young connective
tissue, staining red with Van Gieson, and showing an en-
dothelial lining. The dense fibres of this layer running
longitudinally are separated from the sclera and choroid by
a delicate intercalated layer of supra-choroidal lamellae.

In the anterior and posterior angles of the detachment,
this tissue is reflected from the choroid onto the sclera

I

as a sort of loose broad membrane.
Inflammatory choroidal changes were found only in the

nasal detachment. In the flat detachments of the choroid
above and below, the meshes of the tissue were forced
apart by homogeneous fluid, but there was no actual
formation of a cavity. The retina is detached from the
choroid only in the neighborhood of the nasal areas of cho-
roidal inflammation, and shows marked thickening with
oedema and degeneration of the rods and cones, and atrophy
of the nerve fibre layer. Near the disk where there is a
fiat detachment of the retina alone, the membrana limitans
externa has been torn and cells from the posterior nuclear
layer have escaped through it (prolapsed granules). The
nerve head shows a deep glaucomatous excavation, and
complete atrophy of the disk.

This case accordingly shows a copious retro-choroidal

hemorrhage following sclerotomy and iridectomy. It is

hardly to be assumed, and there would be no warrant in
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literature, that the sclerotomy section itself was the direct

cause of the effusion. This is rather to be explained by the

lowering of intraocular tension caused by the operation.

It is impossible to determine which of the two operative

procedures brought about a rupture of blood-vessels in con-

sequence of this sinking in intraocular pressure, although

the probabilities are in favor of the sclerotomy being re-

sponsible, as tension had already been reduced by it at the

time the iridectomy was performed.

Fuchs describes two cases of this sort following iridectomy

for glaucoma, and speaks of them as expulsive hemorrhages

which stopped half-way. The possibilities of ominous ad-

vance in sudden and marked lowering of tension are shown

by the following case which I publish by kind permission of

Dr. Merz (Rosenheim):

Mrs. B., aged 70 years, suffered for a year with abso-
lute glaucoma, O.S. After an injury, hypopyon kera-

titis developed in the glaucomatous eye and had grown
rapidly worse by the time she came under treatment.
Several days after cauterization of the ulcer it perforated
spontaneously, below, during the night, and as there was
protrusion of vitreous and intraocular tissues through the
large perforation, the eye had to be enucleated. Section

of the globe showed an enormous retro-choroidal hemor-
rhage which had completely detached choroid and retina

throughout their entire extent from the disk to the anterior

attachment at the ora serrata. The retina and choroid
themselves had been forced out through the corneal rup-
ture, the margins of which were infiltrated with pus. The
lens could not be found, and the vitreous had almost
entirely disappeared.

In this case the sudden lowering of intraocular tension

was due to the large central perforation in the cornea and
had given occasion to a most extensive intraocular hemor-

rhage (retro-choroidal) of the type which may follow glau-

coma-iridectomy, but then, on account of the less abrupt

lowering of tension, generally stops half-way.

Cases of this sort are quite unusual. Hosch made a prob-

able diagnosis of perforating corneal ulcer as a cause of ex-

pulsive hemorrhage in a case which was studied clinically

only, and Mellinger reports one in which he was able to make
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a pathological examination. The possibility of expulsive

hemorrhage in exceptional cases of glaucoma after iridec-

tomy is further corroborated by the reports of Bloom and
Burmester.

In my first case the source of the hemorrhage was to be

sought in the vorticose veins which, it will be remembered,

were found torn. Fuchs found a similar condition in both
his cases. No tear was found such as Demaria describes as

having been produced at operation in his specimens, estab-

lishing a communication between Schlemm's canal and the

suprachoroidal space, and giving exit to the masses of blood.

The post-operative hemorrhages which are typical of glaucoma-

iridectomy appear to depend on rupture of retro-choroidal

vessels, but mechanical tears may be a source of hemor-

rhage in exceptional cases.

Extension of post-operative hemorrhage is of course fa-

vored by loss of vitreous during the operation. This acci-

dental complication was noted in every case thus far reported,

and evidently made room for a spread of effusion of blood.

In the cases of Fuchs and Demaria there were no inflammatory

changes such as I could trace backwards from the wound
along the vessel sheaths of the choroid and ciliary body, and
finally collecting as a sub-retinal exudate leading to detach-

ment. These changes were evidently secondary and could

not be brought into any etiological relation with the cho-

roidal detachment, in accord with Fuchs 's views of the patho-

genesis and mechanics of choroidal detachment.

The histological details of the thickened choroid presented

the picture so thoroughly described by Fuchs, and are well

shown in Bloom's illustrations of his case. In 12 of the 15

cases of hemorrhage following glaucoma-iridectomy the

detachment disappeared after a time. In these cases with

a benign course the clinical diagnosis had invariably been

made of detachment due to transudation or leaking of

aqueous as it is so often seen after cataract extraction. On
the other hand, all four cases which had to be enucleated

on account of persistent pain and so came to histological

examination showed without exception a retro-choroidal hem-
orrhage as a cause of the detachment. This justifies the as-

sumption which suggests that the clinical picture of hemorrhagic
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detachment may simulate that of serous detachment, and

diflferential diagnosis may be rendered still more difficult if

the effused blood has begun to separate, as observed by
Fuchs and again in my case, into a coagulum and supernatant

serum. It is quite possible that small detachments due to

retro-choroidal hemorrhages are more frequent after glau-

coma-iridectomy than we have hitherto suspected from the

small number of cases reported in the literature.



REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE OPHTHAL-
MOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF THE UNITED

KINGDOM.

By Mr. C. DEVEREUX MARSHALL.

An ordinary meeting was held at the Medical Society's

rooms on Thursday, December lo, 1908, Mr. Marcus Gunn,
President, in the chair.

The President made sympathetic reference to the recent

sudden death of Dr. C. E. Beevor, the President of the Neu-
rological Section of the Royal Society of Medicine, and one

of the Original Members of the Ophthalmological Society,

whose recent work on the arterial supply of different parts

of the brain was of great importance. He paid a high tribute

to Dr. Beevor's qualities as a physician, colleague, and friend.

Cases were shown as follows: Mr. Leslie Paton, discoid

cataract ; Mr. Priestley Smith, improvements in the perimeter
;

and Mr. Bishop Harman, a test for binocular vision.

Mr. Brooksbank James read a paper on The operative treat-

ment of strabismus. He believed that most ophthalmic sur-

geons at the present day were agreed as to the importance of

early orthoptic treatment, but there still appeared to be much
difference of opinion as to the age at which operation should

be done in the more obstinate cases, and as to the particular

operation which should be performed. He criticised the

after-treatment of tenotomy at the present day, which was
far too casual. He himself rarely performed tenotomy, but

when he did so, the case was treated in all respects like one

of advancement, i.e., binocular bandaging and rest in bed

for six days. During the last few years he had confined

himself to advancement of the external recti in convergent
160
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strabismus, and advancement of the interni in the case of

divergent strabismus, without tenotomy of the antagonists,

and a deviation of 20% could be corrected by the advance-

ment of one muscle. If he required to do more, he preferred

to advance the muscle of the other eye later on, if orthoptic

treatment did not render this unnecessary. His operative

procedure was as follows: A vertical fold of conjunctiva was

picked up with forceps ^mm from the corneal margin and

snipped off with scissors. Tenon's capsule was then opened

below the tendon, and the latter seized with the Prince's

forceps, excluding the conjunctiva. The tendon was then

separated from the globe, its upper and lower attachments

being lightly nicked with scissors, and the conjunctiva was

then carefully peeled off its outer surface and allowed to

retract. The stump of conjunctiva attached to the cornea

was now thoroughly dissected up, together with the episcleral

tissue, and the true scleral fibres exposed. A short, straight,

flat, double-edged needle was now threaded with No. O white

silk, and passed through the conjunctiva and Tenon's capsule,

just below the lower border of the tendon and at a variable

distance behind the attachment of the Prince's forceps, ac-

cording to the effect desired. The needle was then passed

vertically through the superficial fibres of the sclera for about

2mm, as close to the corneal margin as possible. It was then

carried backwards parallel to its original course, and emerged

through the muscle capsule close to the free end of the retracted

conjunctiva, about 2mm above the point of entry. A similar

thread was passed through the upper margin of the muscle,

and emerged on its return through the capsule and con-

junctiva, close to the upper border. The assistant then held

the eyeball in the middle by forceps applied to the conjunctiva

on the opposite side of the cornea, and at the same time he

drew the Prince's forceps towards the corneal margin, so that

the muscle lay against the eyeball. The operator then tied

the threads. The Prince's forceps were then removed, and

a portion of the extremity of the muscle cut off obliquely, so

as to leave a raw surface in contact with the sclera. The

conjunctiva wound was closed with a fine stitch. He claimed

the following advantages for this operation: (i) The surgeon

knew precisely what he had done by exposure of the sclera.
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for unless the conjunctiva was peeled off from the sclera, he

might be deceived as to the hold obtained by the ligatures.

(2) The ligature knots lay at some little distance from the

cornea, and so did not cause irritation of the latter. (3) The
hold on both eyeball and muscle was firm. (4) The stitches

were easy to remove, and, indeed, generally came away of

themselves on the 9th or loth day. In cases of divergent

strabismus, he performed an advancement on one internal

rectus first, and two or three months later an advancement
on the other rectus. The dosage was regulated by the aid

of the corneal reflex, the measurement of the distance at

which the tendon was originally attached to the cornea, and

the experience of the operator. In the case of operation

on the internal rectus, the scleral stitch was first inserted, and

the extremities of the threads were then carried backwards

by curved needles. This was necessitated by the difficulty

experienced in manipulating a straight needle in the confined

space towards the inner canthus, this involving very little

extra time. He had operated in some 35 cases, and where the

squint did not exceed 20° he had obtained very satisfactory

results by the advancement of the external rectus of the

deviating eye alone. An important paper was published

by Landolt in the French Archives of Ophthalmology for

May last, in which there were recorded the results of

advancement of both recti in 25 cases of strabismus. The
results were remarkable and would no doubt lead to renewed

interest in the subject by ophthalmic surgeons in this coun-

try. Mr. James finally referred to the importance of as-

certaining the quality of the binocular vision in cases of

strabismus, for which purpose he had found the distance

stereoscope shown by him at the Society in January, 1907,

to be most valuable.

Major Elliot, I. M.S., read a paper entitled: Some obser-

vations on cataract extraction. He confined his remarks to

four main points: (i) The antisepsis of the conjunctival sac.

In his last 1000 cases he had combined Lt.-Col. Herbert's

method of irrigating the conjunctiva with i : 3000 perchloride

solution with his own of carefully cleansing the conjunctival

sac to its farthest extent with sterilized cotton-wool sponges

mounted on cotton-wool sticks. The latter procedure was
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carried out under a stream of warm boiled water. In this

series of 1000 consecutive cases there had been only one case

of sui^puration, which was due to the fact being overlooked

that an extirpation of the lachrymal sac performed by another

surgeon had been incomplete, a portion of suppurating sac

having been left behind. In this series the index of sepsis

destructive to vision had been 0.42%, whilst if a doubtful

case in which the failure of vision had been probably due to

antecedent fundus changes were excluded, the index fell

to 0.275%. The index of total septic incidence stood at

1.06%. He stated strons^ly his opinion that the methods

of operation were of little importance comy^ared with the

vital necessity of keeping the wound area aseptic. (2) The
laceration of the anterior capsule with a Bowman's needle

before making the incision. For precision and safety in

effecting the needling, for the easy sterilization of the instru-

ment used, for the valuable information acquired as to the

consistency of the cataract and the size of the nucleus (thus

enabling the operator to graduate his size of incision ac-

cordingly), he considered this method had no equal. Leakage

by the side of the needle need never occur if care be taken

to use a needle whose blade does not exceed its shank in

total area of cross section. It has been objected that the

method is not suitable for dealing with Morgagnian cataract.

In his opinion this is the very form for which it is most suit-

able, since the escape of lens fluid (i) deepens the chamber,

and (2) indicates by its volume how large a nucleus one has

to deal with. The idea that the milky fluid makes the direc-

tion of the knife dif!icult is a myth that has no foundation in

practical experience. (3) The question of the remote danger

of vitreous escape attending extraction. In deference to

what he believed to be European opinion on this subject,

he greatly dreaded the remote complication of vitreous escape.

His own experience on the subject was small, since his vitreous

loss percentage was very low (3% in cases in which the cap-

sule was not removed subsequent to the extraction of the lens)

.

If it could be shown that this dread of remote complication

was unfounded, he thought there would be much to be said

for the intracapsular operation advocated by Major Smith,

I.M.S., and others. (4) The value of intraocular irrigation
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by McKeown's method. He had used it now in well over

5000 extractions, and the whole series of 1000 cases above

spoken of had been operated upon with the aid of this method

of irrigation. He described some refinements of the methods

and urged that the above series showed it to be free from

danger, provided the operator were cleanly and careful.

He considered it the one great advance in the perfection of

the technique of cataract extraction during recent years. It

was valuable alike for removing cortex of any description

from the eye, and for completing safely and quickly the

toilet of the iris and capsule.

Dr. Bronner (Bradford) read a short paper on Iridectomy

in cases of acute iritis in which the pupil cannot be dilated.

Most text-books, he said, laid down the law that iridectomy

should never be performed in cases of iritis so long as there

was any inflammation present. Most surgeons were of the

same opinion. The result was that in many cases of iritis

the vision became permanently impaired by posterior syn-

echiae, opaque anterior capsule, and secondary glaucoma.

Dr. Bronner recorded six cases of iritis in which iridectomy

had been performed when there was well-marked inflamma-

tion present, and with excellent results. It was of great im-

portance that in specific or rheumatic cases general treatment

should be carried out most energetically. Iridectomy should

be performed in all cases of iritis in which, in three or four

days, the usual methods of treatment, 2% atropin ointment^

dionin, leeches, hot fomentations, had not dilated the pupil

or removed the pain, or in which there was the slightest in-

crease of tension. It did not matter in the least if there

was any inflammation present or not. Iridectomy caused

decrease of inflammation and pain, broke down adhesions of

the iris, and prevented opacities of the anterior capsule and

secondary glaucoma. Cases of serous iritis and sympathetic

ophthalmia should not be operated on.



REPORT OF MEETING OF THE SECTION ON
OPHTHALMOLOGY OF THE NEW YORK

ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

By Dr. H. W. WOOTTON, Secretary.

monday, november l6, 1908. dr. w. e. lambert, president, in

the chair.

Dr. H. W. WooTTON presented a case of recent retinal de-

tachment, treated by posterior sclerotomy, guided by the

ophthalmoscope.

The patient was first seen October 15, 1908. The detach-

ment was situated to the temporal side and downward. The
patient had first noticed a dimness of vision a day or two

previously. There was but slight myopia, 4 to 5 D, and the

patient had received no injury. The pupil could be trans-

illumined with the Sachs lamp. As the case was so recent^

it was decided to attempt a posterior sclerotomy. It was
performed at the Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital on October

1 8th. It was decided that if the knife were entered about

10mm behind the limbus, it would reach the middle of the

detachment. In order to ascertain if this would really take

place, Dr. E. L. Oatman viewed the fundus with the ophthal-

moscope during the puncture. The knife was entered lomm
behind the limbus, and was distinctly seen to pass entirely

in front of the detachment. It was withdrawn, and again

entered 2 or ^mm farther back, when it could no longer be

seen in the vitreous. Upon turning the knife so as to allow

of the escape of the subretinal fluid, Dr. Oatman could

distinctly observe the detachment gradually subside. The
patient was kept in bed for two weeks, at the end of which

time no detachment was visible. There were some opacities
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in the vitreous, and a few deposits on Descemet's membrane.

The field of vision for form was restored, but objects appeared

somewhat blurred in the part of the field corresponding to

the detachment. The patient was treated with atropin

and mercurial inunctions. On November 14, 1908, re-

detachment slowly took place, and at the time of his pres-

entation before the Section the detachment was distinctly

visible anteriorly, but did not extend nearly as far back as it

had originally.

Dr. W. B. Johnson asked if the present detachment in-

cluded all of the original. Dr. H. W. Wootton replied that

it did not by any means, and that much of the original de-

tachment was still in place.

Dr. Francis Valk did not understand why Dr. Wootton
did not perforate the retina itself with the knife. Making

a large opening through the retina he thought was preferable

to a simple subretinal puncture.

Dr. W. B. Marple was skeptical about the permanency

of results in any cases of detachment of the retina. He had

tried dionin, and salt injections also, with no permanent

results.

Dr. E. L. OATMAN stated that he had observed the knife

enter the eye. One puncture was in front, and the other

under the detachment. As to cutting the retina, all cases

probably did not originate in a subretinal effusion. Some
were due to a fluid vitreous, and in these cases cutting the

vitreous was desirable.

Dr. Julius Wolff presented a case of epibulbar squamous

carcinoma.

Mrs. R. F., forty-eight years old, first seen in November,

1907, presenting a tumor underneath the skin of the right

lower lid. This had grown steadily for some months and

had received some local treatment elsewhere. No specific

history; no tuberculosis. The tumor had about the size and

shape of an almond, lying transversely underneath the skin

of the lower lid, which was freely movable over the tumor.

The lid margin was adherent to the eyeball so that the tumor

could not be exposed to view. It could be felt to move to-

gether with the eyeball. Extirpation of the tumor was

performed in December, 1907. An incision was made out-
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wards from the outer canthus and the lid margin separated

from the eyeball. Together with the tumor, all the bulbar

conjunctiva below the cornea, as well as the conjunctiva,

muscles, tarsus, and the whole margin of the lower lid, had

to be removed. There was nothing left of the lower lid ex-

cept some of the healthy skin, and this was laid up against

the raw surface on the eyeball at a level of the lower corneal

margin and allowed to attach itself there. Healing took

place smoothly. X-ray treatment was applied two or three

times a week for three months.

In July, 1908, the patient returned with a small, indurated

ulcer at the inner angle just over the region of the tear-sac.

This was excised, together with the tear-sac and all tissues

down to the underlying bone. The resulting defect in the

skin was covered by a plastic flap from above. The patho-

logical report on the original tumor and that on the recur-

rent ulcer was squamous carcinoma. Healing took place

smoothly, but the cicatrization drew the upper lid margin

down so that it almost covered the pupil. In August a

third operation relieved this condition, the lid being com-

pletely severed by a vertical incision from its nasal attach-

ment and reattached with sutures at a point high enough to

expose the pupil. In spite of the extensive removal of tissues,

the cosmetic result was very good. The skin of the lower

lid was firmly united with the eyeball; there was no impair-

ment o'i motility and no lagophthalmus, and, unless inspected

at very close range, the lid margin is not missed by the casual

observer. There had been no recurrence up to the present time.

In the discussion of Dr. Wolff's case, Dr. W. B. Marple
stated that he had shown a case of papilloma of the cornea two

or three years ago, which had become carcinomatous. X-ray

and radium had been tried, but neither had produced any

permanent result. The eye was finally enucleated. Dr.

Wolff, questioned by Dr. W. E. Lambert, stated that he did

not believe that the X-ray had produced any positive result

in the healing.

Dr. W. E. Lambert stated that in one of his cases the X-ray

had aided healing, apparently, in a miraculous manner.

Dr. Julius Wolff stated that, in his case, the X-ray was

not used until the wound was pretty well healed.
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' Dr. Alexander Duane presented charts of the accommo-
dation showing the need of revising some prevalent ideas.

A diagram showed the actual range of accommodation

found by Dr. J. B. Thomas and Dr. Alexander Duane in

over four hundred cases at all ages. Their curve differs from

Donders's curve, as ordinarily depicted in the text-books, in

two particulars. In the first place, it rises higher at the

start (reaching i8 instead of 14 D); in the second place, it

does not touch the base-line or o, even at the age of seventy.

The reason for the first difference is that, while Donders

measured the distance of the near point from the anterior

principal point (practically from the anterior surface of the

cornea), they measured it from the anterior focus of the eye.

To make the two series of observations comparable, they had

to change Donders's figures to what they would have been if

he had measured from the same point that they did. The

second point of difference arises from the fact that Donders's

curve indicates the absolute position of the near point in his

cases, no matter whether they were emmetropic or hyper-

opic, while the curve on the chart presented shows the differ-

ence between the near and far points

—

i. e., the actual range

of accommodation—in cases all of which were rendered em-

metropic by glasses, so that the far point in all cases was

at infinity. Again, to make the curves comparable, Drs.

Thomas and Duane had to shift Donders's line, so as to show

the absolute range as he found it in his cases. Their curve

differs from that of Donders in two important particulars.

From the age of 20 to 45, it rises above his; from 45 onward

it falls below it—the latter difference being due to the sharp

plunge that takes place between 40 and 50. The numerical

difference between the two sets of observations was shown in

a table.

Drs. Duane and Thomas believe that their results are

superior in accuracy to those of Donders because:

(i) They were made from three times as many cases.

(2) Their patients were first rendered absolutely emme-
tropic by glasses, and no case was utilized in which the total

refraction had not been carefully determined; while it is

probable that many of Donders's cases, especially in the years

between 30 and 45, had an uncorrected latent hyperopia.
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which would make his estimate of the range too low by

I or 2 D.

(3) The test-object they used for determining the near

point was a fine hair line, which, as experiment showed, gives

more accurate results than the fine print used by Bonders.

These diagrams also illustrate certain erroneous ideas

prevailing with regard to the accommodation. The first

is the not uncommon one that according to Bonders there

is no accommodation after sixty. But what Bonders really

taught was that, while the near point recedes to infinity at

this age, the far point recedes still farther (the person becom-

ing hyperopic), so that there is still left, as shown in both

Bonders's original diagram and in the one presented a range

of accommodation which amounts to 1.50 B or more (the

observations of Brs. Thomas and Buane showed rather less).

In the second place, it is often assumed that the total actual

accommodation present at 45 is only 4 B or so and is still less

after that age. This idea runs through the text-books and is

the basis of certain rules that have been laid down for the

prescription of reading glasses. But if we accept the Helm-
holtz theory and Hess's deductions therefrom, we must admit

that, while a man of 45 can change the shape of his crystalline

lens only by an amount equivalent to a lens of some 4 B,

he has a good deal more accommodative power left, which

he can exert in contracting the ciliary muscle after the crystal-

line lens ceases to expand (latent accommodation). It is for

this reason that a man of 45 or 50 can read without fatigue

even when the book is close to his near point, for in doing

this he is probably exerting not more than half of his entire

accommodative power.

A third error, dependent upon the second, is that, inas-

much as a man of 45 is supposed to have little total accommo-
dative power, he will not be able to overcome hyperopia,

and hence all the hyperopia he has must be manifest. This,

however, is certainly not the case, both theoretical reasoning

and clinical observation showing the falsity of the view.

Indeed, if we accepted Hess's ideas in their entirety, we
should say that latent hyperopia at the age of 45 or 50 ought
to be as common as it is at 15, and the necessity for using

a cycloplegic as great in the one case as in the other. It is a
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rather singular fact that the opponents of cycloplegics should

appeal so confidently to Hess as the champion of their cause,

when in reality his experiments furnish the strongest

arguments for the use of cycloplegics in adults as well as in

children.

In the fourth place, Hess himself seems to have fallen

into an error regarding the accommodation, an error which
leads one to doubt whether, in the later years of life, there

is as much reserve accommodation as he thinks. He argues

that a man of 48 has in reality about as much accommodative
power (say 15 D) as a child of 15, only in the man the power
is nearly all latent and in the child it is nearly all manifest.

Now, he says, if the man of 48 has a paralysis of accommo-
dation, it will produce no visible effect until it has become
great enough to abolish all his latent accommodation (say

1 2 D) ; for not till then will it begin to affect his manifest

accommodation and produce recession of his near point. In

the child, on the other hand, in whom all the accommodation
is manifest, a very slight paresis of accommodation will show
itself at once. What would take place, in fact, was shown
in a diagram. Three patients (aged respectively 5, 40, and 48)

had the same total accommodation (15 D) and a manifest

accommodation of 15.0, 5.0, and 2.5 D, respectively. In all

three there developed a paralysis of accommodation which

gradually increased and became complete in one hour. Then,

on Hess's hypothesis, this paralysis produces and begins to

produce an appreciable effect on the accommodation (re-

cession of the near point) in, say, ten minutes in Case i, thirty

minutes in Case 2, and not till nearly an hour in Case 3. Now,
plausible as this hypothesis seems, the facts are quite opposed

to it. We have in homatropin an agent which causes a

gradually increasing paralysis of the accommodation and
which presumably acts on the ciliary muscle of the adult about

as fast as it does on the ciliary muscle of the child. In

most people, it produces no measurable effect in ten minutes,

but does cause an appreciable recession of the near point

in from twelve to fifteen minutes. Now, this initial effect

on the manifest accommodation occurs as soon in the man
of 48 as in the child of 15, This Dr. Duane has demonstrated

over and over again. He exhibited two charts that show
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this fact in a striking manner, and prove how even a slight

paresis of accommodation is demonstrable in a man of 49.

In the discussion of Dr. Duane's paper, Dr. Francis Valk
asked if Dr. Duane had observed in these cases the sub-

normal accommodation mentioned by Gould. Dr. Duane
replied that he had observed the subnormal accommodation

in young persons occasionally, especially associated with a low

grade of asthenopia, conjunctivitis, and photophobia. There

was sometimes a difference in the accommodative power of

the two eyes, which might be as great as one dioptre when
the eyes were tested separately.

Dr. Francis Valk thought that this difference in the

accommodation of the two eyes existed only when the re-

fraction was different.

Dr. Duane stated that sometimes a stronger glass for

reading was necessary in the weaker eye. He believed that

latent hyperopia can exist after forty, and also stated that

the accommodative power might possibly vary in differedtt

countries, and that possibly we might become presbyopic

sooner than people in some countries in Europe. This would
not, however, answer for the rise of accommodative power
found in the middle period of life.

Dr. Percy Fridenberg read a paper entitled vasctilar

disease as a factor in embolism of the central artery of the

retina, reviewing the history of the subject from the clinical

and microscopical investigations of Schweigger, Leber, and
Haab, to the recent papers of Gunn, Harms, and De Schweinitz.

Simple embolism is rare, and the clinical picture usually ob-

served has been shown to depend on proliferating endarteritis

or thrombosis. Occlusion of the vein with the picture of

sanguineous apoplexy of the retina, similarly, depends in the

great majority of cases on endophlebitis. A case of each
of these severe forms of obstruction was reported by the writer

with unmistakable evidence of beginning angiosclerosis ini

the unaffected eye. Gunn and others have described the

irregularity of calibre, narrowing of lumen, "silver wire" ap-

pearance and tortuosity of vessels as early signs of local

arteriosclerosis, with obscuration or compression of the veins

where they are crossed by arteries. Later, white striations

develop, and the vessels may appear as white cords. The
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early changes may be detected in the retina when there is no
systemic evidence of arteriosclerosis beyond increased blood
pressure, an important sign. Aside from syphilis, gout,

diabetes, and poisoning with lead, the most important etio-

logical factors are alcohol, tobacco, tea, and coffee, physical

exertion, mental stress, and emotional unrest. Senility alone

is not so important. Retinal arteriosclerosis leads not only
to obstruction, but very frequently to hemorrhages and
glaucoma. Atrophy of the optic nerve and detachment have
also been noted. Occasional obscurations of vision are seen

in cases which go on to thrombosis, and this vascular spasm,
the writer notes, is strikingly similar to the sign of intermittent

claudication in arteriosclerotic gangrene of the lower ex-

tremities. In these cases, too, tobacco, tea, and long-con-

tinued interference with circulation have been found to be
the main factors. The retinal circulation is considered an
index of the condition of the cerebral vessels by De Schweinitz,

Marple, Straub, and others. There is no doubt that the

carotid and its branches are particularly susceptible to

arteriosclerosis. Treatment of this form of vascular de-

generation must include careful regulation of diet, limiting

the amount of fluids and of extractives ingested, cutting

down alcohol, tobacco, and coffee, or prohibiting them al-

together, keeping the digestive tract free from accumulation

of efifete matter, and thus guarding against auto-intoxication,

and warning against excitement, overwork, and excesses in

diet. High tension is to be relieved with nitroglycerin and
nitrites, and kept low with iodides. Calomel and saline

cathartics are valuable adjuvants. We shall probably be

able to add to these the lactobacilline preparations which
have a specific action on intestinal decomposition, and the

prescribing, as far as possible, of a purin-free diet.

In the discussion which followed, Dr. E. L. Oatman en-

dorsed all that Dr. Fridenberg had said, and showed a photo-

graph of obstruction of the central artery which confirmed

Dr. Fridenberg 's views. It represented the lumen of the

artery containing a white thrombus behind an infiltrate of

leucocytes in the intima, which had forced the intima inward,

occluding the lumen. If the vessel had been cut through the

thrombus, a beautiful picture of embolus would have been
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presented. Probably there were no true cases of embolus

on record, although the possibility of one must be admitted.

Glaucoma in these cases must be due to the same cause as

the thrombosis, namely, vascular degeneration. As to spasm,

mentioned by Dr. Fridenberg, the question of primary spasm

was very much questioned. In quinin poisoning, for ex-

ample, the diminution in size as shown by Parsons was

probably due to the withdrawal of blood into the abdomen.

Dr. Alexander Duane did not see how, clinically, one

could doubt that sclerosis of the retinal vessels was a danger

signal for the brain as well as for the kidneys. He had had

a case with marked arteriosclerosis without retinal hemor-

rhages, in which complete blindness resulted in three hours,

and this abolition was permanent.

Dr. H. H. Tyson stated that the youngest patient in whom
he had observed embolism of the central artery was a young

married woman, aged sixteen years, who was in the third

month of pregnancy. The ophthalijioscope revealed the

typical picture characteristic of the condition, with a very

slight difference in the color of the fundus between the disk

and macula. While the patient at the time of examination

had only light perception in the affected eye, he prognosticated

that she would probably get some vision, which later was

realized by her getting tubular vision of j'^"^. This was the

second case observed by him in which the macular vascular

supply was restored. This case was observed by several

other ophthalmologists, and she was examined at the New
York Hospital and Sloane Maternity, and a careful history

obtained, which was negative, and no apparent cause could

be found to account for the condition. He thought it might

possibly have been caused by a toxic condition induced by
her pregnancy.

Dr. E. L. OATMAN stated that it ought to be noted that

Dr. Loring was the first to question the diagnosis of embolus.

Dr. W. M. Leszynsky stated that the circulation in the

eye did bear a relation to that of the brain, and a number
of his cases had died of cerebral disease. Even where no

changes in the superficial vessels could be noticed, sclerosis

of the retinal vessels might be an evidence of disease of the

cerebral arteries. We do not necessarily have high pressure
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in all cases of arteriosclerosis. High pressure, if continuous,

is dangerous to the vessels, and can cause arteriosclerosis.

Alcohol was not a direct cause of arteriosclerosis, and, if a

cause at all, must be considered as a very indirect one.

Dr. Percy Fridenberg, in closing the discussion, stated

that some authors supported the view of actual spasm of the

retinal vessels, while others did not. He agreed with Drs.

Duane and Leszynsky in regard to the importance of disease

of the retinal vessels as a symptom of disease of those of the

brain. Mauthner was the first to question the diagnosis of

embolism.
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IV.—ANATOMY.

485. Bernheimer. Study of Gudden's commissure. Arch. f.

Ophthalm., Ixvii., i, p. 78.

486. Fleischer. Musculus retractor bulbi and a third lid in a

human malformation. Anatom. Anzeiger, xxx., p. 46.1;.

487. Tartuferi. The existence in the cornea of elastic fibres

that can be stained by Weigert's method. Annali di oUalmologia, 1907,

fasc. 9, 10, and 11.

488. Juselius, Emil. The development of the posterior pigment

epithelium of the iris in the secondary optic vesicle and the relation of

the same to the musculature of the iris and to spontaneous iris cysts.

Finsca lakaresallsk. Handl., 1907, p. 316.

Bernheimer (485, Study of Gudden's commissure) has

employed for the study of Gudden's commissure the brains

of rats with congenital bilateral anophthalmos, in which the

entire optic tract failed to develop. The fact already as-

certained experimentally that this commissure, which is

closely connected with the chiasm, has nothing to do with

175
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the optic fibres was confirmed in these rats' brains, in which
the chiasm naturally was wanting. The principal part of

Gudden's commissure is in relation with the internal corpus

geniculatum, while a smaller number of fibres separate them-
selves from the main tract and, after winding about and
permeating the base of the crura cerebri, radiate into the

reticular layer of the optic thalamus and into the thalamus
itself.

Fleischer (486, Musculus retractor bulbi and a third lid

in a human malformation) found in the orbit of an infant with
microphthalmos in addition to the normal external muscles
of the eye a transversely striated muscle which arose from
the lower surface of the optic nerve in the apex of the orbit,

ran along its lower surface, and was inserted into its sheath

4mw behind the opening of the sclera. Its nerve supply was
through a minute branch of the oculomotorius. In the plica

semilunaris there was found at the same time a little plate

of cartilage and a gland homologous to one of Harder's glands.

The author considers the muscle an atavistic remnant of the

retractor bulbi, especially as the presence of a third lid carti-

lage, together with the constant relation between the re-

tractor and the third lid, indicates the presence of a retractor.

For many years Tartuferi (487, The existence in the

cornea of elastic fibres that can be stained by Weigert's method)
has sought to determine whether elastic fibres were demon-
strable in the cornea by means of the usual methods of stain-

ing, and has found that with Weigert's method the presence

of numerous elastic fibres is demonstrable in a well-defined

and constant arrangement which forms in its entirety a true

elastic framework of the corneal lamellae. In addition he

was able to determine that these elastic fibres arise directly

from the fixed corpuscles of the cornea. Calderaro.
JusELius (488, The development of the posterior pigment

epithelium of the iris in the secondary optic vesicle and the

relation of the same to the musculature of the iris and to

spontaneous iris cysts) has studied the origin and development

of the sphincter in 1 1 human embryos and gives the following

as the results he has obtained: (i) the development of the

sphincter begins from the anterior ectodermal layer of the

secondary optic vesicle when the foetus has reached the length
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of 8 or gem, and from cells which lie in the neighborhood

of the place where the two ectodermal layers bend about the

future pupillary opening; (2) the transformation of the

ectoderm into musculature somewhat precedes, or is almost

simultaneous with, (3) the change of the ectodermal layers into

pigment epithelium, which commences in the anterior layer

at the base of the iris and extends to the pupillary margin,

where it passes over into the posterior layer and reaches the

base of the iris in a foetus igcm in length. Hellgren.

v.—PHYSIOLOGY.

489. Heine. The relations of refraction, accommodation, and
internal tension of the eye in certain animals. Medicinisch.-Natur-

wissenschaft. Arch., i., No. 2, p. 323.

490. Bethe, a. Observation concerning the personal difference

between one and both eyes. Arch. f. d. ^es. Physiologie, No. 121, p. i.

491. Dimmer, F. The reflex streak on the blood-vessels. Klin.

Monatsbl. f. Augenheilkunde, xlv., p. 296.

492. Trendelenburg, W., and Bumke, O., Experimental studies

concerning the Bach -Meyer pupil centres in the medulla oblongata.

493. Savage, G. C. A further study of the so-called horopter,

Inaking ocular rotations very easy of understanding. Ophth. Record,

Dec, 1907.

494. Marri, E. Relative and absolute accommodation and the

sense of the third dimension in the one-eyed. Annali di oUalmologia,

1907, fasc. 9, 10, and ii.

495. MoNTELLY, A. Influence of the accommodation and con-

vergence upon the perception of depth. Woprossy Philosophii i

Psychologii, May and June, 1907.

496. Pendred. a case of mirror writing. Lancet, Jan. 4, 1908.

Heine's (489, The relations of refraction, accommodation,

and internal tension of the eye in certain animals) studies

confirm the principal results obtained by Beer. He finds

that in the eyes of cephalopods the lens is moved backward
for distant vision and moved forward for near vision. The
change in position of the lens is produced by a change in the

form of the globe. In fish there is only an accommodation
for distance through retraction of the lens. In spite of the

myopic refraction of the eyes of many fishes in a state of

rest the freely swimming fish is not near-sighted, but is actively

accommodated for distance. The absence of accommodation
in the eyes of nocturnal fishes contrasts with the great range
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of accommodation in smaller fishes, such as the gudgeon.

In snakes accommodation for near is produced by displace-

ment of the lens forward. Heine does not ascribe this dis-

placement to increase of the pressure of the vitreous produced

by contraction of the ciliary muscle, as suggested by Beer,

but to the fact that with the contraction of the ciliary muscle

and relaxation of the zonula the lens is not held back into the

vitreous as before, and as the latter tries to assume a globular

form it presses the lens forward. Not only in snakes, but

also in the entire series of animals, it was demonstrated that

the accommodation exerted no influence upon the intra-ocular

tension, because after opening the vitreous space none of the

contents of the eye was extruded on accommodation, and

the mechanism of accommodation was not changed if only

the form of the eye was not destroyed.

Bethe's (490, Observations concerning the personal differ-

ence between one and both eyes) observations clarify Mach's

theory of the personal difference, that two things cannot be

perceived at the same time. With momentary illuminations

of large surfaces (Geissler's tubes and strips of paper) this

personal difference shows itself as unequal lightening and

therefore as subjective sensation of movement. When with

great preponderance of one dimension of a surface the primary

attention is directed to one end of the same the light seems

to move from the point of attention toward the other end.

This phenomenon is independent of the position of the places

on the retina affected and is dependent only on the attention,

for the points of attention and fixation can be separated from

each other without production of any change. Interrupted

light and darkness take their subjective points of exit from

the place covered by the attention. With large surfaces with-

out great preponderance of one dimension, the appearance of

movement in momentary illumination consists of a brighten-

ing that rapidly extends in all directions from the point of

attention with decrease of intensity, after which the light ap-

parently draws back again into the point of attention. A de-

termination of the distance used by the attention in order to

move from one place to another gives \ — ^ of a second for a

visual angle of 27-50°.

Dimmer (491 , The reflex streak on the blood-vessels) refers to
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his former studies which showed that the light streaks on the

veins are due to a reflex from the anterior surface of the blood

column, while those of the arteries are impressions of the axis

current. The origin of the arterial reflex from the anterior

surface of the axis current is not contradicted by Elschnig's

observation that Poiseuille's space disappears immediately-

after interruption of the blood current. If the term axis

current is used in contradistinction from Poiseuille's space,

it represents all the remaining contents of the vessel, but in

Dimmer's sense the axis current corresponds to the blood

corpuscles pressed together in the most rapid current in the

axis of the vessel, and is contrasted with the less rapidly

moving peripheral portion of the blood stream. In warm-
blooded animals (guinea-pigs) a similar reflex streak can be

seen microscopically on the middle-sized vessels. In the

human retina also the axis current is visible as a reflex streak.

With transient arrest of the circulation by compression of

the globe the reflex streak becomes smaller, while the small

streak due to reflection from the anterior surface of the blood

column appears in the place of the broad streak. The doub-

ling of the reflex streak and the moving of the same in many
places on the arteries during pulsation can be explained only

by the interpretation of the reflex streak upon the artery as

the impression of the axis current. In leucaemic individuals

the axis current becomes visible in the veins also in the form

of a broad streak, because of the pale color of the blood.

The conditions are very favorable for the distinction of single

groups of blood corpuscles in consequence of the slow blood

current and the increase of the white blood corpuscles, so

that by pressure on the globe of a leucaemic it is possible to

perceive the breaking of the broad reflex streak into bright

spots.

Trendelenburg and Bumke's (Experimental studies con-

cerning the Bach-Meyer pupil centres in the medulla oblongata)

experiments on cats show, contrary to Bach-Meyer's state-

ments, that neither does loss of the light reflex follow section

through the spinal end of the fourth ventricle, nor does myosis

and slow reaction to light follow the laying bare of the fourth

ventricle. Every section produced simply a dilatation of

the pupil, which the authors explain as the result of the
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intensive irritation of the sensitive tracts. They claim that

narcosis alone can cause myosis and rigidity of the pupil in

cats and that it is possible to induce a return of the light

reaction and dilatation of the pupil by sensitive irritation.

Savage (493, A further study of the so-called horopter,

making ocular rotations very easy of understanding) con-

sidering it audacious to controvert Helmholtz while he was

living has lately pointed out what he regards as fundamental

errors in the reasonings of this authority. Listing's law,

Helmholtz 's poles, the law of direction and nodal points,.

Mtiller's horopter, and the multitude of errors arising from

these misconceptions are not cleared away. Alling.

Marri (494, Relative and absolute accommodation and

the sense of the third dimension in the one-eyed) describes his

investigations of individuals who had lost the sight of one

eye, or at least had had it very greatly reduced either by
accident or by rapidly acting disease. For the study of the

relative field of accommodation he used Ferris 's asthenoptom-

eter, for that of the sense of depth Tschermak's apparatus-

His conclusions are as follows:

a. The extent of the field of relative accommodation in

the orle-eyed immediately after the effect of the pathological

cause, or of the traumatism, is within smaller limits than

normal as compared with control of individuals.

b. With the lapse of time the extent of the relative ac-

commodation undergoes a progressive increase until it equals

and even exceeds that of individuals who have intact binocu-

lar vision and physiologically normal refraction, and the

farther forward one goes the more does the sound field in

the one-eyed strive to equal the total extent of the absolute

accommodation and to fuse with it.

c. The sense of depth shows a greater reduction when

the monocular condition is recent than in individuals who
have been made monocular artificially and momentarily for

the purpose of comparison, and this defect is in lower limits

than the proportionate reduction of the extent of the field

of relative accommodation in the same person.

d. The sense of depth undergoes with the lapse of time

a continuous and progressive improvement in individuals

who are permanently monocular, contrary to the results ob-
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tained by other authors. In the majority of cases this ap-

pearance is in direct connection with the progressive increase

of the field of relative accommodation. Calderaro.
MoxTELLY (495, Influence of the accommodation and con-

vergence upon the perception of depth) sums up the results of

his experiments in the following manner. The indubitable

criterion for the estimation of depth is the muscular sense in

accommodative movements. Hirschmann.

Pendred (496, A case of mirror writing) has been con-

sulted about a child aged six who has been learning to write

for six months. From a copy the child writes correctly,

but if left to himself he writes backwards from right to left,

and reverses the letters. Seen in a looking-glass the writing

is normal. He reads with equal facility both the normal and
abnormal caligraphies. In sums he makes an extraordinary

confusion of figures, some being orthodox, the others mirror

figures. In conversation Pendred tells me that since he

published the case he has had several letters on the subject

and finds that he has only drawn attention to a common
defect in children. In every school there seem to be children

who prefer to write orientalwise from right to left and some
reverse the letters. The case cited was a right-handed child.

The paper is illustrated with examples of the child's writing.

T. Harrison Butler.

VI.—REFRACTION AND ACCOMMODATION.

497. Delord and Revel, P. Paralysis of the accommodation
in diabetes. Archives d'opthalmologie , xxvii., p. 764.

498. Percival, a. S. Spectacles in ametropia after removal of the

lens. British Medical Journal, Dec. 21, 1907.

499. Alexander, G. F. Mechanism of accommodation and the

function of the ciliary processes. Ophthalmic Review, Dec, 1907.

Delord and Revel (497, Paralysis of the accommodation
in diabetes) observed the sudden onset of a bilateral paralysis

of the accommodation with intact function of the sphincter

pupillae in a woman forty-eight years old suffering from

diabetes mellitus. Contrary to the opinion of Wecker and
Landolt these authors agree with Schmidt-Rimpler that

paralysis of the accommodation in diabetes is rare. It is

certain that the absolutely bad prognosis as to life ascribed
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to this condition in diabetics by Moore and Stoeber is not

correct, as in the author's case there was a complete recov-

ery from the paralysis of accommodation with simultaneous

improvement of the general condition. The authors believe

that in their case the paralysis of accommodation must be

ascribed to a central localization of the toxic lesion of the

nerve substance, though it could also be explained by Edinger's

theory of the localization of the peripheral toxic neuritis in

the functionally severely overstrained muscle of accommoda-
tion, as the patient had 3.5 D of hypermetropia.

Berger.

Percival (498, Spectacles in ametropia after removal of

the lens). The glass required to correct the remaining error

of refraction after removal of the lens in high myopia can be

found from the following formula provided that the curva-

ture of the cornea has not been altered by the operation.

D = glass required before the operation.

X = glass required after the operation.

^ 25-fD
2 -o.oiD

Thus a myope who was corrected by — 18 D would theo-

retically require after the operation about +3.56 D.

X =——-„ =—^ = + 3 . 2 1 D
2 + . 18 2.18 '^

The paper does not state that the signs are to be treated

algebraically, but the examples given show that this is what
the author intends. T. Harrison Butler.

Alexander (499, Mechanism of accommodation and the

function of the ciliary processes) does not believe that the

universally accepted theory of the action of the ciliary muscle
upon the elastic traction of the zonule of Zinn as enunciated

by Helmholtz is the true mechanism of accommodation. It

does not account for asthenopia. He suggests a different

solution. Let us imagine an elastic bag filled with water

surrounded by a network of string. Let the bag be placed

against a hole in a piece of wood, and let strings from the

circumference of the bag be led through holes bored round
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the circular aperture, and united into a common strand.

If this be pulled upon the bag will bulge through the opening,

its convexity increasing as the opening is made smaller.

The hyaloid membrane, the zonule of Zinn, the suspensory

ligament, and the anterior capsule contribute such a bag.

The ciliary ring is comparable to the hole in the piece of

wood, the choroid to the cord network, and the ciliary muscle

to the strands of string.

The radiating fibres of the ciliary muscle by their traction

on the choroid cause a forward bulging of the suspensory

ligament and anterior capsule with increase in their convexity,

and this effect is exaggerated by the narrowing of the ciliary

ring, resulting from the sphincter-like action of the circular

fibres of the ciliary muscle. Positive pressure is exerted

upon the lens equator and it is slightly advanced. Its anterior

surface is thus advanced, and rendered more convex while

the increased convexity of its posterior surface annuls the

effect of the advancement.

Alexander advances no evidence experimental or otherwise

in support of his theory, which seems to rest upon the sup-

position that a few presbyopics suffer from asthenopia.

The choroid being compared with the network it would

appear that the whole vitreous takes part in the act of ac-

commodation. Any rise of tension in the eye, whether pro-

duced by pressure of the finger or otherwise, should make
the eye strongly myopic. We know that in glaucoma this

is not so, the amplitude of accommodation is diminished.

T. Harrison Butler.

VII.—MUSCLES AND NERVES.

500. FucHs, E. Oculomotor paralysis without involvement of the

internal muscles in peripheral lesions. Arbeiten aus dent Neurol.

Institut a. d. Wiener Universitaet. Festschrift, 1907.

50 1

.

Wolff, H. Paralysis of the abducens after lumbar anaesthesia.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift, 1907, No. 41, p. 1305.

502. BiELscHOWsKY, A. The reflex character of the movements

of the eye, together with a contribution to the symptomatology of visual

paralyses. Klin. Monatsblaetter f. Augenheilkunde, xlv., Beilageheft,

p. 67.

503. Posey, W. C. Congenital squint. Jour. Atner. Med. Assoc,

Oct. 26, 1907.
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504. Coulter, R. J. The treatment of alternating squint. Oph-

thalmoscope, Nov., 1907.

505. Haltenhoff. Double ptosis of the eyelids and almost com-
plete paralysis of all the motor muscles of the eyes probably dependent

•on an anterior polioencephalitis. Soc. med. de Geneve, Nov. 14, 1907.

506. Sauvineau, Ch. Ocular paralyses and pupillary troubles with

afiections of the ear, the sinus, and the teeth, in the course of bron-

cho-pulmonary and cardio-aortic diseases. Ann. d'ocul., cxxxviii.,

p. 321.

FucHs (500, Oculomotor paralysis without involvement

of the internal muscles in peripheral lesions) has collated from

literature 6 cases with and 12 without autopsy in which the

internal muscles alone were spared in peripheral paralysis of

the oculomotorius. To these he adds 5 clinical observations

of his own. i. Basal meningitis with oculomotor paralysis

on the left side. 2. Paralysis of the left oculomotorius with

herpes zoster ophthalmicus on the left side. 3. Inflammation

of the orbit with exophthalmos and paralysis of the left

oculomotorius. 4. Empyema of the ethmoid with paralysis

of the right oculomotorius. 5. Probable empyema of the

ethmoid with bilateral oculomotor paralysis and exophthalmos

on the right side.

The medial position of the fibres that supply the internal

muscles cannot be accepted generally as the cause of their

greater power of resistance because : i . The acceptance of this

position is based on a condition found by Ackermann of con-

striction of the atrophic oculomotorius before its passage

through the dura with preserved function of the internal mus-

cles and with the fibres in the median third anatomically intact.

But we know nothing of the position of these fibres in the rest

of the nerve. 2. The central fibres are in no way specially

protected against the effect of pressure ; on the contrary, the

papillo-macular bundles of the optic nerve, which lie in the

middle in posterior sections of the nerve, are sometimes

the first affected by tumors. This special vulnerability is in-

versely to the lesser vulnerability of the fibres supplying the

internal muscles. This acceptance of the centripetal pupillary

fibres has long served to explain the reaction of the pupils

to light in neuritis or optic atrophy with lost perception of

light.

Wolff (501, Paralysis of the abducens after lumbar an-
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aesthesia) intended to use lumbar anaesthesia on a man thirty-

six years old for an operation on the knee-joint, but as blood

escaped instead of cerebrospinal fluid he did not inject stovain

but gave chloroform. On the fifth day after the operation

paralysis of the abducens of the right eye appeared which

passed away at the end of ten weeks. Hence paralysis of

the abducens followed a simple lumbar puncture, and this

observation furnishes a subject for serious consideration as to

what part the puncture, and what the injected anaesthetic

plays in the production of the after-symptoms.

BiELscHowsKY (502, The tcflex character of the movements

of the eye, together with a contribution to the symptoma-

tology of visual paralyses) says that the clinical complex

of symptoms presented by paralysis of the ocular muscles

as a rule leaves to be answered only the question whether

the paralysis is supranuclear or peripheral (nuclear, fascicular,

basal). The principal characteristic of the supranuclear

disturbances is that the affected eye muscles are paralyzed

for certain innervations but respond to others. As a rule,

two muscles associated in the performance of a certain action

of the two eyes are more or less equally affected. A perfect

equality of the faulty motility on both sides is as good as

irreconcilable with the theory of a nuclear affection, while

inversely unequal disturbances of function of associated

muscles are not irreconcilable with supranuclear affections.

The nearer the focus is to the brain the more unequally may
the associated muscles be affected. Foci in the pons can

affect only the intemus of one, or the externus of the other

eye. From the fact that in associated visual paralyses the

eyes cannot be turned laterally at command but can follow

an object moved in the named direction, the conclusion cannot

be drawn that this following should be contrasted to the vol-

untary movements as a reflex movement, it may rather be

designated an optic reflex. But the course of this optic

reflex runs over the cortex, and its centrifugal tract begins

in the cortical visual centres, because the light stimulus first

excites movements of the eye through mediation of sensations

of light, which is to be considered as a function of the cortex.

In any case in which a following of an object is still demon-

strable, it is possible that the usual tracts of innervation for
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certain visual movements are interrupted and other pre-

existing tracts are used instead.

In contrast to the optic reflex we also recognize eye move-

ments of true reflex character, the centripetal tract of which

begins in the semicircular canals of the labyrinth (nervus

vestibularis). These reflex eye-movements with passive

rotations make the supranuclear character of a visual paralysis

evident. Not rarely the encroachment of the supranuclear

focus upon the nucleus may be recognized through the more

or less equal loss of reflex excitability of the affected muscles.

Posey (503, Congenital squint) finds the causes of this form

of squint either central or peripheral. Among the former

will be found aplasia of the nuclei of the nerves or of the nerves

themselves, the underlying occasion for which is often obscure.

Peripheral causes may be absence of the muscle or replace-

ment with a cord of connective tissue or an abnormal course

or insertion of the muscle. In some instances the defect

appears in different members of the family although not al-

ways in the same form. There is further to be observed in

all these cases a faulty development of the orbit on the side

of the defective muscle. Posey has found this form of

strabismus in about 0.32 % of his cases. He gives cases

illustrative of the various types which may be assumed by
this class of anomalies. Alling.

Coulter (504, The treatment of alternating squint) thinks

that in dealing with alternating squints which have become

permanent the best course is to correct the deformity by
operation, and then to make every effort to obtain fusion

of images and binocular vision by orthoptic training with the

amblyoscope or stereoscope. The most suitable time to

undertake such treatment is between twelve and sixteen years

of age.

Coulter has been successful in obtaining fusion of stereo-

scopic pictures in all his cases. T. Harrison Butler.

Haltenhoff (505, Double ptosis of the eyelids and almost

complete paralysis of all the motor muscles of the eyes prob-

ably dependent on an anterior polioencephalitis) reports the

case of a man thirty-eight years old who since his thirteenth

year had had bilateral ptosis and bilateral paralysis of all

the external muscles of the eye, while the sphincter pupillae
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and the muscle of accommodation remained intact. At this

time he was seized with paralysis of the flexor muscles of the

arms, first of the left arm, later of the right. HaltenhofiE

ascribes the sudden onset of the paralytic symptoms in the

eye to an acute bilateral hemorrhagic polioencephalitis an-

terior, while Bard refers the paralysis of the flexor muscles of

the arms to a cortical encephalitic focus. Berger.

Sauvineau (506, Ocular paralyses and pupillary troubles

with affections of the ear, the sinus, and the teeth in the course

of broncho-pulmonary and cardio-aortic diseases) speaks of

the clinical symptoms exhibited by the pupils and ocular

muscles in diseases of the ear, of the accessory sinuses, and

of the teeth met with in the course of diseases of the respira-

tory passages and of the circulatory organs. He particularly

calls attention to reflex paralyses in diseases of the ear, in

which the reflex action is supposed to be transmitted from

the fibre of the trigeminus, or of the vestibular nerve, to

Deiter's nucleus and thence to the nucleus of the ocular

muscle. He describes a case seen by himself and Furel which

he explains in this way. Paralysis of the abducens is par-

ticularly frequent in diseases of the ear. Among the reflex

ocular symptoms produced by diseases of the ear he enumer-

ates strabismus with diplopia, myosis, nystagmus, and dis-

turbances of the accommodation. Berger.

Sections VIII.-XII. Reviewed by Dr. R. SCHWEIGGER.
Berlin.

VIII.—LIDS.

507. Castelain, O. Peculiar infection of the margin of the lid

(streptothricosis meibomian). Annales d'oculisiique , cxxxiii., p. 261.

508. Chaillous, J., and Polack, A. Erythematous lupus of the

margin of the lid. Soc. d'ophtalm. de Paris, Dec. 3, 1907.

509. Salus, Robert. A case of malignant oedema of the eyelids-.

Prager mediz. Wochenschrift, 1907, p. 46.

510. Morax, V. The prognosis of malignant pustule of the lids.

Annales d' oculistique , cxxxviii., p. 338.

511. Chaillous, J. Contracture of the levator palpebrae, with

paralysis of the elevation of the lid and of convergence. Elongation

of the levator. Annales d' oculistique, cxxxviii., p. 254.

512. Chavernac, H. a curious and rare form of symmetric

tumors of the lids. Annales d' oculistique, cxxxviii., p. 417. ^
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513. WiEDER, H. S. Sarcoma of the eyelid, with report of a case.

N. Y. Med. Jour., Nov. 23, 1907.

514. Shoemaker, W. T. Observations on the Motais operation

for ptosis. Report of three cases. Annals of Ophthalmology, Oct., 1907.

Castelain (507, Peculiar infection of the margin of the

lids) observed a disease of the margin of the lid in a spinner

fifty-seven years old which presented the clinical symptoms
of actinomycosis. The bacteriological examination revealed

the presence of the streptothrix described by Axenfeld and
of pneumobacilli. Berger.
Chaillous and Polack (508, Erythematous lupus of the

margin of the lids) presented a patient forty years of age who
had had for ten years an erythematous lupus of the margins

of the lids. The ophthalmo-reaction with tuberculin gave

a negative result, and yet there was a rise of temperature of

1.5° after a subcutaneous injection of tuberculin. Berger.
The malignant oedema observed by Salus (509, A case of

malignant csdema of the eyelids) extended little beyond the

lids of the affected eye, but was associated with a high fever.

The skin of the lids became necrotic, but was quickly re-

stored, producing some contraction of the lid space, lagoph-

thalmos, and ectropion. The diagnosis is to be made by
means of the bacteriological examination. The etiology

remains obscure frequently. Therapeutically disinfectant

applications were made in this case. It may also be treated

surgically and serotherapeutically.

MoRAx (510, The prognosis of malignant pustule of the

lids) observed a malignant pustule of the left upper lid of a

man, twenty-four years old. Recovery followed destruction

of the diseased area with the galvanocautery and injections

of potassic iodide in its neighborhood. In an analogous case

described by Menetrier and Clunet recovery likewise followed

the use of the anti-malignant-pustule serum obtained from the

Pasteur Institute. A review of the reported cases of malig-

nant pustule, 42 in all, shows that death resulted in 30%,
so that the prognosis as regards life is probably about the

same as when malignant pustule is situated in other parts

of the body. Berger.

Chaillous (511, Contracture of the levator palpebrse, with

paralysis of the elevation of the lid and of convergence) de-
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scribes a case of contracture of both levatores palpebrae

met with in a woman sixty-two years old and complicated

with a paralysis of elevation of the lid and of convergence.

*>tmilar cases have been described by Chevallereau and by
True, but in Truc's case alone was there a paralysis of the

elevation of the lid. True obtained a good result by tenotomy

of the levator. Berger.

Chavernac (512, A curious and rare form of symmetric

tumors of the lid) describes a case seen by his father of sym-
metric tumors of both lower lids which appeared in a young
woman after confinement and increased in size after two
more confinements. The tumors were successfully removed
by operation. Chavernac believes that this was a case of

elephantiasis of the lids brought about by repeated puerperal"

streptococcus infection. It presents many points of resem-

blance with the case reported by Fromaget in 1906. ^

Berger.

Wieder's (513, Sarcoma of the eyelid with report of a case)

case is among the youngest reported, the child being only seven

weeks when the tumor was noticed. It was a lipoma which
underwent sarcomatous degeneration. The author has been
unable to find more than forty-four cases of sarcoma of the

lid, evidently overlooking a recent pubHcation with references

to sixty-five, Alling.

Shoemaker (514, Observations on the Motais operation

for ptosis. Report of three cases) believes that this operation

,

though difficult, is capable of being done with great exactness

as to results. It consists essentially in the transplantation

of the middle third of the superior rectus tendon into the

upper lid, between the tarsus and the skin. He suggests an
additional incision through the skin of the lid, to facilitate

the attachment of the rectus tendon to the tarsus. A small,

poorly developed tendon is a positive contra-indication. The
first case which he reports was a partial success, the next a

failure through tearing of the sutures, while the third was
entirely satisfactory. Alling.

IX.—LACHRYMAL PASSAGES.

515. Wagner, Rich. Contributions to the pathology of the
lachrymal sac. Inaug.-Diss., Tuebingen, 1907.
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516. KosTER, GzN. W. The permanent drainage of the lachrymal

passage. Archiv f. Ophthalmologie , Ixvii., No. i, p. 87.

517. LoTiN, A. W. Treatment of fistulae of the lachrymal sac by

electrolysis. Westn. Ophthalm., 1907, No. 6.

518. Almblad, E. a case of gumma in the lachrymal sac. Hygeia,

1907, p. 525.

Wagner (515, Contributions to the pathology of the lach-

rymal sac) reports a case of true mucous membrane polyp

in the lachrymal sac which had developed probably in con-

sequence of a fracture of the neighboring bones. Other cases,

clinically similar to this, show that thick lachrymal sacs

that exude little or no secretion may be distended by a tumor

or by submucous infiltration of the connective tissue. Like-

wise tuberculosis of the lachrymal sac may often be suspected,

as in the four cases described by Wagner, in which certainty

could be obtained only through the microscopic examination.

Twice the lachrymal sac appeared to have been infected

from tuberculous bones.

KosTER (516, The permanent drainage of the lachrymal

passage) passes silk threads through the lachrymal canal,

brings the lower end out of the nose, ties it with the upper

end, and daily applies silver nitrate, or some other remedy,

to the portion usually lying in the sac, after which it is re-

placed. His results are rapid and frequently complete

after the thread has been worn ten days. An average of four

weeks is necessary for a cure. The method is indicated in

chronic blennorrhcea when extirpation cannot be performed,

in dacryocystitis with formation of fistula after the acute

process has been subdued, in recurrent cysts in the lachrymal

sac after their division, in old stenoses, in traumatic stenoses,

congenital and other impermeable strictures, and stenoses

where, after the customary probing, adhesions reappear, cases

in which the threads must be used a long time, in bony ne-

croses in the duct of lachrymal bone, in epiphora in spite of

nasal treatment because the outlet into the nose is changed

or obstructed, in recurrences of stenoses and strictures after

lachrymal diseases of various kinds.

LoTiN (517, Treatment of fistulae of the lachrymal sac by

electrolysis) recommends electrolyses for the dilatation of

strictures of the lachrymal canal and to cure lachrymal
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fistulae. A probe connected with the cathode is introduced

into the canal while the anode, covered with cotton wet with

salt solution, is introduced into the corresponding nostril.

A current of 5 or 6 milliamperes is gradually made and broken.

For the closure of fistulae a platinum wire connected with the

anode is introduced through the fistula so as to touch the probe

in the canal, while the cathode is placed in the nostril. A cur-

rent of 5 milliamperes is used. The sittings continue for from

three to five minutes and are repeated every week. The ad-

vantages of the electrolytic treatment are : it is of shorter dura-

tion than probing ; the sittings are less frequent ; it produces

a permanent dilatation of the lachrymal canal. Many cases

of dacryocystitis and stenosis which have proved obstinate

to the usual methods of treatment can be cured in this manner.

The purulent secretion in blennorrhcea of the lachrymal sac

often disappears after the first sitting. The more rapid heal-

ing of lachrymal fistulae by electrolysis than by probing and
washing seems to be due to the more rapid restoration of the

permeability of the canal and the bactericide action of the

electrolysis. Electrolysis with the cathode for five or six

minutes with a current of 4 or 5 milliamperes gradually in-

creased and diminished by means of the rheostat is absolutely

without danger. Hirschmaxx.

Almblad (518, A case of gumma in the lachrymal sac)

found an indolent tumor in the lachrymal sac of a man forty-

three years old, who had had an overflow of tears in one of his

eyes for twenty years, which on section showed a fatty white

surface. After several weeks of antisyphilitic treatment the

tumor completely disappeared. Hellgren.

X.—ORBITS AND ACCESSORY SINUSES.

519. MoRAX, V. Sarcoma of the orbit and of the middle cerebral

fossa. Hemianopsia and hemianopic pupillary reaction from com-
pression of the optic nerve behind the chiasm. Annales d'ocuUstiqtie,

cxxxviii., p. 264.

520. BoccHi. Contribution to the therapy and pathology of

primary melanosarcoma of the adnexa of the eye. Annali di ottalm.,

1907, fasc, 6, 7, 8.

521. Carlotti. Traumatic arterio -venous aneurysm of the orbit

Soc. d'ophtalmologie de Paris, Nov. 5, 1907.
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522. Eysen, J. Treatment of traumatic pulsating exophthalmos.

Inaug. Diss., Berlin, Jan., 1908.

MoRAx (519, Sarcoma of the orbit and of the middle cere-

bral fossa. Hemianopsia and hemianopic pupillary reaction

from compression of the optic nerve behind the chiasm) met

with, in a man forty years old, a tumor of the middle fossa

which extended into the orbit and by compression of the

right tract caused homonymous hemianopsia and hemianopic

pupillary reaction on the left side. The fibres of the tract

showed no signs of degeneration, although macroscopically

there was a great change of the optic tract from pressure.

The tumor (sarcoma) caused an arching forward of the temple.

Berger.

BoccHi (520, Contribution to the therapy and pathology

of primary melanosarcoma of the adnexa of the eye) reports

two cases of primary melanosarcoma, one of the orbit, the

other of the conjunctiva bulbi. In the first case the ttimor

jutted out beneath the right orbital arch and caused an

exophthalmos forward and downward. It was removed

through an incision in the upper lid without injury to the eye.

The superior rectus must have been taken away with the

tumor. Microscopically it proved to be a melanotic fibro-

sarcoma. The other, of a reddish brown color, situated in

the upper scleral region, where it encroached on the cornea,

was dissected away as deeply as possible from the sclera

and cornea. The diagnosis of melanotic sarcoma was con-

firmed microscopically. Recurrence took place after about

a year when it was again removed and the sclera cauterized.

Bocchi presents his views both as to the relative benignity

of the course in these cases and as to the pigment which

he studied chemically. Calderaro.

Carlotti (521, Traumatic arterio-venous aneurysm of the

orbit) reports a case of traumatic arterio-venous aneurysm

of the orbit in which six injections of gelatine serum pro-

duced a marked improvement. The exophthalmos was de-

creased, the movements of the ball gained an almost normal

excursion with the exception of the abduction, and the patient

was enabled to return to work. Berger.

According to Eysen 's (522, Treatment of traumatic pul-
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sating exophthalmos) compilation of 167 cases, about 4%
recovered spontaneously, 10% were cured, and 6% were im-

proved by finger compression of the carotid. Ligation of

the carotid failed in a quarter of the cases operated on, in

one half it produced only an improvement. Its chances are

about 10% better if performed after preliminary finger com-

pression. The most promising operative treatment is in the

orbit, necessarily after Kroenlein's temporary resection,

ligation of the ophthalmic vein with resection of the vein or

of the aneurysmal sac.

XI.—CONJUNCTIVA.

523. Fox, L. Webster. The radical cure of vernal conjunctivitis.

Ophthalmic Record, Nov., 1907.

524. Posey, W. C. A case of vernal conjunctivitis showing un-

usual corneal complications. Annals of Ophthalmology, Oct., 1907.

525. Re IS, WiLH. An atypical pictiure of vernal catarth with

remarks concerning the histo -pathology of this disease. Klin. Monatsbl.

f. Augenheilkunde, xlv., supplement, p. 144.

526. AxENFELD and RuppRECHT. Comments on the preceding

article of Reis on vascular changes in vernal catarrh. Ibid., p. 172.

527. McKee, H. a clinical study of five hundred cases of con-

junctivitis. Am£r. Jour. Med. Set., Nov., 1907.

528. Wharton, J. The etiology of ophthalmia neonatorum.

Ophth. Review, Nov. and Dec, 1907.

529. V. Herff, O. Can the number of cases of gonorrhoeal oph-

thalmia be diminished? Gynaekologischc Rundschau, No. i, p. 19.

530. Igersheimer, J. Contribution to the pathology of conjunc-

tival diphtheria. Archivj. Ophthalmologic, Ixvii., No. i, p. 162.

531. Noll, H. Diphtheria of the conjunctiva and cornea in an

adult. Archiv f. Augenheilk., lix., No. i, p. 14.

532. Prowazek. Trachoma in Java. Aerztl. Verein, Hamburg,

Nov. 19, 1907.

533. Carbone, a. Trachoma and rhinitis. Giornale delta R.

Accademia di Medicina di Torino, 1907, xiii., fasc. i and 2.

534. Burzew, N. Z. Casuistics of subconjunctival tumors (lipoma,

sarcoma). Westn. Ophthalm., 1907, No. 6.

Fox (523, The radical cure of vernal conjunctivitis) proposes

grattage, scarifying the granulations with a three-bladed

knife and then scrubbing with a tooth-brush. In ten cases

the disease had not recurred after five years and the cure was

permanent. He apparently does not treat the circumcorneal

manifestations. Alling.
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Posey's (524, A case of vernal conjunctivitis showing un-

usual corneal complications) case was marked by irregular

opacities of the cornea, apparently made up of hyaline de-

generation of the epithelium with blood-vessels encroaching

upon the cornea from the limbus. It is possible that such

a condition may have arisen from the energetic treatment

which the patient had previously received in the form of

caustics. Alling.

Reis's (525, An atjrpical picture of vernal catarrh with

remarks concerning the histo-pathology of the disease) case of

vernal catarrh was unilateral and associated with excessive

changes in the tarsal conjunctiva and an ulcer of the cornea.

The proliferations recurred after removal. A peculiar his-

tological condition was present in the endothelia of the vessels,

especially of the small, so-called precapillary arteries and

transition vessels. At the same time very fine, newly formed

fibres penetrated between the increased and swollen intima

endothelia,

AxENFELD and RuppRECHT (526, Comments on the pre-

ceding article of Reis on vascular changes in vernal catarrh)

agree with Reis that vascular changes were present at the

bases of the papillae, but consider his case to be too unusual

to allow the observation to have general value.

The results of McKee's (527, A clinical study of five hun-

dred cases of conjunctivitis) examinations are as follows:

Morax-Axenfeld diplobacillus, 200 times; pneumococcus, 13;

gonococcus, 10; Koch-Weeks, 7; influenza bacillus, 3; menin-

gococcus, i; McKee's bacillus, 9; micrococcus catarrhalis, 12;

streptococcus, 24; staphylococcus, 50; bacillus coli, 5 ; bacillus

xerosis, Hoffman's bacillus, and saprophytes, 102. Negative

results, 64 cases. Alling.

Wharton, J. (528, The etiology of ophthalmia neonatorum)

gives an historical account of the disease, and then discusses

the methods of infection both primary before delivery and

secondary after delivery. He then reviews the nature of

the infection and the micro-organisms discovered in the

discharge. He has personally studied 100 cases, examining

both the child's eyes and the mother's genitalia bacteriologi-

cally. His conclusions are:
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(a) The majority of the cases (in his series 75%) result

from gonococcal infection, and the inflammation is usually

severe. Other organisms, notably pneumococcus, may cause

a milder form of inflammation.

(6) The source of infection is usually an abnormal se-

cretion present in the vaginal tract of the mother.

(c) The absence of leucorrhoea does not exclude gonorrhoea.

(d) Infection may arise from the inoculation with sputum,

filth, etc.

One case of pneumococcal infection was directly traced to

the mother's sputum. T. Harrison Butler.

V. Herff (529, Can the number of cases of gonorrhoea!

ophthalmia be diminished?) has tried protargol, argyrol, and

sophol as prophylactics and recommends sophol, at first in

10% solution, afterwards in 5%, because of the slight amount

of irritation it produces, its certain action, and its durability.

In his practice the blennorrhoeas have decreased about 80%,
while the number of other diseases remain about the same.

Igersheimer's (530, Contribution to the pathology of

conjunctival diphtheria) cases occurred in two children in which

the croupous form of inflammation passed over into the

diphtheritic, thus showing the identity of the two. An
increased supply of blood to the conjunctiva is the first symp-

tom of the inflammation. Then follow formation of mem-
brane and a high-grade anaemia, superficial necrosis, then

deeper necrosis with fibrinous exudation in the tissues of the

lids as deep as the subcutaneous tissue. Only in the dense

connective tissue of the tarsus does the excretion of fibrin

meet with difficulties. Bacteriologically he found indubitable

diphtheria bacilli, and on the surface of the conjunctiva

staphylococci penetrating to different depths into the tissue.

He considers the mixed infection to be the usual form in con-

junctival diphtheria, yet great importance should be ascribed

to the cocci for the appearance of the entire process.

Noll (531, Diphtheria of the conjunctiva and cornea in an

adult) met with a diphtheritic conjunctivitis with virulent

diphtheria bacilli with no signs of the disease elsewhere in a

woman sixty-one years old. There was no rise of temperature

and no great effect on the general condition even at first.

A sickle-shaped ulcer of the cornea, running parallel to its
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margin, formed during the course of the disease, but cleared

up in a short time so that final recovery was with perfect

vision.

The conditions found by Prowazek and Halberstaedter

(532, Trachoma in Java) in fresh cases of trachoma are little

enclosures stained red by Giemsa's method in blue areolas

close to the nucleus of epithelial cells. They enlarge rapidly,

swell, and burst the cells so that the corpuscles enter the

secretion and produce further infection, as was demonstrated

by transference to an orang-outang. Prowazek insists that

it is always the epithelial cells and never the lymphoid cells

of the true follicles that are involved.

CarbonE (533, Trachoma and rhinitis) remarks the fre-

quent coincidence of alterations in the nasal mucous mem-
brane and trachoma. He recalls also the communication

of Basso, to the eighteenth congress of Italian ophthalmolo-

gists, concerning conjunctivitis and pharyngitis granulosa,

according to which 80% of the persons suffering from trachoma

or follicular conjunctivitis have also affections of the throat.

He reports 78 cases of granular conjunctivitis observed

between January and December, igo6, in all of which he

found by macroscopic examination changes in the nasal

mucous membrane varying from simple hyperaemia to hjrper-

trophy, from simple atrophy to ozaena. Although it is not

certain that the nasal affection precedes the eye affection,

yet it is very probable, because it is acknowledged that in-

fection is communicated from the pituitary membrane to the

conjunctiva, but not inversely. According to the author,

the principal means for transmission of the virus is the air

of the room in which the patients are, because it is mixed with

the dust suspended in the air. During respiration the virus

is thus brought upon the Schneiderian membrane, and its

evolution is favored by colds, which alter the bactericide

properties of the nasal secretion, and by the atmospheric

dust itself. When the conjunctiva and pharynx are in-

volved at the same time, we must necessarily assume that

the Schneiderian membrane is affected because it forms the

connection between them. Treatment of the nasal and

pharyngeal mucous membranes should be associated with

the treatment of the eye. Calderaro.
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BuRZEw (534, Casuistics of subconjunctival tumors) re-

ports a case of subconjunctival lipoma of the right eye that

had been present since childhood, in the region of the lower

lobe of the lachrymal gland, about the size of a small bean

and adherent anteriorly to the conjunctiva. He also reports

the case of a subconjunctival sarcoma as large as a pea in the

middle of the upper transition fold in a woman fifty-three

years old. It was a recurrence of a similar growth in the

same place that had been excised two years before. Shortly

before the patient had had a tumor removed from the right

parotid gland which had proved to be a spindle-celled sarcoma

with admixture of pigment. In the subconjunctival tumor

extirpated in a firm capsule the author likewise found a small

quantity of pigment granules. Burzew would consider the

tumors in the parotid as simultaneous with the subcon-

junctival, or as secondary, but not as primary. \

HiRSCHMANN.

XII.—CORNEA AND SCLERA.

535. Goldberg, Hugo. Pigment granules on the inner surface

of the cornea. Archiv f. Augenkeilkunde, Iviii., No. 4, p. 324.

536. Seefelder, R. Peripheral formation of furrows and periph-

eral ectasia of the cornea. Klin. Monatsbl. f. Augenheilk, xlv., No. 2,

P- 573-

537. AxENFELD, Th. Chronic peripheral formation of furrows in

the cornea. Ibid., p. 578.

538. Holmes-Spicer, W. T. Vesicular affections of the cornea

Ophthalmic Review, Nov., 1907.

539. Buchanan, L. On two cases of family degeneration of the

cornea. Ophthalmoscope , Dec, 1907.

540. Bourgeois, A. Injuries of the eye by particles of glass from
champagne bottles. Archives d'ophtalmologie, xxvii., p. 758.

541. Paltracca, E. Fuchs's keratitis disciformis. Annali di

ottalm,ologia, 1907, fasc. 6, 7, 8.

542. Selenkowsky, J. W. Pathogenesis of keratitis neuropara-

lytica. A case of unilateral neiu-oparalytic keratitis with coin-

cident ophthalmoplegia (ptosis) and optic atrophy. Microscopical

examination of the eye. Kussk. Wratsch, 1907, No. 30.

543. Stadfeldt, A. A peculiar case of keratitis in a patient with

gonorrhoea. Thirtieth Meeting of the Ophthalmological Society of

Copenhagen. Reference in Hospitalstid, 1907, p. 11 78.

544. Hesse, R. Technique of tattooing the cornea. Klin.

Monatsbl. f. Augenheilkundc , xlv., No. 2, p. 517.

545. Salzmann. Pathological anatomy and pathology of kerato-

conus. Archiv f. Ophthalmologic, Ixvii., No. i, p. i.
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546. MoNTHus and Descomps. Tuberculous tumor of the

sclera. Soc. d'ophtalmologie de Paris, Nov. 5, 1907.

547. Wernicke. Cysts of the sclera. Arch. f. Augenheilkunde,

lix., No. I, p. 23.

548. Smith, E. T. Notes of a case of episcleritis periodica fugax.

Ophthalmic Review, October, 1907.

Goldberg (535, Pigment granules on the inner surface

of the cornea) finds with the corneal microscope pigment

granules on the posterior surface of the cornea of uninflamed

eyes with increasing frequency after the thirtieth year of life,

in a total of 33% of all eyes, especially in eyes with clear iris

and with cataract. The granules are about 9 micromillime-

tres large, few in number, and sometimes in motion, always

of the color of the iris.

Speaking of a new case of peripheral formation of furrows

and ectasia of the cornea in an eye that had never been in-

flamed, Seefelder (536, Peripheral formation of furrows and

peripheral ectasia of the cornea) says that we have to deal here

with a typical form of a disease based on a peculiar process of

degeneration of the ground substance of the cornea. Covering

with a flap of conjunctiva is considered therapeutically.

AxENFELD (537, Chronic peripheral formation of furrows

in the cornea) has seen the transition of one case into typical

ulcus rodens, and in another case the healing after a cataract

operation was complicated by the furrow so that the margins

of the corneal wound became necrotic.

Holmes-Spicer (538, Vesicular affections of the cornea)

first points out how delicate and exposed is the corneal epi-

thelium. It is loosely attached to the Bowman's membrane.

It consists of five or six layers, each one of which is easily

separated from that below. This ease of detachment is an

important point in the development of vesicular affections.

Reptiles cast their corneal epithelium when they shed their

skins; perhaps the periodic detachment in bulbous keratitis

is a tissue memory of the process. The epithelium may
become separated in acute conjunctivitis, in panophthalmitis.

in keratomalacia, or neuroparalytic keratitis. The action

of cocain affords another example of the case of detachment,

Nervous influence has much to do with the production of

vesicular affections of the cornea.
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Herpes zoster of the fifth nerve is due to inflammation of the

Gasserian ganglion which causes anaesthesia of the cornea

with consequent ulceration. There is in addition a centripetal

irritative influence which, even when the cornea is protected,

may lead to deep keratitis, cyclitis, and hypotony. Probably

the small ulcers which form in herpes are caused by trophic

changes ; they are very resistant to treatment and heal with

difficulty.

Febrile herpes of the cornea is characterized by a sudden

onset with pain and irritation of the eye. A roughness ap-

pears above parts of the cornea caused by a group of vesicles

which follow a long sinuous line, as though following a nerve

;

or they may form a group of eight or ten dots.

Filamentary keratitis is caused by the lids rolling the

epithelium cells into filaments which hang from the cornea.

Dendritic ulcers are seen in two forms. One starts from

a broad base at the limbus, and nms a sinuous, ever-narrowing

course across the cornea, throwing out buds and branches on

each side. The other type is the stellate ulcer of Fuchs. In

each there is partial anaesthesia. They should be treated with

carbolic acid. If this be not enough, absolute alcohol should

be used, but it causes great pain afterwards. In obstinate

cases the whole surface must be rubbed with a roll of fine lint

soaked in alcohol.

Herpes ophthalmicus. In a certain portion of cases vesicles

appear on the cornea. Generally speaking, when the tip of

the nose is affected the cornea suffers.

Relapsing bulbous keratitis follows an injury. A slight

abrasion heals after a few days with simple treatment. After

an interval varying from a few weeks to as many years, there

is an exact reproduction of the effects of the original injury.

A bleb forms and the epithelium is cast off. There are often

several repetitions of this process. In some cases there is

no history of a primary injury; 78% of the cases occur in

females.

Superficial punctate keratitis is a form of general catarrh

of the conjunctiva
;
gray elevations cover the conjunctiva and

the cornea. The disease is rather an infection than a herpes.

BullcB forming in deep corneal affections are of the nature

of epithelial oedema. They are found in the different forms
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of interstitial keratitis, in keratitis profunda, and keratitis

disciformis.

This paper, written by one who has made a profound study

of corneal affections, should be read in the original.

T. Harrison Butler.

Buchanan (539, On two cases of family degeneration of

the cornea) furnishes two more cases of this disease.

A. M., age thirty-four, began to lose sight at nineteen; no

inflammatory attack. This slowly progressed.

The central part of the cornea is occupied by small gray

spots of opacity; the spots at the centre are so close that no

clear tissue remains. V = hand reflex. The periphery was

clear, so an iridectomy was done downwards on each side.

This improved the vision to counting fingers at 10 feet.

W. M., brother of the former patient, age thirty-six. The

corneal condition resembled the brother's. Iridectomy re-

sulted in sufficient improvement for him to return to work.

V = AV-
Later some haze formed in the clear peripheral area, but

this cleared up under dionin and eserin.

Two sisters were similarly affected.

The disease was a form of the "nodular" type of family

degeneration of the cornea. The condition commenced
after puberty. T. Harrison Butler.

Bourgeois (540, Injuries of the eye by particles of glass

from champagne bottles) reports 26 cases of injury to the

eye, including scleral and corneal ruptures, by fragments of

glass from champagne bottles, of which six are given in detail.

In ruptures of the sclera and cornea he recommends the use

of catgut sutures. Berger,

Paltracca (541, Fuchs's keratitis disciformis) concludes

from his clinical observation that Fuchs's keratitis disciformis

commences with an iridocyclitis, which indicates an endoge-

nous origin of this affection, and that the use of injections of

sublimate of mercury, can shorten the course of the disease.

Calderaro.

Selenkowsky's (542, Pathogenesis of keratitis neuro-

paralytica) microscopic examination of an eye with neuro-

paralytic keratitis, protected from traumatism and drying
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by complete ptosis, revealed the following: i. Ulcerative

keratitis with destruction of the epithelium and of the larger

part of the cornea, necrosis of the superficial layers of the

substantia propria corneae, and reactive inflammation and

vascularization of the middle layers. 2. Slight secondary

fibrino-cellular iritis, reactive hyperaemia of the ciliary body
and of the choroid, with exudation of fibrin from the latter.

3. An interstitial process in the optic nerve and papilla,

with secondary degeneration of the nerve fibres and of a part

of the ganglion cells of the retina entirely independent of the

disease in the anterior section of the eye. 4. Bacilli and

cocci present in the most superficial necrosed lamellae of the

cornea. The case described is best explained by the purely

trophic theory. Hirschmann.

Stadfeldt's (543, A peculiar case of keratitis in a patient

with gonorrhcea) patient presented a slight conjunctivitis

with parenchymatous changes in the cornea five or six weeks

after an attack of gonorrhoea. He had never had syphilis.

The keratitis healed rapidly so that in the course of three

weeks the cornea was covered with shining epithelium. There

were slight superficial spots and traces of deep-lying vessels.

Hellgren.

Hesse (544, Technique of tattooing the cornea) has modified

the operation of tattooing in which a central flap is removed
in order to stain its bed black by leaving the flap attached

at one corner in order that it may become re-attached smoothly

over the tattooed field. Accidentally he was enabled to

convince himself microscopically of the re-attachment of the

flap.

Salzmann (545, Pathological anatomy and pathology of

keratoconus) examined the eye of a young, weak-eyed epi-

leptic that had keratoconus, posterior staphyloma, and other

anomalies of formation or development. The conus and
staphyloma appeared to be common polar ectasia that had

developed, without preceding disease in the previously normal

eye, from a fault of development of the centre of the cornea,

which remained backward in firmness or strength when the

rest of the body approached its full growth.

MoNTHUs and Descomps (546, Tuberlcuous tumor of
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the sclera) report a patient twenty-two years old from whom-
de Lapersonne had extirpated a tuberculous tumor of the

sclera and cauterized the surface of the wound with the

galvano-cautery four years before. The eye remained pre-

served, but the patient had since developed a paraplegia in

consequence of tuberculosis of the vertebras. Berger.

Wernicke (547, Cysts of the sclera) discovered by op-

eration a cyst near !the cornea which was not episcleral,

but scleral. It appeared to be a diverticulum of the anterior

chamber formed by the aqueous along a vessel penetrating

the sclera. The inner layer of the sclera sustained the pressure

and bulged outward. The cyst had slowly grown to the size

of a bean. It could not be removed because of danger to the

cornea.

Smith (548, Notes on a case of episcleritis periodica fu-

gax) has had the opportunity in Queensland of treating a case

of this rare condition. Fuchs alone gives a lucid account of

the disease, and the description fits the writer's case. The
attack commences with slight haze of the sight of one eye

accompanied by slight myosis. A day or two later a few

scleral vessels become engorged, and a salmon-colored blush

appears at one spot which is tender. Next day the eye be-

comes painful and there is a neuralgia of the side of the head.

The pain comes on in paroxysms and is very severe. The
eyeball at the affected spot is now exquisitely tender. The

affected area gets more and more engorged till it looks like

raw beef. There is no swelling or node and no chemosis.

After about a week the condition begins to subside.

The condition of the eye is well illustrated by three most

instructive paintings which accompany the article. The

inflammatory state occupies one quarter to one third of the

sclera, on one occasion it covered half the visible sclera.

The author has seen five attacks in this patient ; the second

came on three months after the first, the third four months

later. The average duration of confinement to the house

was sixteen days; the period of disability, seven to twenty-

eight days. At the worst stage the patient had to be kept in a

dark_^room, with the eye covered in with wool and tied up
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with a black silk handkerchief, as the least vestige of light

caused pain. Eye movements caused no additional pain,

proving that Tenon's capsule was not implicated. The pain

was best allayed by hot applications. Local treatment was
unsatisfactory, but Smith seems not to have tried dionin

which has a very useful analgesic action, nor adrenalin which
certainly relieves many cases of scleritis.

Morphia was not tolerated, salicylate of soda, antipyrin,

salicin, salophen, and the alkalies were useless. Quinin, on

the contrary, seemed to cut short the attacks and on several

occasions a full dose aborted the attack. The patient also

lost toxaemic headaches which had been violent for some
time when he took a daily dose of 15 grains of salicylate of

quinin. The patient had suffered from an infective ure-

thritis with metastatic joint affection. He had had a severe

iritis and cystitis. No sign of a past iritis could be seen.

The urethritis appeared on several occasions ; after one attack

he had a general arthritis in which almost all the large joints

participated. He is almost an abstainer from alcohol.

Patient's temperature is often 100° in the afternoon.

Smith considers that the patient was suffering from a

general toxaemia due to the gonococcus. He does not mention

whether or no malarial infection was present. Malaria is

frequent in Queensland, but this patient's blood showed a

leucocytosis, whereas in malaria, at any rate during the febrile

period, a leucopoenia is the rule. The writer's conclusions

are:

1. The disease may exist in a severe form without any
exudate of serum or round cells into the sclera.

2. A period of depressed general health precedes the

attack.

3. The affection may be para-gonorrhoeal in origin.

4. Locally warmth and protection are always necessary;

drugs which act upon the pupil are, as a rule, unnecessary and
probably harmful.

5. The disease is not a fleeting form of episcleritis but a

distinct affection whose not least prominent characteristic

is that the eye is left after the attack in an apparently normal

condition both as regards structure and function.

T. Harrison Butler.
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Sections XIII.-XVIII. Reviewed by Dr. NICOLAI, Berlin.

XIII.—LENS.

549. Kraemer, R. Phakocele. Arch. f. Ophth., Ixvii., p. 41.

550. V. Pflugk. The influence of potassic iodide upon incipient

cataract. Arch. f. Ophthalmologie, Ixvii., pp. 272 and 537.

551. Grauer. The injurious influence of anilin-colored solutions

of sublimate upon the cornea in cataract operations. Third Meeting

of the Northern Ophthalmologists in Christiania, 1907.

552. Jackson, E. The effect of pressure on the healing of the

corneal incision after cataract extraction. Ophthalmic Review, Nov.,

1907.

553. Ulbrich, H. Senile cataract with secondary glaucoma.

Zeitsch. f. Augenheilkuiide , xviii., No. 2, p. 133.

Kraemer (549, Phakocele) divides these cases into two

classes, those following ulcerative keratitis and those follow-

ing traumatism. The first group is the larger, because not so

rarely the lens is pressed forward hernia-like by increased

intraocular tension. He describes a case of traumatic phako-

cele in a woman sixty-one years of age who had received an

injury to her left eye, by means of which the lens was luxated

and the nucleus had closed the wound as if it were a tampon.

Increase of intraocular tension finally drove a portion of the

lens through the opening.

V. Pflugk (550, The influence of potassic iodide upon in-

cipient cataract) has tested the influence of potassic iodide

upon opacities of the lens. In the anatomical portion of the

work he finds that small doses exert a protective influence

upon the epithelium of the lens, but that larger doses are

injurious in their effects. In the clinical portion he shows

that an improvement of vision can be obtained by the use

of iodin in the naphthalin cataracts of rabbits and of prepara-

tions of potassic iodide in cases of senile cataract by the in-

fluence exerted upon the epithelium of the lens. Out of 239

eyes thus treated a large number showed a remarkable im-

provement. He says that the best method is the subcon-

junctival injection with addition of acoin and subsequent

instillations of acoin oil. The therapy seems rational and can

be generally recommended.

Grauer (551, The injurious influence of anilin - colored

solutions of sublimate upon the cornea in cataract operations)
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thinks that the anilin coloring matter in sublimate solutions

can cause an opacity of the cornea if used during cataract

operations.

Jackson (552, The effect of pressure on the healing of the

corneal incision after cataract extraction) draws attention to

the evil effect of pressure on an eye after cataract extraction

in causing the flaps to override each other. He does not

believe that the cornea has any tendency to alter its shape

by virtue of its inherent elasticity. He knows of no behavior

of the cornea at the time of operation that seems to indicate

a "freeing of the corneal lamellae from their state of normal

tension and allowing the corneal flap to spring forward."

At the close of a normal extraction no change of shape can

be demonstrated by Placido's disk. If an excess of cocain

has been used the flap may even tend to collapse. The con-

clusion is that all pressure upon the eyeball should be carefully

avoided after cataract extraction. T. Harrison Butler.

Ulbrich (553, Senile cataract with secondary glaucoma)

reports three cases of secondary glaucoma due to senile

cataract. He divides the cases in which senile cataract and

glaucoma are associated into three classes: (i) those in which

cataract appears in an eye blinded by glaucoma on account

of defective nutrition of the lens; (2) those in which an

eye with senile cataract is attacked by glaucoma, or the re-

verse, without any etiological relation; and (3) those in

which the cataractous lens is the cause of the glaucoma by
its swelling. Treatment consists of iridectomy and ex-

traction of the lens, best performed in two operations in

order to avoid the danger of intraocular hemorrhage.

XIV—IRIS.

554. KuEMMELL, R. Genesis of epithelial cysts within the eye,

especially of the iris. Klin. Monatsblaetier f. Augenheilkunde, xlv..

No. 2, p. 421.

555. Yamaguchi, H. Coloboma of the iris upward and inward.

Klin. Monatsblaetter f. Augenheilkunde, xlv., No. 2, p. 590.

556. Buchanan, L. Rupture of the pectinate ligament. Oph-

thalmoscope, Nov., 1907.

557. LuBowsKi, E. Clinical contribution to the study of tuber-

culous uveitis. Klin. Monatsblaetter f. Augenheilkunde, xlv., No. a,

P- 539-
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558. Sgrosso, E. Spontaneous cure of tuberculous iritis. Its

prognosis. Archivio di ottalmologia, 1907.

KuEMMELL (554, Genesis of epithelial cysts within the eye,

especially of the iris) examined microscopically an eye with

a cicatricial staphyloma that followed a perforating ulcus

serpens, enucleated from a patient sixty years of age because

of increase of tension, and could follow the advancing pro-

liferation of epithelium in the eye with formation of a cyst

of the iris. The condition was confirmatory of Stoelting's

theory, according to which the epithelium overran the divided

capsule and helped to form the cyst, while subsequently the

cavity became closed at the corneal end. The wound, which
remained open a long time in this case, was covered over

with epithelium; the wound canal was invaginated, and a

vesicle was formed. A complete occlusion with a true cyst

was not present because of the width of the canal.

Yamaguchi (555, Coloboma of the iris upward and inward)

describes an atypical coloboma of the iris upward and inward

and considers it to be a fault of development, although the

faults in the closure of the foetal eye-cleft below are more
frequent. The genesis of the atypical coloboma is uncertain,

but the theory of foetal inflammation appears to be generally

refuted.

Buchanan, L. (556, Rupture of the pectinate ligament),

supplies an article, illustrated by micro-photographs, referring

to rupture of the pectinate ligament. The number of cases

is small, but probably the injury is more frequent than the

records indicate.

The ligamentum pectinatum iridis is the true tendon of

the ciliary muscle. It extends radially forwards from the

ciliary muscle to be inserted at the periphery of the cornea.

The spaces between its fibres are the "spaces of Fontana,

"

and it forms the posterior wall of the canal of Schlemm. The
external surface of the ciliary body has but slight connection

with the inner surface of the sclera, and during accommodation
the ciliary body slides upon the sclera. If the ligament be

ruptured, throwing the canal of Schlemm directly into the

anterior chamber, there is nothing to keep the ciliary body
in position. Rupture of the ligamentum pectinatum, then,

implies displacement of the ciliary body. The ligament re-
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inforces the sclera at its weakest part; rupture of the sclera

is accompanied by partial rupture of the ligament.

The rupture is generally the result of a blow with a blunt

object which indents the eyeball. The effect is that the

ciliary body slips back along the sclera, and if the rupture

be extensive it may fall back into the vitreous chamber.

The canal of Schlemm ultimately becomes obliterated and

conduces to the production of secondary glaucoma. The

ciliary body unless displaced into the vitreous becomes at-

tached to the sclera by fibrous tissue. The lens is usually

dislocated.

The clinical appearances vary according to the extent of

the injury. Immediately after the injury the anterior cham-

ber is generally full of blood, which completely masks the

characteristic signs. Later on when the hyphaema has be-

come absorbed the anterior chamber is seen to be of uneven

depth and the pupil is no longer circular.

If the rupture be of small extent the pupil will be dis-

placed to one side whilst the pupillary margin is visible all

round. With an extensive rupture we get different appear-

ances. The iris may be torn from the ciliary body, or the

iris may be carried back with the ciliary body; then the

chamber will be very deep at the spot where the rupture has

occurred. There may be extensive mydriasis at a very early

stage.

There is generally much pain and increased tension.

The prognosis is bad, the tension remains high, and event-

ually the eye shrinks if not previously excised.

T. Harrison Butler.

LuBowsKi (S57, Clinical contribution to the study of tu-

berculous uveitis) relates two clinical histories which indicate

the importance of tuberculosis as an etiological factor in

uveitis. Beyond doubt the process is localized by preference

in the uvea, and the vascular chorioid is well suited for the

formation of tuberculous foci. Often the foci cannot be seen

in the peripheral part of the chorioid; sometimes they are

absent and the process is then localized wholly in the sclera.

In both cases tuberculin was injected and the nature of the

disease proved characteristic. In any case, even when no
nodules can be found in the iris or in the pectinate ligament.
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a deeper -lying focus should be thought of and treatment

directed accordingly. It appears as if these processes that

begin in the chorioid or ciliary body have a greater tendency

to involve the deep layers of the cornea than those that begin

in the sclera. Injections of tuberculin, both as a test and for

treatment, seem to the author to be of great importance and

very useful in these cases.

Sgrosso (558, Spontaneous cure of tuberculous iritis) re-

ports a clinical case of so-called benign tuberculosis of the

iris met with in a boy six years old, which recovered spon-

taneously, leaving behind atrophy of the tissue in place of

the reabsorbed tuberculous nodules, atrophy of the remaining

parts of the iris, false cataract, and a slight atrophy of the

globe. Little fragments of the substance extracted from

the anterior chamber he inoculated into the anterior chambers

of both eyes of a rabbit. This experiment not only confirmed

the diagnosis of tuberculosis, but also showed that the in-

oculation of cheesy masses taken from the eye of the patient

was followed, first, by resorption, and then by a new formation

of tubercles in the iris and the ciliary body and a virulent

development, in contrast to the course of the tuberculous iritis

in the boy from whom it had been taken. Three months
after the enucleation of its eye the rabbit was killed and its

organs examined, but in no other organ could the existence

of tuberculosis be detected. He concludes with the state-

ment that the prognosis of an exhausted tuberculosis of the

iris may be not so favorable as it appears at the first glance,

because Koch's bacilli may have entered other organs or

tissues even when the intraocular tuberculous focus appears

clinically healed. Calderaro.

XV.—CHORIOID.

559. Behse, E. The anatomical construction of the conus and

the changes in the chorioid in the myopic eye. Arch. f. Ophth., Ixvii.,

P- 379-

560. Bertozzi, a. Congenital changes of the chorioid, ciliary

region, and iris. Annali di ottalmologia, 1907, fasc. 6, 7, 8, pp. 391-550.

561. Velhagen, C. H. a case of partial tearing away of the

retina from the papilla in detachment of the retina due to sarcoma of

the chorioid. KHn. M onatsblacttcr f. Augcnheilkunde , xlv., No. 2,

p. 437-
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Behse (559, The anatomical construction of the conus

and the changes in the chorioid in the myopic eye) comes to

the following conclusions: i. The conus is produced by
circumscribed atrophy of the chorioid and of the pigment

epithelium due to a stretching of the chorioid in this region.

2. The atrophic patches, both chorioidal and retinal, in the

myopic eye are connected with stretching of the capsule

through the reduced resistance of the sclera. The chorioidal

patches may occur with or without lacerations of the elastic

lamina. The chorioidal and retinal patches can scarcely

be clearly distinguished apart ophthalmoscopically because

the pigmentations are very similar. Besides, the chorioid

presents white spots with pigmented margins, or bright

white patches with indistinct margins.

Bertozzi (560, Congenital changes of the chorioid, ciliary

region, and iris) remarks that the number of rcported\cases of

congenital changes in the chorioid, ciliary region, and iris

is quite large, and that we have detailed clinical and histo-

logical descriptions of almost all these manifold anomalies.

Still little is known of their etiology. He inclines to the

theory that these changes are of inflammatory origin, in

favor of which he quotes seme cases in which there were in-

dubitable traces of inflammation during intra-uterine life.

But there was no uniformity as to the nature of the inflam-

matory process. He summarizes the results of his study as

follows : I. In the present state of our knowledge it is im-

possible to ascribe the congenital changes in the chorioid,

ciliary region, and iris to a single pathogenesis. 2. The

occurrence of an inflammatory process acting upon the eye

during its development seems to furnish the most logical

and best explanation of these congenital changes. 3. Even

when a certain importance is ascribed to heredity in the

etiology of the congenital alterations in question, this is

usually in connection with an infectious disease of the parents.

4. New studies and researches are necessary to clear up the

subject. Calderaro.

Velhagen (561, A case of partial tearing away .of the

retina from the papilla in detachment of the retina due to

sarcoma of the chorioid) enucleated an eye containing a

sarcoma of the chorioid and examined it microscopically.
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The detachment of the retina was produced by an exudate

between the two membranes, so that in this case the cause

was the vis a tergo and not the tension of the shrunken

vitreous. At the same time he found a tearing away of the

retina, something which has been seldom observed. It must

be assumed that at first little adhesions were formed between

the chorioid and retina, which were loosened only in part by
the rapidly accumulating exudate and in some places caused

lacerations. This case is worthy of note in the consideration

of the theory of the origin of a detachment of the retina.

XVI.—VITREOUS.

562. C.^LDERARO. Suppurative metastatic panophthalmitis from

staphylococcus pyogenes albus. Bacteriological and experimental

study. La Clinica oculistica, Oct., 1907.

563. BoccHi. Extraction of a cysticercus from the vitreous. Re-

port of the Nineteenth Congress of the Italian Ophthalmol. Soc, October,
1907.

Calderaro (562, Suppurative metastatic panophthalmitis

from staphylococcus pyogenes albus. Bacteriological and

experimental study) reports a case of metastatic purulent

panophthalmitis from a furuncle at the root of the nose

between the eyebrows. The bacteriological examination of

the blood taken from the tip of the finger and from the orbit

during the enucleation was negative. On the contrary,

numerous staphylococci were present in dry preparations of

the contents of the eye and of the pus from the furuncle.

Cultures from the same material showed pure cultures of the

staphylococcus pyogenes albus. The inoculation of rabbits

produced panophthalmitis after three days.

This is the first time that metastatic panophthalmitis has

been reported as due to the staphylococcus pyogenes albus;

it has usually been due to the aureus and in a few cases to the

citreus.

The histologic examination revealed a purulent retinitis

and chorioiditis, the former more marked than the latter.

Aside from this the intraocular infection followed a course

that was not violent, probably because of the lesser degree of

virulence of the staphylococcus pyogenes albus found in the

pure culture. Calderaro.
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BoccHi (563, Extraction of a cysticercus from the vitreous)

first withdrew the vitreous with a syringe, then extracted the

•cysticercus, sutured the wound, and finally re-injected the

vitreous.

XVII.—GLAUCOMA.

564. BuLsoN, A. E., Jr. Glaucoma after cataract extraction

with iridectomy. Ophthalmic Record, Nov., 1907.

565. Blessig, E. F. Etiology and general treatment of the so-

called inflammatory glaucoma. Westn. Ophthalm., 1907, No. 6.

566. Terson, a. Pathogeny of glaucoma. Societc beige d'oph-

talntol., Meeting Nov. 24, igo;.

567. RoLLET. Drainage of the anterior chamber with a thread

to prevent increase of tension and pain. Revue gCnerale d'ophtahnol.,

xxvi., p. 289.

568. QuERENGHi. Results of sclero choriotomy in the treatment

of glaucoma. Nineteenth Congress of the Italian OphtheUmological

Society, Parma, Oct. i, 1907. ^

569. BjERRU.M, J. A contribution to the treatment of glaucoma.

Third Meeting of the Northern Ophthalmologists in Christiania, 1907.

570. Henderson, T. On so-called filtering cicatrices in the

treatment of glaucoma. Ophthalmoscope, Dec, 1907.

BuLsox (564, Glaucoma after cataract extraction with

iridectomy) does not believe that high pressure in these cases

is due to entanglement of the iris or of the capsule in the scar,

as commonly supposed, but rather to alteration of the con-

stitution of the aqueous, which by its increased density

blocks up the outlet. He relates two cases of extraction

which did well for a number of weeks and then as the result

of secondary glaucoma came to enucleation. Alling.

Blessig (565, Etiology and general treatment of the so-

called inflammatory glaucoma) asserts that every glaucoma-

tous attack presents the character of a severe acute or chronic

disturbance of the intraocular circulation, that the patho-

logical changes found are to be explained as the causes and

not as the consequence of the glaucomatous symptoms,

and that it forms only a local symptom of the general disease

or disturbance of innervation of the vascular system of the

organism. Gout and syphilis, which predispose to glaucoma,

exercise their influence through changes in the vascular

system. When either of these diseases is present a specific

treatment is necessary. The syphilitic basis in glaucoma
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shows itself not rarely in the combination of glaucoma^

deafness, and a saddle-shaped nose, a characteristic triad. The
author does not undervalue myotics and admits that in

certain cases operative treatment is contra-indicated, but

insists on the performance of an iridectomy in the earliest

possible stage of an inflammatory glaucoma. The operation

is certainly the most immediately necessary, but it may be an

error to rely upon it alone. Medical treatment should be

given not to the glaucomatous eye alone, but to the entire

man who is suffering from this disease. Better results may
then be obtained. Hirschmann.

After an introduction in which Terson (566, Pathogeny

of glaucoma) considers glaucoma as a symptom complex, an

oedema in different relations, so that it cannot be properly

spoken of as a disease sui generis, he mentions the causes,

heredity, sex, the predisposition of the Jewish race, the

tendency of gout and rheumatism to its production, the oc-

casional influence of syphilis, weakened conditions of the

nervous system, and especially the influence of irritant patho-

logical conditions, such as cutaneous eruptions, asthma,

emphysema, dyspepsia, diseases of the kidneys and of the

heart, and arteriosclerosis. Hypermetropia is also fre-

quently the basis of a glaucoma. Then he mentions oc-

casional causes, such as the influence of the weather, diseases

and straining of the eyes, and general diseases, including

concussions of the nervous system. Buphthalmia with its

congenital origins is also mentioned. The relations of the

blood pressure to glaucoma, particularly in the chronic and

hemorrhagic forms, are then considered. Sometimes arterio-

sclerosis and functional disturbances of the kidneys are

present as complications. The influence of the lowered

blood pressure upon the intraocular tension is also spoken

of. It must be borne in mind that the blood pressure, whether

raised or lowered, is only one of the factors that take part in

the pathogenesis of 'glaucoma together with many others.

The question what part the change of fluid in the eye plays

needs thorough investigation, for, as Cantonnet says, the

rules of osmosis cannot alone explain the origin of glaucoma,

but many factors of general nature are involved. Histological

examinations cannot reveal the condition in the fresh stage,.
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or in the chorioid and ciliary body; it is often impossible to

determine correctly organic changes because the pathological

conditions are fleeting and transient, like congestions. Thera-

peutically he praises dionin, less so adrenalin. Cold appli-

cations are borne better than warm. Surgical interventions

begin with paracentesis in its manifold variations and include

the action of iridectomy with a filtration cicatrix. Oph-
thalmomalacia is the opposite condition to glaucoma and it

is probable that the two are related through a similar cause.

Finally the author describes the various forms of glaucoma,

primary, acute and chronic, and secondary. Experimental

work in glaucoma has explained much, particularly with

regard to the mutual relations of general and ocular diseases.

They are of importance in the pathogenesis of glaucoma
because cause and effect can be recognized through very

careful control in all stages. \

RoLLET (567, Drainage of the anterior chamber with a
thread to prevent increase of tension and pain) reports a case

of subacute and acute glaucoma in which he secured drainage

of the anterior chamber and so prevented pain and an in-

crease of tension by the introduction of a thread. A transient

hypotony (T-2) was obtained. Berger.

QuERENGHi (568, Results of sclero-choriotomy in the treat-

ment of glaucoma) performs a paracentesis of the posterior

chamber in order to favor the circulation in the perichorioidal

space. Out of 43 patients 40 were cured, a very remarkable

result. Eserin and other means to reduce tension were also

employed. Berger.

BjERRUM (569, A contribution to the treatment of glaucoma)

since 1905 has made the puncture by preference 4 to Smm
peripherally from the cornea repeatedly in sclerotomy for

glaucoma. The result was good in 10 out of 14 eyes with

simple glaucoma. Myotics were used in most cases after

the operation. Of 10 eyes with buphthalmos in children

8 retained their vision and had normal tension. Prolapse

into the puncture occurred in three cases. Hellgren.

Henderson (570, On so-called filtering cicatrices in the

treatment of glaucoma) discusses the operations of Lagrange

and Herbert who claim to relieve glaucoma by producing
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''filtering cicatrices.'' Professor Lagrange snips off a piece

of the corneal flap with scissors, and so makes a more or less

wide gap ; Herbert cuts off a similar piece subconjunctivally,

and leaves it in situ as a corneal graft. Incisions in the

limbus heal
; first by mediate union of the conjunctival flap

which prevents the usual downgrowth of surface epithelium

;

finally by a downgrowth of vascular subconjunctival tissue

into the wound. At this stage the wound is a " filtering area,
'

'

but not for long, for the posterior corneal endothelium grows

in and seals the wounds. Henderson has examined aphakic

and iridectomized eyes, and in all cases the cicatrix was firm

and lined by endothelium, thus precluding all possibility of

"filtration.'' The author states that the success of the op-

eration does not lie in the filtering wound but in the accom-

panying iridectomy. The reason according to him for the

curative effect of von Graefe's iridectomy lies in the fact

that the cut iris never undergoes any reparative process but

always remains a raw, open wound, as when first cut, acting

as a permanent filtering area through which the aqueous

can drain away. The efficacy of this drainage area depends

upon the operation being done before atrophy of the iris

stroma has progressed too far. See the Ophthalmic Review,

July, 1907.

In the following number of the Ophthalmoscope Herbert

writes a letter in which he states that he has in India at the

time several patients with obvious "filtering cicatrices," the

result of his operation. T. Harrison Butler.

XVIIL—SYMPATHETIC OPHTHALMIA.

571. Lenz. Anatomical studies of both eyes in a case of sympa-
thetic ophthalmia. 79 Vers, deutscher Naturforscher und Aerzte,

Dresden, Sept. 18, 1907.

It is rarely that opportunity offers for the examination

of a sympathetic and of the sympathy producing eye. Lenz

(571, Anatomical studies of both eyes in a case of sympathetic

ophthalmia) describes the histological examination of such

a case. With regard to the infiltration, which was common
to both eyes in the same degree, at first the cells come from

the blood current, in small part from the lymph current,

and wander out; later there is a formation of lymphocytes
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in the tissue, arising probably from Marchand's adventitia

cells, the so-called leucocytoid cells. In the retina of the

sympathetically inflamed eye there were occlusions of vessels

and capillaries produced by lymphocytes, leucocytes, and
loosened endothelium. About the vessels was a mantle of

round cells. The veins contained, centrally rather than

peripherally, thrombotic masses which narrowed the lumen.

Hence in this patient, who did not suffer from arteriosclerosis,

the process was an embolic one, the origin of which must be

sought in the other eye. This view would lead to the theory

of a metastatic origin of sympathetic ophthalmia. The
disease starts in the posterior segment of the globe, in the

chorioid, and later attacks the uvea in the anterior portion of

the eye.

Sections XIX.-XXII. Reviewed by Dr. H. MEYER,
Brandenburg.

XIX.—RETINA AND FUNCTIONAL DISTURBANCES.

572. Cabannes. The relations of pigmentary retinitis to hereditary

retrobulbar optic neuritis. Arch, d'ophial., xxvii., p. 642.

573. PiNCus, F. Complete restoration of function after apo-

plexia sanguinea retinae (thrombosis vense centralis). Klin. Monatsbl.

f. Augenheilkunde , xlvii., p. 568.

Cabannes (572, The relations of pigmentary retinitis to

hereditary retrobulbar optic neuritis) observed in three brothers

the onset of visual disturbances between the ages of five and

fourteen. In the first case there was retinitis pigmentosa

with optic neuritis and central scotoma. In the second

and third cases there was a neuro-papillitis that resulted in

optic atrophy. The sister of the three patients had normal

eyes. The author concludes from these cases that there is

a close relation between retinitis pigmentosa and hereditary

retrobulbar neuritis. The latter can be caused by a chronic

basal meningitis which may be recognized from the onset of

severe headache, vomiting, and the simultaneous disturbances

of vision. Berger.

PiNcus (573, Complete restoration of function after apo-

plezia sanguinea retinae) observed large retinal hemorrhages

from thrombosis of the central vein in a patient forty-six
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years old on August 21, 1905. These disappeared under
treatment so that on April 25, 1906 the vision was f and all

disturbances had disappeared except for a certain overfilling

of the veins. In May, 1906, the vision was normal and the

fundus normal, except for a little tortuosity of the retinal

veins. Pincus ascribes this extremely fortunate result to a

canalization of the thrombus. The theory of a compression

in the sheath of the optic nerve is rejected.

XX.—OPTIC NERVE.

574. Zade. Two peculiar cases of congenital anomaly of the

entrance of the optic nerve. Klin. Monatsbl. f. Augenheilkunde, xlv.,

J^o. 2, p. 435.

575. Handwerck, C. Transient oedema of the optic papilla, a

localization of circumscribed oedema. Mitenchener med. Wochen-

schrift, 1907, p. 2332.

576. Williamson, L. Homonymous quadrant anopsia. Amer.

Jour, of Ophthalmology, Dec, 1907.

577. Stieren, Edw. Surgical interference in choked disc. Oph-
thal. Record, March, 1908.

Zade (574, Two peculiar cases of congenital anomaly of

the entrance of the optic nerve) depicts a case of bilateral

coloboma of the optic nerve. In the left eye there was a deep

funnel-shaped excavation of the papilla with gray discolora-

tion and full normal vision. The coloboma therefore could

not be larger than the normal papilla. The second case

showed a circumpapillary excavation of the posterior segment

of the globe. In the midst of the papilla was a white spot

which corresponded to a myopia of 15 D. The red tissue

surrounding this white showed a myopia of from 8 to 10 D.

The vessels ran over the margin of the crater without bend-

ing at too sharp an angle. Quite peripherally there was a

bright ring formed from numerous fine spots. A satis-

factory ophthalmoscopic explanation of this picture is not

given.

Handwerck's (575, Transient oedema of the optic papilla,

a localization of circumscribed oedema) case was that of a

woman seventy years of age who after gastric disturbance

and subsequent transient Quincke's oedema of the tongue

developed an oedema of the left optic papilla that lasted 2i^

weeks. To judge from Cassiver's cases this was a case of
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autointoxication. The subjective symptoms were the seeing

of falling white leaves, later of dark spots. The symptoms

disappeared completely at the end of 2^ weeks. They lasted

so long because the metabolism could not carry on the re-

sorption through the narrow bony canal as rapidly as else-

where. Cerebral symptoms have often been observed in

cases of acute circumscribed oedema the causes of which

have been supposed to be transitory swellings in the cerebrum.

The possibility of this sort of origin is confirmed by this case,

and it is therefore one of general importance.

Williamson (576, Homonymous quadrant anopsia) found

a quadrant defect in the fields of each eye downward and to

the left. The patient was a man of sixty with evidences of

arteriosclerosis. If one lesion is presupposed it must neces-

sarily be located behind the chiasm, and the absence of asso-

ciated symptoms except hallucinations of vision leads the

author to believe that it lay in the calcarine fissure. Hem-
orrhage or embolism seems to be the most probable diagnosis.

Alling.

Stieren (577, Surgical interference in choked disc) enters

a plea for the more general use of the decompression operation

in cases of choked disc due to increased intracranial pressure.

He favors opening of the skull and dura mater as soon as the

diagnosis of pressure can be established, and instituting

medical treatment afterward, in case the tumor can not be

removed, as there is always a possibility of retrogression.

Regarding the preservation of vision, much depends upon

the appearance of the fundus previous to the operation. If

there are signs of degeneration of the retina, especially at the

macula, the prognosis is necessarily bad. (Edema of the

nerve and retina, hemorrhages, and even large exudates may
not be inconsistent with a good result. He relates three

cases. I. Jacksonian epilepsy with traumatic and specific

history, choked disc, and headache. The latter were relieved

by the operation but the epilepsy was not affected. 2. Sar-

coma of the superior parietal convolution, Jacksonian epilepsy,

choked disc, and paralysis of the right motor oculi. Two
operations. Relief of paralysis and papillitis for two years.

3. Tumor of the right cerebral lobe arising in the optic thal-

amus. Convulsions, headache, choked disc, and sixth nerve
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paralysis. Relief of paralysis and papillitis until death

which occurred three years after. Alling.

XXI.—INJURIES, FOREIGN BODIES, PARASITES.

578. Cauer. Two cases of indirect rupture of the superior tarsus.

Klin. Monatsbl. f. Augenheilkunde, xlv., p. 80.

579. Shumway, a. E. Double perforations of the eyeball by me-
tallic foreign bodies. Annals of Ophthalmology, Oct., 1907.

580. Lopez, F. History of a case of subretinal cysticercus.

Annals of Ophthalmology, Oct., 1907.

581. Snell, Simeon. Woxxnds and injuries of the eyeball, eyelids,,

and orbit. British Medical Journal, Dec. 7, 1907.

Cauer (578, Two cases of indirect rupture of the superior

tarsus) saw two rare cases of rupture of the upper lid, one

shortly after the other. The first injury was caused by a

hanging iron curtain-rod, the second by a blow from a ring.

Healing took place in both cases without the use of a suture.

Shumway's (579, Double perforations of the eyeball by

metallic foreign bodies) case presented a typical history in that

the eye after a double perforation became quiet for two weeks.

Then a fresh inflammation appeared in the form of an irido-

cyclitis and an infection which passed back along the optic

nerve to the meninges. The eye was enucleated, and the

foreign body found behind the eyeball in the place indicated

by the X-ray. Alling.

Lopez (580, History of a case of subretinal cysticercus)

successfully extracted a cysticercus which was under the

retina near the optic nerve. Access to the posterior segment

of the eyeball was obtained through a conjunctival wound
above with tenotomy of the superior rectus. An incision

was made in the sclera and then in the chorioid and the parasite

was removed without rupture of the retina. The media

remained transparent, but a large patch of chorioidal atrophy

and nerve atrophy have reduced the vision to fingers.

Alling.

Snell (581, Wounds and injuries of the eyeball, eyelids,

and orbit) in a Post-Graduate Lecture remarked that the

subject was an important one to general practitioners, more

especially with reference to Workmen's Compensation Acts.

Wounds of the eyelids heal rapidly and for this reason if not
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immediately and skilfully treated were apt to lead to great

deformity. Exact apposition should be obtained, and the

lid line exactly restored.

Blows. These can occasion immediate blindness, a fracture

having occurred near the optic foramen. The chorioid may
be ruptured with an intact globe. Proptosis may be caused

by an orbital hemorrhage; or enophthalmos may result, but

this is rare.

Injuries of the cornea. Slight traumata from foreign

bodies common in many trades often lead to severe hypopyon

ulcers. Snell cauterizes with a platinum cautery heated in

a spirit lamp. Sympathetic ophthalmia can follow an ulcer

of this kind. If a traumatic cataract follow penetration of

a foreign body it is wise to wait till the inflammatory reaction

has subsided before operation, but if hypotony supervene

the lens matter must be evacuated. Some surgeons prefer

to wait for absorption to remove the lens but Snell extracts.

Wounds of the sclerotic. Snell draws the edges together

by a suture of the conjunctiva. An eye ruptures from a

blow at its thinnest part, behind the corneo-scleral junction.

Snell 's experience is that these cases do badly. The eye

shrinks and should then be removed early, as it is a menace to

its fellow.

Foreign bodies. A deep-seated foreign body in the cornea

may be removed by passing a keratome behind it, and using it

as a background. If a foreign body has penetrated the globe

it must be removed. The fact that the X-ray picture does

not show a shadow of a piece of metal docs not in all cases

preclude the possibility of its presence. Snell is satisfied

with his hand magnet. He finds that the later results of

leaving a foreign body in situ are not good. He remarks

that many varieties of steel now manufactured are non-

magnetic. Manganese steel is diamagnetic, cromium steel

is less magnetic than ordinary steel. Nickel steel is magnetic,

but the addition of a little manganese renders it non-magnetic.

One should always inquire as to the variety of steel under

question.

Sympathetic ophthalmitis. This disease is less common
than it was before antiseptics were used. If a wound of the

ciliary region be cleared of all iris entanglement, it may be
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saved ; but a lost eye should be enucleated as soon as possible.

Snell has had 4 cases in which the disease appeared in spite

of enucleation. Only one case was of a mild character, the

other three were practically lost. 7% of blind children in

the Sheffield School for the blind owed their blindness to

sympathetic ophthalmitis. T. Harrison Butler,

XXII.—OCULAR DISTURBANCES IN GENERAL DISEASE.

Reviewed by Prof. HUMMELSHEIM, Bonn.

582. WiDMARK, J. Three cases of toxic amblyopia with unusual

etiology. Hygeia Sv. Laekaresaellsk. foerhandl., 1907, p. 6.

583. BuMKE, Oswald. Physiology and pathology of pupillary

movements. Med. Klinik, 1907, p. 1221.

584. Frenkel, H. Liimbar puncture in optic neuritis with cranial

hypertension. Annales d'oculistique, cxxxix., p. i.

585. RoDiET, A., Pansier, P., and Caus, F. The treatment of

concomitant lesions of the ocular apparatus in the therapeusis of epilepsy.

Recueil d'ophtalmologie, xxix., p. 625.

586. ScHiECK, F. Albuminuric retinitis. Report of the Thirty-

fourth Meeting of the Ophthalmological Society in Heidelberg, 1907,

p. 177.

587. Tychsen, C. The prognostic importance of albuminuric

xetinitis. Hospitalstid, 1907, p. 765.

588. CosMETTATOs. Corneal complications of measles. Arch,

d'ophtal., xxviii., p. 299.

589. Landolt, Marc. The syndrome of Bitot. Arch, d'oph-

talmologie, xxviii., p. 29.

590. Langmead, F. a note on certain pupillary signs in chorea.

Lancet, Jan. 18, 1908.

Widmark (582, Three cases of toxic amblyopia with unusual

etiology) reports three cases of toxic amblyopia, two caused

by abuse of coffee, the third possibly by poisoning from paper

containing arsenic. Recovery followed the discontinuance

of coffee in the first two cases, and the administration of

potassic iodide in the last. Hellgren.

Dilatation of the pupil from psychic and sensory irritations

is absent in about 60% of the cases of dementia prascox

according to Bumke (583, Physiology and pathology of

pupillary movements). In katatonic stupor (A. Westphal)

the pupils are sometimes transiently elliptic and react slowly

or not at all. Similar disturbances are met with in hysteria

in which absolute immobility of the pupil may occur, usually
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with maximal mydriasis or myosis, in the latter case very

frequently associated with spasm of the convergence. In one

case Biimke ascribes the immobility of the pupil to reduction

of the tonus of the sphincter by cocain and homatropin.

Immobile dilated pupils also are present in simple fainting.

Frenkel (584, Lumbar puncture in optic neuritis with

cranial hypertension) observed complete recovery after two

lumbar punctures in a patient twenty-one years of age who had

neuroretinitis with choked disc, amblyopia, diplopia, ptosis,

and photophobia. Two intramuscular injections of mercury

were made before the lumbar punctures. Frenkel thinks that

this was a case of serous meningitis accompanied by hys-

terical symptoms, blepharospasm, epileptic attacks, partial

anaesthesias and hyperesthesias and tachycardia. Berger.

RoDiET, Pansier, and Caus (585, The treatment of concomi-

tant lesions of the ocular apparatus in the therapeusis of

epilepsy) have examined the eyes in fifty cases of idiopathic

epilepsy not during the attacks. After the attacks they

always found a slight mydriasis frequently associated with

anomalies of the light reflex (paradoxical reflex, hippus). In

the fundus they found a venous hyperaemia, frequently with

superficial hemorrhages in the papilla, which lasted for an

hour or two, after bad attacks even as long as twelve hours.

In the interval between attacks they found an irregular

contraction of the visual field, frequently sector shaped, never

hemianopic. The contraction of the visual fields was in-

creased after the attacks. They also found pale papillae

and slight neuritic changes in cases in which the epilepsy

had lasted a long time. Berger.

Schieck (586, Albuminuric retinitis) describes clinically

and anatomically two cases of retinitis albuminurica in

pregnancy which go to show that the assumption of the

etiological importance of serious vascular changes for the

retinal disease is incorrect. Obliterating processes were

either not present at all or present only in traces in the retinal

vessels and in the vessels elsewhere in the body. The sub-

stance of the retina exhibited serious degenerative changes

which he ascribed to a toxic action upon the retinal elements.

Vascular changes favor the onset of the retinitis.

Tychsen (587, The prognostic importance of albuminuric
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retinitis) has investigated sixty cases of nephritis in order

to determine how long a patient may expect to live after

albuminuric retinitis can be diagnosed. In his statistics he

does not take into account the albuminuric retinitis of preg-

nancy nor the retinitis met with in acute infectious diseases.

He finds that three fourths of the patients die within the first

two years and the majority of these within the first year.

CosMETTATOs (588, Comcal complications of measles) ob-

served during and following measles the bilateral keratitis

exanthematica described by Trantas. Also, only following

measles, one to thirty days after recovery, severe keratitis

with ulceration, which in two cases went on to panophthal-

mitis and phthisis bulbi. In two cases the predominant

microbes were pneumococci. In all the cases the keratitis

was unilateral. In five cases there was perforation of the

cornea with prolapse of the iris, in one ulcer of the cornea

with hypopyon. In one case death occurred from meningitis.

Berger.

Marc Landolt (589, A note on certain pupillary signs in

chorea) observed in a working man twenty-nine years old,

recently released from prison, hemeralopia and xerophthalmos,

which he ascribed exclusively to insufficient nutrition. The
lighting of the prison cells was good. Berger.

Langmead (590, A note on certain pupillary signs in chorea)

has noticed the following conditions of the pupil in chorea:

Hippus. In severe cases of the ordinary sthenic type of

chorea the iris movements are extraordinarily wide and rapid.

This is explained by the jerky movements of the eyeballs,

and the consequent varying amount of light which falls upon

the retina, and is also due to the accommodation reflex for the

many objects looked at.

Abnormal accomtnodation reflex. The reaction may be

asynchronous on the two sides, one contracting while the

other remains dilated.

This is especially the case when the pupils are unequal,

the larger reacting more slowly.

Myosis. Contraction of the pupil to light and convergence

is ill-sustained, and this fatigue may be unequal, one may
tire out and dilate, the other remaining contracted.
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Varying inequality of the pupils. One pupil may remain

persistently smaller than the other during the complete

examination ; when next seen the condition may be reversed.

Eccentric pupils are occasionally present. These pupil signs

are by no means uncommon. Langmead has found only the

hippus, the abnormal accommodation reflex, and the eccentric

pupils in articular rheumatism and chorea, which fact he

thinks of interest as regards the common etiology of chorea

and rheumatism. T. Harrison Butler.
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I.— Pulsating Exophthalmos. By G. E. de Schweinitz and

T. B. Halloway. Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saund-

ers Co. 124 pages. 1908. Price $2. Cloth.

This monograph is based on 69 cases not previously tabu-

lated. Of these 69, 54 were traumatic, 13 were spontaneous.

These new cases are analyzed with reference to etiology,,

symptoms, pathogenesis, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment.

The ligation of the superior ophthalmic vein has been practised

seven times since 1897 with uniformly successful results.

The authors conclude that this procedure should be con-

sidered before ligation of the carotid and certainly should

precede ligation of the second carotid provided the first

operation failed. A. K.

11.—Lehrbuch des Augenheilkunde (Text-book of Ophthal-

mology). By Prof. T. Axenfeld, Freiburg, Germany, with

collaboration of Professors Bach, Bielschowsky, Elschnig,

Greeflf, Heine, v. Hippel, Kriickmann, Peters, and Schirmer.

678 pages, 465 illustrations. G. Fischer: Jena, 1909. Price

14 M.

It is a new departure for a German text-book on ophthal-

mology to be written by a number of authors. The division

of the subject-matter has been skilfully assigned to those

who, with a few exceptions, are at present directing the

tendencies of modern ophthalmology in Germany. The
authors are moreover all actively engaged in teaching ; many
of them have written on the same subject treated in this

book as in the monumental Handbook of Graefe-Samisch^

2d edition. As this book is especially designed for students

the examination of the eye and the functional examination
234
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are extensively treated. Special chapters are devoted to a

general introduction to treatment, to ophthalmoscopic differ-

ential diagnosis, and to the eye in relation to general diseases.

Many of the individual chapters are models in the successful

treatment of the subject. Too much praise cannot be given

to the excellency of the illustrations, most of which are in

colors. The authors and the publishers are to be congratu-

lated on this achievement which reflects credit not only on

German ophthalmology but on German bookmaking.

A. K.

III.—Diathesis and Ocular Diseases. By A. Maitland

Ramsey, M.D., Glasgow. Pp. 184. London: Bailli^re, Tin-

dall & Cox. 1909.

These clinical lectures, delivered at the Glasgow Ophthalmic

Institution, represent the author's personal experience and

aim to emphasize the important influence of diathesis on

many diseases of the eye. The writer is well known from

his previous contributions to clinical ophthalmology. The

importance of general medical knowledge in the recognition

and proper treatment of eye diseases cannot be too forcibly

dwelt upon in these days of specialties.

The arthritic diathesis takes up the greater part of the

book as chronic rheumatism and gout are responsible for

many eye diseases. The importance of a careful examination

of the urine is insisted upon, and the author wisely urges that

in doubtful cases the services of an expert should be obtained.

The eye lesions related to arthritism are divided into the

following groups: i. Conjunctiva and sclera. 2. Uvea. 3.

Retina and optic nerve. 4. Glaucoma. The perusal of this

book, written in an easy and attractive style, will be found

interesting and suggestive. A. K.
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THE history of the extraction of cataract records that

almost every kind of incision that it is possible to

make has been used at one time or another for the extrac-

tion of the lens ; and most of these have been abandoned.

It is now 163 years since Daviel inaugurated the operation

of cataract extraction, yet even now, after so long a period,

finality of opinion and of procedure has not been attained

as regards the incision most suitable for extraction. The
matter is therefore worth examining; and is here investigated

from four different aspects: the Mechanical, the Ana-
tomical and Physiological, the Pathological, and the

Technical.

mechanical.

Mechanical considerations appear to have been neglected,

probably because medical men are not, as a rule, mathema-

ticians. Yet we are here dealing with a problem which is

largely one of mechanics. Here is a body bounded by two

spherical surfaces and containing fluid under pressure; and

the problem of what will happen when we incise this body

in different directions is available for mathematical treatment.

227
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Indeed I had no proper idea as to what does happen until

I came to investigate the thing mathematically.

The cornea is a spherical cap ; the sphere of which it is a

part has a radius of ymm. The base of the corneal cap has

a diameter of approximately iiwm. These are internal

measurements as we are here only concerned with the in-

ternal surfaces of the globe of the eye, because it is on these

surfaces that the fluids of the eye exert their pressure.

In Figure i, draw a line AB of ii units, each unit to repre-

sent one millimetre. With A and B as centres and a radius

of 7 units draw arcs cutting at O, and with O as centre draw arc

ACB of 7wm radius. The sclera has a radius of about

12mm. With A and B as centres and radius of 12 units

make arcs cutting at V, and with point V as centre and the

same radius draw the arc AEB. Draw a straight line

through O and V and produce it each way to C and E.

The figure now represents to scale a median section of the

wall of the eye. CE is the optical axis, AB the plane of the

corneal base or corneo-scleral junction; point O is the centre

of curvature of the cornea, and point V that of the sclera.

The eye is a closed vessel filled with fluid, for the vitreous,

so far as mechanical considerations here dealt with are con-

cerned, we may regard as a fluid. This fluid is under pressure

which we will denote by P,—P being the number of units

of pressure per unit area. As the effect of the force of gravity

may be disregarded in the case of so small an object as the

eye, P is everywhere the same within the globe owing to the

well known property of fluids of transmitting pressure so

that any surface in the fluid is pressed upon with a pressure

P per unit area in a direction normal or at right angles to the

surface. The direction normal at any point in the surface

of a sphere is that of the radius of the sphere at that point.

The pressure P then per unit area will be exerted uniformly

over the internal spherical surfaces of the sclera and cornea

in the direction of the radii from V in the case of the sclera,

and of point O in the case of the cornea. The tangential

component of the pressure is zero, because it is equal to

P cos 5, and cos 5 = 0.

The whole force of the pressure on the walls of the eye is

thus exerted in straight lines radiating away from the re-
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Fig. I.—Eye: Antero- Posterior Vertical Median Section.

Arc ACB is internal surface of cornea in section.

Arc AEB " " " " sclera " "

AB = internal diameter of cornea = ii millimetres.

O is centre of corneal sphere of which OB and OQ are radii of length 7 mm.
V " " " scleral " " " VB is radius of length 12 mm.
A and B mark corneo-scleral junction and D is centre of corneo-scleral plane.

C is anterior pole.

E is posterior pole.

L a point representing a line of puncture aud counter-puncture a.5 mm from
D—that is, the points of puncture and counter-puncture are on a line

parallel to the horizontal meridian passing through the base of the cornea

and 2.5 mm from it.

LB the corneo-scleral flap incision.

LQ the radial corneal incision.

LK an intermediate corneal flap incision.
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spective centres of curvature of the walls and in no other

direction.

Draw the corneal radius OQ, cutting AB in the point L, and
let L be the site of puncture and counter puncture for an
incision commencing in the corneo-scleral margin.

First suppose the incision to be carried out along LQ. It

will be in the plane of a great circle passing through the

centre of curvature O; and the arc LQ, the corneal wound,

will be an arc of a great circle. What happens? The pres-

sure P of the fluid within the eye acts in the direction of the

radius from O. As regards the wound all these radii lie in

the plane of the wound LQ. We saw above that the pressure

on the surface at right angles to a radius was zero. Therefore

there is no pressure on the edge of the wound at right angles

to the plane of the incision, and therefore the wound will not

gape. If truly linear and not too large, as large size would

bring other forces due to the elasticity and tension of the

coats of the eye into play, the wound will remain closed and

will not allow the fluid within to escape, and P will not

diminish.

The outward pressure along the arc of the great circle

represented by a lip of the wound will keep the lip in a state

of tension; and because the spherical form is that of static

stability, the lip of the wound will retain its original shape,

that of the arc of a great circle.

What happens then when the section LQ is made is this:

the wound does not gape but closes, and retains the fluid

within the eye even under pressure. The edges of the wound
retain their shape as arcs of a great circle of the corneal sphere,

remaining in close apposition and in a state of tension along

their lengths, the tension being proportional to the pressure

of the fluid within.

Now suppose the knife to cut out in a plane such as that

of LK. Refer to Figure 2 which is on a larger scale than

Figure i, but with the same lettering. Join OB, OK, and

VB. Let the angle LKO =a. If we sum the forces acting

along the arc of the wound, KL represents the direction in

which the wound lips in tension can pull to counteract the

pressure P, which acts along the radii of which, in direction,

OK represents the sum. From any point M in OK drop a
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perpendicular MN onto LK. Then if MK be taken to repre-

sent P in magnitude and direction, its components along LK
and at right angles to LK will be represented in magnitude

and direction by NK and MN respectively. The component

of pressure NK leads to a tension KN which exactly neutral-

izes it. This force KN I will call the Closing CaMPONENT.

The component of pressure MN acts at right angles to LK,

that is to the plane of the blade of the knife, and in the direc-

tion MN. The lip of the wound towards the A side of LK
will therefore tend to move in that direction; LK will there-

fore tend to revolve about L till it lies in the direction LQ>

in which position the component of pressure MN, which I

will call the Opening Component, would vanish, and the

opening action would cease. Were the segment of cornea

LKQ perfectly soft and flexible and were the pressure to be

sustained for any length of time, this rolling back would

actually happen and the gap QLK would be produced as soon

as the incision LK was completed. But as the cornea has a

certain amount of rigidity and elasticity, what happens is

that the lip on the A side of LK gapes just sufficiently towards

the position LQ to allow the internal pressure in the eye to

become P = o. The lip of LK on the B side is subject to the

same opening component MN, but in this case, having regard

to the direction of MN, the Opening Force is negative. If

the lip were free to move, it would move towards the position

LQ, being impelled to do so by the sum of the MN components

acting over the surface of the segment between the directions

OK and LK; but it is prevented from moving in the A direc-

tion by its attachment in continuity with the rest of the wall

of the eye.

Between the planes of OK and OQ we have the total forces

represented by NKs and MNs or 2NK and 2MN, and they

tend to cause the area LKQ to vanish into LQ, and the area

on the B side of LK to expand into LKQ. We thus see that

the B side lip will tend to follow after the A side lip which

tends to fold back into the position of rest along LQ. We
have here a simple and sufficient explanation of the over-

riding which takes place during the healing of flap incisions

for cataract. When the section is made there is no over-

riding because the pressure P has become zero owing to escape
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of fluid from the eye, and it will remain zero so long as the

wound edges do not adhere. When the process of repair

causes the edges to adhere, the pressure is able to rise within

the eye. Then the forces described above begin to operate,

and as the material forming the line of union along LK is

plastic it will allow the margin of the wound towards the B
side, acted upon by the 2MN on the B side of LK, to advance

slightly towards LQ, whilst the opposite margin of the wound,
tending to rise up and gape, will override it. The condition

for this then is a plastic healing process in a flap incision,

which, whilst sealing the wound and permitting of a develop-

ment of pressure within the eye, is plastic enough to allow

the margins of the wound to slide on one another.

The closing component KN =KM cos a; the opening com-

ponent MN =MK sin a. Let K approach Q so that L K ap-

proaches to the position LQ. The angle a will evidently

diminish. As an acute angle diminishes towards zero, its

cosine increases and its sine diminishes in magnitude. There-

fore as K approaches Q, the closing component P cos a in-

creases, whilst the opening component P sin a diminishes, so

that the wound has less and less tendency to gape. When
LK coincides with LQ the angle a =0 and cos a = i and sin a=o,

so that here the closing component, P cosa = P X i = P ; and the

opening component, Psina = Px = 0, which is the conclusion

previously arrived at when discussing the incision along LQ;
this was that there will be no force acting at right angles to

the plane of the incision causing the wound to gape, but that

the whole outward pressure will be exactly met and neu-

tralized by an equal and opposite tension. If K passes Q
and proceeds farther along in the direction of A, the angle

a will begin to increase in amount, but in a negative direction;

its cosine will not change sign, but its sine will do so; the

closing component remains P cos a, but the opening compo-

nent becomes P sin a with negative sign—that is, it acts in

the opposite direction to what it did before. Hence it will

be the B-sided lip of the wound which will now tend to gape

and roll back, and the A-sided lip to come forward or contract

underneath the other. Let us now consider what happens

when K moves towards B. The angle LKO or a widens out

or becomes larger. Its cosine will therefore diminish and its
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sine increase, so that the closing component P cos a diminishes

and the opening component P sin a increases. The wound
will thus tend to gape more and more readily as K advances

towards B. When K coincides with B we have the incision

LB, the corneo-scleral flap incision, a is now the angle LBO.
At B we reach a critical point. Here the corneal and scleral

curvatures meet. In the case of the cornea the pressure is

acting along OB, whilst in the case of the sclera it is acting

along VB which has the effect of increasing the angle a

enormously. The angle LBV, which is a for the case of the

scleral curvature, is nearly twice as big as the angle LBO,

which is the angle a for the corneal curvature.

The sines and cosines of these angles are easily calculated:

Sin LBO =-^ Sin LBV =^ Cos LBO =-^ Cos LBV =^

By the Pythagorean theorem OB^ =0D2 + DB^ hence (7)2 =

0D2 +(5.5)2 and 0D = ^49— 30-25 = '\/i8.75 = 4-3- Similarly

VD = io.7 nearly. Applying these values we have:

Sin LBO =-^ = .57. Sin LBV = ^^ = .89. Cos LBO =-^ =.79.
7.5 •'' 12 ^

7

Cos LBV =^ = .46
12

We can now compare the numerical values, for a given

pressure P, of the opening and closing components of the

incision LB , regarding it in the one case as a corneal incision

and in the other as a scleral.

Corneal Incision Scleral Incision.

Opening Component = Pxsin LBO = PX.57 P sin LBV = PX.89.

Closing Component = P cos LBO = PX.79 P cos LBV = PX.46.

We thus see that, if we compare incisions taken in the same

direction and otherwise the same except that the one is in

the corneal and the other in the scleral part of the corneo-

scleral region, the magnitude of the force at the wound

margin causing gaping in the case of the scleral incision is to

the magnitude of the force causing gaping at the wound

margin in the case of the corneal incision as .89 is to .57, or

more than one and a half times greater; whilst the force

tending to keep the wound closed, the closing component, is
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just about twice as great in the corneal case as it is in the scleral.

We thus have a multiplied effect; the liability of the scleral

wound to be opened by the forces acting on its margin is

roughly | X 2 or three times greater than that of the corneal

;

and it is all due to the difference of angle which the plane of

the incision makes with the radii of curvature in the two
cases respectively.

This I regard as important especially in its application to

operations for the relief of glaucoma, and in its relation to the

production of astigmatism in operations for cataract. We
arrive at an explanation of the gaping wound and " filtering

cicatrix" obtained in some cases of flap incisions taken in

the sclera. It affords an explanation of how iridectomy, for

glaucoma acts.

The successful operation is explained as follows : The oper-

ator, in order to get a broad iridectomy well back to the

root of the iris, has inserted the keratome well back in the

sclera at a point such as that represented by W (Fig. 3), and
has made a broad wound. To do this without injuring the

iris or lens, which are bulging forwards and making the an-

terior chamber shallow, the operator is obliged to turn the

point of his keratome forwards so that its plane lies in some
direction such as that represented by WY (Fig. 3), pro-

ducing a scleral flap WX having a wide alpha angle, the

angle YWV. The cosine of so large an angle will be a very

small fraction, so that P cos a, the closing component, will

be very small; whilst P sin a the opening component, will be

large. There will be hardly any tension to pull the flap XW
down into place, whilst nearly all the pressure P radiating

from V as centre will be acting at right angles to the plane

of the incision, thrusting the lips of the wound apart. The
opening component in this case is P X sin angle YWV.
The angle YWV shown in Figure 3, which is drawn to scale,

is one of 70°. Now sin 70° =.94 nearly, so that the opening

component in the case illustrated, that of a good incision,

is .94 X P, which, as I said before is nearly the whole of the

pressure. The closing component P cos 70° =.34 P which is

small. Compare the values given previously for angles LBO
and LBV. The wound will be a particularly gaping one

with very little tendency to close. It is likely to produce
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a more or less permeable cicatrix which will keep the eye

soft.

Except that the iridectomy prevents prolapse and in-

carceration of the iris, I do not see why it should be a factor

in the result.

The farther back the knife is entered the larger in propor-

tion will be the angle a, and hence the less will be the closing

component and the larger the opening component.

The fact that the best incision is a scleral one is due to the

scleral angle a being almost twice as big as the corresponding

corneal one, and the opening and closing components are

thereby largely affected as shown in the numerical example.

The fact that an operation sometimes does not relieve the

tension and so fails in its object is explained thus : The opera-

tor had made a linear incision, probably with a Graefe's knife,

in the plane VW. I have indicated such an incision by WZ
(Fig. 3). The incision is in the plane of a great circle, the

angle a is the angle ZWV =0° whose cosine is unity and

whose sine is zero, so that there is no opening component.

The incision, therefore, for the reasons already stated when
discussing the incision LQ, will remain closed, and will pre-

vent fluid from escaping even when under pressure, so that

the tension of the eye will not be relieved.

The explanation of the fact that an operation sometimes

relieves for a time but that the glaucoma subsequently recurs,

is that the incision has been made intermediate in character

between the bad linear incision WZ and the good scleral in-

cision with flap WX, the a angle being between 0° and 70°.

Intermediate angles may allow the wound to pass fluid for

a time, but eventually it closes impermeably, when, should the

factors which cause glaucoma be present, the high tension

can return.

In this connection one may read with interest the obser-

vations of Colonel Herbert, I.M.S., in his careful work on

Cataract Extraction, edition of 1908. On page 71 when
describing the making of his incision he says: "During the

sawing movements attention is directed to the outlining of

the conjunctival flap at either side, and this determines any

slight forward or backward twist of the knife which may
be necessary." On p. 79 he says: "We have to operate
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upon many eyes in which the provision of a conjunctival

covering complete from end to end of the incision is specially

indicated." Further on he remarks upon the incision neces-

sary for this (p. 80): "The drawback to a large conjunctival

flap is the separation of the wound which takes place after-

wards." On p. 81: "The making good of any deficiency of

the conjunctival flap necessitates turning the edge of the

knife a little backwards in completing the sclero-corneal

section."

These quotations show that this surgeon frequently makes
incisions which must enter the sclera, and especially so at

the apex of his incision, where he may turn the edge of his

knife backwards, thus rotating its plane more or less into a

plane of direction YW. Now see what he says as to results.

Speaking of the healing of his incision with conjunctival flap

he writes (pages 152, 153): "Temporary breaking down of

the adhesion, re-emptying the chamber for a few days, is not

very infrequent. If the conjunctival flap be fairly long as well

as extensive, the gaping of the central portion of the under-

lying wound may be considerable—a millimetre or more across.

Approximation of the surfaces may never be complete, and
the permanent repair of the wound must then depend largely

upon the episcleral tissue overlying and occupying the gap
A ' filtering cicatrix ' results, allowing aqueous to pass through

to the subconjunctival tissue in the neighborhood, where
it keeps up a permanent slight oedema."

Again on page 155 we find:

" Many of the operations had been performed with un-

necessarily large conjunctival flaps. There were, conse-

quently, many cicatrices certainly filtering and many others

doubtful in this respect. . . . The ocular tension was normal
or only slightly subnormal, but could be reduced rapidly by

pressure upon the eye." This condition would be just the

thing to aim at getting in a case of glaucoma. Regarding
astigmatism he says (p. 158): "The absence of any notable

tendency to diminution of the astigmatism must be counted

a definite drawback to the use of a large conjunctival flap."

He mentions that astigmatism has reached as high as 7

dioptres.

I have quoted thus largely from Colonel Herbert's admirable
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notes and remarks because they are evidently those of a
painstaking, candid, and accurate clinical observer and may
be relied upon, and because they appear to me to afford the

clinical proof of my a priori theoretical deductions. The
italics in the quotations are mine.

Gaping wounds evidently go with large conjunctival flaps,

leading to soft and astigmatic eyes. Colonel Herbert's

explanation I think is wrong. The explanation is that to get

a large conjunctival flap, and especially a long conjunctival

flap, the incision has to be made scleral and gets the effect

of the large scleral alpha angle LBV instead of the corneal

alpha angle LBO of about half the size. Further, if the blade

of the knife be directed backwards before cutting out, it

means that the plane of the incision is not that of LB but of

some direction such as XW (Fig. 3), which has the effect of

still farther increasing the size of the alpha angle at the apex

of the incision, making it very suitable for a case of cataract

with glaucoma.

With regard to astigmatism it would seem as if the size

of the area of the flap, which is left with its normal lines of

resistance weakened by the incision, has a bearing on its

production in addition to the factors already considered.

If this is the case, we see by a reference to Figure 2 that for a

given site of puncture and counter-puncture such as L the

size of the area of the flap LKQ—that is, the surface between

the planes LK and LQ—will depend upon the length of the

arc QK. The longer we make the arc QK the larger will be

the area LQK; the shorter the arc—that is, the nearer the

incision approaches to the radial one LQ, the less will be the

amount of area deprived of its normal support, till when
the incision is actually radial there is no area without its

natural support. The more the incision diverges from a
radial one the greater will be the area liable to astigmatism.

The drawing Fig. 4 is on squared paper, as are Figs. 2

and 3 for purposes of comparison. Each large square repre-

sents one square millimetre. The distances between the fine

lines are easily measured by counting, and it is easy to get

an accuracy up to one tenth of a millimetre, which is more
than sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes. In

Fig. 4 the upper drawing represents the same section of the
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corneal region as do Figs, i, 2, and 3. The lower drawing is

the projection, in plan, of the points shown in the upper

drawing. It is very easy by running the eye along the lines

of the squared paper to pick up the corresponding points

in the plan and elevation of the cornea, and to measure the

distances between any points in plan or elevation by counting

the intervening squares. Above in Fig. 4 the point L marks

the site of puncture and counter-puncture, and below the two

points are shown in plan, the distance between them

LL being p.Swm as can be confirmed by counting the

lines or by calculation. Call the distance between L and

L 2I. The distance of LL from the horizontal meridian is here

taken at 2.5mm. The formula R^ = j/DL^ +12 where R is the

corneal radius, here 5.5mm, will give any measurement when

the other is given. But for practical purposes the best way
is to look at the diagram to get the measurements. Fuchs

gives the diameter of the lens as 9mm, and its thickness as

5mm. Thus if we wish the incision to be gmm wide we look

at the diagram and we see that LL must be 3.2mm from

D and 2.3mm from B. In the diagrams, i, 2, 3, and 4, LL
is 2.5mm from D, giving the width of LL =9.8mm. If we

wish LL to be lomm the diagram (Fig. 4) shows that we must

make the puncture and counter-puncture 2.3mm from the

horizontal meridian. Whilst the full diameter of the lens

can thus be provided for, it is otherwise with its thickness.

If L is 3mm from B as in the diagrams and the cut be made

along LB, the utmost the flap LB can roll back is to the

position LQ, and in practice it could not easily do so without

contracting the diameter 2I. If the flap were to fold back

so far the gap would only be as big as LB or BQ, not more

than about 3mm in extent, whereas the thickness of the lens

is 5mm. Even were the incision begun at D and the whole

of DB turned back, there would only just be room for the

thickness of the lens to pass without distortion. It is thus

seen that any practical incision entails that the lens should

be squeezed or moulded through the opening made by the

incision—that is, if the lens is to be removed entire. And I

may here remark that after an experience of over 500 ex-

tractions of the lens in the capsule, there is no doubt left

in my mind that the best way in which to extract the great
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majority of lenses is in their capsules. But, whichever method
we adopt, this moulding of the lens will be noticed. And the

lesson to be learned is that the harder and less squeezable

the lens, or the bigger the nucleus, the wider should be the

provision for its exit. Mere size of the lens does not matter

much. Clinically I have often seen big fat soft lenses squeeze

through openings much smaller than themselves. On the

other hand small atrophic lenses consisting chiefly of a large

and comparatively rigid nucleus are often very difficult to

extract even through a large incision.

Reverting to Fig. 4: as LL is g.Smm it may be regarded as

just sufficient to allow the 9mm of the lens to pass because,

when the lens presents, the lips of the wound are thrust

apart and put upon the stretch and the points of puncture and
counter-puncture are thereby approximated. Now look at

the puncture marked L'. . This point, like L, is 2.^mm. from

the horizontal meridian, but it is <,mm anterior to the corneo-

scleral margin. In the upper figure run the eye along hori-

zontally and we find the point B' where the horizontal pro-

jection of the point L' meets the corneal arc ACB. This

gives the radius DB of the dotted circle in the plan. The
distance between puncture and counter-puncture is now
shown by L'L' on the plan and is equal to S.Smm. This is

now less than the diameter of the lens; and imm has been

lost in the width of the incision by making the puncture half

a millimetre more anteriorly. A similar width would be

given by a puncture in the corneo-scleral margin at a point

about 3. 3WW from the horizontal meridian as is shown by
the projection I'l' of the points L'L' onto the corneo-scleral

circle LBL in the plan.

If we look at the puncture L" which in the upper figure

is IWW from AB, its projection and that of its counter-punc-

ture are at L"L" on the circle L"B"L" of the plan, and the

distance L'^L" is seen to be 7.7WW, which is 2.1mm less in

width than the corresponding corneo-scleral puncture. Pro-

jecting L" onto the corneo-scleral circle we see that this

width would be got by a corneo-scleral puncture nearly 4WW
from the horizontal meridian.

The diagrams therefore show very well the great loss in

room entailed by making puncture and counter-puncture in
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front of the corneo-scleral margin, and indicate that if it is

desired to get a roomy incision the knife must be entered

as far back as possible.

But this is not all. The upper diagram clearly shows that

when making a flap incision LK the alpha angle LKO is the

more increased the more anteriorly we make the puncture

and counter-puncture. Thus angle L"KO, is greater than

angle L'KO, which itself is greater than angle LKO. In

fact angle L"KO is nearly double angle LKO so that the

incision L"K is a much more flap-like incision than is LK.

To sum up: an anterior position of the puncture and

counter-puncture makes a wound narrower in width and

more flap-like and gaping than does a more posterior position,

when we take the same distances from the horizontal meridian

of the cornea for the beginning and the end of the incision

in each case.

ANATOMICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL.

For purposes of description I will call the apex of the

cornea the anterior pole of the eye, whilst the macula would

be the posterior pole. Great circles passing through these

poles will be called meridians, whilst circles parallel to the

equator will be called equatorials. The anterior chamber

becomes rapidly shallower as its periphery is approached,

where the anterior plane of the iris meets the sclerotic, forming

the angle of the anterior chamber. Incisions opening the

anterior chamber in the neighborhood of this angle are

therefore more likely to damage iris, ciliary body, suspensory

ligament of the lens or lens capsule than when placed more

anteriorly. On account of this proximity also, it is easier

for iris or pieces of lens capsule to become included in wounds

in this region.

The posterior part of the corneo-scleral zone is the site of

the fringe of capillary loops which terminate the meridionally

placed ciliary arterioles. An equatorially placed incision

—

Fig. 5 (i)—in this situation will cut the greatest number of

loops, whilst a meridionally placed incision—Fig. 5 (2)—will

cut the fewest. Pari passu with inclusion of the conjunctiva

sclerae in the incision additional vessels are cut, and these
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are of a larger calibre. The nearer the clear cornea is

approached the smaller and finer are the vascular loops.

Other things being equal, then, bleeding will be greater the

more scleral and the more equatorial the incision, whilst

bleeding will be less the more corneal and the more meridional

the incision. The more the conjunctiva sclerae is cut the

greater the bleeding.

The transparent cornea is nourished by lymph transuded

from the capillary circumcorneal fringe. This lymph per-

meates the cornea by its lymph channels, and the fibres lie

in lymph and are nourished by it in just the same way as

fibrous tissue is in other parts of the body.

The diagram Fig. 6 represents the cornea surrounded by
its capillary fringe. In the intact cornea the centre C is the

part farthest from the source of lymph. But if an incision

such as LAL be made, or like (i) Fig. 5, the part at A will be

farthest from the supply of lymph. Its usual supply from
the adjacent capillary loops has been cut off by the incision,

which not only directly severs the lymph channels but also

leads to their occlusion by the swelling of the cut corneal

fibres which is produced by contact with the aqueous humor.
The corneal fibres are normally bathed by the lymph with

which they are isotonic. When brought in contact with the

aqueous, which has a lower specific gravity than the lymph,
osmosis takes place ; they imbibe fluid and so become swollen.

The fibres cannot swell without blocking the lymph channels,

and so the lymph is prevented from being absorbed, or from
oozing out at the cut edges. And here I would like to make
a parenthetical hypothesis. It is that the haziness and fog

and striae of the cornea which sometimes occur after opera-

tions is caused as follows: the anterior chamber is opened;

the aqueous is in contact with the cut edges of the cornea;

stroking or other movements are made in such a manner as

to drive and squeeze the lymph in the cornea towards the

wound where it escapes at the cut edge. The milking move-
ments being suspended aqueous becomes sucked by capillary

attraction into the emptied corneal lymph channels; it gains

entrance at the cut margin of the cornea where the lymph
got exit; not being isotonic with the corneal fibres it causes

them to swell and alters their homogeneity with respect to
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Fig. 5.—Elevation and Plan of Cornea, and adjacent fringe of vessels.

F the fringe of vessels.

(i) A corneoscleral incision dividing vessels.

(2) Meridional
" " few "

(3) Radial " " " "

Fig. 6.

C the centre of cornea.

Q " apex of a radial incision LQL.
A " " " " flap

" LAL.
F vascular fringe.
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light so that diffraction is caused and a consequent loss of

transparency.

To return to the incision LAL. The sources of lymph near-

est to A are now at L and L. Let LQL (Fig. 6) represent the

arc of a great circle between L and L. Then the arc LKL is the

shortest distance on the spherical surface between the points

L and L; and hence for a puncture and counter-puncture at

L and L the incision LKL, that is a radial one, has the margins

of its wound the nearest possible to the nutrient blood supply.

Incisions on either side of this, towards C or A will have one

margin of the wound farther from the blood supply than the

radial incision LKL, and the distance for one margin will

be the greater in proportion to the amount of the deviation

from the radial position.

The circulus iridis major lies posterior to the corneo-scleral

margin and to the angle of the anterior chamber. A Graefe

knife entering the anterior chamber in the region of its angle

and in a plane anterior to that of the iris will avoid wounding

this arterial circle, whilst if entering as posteriorly as the

plane of the iris it will almost certainly cut this circle, an

accident which causes considerable bleeding. A radial

incision, therefore, begun anteriorly to the plane of the iris

will cut a few vessels of the capillary order, if any, and will

leave the margins of the wound the least disturbed as regards

nourishment.

PATHOLOGICAL.

The swelling of the corneal fibres and the arrest of the

lymph stream after incision of the cornea have been already

alluded to. When this occurs in a radial incision, it will cause

a rapid sealing of the wound which will not readily open again.

The lips of the wound become gummed and jammed together

in their natural position without deformity of the corneal

surfaces as a whole. The surface epithelium will grow down
into the crack left by the retraction of Bowman's membrane
and will then join with its fellow of the opposite side. The
depression then becomes elevated by growth of tissue from

below till a smooth and even surface is produced; and but

for the thin line of opacity and the gaps in the elastic mem-
branes there is a complete restitutio ad integrum of the cornea,
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which becomes as strong as it was before. The case is differ-

ent when the wound gapes; not only is the cicatrix broader,

but the epithelium gets time to grow down farther on the

cut edges of the wound so as to cover the deeper layers of

fibres, so that the whole thickness of the cornea cannot unite

at the same time, as it will do if the wound does not gape
and its edges are opposite to one another. A flap-like wound,
which is also the kind which tends to gape as shown in the

mechanical section, has the farther disadvantage of the over-

riding by the flap before alluded to. Hence corresponding

surfaces are not united together; the deeper part of the edge

of the flap tends to unite with the more superficial part of the

opposite margin of the wound. There is consequently a

prolonged weakness of the cicatrix which may, indeed, be
permanent in bad cases; astigmatism is also produced as a

consequence.

The diagram (Fig. 7) is designed to bring out these points.

Case I is a healing radial incision. Case 2 is a healing flap

incision which has gaped and which is overriding. The part

BC marks where union has taken place. Contrast i and 2.

In I we have direct union of the whole thickness of the fibrous

layers of the cornea and no distortion. In 2 there is union over

a limited area. The part AB has nothing with which to unite.

The part CD becomes covered with epithelium during the gap-

ing of the wound and the part EF becomes covered with epi-

thelium and has nothing with which to unite. A wound such as

2 will take longer to heal and will be more delicate and liable

to burst open than a wound such as i. It will evidently

also cause astigmatism. Another disadvantage of a wound
healing as does 2 is that it is more liable to microbic infection.

It presents an elevation above the surface of the cornea and
a deep groove beneath it which permits of foreign material

obtaining a lodgment and shelter from the cleaning action of

the eyelids and tears. Moreover the upper part EF until

covered by growth of epithelium is an open raw wound.
The question of infection of the operation wound is of great

importance. It is so important that having determined to

incise the eye, the liability to infection is the first thing to be

considered when deciding upon the choice of method. The
fear of infection has led many, perhaps the majority of sur-
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Fig. 7.—(Diagrammatic).

(i) is the healing of a radial incision which has gaped and is over-riJing.

(2) " " " " flap

BC parts which are uniting. Notice the length and linear character of (t), the shortness

and width of (2).

AB and DF parts which have nothing to unite with.

CD part covered with epithelium, preventing union.

EF "

Fig. 8.—(After Meller).

C is cornea. S is sclera.

SC scleral conjunctiva.

PP line of puncture and counter-puncture.

Note the position well back at the margin of the anterior chamber.
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geons, to abandon for the purpose of cataract extraction

corneal incisions which are uncovered by conjunctiva. They
base their practice on imitation of others and on the experience

which was gained in the pre-antiseptic era. This experience

is reported to have been that suppuration of the wound oc-

curred more frequently when the incision was corneal than

when it was underneath the conjunctiva. But, on the other

hand, it is also reported that there were more cases of irido-

cyclitis by the latter method. It is thought that the con-

junctiva by covering the wound will save it from infection;

and also it is thought that a peripheral position of the wound
gives it the protection of the very adjacent blood-supply,

whilst central incisions are farther removed from the bac-

tericidal blood-stream. The question is to be settled by
experience; but there are also some arguments which it'may

be worth while to advance in dispute of the above contentions.

As regards experience: my own extends to about 500

cataract extractions without a conjunctival flap. I had two
cases of suppuration. Both were in the same patient, oper-

ated on at the same sitting, and were probably due to an
error in technique. It was one of my first twenty cases, and
my lack of skill probably caused me to infect an instrument

on an eyelid or some other part of the patient.

As regards theoretical considerations: the fear of infection

based upon the results reported before the era of Pasteur^^is

somewhat of the nature of a bogey in these days, especially

when one knows that in those days no kind of wound was
safe from suppuration. The cornea appears to me to heal as

quickly and as easily as any other kind of connective tissue.

A conjunctival covering of the wound will probably tend to

prevent subsequent infection of the wound ; but not more so,

it seems to me, than the agglutination of the swollen fibres of

the cornea itself, such as takes place when one makes a radial

incision. But what about infection of the wound occurring

at the time of operation? That, it appears to me, is the prin-

cipal danger. Most wounds which go wrong are probably in-

fected at the time of the operation. It is very easy to infect

an instrument on an eyelid or other part during an operation.

If one watches an unskilled operator one sees him doing it.

It requires but the merest touch, the brushing of an eyelash,
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to convey germs onto the instrument and hence into the

wound, the raw surface of which may be well rubbed by the

instrument. Covering up such a wound with a conjunctival

flap will conceal it ; it will not prevent or remove the infection

which, if virulent enough, will cause suppuration despite

the covering. True the covering may conceal the suppura-

tion and the case may be called irido-cyclitis as it was in the

old days, but the result is the same to the unfortunate eye.

Indeed the covering might be harmful, by directing the in-

fective process inwards instead of letting it get out. Again

the surface of the cornea is more efficiently cleaned by tears

than is the scleral conjunctiva, so that germs are more likely

to be adherent to the scleral than to the corneal conjunctival

surface ; thus the very cutting of the scleral conjunctiva may
infect the knife more readily than cutting the corneal con-

junctiva, which infection might be carried to the deeper parts

of the wound. That suppuration does not oftener occur is

probably due to the deep parts being able to dispose of germs

so long as they are not too virulent in quality nor too large

in quantity.

The deep layers of the cornea possess the requisites for

dealing with infection. We know that germs are first of all

acted upon by the complement of the blood or lymph and

then swallowed by the leucocytes if not dissolved by a lysin.

Complement is contained in lymph or blood-serum to the

same extent as in blood-plasma. All the fibres of the cornea

are bathed in complement-bearing lymph; the lymph also

contains leucocytes; and when required these increase in

number. A reflex stimulus opens the sluice-gates of the

circumcorneal arterioles, and lymph and leucocytes in

quantity are available at the site of injury.

The point as to the distance of the site of injury from vascu-

lar loops has been dealt with in the section on anatomy and

physiology; and the proposition that a peripheral wound
is nearer the blood-supply is shown to be not true in the

case of flap-like wounds. In these one margin is farther

away than it would be if the wound were not so peripheral

In my opinion the surgeon who operates skilfully on an

eye with healthy appendages, and who does not infect his

instruments during the course of the operation, nor allow
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his own or his assistant's saliva to be projected onto the eye,

has little to fear from suppuration of his incisions wherever

placed; and he may incise the cornea covered by corneal

conjunctiva with as much confidence as that covered by the

scleral conjunctiva.

The pathology of inclusion of iris, capsule, lens matter, and
vitreous in the wound has been so often dealt with that I

have nothing original to note about it. Every one will admit

that if by a certain planning of the incision these accidents

can be minimized it is desirable to so plan the incision; pro-

vided always we can do so without neglecting other equally

important considerations.

TECHNICAL.

A few points deserve consideration under this heading,

though it is not intended to discuss the whole of the technique

of incisions of the eye. The theory of the preceding sections

shows that the best incision for the extraction of cataract will

as a rule be a radial corneal one. Indeed the arguments so

far brought forward are so overwhelmingly in favor of it that

it immediately occurs to one to surmise that there must be

some grave practical objection to its use, or otherwise it ought

to have been generally adopted long ago. The possible ob-

jections, so far as I can think of, are three:

1. Interference of the scar with vision.

2. Difficulty or impossibility of extraction through the

incision.

3. Difficulty of making the incision.

I suspect that one or more of these, or a combination of

them, has stood in the way of the incision. I will examine

them seriatim.

I. Interference of the scar with vision.—This is

the question upon which the future of the incision will be

decided; not on account of astigmatism due to proximity to

the pupil as many have thought, because I have shown that

a radial incision does not produce astigmatism, but because

of the opacity due to the scar in the neighborhood of the pupil.

If one refers to Fig. 2 it is manifest that the radial incision

LQ will give a clear cornea in front of a pupil ywm in diameter
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QQ'. It is only exceptionally that the pupil is dilated to this

extent. But the scar will have a certain width along meridi-

onal arcs, so that there will be a slight encroachment on this

account. But it will be only slight if the incision is cleanly

and properly made. If we imagine the scar to be 2'mm wide

we will be imagining a very wide scar for a radial incision.

"With the close approximation of the wound margins obtained

in a cleanly cut radial incision such a width is not to be ex-

pected. But supposing such a width it would only mean an
encroachment of iwm on the pupillary side of the scar, thus

reducing the possible diameter of the pupil with clear cornea

in front of it to 6wm. But 6mm is ample for ordinary dila-

tations of the pupil.

As a matter of fact a scar due to an incision such as LQ
(Fig. 2) is practically wholly covered by the upper eyelid,

and is not visible from a cosmetic point of view; and the

cornea in which it lies does not, as a rule, give passage to rays

of light which are used in vision. But for these favorable

conditions to be obtained it is essential that the pupil should

remain central. If the iris prolapses into the wound, or if

the vitreous prolapses and becomes adherent to the wound,

there will be more or less drawing up of the pupil. One often

sees cases where even the usual very flap-like peripheral in-

cisions have not been far enough removed from the pupil

to prevent its being drawn up right under the apex of the

scar at the periphery of the cornea. In these cases the pupil

follows after the incision as if guided by some malign demon.

The truth is that no incision can escape this danger if either

iris or vitreous be included in the scar ; and the only advantage

which the peripheral incision has is that if the prolapse be

but slight and the effect on the pupil but slight, it will not be

drawn up far enough to be interfered with by the scar. But

it will be interfered with by the upper eyelid, which comes

to much the same thing. And the peripheral incision has

this disadvantage, that the more peripheral it is the farther is

the pupil likely to be drawn up in any given case, leading to

more fixation and stretching of the iris, and a more unfavor-

able condition in the event of an optical iridectomy having

to be performed subsequently. Whereas a radial incision

like LQ has this great advantage over all others that, both
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owing to its position and to its direction the chances of iris

or vitreous healing in the wound are reduced to an absolute

minimum.
I did not become fully alive to the advantages of a radial

incision till I had written the previous sections, and although

I have practised it since, I have not done it in a sufficient

number of cases to justify the publication of results. This

I hope to do at some later date. But I may say that so far

it has fully justified my expectations.

2. Difficulty or impossibility of extraction through
THE incision.—The incision LQ shown in Figure 2 gives a

width for exit of the lens of 9.8mm.; and in practice I have

found this to be sufficient to allow of the lens being delivered

entire in its capsule. I have designed the incision in order

to admit of this, which is the ideal operation for most cata-

racts. Extraction in the capsule requires more room for the

exit of the lens than any other operation. In the cases in

which I have done extraction in the capsule through a radial

incision I have extracted the lens without undue difficulty

and without any complications. But there is only just room.

The incision must be placed as LQ and have the puncture and

counter-puncture well back in the angle of the anterior

chamber so as to get sufficient width (see Fig. 8). Then by
suitable manipulations the spherical form of the eye is de-

stroyed, which permits the wound to gape sufficiently to give

exit to the entire lens in its capsule. (It is obvious that so

long as the eye retains its spherical form the radial wound
cannot open at all.) When the manipulations are over and
the lens out, the spherical form becomes quickly re-established

and the wound is closed of necessity, rendering that bugbear

of the operator, subsequent prolapse of iris or vitreous, a thing

of difficult occurrence.

Those operators who extract with capsulotomy need not

adopt quite so large an incision. They must judge each case

on its merits, remembering that the larger and harder the

nucleus of the lens the wider must be the base of the incision.

The smaller the nucleus of the lens, the nearer to the point

B (Fig. 2) the puncture and counter-puncture may be made.

So long as sufficient room is obtained for the passage of the

nucleus, the nearer the incision can be brought to the upper
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margin of the cornea the easier it will be to express the debris

of the upper segment of the lens. With an incision such

as LQ (Fig, 2) it will be difficult to express the debris from
beneath the segment of cornea LBQ. There will be a ten-

dency for fragments of lens matter to accumulate in this

region, and downward pressure and stroking will be required

to express it. A radial incision such as Von Graefe's one or

one intermediate between Von Graefe's and the radial incision

LQ of Fig. 2 according to the size of the nucleus seems to me
to be the best adapted to the requirements of those who
extract with capsulotomy.

The real cause of the abandonment of Von Graefe's in-

cision was probably because operators did not obtain enough

room. It is very easy to make the mistake of entering the

knife, not in the angle of the anterior chamber as it should

be in order to get the full width of incision as shown by the

plan in Fig. 4, but anterior to this. The nearer we approach

the upper limit of the cornea (B) the greater will be the effect

of an anterior position of the puncture and counter-puncture

in diminishing the width of the incision. Unless this fact be

carefully borne in mind the operator is almost sure to make
his incision too small, so deceptive is the appearance of the

relations of parts near the limbus of the cornea. The punc-

ture should be begun well over the sclera so as to enter the

anterior chamber at its angle; and Von Graefe's description

of how he made the incision by pointing the knife towards

the centre of the pupil seems to me to have been unfortunate,

as it tends to induce operators to make the puncture too an-

teriorly. It is, I think, because Graefe's incision was wrongly

made that it has fallen into disrepute; and I am inclined to

think that those surgeons who practise the capsulotomy

operation should revert to Graefe's radial incision for lenses

with small nucleus and make radial incisions placed between

that of Graefe and my own for hard lenses with larger nuclei.

3. Difficulty of making the incision.—Here again

this incision has an advantage over others. Properly exe-

cuted it is easier to make than the corneo-scleral flap, and

especially in those cases in which the corneo-scleral incision

is difficult. And this brings me to the points in technique

proper to which I wish to allude.
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Execution of the radial incision {LQ Fig. 2) for the extraction

of cataract in the capsule.

The conjunctiva is grasped in the vertical meridian im-

mediately below the cornea. It is important that the grip

should be exactly opposite to the intended apex of the in-

cision—^that is, that the points of the fixation forceps and the

apex of the incision should be on the same meridian.

The eye is pulled well down, but no pressure is put upon it

by the forceps. This is exceedingly important, as pressure

may baffle the operator by causing the iris to bulge forward

and entangle his knife; or he may even injure or dislocate

the lens and so bungle his operation at the outset. An
ivory-handled Graefe knife (I hate metal ones and can't

imagine why they are made, because he who boils his knife

blunts it. Are we to be dominated by the shibboleth " Aseptic

Metal Handles") is delicately grasped, not near the shoulder

as is commonly taught, but well away from it so as not to

cramp the fingers as they thrust the knife through the eye.

The knife is held very lightly by the fingers and thumb which

should alone give it its motion. The hand is conveniently

supported on the patient's head. The plane of the blade

should be in the plane of LQ.

A reference to Fig. 2 will show that OQ =0Q' =QQ' =7mm,
so that OQQ' is an equilateral triangle, and angle Q'QO is

60°, and as QQ' is parallel to AB the angle QLB is 60° or f
of a right angle. Hence the knife should be entered with

the plane of its blade at an angle of 60° to the plane of the

corneo-scleral margin. This angle being two thirds of a

right angle makes it very easy to judge, which is a convenience.

The long axis of the knife should be in the line of puncture

and counter-puncture; it is not advisable to direct the knife

more vertically to the surface at the place of puncture, be-

cause, the puncture being intended to introduce the knife in-

to the anterior chamber at its very angle, there is no margin

of safety for the iris, which would become at once engaged

by the point of the knife when it penetrated the anterior

chamber if the knife were directed towards the centre of the

eye. The introduction of the knife with its blade in the 60°

plane has three advantages which cause the incision to be

much easier of execution and less liable to undesirable com-
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plications than is the case when the blade is introduced in

the corneO'Scleral plane as commonly practised. These

advantages are:

1. The back of the knife is towards the iris and it is pos-

sible for the iris to come in contact with the knife without

incurring any damage: the point alone threatens to become
entangled in the iris and has to be watched. With the plane

of the knife in the equatorial plane it is very easy for the iris

to get caught by the sharp edge of the knife should any pres-

sure be put upon the eye by the fixation forceps. And in eyes

with large bulging lenses and shallow anterior chambers it

requires skill and care to prevent this accident from occurring.

With the back of the blade towards the iris matters are made
much easier.

2. The knife enters more easily in this plane than in the

equatorial. It was first pointed out to me by Major Smith

of Jullunder that the knife would enter more easily if slightly

rotated out of the equatorial plane. He has had great ex-

perience with blunt knives, and it is when the knife is not

quite up to the mark that the shade of difference becomes

apparent. It will be found that the same pressure which

fails to cause penetration when the blade is equatorial will

cause penetration when the blade is slightly rotated out of

the equatorial plane. At least that is my impression. I

surmise that it must be due to the architecture of the corneal

layers. One can imagine that when the blade is in the equa-

torial plane it wedges its way between parallel equatorial

layers of fibres, and acting more like a wedge than a knife it

meets with more resistance than it does when the edge of

the blade is turned a little forwards so as to sever these fibres

instead of wedging them apart.

3. The third advantage of the 60° plane is that the knife

is more easily guided into the anterior chamber at the correct

spot when held in this plane. It enters at once in the desired

direction. Whereas when held in the corneo-scleral plane

there is a tendency to split the layers of the cornea so that

penetration occurs much nearer the vertical meridian than

was intended. This means too small an exit for the lens and

a bungled operation. It can be avoided of course by skill.

But it adds one more difficulty to the operation, and a serious
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one to the unskilled. Likewise it is easier to make the desired

counter-puncture when the knife is in the 60° plane. When
held equatorially the unskilled operator often cannot make
the knife come out at the proper place, especially if the knife

be rather thin in the blade, as it bends to burrow between

the layers of the sclera. The certainty with which a correct

puncture and counter-puncture can be made when the blade

is held in the plane LQ will appeal to all beginners.

The knife, then, being held in the correct plane and axis,

is introduced well back in the sclera so that the point will

enter the anterior chamber just in front of the root of the

iris, see Fig. 8. The points of entrance and exit will be in

a line 2\mm distant from and parallel to the horizontal

meridian.

Having got the knife into the anterior chamber it has now
to be pushed across to the counter-puncture. The back of

it is almost in contact with the iris. If the anterior chamber
be deep and the iris flat, all that is necessary is to push the

knife straight across. But often the iris will be bulging

forward, lying on a swollen lens. The axis of the knife must
then be altered and the point directed slightly forward towards

the posterior surface of the cornea. When the point has

passed in the vertical meridian, the opposite motion is given

to the axis of the knife and the point sinks again towards the

site of counter-puncture. The back of the blade may now
press upon the iris and thrust it and the lens a little back, but

no harm whatever ensues, as the iris does not become en-

tangled. The counter-puncture is made deep in the angle

of the anterior chamber, and then the knife continues on-

wards. But immediately the point has pierced the sclera

pressure is applied so that the edge cuts out in the plane of

the knife, that is of LQ. If the knife be sharp and the oper-

ator skilful, it is easy to complete the incision before the heel

of the blade reaches the puncture. The result is the cleanest

possibly cut incision; an incision hardly visible and giving

beautiful coaptation of the margins of the wound. But
if the incision is not completed during the forward thrust it is

completed on the backward one, and if the reversal of the

motion be done properly, the incision will be practically as

clean-cut as in the first case. Sawing movements are un-
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necessary and should not be indulged in. They leave an

irregular and ragged wound which does not heal as well as the

clean-cut wound. And in this situation, so near the pupil,

this is important.

The completion of this incision after having made the

counter-puncture is easier of execution than in the case of

corneo-scleral or other flaps. Besides being shorter and thus

easier to do with one thrust of the knife, it has another ad-

vantage. In sunken eyes or eyes with a sclerosed and con-

tracted conjunctiva, or where the eye is set very close to the

nose, it is difficult to thrust the knife far towards the hilt

on account of its impinging on the eyelid, caruncle, or nose.

This difficulty is much more marked when making the corneo-

scleral incision. Certainly there is an Art, which may be

acquired, which consists in supporting the eye on the fiat of the

knife and raising it from its socket at the same time rotating

it outwards, whereby the point may be cleared and the

corneo-scleral incision completed in the forward and back-

ward thrust. The manipulation, however, is only one for the

expert, as four motions are being performed at the same time,

'

all in harmony, viz.: the thrusting, the cutting, the lifting

out of the socket on the fiat of the knife, and the outward

rotating of the eye; the two former making the incision and

the two latter serving to clear the knife. But with the

radial incision the direction of the cutting itself is such that

the force applied tends to lift the eye forwards out of its

socket, and it is easy by depressing the handle of the knife

to rotate the eye a little outwards and thus give clearance

to the point without much danger of disturbing the plane of

the incision or of making it irregular.

By pulling the eye well down the radial incision may be

made by cutting almost directly forwards away from the

patient, which makes the thing a very simple matter indeed

compared to the execution of a corneo-scleral flap in a deeply

sunken eye with a sclerosed conjunctiva. It is an undoubted

fact that the easier an operation can be made as regards its

execution, the better it will be done, whether by an expert

or by a tyro; and the better in general will be the result. The

radial incision tends to avoid operative complications; its

simplicity is not the least of its merits; and whilst the theory
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as I have endeavored to expound it may appear to some

people to be complicated, they may rest assured that its

practical application is easy; and that the eye and hand can

be readily trained to execute what theory demands.



AN ORIGINAL AND ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE SUTURE
FOR TUCKING OR SHORTENING AN

OCULAR MUSCLE.

By Dr. G, A. SUFFA, Boston, Mass.

(With six figures on Text-Plates XIV.-XVII.)

AN extensive experience in operations for the correction

of muscular errors has convinced the writer of this

paper that these irregularities are best corrected by such an

operation as will strengthen the weak muscle, without dis-

turbing its tendinous attachment. If a tenotomy of the

opposing muscle is necessary it should be limited to the

smallest degree.

The absolute lack of any definite rule as to the amount of

adjustment to be made in a given degree of muscular error

has led the author to devise the following operation and
stitch, which in his judgment enables him to obtain a much
more accurate adjustment than has heretofore been possible.

The first step to bring about this result must necessarily be

a stitch that can be accurately placed, and depended upon to

hold the muscle in place, without a possibility of its slipping

during the healing process, and one that can be removed
without disturbing the tucked or operated portion of the

muscle. The following stitch fulfils these requirements, and

the writer feels confident that in the working out of this

stitch he has solved this first essential—absolute accuracy and
reliability of adjustment in the problem of establishing muscu-

lar eqtiilibrium.

METHOD OF OPERATION.

After the eye has been prepared for operation, cocain and
adrenalin used to prevent bleeding, and a semicircular flap
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of conjunctiva laid back exposing Tenon's capsule and the

muscle, a plain tenotomy hook (Fig. i, P. h.) is passed be-

neath the muscle close to its attachment to the globe. Tenon's

capsule is cut along both borders of the muscle so as to

free it thoroughly. A specially bent hook called the re-

traction hook (Fig. I, R. h.) is passed under the muscle, and
the conjunctival flap is pushed and held back while the

muscle is slightly raised. This retraction hook remains in

place and by its own weight retracts the conjunctival flap

and exposes the muscle (Fig. 2, Re. h.). The common
tenotomy hook should be removed and replaced by the

myometer (Fig. i, My.) fitted with an adjustable graduated

scale set at the number of millimetres that the muscle is to

be shortened ; extreme care should be used to hold this my-
ometer well into the angle formed by the union of the tendon

and the sclera (Fig. 2, My.) so that the muscle clamp (Fig. i,

Mu. c.) will be fastened to the muscle exactly parallel to its

tendinous attachment^ (Fig. 2, Mu. c). After the muscle

clamp is in place (Fig. 3, Mu. c.) the scale of the myometer
can be removed and the hook portion be left in place, or

the whole instrument may be removed and the plain tenotomy
hook inserted (Fig. 3, PI. h.).

The stitch is placed as follows: The centre of a No. 6 silk

suture, with a curved needle at each end of the suture, is laid

across the muscle between the muscle clamp and the re-

traction hook, the lower needle being held by an assistant.

The upper needle in a needle holder is passed beneath the

upper border of the muscle, through the muscle close to the

clamp, between it and the cross thread, including one fourth

of the width of the muscle, and the thread pulled through

to the centre of the suture. The needle is then passed over

the cross thread (Fig. 3, cr. th.) and through the muscle from

above inward in the same relative position, i. e., one quarter

way from the edge of the muscle, close to the cross thread,

between it and the retraction hook, and the suture drawn
taut, forming loop No. i (Fig. 3, L. i). Then the needle

and thread are passed underneath the muscle clamp, under

» The muscle clamp is best inserted from above when the internal

rectus is being shortened.
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the tenotomy hook and through the tendon, close to the

sclera, still in the same relative position, i. e., one fourth the

width of the muscle (Fig. 3, X). The lower end of the suture

is placed in the same manner. The needle is passed from be-

neath outward, close to the muscle clamp, between the clamp

and the cross thread, and the suture drawn sufficiently taut

to take up all slack in the cross thread. Then the needle is

passed over the cross thread, down through the muscle from

without inward, drawing the suture taut and forming loop

No. 2 (Fig. 3, L. 2), then under the muscle clamp and ten-

otomy hook and through the tendon at the lower border of

the muscle in the same relative position, one fourth the width

of the muscle (Fig. 3 , Y) . The ends of the suture are cut of

sufficient length to tie, the muscle clamp and retraction hook

are removed, and the suture is tied while the tenotomy hook

is being raised by the assistant, ^ thus forming the tuck in the

muscle (Fig. 4). The tenotomy hook is removed and the

conjunctival flap stitched in place with two lateral sutures,

allowing the ends of the suture holding the muscle in place to

protrude between the two conjunctival sutures and beyond

the returned conjunctival flap (Fig. 5) so as to prevent heal-

ing of the conjunctiva at this point until this suture has been

removed, about seven days after the operation. In removing

the suture it is best to use adrenalin with the cocain as the

conjunctiva is still usually considerably congested and bleeds

under manipulation, thus obscuring the knot of the suture.

Care should be taken in locating the knot, which is hidden by
the swollen conjunctiva, and in cutting the suture on one

side of the knot only, otherwise the suture cannot be

removed.

The dotted line, Fig. 3, indicates the suture under the

muscle. Arrows point where the needle is passed in be-

ginning the suture above and below. Fig. 6 shows the various

steps in placing the suture.

Removal of the suture is best accomplished by picking up
one end and drawing it from you as well as outward. The
conjunctival sutures may be removed by the fourth day.

» The tenotomy hook may be removed before the suture is tied,

as the muscle tucks just as readily without assistance from the hook.
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The operation requires general anaesthesia, but the muscle

suture is readily removed under cocain.

As in all tucking operations, there is an unsightly bunching

of the tissues. To avoid this the tuck can be disposed of by

cutting it close to the loops of the suture, and the section of

muscle t"hus freed at one end, neatly imposed upon the portion

not included in the tuck, or the tuck may be resected, doing

away with it entirely. Further investigation will decide

which is the better course to pursue.

Both eyes should be bandaged for five days, and the oper-

ated one until the suture holding the muscle is removed.

Flushing of the eye is not necessary unless secretion requires

it, but the lashes should be thoroughly cleansed daily and

fresh dressings applied. Sterile gauze pads fastened by

adhesive strips are suitable.

Reaction is usually moderate.

The writer realizes fully that he is dealing with a very

difficult problem, one that will require many carefully ob-

served operations, covering emmetropic, hypermetropic, and

myopic eyes, before a definite rule can be formulated to fit

these varying conditions; but feels confident that ultimately

this will be accomplished by having successfully solved the

first requirement—a reliable stitch that can be accurately

placed.

Theoretically, an emmetropic eye would require one milli-

metre of adjustment for eight degrees of muscular error.

Actually, judging from eight operations for exophoria or

divergence of high degree, about one millimetre of adjustment

will be required for four degrees of error; evidently there is

considerable stretching of the operated muscle, which at least

partly takes place at the time of operation, but which con-

tinues for some time after union has taken place, thus mak-
ing it necessary to carefully tenotomize the external rectus

of the same eye. The writer has not fully determined when
the tenotomy should be done, whether before, after, or at

the time of the operation.

In the one case of convergent strabismus of fifteen 'degrees

operated upon it has not been necessary to tenotomize the

internal rectus, the adjustment remaining permanent after

nine months.
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Just how large a degree should be done on one eye in high

degrees, and many other details of this intricate problem,

remains to be determined through actual experience covering

all forms of muscular combined with all forms of refractive

errors.

I place before the profession this new stitch and method
of operating, at this time, feeling that it will be more welcome

with many details unsolved than if withheld until these

details have been worked out alone, and in the hope that

it may be adopted and tried in a sufficient number of cases

to enable us to formulate more quickly the exact measurements

of the amount of correction needed. It is only in this way,

—

by carefully measured and recorded operative experience,

—

in my judgment, that we shall solve these difficult problems

in establishing muscular equilibrium.

Advantages of the operation

:

I St. Accurate measurement of the amount of adjustment

to be made.

2d. Absolute reliability in holding the muscle where

placed.

3d. Suture properly placed, avoiding torsion.

4th. A single removable silk suture, giving firm union.

5th. Simplicity of operation, the muscle remaining in its

original position until suture is tied.

6th. The ability to correct large errors without disturbing

the primary tendinous attachment.

Figure i is a cut of the instruments prepared by E. B. Meyrowitz,

104 East 23rd Street, New York City, where the set may be obtained.

The author has in preparation a supplementary article which de-

scribes an original method: First, for accurately measuring and re-

cording the location and extent of the tendinous attachment of an
eye muscle; second, for accurately measuring the corrective displace-

ment made in tenotomy; and third, for fixing the muscle securely in

its new position until healing is complete.
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A CONGENITAL CONNECTIVE-TISSUE FORMATION
IN THE VITREOUS, PROBABLY ARISING

FROM THE OPTIC NERVE, i

By Dr. HOWARD F. HANSELL, Philadelphia, Pa.

(With one illustration on Text-Plate XVIII.)

The parents believe that the left eye of their daughter,

1 6 years of age, has been practically blind since her first

year, when she fell on the street, striking her face on the
curb and injuring the left supraorbital region. The left

eye, at present, is apparently equal in size to the right eye
and presents no external abnormalities except that it is

divergent. Vision = counting fingers at one foot. The
right eye is normal in every respect and vision =|^. Both
pupils react to light and convergence but the left has a
diameter imm larger than the right under aU conditions

of illumination.

The media of the left are clear. At the base of the globe

and overlying the optic disk, slightly swinging laterally

with the movements of the ball, is a mass of white material,

part of it resembling the sclera in its whiteness and the re-

mainder less brilliantly white and vascular. Running out
from each side near the top of the mass are white bands
of fibrous tissue, accompanying vessels and independent
of them, apparently several millimetres long, which dis-

appear in the retina. On the summit lies the non-vascular

section, quadrangular in shape, level, and reflecting the

light of the mirror almost as brilliantly as metal. The
growth, which conceals most of the nerve head, is elevated

about 4D. above the fundus, its anterior extremity projecting

forward into the vitreous, and it is attached posteriorly

to the sheath of the optic nerve. The origin of the vessels

on the vascular portion of the mass could not be determined.

They are numerous, of good size, and fixed, and presumably

« Read before the Section on Ophthalmology, College of Physicians

of Philadelphia, November 19, 1908
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are given off from the vessels of the optic nerve. Toward
the lower periphery of the fundus are several pigment spots
resembling old choroiditis.

The appearances of this case do not correspond to any
of the descriptions of Bock of that rare condition, coloboma
of the optic nerve, or the more common one of uveal coloboma,

or of the characteristic and well-known signs of rupture of

the choroid due to the traumatism received in early life.

I believe it is a congenital growth in the vitreous springing

from the optic-nerve sheath and vascularized by fine branches

from the vessels of the disk. It has some points in common
with the case of congenital anomaly in the vitreous chamber
described by Kipp (Trans. Am. Oph. Soc, 1904), which he

thinks should be "regarded as the persistence and condensa-

tion of the connective tissue surrounding the foetal artery in

the vitreous body. " In Harlan's case of extensive vascular

growth in the vitreous (Trans. Am. Oph. Soc, 1889), the

vascular network in the vitreous was supposed to be the

result of large retinal hemorrhages and was not suggestive

of congenital origin. In the Transactions of the same Society,

1888, Randall illustrates three cases of congenital outgrowth of

dense white tissue upon the disk which, while not identical

with my case, so nearly resemble it that I think they belong

to the same class. The main point of difference lies in the

vascularity. No vessel formation is described in any of

Randall's cases.



THE FORMATION OF PUPILLARY MEMBRANES
AFTER CATARACT EXTRACTION, i

By Dr. EDGAR S. THOMSON.

MEMBRANOUS cataract occurring after cataract

extraction is usually composed of the posterior

capsule as a base, with the remains of plastic inflammation

superimposed. It reaches approximately its final condition

in from four to six weeks after the original extraction, al-

though this depends very greatly upon the amount of soft

lens matter present, the amount of iritic reaction, etc.

In the ordinary case of cataract extraction, the anterior

capsule is opened by the cystotomy and rolled outward and

the lens cortex is largely absorbed, leaving only a small

pocket of lens fibres enclosed between the layers of the cap-

sule at the periphery, and the pupil filled by the perfectly

transparent posterior capsule. In other cases, the products

of inflammation, extending over the partially absorbed cortex

of the lens, unite with it to form a dense connective-tissue

membrane, interposing an effectual bar to vision. Between

these two conditions we have, of course, every imaginable

variation and degree of membrane formation.

In the most favorable cases, where the cortex is largely

removed at the time of the operation, or where it is absorbed

without a definite secondary iritis, we have a membrane
formed of transparent posterior capsule with a circular rim

of cortical fibres at the lens equator. This rim, sometimes

called Soemmering' s crystalline swelling, is composed of lens

fibres which are enclosed by the apposition of the remains of

the anterior capsule and the posterior capsule and are there-

1 Read before the Section on Ophthalmology of the N. Y. Academy
of Medicine, Jan. i8, 1909.
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fore protected from the solvent action of the aqueous. They
are not absorbed, and indeed invariably increase in volume by
proliferation and, in some instances, infiltration with leuco-

cjrtes and fibroblasts.

After a time, the whole mass undergoes a series of retro-

gressive changes, resulting in connective-tissue formation,

contraction, and more or less disturbance of the position of

the membrane,—depending on the amount of lens substance

in this swelling, the amount of fibroblasts present, and the

extent of the swelling around the circumference of the capsule.

In these conditions we may have traction upon the ciliary

body through the zonule in a single point or in its whole ex-

tent, and apparently spontaneous attacks of low-grade

cyclitis will supervene, in spite of the fact that we have a

clear pupil and good vision, for it must always be borne in

mind that the ring lies behind the iris and we have no way
of observing the progress of these changes. The behavior

of the capsule in the pupil is only of limited value in guiding

us as to the extent of these changes. If we consider for a

moment the mechanical principles involved, we can easily see

that tightening of the capsule may take place or that it may
be relaxed through a symmetrical narrowing of the diameter

of the ring. A stretching of the capsule in a definite di-

rection might be an indication of value, but where we are

dealing with a membrane composed of transparent capsule

the difficulty of observing this feature is apparent. It is

safe to assume, however, that in the vast majority of cases

of cataract extraction by the ordinary method a considerable

amount of cortical matter is left at the equator. This has

been frequently observed by those accustomed to histo-

logical examination of these eyes, but few observations seem

to have been made on the clinical importance of the con-

dition. This is partly due to the fact that the retrogressive

changes take place slowly, and we are not able to follow their

course, as our patients, being old, do not live long enough

for complications to ensue. It is, nevertheless, a very common
thing to find contraction-bands in old membranes in this

situation, when making examination of enucleated eyes.

I should hesitate very much, however, to attempt an

estimation of the frequency of this especial set of conditions,.
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that is, post-iridial contraction-bands with a clear pupillary

membrane. Probably it does not occur very frequently,

but it is none the less important when it does occur, and the

point I wish especially to bring out is that a clear pupil with

good vision does not necessarily preclude the existence of a

mechanical irritation in accounting for the apparently spon-

taneous attacks of uveal irritation which we sometimes see

after cataract extraction.

It would seem that the mere fact that an eye has been

operated upon would be insufficient to account for attacks

of inflammation where no previous tendency has ever existed,

and that there must certainly be contraction-bands in many
of these cases where they are least suspected. Judging from

their frequency in histological examinations, and not merely

in badly inflamed eyes, but in all classes of cases, contraction-

bands frequently exist without causing any trouble.

Undoubtedly the principles of resistance apply here in

determining why one patient will have attacks when another

will not, but the general principle that contraction-bands

pulling on the ciliary body are able to determine attacks of

inflammation or even of glaucoma, has been well recognized

though perhaps not sufficiently emphasized. From the

visual standpoint, the contraction of a transparent membrane
seems not to have any effect, but if the membrane is relaxed

and wrinkled the reflections of the light rays from its surface

and the irregular refraction of the rays will necessitate the

formation of a new pupil, which is usually not a difficult task.

There is no question but that it would be very desirable

to remove all of the equatorial cortex of the lens, and the

best way of furthering this end is to remove as much as

possible of the anterior capsule. It is my own custom to

make a very wide crucial incision with the cystotome, carrying

the incisions as far out towards the equator as possible, and
relying on the well-known tendency of the lens capsule to

curl outwards, for obtaining the greatest possible exposure

of the interior to the action of the aqueous.

From theoretical grounds, I disapprove of tearing ofE a

piece of capsule with the forceps, as has been practised by
some operators, for I do not see how a very large amount of

capsule can be removed in this way. Neither do I believe in
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a peripheral capsulotomy, which leaves the anterior capsule

stretched across the pupil. This latter procedure seems to

me to give the most favorable conditions for the development
of contraction-bands. The washing out of the capsule after

the extraction is entirely in the right line of action, but I do
not believe it is always possible to wash out every particle of

lens matter, as we would like to do.

In a larger class of cases than the preceding, we have,

besides these conditions at the equator, a certain amount of

connective-tissue formation across the pupil, which covers

the remaining cortex and forms with the posterior capsule

the kind of secondary membrane with which we are all

familiar. The important element here is the connective

tissue which originates from the iris-fibroblasts, and this,

binding down the unabsorbed cortical material and protecting

it from the action of the aqueous, is the real cause of the

opacity, which is the denser the more fibroblasts are deposited.

Many writers on this subject speak of thickening of the

capsule, which certainly is an unfortunate word to use, for

there is not the slightest evidence that the capsule undergoes

any change in itself. It is well known to be highly resistant

to the action of water, acids, alcohol, etc., after removal from
the eye, and even in very badly disorganized eyes the capsule

is frequently found clear and unchanged. It is even capable

of a good deal of resistance to purulent processes within the

eye. The formation of the fibrous tissue, then, is the thing

to be avoided, and this is only done by limiting the amount
of hyperaemia as much as possible, by the early and judicious

use of ice, atropin, etc., during the after-treatment of the

extraction. As a rule, the amount of fibrous tissue formed
is proportional to the amount of secondary iritis, but even

where there is little hyperaemia, if there be a large amount of

cortex to be absorbed there will be some invasion by fibro-

blasts and consequent deposit, and the longer such a mem-
brane remains, the further the process of connective-tissue

organization goes on, and the tougher and more resistant are

such membranes to operation.

I have seen it stated that absorption of the cortical fibres

goes on more rapidly in an eye with a certain amount of

ciliary hyperaemia than in a perfectly quiet eye, but this I
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cannot believe to be the case. Any redness whatever leads

to a certain tendency to connective-tissue formation, if nothing

more, and my best results have always been in eyes where the

absorption of the cortical material was attended by very

little redness. For this reason the constant use of ice while

the cortex is undergoing absorption is strongly to be recom-

mended.

Aside from the interference with vision, we have in this

class of membranes the very important element of traction

on the ciliary body, which may come on in a surprisingly

short period after the extraction—four to six weeks—depend-

ing on the amount of contraction, the size of the bands, and

the reactive tendencies of the ciliary body.

Adhesion of the iris to the bands I regard as of very little

importance. The iris is elastic and freely movable, and

moreover the tissue in patients of advanced years, once hav-

ing stretched, is very apt to become atrophic, and does not

resist the contraction of the membranes as does the less

elastic tissue of the ciliary body. The ciliary body is much

more fixed and much more irritable, and is apt to become

hyperaemic, to break out into low-grade attacks of plastic

inflammation, or even to set up a secondary glaucoma.

While the diagnosis of equatorial bands may be difficult,

there can be no difficulty in the present class of cases where

the whitish strands of connective tissue may be plainly seen

stretching across the pupil, and where we can see the lines

of traction distinctly. It is sometimes difficult, however, to

judge correctly of the toughness of the membrane and amount

of the resistance which any given case will offer to division

by the knife needle or the small Graefe knife. Not infre-

quently I have been surprised to find an apparently frail-

looking band so tough that the knife would hardly go through

it without undue violence, and it seems necessary in forming

one's judgment to take into consideration the original for-

mation of the membrane, the amount of iritis following the

extraction, the amount of cortical material left to be ab-

sorbed, the length of time since the extraction, and all the

other factors which make for well-developed connective

tissue.

If one uses the de Wecker scissors, the clinical point becomes
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less important, as the membrane can be freely divided in any
event. This operation has the further advantage of allowing

a very free division of the membrane with no more traumatism
than would accompany a small cut, and a free division is

highly desirable, as insuring the cessation of traction on the

ciliary body in a manner that a small central cut with a knife

might not accomplish.

Recently the effort has been revived to avoid the whole
question of secondary membrane by removal of the lens in

its capsule, and it cannot be doubted that in many cases,

perhaps the vast majority, the operation once successfully

accomplished, membrane formation is precluded for years to

come.

This suggests a very interesting question as to whether

or not we may ever expect to find a pupillary membrane after

the removal of the lens in capsule. A similar question arises

in cases with a small central opening in the membrane left

by a needling operation where the vitreous is directly exposed

to the action of the aqueous. Cases with marked attacks

of iritis are naturally to be excluded in the present connection,

as every one knows how easily membranes are formed here

from very slight attacks of inflammation. These membranes
are composed of plastic exudations upon the surface of the

vitreous, and need only be mentioned in passing.

It is possible, however, to have a gauzy membrane formed

after the lens and capsule have been removed, even where

there have been no perceptible iritic attacks. I have observed

a few such cases clinically, and have frequently seen delicate

membranes in histological sections which I considered to be

identical with the former. They are formed by thickening

and condensation of the external layers of the vitreous, and
seem to be caused by the mechanical sagging of the vitreous

forward, without any restraining membrane to hold it up.

There is usually no appearance of plastic exudation upon the

membranes, and no appearance of new connective-tissue

formation. They are composed of delicate strands of fibrous

tissue resembling closely the normal hyaloid. Where the

lens has been extracted in capsule, it is difficult to say, on

account of the intimate association of the hyaloid with the

posterior capsule, whether these membranes are vitreous
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fibres simply or hyaloid which has undergone some thickening.

Where a needling has been done, however, and a small opening

made in the capsular membrane, there is little doubt that the

hyaloid, as such, takes little part in the recurrent gauzy mem-
brane which is so frequently seen. In the absence of in-

flammatory conditions these membranes must be viewed

as fibrous strands of the vitreous, and they may occur in

any case after the lapse of a sufficient interval of time.

Their treatment is not always a simple problem, as they

are extremely friable and are difficult to remove en masse,

and though the instrument tears through them with ease

there are times when the results of operation are disappointing

from the fact that the attached fragments so readily fall

back into their former position. Probably a very free

division in several directions, without going too deeply into

the vitreous body, gives the best results, but there is no way
to be sure that the membrane will not re-form, although in

the absence of inflammatory conditions the recurrence is

always a slow process.

V^



OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF SEPARATION OF THE
RETINA. REPORTS OF CASES TREATED BY

SCLERAL PUNCTURE. 1

By Dr. EDWARD KEITH ELLIS,

ASSISTANT OPHTHALMIC SURGEON, CARNEY HOSPITAL; CLINICAL ASSIST-

ANT, MASSACHUSETTS CHARITABLE EYE AND EAR INFIRMARY,

BOSTON, MASS.

OF recent years many methods of procedure have been

advocated by ophthalmologists for the treatment

of separation of the retina. Some have given promise of

producing good results, but have not withstood the test when
put into practise to any extent, while others have proven to

be efficacious in many cases in the hands of different men.

Many cases have been reported as cured within a short

time after their discharge; in fact it is very often the case

that absolute cures are claimed within a month or so from the

time treatment ceased, when if the cases should be followed

it would very often be found that the retina had again become

separated, and the original state of affairs again obtained.

With nearly every form of treatment which embraces com-

plete rest in bed, a replacement, or at least a marked decrease

in the amount of separation can be accomplished, so that

immediately on ceasing treatment the conditions look very

promising ; but further observation of the patient is very apt

to show the separation again returning, and our reports of

cures premature.

Surgical intervention in the treatment of separation of the

retina was first proposed by Sichel in 1859. He advocated

» Read at a meeting of the New England Ophthalmological Society,

February 9, 1909.
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the puncture of the sclera and chorioid over the site of the

separation, and used a broad needle with a sharp point, but

with dull edges. This was passed into the subretinal space,

parallel with the ocular muscles, in order to avoid injuring

the chorioidal vessels any more than necessary, but not so

deeply as to penetrate the retina, for fear of further displace-

ment. The instrument was then given a quarter turn to

evacuate the fluid. A bandage was then applied and the

patient placed on his back for ten days.

Von Graefe recommended discission of the retina.

Drainage by a fine gold wire passed through the sclera and

chorioid was employed by Grizon and de Wecker.

Stitching of the retina to the chorioid with fine catgut was

advocated by Galezowski.

Bowman instituted dislaceration of the retina with two

needles.

Iridectomy was done by Galezowski and others, and good

results were reported.

Injections of tincture of iodin into the subretinal space

for the purpose of producing a plastic chorio-retinitis, antici-

pating that the resulting inflammation would unite the two
coats and thus obliterate the offending space, were recom-

mended and tried by Schoeler, Galezowski, and Gelpke. Re-

ports of cures appeared, but the method was disastrous

in the "hands of others, in one case being followed by menin-

gitis and death.

Injections of air into the vitreous to increase the tension

of the eye and press the retina back against the chorioid

have been tried.

Dor touched the sclera lightly over the site of the separa-

tion with a small cautery, and injected a 10% solution of salt

under the conjunctiva ; following which the patient was placed

in bed.

Puncture of the sclera with the galvano-cautery has been

employed by Galezowski and Abadie.

Walker and Grossman injected normal salt solution into

the vitreous after evacuation of the subretinal fluid.

Injections of a 3.5% solution of gelatin in a physiologic

salt solution between the sclera and the capsule of Tenon
has been used by de Wecker.
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Transfixion of the eyeball and cutting of the vitreous bands
have been advocated by Deutschmann and Jaencke. Deutsch-

mann used a double-edged narrow knife passing the instrument

through the coats of the eye, dividing whatever bands lie in

the vitreous, and liberating fluid before and behind the retina.

Rabbits' or calves' vitreous, diluted with normal salt solu-

tion, was then injected into the vitreous with a hypodermic
syringe to press the retina permanently against the chorioid,

until the resulting uveitis had established union.

At the present time Deutschmann advocates transfixion of

the globe, omitting the sweeping motions of the knife, and
emphasizes the importance of repeating the operation as often

as is necessary, even up to fifteen times. In desperate cases

he still uses injections of the vitreous of the rabbit, starting

with a weak solution and gradually increasing, should oc-

casion require. He has lately combined this treatment

with cauterization of the sclera, but with no visible advantage.

Electrolysis has been recommended by Gilet de Grand-

mont, and in 1901 Maraval reported ten cases of its use, in

which two were cured and the remainder much benefited.

He says the puncture of the needle allows a partial escape

of the serous exudate, favors the formation of adhesions, and
increases the general ocular nutrition.

A five to five and a half milliampere current controlled by
a rheostat is passed for one minute's time. Four days after

the use of electrolysis subconjunctival injections of 1-1500

to 1-2000 strengths bichloride of mercury are begun, to

maintain the effect of the electrolysis. A bandage is applied,

and the patient kept in bed not longer than six weeks. The
process must be repeated as often as necessary.

In 1907, Sachs of Vienna stated as his belief that in order

to be efficacious, puncture of the sclera should be made in

the place where separation usually starts and is most marked

;

that is, half way between the optic nerve and the ora serrata;

these being the two situations where the retina is definitely

fixed. Adhesions here between the retina and chorioid

would act as a dam and prevent the passage of subretinal

fluid forward. His method of operating in such cases is as

follows: After lifting the conjunctiva, he fixes a loop suture

in the muscle overlying the separation. He then cuts acros.*?
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the muscle and rotating the eye away from the cut muscle

passes a sickle-shaped knife backward on the flat over the

greatest convexity of the globe. The point of the instrument

is then made to incise the sclera, dividing it in a frontal plane.

The fluid then escapes, the divided muscle is reattached, and

the conjunctiva is closed with a suture.

This process can be repeated later, dividing other muscles

if it seems necessary to puncture in other situations. He
reports good results by this method, although at the time of

writing none of the cases had been under observation longer

than one month after the operation. Diplopia has resulted

in one case from cutting the muscle, with hemorrhage into

the vitreous in another.

Good results and absolute cures have been reported in cases

where subconjunctival injections of dionin have been em-

ployed, together with pilocarpin sweats, bandage, rest, and

proper general treatment.

Cures have also been reported where surgical interference

of any kind was omitted, and the treatment consisted simply

of subconjunctival injections of salt solution, in strength

ranging from 6% to 25%, together with diaphoresis and rest

in bed.

With this review of the many methods advocated by trust-

worthy observers during the past fifty years it is evident that

superiority can be fixed upon no one procedure, since what

serves the purpose admirably in the hands of one operator

fails in those of another.

It has seemed to me that the method which gives the best

results is simple puncture of the sclera and retina, evacuating

the subretinal fluid together with some vitreous, placing the

patient flat in bed with both eyes bandaged for a period of

at least ten days, and if deemed advisable employing

daily subconjunctival injections of salt solution. The
solution may be started at 6% and increased up to 20%
or 25%.
The two cases here reported show the results obtained by

the above procedure. In several other cases of separated

retina the method was used, but without success, in most

instances the patient being unwilling to undergo the tedious

after-treatment

.
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The first case is that of J. W. T., 27 years old, a machinist
by trade. There was no family history of eye trouble.

He had worn weak myopic glasses at times for the past
twelve years. While playing basket-ball some five months
ago he received a blow in the right eye. Nothing unusual
was noticed at the time except the customary "black eye.

"

About one month ago he noticed that the vision of the
right eye was poor, and for the past two weeks it had steadily
grown worse. Vision at this time was ability to count
fingers at five feet with the right eye, and f^ with the
left. He was advised to enter the Massachusetts Charitable
Eye and Ear Infirmary, and was admitted to that institu-

tion May 5, 1906, on the service of Dr. F. E. Cheney.
Examination of the right eye at that time showed a

separation of the retina downward and outward, not readily
seen except by following the course of the blood-vessels.

Upon leaving the disc the vessels were blurred, and were
best seen at the height of the separation below with a plus
6 sphere, direct method. No degeneration or difference

in color of the retina was noticed, and in all other situations
the retina was in normal position. Several fine white lines

extending from the macula region directly outward were
seen, due probably to minute wrinkles in the separated
retina. The left eye was normal.
The patient was put to bed with the eyes bandaged ana

given subcutaneous injections of pilocarpine grs. \ for

three nights successively, with a rest for three nights. This
procedure was repeated. At the same time subconjuncti-
val injections of a 5% salt solution were commenced twice
daily. The eye was examined on the i6th but there was
no improvement in the condition.
On the 19th scleral puncture was performed. After

having cut the conjunctiva over the separation a narrow
cataract knife was passed through the sclera into the sub-
retinal space, and a little fluid was allowed to escape. The
conjunctiva was closed with two silk sutures, and a double
bandage applied, the patient being kept in bed until the
31st. Examination in the dark room at this time showed
some improvement, but not a complete replacement The
patient was put to bed again and subconjunctival injec-

lions were renewed and continued until June 15th. At
this date he was discharged with a vision of ^g'V. The
condition of the retina was the same as at the last examina-
tion.

He was re-admitted to the hospital July 20, 1906. The
vision now was ^gV- Fundus examination showed the
same condition of affairs as at the first admission, ex-

cept that the separation was not so marked. The operation
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was repeated as described above. August 4th subcon-
junctival injections of a 10% salt solution were commenced.
August 13th 20% salt solution injections were begun.
August 19th the patient was up and dressed with a vision

of ff. This vision held until August 31st, and at this

time with a minus .50 sphere vision improved to |^ plus.

The patient was discharged. Vision remained as above
for about four weeks, when it again became poor, and on
October 8, 1906 he was re-admitted to the hospital for the
third puncture. This was done in the same manner as

before. The after-treatment remained the same as formerly
except that the salt-solution injections were given only
once a day, starting with a 5% and increasing to a 20%
solution.

Examination of the eye November 2d showed no im-
provement of the condition, and on November 13th the
operation was again performed; after-treatment as above
described. The patient was discharged November 28th.

Vision of the right eye was yVo I
with a minus .75 sphere,

|^, Three weeks later the vision was |^; with a minus
.75 sphere combined with a minus .75 cylinder axis 180,

Examination of the fundus showed no sign of separation,

and none has appeared up to date. The fields immediately
after each puncture were normal in size but became con-
tracted in from one to four weeks, until after the fourth
operation, when the field resumed its normal size, and it has
remained so up to the present time.

I have seen the patient at intervals since the last punc-
ture, and examination of the fundus has revealed nothing
abnormal. The place in the retina where the knife pene-
trated could be distinctly seen at the last visit, evidenced
by a line of black pigment.

In this case the patient's confidence and persistence were

two valuable assets, and his experience fully illustrates the

importance of repeated punctures. I have operated upon
several others,—in one case three times,—but in each case

the patient became discouraged and did not return for further

treatment of this kind.

The second case is that of T. W. K., 32 years old, who
came to the ophthalmic out-patient department of the
Carney Hospital April 18, 1907, complaining of failing

vision in his left eye. This was first noticed about six

weeks previous, and he had consulted an "eyesight
specialist" who gave him glasses. At first these seemed to
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give some relief, but during the past three weeks his

vision had steadily failed.

Examination of the fundus showed a separation of the
retina extending over nearly the whole lower half, with
the greatest separation in the lower outer quadrant, where
the ophthalmoscope showed an elevation of about seven
dioptres. The retina appeared healthy except for slight

cloudiness, due probably to the fluid contained in the sub-

retinal space.

The records of the department do not show the exact
vision at this time, but the house surgeon stated that it

was about -^Vo--

The patient was put to bed, his eyes bandaged, and
subcutaneous injections of pilocarpine grs. -^ were given

daily for three days, omitted for three days, and the process

repeated.

April 24th about 10 minims of a 5% solution of dionin were
injected under the conjunctiva in the lower outer quadrant.

This was repeated April 27th and May 8th. Diapho-
resis was kept up after the manner explained above
until May 17th. At this time examination showed still a

very slight separation of the retina. May 20th dionin

was again injected, and the next day the fundus being
examined showed a replacement of the retina everywhere.

The vision at this time was |-§-, and with a plus .62 sphere

combined with a plus .25 cylinder axis 90 came up to

§§•. He was discharged from the hospital.

August 13, 1907 he returned with the separation again

in evidence, it being now about 9 dioptres in height. The
sclera was again punctured opposite the site of the greatest

separation with a narrow Graefe cataract knife, the sub-

retinal fluid and a slight amount of vitreous allowed to

escape, the eye atropinized, a double eye bandage applied,

and the patient put to bed for ten days. A 1% solution

of atropin was instilled into the eye once a day. Beyond
this no further treatment was employed.
August 24th the ophthalmoscope showed a replacement

of the retina everywhere, and with a plus .37 sphere com-
bined with a plus .25 cylinder axis 105 the vision came
up to 18^, and has remained so up to the present time.

The visual field has been normal since the patient's dis-

charge from the hospital. There has been no evidence of

separation at any time since August 24, 1907. The patient,

as in the other case, was cautioned against violent exercise,

stooping, or lifting heavy objects, and both have followed

this advice faithfully.

It has seemed to me, from the results obtained in these
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cases, that this method of procedure offers more chance of cure

than simple rest, bandaging, diaphoresis, and subconjunctival

injections. Combining these latter with scleral puncture

may be of some advantage, but the principal point, it seems

to me, is to obliterate the subretinal space if possible, in an
endeavor to bring about union of the retina with the chorioid

at the site of the separation.

These cases were both of the most favorable kind, it is true,

but Deutschmann and others have obtained good results in

cases which were far more unfavorable; for instance, in the

separations occurring in high myopia.

In conclusion, I believe Deutschmann's advice to repeat the

process as often as necessary can hardly be emphasized too

strongly.



SCLERAL COLLAPSE DURING CATARACT
OPERATION.

By Dr. JUAN SANTOS FERNANDEZ, Havana, Cuba.

DR. SIRIEYS has published an article with this title

^

and states that the great majority of authors do not

mention this accident or limit themselves only to calling

attention to the two cases of Choden and the one of Roux (of

Caen) , and as^we have observed twenty-six cases, of the first

ones of which we wrote in 1895 ^ and of the last ones in 1902,^

I will now describe the whole series of observations, taken

from the archives by Dr. Francisco M. Fernandez, my chief

of clinic.

If in the first few cases we had any doubts about the cause

producing the ocular hypotony or softness, later on we noticed

that cocain was instilled before the operation almost without

measure, and thereafter we limited the amount instilled

to three drops of a 3% solution, one every ten minutes, and

at the utmost a fourth drop just before operating. We have

not observed at all the collapse that in one season only was

observed in twenty-six cases, and perhaps in a few more that

escaped my observation. At first I thought that poorly

nourished individuals were predisposed to this accident, but

later on we gave no importance to that idea as it occurred

also in strong and healthy people.

In physiology it is admitted that just as digitalis increases

the intraocular tension, cocain diminishes it ; but we also know,

and this seems to be contradictory, that cocain predisposes

' La cUnique ophtalmologique. No. 3, 1908. Paris.

' Archivos de la Sociedad de Estudios CUnicos de la Habana, p. 195,

vol. viii.

» Archivos de Oftalmologia Hispano-Americanos, p. 532, vol. ii.
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to glaucoma. In the cases we are going to relate we can-

not, of course, put aside personal idiosyncrasy; but the fact

of not having observed any other case of this kind since we
have taken personal care that the solution of cocain used

was to be only 3% strong and the number of drops three or

four, gives us the right to suppose the excess of this drug as

the only cause.

Case i.—Man of sixty-five. Was operated by simple
extraction. Right eye. Five drops of 3% cocain solution.

Keratotomy and discission without difficulty. When we
tried to induce, by pressing first over the lids and then with
the spoon, the delivery of the cataract, this sunk on account
of the little distension of the sclera ; the lips of the corneal

wound opened ; but the lens did not appear until we pressed

with another spoon on the lower part of the sclera. The
cataract had the borders stained with pigment. The opera-

tion was successful.

Case 2.—Man of fifty. Simple extraction. Left eye.

Discission with the end of the knife. Before the operation

there was a slight tremor of the iris. After insistent pres-

sures during which the spoon sunk in the sclera, the lens

appeared, but remained detained between the borders of

the wound and was delivered after renewed pressure. The
pupil became oval after the operation. Quick recovery.

Case 3.—The same man as Case 2. He was operated on
the right eye eight days after. Keratotomy and discission.

Pressure in vain; it was necessary to compress with the
handle of the fixation forceps in the lower part and with
the spoon in the upper. The eye seemed crushed and the

lens gradually came out; the patient, meanwhile, experi-

encing no disagreeable sensations. In each eye there had
been instilled four drops of 5% cocain solution. Recovery
with the same rapidity as the other eye.

Case 4.—Man of seventy-five. More than four drops of

3% solution. Right eye. After keratotomy for simple

extraction was made, I proceeded to expel the cataract

and noticed that the spoon sank in the sclera. Only after

repeated pressure was the opaque lens delivered, and after-

wards the cortical remains were also delivered. Pupil

remained clear. Discharged soon after.

Case 5.—Woman of fifty. Very thin. Four drops of

3% cocain solution. The difficulty in extracting the

cataract made me think it was luxated. Pressure on the

eye through the lids first and after with the spoon did not
bring it out. Only after almost crushing it, the opaque
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lens appeared followed by a small quantity of vitreous

humor. Quick recovery.

Case 6.—Man of sixty-four. Had many drops of 3%
cocain solution instilled in his right eye, without the assist-

ant keeping account. Operated by simple extraction and
discission with the knife. Notwithstanding the pressure

made over the lids, the cataract did not come out. Not
without fearing a vitreous prolapse, we made new pressure

and the softness of the eyeball grew very marked before

the lens came out, followed by the cortical remains. Dis-

charged cured.

Case 7.—Man of sixty. Sometime before, he had been
operated on the right eye, without having had any signs

of hypotony ; now after several drops of 3% cocain solution,

the cataract did not come out and the intraocular tension

was very much lowered. It was necessary to compress

through the lids with the fingers above and below, and even
then only after new and insistent pressure it came out

without vitreous prolapse. The lens was very large, of

dark hue and with pigmented edges. Discharged well.

Case 8.—Man of sixty. Repeated instillations of 3%
solution. Simple extraction. The softness of the eye

required repeated pressure on it before the cataract came
out. After new pressure the cortical remains were also

expelled. Favorable result.

Case 9.—Man of fifty-one. Myope of 4 D. A neurotic

individual. Simple extraction. Numerous drops of 3%
cocain solution. By pressing through the lids on the eye,

the borders of the incision opened but the lens did not come
out. After sinking the spoon in the lower part of the

sclera, it came out very slowly. Cured and the resulting

vision was the best we have seen in any case of this kind.

Case 10.—Woman of sixty-eight. Very thin but healthy.

Right eye. Simple extraction. Three drops of 4% cocain

solution, one every ten minutes. After the keratotomy and
discission with the knife, I was going to remove the oph-

thalmostat when I saw the exaggerated depression of the

cornea. We waited for fifteen minutes and its convexity

was re-established. We made pressure and although the

incision opened, the cataract resisted expulsion. It was
necessary to press with one spoon on the upper part and with

another on the lower to bring it slowly out. After its

delivery the corneal depression was again marked and the

appearance was that of an empty eye. The patient did not

suffer the least disturbance, and twenty minutes after the

operation the eye had its normal aspect. Discharged cured.

Case ii.—Same patient as Case 10. Operated by
simple extraction a few minutes after the operation on the
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right eye was finished. Five drops of 4% cocain solution.

Same corneal depression as in the right eye. In this case

we did not wait for the re-establishment of the convexity.

Pressure with the fingers and with one spoon was insuffi-

cient. We needed two spoons and by pressing with them
on the sclera above and below, we brought the lens slowly

out. In fifteen or twenty minutes the eye appeared nor-

mal. Recovered vision in both eyes.

Case 12.—Man of thirty-seven. Left eye. Four drops

of 4% solution. Simple extraction. Being a docile man
the operation was accomplished very easily. After the

keratotomy and the discission with the knife and having
removed the ophthalmostat, the cataract had a luxated

appearance and although I exerted strong pressure with the

fingers through the lids, it was necessary to use the spoon,

and by pressing with it on the sclera the cataract was
brought out. The patient recovered vision.

Case 13.—Woman of seventy-seven. After instilling

a numberless quantity of drops every ten minutes, the

simple extraction was performed. At the time of bringing

out the cataract it was necessary to press strongly with the

spoon on the lower part to complete its exit.

Case 14.—Same woman as in Case 13. Left eye. Kera-
totomy and discission. Greater difficulty than the other

eye. Exaggerated eye softness. Had an attack of iritis

which required a prolonged course of treatment.

Case 15.—Man of forty-eight. Several drops of 3%
solution every ten minutes. Simple extraction. At the

time of expelling the cataract by digital pressure we
found difficulty on account of the softness of the eye.

It was finally brought out by pressing with the spoon on
the surface of the sclera. Soon after, the eye recovered its

normal aspect. Three years after the operation the patient

had perfect vision.

Case 16.—Man of sixty-three. Several drops of 3%
cocain solution, before the extraction was done. It was
necessary to exert vigorous pressure with the spoon, that
sank in the lower part of the sclera, to bring out the lens

and the cortical remains. Discharged well.

Case 17.—Man of eighty. Simple extraction. More than
three drops of 3% cocain solution before the operation.

Pressure on the lids was of no avail. It was necessary to
use the spoon and only after pressing so hard as almost
to bury it in the surface, the lens appeared. Discharged
well.

Case 18.—Woman of sixty-four. Right eye. Several
drops of 3% solution. Pupils dilated by atropin. After
the discission when the cataract was coming out there was
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an excessive degree of hypotony. Only after compressing
above on the lid and belpw with the spoon, which sank
in the sclera, the lens came out and after it the cortical

remains.
Case 19.—Man of sixty-four. Left eye. Simple ex-

traction. Several drops of 3% cocain solution. When the
extraction was being done, it was necessary to bury the
spoon in the lower part of the sclera to help its delivery.

Discharged well.

Case 20.—Man of forty-nine. Sometime before he had
iridectomy performed to make the simple extraction later

on. Had five drops of 6% solution. We tried vainly, after

incising, to expel the lens; and it was necessary to use the
spoon to provoke its delivery. Afterwards, the cortical

remains came out abundantly. Six days after he was
attacked with iritis which proved most difficult to cure.

Case 21.—Woman of sixty. Had a preliminary iri-

dectomy, as recommended by Jacobsen. After instilling

seven drops of 4% solution, the incision was made. We met
great difficulty on trying to effect the extraction and press-

ure exerted on the lids with the fingers was of no avail. It

was necessary to use the spoon and to sink it in the sclera

and then the lens was expelled; also the cortical remains.
The cornea remained depressed for some time. Patient
discharged well.

Case 23.—Man of sixty-eight. After instilling 5 drops
of 5% cocain solution extraction was practised and there

was noticed marked sinking of the sclera. Pressures over
the lids were insufficient and it was necessary to sink the
spoon in the surface of the sclera to deliver the opaque
lens and some cortical remains. Discharged cured.

Case 24.—Same man as above operated on the left eye
immediately after. Six drops of 4% cocain solution. The
scleral collapse was so pronounced that the spoon was
buried in the fold formed by the sclera on sinking. By
successive pressing, the lens was brought out and a con-
siderable amount of cortical remains. Recovered perfect

vision in both eyes.

Case 25.—Man of fifty-six. Fifth case in the same
family which had cataract at mature age. Four drops of

5% cocain solution. As in the last case there was found
a very noticeable hypotony and only after sinking the spoon
vigorously in the sclera the cataract was delivered slowly.

There was no disturbance before or after the operation

and now he enjoys, as his brothers, perfect vision.

Case 26.—Man of sixty. Simple extraction. On trying

to provoke the delivery of the cataract, we noticed the ex-

treme softness of the eye. Pressure with the fingers
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through the lids, although repeated and vigorous, was
unsuccessful; and almost without hope of bringing the

lens out, we re-applied the ophthalmostat that had been
retired, applied two spoons, one above and the other below
the incision, and only after an almost complete crushing

of the eye, we saw the lens appear between the borders of

the incision and very slowly coming out. A few minutes
later the eye recovered its normal aspect and the patient

was able to count the fingers Discharged cured. We
have not seen him again.



A''CASE OF PARALYSIS OF THE INFERIOR OBLIQUE
MUSCLE OF THE LEFT EYE.

By Dr. MARTIN COHEN, New York.

(With one figure on Text-Plate XIX.)

C. R., a girl seven and one-half years old, came on Feb.

4, 1909, to the New York Ophthalmic and Aural Institute

on account of an apparent inability to see with the right

eye, a fact which was discovered by the school inspector
in the course of a routine examination. As subjective

visual disturbance was not present, it is difficult to deter-

mine the duration of the muscular disturbance found on
examination.
There is no history of previous illnesses. The patient

began to walk when over two years of age. It cannot be
determined whether there was also delay in dentition or
speech, as the mother was unable to come with the patient.

The mother has pulmonary tuberculosis ; the other members
of the family are well.

Physical Examination: The head is inclined toward the
left side. There is some pallor of face. The general
physical examination is negative.

Vision of both eyes is -|^.

Refraction: hyperopic astigmatism in both eyes 0.75 D.,

axis 75°. After correction, vision ==ff.
Primary deviation of left eye slightly downward and

inward. Secondary deviation, upward and outward. There
is inability to elevate the left eye.

When the left eye is markedly adducted there is inability

to elevate the eyeball. In abduction, the eyeball can be but
very slightly raised. No diplopia is now present, nor is

there a history of its ever having been present. The pupils

are equal and react to light and accommodation. The fundi
present a normal appearance.

Isolated paralysis of the inferior oblique muscle is rare. In

this case, there may be a slight involvement of the superior
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Illustrating Dr. Cohen's Article on "A Case of Paralysis of the
Inferior Oblique Muscle of the Left Eye,"
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rectus, as shown by the marked limitation of elevation in

abduction.

As there is no history of any infantile affection which might

have produced a paralysis of the ocular muscle, it would seem
probable that this is a case of developmental muscular defect

of congenital origin.



ABSTRACT OF ARTICLES IN VOL. XLIX., GERMAN
EDITION, NOT PREVIOUSLY TRANSLATED.

By Dr. ALFRED BRAUN, New York.

I.

PERIOSTITIS AND OSTEOMYELITIS OF THE ROOF OF THE
ORBIT.

By Dr. V. AMMON, Munich.

It has long been recognized that inflammatory processes

in the orbit may resolve without any operative interference.

Fiser recommends the use of moist heat in inflammatory

conditions of the orbit, and advises that one should not be in

a hurry to resort to operative measures.

The following case, seen by the author, shows the danger

of the expectant treatment in some cases.

The patient, twenty years of age, had a facial erysipelas.

On the 7th day of the disease, there was an involvement
of both lids of the right eye, especially of the upper lid.

There was slight oedema of the bulbar conjunctiva and
some swelling in the region of the right tear-sac. On the
13th day, the temperature dropped to normal.
There was slight restriction of motion upward of the

right eyeball. Vision =-8%. Slight headache.
In the course of the next few days, under moist hot com-

presses, the swelling of the lids and the chemosis disap-
peared.

On the 25th day, it was possible to feel in the depth of

the orbit, above and internal to the eye, a short spindle-

shaped mass, about as thick as a lead-pencil. There was
no fluctuation, and no pain. In the course of the next
few weeks, this mass disappeared.

After eight weeks, there appeared, suddenly, headache
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and vomiting, then choked disk. In two weeks, there was
stupor, with high temperature, with death in two days.

Autopsy showed an abscess in the right frontal lobe,

and acute basilar leptomeningitis. There was a necrotic

area in the roof of the right orbit. The periosteal covering

was smooth, and unchanged on the side toward the brain.

About I cm in front of the centre of the right lesser wing
of the sphenoid was an area of roughened bone, in the centre

of which was a small perforation. There was a thicken-

ing of the periosteum over this area.

The pus showed a pure culture of staphylococci.

This was not a case of orbital phlegmon, but a localized

periostitis and osteomyelitis of the roof of the orbit.

The author does not believe it advisable to make explora-

tory incisions into the orbit in cases of orbital inflammations

where a definite abscess cannot be made out, on account of the

improbability of reaching the pus, and on account of the li-

ability of injuring important structures in the orbit.

If there is any indication of involvement of the orbital

roof, the author advises a detachment of the periosteum

from the bony roof. In this way, disease of the bone or

periosteum can be determined. If there is an abscess in the

orbit, it can be reached by making an incision through the

periosteum.

A horizontal incision is made down to the bone, at the

lower border of the eyebrow. The periosteum is elevated

down to the orbital margin, and then backward on the roof.

This method of treatment was employed in the following

case of the author:

A man, twenty-two years of age, had a sudden onset of

headache, radiating from the right eye, with swelling of

the upper lid of this eye. Temp. 38.i°C. The swelling

of the upper lid gradually increased, until, on the 6th day,

the eye could no longer be opened.
On the 7th day, the eye was displaced downward; some

interference with rotation upward. Extreme tenderness

on deep pressure over the roof of the orbit. No fluctuation.

The above described operation was performed, and there

was found a thickened reddened periosteum. A strip of

iodoform gauze was placed between periosteum and bone.

The temperature dropped, and the headache disappeared.

Two days later, there appeared two perforations in the

periosteum, about icm behind the orbital margin, through
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which there was an abundant purulent discharge. In a

few days the swelling disappeared, and the suppuration

ceased.

II.

CLINICAL AND THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
STUDY OF MYOPIA.

By Dr. HEINE, Breslau.

Certain forms of myopia are made progressively worse by

near work.

There is a form of myopia due to an accidental error in the

relationship between the length of the ball and the radius

of curvature of the cornea.

A diminished radius of curvature, with a normal length

of the eyeball, will result in a myopia. However, these cases

are rare. In the majority of cases of myopia, we find evi-

dences of dilatation and tension at the posterior pole.

Accommodation can have no effect upon the progress of

myopia, since it has been proven that there is no increase in

intraocular tension during the act of accommodation.

The dragging effect on the choroid during accommodation

must also be disregarded, since this effect occurs only in the

anterior part of the choroid, whereas the myopic changes are

limited to the posterior half of the globe.

A thin and weak sclera is present in all of the cases of

progressive myopia.

There are no inflammatory changes to be seen in these eyes.

The changes are all due to mechanical causes, principally

to tears in the lamina elastica of the choroid.

Whether, in order to bring about a dilatation of the globe,

an increased intraocular tension is necessary, or whether the

weakness of the sclera is such that a normal intraocular

tension suffices to cause a dilatation; these questions must

be left open.

For the occurrence of a myopic conus, a firm adhesion

between the lamina elastica and the interstitial nerve tissue

at the temporal side of the optic nerve entrance is necessary.

There is a retraction of the lamina elastica, which is fol-

lowed by a fold of nerve fibres. This is followed by circum-
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scribed atrophy of the choroid, in the region of the conus, due

to pressure and dragging of the elastic lamina.

Salzman considers the formation of a conus to have a

beneficial effect in myopia, as it diminishes the tension in the

macular region. But this advantage is counteracted by the

injury to the nerve fibres caused by traction of the elastic

lamina.

During the act of convergence, there is a contraction, to

a greater or lesser degree, of all the external ocular muscles.

This must necessarily increase the intraocular tension.

In many cases of myopia, there is a dynamic divergence.

In these cases, the effort at convergence is increased, thus

increasing the intraocular tension.

The obliqui draw the eye forward, and the recti, backward.

When they all act together, there is necessarily an increase

of intraocular tension.

In low orbita, the pressure effect of the obliqui is increased.

The shape of the head may also be a factor, as in broad

heads the interpupillary distance is greater, thus necessitating

a greater range of motion in the act of convergence.

The author considers the most important point in the

pathology of myopia to be an inherent weakness of the

sclera.

In the treatment of myopia, it is necessary to avoid every-

thing which leads to excessive contractions of the external

ocular muscles.

A myope should be given a full correction for distance,

in order to avoid the habitual narrowing of the palpebral fis-

sure, which most myopes resort to, in order to improve their

vision.

This causes increased intraocular tension.

A myope should not be given a weaker glass for near work,

for the following reason: In adjusting the eyes for near work,

there is a certain amount of convergence, accompanied by
a certain degree of accommodation. If the myopia is not

fully corrected for near, the accommodative impulse is sup-

pressed, in order to see clearly. This gives rise to an at-

tempt at divergence, in order to overcome which, the

attempt at convergence is increased. This naturally causes

an increase of tension.
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Glasses should be worn constantly, as the repeated taking

off and putting on of glasses often gives rise to asthenopic

symptoms.

Myopes should be examined at least once or twice every
year, in order to see whether there has been any progress

in the myopia, and if so, to give the full correction.

Latent divergence is favorably influenced by giving the

full correction, even without the use of prisms.

In many cases, the vision isj somewhat improved after

the myope has worn his full correction for some time The
patient seems to interpret the pictures better.

In some cases, there is a diminution of the myopia after

a time.

III.

THE EYE SYMPTOMS IN MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS.

By Dr. KAMPHERSTEIN, Breslau.

The author describes the eye symptoms in 37 cases of

multiple sclerosis, in 23 of which the diagnosis was positive.

In the remaining 14, the diagnosis was very probable.

Most of the cases occurred in young individuals.

I OPHTHALMOSCOPIC FINDINGS.

In 24 cases, there were ophthalmoscopic changes.

The most common change was temporal pallor, bilateral

in 8 cases, and unilateral in 10 cases. There was incomplete

optic atrophy in 3 cases; complete bilateral optic atrophy in

I case; a sector-shaped pallor in 2 cases; and optic neuritis

in I case.

It is very rare to find complete blindness in multiple

sclerosis, even where there is complete optic atrophy.

Many cases appear to be cases of spastic spinal paralysis,

with only the optic atrophy to indicate the cerebral involve-

ment.

Bruns and Stolting state that the occurrence of optic neu-

ritis, many years before the appearance of the other symp-
toms, is characteristic of many cases of multiple sclerosis.

II CHANGES IN THE VISUAL FIELD.

In 5 cases, there was an 'absolute central scotoma; in 5
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cases, a relative central scotoma; in 3 cases, a central scotoma

with peripheral contraction of the field ; in i case, green was

not recognized in the entire field.

Ill PUPILLARY SYMPTOMS.

The pupillary changes in multiple sclerosis have not the

diagnostic value that they have in tabes.

Miosis is fairly common, but the reaction to light is pre-

served, in contradistinction to tabes.

In 4 of the author's cases, there were pupillary anomalies.

In 3 cases, there was anisocoria. Of these 3 cases, i had

temporal pallor of both disks, the right pupil was dilated, did

not respond to light and convergence ; the left pupil was nar-

row, and reacted slowly to light and convergence.

In a second case, the right narrower pupil reacted more

slowly to light than the left.

In I case, both pupils were equal, but the reaction was

slower in the right than in the left eye.

IV OCULAR PARALYSES.

Ocular paralyses were found in 10 cases. The abducens is

most commonly involved. In 4 cases, there was unilateral

abducens paralysis. In 2 cases, it was bilateral.

The third nerve was involved twice; in i case, the left

internal rectus, and in i case the left superior rectus.

V NYSTAGMUS.

Nystagmus was present in 30 cases. Of these, 26 cases had

nystagmus only in extreme positions of the eye.

In 2 cases, there was marked nystagmus, even in the primary

position.

The nystagmus is due, usually, to disease in the midbrain,

corpora quadrigemina, medulla, or cerebellum.

IV.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF INJURIES FROM
PERCUSSION CAPS.

By Dr. CARL BAR, Innsbruck.

A. W., fifteen years of age, struck a percussion cap with
a hammer, on Nov. 23, 1902, and felt something strike his
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right eye. The eye became painful and red. Two days
later, he saw a physician, who could find no wound on the
globe. With the ophthalmoscope, he made out a white
mass in the vitreous.

On Dec. 4th, he came to the clinic, where the following
condition was found:

Slight oedema of upper lid of right eye. Intense ciliary
congestion. About 4ww to the inner side of the cornea,
a depressed scar in the sclera, i|mw long, can be made out
with difficulty. Aqueous slightly turbid. Iris discolored.

Posterior synechias.

Floating opacities in vitreous. Edges of disk somewhat
blurred. To the outer side of the disk is a large white
sac-like structure, which trembles slightly when the eyeball
moves.

It is about 4 disk diameters long, and a little over one
disk diameter wide. The height of the mass is 7 dioptres,
i. e., 2.1WW.

There are no blood-vessels seen over it.

Sight= movements of hand.
Patient was given atropin and mercury inunctions.
On Dec. 8th, Prof. Bernheimer attempted to puncture

the sac. The externus was divided and the eyeball drawn
inward. The eyeball was punctured just external to the
nerve. Some vitreous escaped, and a trace of yellowish
sticky fluid. A sound was introduced but could find no
foreign body Ophthalmoscopic examination showed the
sac in the same position. The wound was closed.
On Dec. nth, a broad detachment of the retina is seen

above the sac.

On Dec. 14th, the eyeball tension is considerably dimin-
ished and the retinal detachment has increased.

Eyeball was enucleated on Jan. 3, 1903.
Macroscopic Findings.—The eyeball was hardened in

formation, and divided horizontally, through the optic
entrance.

There is a circumscribed thickening of the choroid, in

the macular region. The retina is detached in its posterior
and inner portions. Somewhat below the optic entrance,
and a little externally, is a sharply circumscribed yellowish
brown abscess in the vitreous, about the size of a pea, in

the middle of which is a fragment of a percussion cap, 1.6

X 0.75mm in size. The abscess lies upon the detached
retina. From this mass, there passes inward toward the
ora serrata, a linear, indistinct, light colored prolongation.
The abscess is bounded in front, within, and behind by
the retina. The sections give the reaction for copper,
with potassium dichromate and nitric acid.
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Microscopic Findings.—Iris and ciliary body contain in-

flammatory infiltrates. Fibrin in anterior chamber. Disk
shows inflammatory changes. At the site of the puncture,

the fibre bundles of the sclera are separated, and their place

taken up by new connective tissue. The superficial layers

form a triangular projection into the vitreous, covered by
granulation tissue, which surrounded the abscess.

The choroid is divided at this point. The torn edges

of the choroid are infiltrated with leucocytes, and the

vessels dilated.

In the macular region, there is a thickening of the choroid.

The individual layers of the choroid cannot be distinguished.

They are replaced by granulation tissue.

In the vitreous there is seen, around the foreign body,

a dense collection of pus cells, which are changed to

detritus, immediately about the fragment. The abscess

is surrounded posteriorly, mesially, and in front, by a thick

connective-tissue membrane.
This membrane is continuous with the nerve-fibre layer

of the detached retina. From the depths of some of the

folds, connective-tissue strands pass to the abscess sac, and
become continuous with it.

The retina is considerably thickened, especially the

nuclear layers, and contains numerous leucocytes.

From these findings, it is evident that the fragment passed

through the sclera, the ora serrata, and the vitreous, the

macular region, where it injured the retina, and the super-

ficial layers of the choroid. From there, it rebounded, and

finally lodged between the macula and the disk. Through

the chemical action of the foreign body, a localized purulent

inflammatory process was set up, involving also the retina.

V.

SUDDEN OCCLUSION OF THE CENTRAL ARTERY, WITH
NON-INVOLVEMENT OF A PARAPAPILLARY AREA

OF THE RETINA.

By Dr. FRITZ FRANKEL, Strassburg.

J. H., 52 years of age, became suddenly blind in the

left eye, while stooping over to lift a heavy weight. The
next day he was seen by the author.

In the left eye, the pupil is normal in size, and shows no
direct reaction to light. There is no perception of light.

The disk is blurred in outline, and the retina is milky
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white in color, almost to the periphery. The veins are
normal in size, but the arteries are very narrow.

In the macula is a small cherry-red spot, to either side

of which is a small horizontal narrow red band. External
to the disk is an area, which is normal in color, about i|—

2

disk diameters wide, and i disk diameter high. It stops
about I disk diameter from the fovea.

Tension normal.
General examination shows arterio-sclerosis, with blood-

pressure of 115.

Paracentesis of the anterior chamber was done; atropin
was instilled. The aqueous was allowed to flow off several
times.

On the eighth day, patient can count fingers, in a small
area, above and external to the fixation point.

On ophthalmoscopic examination a cilio-retinal vessel,

is seen emerging from the temporal border of the disk,

and passing across the centre of the portion of the retina.

The cause of the interrupted circulation has long been

a subject for discussion.

The position of the interruption has been determined to be

behind the point of division of the central artery, on the disk.

It has been determined, experimentally, by ligating the

carotid, that an obstruction situated proximally to the point

where the central retinal artery leaves the ophthalmic artery,

has only a temporary effect upon the circulation of the retina.

The retina may be nourished by anastomoses of the terminal

branches of the ophthalmic artery.

The various causes to which the interrupted circulation is

ascribed are as follows:

1. Embolism (v. Graefe), resulting from vegetations on
the heart valves, or atheromatous masses in the aorta or

carotid.

Recent cases are rarely seen on the autopsy table, and the

differential diagnosis between an old organized thrombus
and an old embolism is almost impossible to make.

2. Michel ascribes a thrombosis on the distal side of the

narrowed portion of an arterio-sclerotic vessel as the cause

of the stoppage. The thrombus is formed when there is a

sudden drop in the blood-pressure.

3. Thickening of the vessel-walls, due to endarteritis,

without secondary thrombosis (Reimar).
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4. Spasmodic contraction of the arteries (Wagenmann
and Sachs).

Against this theory is the fact that the retinal artery is

very poor in muscular fibres, and spasmodic contractions of

the arteries usually extend over large areas, whereas in the

cases described the contraction was supposed to be localized.

5. Hemorrhages into the optic sheath or nerve.

6. Hoppe described in one case, a sort of valvular closure

of the vessel.

In all the cases recorded, of obstruction of the central

artery, with preservation of a parapapillary area of the retina,

this area was supplied either by a cilio-retinal vessel or by a

macular branch of the central retinal artery. In the latter

cases, the obstruction was distal to the point of the origin

of the macular branch.

VI.

JAVAL-SCHIOTZ'S OPHTHALMOMETER, WITH COMPLEMEN-
TARY COLORED MIRES.

By Dr. A. STREIT.

In the ordinary ophthalmometer, the images of the mires

are surrounded by a narrow colored halo, due to the presence

of the Wollaston-prism, thus making it rather difficult to tell

just when the images touch each other.

To overcome this, the author has placed two plates of

glass (one in front of each of the transparent mires) , each of the

plates containing one of a pair of complementary colors, for

instance one red, and the other greenish-blue.

In this way, the colored halo is avoided, and the two
images are seen, one red and the other greenish-blue. If they

overlap, a white line results which can be distinguished, no
matter how narrow it is.

VIII.

ANOTHER CASE OF EVULSION OF THE OPTIC NERVE-
OBSERVED FOR MANY YEARS.

By Dr. ADOLF GENTH, Basel.

Evulsion of the optic nerve is a very rare accident. Eight
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cases have been reported up to the present. The case ob-

served by the author was as follows

:

H. A., 25 years of age, a student, was struck on
the face several times, by some unknown object, on the
evening of Dec. 12, 1898. This was followed immediately
by profuse bleeding from the nose and left eye. When
he presented himself at the clinic, the following condition
was seen:

There is moderate nose-bleed. There is a large, gaping
irregular wound at the root of the nose, extending to the
inner angle of the left eye. There is a smaller wound in
the left eyebrow. The lids are swollen and ecchymotic.
The lower lid is torn at the nasal portion of its insertion,

the separated portion containing the punctum. Attempted
examination of the eyeball results in profuse bleeding.
Patient was put to bed, and an ice-bag applied.

Three days later, the swelling had gone down considerably,
and the bleeding stopped, so that the globe could be ex-
amined. There is a diffiuse cloudiness of the cornea. The
pupil is dilated, and immobile. There is chemosis of the
bulbar conjunctiva, and restriction of motion in all di-

rections. There is exophthalmos.
V =0. There is a coloboma of the iris upward. On

oblique illumination, a reddish reflex is obtained from the
depth of the vitreous.

On Dec. 1 5th, the cloudiness of the cornea has diminished.
The exophthalmos has diminished. There is exudate on
the anterior lens capsule.

On Dec. 31st, a symblepharon, which has formed in the
nasal portion of the lower lid, is divided, and a blepharo-
plastic operation is done.

Examination of the fundus, on Jan. 7th, shows numerous
opacities of the vitreous. In the region of the disk is a
white confluent mass, in front of which is a hemorrhage.
Two weeks later, there is seen in the region of the disk,

a whitish area, greenish gray in places. It is deeper than
the surrounding fundus. This is surrounded by a blood
clot.

There is enophthalmos. The symblepharon has partially
reformed. There is restriction of mobility. Pupil is

dilated and immobile.
V —o. Tension somewhat diminished.
Four and one-half years later, the patient was again seen.

The condition is practically unchanged.
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IX.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY OP
THE LACHRYMAL APPARATUS.

By Dr. G. ISCHREYT, Libau.

I TRACHOMA OF THE CANALICULUS.

Patient with trachoma, in whom the upper lid, in the
region of the canaHculus, showed a tumor-mass about the
size of a pea. The punctum was seen on the anterior

surface of the mass. The mass was excised.

The canaliculus consisted of an outer layer of striated

muscle-fibre, a tunica propria consisting of connective
tissue, and a stratified squamous epithelial lining.

The tumor consists of a trachomatous round-celled in-

filtration in the region of the canaliculus. This infiltration

has led to a secondary involvement of the canaliculus. The

changes in the canaliculus consist in a moderate infiltration

of the muscular layer, a marked infiltration of the tunica

propria, and a degeneration of the epithelium.

II CHANGES IN A PALPEBRAL LACHRYMAL GLAND, IN A CASK
OF OLD TRACHOMA.

M. K., 39 years of age, was first seen on April 25,

1903. She had an old cicatricial trachoma, with pannus
in both eyes. There is marked epiphora, with trichiasis

in the right eye. On April 26th, a skin graft was done
on the right lower lid. On May 7th, the right palpebra

lachrymal gland was incised.

Examination of the gland showed retention of secretion,

accumulation of fat-lobules, and structural changes in the

epithelial cells.

The retention of secretion is due to the cicatricial con-

traction of the conjunctiva. The accumulation of fat and

the structural changes in the epithelial cells are degenerative

changes, due to interference with nutrition.

Ill PROLAPSE OF THE PALPEBRAL LACHRYMAL GLAND.

J. N., ij years old, had a swelling in the left upper
lid, at the beginning of November, 1902. The lids

became inflamed and swollen so that the eye could not
be opened. At the beginning of December, an abscess
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appeared above the upper lid and below the eyebrow, and
discharged some pus. The swelling of the Hds receded,
and in the palpebral fissure appeared a rounded red swelling.
On examination, it is seen that the upper fornix is pro-
lapsed, and contains the palpebral lachrymal gland.
The mass was removed, April 24, 1903.

A purulent inflammatory process in the region of the roof

of the orbit undoubtedly resulted in a destruction of the
supporting structures of the gland, with a consequent prolapse.

Bending of the ducts and vessels resulted in retention of

secretion and hyperaemia.

X.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF CHRONIC PROGRES-
SIVE EXTERNAL OPHTHALMOPLEGIA.

By Dr. W. ALTLAND, Breslau.

P. O., 51 years of age, came to the clinic on May
23, 1903, with the following history:
His parents and six brothers and sisters are alive and

well. One brother died at the age of thirty-seven, of an
unknown sickness. At the age of twenty, he enlisted in
the army, but was soon dismissed on account of poor sight.

No lues. He drinks a moderate amount of whiskey, and
smokes seldom.
In 1874, the right upper lid gradually drooped There

was never diplopia. He does not know whether the eye
was movable at that time. He gave up his work as watch-
maker, and became a farmer. In 1894, the left upper lid

gradually began to droop. Since then, the patient is obliged
to lift his left upper lid with his hand, when he wishes to
see anything. For a long time, it has been necessary for
him to rotate his head, when he wishes to see anything
at his side.

Present condition: right upper lid covers cornea com-
pletely. Globe in primary position, and immobile. Pupil
reacts normally.

Ophthalmoscopic examination negative. In left eye,
the ptosis is not complete. Globe directed outward.
Slight exophthalmos in both eyes.

Neurological examination made by Prof. Wernicke
showed no marked anomalies in the rest of the nervous
system.
The patient was given glasses, with an arrangement on

the frame of the left glass to hold up the lid.
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XI.

ON THE FINAL RESULTS OF PHAKOLYSIS.

By Dr. GELPKE, Karlsruhe.

The author has a series of 120 myopic eyes, from which he

has removed the lens, and whom he has observed for at least

two years, after operation.

The patients ranged from six to fifty-nine years of age.

The periods of observation, after operation, ranged from two

to nine years.

Before operation,

74 . 2% had a vision of o . i-o . 2

23.3% " " " " 0-3-0.5

2.5% " " " " 0.6-0.8

After operation,

1 5 . 9% had a vision of o . i-o . 2

38-3% " " " " 0.3-0.5

38.3% " " " " 0.6-1.0

In 5%, there was loss of the eye (i) through infection, (2)

through iridocyclitis, and (3) through detachment of the

retina. In 2^% there was permanent diminution of vision.

In 89.2% there was improvement of vision from twice

to twenty times the original vision. In the majority of cases,

the vision was doubled.

The amount of pseudo-accommodation, i. e., the range in

which the patient could use the eye for near vision with the

same lens was as follows:

i-iocm in 48.6%
11-20 " " 31.8%
21-30 " " 16.8%
31-40 " " 2.8%

The greatest amount of pseudo-accommodation occurred

in the youngest individuals, and in the most intelligent.

The visual field remained the same in 54.2%.

It was increased in 35%.
It was diminished in 5.8%.
The differences in refraction following operation were as

follows

:
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18 D in 3 eyes.

19 D "
7

20 D " 18

21 D "is
22 D " 21

23 D " 23

24 D " 13

25 D "II

The astigmatism remained the same in 31%.
It was diminished in 17%.
It was increased in 52%.
Before operation, there were no fundus changes, in 1.7%.
There was conus, without other changes, in 21.6%.
There was retinal-pigment atrophy in 40%.
There were old chorio-retinal changes, in 34.2%.
There were recent chorio-retinal changes, in 2.5%.
In one case of extensive atrophy of retinal pigment, there

occurred, two years after operation, a central chorio-retinitis.

This was probably a sympathetic affection, as the other eye
was phthisical.

In another case there were extensive macular changes
before operation. After operation a paracentral scotoma
appeared which disappeared in three weeks.

In 2 cases there was infection, in 2 cases chronic irido-

cyclitis, and in 5 cases retinal detachment.

In the majority of cases there was an improvement in

the fundus condition.

1 operation was necessary in 3.5%
2 operations were " "44.7%
3

" " " " 38.6%
4

" " " " 8.8%
5

" " " " 2.6%
6

" " " " 1.8%

In the majority of cases two operations were necessary;

a discission, followed by extraction. In 38.6%, a second

discission was necessary on account of the formation of a
secondary cataract.

The most common complication was the occurrence of

increased tension, which in most cases disappeared under
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hot compresses and eserin. In a few cases, sclerotomy, or

iridectomy, had to be done.

The absolute indications for phakolysis are:

1. In all cases in which the myopia cannot be properly

corrected by optical means, to enable the patient to attend

to his occupation.

2. In all cases of progressive myopia.

The relative indications are:

1

.

When the myopia can be corrected by glasses, but when
the wearing of glasses is impracticable, as in waiters, servant-

girls, coach-drivers, etc.

2. In old or recent macular changes, which do not yield

to medicinal treatment.

Absolute contra-indications are:

1

.

Cases in which the myopia is well corrected by glasses,

and in which the glasses can be worn without trouble.

2. Cases with chorio-retinitis in the equatorial region

with considerable contraction of the field, liquefaction of the

vitreous, and diminution of intraocular tension.

XII.

EXPERIMENTAL AND CLINICAL STUDIES ON THE ACTION
OF ANILIN DYES ON THE EYE.

By Dr. KUWAHARA, Nigataken, Japan.

The author observed three cases in which anilin dyes had
a deleterious effect upon the eye.

All three were cases of schoolboys, in which a fragment

of an anilin copying-pencil lodged in the conjunctival sac.

This was followed in a day or two by inflammatory signs,

with ulcer of the cornea, and perforation, resulting in anterior

staphyloma.

The author then performed a series of experiments upon
guinea-pig's eyes, dropping some powdered copying-pencil

into the conjunctival sac. In all the cases there occurred

a reddening and swelling of the lids, with keratitis, ulcer of

the cornea, hypopyon, and in some cases rupture of the cornea.

The cases in which powdered graphite and powdered

pastel color were used were negative.

The copying pencils are composed of kaolin, graphite,
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and methyl violet. The two former substances have no effect

upon the eye, but the powdered methyl violet has the same
effect as the powdered copying-pencil. Other anilin dyes

were used, such as ethyl violet (pyoctanin), gentian violet,

and eosin, with the same results, as in the case of methyl
violet.

The changes in the guinea-pig's eyes were as follows:

In the milder cases, the lids were not involved. In the

severer cases, they were swollen. There is conjunctivitis,

in some cases diphtheritic. In some cases there is gangrene

of the lids.

In the mild cases there is a slight opacity of the cornea,

which disappears after a time. The opacity may become
very extensive, and involve the entire cornea. Then there

is exudation into the cornea, resulting in thickening of the

cornea. There is usually destruction of the epithelium and
Bowman's membrane. There may be ulceration, with per-

foration and prolapse of the iris.

More frequently there is abscess formation, especially near

the limbus. The iris and ciliary body are usually inflamed.

There is exudation in the anterior chamber. The lens some-

times becomes opaque. Some cases result in panophthalmia.

XIII.

ON THE POSSIBLE CURABILITY OF NYSTAGMUS.

By Dr. N. J. CUPERUS, Zwolle, Holland.

Case i.—M. R., 15 years of age, has a horizontal nys-
tagmus in both eyes. It is not increased in any position
of the eyes.

O.S. y^y vision, with — 10. D sphere.

O.D. yf^. Aphakia, secondary cataract.

A discission was performed on the right eye. W. + 4.00
D sphere, the vision in the right eye went up to {^.

A few weeks later the nystagmus had almost entirely

disappeared.
Case 2.—J. M. G., 16 years of age, has been wearing

the following glasses

:

O.S. + 3.00 cyl. 10° temp.
O.D. + 3.00 spher.O — i-oo cyl. 40° nasal.

He has bilateral rotary nystagmus increased on looking
upward.

O.S. Counts fingers at 1.5 metre.
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Shadows -I spher. C — 2. cyl. 30° temp. Strabismus

convergens and deorsumvergens.

O.D. -^Tj.
Shadows -I spher. O — 4 cyl. 50° temp.

The author suspected a spasm of accommodation, and
found after the use of atropin the following condition:

O.S. Shadows + i spher. C: + 3 cyl. 10° temp.

Vision w. + 3. cyl. 10° temp. =-^jf.

O.D. Shadows + I. spher. C + 3- cyl. 60° temp.

Vision w. + 1.50 + 2. cyl. 60° temp.=^^.
The use of these glasses had no effect on the nystagmus.

A tenotomy on the internal rectus of the left eye was

performed, with the result that the nystagmus immediately

disappeared except for slight nystagmus on looking upward.

These cases seem to indicate that the nystagmus was due

to reflex irritation, as the removal of the irritating cause

cured the nystagmus.

XIV.

PARESIS OF THE EXTERNAL RECTUS AND SUPERIOR
OBLIQUE, RESULTING FROM ATROPIN POISONING.

By Prof. K. BAAS, Freiburg,

T. B., 12 years of age, received instillations of atropin

in both eyes for several weeks, as treatment for a pro-

gressive myopia. After several weeks he had sore throat,

loss of appetite, uneasiness, loss of flesh, and diplopia.

Examination disclosed paresis of the right external rectus

and superior oblique. The condition disappeared after six

weeks, without treatment.

XVI.

INOCULATION TUBERCULOSIS OF THE CORNEA.

By Dr. JINSEN NAKAGAWA, Japan.

A small quantity of a watery emulsion of tubercle bacilli

was injected into the centre of the cornea of a guinea-pig,

by means of a hypodermic needle. The guinea-pig died

after 29 days, but not of tuberculosis.

After 5 days, there was a distinct infiltration of the cornea.

There was a slight swelling of the iris. Eight days later,

there was a diffuse haziness of the entire cornea. Four days
later, posterior synechiae were formed, and the iris was con-

siderably swollen, and two days later, two grayish nodules

were seen in the iris—undoubtedly typical tubercles.
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Microscopic Examination.—The cornea shows moderate
infiltration with leucocytes, in the lymph-spaces, between
the lamellae. At the point of puncture, the epithelium is

hypertrophied. In the deeper part of the cornea behind
this point is a tubercle projecting into the anterior chamber.
The tubercle has broken through Descemet's membrane.
The anterior chamber contains a fibrinous exudate.
The iris is thickened and infiltrated with round cells.

There are several tubercles, the ciliary body is also infil-

trated as well as the spaces of Fontana at the corneo-scleral

junction. The anterior lens capsule is separated from the
cortex by a granular exudate.

There are few tubercle bacilli in the anterior portion of

the cornea, under the point of injection. They are more
numerous in the deeper layers of the cornea, and are
especially thick in the tubercle which is situated here.

The bacilli are limited to an area 1.2mm distant from
the point of injection, in all directions. There are some
bacilli in the anterior chamber. They are present in large

numbers in the spaces of Fontana, extending into the
sclera and ciliary muscle. There are numerous collections

in the iris.

The method of entrance of the tubercle bacilli into the

interior of the eye was doubtless as follows: they worked
their way backward through the cornea, until they perforated

it. They then fell down to the lower angle of the anterior

chamber, and were taken up into the spaces of Fontana,

whence they reached the various points within the eyeball.

Possibly some bacteria were caught up by the spongy anterior

surface of the iris, directly from the aqueous.

XVII.

OPHTHALMOLOGICAL MISCELLANIES.

By Prof. HOSCH, Basel.

I ON SUBCONJUNCTIVAL INJECTIONS.

The writer believes that salt solution is not as efficacious

as oxycyanate of mercury for subconjunctival injections.

He believes that the latter exert an antiseptic action upon
the interior of the eyeball.

In a case of irido-choroiditis with hypopyon, following a

discission, the subconjunctival injection of 5 minims of ^-^
oxycyanate of mercury caused a disappearance of the hypop-
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yon within a day, and five injections brought about complete

cure within 2^ weeks.

In a second case of infection, following a discission, with

escape of vitreous, four injections of the oxycyanate of mercury

cured the condition in three weeks.

The author found opacities in the lens in a case of

choroiditis in which subconjunctival injections of sodium

chloride and sodium iodate had been used. He believes that

the opacities might have been caused by the injections.

II ON THE HEALING OF METALLIC FOREIGN BODIES IN THE
RETINA.

The author observed a case of metallic splinter lodged in

the retina, without inflammatory reaction, and with some

vision for a year, and thought that the case would have no

further trouble. But seven years later the eye had to be

enucleated on account of pain and inflammation and blind-

ness, with signs of a beginning sympathetic affection in the

other eye.

Another case had a splinter of steel lodged in the retina

for five months, without giving rise to any symptoms, then

became inflamed and had to be enucleated.

The author believes that every foreign body should be

removed from the retina.

Ill SPONTANEOUS RUPTURE OF AN EYE WITH UVEAL SARCOMA.

A patient with angeiosarcoma of the choroid came into the

clinic. On her entry the globe ruptured, and expelled the

lens as well as a large quantity of blood. Examination

showed a staphylomatous protrusion of the cornea, with

increased tension, and a perforation behind the inner sclero-

corneal margin through the ciliary body.

This is an unusual site for rupture to take place, it occurring

more commonly at the points where the vessels and nerves

enter the globe.

IV A MOULD CONCRETION IN THE UPPER CANALICULUS.

Patient complained of epiphora, with purulent discharge.

Examination showed swelling in region of upper canaliculus.
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On pressure, there was purulent discharge from punctum.
On slitting the canaliculus with Weber's knife, a small yel-

low concretion was delivered, which, on examination proved
to consist of streptothrix. There was complete relief of

symptoms.
XVIII.

A CASE OF GLAZING OF THE IRIS IN BUPHTHALMUS, AND
A CRITICISM OF WEINSTEIN'S THEORY ON THE FOR-

MATION OF DESCEMET'S MEMBRANE.
By Dr. R. HALBEN, Greipswald.

An eye, the seat of buphthalmus in a boy of six years, was
enucleated by Dr. Cramer. The anterior portion of the eye
is very much distended. The periphery of the iris is adherent

to the cornea, over a considerable area. The adherent portion

of the iris is atrophic. There is no Descemet's membrane
between the cornea and adherent iris. Descemet's mem-
brane is reflected from the posterior surface of the cornea, on
to the anterior surface of the free portion of the iris, extending
to the pupillary margin, and covering a portion of the posterior

surface of the iris. It is covered everywhere by a layer of

endothelium.

This case is a refutation of Weinstein's theory that Des-
cemet's membrane is the result of the action of the aqueous
on the posterior layers of the cornea, causing a vitrification

of the latter. The case supports Wagenmann's theory, that

Descemet's membrane is the result of a cuticular exudation
from the endothelium lining the posterior surface of the

cornea.

XXI.

ASTIGMATIC ACCOMMODATION UNDER THE INFLUENCE
OF THE UNILATERAL ACTION OF HOMATROPIN

AND ESERIN.

By Dr. S. BRANDES, The Hague.

The author took a series of patients with emmetropic eyes,

or with slight errors of refraction, and subjected the eyes to

localized action of homatropin and eserin, using homatropin
in 25 cases, and eserin in 25 cases.

The homatropin was applied in crystal at the upper corneo-
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scleral margin, the crystal being held there for several minutes.

The eserin was applied in the same place in solution on an
applicator, first using cocaine on account of the irritating

quality of the eserin.

The presence or absence of astigmatism was measured by
the following instrument:

Two thin threads are stretched across two rings, which can

be slid along a graduated scale. One of the threads is vertical,

and one horizontal. They are illuminated by a light thrown

on a ground-glass plate. The head of the patient is held

upon a chin-rest, and a +3. or +4. D lens placed in front

of the eye to produce an artificial myopia. The two rings

are then slid along the scale, until both threads are seen

equally clearly. The distance between the two threads

gives the measure of the astigmatism.

This is a very delicate test. The author found that in most
of the cases treated with homatropin, there occurred an
astigmatic accommodation, usually beginning about half an
hour after the use of the homatropin, and lasting from a few

minutes to half an hour.

The amount of astigmatism was always less than i D. It

was an astigmatism against the rule.

The homatropin caused a greater degree of paralysis in the

muscle fibres in the vertical meridian, so that when accommo-
dation occurred, the anterior surface of the lens was less con-

vex in the vertical meridian than in the horizontal.

In the cases in which eserin was used, there was an astigma-

tism with the rule, on account of the increased spasm of the

muscle fibres of the vertical meridian.

In the cases in which eserin was used, the astigmatic accom-

modation occurred much sooner than in the cases in which

homatropin was used.

In the cases in which homatropin was used there was an
irregularity of the pupil for a time.

In some of the cases in which eserin was used there was as

much as 2 D of astigmatic accommodation.
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XXIII.

ON MOULD CONCRETIONS IN THE CANALICULI.

By Dr. AUERBACH, Moscow.

W. A. S., 45 years of age, received a thrust in the left

eye, from the finger of a child, two months ago. A few
days later, there was epiphora at the inner angle of the
eye. This was followed by redness and swelling at the
inner angle of the eye, with purulent discharge.

Examination showed a reddened, slightly sensitive,

circumscribed swelling in the region of the lower canaliculus.

Pressure upon the mass caused a drop of pus with some
yellowish gray granules to appear at the punctum.
The canaliculus was slit open, and six lentil-shaped,

yellowish-gray masses were delivered, which could be easily

crushed between the fingers.

Healing was uninterrupted. Microscopical examination

showed the masses to consist of actinomycosis. Culture and
inoculation experiments confirmed the diagnosis.

XXIV.

CONCERNING VERTICAL DISPARITIES AND THE HYPER-
PLASTICITY OF NEAR OBJECTS.

By Dr. R. KOTHE, Bonn.

Elschnig and Heine discovered that objects viewed at a

moderate distance with both eyes, as well as stereoscopic

photographs, appear hyperplastic.

Helmholtz claimed that one's conception of depth depended

upon the vertical disparities between the two retinal images.

But when objects are placed at a very great distance from

the eye, the vertical disparities disappear, and there remain

only horizontal disparities. Therefore, our conception of

solidity must depend upon the horizontal disparities.

Another argument against the importance of vertical

disparities is the fact that lines which lie exactly in the

median line have no longitudinal disparities in the two retinal

images, since these lines are equally distant from both eyes.

Still we can distinguish differences in depth very readily in

objects directly in the median line.

The further to the side the object is placed the greater

become the vertical disparities. If our conception of depth
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depended upon the vertical disparities, we would obtain the

best plastic impression by looking sidewise at an object.

But this is contrary to all experience. In order to obtain a

proper idea of depth, we place the object directly in the

median line.

Since our conception of depth is independent of vertical

disparities, we cannot consider vertical disparities in the

causation of hyperplasticity of objects,

Hyperplasticity is explained by the author as follows:

In order to examine an object carefully, we unconsciously

bring it ^J metre from the eyes. At this distance, we can

best judge of the form and size of the object.

When the object is brought nearer, the horizontal dis-

parities increase, and consequently the object appears hyper-

plastic. The farther away the object is carried, the less

marked are the horizontal disparities, and the less marked is

the relief of the object.



REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE OPHTHAL-
MOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF THE UNITED

KINGDOM.

By Mr. C. DEVEREUX MARSHALL.

An ordinary meeting of the Society was held at the Medical

Society's rooms, London, on Thursday, January 28, 1909,
Mr. R. Marcus Gunn, President, in the chair.

Mr. A. W. Ormond showed a case of tubercle of the choroid,

and Mr. Doyne, a case showing peculiar opacities of the

cornea.

Mr. Bishop Harman read a paper on Four genera-

tions of lamellar cataracts. He showed the pedigree of a
family for five generations, four of which presented a marked
inheritance of congenital cataract. Seventeen childships

were traced, comprising 63 persons. Eight died in infancy.

Of the remaining 55 it was known that 19 had congenital

cataract. In no case had there been any inbreeding, or

marriage with a person similarly affected. The type of

cataract was, for the most part, central opacities, of varying

size; some were minute, Y- or X- or star-shaped, others

showed definite lamellar formation. In some cases the

cataracts were of long standing, and no evidence could be
found that they had progressed beyond the stage at which
they were earlier seen. Probably the number of cases of

cataract found did not represent the true total, for in one
childship of seven members amongst whom only one case of

cataract was admitted, examination of the seven showed that

four had lenticular opacities. The inheritance was strictly

from those who had cataract; in no case was cataract found

in.a child where the parents were free from the defect. When
308
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a defect had disappeared from a branch of the family, it did

not tend to reappear. The teeth usually were good, and no

other developmental errors were found.

Mr. Harman also read notes of a case of unusually rapid

development of cataracts in a boy of nine years. A year

previously his vision had been recorded at school as 3%; an

examination passed three months before showed that he could

then write well. When seen he was quite blind; both lenses

were completely cataractous, the lens matter was soft and
opaque. The lenses were removed by curette evacuation at

the Belgrave Hospital, and at the end of six weeks the boy
left the hospital able to read y^ with cataract glasses, and
later on he saw |-. He showed no trace of general disease,

but there was some evidence of defect in his ciliary vessels.

Mr. A. S. Percival (Newcastle) read a paper entitled

Note on the colors of Benham's top, and he demonstrated the

different colors shown when the top was rotated clockwise,

as compared with those when the rotation was in the opposite

direction. The explanation, which was not yet certain, was
highly technical, and he suggested several theories.

Mr. Percival also read a contribution entitled Note on some
rhythmic oscillations of the pupil. He said that all were

familiar with the ryhthmic contraction and dilatation seen

in certain diseases, and which were usually looked upon as of

grave significance. He compared this with the oscillatory

discharge from a Leyden jar, which occurred under certain

conditions. If it were discharged through a conductor of

high resistance, the charge simply died away. If it were

discharged through a good conductor, such as a coil of wire,

the discharge consisted of a number of excessively rapid

oscillations or surgings. He then compared the nerve cell

and axis-cylinder with the Leyden jar and conducting wire,

stating that, owing to disease, the discharge of nerve impulse

was made in an irregular manner. He regarded the move-

ment-tremors of disseminated sclerosis as an almost exact

parallel to the oscillatory discharge of a Leyden jar.

Mr. David J. Wood (Cape Town) sent a communication

on A case of retinal exudation, with extreme distension of

vessels and perhaps arterio-venous anastomosis. He re-

minded members that he had contributed a similar case to
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the 1 2th and another to the 25th volume of the Society's

Transactions, and recently he had seen and examined a third

instance of that rare condition. He saw the patient first in

1902, and ordered glasses for her; there was then no complaint

of the sight being bad. Later, as she had an attack of dimness

of vision, he examined her fundi, and found large blood-

vessels running up to a patch on the upper part of the fundus,

which possibly might have resulted from a former hemorrhage.

The patient, who was then fifty years of age, returned in 1907,

reporting that a few days previously the right eye had sud-

denly failed. He found that to be due to a diffuse opacity

in the vitreous; no fundus details could be made out. Then
the vitreous began to clear, and the drawing he showed repre-

sented a picture of the appearance seen. There was a white

area above, and enormously dilated blood-vessels could be
seen running up to it from the disk. The color of the vessels,

which were very tortuous, was intermediate between that of

arteries and veins. From the left trunk a vessel sprang
which was arterial in color, while another vessel, obviously

venous, sprang from the opposite main trunk. There were
fine choroido-retinal changes, which covered the inner part

of the fundus. He thought the growth was probably sar-

comatous, and his colleague advised excision, but he was
so impressed with its likeness to his other cases that he held

his hand. He hoped to report further on the case. He had
not been able to hear more of his second case, already men-
tioned. Mr. Treacher Collins described a similar case, and
remarked on the rarity of the condition; and Mr. G. Coats
described the pathological findings in a case he had thoroughly

examined.

A clinical meeting was held at the Medical Society's rooms
on Thursday, February 11, 1909, Mr. E. Nettleship in the

chair.

Mr. Bishop Harman showed models, on an economical

plan, for the diaphragm test, and a substitute for smoking for

the use of cases of tobacco amblyopia who felt the loss of

their tobacco. The latter consisted of quassia made up in

the form of chewing-gum, and the idea was suggested to him
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by the remark of a night-watchman with tobacco amblyopia

who had to sit by a fire all night and did not know how to

employ his time if he did not smoke.

Dr. A. Levy showed a case of obstruction of the cilio-retinal

artery. The vessels were sclerosed, and that was the only

evidence of arterial disease, the viscera being sound. Mr.

Cunningham showed a case of aniridia and gave the family

history of the condition. Mr. Nettleship brought three

drawings illustrating hemorrhages, believed to be choroidal,

following a blow on the eyebrow, also choroiditis behind the

retinal veins. Mr. Hancock showed a case of pituitary

neoplasm with ocular symptoms in a child. The physique

of the child seemed to suggest it was an early case of acro-

megaly, and skiagrams showed an abnormal appearance in

the pituitary region. Mr. Macnab called his attention to a

paper on the subject by UhthofiE at the Heidelberg Congress.

Dr. Mackenzie Davidson exhibited the skiagrams of the

case, showing a small abnormal opacity in the region of the

pituitary body, in front of the sella turcica. He said he had

never seen an appearance of that nature before. Mr. Leslie

Paton said he had seen a case of similar nature, at intervals

in the last six years. The boy developed intense optic

atrophy in both eyes, evidently due to pressure on the chiasma,

and the sequel was that he was now in an asylum. Mr.

Macnab gave a synopsis of the paper by Uhthoff, to which

allusion had been made. Mr. Fisher questioned whether

the skiagram enabled one to say that the bony cavity con-

taining the sella turcica was enlarged. Mr. E. W. Brewerton
showed a case of cyst of the iris, which at first had the appear-

ance of sarcoma. Mr. Rayner D. Batten showed two cases

of hereditary retinitis. He believed it was a retinitis with

secondary atrophy, rather than an actual atrophy.

An ordinary meeting of the Society was held in the Medical

Society's rooms, London, on Thursday, March nth, Mr.

W. H. H. Jessop occupying the chair.

Dr. G. Carpenter showed a post-mortem specimen illus-

trating oxycephaly, and Mr. Sydney Stephenson mentioned

a similar case which he had had, commenting on the shallow

orbit and the consequent ease of dislocation of the eyeball.
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Mr. J. Rowan showed some fine stereoscopic color photo-

graphs, by the Lumifere process, of eye conditions. Mr.

Edridge-Green exhibited a new form of lantern for the

detection of defects of color vision. Mr. Parsons showed

a case of unilateral optic neuritis with white spots in the

retina ; and it provoked a long discussion, in which the Chair-

man, Mr. Nettleship, Dr. F. E. Batten, and Mr. Bishop

Harman took part. Mr. Jessop showed a case of keratitis

punctata with a history of erythema nodosum. Mr. Mayou
and Dr. L. Guthrie showed a case of optic atrophy (retro-

bulbar) with cerebellar symptoms in a child.

Mr. E. Treacher Collins read a paper on Congenital anterior

staphyloma. Mr. Collins described the case of a child born with

an opaque, vascular, staphylomatous cornea, who never had

any discharge from the eye. When fifteen months old he per-

formed a Mules's evisceration upon it, and subsequently made
a pathological examination of the elliptical piece removed

from the front of the eye. It was found that Descemet's

membrane and the ligamentum pectinatum were absent,

there was no stroma to the iris, and the lens was also mal-

formed. Most cases of congenital anterior staphyloma have

been attributed to interuterine ulceration. Mr. Collins

thought that a case in which there was complete absence of

Descemet's membrane and the ligamentum pectinatum could

not be accounted for by ulceration, and must be attributed

to some developmental defect. He suggested that there had

been a failure in the differentiation of the mesoblast, which

intrudes between the lens vesicle and the surface epiblast,

into its several layers. Normally there developed from it

the substantia propria of the cornea, Descemet's membrane,

its lining endothelium, and the antero-fibro-vascular sheath

of the lens. From this latter the foetal lens largely received

its nutrient supply and the stroma of the iris was to a great

extent formed. A failure in the differentiation of the several

structures, or atypical development of the intruding meso-

blast, might, as in the case under consideration, lead to a

vascularized, thickened, fibrous mass, in place of the sub-

stantia propria, an absence of Descemet's membrane, of the

stroma of the iris, and a malformed lens. He concluded by

referring to several other congenitally malformed eyes, in
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which he had found defects in development of Descemet's

membrane or the ligamentum pectinatum of a less extensive

character. The paper was discussed by Mr. Parsons and
Mr. G. Coats, who failed to agree with all that Mr. Collins had
advanced.

Mr. E. Nettleship contributed seven new pedigrees of

hereditary cataract: i, 24 cases of lamellar cataract in four

generations; 2 and 3, coraliform cataract, one of them con-

taining 20 cases, in four generations; 4, 5, 6, and 7, pedigrees

of senile and presenile (or juvenile) cataract in from two
to four generations, some of them illustrating "anticipation,"

i. e., the occurrence of disease at an earlier age in the younger
generation. Two of the pedigrees showed the introduction

of a second heritable disease from an outside non-cataractous

stock, goitre in one instance, insanity in the other.

Dr. F. W. Edridge-Green and Mr. C. Devereux Mar-
shall submitted a paper on So-called artificially produced

temporary color-blindness. They stated that Professor Burch,

of Oxford, had read a paper before the Royal Society, which

was published in the Philosophical Transactions in 1898,

giving the results of his experiments, in which he split up
direct solar light with a spectroscope, and then collected the

rays of the individual colors with a convex lens, and saturated

his own eye with any desired color. He then examined a
spectroscope illuminated with diffuse daylight, and stated

his results. He found that he could produce temporary

color-blindness to any color in this way. His most important

point was that by saturation with light at the "D" line, red

and green blindness supervened, and these colors could not

be perceived, and this he held to support the complex na-

ture of yellow light, the Young-Helmholtz theory of color-

perception. Messrs. Edridge-Green and Marshall criticised

his experiments. They thought that if direct sunlight were
focussed in the retina, not only temporary, but probably

permanent blindness might be produced, and anyhow the

eye would be incapable, after much treatment, of making
accurate observations on a feebly-illuminated spectrum.

They produced fatigue in their own eyes with a sodium light,

and then found that yellow and orange became obliterated,

and that red and green met in the spectrum, and that there
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was no diminution of those two colors. Other experiments

were repeated with different colors, and in most of them they

disagreed with Professor Burch's results, which, they held,

were due to faulty methods of conducting the experiments.

These facts are, they contend, only explicable on the psycho-

physical theory of color vision (Edridge-Green's theory).



REPORT OF MEETINGS OF THE SECTION ON
OPHTHALMOLOGY OF THE NEW YORK

ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

GENERAL MEETING OF THE ACADEMY, DECEMBER 3, I908. THE PRESI-

DENT, DR. JOHN A. WYETH, IN THE CHAIR.

The subject of the evening was The diseases of the eye and

orbit depending on diseases of the accessory sinuses.

Dr. George S. Dixon spoke on The anatomical relations

of the orbit to the accessory sinuses of the nose.

The paper was illustrated with lantern slides.

Dr. Arnold Knapp discussed the topic from the standpoint

of the ophthalmologist. The most striking orbital complica-

tion of nasal sinus disease was the one due to a dilatation of

the frontal and ethmoidal sinuses, causing a displacement of

the orbital contents without inflammatory signs, the so-

called mucocele. The eye was usually uninvolved. The only

treatment was surgical. Inflammation of the sinuses was
associated with external or orbital inflammatory signs when-

ever the inflammation invaded the intervening bony wall.

In mild cases there was no macroscopic change in the bone,

but a periostitis was present over the floor of the frontal sinus

with swelling and redness of the eyelid, or over the ethmoidal

OS planum, causing exophthalmos. This condition might

resolve of itself or yield to intranasal treatment. The orbital

contents were generally not involved in these cases beyond
slight venous congestion at the optic disk. Subperiosteal

abscesses were not infrequent in children, the infection being

transmitted by the ethmoid labyrinth. In operating on these

cases a curved incision was made along the inner orbital

margin, and on retracting the periosteum a small collection

315
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of pus would be encountered between the periosteum and the

bone, and there was usually a small irregular defect in the os

planum. The opening in the bone should be slightly en-

larged and the contiguous ethmoidal cells curetted. If the

orbital periosteum was invaded, involvement of the orbital

structures resulted, either cellulitis or abscess. The im-

portant part played by nasal sinusitis in producing orbital

cellulitis and abscess had only been recognized within the

last few years. Under these circumstances the usually

practised blind incisions into the orbital cavity were not

surgical; treatment should be based on the lines of the orbital

operation for nasal sinus empyema. There should be broad

exposure by an incision along the orbital margin, careful

inspection of the orbital walls, and proper drainage according

to the individual case. The importance of the maxillary

antrum in causing orbital complications has been exaggerated.

An important group of ocular complications of nasal sinus

disease was that involving the optic nerve. The recent

investigations of Onodi had shown that the optic nerve was

frequently in close relation to the posterior ethmoidal cells

and that the extreme thinness of the intervening wall made
the involvement more likely than in the case of the sphenoid.

It was of special interest that the optic nerve was involved

in the form known as retrobulbar neuritis in which a central

scotoma was the characteristic functional defect. The
prognosis of these cases was excellent, and now that ophthal-

mological attention had been focussed on this interdependence

of the nose and eye, some of the hitherto obscure cases of

acute retrobulbar neuritis would be recognized and nasal

treatment promptly instituted. Ocular paralyses were not

infrequently the only manifestations of orbital complications.

Neuralgia, especially ciliary and retrobulbar, was frequently

due to sinus affections and asthenopia was a common symp-

tom. According to Kuhnt muscular asthenopia, accommo-

dative asthenopia, and contractions of the visual field were

the functional disturbances observed in nasal empyema in

the order of their frequency. There was a group of eye

affections comprising irido-choroiditis, glaucoma, and de-

tachment of the retina, with which certain authors had

brought sinus disease in etiological relation. This was a
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subject upon which additional information is required.

Kuhnt had stated that he had never seen a case of iritis or

choroiditis caused by sinus disease, but thought that cy-

clitis, especially the form chiefly characterized by opacities

of the vitreous, could depend on this cause. He had never

observed glaucoma to be caused by nasal disease, but be-

lieved that in predisposed eyes an attack might be brought

on by a sinus, affection. The reported cases of detachment

of the retina associated with nasal sinus disease were not

convincing. In closing, the reader expressed the conviction

that the list of ocular disturbances which could be produced

by sinus affections was not exhausted and that there was a

great deal of careful work still to be done.

Dr. C. G. CoAKLEY treated the subject from the standpoint

of the rhinologist. The affections of each nasal accessory

sinus were described in turn and the ocular complications

produced by them. Orbital disease as a result of disease

of the maxillary sinus was rather rare. This was because the

region of the maxillary ostium easily gave way under pressure,

otherwise exceptionally the secretion of the antrum might

perforate the orbital floor and cause an orbital cellulitis.

Dentigerous cysts and malignant disease of the antrum may
involve the orbit secondarily. Disease of the frontal sinus

causes more frequent orbital complications. The diagnosis

of acute or chronic involvement of the frontal sinus was com-
paratively easy with the aids of modem diagnostic methods.

In a large proportion of the cases the naso-frontal duct was
partially patent, and the presence of a certain amount of pus

in the nose directed attention to suppuration in some of the

accessory sinuses. In the acute cases the extreme tenderness

of the bone of the affected side and the appearance of swelling

below the supra-orbital arch made it probable that the frontal

sinus was affected. In these cases a good skiagraph was a

most valuable aid. He had seen some cases, however, where
there was such evident involvement of the frontal sinus,

accompanied by such manifest orbital cellulitis, that it did

not seem advisable to delay operating until a skiagraph could

be made. The ethmoidal cells, if diseased, were much more
liable to involve the orbit than either the maxillary or the

frontal sinuses. Orbital cellulitis occurred more frequently
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as a result of ethmoidal disease than it did from disease of

the frontal sinus. It was very difficult in some instances

to differentiate the source of an orbital cellulitis, whether
from the frontal, ethmoidal, or sphenoidal sinuses. In the

severer types of involvement it was seldom that one group
of sinuses alone was involved, there was usually a com-
bination and sometimes all of them were involved. The sur-

geon in operating should invariably investigate all three

sinuses, and if they were found diseased, perform a radical

operation. The sphenoidal sinus was next considered. This

sinus varied greatly in its position in reference to the apex of

the orbit. If the sinus was large it might partially or com-
pletely encircle the optic nerve as it passed through the

foramen. There was a large class of cases of ethmoidal

and sphenoidal disease falling under the observation of the

rhinologist without any involvement of the optic nerve. In

the absence of any visible secretion or any appearance of

local inflammation in the posterior portion of the nares as

compared with the anterior portion, the diagnosis of spheno-

ethmoiditis was difficult. There was no way of satisfactorily

detecting the condition of the sphenoid and posterior ethmoid
cells without, in a large proportion of cases, removing the

entire middle turbinate. Then if the septum were markedly
deflected the anterior wall of the body of the sphenoid came
into view, and one might enlarge considerably the sphenoidal

opening and the posterior ethmoids so as to inspect the in-

terior. In operating there were two difficulties to contend
with: first, the fact that many patients complained of con-

siderable pain even when thoroughly cocainized, so that it was
impossible at a single sitting to do all that was necessary ; and
secondly, that in spite of the use of suprarenal extracts the

bleeding was often so great as to prevent one getting a proper

view of the operative field. If this happened, the surgeon

would find it impracticable to perform any further surgical

work on the patient for a period of about two weeks. From
a study of nineteen cases referred to him for retrobulbar

neuritis, he found that only three of them showed any con-

dition as a result of nasal examination that would make one

suspect any disease of the sphenoid or ethmoid. When
operated upon these cases had large sphenoid and ethmoid
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cavities, the mucous membrane was oedematous, and con-

siderable secretion existed in the cavities. One case was
totally blind in one eye and within a few weeks after operation

recovered almost perfect sight. A second case that could

barely distinguish light made an almost perfect recovery.

A third case was totally blind and had made a perfect recovery.

Ten patients with retrobulbar neuritis had their middle

turbinates removed and their sphenoidal and ethmoidal

cavities opened without finding any disease.

Dr. William C. Posey of Philadelphia opened the general

discussion and said that in recent years an ocular sympto-

matology of sinusitis had been evolved, which was incomplete

by reason of the lack, in nearly all instances, of pathological

evidence to prove the dependence of diseases of the eye and

orbit upon conditions within the sinuses; nevertheless the

changes in the eye caused by sinusitis had been observed

by so many writers that it might be said to be now fairly

well established. Ophthalmologists realized that the treat-

ment of abscess of the orbit demanded that not only should

the pus be liberated from the orbit, but that the origin of the

abscess be detected and if possible removed. The question

had arisen as to whether this field belonged to the ophthal-

mologist or to the rhinologist. The proper person was one

who combined both ophthalmology and rhinology in his

practice, but this association was falling into disuse. He
urged upon the ophthalmologist the desirability of a more
intimate knowledge of the anatomy and diseases of the sinuses

and insisted upon the treatment of these complications by
ophthalmologists, or at least in their presence and with their

counsel. He did not intend, however, that the rhinologist

should be supplanted in the general treatment of sinusitis.

The interest of the ophthalmic surgeon in this branch of

surgery had already borne fruit, for the operation devised

by Knapp for opening the frontal sinus accomplished all that

the Killian procedure designed with less deformity and with

conservation of the function of the superior oblique muscle.

The involvement of the optic nerve as a consequence of

ethmoidal and sphenoidal sinusitis might vary in degree from

a simple oedema to an active retrobulbar inflammation. As

a rule, the patient complained of some dimness of vision in
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one eye, at times of vertigo, headache, and other head symp-
toms. The ophthalmoscope usually showed the unaffected

eye to be normal, while in the fellow eye a slight veiling of

the nerves at the edges was seen, with a dilatation of the

retinal veins and a choking of the lymphatics around the

central vessels. In cases of only slight involvement the pa-

tient was usually conscious of dimness in the affected eye.

There was a normal vision for form, but a diminution of the

light sense. A chief characteristic of neuritis due solely to

sinus inflammation was its unilateral character, for although

both nerves might be affected in the optic canal by inflamma-

tion of both sphenoidal sinuses, such cases were very rare.

He referred at length to the changes in the optic nerve from
sinusitis as set forth by Birch-Hirschfeld. The speaker and
Dr. Packard had treated a number of cases in common, and
Dr. Packard had summarized his observations from the

standpoint of the rhino! ogist as follows: There were several

classes into which cases of ophthalmic disease, resulting from
intranasal trouble or disease of the accessory sinuses, might
be divided, (i) Cases of direct extension of suppuration.

These cases generally had a long history of intranasal or sinus

trouble, as the escape of pus into the orbit was due to necrosis

of the bony wall of the involved sinus. (2) There was a large

class of cases in which eye symptoms occurred, and upon
rhinological examination there was nothing to account for

them except congestion of the sinuses, or possibly an accumu-
lation of non-purulent secretion within them. (3) There

was a very large class of cases which presented ophthalmic

symptoms which were undoubtedly due to old sinus trouble,

but in which no pus could be found at the time they were
examined by the rhinologist. The history of these cases

usually pointed to old catarrhal trouble. (4) There was
a class of cases with a septal spur or deflection upon which
the swollen turbinate impinged, and in which intraocular

pain or other symptoms might result, which were relieved by
a measure directed to enlarging the space between the tur-

binates and the septum. As indicating the frequency with

which orbital inflammation was dependent upon disease of

the accessory sinuses Birch-Hirschfeld found that of 684

cases of the former at least 409 depended upon one of the
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sinuses. In almost all cases the condition was chronic or

acute purulent sinusitis, which followed rhinitis, influenza,

pneumonia, scarlet fever, and diphtheria, or after traumatism.

The bacteriology of the eye was practically that of the acces-

sory sinuses of the nose. An original sinusitis might heal,

while the orbital condition to which it gave rise was pro-

gressive, as it could not find drainage.

Dr. Emil Gruening said that the relations between the

eyes and the nose had interested him for a long time, because

he often encountered cases showing ocular symptoms such

as lachrymation and photophobia, in which local treatment

of the eye and general treatment proved ineffective, while

nasal treatment was beneficial. He had read a paper on this

subject in 1886 which had been published in the Medical

Record. The diseases of the accessory sinuses of the nose

causing complications in the orbit came frequently under

the observation of the ophthalmic surgeon. He was of the

opinion that in many of these cases the intranasal treatment

should be supplanted by operations from the orbit. In 1895

and 1896 he had written two articles on " Empyema of the

ethmoidal cells and its operation from the orbit," and on " Or-

bital fistulae due to ethmoidal disease.
'

' At that time he wrote

that the good results obtained by surgical procedures from the

orbit were so gratifying that it seemed advisable to substitute

more frequently the orbital for the intranasal operations.

The advantages of the orbital operation over the intranasal

were the following: i. The possibility of more direct in-

spection and exploration of the ethmoidal spaces. 2. The
greater facility of removing granulations and polypi and

carious bone. 3. The better chance of securing drainage

by a counter-opening, i. e., by perforating the floor of the

ethmoidal body from above. The resulting scar was hardly

visible and did not disfigure the face.

SECTION MEETING, MONDAY, JANUARY l8, 1909. DR. J. H. BELL, ACTING

SECRETARY. DR. W. E. LAMBERT, PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.

Present, thirty members.

Dr. Lambert was re-elected president and Dr. John R.

Shannon was elected secretary.
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Dr. E. Gruening presented two specimens of sarcoma

of the ciliary body, which had been mounted by Dr. Dixon.

Dr. W. B. Marple presented a specimen of sarcoma of the

ciliary body.

Dr. Marple also presented a case of foreign body in the

vitreous. Four weeks previously while pounding with a

hammer and hatchet, a minute piece of iron flew into the

patient's eye. He has a cataract with a small opening in the

anterior capsule, through which soft, swollen lens matter

protruded into the anterior chamber. Dr. Dixon localized

the foreign body as lying ^mrn to the nasal side of the vertical

diameter of the cornea, and about 3i-4mw below the lower

limbus. The patient was seated before the large Haab
magnet, and the tip of the magnet was moved around all over

the vicinity of the localization, also above and to either side,

without producing any reaction whatever or eliciting any

pain on the part of the patient. He was then laid on the

table and, with a millimetre scale, careful measurements were

made in the right eye $mm to the left of the vertical diameter

of the cornea and T^mm below the limbus, or on a tangent

to the limbus continued to the nasal side. Exactly at this

point, with the fine forceps and scissors, a small conjunctival

flap was raised; then a Graefe knife was entered through the

sclerotic, passing probably 6wm into the globe. It was then

drawn out and rotated 90° and re-introduced so as to make
a crucial incision. At the first application of the magnet,

the opening was apparently a little too small, and with the

knife it was enlarged slowly, just so as to permit the entrance

of the tip of the magnet. The latter was then re-introduced

not more than $mm into the globe and withdrawn, and a

very minute particle of iron was adherent to the magnet.

The conjunctiva was then sutured over the opening and a

bandage applied and the patient put to bed, atropin being

previously instilled. December 30, 1908.—Bandage changed,

very little reaction. Atropin instilled. One week subse-

quently linear section made with bent keratome, and con-

siderable soft lens material expelled. January 11, 1909.

—

Patient discharged to be treated as an out-patient.

Dr. Wolff reported an observation after needling for second-

ary cataract. After the extraction the patient had between
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4 and 5 dioptries of astigmatism, against the rule. After

needling, the astigmatism disappeared entirely and the

patient had f g vision with + 10 D. sph. He could not ex-

plain the disappearance of the astigmatism, unless it was due

to the traction on the eye of the secondary membrane.

Dr. E. S. Thomson read a paper on The formation of

secondary membranes after cataract extraction which is pub-

lished on pages 261-267 in this number.

In the discussion of Dr. Marple's case of extraction of a

foreign particle from the vitreous. Dr. Arnold Knapp thought

it a very interesting case, and deemed Dr. Dixon's localization

most excellent.

Dr. Johnson thought that a certain amount of encapsu-

lation takes place and holds the foreign body in position.

He thought it a very small piece of steel to penetrate the

globe.

Dr. Dixon regards it a mistake, as a rule, to try to make
an opening over the localization when using the Haab magnet

when the foreign body has been in the eye some time. He
advised also not to depend on an X-ray picture taken pre-

viously, for the use of the magnet, but to take another picture

just before operating.

Commenting upon Dr. Wolff's case, Dr. A. Knapp thought

that it could be explained by means of the adhesion of the

capsule to the corneal scar. Dr. E. S. Thomson agreed with

Dr. Knapp. Dr. Linn Emerson had seen a case of a child

with three dioptries of astigmatism. After using an atropin

solution she came back having one dioptry of astigmatism.

He was at a loss to explain the change.

In the discussion of Dr. Thomson's paper, Dr. Gruening
said there is no doubt that the inflammatory formation of

the secondary cataract is due to cortex remaining between the

anterior and posterior capsules. Though we irrigate, some
of the lens cortex passes out in the solution and some remains,

making a secondary cataract. The capsule thickens. From
two to three weeks after extraction, he has opened the wound
and irrigated this cortical matter, washing it out.

Dr. CoBURN recalled Dr. Bates's experiments and they

seemed to disagree with Dr. Thomson's idea. According to
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Bates, these iritic cells have nothing to do with secondary

cataract, but it is due entirely to fibrin. In 70% of the

animals operated upon, the secondary cataract disappeared in

three months, and in all in one year. In order to avoid

secondary cataract, the fewer the instruments used in the

anterior chamber the better. By using freely normal salt

solution he did away with a great deal of fibrinous material.

Dr. Coburn believed that iritis had nothing to do with the

formation of the membrane.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15, I909. DR. JOHN R. SHANNON, SECRETARY.
DR. W. E. LAMBERT, PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.

Present, forty members.

Dr. E. Gruening presented a specimen of keratectasia e

panno which had been mounted by Dr. Dixon. The swelling,

beautifully rounded, was gmm in radius. There was no

involvement of the iris;, therefore it was not a staphyloma;

and it was not brought about by excessive intraocular

tension, which was shown by the fact that there was no de-

pression of the optic-nerve head.

Dr. A. E. Davis showed a picture of colloid degeneration

of the retina. The patient was a woman aged thirty-eight,

first seen April, 1907. There was a history of failing vision

for four years—that is to say, since the birth of her last child,

which was born dead. There had been three healthy children

before. There was a slow failure of vision, which was |^ in

each eye when the patient was first seen. The condition

existed in both eyes. The fields were contracted for red

and green, but not for white. Family history was uninter-

esting.

Dr. Fridenberg showed a specimen of a* round-celled

sarcoma of the orbit removed three years ago. There was
no local recurrence, and no evidence of metastasis. Three

years was, of course, a comparatively short time, but it meant
a great deal to the patient. The operation was thorough,

the peri-orbita having been peeled off back to the nerve

entrance, and masses which had penetrated the floor of the

orbit and partially filled the antrum and ethmoid cells were

removed. The upper wall of the orbit was also broken through

at one point, and the dura was exposed. The disfigurement
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was not very marked. The interesting clinical features of

the case were the slight immobility and exophthalmos, the

tumor having started in the nerve sheath, and the preserva-

tion of good sight until a week or two before operation.

Dr. T. R. PooLEY reported a case of which he had made a

former report to the Section, four or five months previously.

The patient had been struck on the left side of the head with

a blackjack. Exophthalmos was very marked, and there

was evidently a communication between the carotid and the

cavernous sinus. A bruit was heard over the eye. The
retinal vessels were dilated and there were hemorrhages.

Pressure was applied over the carotid, but was so uncom-

fortable that it had to be abandoned. Operation at the time

was refused, but a month later the patient returned with the

symptoms greatly aggravated, and complaining of slight

symptoms on the opposite side. On June 4th common carotid

was ligated. Pulsation of the eye disappeared at once and

the exophthalmos disappeared to a marked degree. The

patient was discharged one week after the operation. Ptosis

had nearly disappeared. Vision was ^-^^. On August the

17th the disk was practically normal. The veins were slightly

enlarged and tortuous and the vision was f^.

Dr. W. B. Marple presented a case of sarcoma of the

ciliary region which was demonstrated very clearly by the

transilluminator, in spite of the cataractous lens.

The interesting point was that when the interior of the

globe was transilluminated the shadow of the intraocular

mass could be distinctly seen inside the eye even through

the opaque lens, so brilliantly illuminated was the interior

of the eye.

Dr. Marple also presented a case of tuberculous iritis with

a drawing of the condition by Dr. Geo. W. Young.

The patient was a young colored girl, who had been treated

for three weeks with hot applications, atropin, inunctions,

and small doses of calomel. The eye got worse, numbers of

what were apparently small miliary tubercles appearing on

the surface of the iris. As a diagnostic aid, hypodermic

injections of old tuberculin were begun; at first img, then

three days later img. A rise of one-half degree in tem-

perature was the only reaction, and the eye began to clear
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surprisingly. Then 2Wg, followed by 3Wg, then 4Wg were

given without any reaction; the eye whitened, and the vision,

which was formerly movements of the hand, became ^g,

the media clearing wonderfully.

Dr. Martin Cohen presented a case of paralysis of the

inferior oblique of one eye, described on pages 282-283 iii this

number.

Dr. F. J. Parker reported a case of chronic lead poisoning

with a drawing of the fundus. The patient presented himself

at the dispensary on February 2d. Pupils were equal and

reacted to light. The retinal arteries were very small. There

were severe neuro-retinitis, oedema, and hemorrhages in the

entire field, and a large area of amyloid degeneration. In the

left eye the condition was the same, but less marked. The

blood pressure on admission was 225mm. This had dropped

to 155mm on February 9th. There was a gradual diminution

in the quantity of urine from 61 to 41 ounces in three days.

There was no albumen in the urine except on February 8th.

when it contained 5%. Patient died February loth.

Dr. Parker also reported a case of ulcerative keratitis

with iritis complicating tertian malaria. F. N., aged twenty-

two, entered the Presbyterian Hospital January nth. Four

days previously had occipital headache with slight chills

and fever. The next day there was severe pain in the right

eye, photophobia, and lachrymation. There was diffuse

ulcerative keratitis over the entire cornea; injection of the

ocular conjunctiva; the iris was dull in reflex and did not

react to light. Temperature was normal; there was very

severe pain and tenderness of the globe. Ordered atropin

and hot applications. On January 14th, temperature arose

to 104.4°; the eye was much worse. Blood examination

showed the malaria parasite. Patient was put on quinin,

five grains every four hours. This was followed by rapid im-

provement in the condition of the eye. Patient was dis-

charged from the hospital January the 25th.

Dr. Arnold Knapp gave a demonstration of the occurrence

of opsonins in the aqueous humor.

Dr. C. W. Cutler read a paper entitled Suggestions as to

the nature and treatment of gonorrhceal ophthalmia and

phlyctenular keratitis.
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Dr. Cutler remarked that the two diseases which are most

threatening to vision in childhood are gonorrhoeal ophthalmia

and phlyctenular keratitis. The milder cases of ophthalmia

offer no serious problem. In the severer forms which may
develop from apparently mild cases, argyrol and protargol

are not always reliable and silver nitrate should be used.

The chief problem is the protection of the cornea, especially

the avoidance of injury during cleansing and inspection.

Ulcers of the cornea are difficult to handle during the course

of purulent ophthalmia, and it is rarely possible to limit them
by direct applications of cautery or caustics. These measures

may be tried, however, with care. In marasmic children,

prognosis is bad as to life, as gonorrhoea in the mother lessens

the vitality of the child, as Lobenstine has shown. The milder

silver salts are useful in these children with low vitality, but

in all sthenic cases, silver nitrate should be used. Protargol

and argyrol have been used with success as prophylactics in

measles and scarlet fever and corneal complications have been

much less frequent in these diseases. Zur Nedden's views

regarding astringents and the bactericidal action of the

pathological secretion were discussed in this connection. In

the treatment of ophthalmia, the question as to whether cold

or heat should be used is of great importance and has not been

sufficiently discussed. The thermal death point of the gono-

coccus is low and irrigations may be raised to 108° F., or even

higher, without risk. The gonococcus is inhibited at a lower

temperature and it seems feasible then to use large irrigations

of hot saline solutions, or boric acid, or mild astringents during

the acute stages of the disease, especially if the cornea is

threatened, and to avoid the use of cold altogether. The
perforated elevator of Callan has been found most useful

for this purpose as it directs the current toward the fornix

rather than against the cornea, as does the funnel which
Kalt has used for irrigations with permanganate solution.

The suspension of lactic acid bacillus prepared by Dr. Charles

E. North has been used in a number of cases at the Foundling

Hospital, and while it is too soon to claim definite results,

it is at least harmless and has seemed to hasten recovery

notably, not only in gonorrhoeal ophthalmia but in acute

conjunctivitis due to the diplobacillus and to the pneumococcus.
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Phlyctenular diseases should be subdivided into at least two

distinct forms as has been suggested by Morax and Axenfeld.

The origin of the sub-epithelial phlyctenule is undoubtedly

endogenous and the evidence that it is a result of tuberculous

toxaemia is strong. VerhoefE attributed the condition to

anaphylaxis, a previous infection having so sensitized the

tissues that an insignificant re-infection or an exacerbation

will produce results out of proportion to its own magnitude.

In the same manner we may explain the reaction to tuber-

culin when the supposed focus is undiscoverable. Also it

seems fair to assume that the hyper-sensitiveness may dimin-

ish with years, thus explaining the diminishing frequency

of phlyctenules and scrofula in adults.

It is probable that as many eyes are damaged by phlyc-

tenular keratitis as by gonorrhoea. Of course, the injury

is not so severe, but an opacity or a facet in the pupillary

zone is so common and is such a serious hindrance to higher

economic usefulness that the attention of the general prac-

titioner and of the public may well be drawn to these fleeting

and apparently insignificant eruptions.

In the discussion of Dr. Pooley's case. Dr. Woodward
stated that fifteen years ago he ligated the common carotid

in a similar case. The symptoms disappeared. Five months

later there was a relapse and all the symptoms returned.

Pressure upon the vessels of the inner side of the orbit re-

lieved the symptoms and he ligated the angular artery, the

transversus nasi, and a mass of veins in that vicinity. This

produced an absolute cure.

Dr. A. Knapp had seen a case of traumatic pulsating

exophthalmos with unusual symptoms. These were relieved

by compression of the common carotid. The artery was

tied, but after the operation, the patient complained that the

bruit was still present. On compression of the neck it

disappeared.

Dr. Lambert some years ago showed a case of the same

condition. The artery was ligated by Dr. Wyeth, the exoph-

thalmos subsided, and the hemorrhages which had been the

prominent symptom stopped. The patient disappeared.

Dr. Gruening had seen a similar case. Both eyes were
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affected and both were blind. The symptoms disappeared

on pressure of one common carotid. The artery was tied and

the patient lived for eight years perfectly well. The sight

returned. Death was due to pneumonia.

Dr. PooLEY said that in sixty-three cases collected by Dr.

Wyeth all but four had recovered after tying the common
carotid artery.

In the discussion of Dr. Parker's case of keratitis and iritis

complicating tertian malaria, Dr. Gruening asked if the

improvement in the condition of the eye seemed to Dr.

Parker to be due to the general medication. Dr. Parker
answered in the affirmative.

In the discussion of Dr. Marple's case of tuberculous iritis,

Dr. Knapp said that notwithstanding that there was no rise

of temperature the local condition of the eye improved under

tuberculin. This is interesting. Tuberculin being a specific,

this must be regarded as evidence that the growth was

tuberculous.

Dr. Cutler had seen a similar case, though of interstitial

keratitis, which had been treated as specific without effect.

Patient also had an ulcer of the fauces. He was given small

doses of tuberculin, and improved very rapidly.

Dr. Davis had seen a case diagnosed as tuberculous iritis,

but there was no treatment and the patient recovered with

fg vision. Why we should conclude that tuberculin is a

specific, he was at a loss to know. He did not think the

point established.

Dr. Cutler remarked that twelve or fifteen years ago

Leber had made this observation, that some tuberculous

cases do well without treatment.

Dr. A. Knapp observed that he did not consider tuberculin

a specific in the sense that it would cure all tuberculous cases,

but that it produces specific anti-bodies which act upon

tuberculous foci.

Dr. Marple remarked that this case had been treated as

specific for four weeks without effect.

In the discussion of Dr. Cutler's paper. Dr. Duane said

heat of 106-108 degrees could be borne by the cornea, and

possibly a much higher temperature. If the water be dropped
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gradually on the cornea it may begin at no degrees and go as

high as 1 20 degrees without danger. In old iritis and cyclitis

this is very beneficial. The death point of the gonococcus

being low, he thought that gonorrhoeal ophthalmia offered a

promising field for these hot-water applications. In phlyc-

tenular keratitis, treatment should be directed towards the

raising of the child's vitality by proper hygiene and diet.

Dr. P. Fridenberg questioned whether it would be wise to

abandon the traditional treatment in these cases, which are

so serious, without careful experimental investigation be-

forehand.

Dr. C. E. North said that it is premature to make any
definite claims for the lactic acid treatment. He had received

a number of reports of cases of gonorrhoeal ophthalmia which

had improved under the treatment. But they might have

done as well under other treatment. He had, however, just

received the report of a case in which the sight was impaired

by an ulcer of the cornea, and had been in that condition

for three years in spite of all other treatment. Under the

lactic acid treatment the sight had been restored. The
lactic acid suspension was being used in a number of other

conditions. It seemed to contain some other active principle

than the acid.

Dr. W. E. Lambert said that he had had a case of gonor-

rhoeal ophthalmia in which argyrol had failed, while constant

irrigation with nitrate of silver had cured it.

Dr. C. W. Cutler thought that a temperature above 108

degrees would be risky in the eyes, especially of children with

weak corneal epithelium. Concerning the lactic acid treat-

ment, he warned against undue enthusiasm. He merely

wanted his colleagues to try the remedy and report the results.

He thought well of it in some seventeen cases in which he had

tried it; it certainly seemed to add to the efficacy of the

routine treatment, which he had not yet abandoned.

The meeting adjourned.
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Wiener klin. Wochenschrift, 1908, No. 13.
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Zeitschrift f. Augenheilkunde, xix., p. 409.
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Jews. Jewreisky Med. Goloss., 1908, No. i.

10. Haltenhoff. Economic damage from ocular lesions. Rev.

Suisse d. Accid. du Trav., ii., June, 1908.
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II. Wassinsinsky, a. On intentional mutilation of the eyes.

Westnik Ophthalm., 1908, No. 3.

RuNGE (i, GynaBcology and obstetrics in relation to oph-
thalmology) discusses the relations of gynaecology and ob-

stetrics to ophthalmology, describing the disturbances of

vision in menstruation, puberty, and climacteric; the ocular

lesions associated with Basedow's disease, chlorosis, mas-
turbation, and with infectious processes and hemorrhages
of the genital tract. Injuries to the eye of the child intra

partum, and ophthalmia neonatorum, are also described.

The stereoscopic plates of Monthus (2, Stereoscopic plates

for oculistic demonstration) are for use of students in recalling

specimens, cases, and operations seen in the various courses.

This set includes tarsorrhaphy, transplantation of the lid

margin, and extirpation of the lachrymal sac. Berger.
Lange (3, Treatment of injuries of the eye) gives a concise

treatise on the management of injuries of the eyes. Recent

wounds are to be considered as infected and must be washed
out with oxy-cyanate of mercury, i : 3000, and protected by
a bandage.

KoMOTO (4, Eye diseases in Japan) notes the frequency of

trachoma, of follicular conjunctivitis, and of syphilitic disease

of the eyes, in Japan.

KoMOTO (5, History of blindness in Japan) gives an interest-

ing account of the blind in Japan. From the 9th century until

the middle of the 19th century they formed a caste with

special privileges, and occupied themselves with music, acu-

puncture, and massage, in which arts they became masters.

QuiRSFELD (6, Photometric examinations of schools) ad-

vises in construction of schoolhouses to have the rooms toward

the north, northeast, or northwest. The depth of the room
must not exceed twice the height of the windows. The win-

dow frames must be narrow. Shades must be light gray and
translucent.

RosMANiT (7, Color vision tests in railway and marine ser-

vice) urges the exclusion, from railway and marine service, of

all anomalous trichromates. Nagel's plates and his anomalo-

scope are the only reliable apparatus for testing these cases.

ScHOLTZ (8, Causes and distribution of blindness in Hun-
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gary) finds that of 1056 cases of blindness in Hungary, 267

were due to disease of the cornea, 190 to uvea, 66 to retina,

271 to optic nerve and tracts, 170 to glaucoma, and 92 to

injuries. 361 were absolutely, 207 possibly, preventable, and

only 448 were inevitable.

RosENFELD (9, The question of eye disease among the Jews)

thinks the commoner forms of eye diseases in Israelites are

not racial, but due to poor hygienic or industrial conditions.

Syphilis is comparatively rare. Chronic blepharitis, due to

anaemia, tuberculosis, scrofula, is common. Amaurotic family

idiocy is racial and more common than is usually thought.

HiRSCHMANN.

Haltenhoff (10, Economic damage from ocular lesions)

estimates the loss of an eye as equivalent to a reduction of

an average of 25% of earning ability. Vision less than o.i

is practically useless. For most occupations binocular vision

requires V = o.7 to 0.75 in each eye.

Wassinsinsky (ii. On intentional mutilation of the eyes)

describes the self-inflicted injuries of the eyes observed in

recruits. Caustics such as lime, ammonia, soap, tobacco,

were frequently introduced into the conjunctival sac. Corneal

opacities, always in the right eye, were produced by a pencil

dipped in acid. Animal experiment showed that only yellow

ochre and nitrate of silver stick produced a lasting corneal

opacity. Hirschmann.

II._GENERAL PATHOLOGY, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT.

12. TscHiRKOWsKY. Influence of toxins on the conjunctiva.

Graefe's Arch. f. Ophth., Ixviii., No. i, p. 77.

13. Abe, Nakao. Experimental studies on panophthalmitis.

Beitr. f. Augenheilkunde , Ixx., p. 554.

14. Wessely, K. Experimental studies on intraocular tension.

Arch. f. Augenheilkunde, Ix., No. i, p. 3.

15. Ulbrich, H. Clinical study of tension in anterior and pos-

terior chamber. Ibid., lix., No. 4, p. 283.

16. Horn. Adaptation to darkness in various diseases of the

fundus. Ibid., No. 4, p. 389.

17. VoGT. Effect of ultraviolet rays on the eye. /feid., No. i, p. 91.

18. WiRTz. Panophthalmitis caused by tetanus bacillus after

injury. Klin. Monatsbl. f. Atigenheilkunde , xlvi., No. i, p. 6.

19. Krauss. Streptococcus infection of eye and adnexa in im-

petigo. Zeitschrift f. Augenheilkunde, xix., p. 123.
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20. ScHOENiNG. Amaurosis due to felix mas. Ibid., p. 233.

21. Herford. Ocular distiu-bances due to atoxyl. Deutsche med.

Wochenschrift, 1908, No. 18.

22. Eberhardt, W. Case of belladonna poisoning. Ophth.

Record, Jan., 1908.

23. zuR Nedden. Significance of opsonins for the eye. Zeitschrift

f. Augenheilkunde , xix., No. 4, p. 233.

24. Levis, J. B. Blindness following injection of protargol into

lachrymal sac. Ophth. Record, 1908, p. 284.

25. Adam. Injury to the eye from ophthalmo -reaction. Med.
Klinik, 1908, No. 6.

26. V. HipPEL, A. Serum therapy of the eye. Deutsche med.

Wochenschrift, 1908, No. 27.

27. Birch-Hirschfeld. Action of X-rays on the eye. Klin.

Monatsbl. f. Augenheilkunde, xliv., No. 2

28. Loewenstein, a. Regional anaesthesia of the orbit. Ibid.,

xlvi., No. I, p. 3.

29. Spiegel. Consistency of paraflfin used for artificial prosthesis.

Berlin, klin. Wochenschrift, 1908, No. 9.

30. Frenkel, H. Therapeutic value of subconjunctival injections

of sterilized air. Ann. d' ocul., cxxxix., p. 182.

31. KuBOTA, G. Treatment of eye disease with incandescent

light. Inaug.-Diss., Munich, 1908.

32. Hertzel. Examination of the fundus by transmitted light.

Berlin, klin. Wochenschrift, 1908, No. 4.

33. Fridenberg. Notes on transillumination of the eye. Arch.
OP Ophth., xxxvii., No. 3, p. 302.

34. Joseph, H. Detection and measurement of central scotoma

by stereoscope. Arch, d'ophtalm., xxviii., p. 98.

35. Pendred, V. Case of mirror-writing. Lancet, Jan. 4, 1908.

36. Ayres, S. C. Use of cheap hammers as a factor in penetrating

wounds of the eye. Amer. Journ. of Ophth., May, 1908.

37. Butler, T. Harrison. Calmette's ophthalmo -reaction.

British Medical Journal, April 18, 1908.

38. Lecky, H. C. Calmette's reaction. British Medical Journal,

March 28, 1908.

39. Woodcock, H. de Carle. The ophthalmo -reaction. British

Medical Journal, March 28, 1908.

40. Stephens, H. G. R. Calmette's ophthalmo -reaction. British

Medical Journal, March 28, 1908.

41. Denig, R. Paracentesis of the anterior chamber in inflam-

matory processes of the anterior uveal tract. Ophth. Rec, March, 1908.

TscHiRKOwsKY (i2, Influence of toxins on the conjunctiva)

found that toxins instilled into the conjunctival sac w^ould

eventually interfere with the integrity of the normal epithelium.

Necrosis may be caused by chemicals contained in the filtrates.
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Abe, Nakao (13, Experimental studies on panophthalmitis)

found that all but 6 of 23 species of bacteria, mostly sapro-

phytes, produced panophthalmitis. Bacillus subtilis is the

most common but not the exclusive cause.

Wessely (14, Experimental studies on intraocular tension)

describes manometric measurements with a graphic method.

Intraocular tension varies with blood pressure and with minor

changes such as pulse and respiratory oscillations. Irritation

of the sympathetic reduces tension. Congestive hyperaemia

produces marked increase of tension.

Ulbrich (15, Clinical study of tension in anterior and pos-

terior chamber) reports a case of oval coloboma of the iris in

a woman of thirty. The opening was covered by a thin

membrane which was bellied backward or forward on move-

ment of the lids, accommodation, pressure on the cornea,

serving as a delicate indicator for variations of pressure in the

anterior and posterior chamber, and proving the correctness

of the hypothesis of a physiological pupillary seclusion.

Horn (16, Adaptation to darkness in various diseases of the

fundus) finds that even high degrees of myopia do not inter-

fere with adaptation unless complicated by disturbances of

nutrition, which may not always be detected by ophthalmo-

scopic examination. Hemeralopia due to chronic alcoholism,

nephritis, diabetes without fundus changes, atypical retinitis

pigmentosa, heredito-specific chorio-retinitis, and tabetic

atrophy were all associated with marked disturbance of

adaptation.

VoGT (17, Effect of ultraviolet rays on the eye) recommends

a lead-flint glass to absorb ultraviolet rays, which when con-

centrated may cause conjunctivitis, keratitis, iritis, lenticular

opacities, and chorio-retinal affections.

WiRTZ (18, Panophthalmitis caused by tetanus bacillus

after injury) reports a case of panophthalmitis in a boy of

i^ years following a blow with a whip. Tetanus bacilli

were found in the exuding pus, and antitoxin was injected.

The eye was enucleated and found to contain besides B.

tetanus, the B. subtilis, B. mycoides, B. proteus vulgaris,

B. coli commune, and staphylococcus pyogenes aureus.

Krauss (19, Streptococcus infection of eye and adnexa

in impetigo) reports a case of pustulous exanthema of face
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and hands in a male adult. Several pustules appeared on the

lower lid margin and by contact produced a similar affection

of the conjunctiva. Lymphadenitis also developed, with
severe dacryocystitis, and an ulcer of the cornea. Strepto-

cocci were found as the cause.

ScHOENiNG (20, Amaurosis due to felix mas) reports the

development of amaurosis in a robust adult male after two
doses of extract of male fern, 10 grammes each. Narrowing
of retinal arteries, and venous stasis, with peculiar striate

oedema of the retina developed. After fourteen days vision

had risen to perception of light in the periphery.

Herford (21, Ocular disturbances due to atoxyl) reports

two cases of blindness due to atoxyl. In a third case, in-

jections of this drug caused retinal hemorrhages which were
absorbed when it was discontinued. Doses of more than

5.0 grammes are dangerous.

Eberhardt's (22, Case of belladonna poisoning) case of

atropin poisoning is interesting as there were marked systemic

symptoms after repeated instillation of atropin and homa-
tropin, and complete paralysis of^'accommodation, but no
dilatation of the pupil. Alling.

zuR Nedden (23, Significance of opsonins for the eye)

found that opsonins from the blood enter the secretion of

the conjunctiva and the intraocular fluids just as the bac-

tericidal substances do. Opsonins generally appear in the

conjunctiva when it becomes inflamed. The tears never

show any opsonic content, even in chronic disease of the

lachrymal sac. Subconjunctival injection of salt solution

increases the opsonins in the anterior chamber, while con-

gestive hyperaemia seems without any effect.

Levis (24, Blindness following injection of protargol into

lachrymal sac) injected i cent of a 25% protargol solution

into a purulent lachrymal sac. Orbital cellulitis followed,

with hyperaemia of the retina and optic nerve. Atrophy
came on, and sight was completely lost. An incision into the

orbit below the globe failed to evacuate fluid. This case

of rupture of the sac and infection of the orbit is a warning

against forcible syringing. Alling.

Adam (25, Injury to the eye from ophthalmo-reaction) notes

that the instillation of tuberculin may be injurious not only
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by the reaction (allergie) which it causes in the tissues, but

by toxic or infectious action, especially if there is existing

ocular disease, and in scrofulous children. It also increases

the susceptibility of the conjunctiva to tuberculin.

V. HippEL (26, Serum therapy of the eye) used Deutsch-

mann's serum in a case of severe plastic iritis and in ulcus

serpens, where it seemed to render the application of the

galvano-cautery unnecessary, with good results, if used fre-

quently and injected in large enough doses to suit the in-

dividual case. It does well in non-tuberculous serous iritis.

BiRCH-HiRscHFELD (27, ActioH of X-tays on the eye) ob-

served five cases of conjunctival irritation and pericentral color

scotoma after prolonged exposure to the mercury vapor

lamp which is rich in ultraviolet rays. He advises lenses

of high absorbing flint glass.

LoEWENSTEiN (28, Regional anaesthesia of the orbit) pro-

duces regional anoesthesia of the orbit for enucleation or ex-

enteration by injecting i% cocain into the ciliary ganglion

and the nerve trunks at the apex of the orbit. The needle

is carried along the outer wall of the orbit to a depth of 4^ cm.

Spiegel (29, Consistency of parafl&n used for artificial

prosthesis) notes the danger of embolism and inflammation

and warns against the use of soft paraffin for injections. Any
paraffin which on pressure between the fingers soon feels moist

must be rejected for this purpose.

Frenkel (30, Therapeutic value of subconjunctival in-

jections of sterilized air) notes good effects of subconjunctival

injections of sterilized air in episcleritis, superficial keratitis,

phlyctenules, and corneal abscess and ulcer. Deep keratitis

was not affected. Berger.

KuBOTA (31, Treatment of eye disease with incandescent

light) reports marked improvement in recent and old cases of

parenchymatous keratitis treated with incandescent light.

Hertzel (32, Examination of the fundus by transmitted

light) uses a light source of more than 50 c. p. with a cooling

attachment, which is placed in the mouth and the face up to

the eyes covered with a black cloth. The bright red fundus

can be examined in the upright or inverted image, and any
pathological changes in the wall of the globe or in the orbit

detected.
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Fridenberg (33, .Notes on transillumination of the eye)

examines the anterior portion of the fundus by a combined
method, using the ophthalmoscope, and at the same time
applying the Sachs transilluminator external to the point to

be seen. The fundus can be seen as far forward as the ciliary

processes. Treutler.
Joseph (34, Detection and measurement of central scotoma

by stereoscope) recommends the stereoscope of Pigeon for the

detection of small central scotomata according to Hatz. Even
large defects can be accurately measured with this instrument.

Berger.
Pendred (35, Case of mirror-writing) reports a case of

mirror-writing in a child of six.

AyRES (36, Use of cheap hammers as a factor in penetrating

wounds of the eye) shows that the tools bought by most
mechanics are merely surface hardened, so that in use small

particles break off much more easily than from good steel.

Alling.

Butler (37, Calmette's ophthalmo-reaction). After some
months' experience with the ophthalmo-tuberculin test the au-

thor decided that it was an aid to diagnosis, but by no means
a definite test ; many non-tuberculous cases reacted, and some
certainly tuberculous did not. He compares it to the Widal
typhoid reaction which is not quite infallible in its results.

T. Harrison Butler.
Lecky (38, Calmette's reaction) has collected all the pub-

lished statistics. Of 491 cases of definite tuberculosis, 463

(94-3%) gave a positive reaction. Of 610 cases of people with

no evidence of tuberculosis, 563 (92.3%) showed a negative

result. T. Harrison Butler.
Woodcock (39, The ophthalmo-reaction) has tried the oph-

thalmo-tuberculin reaction in 200 cases. Those with surgical

tuberculosis reacted violently, and the inflammation was pro-

longed. Eyes which were diseased suffered from a severe

conjunctivitis, and in some cases the patient complained for

ten days. Patients with ordinary eye complaints reacted

violently, and there was no other evidence of tubercle. Many
of the author's friends in robust health reacted. Woodcock
is more inclined to favor the blister test.

T. Harrison Butler.
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Stephens (40, Calmette's ophthalmo-reaction) . At the

Crossley Sanatorium for Phthisis only two patients out of

106 trials failed to react after the ist, 2d, or 3d instillation

of Calmette's serum. In 83 of these tubercle bacilli were

present in the sputum. T. Harrison Butler.

Denig (41, Paracentesis of the anterior chamber in inflam-

matory processes of the anterior uveal tract) has treated twelve

cases by repeated punctures, including iritis, cyclitis, intersti-

tial keratitis, chorio-retinitis, and diabetic neuro-retinitis. In

the majority of cases improvement followed, especially in the

lessening of the pain. He uses a narrow keratome and in a

few minutes reopens the wound. Alling.

III.—MEDICAMENTS AND INSTRUMENTS.

42. BoK, E. New ocular remedies. Allg. Wiener med. Ztg.,

1908, No. 35.

43. RuBERT, J. Effect of adrenalin on intraocular tension. Westn.

Ophth., 1908, No. I.

44. Agababow. Lipogenin in ophthalmic practice. Russky

Wratsch, 1908, No. 12.

45. Reber. Comparative potency of hyoscin and scopolamin hydro-

bromid in refraction work. Journ. Amer. Med. Assn., April 25, 1908.

46. Arlt. The deep action of dionin, again. Wochenschr. f. Hyg. u.

Ther. d. Auges, 1908, No. 25.

47. GiFFORD, H. On the possible use of atoxyl and other prepara-

tions of arsenic in sympathetic ophthalmia, trachoma, and some syph-

ilitic affections of the eye—A suggestion. Ophth. Rec, March, 1908.

48. Batten, Rayner D. A report of the comparative action of

homatropin methyl bromide and homatropin bromide as a mydriatic.

Ophthalmic Review, January, 1908.

49. Wurdemann, H. V. Diaphanoscopy in glaucoma. Ophth.

Rec, March, 1908.

50. Wurdemann, H. V. Additional observations on the use of

the transilluminator (the Wiirdemann lamp). Ophth. Record, April,

1908.

51. Carson, R. L. An illuminated eye -spud and knife-needle.

Journ. Amer. Med. Assn., May 9, 1908.

52. Black, N. M. Method of illuminating test-type charts with

artificial light. Ophth. Record, May, 1908.

BoK (42, New ocular remedies) is not satisfied with the

anesthetic action of acoin, finds that airol cannot take the

place of iodoform, and recommends adrenalin. Holocain

is a good substitute for cocain. Dionin must be used cau-
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tiously. Copper citrate is excellent in trachoma. Scopo-

lamin (i: looo) is a reliable mydriatic. Antisclerosin is

useful in retinal hemorrhages, aspirin as a succedaneum for

salicylate of soda.

RuBERT (43, Effect of adrenalin on intraocular tension)

notes that adrenalin instillations cause a diminution of

intraocular pressure, followed by a rise, and a second fall.

In tendency to glaucoma, adrenalin may bring on an attack.

The effect of adrenalin may be explained by its influence on

ocular circulation. Hirschmann.
Agababow (44, Lipogenin in ophthalmic practice) prefers

oily solutions of the alkaloids. Olive oil or lipogenin may be

used. Iodoform dissolved in the latter medium loses its odor.

Hirschmann.
Reber (45, Comparative potency of hyoscin and scopola-

min hydrobromi in refraction work) studied the effect of

equally strong solutions of hyoscin and scopolamin on pupil

and accommodation. The mydriatic action is about the

same, but hyoscin is 50% more effective as a cycloplegic.

In 2000 refraction tests he used y5% hyoscin in combination

with \% cocain and had no toxic effect in any instance. In

about 2% of the cases there was, however, a marked physi-

ological action, viz.: flushing of the face, rapid pulse, and
slight vertigo. Alling.

Arlt (46, The deep action of dionin, again) reports a case

of hemorrhage at the macula which disappeared after the use

of dionin.

Gifford's (47, On the possible use of atoxyl and other

preparations of arsenic in sympathetic ophthalmia, trachoma,

and some syphilitic affections of the eye—A suggestion) atten-

tion was attracted to atoxyl, a combination of arsenic and
anilin, by its affinity for pathogenic protozoa. The fact that

it has been suggested that sympathetic ophthalmia is caused

by a protozoon , warranted him in trying the treatment.

There was prompt improvement, although his results were

somewhat vitiated by the fact that sodium salicylate and

mercury were being given in large doses at the same time.

For similar reasons he suggests its use in trachoma and

syphilis. Atoxyl has been known to produce blindness if

given in large doses. Alling.
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Batten (48, A report of the comparative action of ho-

matropin methyl bromide and homatropin bromide as a

mydriatic). Homatropin methyl bromide in 2% solution

produces its physiological effect almost as soon as the usual

salt, but has the advantage that the eye returns to normal

in 2-4 hours. The inconvenience caused to the patient by
the methyl salt is thus much less than that caused by ho-

matropin bromide. T. Harrison Butler.

According to Wurdemann (49, Diaphanoscopy in glaucoma)

diaphanoscopy is a valuable corroborative measure in glau-

coma. He finds a narrow circumlental space which is easily

estimated by this method and predisposes to increased ocular

tension and thus glaucoma may readily follow a small degree

of swelling or congestion of the root of the iris. Alling.

Wurdemann (50, Additional observations on the use of the

transilluminator—the Wiirdemann lamp) uses the lamp in the

detection of minute lesions in the cornea, e. g., foreign bodies,

abrasions, and small maculae. He also finds it useful for

illumination in discissions of secondary cataract, as well as

for the study of iris attachments, in determining the site for

operations, etc. Alling.

Carson (51, An illimiinated eye-spud and knife-needle)

has attached a small electric lamp to the handle of a spud or

needle to throw light on a foreign body or a membrane while

operating. Alling.

Of sixty replies to letters to American ophthalmologists

inquiring whether they preferred transmitted or reflected

light. Black (52, Method of illuminating test-type charts with

artificial light) found that 18 gave preference to reflected

light, 9 to transmitted, 3 found no difference, 5 used daylight,

and 25 had had no experience with transmitted light. He
then points out the desirability of using the latter method of

illumination. Alling.
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IV.

—

Die Sehstorungen bei Schussverletzungen der Korti-

calen Sehsphare (Disturbances of Vision in Gun-shot Wounds
of the Cortical Visual Centre). From observations on the

wounded in recent Japanese wars by Dr. Tatsuji Inouye,
Tokio, with 39 figures in the text and 2 plates. Leipzig:

W. Engelmann, 1909.

The author gives a description of his experiences during

the late Japanese wars, the revolt of Boxers in 1900 and the

Russo-Japanese war, 1904—1905, where he served in capacity

of a Japanese army-surgeon. Examination by means of

dissection showed that the injury of the cranium caused by
modern projectiles of small calibre resembles a straight line,

connecting both foramina of the projectile's entry and exit-

The clinical symptoms proved that the cerebral injury is in

immediate proximity of the wound of the brain. Identical

injuries are produced by grazing shots of small-calibre pro-

jectiles. Quite different injuries are sustained from fragments

of grenades and shrapnell, still, if we know the projectile's

entry and exit, an approximate diagnosis, as to the parts of

the brain injured, can be made. To facilitate diagnosis,

Inouye constructed a device which he calls " craniocoordi-

nometer. " With the aid of the " craniocoordinometer " he

constructed a "Japanese skull model," which is a combina-

tion of various Japanese crania, and a "brain model," in

which the exact location of the calcarine fissure, parieto-

occipital fissure, optic radiation, etc., is given. Under such

circumstances the injuries sustained by the brain can be

ascertained with comparative minuteness, for by appropriate

measuring, the location of the injury can be transferred to the

"skull model" and to the "brain model," and the injured

342
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part of the brain can be easily found by simple mathematics.

Of course it must be taken into consideration that the calcu-

lation is only approximate and that the measurements vary

according to different individuals; but that these calculations

generally tally is plainly shown in the histories and post-

mortem records.

The number of wounded in the revolt of the Boxers in 1900

was 1 185, whereas the wounded in the Russo-Japanese war

amounted to 220,812. The 28 cases enumerated herein were

selected from 80,000 wounded. These cases included 4 cases

of right- or left-sided hemianopsia, 7 cases of inferior hemian-

opsia, 5 cases of quadrant hemianopsia, 5 cases of pericentral or

paracentral scotoma, and 8 other cases, giving the detailed

history of 29 cases; 28 of them had been injured in war. These

give the following interesting results:

The injuries have been caused from a distance of 4-2000

metres, in 25 cases by small-calibre projectiles, in 3 cases by

splinters of grenades or shrapnell, and in one case by some

unknown object. All patients became unconscious after

being injured, the unconsciousness lasting from one-half

hour to sixteen days. Motility was not disturbed, aside from

such cases where the centres of motion were injured or where

the disturbance of motion was due to the frequently occurring

hysteria. A very characteristic feature was the abnormal

declination of the head, especially in cases of inferior hemian-

opsia and in concentrical contraction of the field of vision.

The majority of patients complained of severe headache;

the pain manifested itself mainly about the boundaries of

the wound, thence radiating in the various parts of the head.

Most patients experienced neurasthenic symptoms such as

weakening of memory, dizziness, insomnia, etc. In most

cases, immediately after the injury, cortical blindness set in,

which, however, disappeared within a few days.

Eye.—^The eyelids, conjunctiva, cornea, as well as the media,

are normal. The fundus is normal in 23 cases, but shows

optic neuritis in 4 cases, and atrophy of the optic nerve in

2 cases. Pupils are normal with the exception of 3 cases of

mild anisocoria. Light reaction barring one exception is

normal. The motions of the eyes were in all instances normal,

of course their promptness of action being subject to the
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influence of the field of vision and sight. Disturbed motility

was observed in only one instance where the left angular

gyrus was injured, thereby also diminishing accommodation
and convergence. There was only one case of disturbance

of the distance-judging {Tiejenwahrnemung) , where the left

angular gyrus was injured. Almost every patient complained

of scotoma scintillans. The latter generally manifested itself in

the form of attacks lasting from a few hours up to several days,

and was in most cases associated with peculiar and individually

differently described deep-seated pain. This sort of pain

would very well deserve to be styled "optic neuralgia";

according to Inouye the optic nerve on certain unusual

irritation may act as a conductor of the sensation of pain.

The "optic neuralgia" manifested itself bilaterally, in general

lasting a few hours or several days, associated with headache

and scotoma scintillans; the attack increased from eye-strain

or very bright light, was changeable with the change of

weather, mostly improving within a few months. The
vision was considerably diminished after the patient re-

gained consciousness; in 13 cases there was absolutely no
perception of light, in 5 cases merely perception of light, and
in 10 cases exceedingly decreased vision. The visual capacity

improved as follows: Of 58 eyes, in 20 to |; in 25 to ^VJ 3,nd

13 were able to count fingers at a distance of several metres.

The erstwhile blindness in all of these cases was thus a cortical

blindness, and the regaining of vision was always iii proportion

to the injury of the visual centre.

Field of vision.—Particular stress was laid upon the exami-

nation of the field of vision, which was performed above,

above-in, and above-out by lifted eyelids, so that it com-

prised the so-called absolute field of vision which exceeds

the boundary of the usual field of vision by about 10°. Among
the enumerated 28 cases there were 4 distinct and 2 indistinct

cases of right- or left-sided hemianopsia, 4 distinct and i

indistinct case of inferior hemianopsia, 3 distinct and i in-

distinct case of quadrant hemianopsia, i small distinct and

2 probable cases of pericentral scotoma, i large distinct inferior

pericentral scotoma, i indistinct superior pericentral scotoma,

2 not homonymous defects with atrophy of the optic nerve,

2 markedly and 2 partially concentric contractions of the
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field of vision, and furthermore i multiple ring scotoma.

In 3 cases of the above-mentioned 4 distinct right- or left-sided

hemianopsia, according to the calculations the injury lay

in one optic radiation, whereas in the fourth case the dissection

disclosed an abscess the size of a goose egg in the proximity

of the pole of the left occipital lobe; thus the extreme hind

section of the optic radiation was injured. In the 4 cases of

inferior hemianopsia the visual sphere was bilaterally injured

supero-posteriorly, thus the injury is located on both sides

above the calcarine fissure. Applied mathematics indicated

the injury of the visual sphere or the optic radiation of one

side, superiorly, in all 4 of the above-enumerated cases of

inferior quadrant hemianopsia. According to calculation

in the case of superior quadrant hemianopsia the anterior

part of the optic radiation was injured inferiorly. In cases

of pericentral scotoma applied mathematics showed that the

visual sphere sustained injury posteriorly. In cases of in-

ferior paracentral scotoma and inferior pericentral scotoma

the visual sphere was injured from above-back, whereas

in a case of superior pericentral scotoma the right visual

centre was injured from below. In a single case where

multiple scotomata were present the left hemisphere of the

cerebellum was the place of injury. In each case where the

location of the injury is in the visual area, optic radiation,

or in the immediate proximity of the latter there is a con-

centrically contracted field of vision present, but the direct

injury of the visual sphere or optic radiation has no influence

upon the concentric contraction of the field of vision. Said

scotomata in each instance proved to be negative, except that

in one case where the patient did not lose consciousness a

positive scotoma was perceptible, which, however, later turned

negative.

The author concludes that the visual area mentioned by
Monakow has a much larger scope than the calcarine area and

contains the cuneus, the lateral occipital gyri, and the posterior

part of the angular gyrus. From a functional point of view

it consists of two parts; i. The main visual area; 2. The

subordinate visual area. The .nain visual area is that par-

ticular part which we have so far styled as visual area proper

and which corresponds with the cortex of the calcarine
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fissure and extends about icm around the calcarine fissure

upon the medial surface of the occipital lobe—here the per-

ceptions of the retina are sharply projected. The subordinate

visual sphere is the remaining part, where there is certain

projection though not as keen. As far as the corresponding

cortical area of the macula is concerned, the author expresses

his belief that it must be located in the posterior part of the

calcarine fissure, as in all cases where the main visual sphere

was injured in the posterior part a pericentral scotoma was

perceptible, leaving intact the peripheral parts of the field

of vision. The deeper the injury of the main visual sphere

the larger the scotoma, viz.: the more tendency to extend

from the centre towards the periphery.

A lesion located on the floor of the calcarine fissure causes

a horizontal scotoma in the field of vision, whereas a lesion

above or below the calcarine fissure causes a scotoma in the

inferior or superior quadrant. Thus the meridian lines of

the field of vision have the following position in the main

visual centre: the meridian lines of the left half of the field

of vision, viz., those turning upward, upward-left, left,

downward-left, and downward, are situated in gradual order

in descending line in the left main visual centre; perfectly

identical is the situation of the meridian lines of the right

half of the field of vision in the right main visual centre.

Ervin Torok.

V.—Manuel Pratique du Strabisme (Practical Manual of

Strabismus). By Dr. Rene Onfray, Assistant in Ophthal-

mology in the Hospital of Paris. 296 pages with 73 illus-

trations. Price 5 francs. Paris, 1909. G. Steinheil: 2,

rue Casimir-Delavigne, Paris.

The subject is treated comprehensively and without waste

of words. The theories of squint are given, but none is

accepted as conclusive. The author seems to be influenced

by the work of Worth and Landolt, the latter especially.

Binocular vision is described with clearness and accuracy;

for its determination the use of Remy's diploscope is advo-

cated. The author considers this instrument to be most

useful in examining the motility of the eye, and for orthoptic

exercises.
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The subject of operations is well treated, with numerous

cuts from the works of Landolt and Terrien. For the author,

advancement is the operation of choice, tenotomy the ex-

ception. He insists on double advancement in those cases

of convergent squint in which restoration of binocular vision

is possible. Recognizing the fact that accurate dosage of

operative effect is impossible, orthoptic exercises are recom-

mended to complete the cure.

A preface by that able surgeon and earnest student. Dr.

A. Rochon-Duvignaud, showing his complete accord with

the author's conclusions, gives the work added value and

authority.

John B. Lynch.

VI.

—

Formulario Ragionato di Oculistica (Rational For-

mulary of Ophthalmology). By Trombetta, Professor of

Ophthalmology in the University of Turin. Price, 5 francs.

S. Lattes & Co.: Turin.

This handbook, intended especially for the general prac-

titioner as the author says, is in fact a very useful guide to the

treatment of the diseases of the eyes. The author gives in a

condensed and comprehensive manner the definition and

main features of each disease, in alphabetical arrangement,

and dwells on the treatment, explaining the reason for each

indication and recommending only those remedies which

experience has proved to be of unquestionable efficiency.

E. DI Leo.
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ARCHIVES OF OPHTHALiMOLOGY.

RECURRENT HEMORRHAGES IN THE RETINA AND
VITREOUS FOLLOWED BY RETINITIS PROLIF-
ERANS IN BOTH EYES IN A YOUNG MAN WITH
SURGICAL TUBERCULOSIS.!

By Dr. CHARLES J. KIPP, Newark, N. J.

(With two drawings on Text-Plates XX.-XXI.)

W. C, eighteen years of age, consulted me in 1902 for

convergent strabismus of right eye. Family history: His
father died some years ago of tumor of the brain

;
particulars

are not known. His mother is living and in good health.

He has a half brother and a half sister, both the children

of his father; they are both in good health. He does not
remember to have had any of the ordinary diseases of

childhood. He has had attacks of earache many times
and his right ear has been and is now discharging pus.

He was treated for some eye disease when six years old.

He has had much pain in left leg and hip for many years
and on August i, 1901, he was operated on for hip-joint

disease by Dr. Jos. A. Blake, who in a letter to me says that
he found a small tuberculous abscess in the hip joint, with
absorption of most of the head and neck of the femur. The
joint was nearly ankylosed at 90° flexion. The remnant
of the head was removed and the diseased tissues cut out.

He has no report of an examination for tubercle bacilli,

but he has no doubt that the process was tuberculous.
He recovered from the operation and has been in fair

health since.

The examination of his eyes revealed a paralysis of the
external rectus muscle of the right eye, for which I could
find no cause, although a careful examination was made

> Read before the Section on Ophthalmology of the New York
Academy of Medicine, March 18, 1909.
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of his kidneys and of his nervous system. In the left eye
there were several maculae in the nasal half of the cornea,
otherwise both eyes were normal in every respect. Both
eyes, V= |

The examination of his left ear showed a chronic sup-
puration of the middle ear with caries of the tympanic
cavity. I prescribed iodide of potassium in small doses
and advised him to live out of doors as much as possible

and to eat plenty of good nourishing food.

I did not see him again till October 14, 1905, three years
after his first visit. He came to consult me with regard
to great impairment of vision of both eyes. He told me
that the convergent squint had disappeared in the course
of a year after his first visit.

A year ago his left eye was struck by a piece of wood;
he had much pain, but did not notice any impairment of

sight till recently. I found that the left eye was without
signs of inflammation, there were several maculae in both
inner and outer portions of the cornea, and that the iris

was torn from its ciliary margin at the temporal side,

causing a triangular opening in the iris. The pupil dilated

ad maximum after instillation of a solution of atropin.

The iris was not discolored. The lens was clear. The
vitreous body was so full of dense floating opacities that
no details of fundus could be made out. V reduced to

movements of the hand.
The right eye was normal in appearance. The paralysis

of the external rectus muscle had entirely disappeared.

The ophthalmoscope showed cloudy vitreous. The optic

disk is normal in appearance. The retinal veins are full

and tortuous and there are extravasations of blood, mostly
round in form, in all parts of the retina. V = j'y ; V, F.

intact. Tn.
Three weeks later I noted in right eye: vitreous very

cloudy ; many small blood clots in the vitreous. The retina

is now in parts opaque, in other parts it is hidden by a thin

membranous formation in front of it, and on these mem-
branes there are numerous small vessels of light red color.

Some of the membranes are almost transparent. In some
places a vessel of considerable size (about the size of a
primary branch of the central retinal artery) is seen to come
through the membranes and a short distance from its

entrance is broken up in numerous very small light colored

branches. Some of these grayish membranes come some
distance into the vitreous. The extravasations in the

retina are still there, some of a bright red, others of a dark
red color. The outline of the optic disk is blurred. The
retinal veins are very full and tortuous. V = ^.
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Lejt eye.—The vitreous is much clearer; clumps of blood
are now distinctly made out among the floating opacities

in the vitreous. The disk is visible. Its outline is blurred.

The retinal veins are very full. There are numerous
hemorrhages in all parts of the retina. In some parts the
retina is covered with thin grayish membranes on which
many sharply defined, light colored vessels are seen.

V= A; V. F. intact.

An examination of his left ear revealed a large polypus,
the end of which protruded from the external meatus.
November ijth.—He was admitted to the Newark Eye

and Ear Infirmary. The right eye at this time was as fol-

lows: The membranous formation in the vitreous is now
of a decidedly grayish color and has now advanced forward.
Its surface is best seen with a + 8 D glass. The membranes
are fixed ; they do not change position with the movements
of the globe. They are not all on same level. They are all

covered with numerous light colored vessels. The fundus
is visible only at the periphery.

The left eye has improved. The vitreous still contains
many small clots of blood, but on the whole the vitreous

is much clearer. The retinal extravasations are being
absorbed. The patient was shown at the November
meeting of the N. Y. Ophthalmological Society and the
ophthalmoscopic drawings (Text-Plates XX.-XX I.) were
made by Dr. Braun at the same time. An examination of

the bloodiwas made at this time and found entirely negative.

The urine was free from albumin and sugar. He had no
cough and was apparently free from other diseases.

November i8th.—Radical mastoid operation on the left

side. The operation revealed vast destruction of the bone.
Cholesteatomatous masses were found in the mastoid
antrum and in the tympanic cavity. Microscopic examina-
tion of the bone and granulations removed failed to discover

tubercle bacilli.

During the month following the ear operation his tem-
perature was taken every four hours. It varied from
99.5° to 100°, Later on he had an attack of tonsillitis,

during which the temperature rose to 103°. Afterward
there was not more than 0.5° difference between morning
and evening temperature. During the month of December
the right eye remained in about the same condition. The
membranous formation in the vitreous gradually advanced
somewhat forward, so that its surface could be best seen

with a +13 D glass. The opacity of the formation had
increased so that a red reflex could be obtained only from
the temporal periphery. Here small clots of blood were
seen.
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The lejt eye gradually became clearer. The clots were
absorbed and the fundus was seen pretty distinctly.

During the following five months, the eyes remained in

about the condition last described.

In July the examination of the right eye showed that the
membranous formation had become more opaque, it was
in parts almost white, it seemed to fill the vitreous chamber
from side to side, leaving only a space on the temporal side

free from it. It had apparently also advanced still more.
The most notable change was, however, in the number of

vessels previously seen on the formation. They had greatly

diminished in number and were in some parts of a much
darker color than formerly.

On July 1 6th I noticed for the first time, while the pupil

was widely dilated from atropin, that I could see the grayish

white formation with the vessels in it, while he was facing

a window in daylight. Looked at in this way the forma-
tion seemed to tremble with the movements of the globe,

but the examination with oblique illumination failed to

confirm this. The formation examined by oblique illumina-

tion extended most forward on the nasal side, where it

seemed to approach the ora serrata; outward, upward, and
downward it did not come forward as fa r ; in the visual line

it came least forward. Here it was best seen with +15 D
behind the mirror. On its lower portion the vessels seemed
to be of a darker color than they were elsewhere. On the
temporal side, the formation had a sharply defined margin,
outside of this a red reflex was obtained in which small
dark red clumps were seen. He could not see movements
of the hand with this eye.

The left eye was pretty free from opacities in the vitreous,

otherwise there was no change in it. With i +D cyl.

180° V = f. His general condition is good. His height is

5 feet, 6^ inches; his weight, 147.25 pounds.
August 2d.—Right eye, very little change. There are

now several densely opaque stripes radiating from centre

of mass, up, in, and down.
The lejt eye which up to yesterday was steadily improving

in sight is now again much worse. The vitreous is again
so cloudy that details of fundus can scarcely be made out.

He knows of no reason for this sudden deterioration of

vision unless it is due to pretty severe use of his eye. He
has been reading a good deal in the last week, contrary to

my advice. His general health is about the same as it has
been for several weeks.

August 4th.—Lejt eye. The opacities in the vitre-

ous are increased. Among the grayish membranes in

the lower part are white flakes. There are now also
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numerous new extravasations in different parts of the
retina.

The right eye is unchanged.
April 7, igoy.—The left auricle and surrounding skin are

of a bright red color and are much swollen ; a blister on the
free edge. Temp. 101.5°.

April 8th.—Has now well marked erysipelas of auricle

and left cheek. Temp. 104°. Was transferred to General
Hospital from which he returned to the Eye and Ear In-

firmary two weeks later in excellent general condition.

On November 15, 1907, before I had heard of any dele-

terious effects following the instillation of a 1% solution

of old tuberculin in the conjunctival sac, I instilled a drop
of a i% solution of old tuberculin in the conjunctival

sac of the right (blind) eye. This was followed eight hours
later by considerable injection and swelling of the palpebral
conjunctiva, and twelve hours after the instillation by a
muco-purulent discharge. The conjunctivitis lasted for

about thirty-six hours, and then passed away leaving the
eye no worse than it was before. During the following

year he had several times new extravasations of blood in the
retina of the left eye especially at the lower periphery, and
also in the vitreous, which, however, had all been absorbed
by June, 1908.

Since then there have been no new ones, and at the
present, March 15, 1909, the eye is free from floating opaci-

ties in the vitreous, the fundus is about as pictured in the
drawing made by Dr. Braun minus the hemorrhages in the
retina. During the last two years he has had no treatment
for his eyes or ears; he is in excellent health and now
weighs 167 pounds. The left eye has vision equal to |.

His V. F. is of nearly normal dimensions for white and
colors, but he has an absolute scotoma of moderate size in

the lower temporal part of the field.

Briefly summarized, the history shows that this tuberculous

individual had an inflammation of his eyes while six years

of age. The scars now present in the cornea make it probable

that this was a phlyctenular keratitis. He had also about

this time a purulent inflammation of his middle ears. In his

seventeenth year he had a tuberculous disease of his left hip-

joint with absorption of most of the head and neck of the

femur. In his eighteenth year he had a paresis of the external

rectus muscle of the right eye from some unascertained

cause; this passed away in the course of a year. In his

twentieth year the left eye was struck by a piece of wood,
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causing an iridodialysis at the temporal side, and probably

also a circumscribed chorio-retinitis, of which the scar is still

visible. A year later the vitreous of this eye was so full of

floating opacities that the fundus could not be seen. In his

twenty-first year he had numerous hemorrhages in the retina

and vitreous in the right eye, which had not sustained a

traumatic injury. This was followed by a retinitis proliferans

which destroyed the vision of this eye. In the left eye the

hemorrhages in the retina and vitreous were also followed by
retinitis proliferans, but of much less extent, and by many
more attacks of hemorrhage in the retina and vitreous during

the following two years. All of these extravasations were,

however, absorbed without having produced additional

visible changes in the retina or vitreous. In the same year

the chronic purulent inflammation of the left middle ear

gave rise to grave symptoms, and a radical mastoid operation

was made which revealed vast destruction of the temporal

bone. A year and a half later there was an attack of erysipelas

of the external ear of the operated side. In his twenty-fourth

year, the Wolf-Eisner Calmette conjunctival test with i%
solution of old tuberculin produced a well-marked reaction.

In his twenty-fifth year he is in excellent health. The

right eye is blind from retinitis proliferans, while the vision

of the lejt eye is equal to f and the retinitis proliferans seems to

be arrested.

Whether or not in this case the eye disease was of a tuber-

culous nature, must remain undecided. The recurrent

hemorrhages in the retina and vitreous of the left eye might

have been due to the traumatic injury received a year before

I noticed them. But the recurrent hemorrhages and the

subsequent development of the proliferating retinitis in the

right eye could not be ascribed to such a cause. Tuberculous

disease of the retinal blood-vessels is spoken of as the cause

of the recurrent hemorrhages, and such a condition of the

vessels may have been present in my case. If such was the

case recovery from this condition must be possible, for no

hemorrhages have occurred in the left eye of my patient

during the past year. It seems useless to speculate further

with regard to the pathology of this case.

In connection with this case allow me to call your attention
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to a case of hemorrhage in the vitreous which I have reported

in the Transactions of the American Ophthalmological Society

for 1895. In this case a boy ten years of age, when first seen

by me, was bUnd in the right eye. The vitreous was so

cloudy that the fundus could not be seen. No blood clots

could be seen in the vitreous. Afterward a whitish membrane
with vessels on it developed behind the lens and later a

cataract obstructed the view. Fifteen months later he had

a profuse hemorrhage in the vitreous of his left eye which

blinded him for a time. A year after this attack vision was

equal to {|. Six years after this first attack the left had

another attack of hemorrhage in the vitreous, which again

blinded him for many months. Six months after the begin-

ning of his second attack his vision was equal to || with

+ 0.75, c. 90°. During the last fifteen years his eyes have

remained in good condition. When last seen a year ago he

complained of muscae volitantes. The eye was apparently

normal except a few small spots of atrophy in the periphery

of the choroid and a few very thin almost transparent mem-
branes in the periphery of the vitreous ; with +0.75, c. 90°, V =
\^. He is now in excellent health. When I first saw him

he was also in good general health, but afterwards he lost

flesh and had a cough for which his physician directed him
to live out of doors. He has thus far shown no symptoms
of tuberculosis of the lungs or any other part. His father,

whom I knew very well, was suffering from tuberculosis of

the lungs when he first brought his son to me, and he died

from the disease some years later. The boy's mother is

living and in good health and so are all of his brothers and

sisters. I have brought this case again to your notice, as it

may possibly have been one of incipient tuberculosis, termi-

nating in recovery.

I have also seen a number of cases of hemorrhage in the

retina and the vitreous in young men suspected of having

incipient tuberculosis of the lungs, but I shall not weary you

with a detailed history of them, as no tubercle bacilli were

found in their sputa and their lung disease seems to have

been cured. The blood was absorbed and vision restored

in all of these cases.

On the other hand I have seen in a number of cases in
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young people in perfect health and without the least sign

of a tuberculous focus anywhere, hemorrhages in the retina

and vitreous at intervals of time varying from a year to six

years, and I have also seen retinitis proliferans follow extrava-

sations of blood in the retina and vitreous in persons old

and young in whom no signs of a tuberculous focus could

be discovered at the time the eye disease made its appearance,

nor in the following years.

In the latest publication on this subject, Wilbrand und Saen-

ger. Die Neurologic des Auges, IV Band, Erste Haelfte, 1909,

p. 218, I find the following: The etiology of the recurrent

juvenile extravasations of blood in the retina and vitreous

is still shrouded in obscurity. The correspondence of the

cases as to the disease picture and the course of the affection,

characterized by its occurrence preferably between fifteen

and twenty-five years of age, by the profuseness of the extrava-

sations, by the relatively speedy resorption of the blood and

by a marked tendency to recurrence, make it probable that

the cause of the disease is the same in all. In general, we
can divide the cases into two main groups, one comprising the

cases of congenital, and the other of cases of acquired fria-

bility or rather permeability of the walls of the blood-vessels,

and in such cases occasionally agitation or stasis of the blood

current will cause the occurrence of the extravasations.

Among the cases cited as illustrations of the acquired group,

is given a case reported by Rosenfeld in which tuberculosis

of the lungs existed at the time the recurrent extravasations

of blood in the vitreous occurred. This reporter in this

connection reminds us that von Michel in his text-book has

stated that extravasations of blood in the vitreous are some-

times the first sign of tuberculosis of the ciliary body.

A somewhat extended search through the literature of

this subject has failed to discover the record of a case like

the one here reported in detail.
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THE anatomical preparations of the following case were

presented by Prof. Czermak at the second session of

the meeting of the German Ophthalmological Society, in 1905.

CLINICAL HISTORY.

Joseph P., a laborer, twenty-five years of age, appeared
at the clinic, on Dec. 15, 1904.
At the age of three months, he had had a rash, coincident

with an inflammation in his left eye. He does not re-

member ever to have seen with this eye. Ten years ago,
he had pain in the left temple, which lasted several days.
Six weeks ago, his left eye became inflamed and very
painful. His physician made a diagnosis of corneal inflam-
mation, and prescribed eye-drops at first, and then an
ointment. The inflammation increased. He was sent to

the clinic by another physician.

OBJECTIVE EXAMINATION

Surroundings of the eye, and lachrymal apparatus:
normal.

O.D. : Horizontal nystagmus, pupil slightly irregular in

shape, hyperopia of 4 to 5 D. Ophthalmometer shows 2 D
of astigmatism. Vision = 0.5. O.S.: Photophobia and
lachrymation. Conjunctiva congested, with pupillary
hypertrophies. The eyeball, diminished to half its size, is in

position of adduction. Mobility, outward, is limited.

357
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Horizontal nystagmus. Ciliary injection. Near the centre

of the cornea, a few superficial ulcerations, which seem to

have been the result of the rupture of vesicles. The an-

terior chamber is deeper in the middle than at the periphery,

where there is a bulging forward of the iris. The iris is

atrophic and very vascular. The pupil, 3wm in diameter,

is immobile. The iris forms a funnel, at the bottom of

which lies the pupil, which is filled in by a yellowish-white

membrane. Tension is somewhat increased. Amaurosis.
December iSth.—The corneal ulcer was covered by a

yellowish deposit.

December 20th.—The eyeball was enucleated under chloro-

form anaesthesia.

December 2'^d.—Patient was discharged.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIMEN.

The eye was fixed in formol, and hardened in alcohol.

It had an axial diameter of 22mm, and a frontal diameter
of 19mm. After hardening, the upper portion of the ball

was removed by making a horizontal incision, 7,mm above
the corneal margin. The lower portion was embedded in

celloidin, and a portion divided into horizontal sections.

The remainder of this portion and the upper portion were
divided into vertical sections. The sections were stained

with haemalum-eosin, with Van Gieson's stain, and with

Russel's stain.

After division of the eye into an upper and lower part,

it was seen that the choroid and retina were in proper

position, and that the vitreous, which filled out the entire

interior, was filled with a whitish mass, which had probably
coagulated as a result of the hardening process.

If a frontal section, which passes through the centre of

the pupil, is examined with the naked eye, there is seen the

ordinary picture of a bulging iris, attached at its pupillary

border to the capsule of the lens. The ciliary processes

are long-drawn out, and attached to the border of the lens.

The lens itself seems to be considerably flattened, shortened

in its frontal diameter, and spindle-shaped.

This lenticular mass has a frontal diameter of 6mm, and
a sagittal diameter of i.2^mm. On meridional section,

it has a form which reminds one of the alga " pleurosigma
angulatum, " the familiar test-object. This mass is held

in position by the following connections (Fig. i)

:

1. It is attached at the middle of the anterior surface

to the pupillary margin of the iris.

2. The ends of the elongated finger-like processes of

the ciliary body are attached to the outer part of its an-
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terior surface. Its unpigmented epithelium is attached
to the anterior surface of the lenticular mass, and the zonular
fibres, which lie between and behind the ciliary processes,

run into the superficial layers of the " lens, " on the anterior
surface, and into the edge.

3. Behind the ciliary processes, at the edge of the mass,
and to a portion of its posterior surface, is attached the
anterior border of the retina, the limitans of the retina

being adherent to the most superficial layers of the "lens."
There exists in this way (except for a small space at the

lateral margin, where the retina does not quite reach to
the border of the lens), between the posterior surface of

the ciliary processes and the anterior surface of the retina,

a triangular space, with the apex directed outward, in

which the edge of this mass lies, like a lens in its frame
(Fig. 2).

The vitreous lies close to the posterior surface of the
mass in places, but with a distinct line of separation, while
in other parts a fine cleft is seen. At the periphery, the
connection is closer.

In the region where the border of the retina does not
reach the edge of the "lens, " the space, up to the posterior

surface of the ciliary processes, is filled in with vitreous,

in which run the equatorial and posterior zonular fibres.

We have here, therefore, the same conditions as in the
embryo.
The lenticular mass consists of a firm connective-

tissue cortex, and a nucleus, which is composed of a
tangle of looser and firmer connective-tissue fibres and
vessels.

The cortex consists of connective-tissue fibres, which
run parallel to the surface, and are seen running partly
meridionally and partly in cross-section. The anterior
cortex, which is much thicker than the posterior, contains
a variable number of spindle-shaped nuclei and a moderate
number of blood-vessels. All the vessels of the cortex
are continuous with those of the nucleus. The anterior
cortex also contains remains of the lens capsule. In
places, two layers can be demonstrated: an anterior, which
is covered by a thin layer of connective tissue, or lies

directly on the surface of the lenticular mass, in which case
it is adherent to the iris; and a deeper layer, which lies

in the posterior portion of the anterior cortex. In some
sections, in the region of the equator, the anterior capsule
may be seen to pass into the posterior layer in the form
of a loop. Whether this posterior layer is the posterior
capsule, cannot be determined. At all events, these
remains of the capsule are very insignificant, and are only
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seen in portions of the central region of the anterior surface.
At one point of the posterior surface of the lenticular

mass, the cortex contains no nuclei, is homogeneous, and
lighter than the rest, so that one might suspect a portion
of the posterior capsule. But even disregarding the fact
that this tissue is seen at its margins to be continuous with
the surrounding fibrillary cellular tissue, it is seen in eosin
preparations to be more fibrous than capsular tissue, and
less light and glassy. With Russel and Van Gieson stains,
it is seen that this tissue has nothing to do with the pos-
terior capsule, but is probably vitreous.
The vessels which run through the cortex arise from the

nucleus. They bend at the margin of the latter and then
run parallel to the surface. They go to the outermost edge
of the mass, between the ciliary processes and retina, but
no vessel passes from the cortex to either of these struc-
tures. On the posterior surface, a few small vessels pass
into the vitreous, at the margin of a funnel-shaped defect
of the vitreous, which is opposite the posterior pole of the
"lens. " The base of this funnel-shaped defect lies on the
posterior surface of the "lens," and its apex is directed
backward (canal of Cloquet).
The nucleus of the mass consists of a spongy tissue,

which, in places, looks not unlike normal iris tissue, with-
out pigment (Fig. 3). Its network is denser and more
elongated near the cortex. It consists of very delicate
fibres, and contains many spindle-cells and three-rayed
cells. There are also regions consisting of dense wavy
connective-tissue fibres, with few cells. This dense tissue
is seen especially in the central portion of the nucleus,
and is connected with the adventitial sheaths of the larger
vessels.

We find here many vessels, of which the largest has a
lumen of 60 yw. They show a well developed wall, with an
adventitia of greater or less thickness. The arteries show
a circular muscular sheath of three layers, which closely
resemble the thick arteries of the iris. One large vein
shows a dense round-celled infiltration of its walls. Many
vessels show sclerosis of their walls. In some of the smallest
vessels, the lumen is entirely obliterated, through enlarge-
ment of the endothelial cells.

In some portions of the nucleus, especially in the central
portions, there are many large round vacuoles, about $6/4.

in diameter, which look like empty fat cells. As the
preparation was heated with ether-alcohol, this point could
not be definitely determined.
The arteries arise from the larger arteries of the iris,

which pass through the pupillary margin into the "lens."
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In the same manner, the veins of the "lens" pass into the
pupillary margin of the iris.

The iris is very thin, its tissue very dense, and the
sphincter muscle well preserved. It is bulged forward,
and its entire periphery is adherent to the posterior surface

of the cornea, thus closing off the spaces of Fontana. The
pupillary portion extends back in a funnel shape, so that
the pupillary margin is at right angles to the surface of the
lenticular mass. A thin membrane, which shows the
structure of iris-tissue, fills in the pupil.

The insertion of the iris into the "lens," on the lateral

side, is very thin at one point, at which the pigment layer
is pent around in a spur-formation, and lifted away from
the cortex. In the space thus created, there is a piece of

lens capsule, which can be followed from the point of

insertion of the iris almost to the margin of the lenticular

mass. From the insertion of the iris, a process is sent
over the anterior surface of this piece of capsule, which,
becoming gradually thinner, finally appears as a thin
perforated membrane, which contains many pigmented,
branched cells.

The ciliary processes are thinned, and full of dilated

vessels. They are elongated, and look not unlike a papil-

loma on section. The pigmented and the unpigmented
epithelium is normal.
Between the ciliary processes, to a slight extent, on its

anterior surface, and in the space between its posterior

surface and the prolongation of the retina, are seen normal
bundles of zonula fibres. The fibres reach the anterior

surface of the pseudo-lens, except in that region where the
retina does not reach the pseudo-lens, where the fibres

reach the edge and posterior surface of the pseudo-lens.
The dilated posterior chamber contains septa composed

of pigmented epithelium, which stretch from the posterior

surface of the iris to the anterior surface of the pseudo-lens,

or ciliary body. The septa are not complete.
The posterior surface of the hindmost ciliary process is

covered by non-pigmented epithelium, whose high cylin-

drical cells resemble those of the normal orbiculus ciliaris.

This can be explained on the assumption that, as a result

of traction, the point of origin of the ciliary processes was
raised in a fold. This seems to be opposed by the fact

that the ciliary muscle passes smoothly over the entire

region of origin of the ciliary processes, and is not also

drawn up into a fold (Fig. 4). It passes backward a
normal distance from the ciliary processes.

The retina covers the inner surface of the ciliary body
at least to the point of origin of the last ciliary process,
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to be changed there into the pars ciliaris retinas (if we
take the region where the posterior end of the ciliary

muscle lies as the position of the ora serrata). Every-
where, except in the lateral region, the retina passes from
this point parallel to the ciliary processes, to the edge of

the pseudo-lens, and to the posterior surface, to which it

is attached for a short distance. In some regions, it

reaches to the junction of the outer with the middle third

of the posterior surface. The membrana limitans of the
retina is firmly attached to the cortex of the pseudo-lens

and follows all the irregularities of its surface.

The retina is attached to the choroid, except for a small

distance at the ora serrata, where there is a slight detach-

ment. The posterior portion of the retina is normal, except
that the nerve-fibre layer and ganglion-cell layer are missing.

In the region of the posterior end of the ciliary muscle,

it takes on a gliomatous character, and from the point of

separation from the ciliary body to near its insertion into

the pseudo-lens, it is full of numerous small and a few large

cystic cavities. Near its insertion, its structure is again

normal. It shows here thickened Miiller's fibres, an indi-

cation of the nuclear layers, and vessels which seem to have
some connection with the vessels in the vitreous, behind
the pseudo-lens. This portion of the retina is covered
on its anterior surface by an epithelial layer, which consists

of a single layer in some places and several layers in

others, and which seems to be directly connected with the

unpigmented epithelium on the last ciliary process, near
its root. At the equator of the pseudo-lens, the central

end of this layer becomes thickened and branched so that

it forms a network. This epithelial network reminds one
of a rapidly growing epithelioma (Fig. 5).

In that region where the retina stops at the posterior

end of the ciliary processes and becomes continuous with
their posterior epithelial lining, a membrane consisting

of the unpigmented cells of this layer forms a substitute

for the above-described retinal diaphragm. It lies be-

tween the anterior and posterior zonular fibres, in the so-

called zonular space. Its peripheral origin is varied.

Either a cystic cavity separates the epithelium into two
layers, of which the anterior remains attached to the

ciliary process, while the posterior remains a thin mem-
brane; or a very thin sheet, consisting of two layers, springs

from the epithelium of the ciliary process at some distance

from the anterior end of the retina. Centrally, the mem-
brane becomes thicker in places, and consists of cylindrical

cells. Cavities occur in it, whose walls are lined by flat

epithelial cells. Nearer the pseudo-lens, these cavities
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become larger, and the partitions and anterior walls be-
come fibrous and show few nuclei, while the anterior

ends of the partitions and the posterior walls consist of

long epithelial cells. The central end is firm, and consists

of large cells, which resemble Miiller's fibres, partly, and
partly the cylindrical cells of the pars ciliaris retinae. In
places, it consists of two layers of cubical cells.

Thus the entire membrane seems to consist of two
layers, of which the posterior becomes continuous with
the retina, and the anterior with the orbicular cells. These
layers are interrupted in places, through atrophy, some-
times one, sometimes both. In the lower-outer portion
of the eye, this membrane ends much farther out in the
periphery, so that it consists of a short process which, in

places, is difficult to distinguish from the epithelium
separated from the ciliary body.
The entire retinal diaphragm gives the impression of a

fold, due to the fact that the equator of the pseudo-lens
was at one time adherent to the region of the ora serrata,

and that with the growth of the ball, and the diminution
in size of the pseudo-lens, the retina was drawn centrally

into a fold, and torn in places. The portions not attached
to the equator remained behind. The posterior layer

of the diaphragm seems to consist of retina; and the an-
terior, of the epithelium of the ciliary processes.

The anterior and posterior chambers are filled with a
white coagulated mass and a few round cells.

The vitreous is also full of a white coagulated mass
and a few round and spindle cells. Behind the centre of

the pseudo-lens is a triangular space, with the apex back-
ward. The choroid is thin and atrophic. The optic

entrance is markedly excavated. The sclera is normal.
The cornea is vascular at the margin, and shows increase

of nuclei. The bulbar conjunctiva and episcleral tissue

show marked infiltration.

In explaining the origin of the pseudo-lens, we may take

two viewpoints.

1. We might consider it due to the inflammation con-

current with the skin eruption, which occurred when the

patient was three months old.

2. We might consider the condition to be congenital.

A study of the anatomical specimen will show the untena-

bility of the first theory. If we consider the lenticular mass

to be the result of the organization of a cyclitic exudation,

then we cannot explain the absence of a similar exudate in
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the posterior chamber. Equally unexplainable is the ab-

sence of vessels passing into the structure from the ciliary

processes, the orbiculus ciliaris, or the adherent retina.

We find the lenticular mass entirely separated from the

ciliary body and retina, except for the adhesions between

its equator and the tips of the ciliary processes and the fold

previously described.

The entire posterior chamber—its prezonular portion, which

lies in front of the lengthened ciliary processes, its zonular

portion, in which the zonular fibres run perfectly free, and its

retrozonular portion, which lies behind the retinal fold—con-

tains not the slightest trace of an old organized exudate.

The coagulated albuminous mass which it contains is the

same as that seen in the anterior chamber and vitreous, is

of more recent origin, and has no connection whatever with

the origin of the lenticular mass.

The entire vascular system of the mass is in relation only

with the iris.

We might consider the mass to be an inflammatory exudate

arising from the pupillary margin of the iris. After disap-

pearance of the lens, an exudate might have been poured

into the pupil and the lenticular space behind and become

organized through vascularization from the iris. But, casting

all other objections aside, this theory would be invalidated

by the fact that the lens capsule is in contact with the pupil-

lary margin, which under the aforesaid conditions would not

be possible. It is also difficult to understand why this

exudate should confine itself to the position of the lens,

unless it was poured into the lens capsule, which was open

in front. But in this case it would have to be entirely sur-

rounded by the capsule, which is not the case.

The entire picture gives one the impression of an

organoid change, and not merely of a simple inflammatory

product.

I have come to the conclusion that we have to deal with

a congenital anomaly, due to a persistence and hypertrophy

of a portion (especially the posterior portion) of the tunica

vasculosa lentis, with resorption of the enclosed lens, with

the exception of a few remnants of the capsule. This theory

can explain all the circumstances satisfactorily.
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The following speaks for this assumption:

1. The pupil is occluded by a membrane, which shows

the same structure as the iris. It is undoubtedly a persistent

pupillary membrane.

2. The structure is vascularized entirely by the iris. The
arteries in the structure have the same appearance as the

arteries of the iris.

3

.

At the posterior pole, a few vessels pass into the vitreous,

which contains here a fine vascular network.

I consider the structure to have been formed as follows:

At a period when the lens capsule and zonula were already

formed, there occurred a thickening and hypertrophy of the

tunica vasculosa lentis, which had not yet become reabsorbed.

What the causes of this hypertrophy were is not known.
There might have been inflammatory changes in the uveal

tract, which, as often happens in embryonal eyes, healed,

and left no other traces of their existence.

Whether the eruption which occurred in the third month
of life was of a syphilitic nature, thus making a luetic origin

of the intrauterine inflammation probable, cannot be decided,

since there is nothing else in the general condition of the

patient to suggest lues.

The hypertrophy of the tunica vasculosa lentis led to ad-

hesions with the ciliary processes and margin of the retina

on the one hand, and on the other hand (analogous to the

observations of Hess in chicken embryos) to rupture of the

posterior lens capsule and resorption of the lens. The space

resulting from this resorption was filled in by a vascularized

growth from the inner surface of the tunica vasculosa. In

this way the nucleus of the structure was formed, while the

cortex was formed by the tunica vasculosa itself.

With further growth of the eye, as a result of the increase

in size of the circle of origin of the ciliary processes and the

orbiculus ciliaris, in spite of the fact that the lenticular

structure also grew, there occurred a radial traction on the

ciliary processes and adherent retina, so that these structures

were drawn up into a fold, while the lenticular mass itself,

which at the beginning was more rounded, became flattened.

At that time, the iris was flat and, as the pigment remains

show, adherent in parts to the anterior surface of the mass
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by its posterior surface as well as by its pupillary margin.

Nevertheless, as in cases of persistent pupillary membrane,

the fluid in the posterior chamber probably passed through

minute openings in the spongy tissue of the membrane into

the anterior chamber.

If absolute seclusio pupillae and bulging forward of the

iris had existed from the beginning, the increased intraocular

pressure would have resulted in ectasia of the growing ball,

with the formation of congenital hydrophthalmos. On the

contrary, we see here a moderate grade of microphthalmos,

probably due to interference in growth, as a result of traction

of the lenticular mass.

The increased pressure probably came on recently. Pains

came on six weeks ago, and increased in intensity, until the

eye had to be enucleated. As there were traces of a recent

corneal inflammation in the specimen, there probably re-

sulted an iritis, with transudation of an albuminous fluid,

which caused a stoppage of the small openings in the pupil-

lary membrane (Fig. 6). The resulting protrusion forward

of the iris resulted in contact of its periphery with the pos-

terior surface of the cornea, these adhesions preventing the

outflow from the anterior chamber, thus leading to an acute

increase of intraocular pressure.

This or a similar explanation would have to be given, if

ive would explain the condition by a cyclitis or irido-cyclitis

at the third month of life, since even at that time there could

not be an increase of intraocular pressure without producing

an ectatic eye.

We might call the condition congenital aphakia, but it

seems to me that in this, as well as in those cases mentioned

in the literature where the lens is replaced by some other

structure, the presence of this structure dominates the ana-

tomico-clinical picture, and the condition might better be

named pseudo-lens, or pseudophakia. We might divide

pseudophakia into congenital and acquired, into osseous

and fibrous. In my case, we have a congenital fibrous

pseudophakia.

Professor Czermak's manuscript, which ends with the

collection of literary references given below, was probably

only intended as material for a paper to be prepared later.
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A study of the literary references given leads to the con-

sideration of some additional points of interest.

Von Grolman's case presents the closest resemblance to the

above-described case. He reported a case of microphthalmos

without coloboma, with slight bulging forward of the iris,

and "cataract" formation. The lens was very white, and a

white thread ran from the optic entrance to the lens. There

was a funnel-shaped detachment of the retina, and a persistent

hyaloid artery. The lens was more spherical than usual,

with an irregular surface. The anterior capsule was very

thick and irregular, and did not reach quite to the equator.

On the posterior surface was a fine fibrillary mass, which was

not continuous with the anterior capsule, sent processes to the

corpus ciliare and between the adjacent detached retinal

folds, and became continuous with the thickened sheath of

the hyaloid.

In the interior of the lens, as the only recognizable remains

of the lens fibres, were seen those droplets which are ob-

served in every cataract. Where they occurred in larger

groups they resembled fatty tissue very closely. To judge

from von Grolman's illustration, which agrees fully with

the picture of Czermak's case, it was undoubtedly fat. The

fat cells were enclosed by delicate connective tissue. There

were many vessels, of which the largest entered the posterior

pole of the lens. Von Grolman (as Vossius had already

shown) erroneously designated the condition as a fibrous

degeneration of the lens.

This case is of considerable interest in connection with

Czermak's case, inasmuch as it shows that the same histo-

logical picture is possible, when two capsule layers are found

on the anterior surface of the structure, representing the

anterior and posterior capsules of the reabsorbed lens (Vos-

sius) ; and secondly, that in this case also the structure was

not supplied by vessels from the ciliary body or retina, as is

always the case when the lens is replaced by connective

tissue or bone as a result of inflammation; thirdly, that

a vascular supply from the iris is not a necessary postulate

to the formation of such a pseudo-lens, as the persistent hya-

loid artery may take on this function. (In Czermak's case,

also, there were delicate vessels in the vitreous, at the pes-
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tenor pole, which were continuous with the vessels of the

pseudo-lens.)

The shape of the structure, in von Grolman's case, was

more spherical. This was due to the fact that the loose

union between the retina and choroid, resulting in detach-

ment of the retina, allowed a diminution of the traction which

caused a flattening of the structure in Czermak's case. The

persistence of the hyaloid artery, which was in contact with

the posterior surface of the pseudo-lens, may also have con-

tributed to the preservation of its spherical form.

Thus we do not doubt that von Grolman's case was iden-

tical with Czermak's. The variations in his case not only

do not speak against Czermak's assumption, that the con-

dition is an hypertrophy of the tunica vasculosa lentis, but

this view throws the necessary light on von Grolman's case.

Vossius demonstrated some preparations from a case of

microphthalmos congenitus at the Heidelberg meeting.

The white, rounded opacity in the pupil is caused by the

lens capsule, which is thrown into folds and contains no

lens elements. It lies before the iris, in the anterior chamber,

shows in its folds hypertrophied epithelium and a few

vessels, and is adherent to the cornea and to the pupillary

margin of the iris. To the posterior portion of this lens

rudiment is attached a mass of connective tissue, rich in

nuclei, which passes backward to the papilla and contains

a thin vessel (the persistent hyaloid artery) . There is a flat

detachment of the retina.

According to Vossius, the adhesions between the iris, the

lens rudiment, and the cornea were caused by inflammatory

changes in the foetal eye, after the formation of the lenticular

vesicle.

Vossius considered von Grolman's case to be analogous to

Lange's case, which will be discussed later.

We can see the same characteristics in Vossius's case, as

in the two previously described cases. We see here also a

resorption of the entire lens, with the exception of the cap-

sule, behind which is a mass of connective tissue nourished

by the hyaloid artery and connected to the iris and retina.

The diminution in size of the pseudo-lens, through fibrous

change, was much greater here. The fatty tissue in the
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pseudo-lens, seen in the first two cases, was lacking in Vos-

sius's case. Signs of a foetal inflammation were present in

his case, but not in the other two cases.

Wiegels reported a case of congenital microphthalmos, with

fat in the vitreous. The eye was diminished in all its diame-

ters, and the vitreous filled with fatty tissue, traversed by
a well developed arteria hyaloidea, and surrounded by a

connective-tissue capsule, except for a small area below and
behind. Of especial interest is the fact that this capsule is

continuous with the iris tissue at the pupillary margin. At

the bottom of the ball, behind the ciliary body, it is con-

tinuous with the sclera. The lens seems, at the first glance,

to be missing. On closer examination, however, we see

behind the upper portion of the iris, surrounded on all sides

by connective tissue and fat, a faintly stained capsule, twisted

into folds.

To a certain extent, Wiegels's case forms a contrast to

Vossius's case. In the latter case, there was contraction

of the abnormally developed tunica vasculosa, while in the

former case there was a fatty hypertrophy of this structure.

Wiegels speaks only of an atypical development of the meso-

dermal tissue which forms the vitreous, and makes no mention

whatever of the tunica vasculosa lentis. However, the

tunica vasculosa and the above-mentioned tissue are merely

different portions of the same structure, which are supplied

by the same vessels. I do not doubt that the tissue men-
tioned by Wiegels formed the greater part of the fatty tissue.

However, the anterior portion represents the abnormally

developed vascular membrane of the lens. This can be seen

from the closure of the pupil by means of the capsule sur-

rounding the fat, and from the similar folded capsular re-

mains of the reabsorbed lens.

Lange's case was very similar to Wiegels's. A microphthal-

mos, with coloboma of the choroid below, and thickening

of the iris and ciliary body, showed only calcified remains

of the lens. Behind the pupil lies a conical mass of fat, of

3wm diameter (with the base anterior) , obtaining its vascular

supply through the hyaloid artery. The detached retina,

which lies against this fatty mass, shows no defect corre-

sponding to the coloboma in the choroid. There is another
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islet of fat in the coloboma, and a third in the sclera, at the

optic entrance. Lange considers his case to be due to meta-

plasia of the vitreous, or rather of the mesodermal process

which enters the optic cleft. At the time of the beginning

of the metaplasia the secondary optic vesicle was already-

closed. No mention is made in this case of a pupillary

membrane. From this description, there is no reason why
we should not place the position of the anomaly in the

anterior part of the mesoderm, i. e., the tunica vasculosa

lentis.

Hanke's case must still be mentioned. In his case there

was a persistent hyaloid artery, with fat in the vitreous,

and a process of tissue in front of the iris, communicating

with the orbital tissue at the limbus. The condition was

too complicated to make icomparisons with the previous

cases.

To sum up Czermak' s case: through hypertrophy of the

tunica vasculosa lentis there resulted resorption of the lens.

In its place we find a fibrous structure, connected to iris,

ciliary body, and retina, but receiving its vascular supply

only from the iris and vitreous.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES

Fig. I.—General View. vK, anterior chamber, I, Iris, hK, pos-

terior chamber, Mp, membrana pupillaris, Pc, processus ciliaris,

Cv, corpus vitreum, CCl, canalis Cloqueti.

Fig. 2.—The pseudo-lens, pph, lies in a groove between ciliary body,

pc, and retina, r, like a lens in its frame; i, iris, c, cortex, n, nu-

cleus of the pseudo-lens ; z, zonula, passes to ciliary process, and be-

tween the last ciliary process and retina.

Fig. 3.—Nucleus and cortex under greater magnification.

Fig. 4.—The ciliary body passes over the base of the drawn-out

fold formed by the ciliary body and retina.
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Fig. 5.—Insertion of retina into the pseudo-lens. Cc, corpus

ciliare, Z, zonula, L, pseudo-lens, R, retina.

Fig. 6.—The exudate formed during the last inflammation plugs

the narrow openings in the pupillary membrane, which serve for the

escape of the aqueous.

L, pseudo-lens, Mp, membrana pupillaris, I, iris, E, exudate, C, lens

capsule.



ON THE OCCURRENCE OF OPSONINS IN THE
AQUEOUS HUMOR. 1

By Dr. ARNOLD KNAPP, New York.

IT has been shown by several investigators that some of

the avascular structures in the eye participate in the

general processes of immunity; in other words that anti-

bodies produced in the blood pass into nonvascular parts

of the eye, especially into the aqueous humor.

Even before this era, it was demonstrated that the second

aqueous humor differed from the first in certain essential

ingredients, the aqueous becoming richer in albumen. With

the publication of Wright's researches on opsonins, another

property of the blood serum was demonstrated of undoubted

importance for the processes of immunity.

It seemed to me that the properties of the aqueous humor

could be studied along these lines, and three years ago I

began some experiments to determine the opsonic power of

the aqueous humor under certain conditions. These ex-

periments could not be concluded until the past summer,

when certain questions were again gone over under the

guidance of Dr. Augustus Wadsworth, Associate in Bacteri-

ology, Columbia University, to whom I am greatly indebted

for advice and co-operation.

The course of the investigations was as follows: Rabbits

were actively immunized with streptococcus and staphylo-

coccus series. They received repeated doses subcutaneously

and intravenously of twenty-four-hour bouillon growths

boiled for ten minutes, and finally live cultures were injected.

The aqueous was aspirated from the anterior chamber of the

immunized animals and from normal rabbits. The latter

> Demonstration before the Section on Ophthalmology, New York

Academy of Medicine, meeting of February, 1909,
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rabbits then after fifteen minutes again had their anterior

chambers tapped, thus giving the second normal aqueous

humor. Normal salt solution was used as a control. The
bacterial emulsion was made with a twenty-four-hour growth

in bouillon; a uniform solution was prepared and disinte-

gration carefully sought for. The leucocytes were obtained

from a dog, and were repeatedly washed to remove the blood

serum. The mixtures were then made with capillary tubes

according to Wright's latest technique. The tubes were sealed

and placed in a water bath at 37° C. for from fifteen to twenty

minutes. The contents spread on glass slides were stained

for one-half minute with Jenner's solution. The specimens

were then examined under the microscope to determine the

amount of phagocytosis which had taken place. A count

was attempted, but it seemed sufficient for our purposes to

get a general idea of the activity of the phagocytosis. This,

I think, was fairly obtained by selecting parts of slides for

comparison which contained about the same number of

leucocytes and extracellular bacteria.

The following reactions were studied and compared:

Streptococcus -{ salt solution 4- leucocytes. 1 Phagocytosis

2. Staphylococcus + salt solution + leucocytes.
J

Slight.

3. Streptococcus 4- streptococcus aqueous' + leucocytes. IModer-

4. Staphylococcus + staphylococcus aqueous •+ leucocytes.
J

ate.

5. Streptococcus + normal aqueous + leucocytes.

6

7

8

9
10

II

12

Staphylococcus + normal aqueous + leucocytes.
J

Streptococcus + 2d normal aqueous + leucocytes. 1 p ,

Staphylococcus + 2d normal aqueous + leucocytes .
j

Streptococcus + normal serum + leucocytes. Itit j

Staphylococcus + normal serum + leucocytes.
J

Streptococcus + streptococcus serum 2 + leucocytes. Ip ,

Staphylococcus + staphylococcus serum 2 + leucocytes.
J

In comparing these results, repeated study of the micro-

scopic specimens showed that phagocytosis (i) is less in salt

solution than in normal aqueous; (2) is more marked in

immunized aqueous and then is about equal to that found

in normal serum; (3) is still more marked in the 2d normal

aqueous though most pronounced in the immunized blood

serum.

» The aqueous humor of the immunized animal.

2 The blood serum of the immunized animal.



CONJUNCTIVITIS AND PURULENT INFLAMMATION
OF THE EXCRETORY DUCTS OF MEIBOMIAN
GLANDS CAUSED BY AN ENCAPSULATED GRAM-
NEGATIVE DIPLOBACILLUS.

By Dr. O. LANDMAN, Toledo, Ohio.

{With two figures on Text-Plate XXVI.)

On October 20, 1908, the patient presented herself for

treatment. She complained of a feeling of sand in the left

eye, and was greatly annoyed by the upper lid sticking
firmly to the eyeball on awakening. She said that the
lashes were glued together.

On inspection, muco-pus could be seen in the inner
canthus, also in the lower cul-de-sac. The eyelashes were
grouped into tufts by masses of yellowish inspissated pus.
The margins of the lids were very red, but the conjunctiva
showed only a slight hyperaemia. Muco-pus was found
underneath the upper lid.

At this time, and for the following four weeks, at intervals,
the conjunctiva was painted with a two per cent. (2%)
nitrate of silver solution. The patient was given a solution
of sulphate of zinc, one-eighth of one per cent., to be
used three times a day.
About one month after the conjunctivitis had started,

pustules formed in the mouths of the excretory ducts of
a number of Meibomian glands.
The same symptoms continued without change, although

the treatment was altered; and on March 12, 1909, five

months after the trouble had begun, there was the same
muco-purulent discharge, and the mouths of the Meibomian
glands still showed pustules.

On trying to remove the muco-pus with a platinum loop,
it was so very sticky and tenacious that it could only be
caught up by twisting it around the loop.

Smears made from the muco-pus, and from the pus from
the contents of the ducts of the Meibomian glands, showed
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To Illustrate Dr. Landman's Article on "Conjunctivitis and Purulent
Inflammation of the Excretory Ducts of Meibomian Glands
Caused by an Encapsulated Gram-negativk Diplobacillus "

Fig. I — Maynihcation, loco X.

Conjunctival Secretion. Diplobacilli showine colorless capsules ; simple stain

From the original smear.

Fig. 2,— Magnification, 1500 X.

Diplobacilli stained for capsules. Johne's Method. From the original smear.
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a Gram-negative diplohacillus surrounded by a capsule.

There were also some short chains present, made up of two
or even four sets of diplobacilli. There were some shorter

forms, probably younger, but almost always of the double

type. They were all of about the same diameter.

On April 11, 1909, almost six months after the disease

had begun, the same Gram-negative diplohacillus was
demonstrable in the discharge, indicating that the treat-

ment had been without avail. It was again isolated in

pure culture, giving the strain No. 2 referred to later. The
eye now showed the symptoms of a chronic conjunctivitis

with the conjunctiva thickened in places, so that the mark-
ings of the Meibomian glands were hidden.

It had been noticed that, in acid bouillon the growth
of the diplohacillus was very much interfered with and,

accordingly, it was inferred that a weak acetic acid solution

might cure the disease.

Following this, acetozone was recommended, because

in solution, and upon standing, acetic acid is set free, and
acetozone in itself is a disinfectant.

Therefore, the patient received for use a ^Vtt solution

of acetozone, which finally controlled the condition.

Thus, from a laboratory experiment, the remedy for the

disease was found.

Two strains of pure cultures, agreeing in every respect,

were obtained from the diseased eye; one, in the first begin-

ning of the conjunctivitis; and the second, six months later.

Morphology.—^The measurements were made of stained

diplobacilli, from the original smears and from different

culture media, no older than 48 hours.

The average length of a single bacillus, in the original

smear, was 3.04/^, and width .96/^. In gelatine, length varied

from .85/^ to 3.25yM, and width from .64 to .96^*. In agar,

ength varied from 1.65/^ to 3.25/^, and width from .64 to .96 .

They are fairly thick, large bacilli with rounded ends, bearing

a pronounced capsule in the original material (Fig. i).

Exceptionally, as will be shown, capsules may form on certain

culture media at a low temperature. There are some shorter

forms and, at times, threads of four to six cells are met with.

The diplobacilli are a trifle larger in the cultures than in the

original material.

The capsule is as wide as the body itself (Fig. 2). The

capsules are present in the original smears, and to a less
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extent in the cultures from the mouse, rat, and guinea-pig.

Clear oval areas can be seen in unstained cultures from

agar and in the diplobacilli recovered from the blood of

inoculated animals.

Involution forms, showing slightly enlarged ends, are

found in all of the cultures after 48 hours.

Staining.—^The diplobacilli stain readily with the ordinary

anilin dyes, but do not take the Gram stain—that is, they

are Gram-negative.

The capsules are readily stained in the original material,

and in the peritoneal exudates of the mouse, rat, and guinea-

pig, but in other cultures are difficult to stain. In order to

obtain capsules for staining, streak cultures were made on

glucose-agar slants, which were kept in the ice-box, at a

temperature of 10° C. for ten days, when the capsules were

beautifully developed and readily stained by Johne's and

Ribbert's methods.

The capsules, when present, are easily stained by the

methods of Johne, Hiss (copper sulphate), Welch, and

Ribbert; also by treating them with a gentian violet, one-

half saturated aqueous solution, and washing in a one-fourth

per cent, solution of potassium carbonate.

Flagella.—Loeffler's method and Zettnow's antimony tan-

nate silver method showed no positive evidence of flagella,

although at times heavily stained lines were obtained, which

did not show the wavy character of true flagella and, con-

sequently, were not regarded as such.

Long needle-shaped crystals appear at 20° C, room tem-

perature, in agar slants in from three to ten days, and

occasionally in older glycerine stabs.

Biology.—The diplobacillus is non-motile, although it

possesses marked molecular movement. In acid bouillon

the molecular movement is not so great as in growths from

other media. It does not liquefy gelatine, is a facultative

anaerobe, and does not form spores. It grows rapidly at

20° C. in almost any media, and luxuriantly at 36° C. In

old sealed cultures, on plain agar, or on glycerine agar, after

three and one-half months, it is still viable. Moist heat at

60° C. kills the diplobacillus in a few minutes. It grows

slowly at a temperature of 10° C. in an ice-box.
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GROWTH IN CULTURE MEDIA

Agar Plates.—At 36° C. after 18 hours. To the naked eye

the surface colonies present a shining appearance, often

convex, round, white in color, fairly thick and mucous-like.

The deeper colonies are oval and have a yellowish color.

There is no odor produced. Measurements of the surface

colonies, at the end of three days, showed an average diam-

eter of 2wm, with a slight increase after eight days at 20° C.

Under a low power the surface colonies are somewhat granular,

with smooth edges; the deeper colonies are finely granular

with smooth edges.

In Glucose-Agar stabs, at 20° C, the organism develops

along the line of inoculation, while on the surface the growth

spreads to the extent of $ to 7wm.
Glycerine-Agar stabs, at 20° C, show a similar growth along

the length of the stab and on the surface ; the latter forming

a moist and glistening thick slimy cap. The growth is much
more luxuriant than in glucose agar.

Serum-Agar slant, at 36° C. and at end of twenty-one

hours shows a luxuriant growth, yellowish white, thick, and

slightly spreading, with isolated colonies.

Plain-Agar slant, at 36°C.,the growth is rapid and is recogni-

zable after four hours ; later becoming thick and yellowish white.

Gelatine Agar, at 36° C, the growth is slow, beginning to

appear in about two days.

Dextrose Agar, at 36° C. after forty-eight hours, a very

luxuriant growth, white and shining.

Glycerine Agar, growth is very thick, whitish, shining,

mucous-like, after forty-eight hours, at 20° C, room tem-

perature. The condense water of the agar slants is cloudy

with a slimy precipitate.

Blood Agar (one part nutrient agar and one part defi-

brinated rabbit's blood, mixed and inclined), at 36° C, after

twenty-four hours, a rich and abundant growth is obtained

without change in the color of the haemoglobin. The growth

is moist and spreading with no liquefaction.

Glycerine Potato, at 36° (Roux tubes), after twenty-four

hours, a luxuriant growth, yellowish white, moist, glistening

honey-like, very slimy and tenacious.
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Plain Potato, at 36° C, after twenty-four hours, a luxuriant

growth, moist and glistening, of a light yellowish color.

Gelatine Plates, at 20° C, show a slow growth, after two

days. They show no evidence of liquefaction, and no cloudi-

ness of the gelatine.

Gelatine stab, at 20° C, a growth slowly develops along

the stab, either continuous or more or less broken up into

minute colonies, while on the surface it is slightly spreading

and moderately convex. No change of color in gelatine, but

occasional production of crystals. Streak cultures on gela-

tine show a decided growth on second day, yellowish white

and glistening.

Glucose Gelatine stab, growth is more abundant than in

plain gelatine; is more rapid, with no gas production.

Plain Litmus Gelatine, growth is slow and slightly acid.

Plain Milk is not coagulated at 36° C.

Litmus Milk, slight acid production in course of twenty-

four hours, at 36° C,

Dunham's Solution, faint growth after twenty-four hours.

No indol is formed.

Plain Bouillon, at 36° C, in four to six hours, a very fine

cloudiness develops, which rapidly increases, giving rise,

after twenty-four hours, to an abundant sediment which,

after agitation, settles slowly.

In Acid Bouillon ( +2.5 to +3.0), at 36° C, there is a slight

growth in twenty-four hours, and the production of the

slimy product is diminished.

Glucose Bouillon, in a closed fermentation tube at 36° C,

gave abundant growth in the closed arm. No gas production

after two days.

Pathogenesis.—To test the effect of the culture in animals,

a suspension of the entire growth on a plain agar tube, in

2CC of normal salt solution was made, o.^cc was given

intraperitoneally to a white mouse, and 1.5 to a rat. Both

died within twenty-four hours. Autopsy showed an exudate

in the pleural cavity, congestion of the lungs, peritonitis

with purulent exudate. Rigor mortis still present.

A second mouse was given .25CC intraperitoneally, of a

similar suspension, and died within twenty-two hours.

Autopsy findings were the same.
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A young guinea-pig received, intraperitoneally, icc of a

suspension of the growth on a plain agar tube, and died

within twenty-two hours. It also showed an exudate in the

pleural cavity, congested lungs, and purulent fluid in the

peritoneal cavity.

A young rabbit received icc of the same suspension that was
given to the guinea-pig, but it did not produce death.

The germ was recovered in pure cultures from all of the

animals. It was always the same Gram-negative diplo-

bacillus.

The injection of o-Scc of a similar suspension killed a rat

within twenty-four hours.

That a relatively large dose of the organism is necessary

in order to kill a rat is seen from the fact that a mixture of

0.2 5CC heart's blood and a suspension of half of the liver of

the first rat in sodium citrate solution (i of 1%), when
njected, intraperitoneally, failed to produce death. Two
experiments of this kind were made with the same results.

In mice direct passage was effected.

As indicated, rats showed less susceptibility than mice,

since they required larger doses, and because of the im-

possibility of producing infection from rats previously

inoculated.

Rabbits are apparently immune.

INOCULATION EXPERIMENTS OF RABBITS* EYES.

The eyes, of three rabbits were inoculated by introducing

suspensions of the cultures into the anterior chamber.

Two were treated thus with a bouillon culture ; one of them
proved negative, while in the other there developed a plastic

iritis, which was attributed to trauma.

A third eye was inoculated with 0.2 ^cc of a suspension of

the growth on a plain agar tube, and the result was negative.

An intraperitoneal injection of this same suspension was
given to a rat, which died in about twenty-four hours.

Agglutination Tests.—A rat received o.scc of an agar sus-

pension, made as in former experiments, previously heated

to 60° C. for ten minutes. Four injections were given within

a period of thirteen days. The rat was bled in the afternoon
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of the thirteenth day. The heart's blood was drawn into

a tube, sealed, and placed in the ice-box. The blood was

kept over night, and the serum, which separated after eighteen

hours, was tested with the two strains of this organism and

with Friedlander's pneumo-bacillus.

The following table gives the results of the agglutination

tests with the first and second strains of the diplobacilli and

Friedlander's bacillus with dilutions of the serum. The iden-

tity of the two strains, isolated from the patient, is thus shown

;

the second having been isolated six months after the first.
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This diplobacillus grows at a temperature as low as 10°

and on all media. The Morax-Axenfeld diplobacillus is

non-pathogenic, whilst this one is pathogenic.

The characteristics which distinguish this diplobacillus

from Friedlander's pneumo-bacillus are: that Friedlander's

pneumo-bacillus is smaller and does not occur in pairs as

constantly as this diplobacillus; Friedlander's diplobacillus

produces gas and indol, this does not; the crucial test is, that

suspensions of cultures of the Friedlander's pneumo-bacillus

do not agglutinate with dilutions of the serum obtained from

the blood of rats that were inoculated with cultures of the

Gram-negative diplobacillus which is the subject of this

paper.

It is possible that forms which have hitherto been called

Friedlander's or Morax-Axenfeld diplobacilli, from a hasty

clinical examination by staining a smear, may have been

mistaken for this diplobacillus; and perhaps, in the future,

culture methods may disclose this diplobacillus to be more
frequently a cause of conjunctivitis.

This opportunity is taken to acknowledge the great aid

rendered by Prof. F. G. Novy, of the University of Michigan,

in the pursuance of this work; and also to his assistant, Dr.

Frank Mcjunkin, for the help given during the progress of

the investigation.



CHORIO-RETINITIS TUMIDA.

By Dr. CHARLES J. KIPP, Newark, N. J.

UNDER the head of chorio-retinitis tumida, Hirschberg

(Centralblatt f.
praktische Augenheilkunde, 1888, p.

162) has described two cases in which he found foci of chorio-

retinitis raised to imm. To me these cases appear to have been

cases of the form of chorio-retinitis circumscripta, so excel-

lently described by Hill Grifiath (Norris and Oliver, A System

of Diseases of the Eye, vol. iii., p. 355), in which a deposit on

Descemet's membrane and opacities in the vitreous nearly

always accompany a patch of varying size of bluish white or

yellowish white color in some part of the retina, and which

leaves a conspicuous area of atrophy of the choroid, fringed

or sprinkled with pigment. In Hirschberg' s cases syphilis

was supposed to be the cause of the eye disease. Such cases

are seen frequently and in many a distinct elevation of the

white patch can be made out in an early stage of the disease.

Schobl in his article on " Diseases of the Retina," in Norris

and Oliver, A System of Diseases of the Eye, vol. iii., page 478,

refers to somewhat elevated plaques of chorio-retinitis with

secondary syphilis. He says: "Once I found a large yellow-

ish red focus near the optic nerve head. It was from four to

five disk-diameters in size and raised a little more than one

millimetre. It had an incomplete pigmented margin. In

one eye of a case which I afterwards dissected, I found the

papilla paler than normal and of a dirty yellowish white tint.

In the temporal region between the papilla and macula and

covering the latter there was a flat detachment of the retina,

three disk-diameters in size. Here the retina appeared bluish

gray in tint and was opaque. In the equatorial region I

found several smaller yellowish red plaques of a prominence

382
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of about one half millimetre each. The pigment epithelium

in this region and near these plaques was altered. In some
places it seemed wanting , while in others it seemed massed into

black spots similar to those seen in simple disseminate cho-

roiditis. Except on the parts close to the papilla, the retina

was not in the least dim." The blood-vessels appeared nor-

mal. There were no hemorrhages. In all of his cases there

were opacities in the vitreous body which consisted mostly of

fine dust-like bodies. In some cases larger flakes could be seen

in the posterior parts of the vitreous body. With regard to

the diagnosis he says: " If the objective and subjective symp-

toms are well considered, the diagnosis is generally made
without any difficulty, even without anamnesis and other

concomitant symptoms of secondary syphilis. It might per-

haps be confounded with a beginning choroidal sarcoma or

with coalescing tubercles of the choroid. The objective con-

dition of the nerve head and the subjective retinitis symptoms
should however prevent any error in diagnosis even when the

personal history is wanting or purposely falsified. The prog-

nosis, he says, must be termed a favorable one, since the ones

that he has seen as well as those of Hirschberg all terminated

in a relative cure. He advises anti-syphilitic treatment.

In the case below reported the elevation of the chorio-

retinitis foci was well marked, while the media were perfectly

transparent. There was no deposit of precipitates on

Descemet's membrane and the vitreous was perfectly clear.

Moreover the swollen part of the retina was in the following

case opaque only in spots and lines.

The patient Mrs. A. R., thirty-four years of age, is a short

stout woman, in apparently robust health ; she is the mother
of two children who are in good health, and has had one
miscarriage. She has never been seriously ill, has never had
rheumatism, and denies having syphilis. Her father and
mother are dead. The father was eighty years old at the

time of death. The mother died of apoplexy at the age of

sixty-four. The patient has two sisters and two brothers

who are all free from eye disease and in good health. Up
to five days before she came to the Newark Eye and Ear
Infirmary her eyes had never given her pain and vision had
always been good in both eyes.

She was first seen on December 9, 1907. She complained
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of pain over the right eye and stated that five days pre-

viously after a fright the vision of the right eye suddenly
became blurred and at the same time she had pain of a
neuralgic character in the right half of the face and in the

right ear, together with a numbness of the skin of the right

cheek, and these symptoms have continued since. She was
otherwise in excellent health. A careful examination of the

right eye on this day made by Dr. Webner showed the right

to be emmetropic. V = |. No apparent disease of the right

eye. The eye ground was perfectly normal. The eye was
put under a solution of homatropin 3%. Shadow test

showed H. 0.75 D., and she accepted this glass. The case

was diagnosed as supraorbital neuralgia and she was given

quinin. Shortly after this examination she moved away
from Newark to a place nearer New York, and as her eye

continued to trouble her, she consulted an ophthalmologist

of large experience in New York City, who, as she says, after

repeated and long-continued examinations of her eye, told

her that she had a tumor in her eye and advised immediate
enucleation, and as she was unwilling to submit to the

removal of her eye, he told her that he would not have
anything further to do with her.

She returned to us on January 15, 1908, when, to the

amazement of the surgeons who had examined her five

weeks before, the following picture was presented by this eye.

The media were perfectly clear ; the disk was of normal color

and its outline was distinct on nasal side and above and
below; on the temporal side right at its very edge, the

retina was raised abruptly to imm (3 dioptries) and was
slightly milky. The raised area extended above somewhat
higher than the upper margin of the papilla, and also some-

what below the lowermargin ; towards the macula it extended
somewhat more than the breadth of the disk. It rose ab-

ruptly on the margin of the disk, and gradually sloped to the

level of the normal retina outward, upward, and downward.
The swelling was of the shape of an olive. The opacity of

the retina hid the vessels in places. There were numerous
white silvery spots and lines in it and a few extravasations

of blood in different parts of the swelling. The rest of the

retina was perfectly transparent. Tn. I was asked to see

the patient at this time and found the condition above
described. The swelling certainly looked a good deal like

a new growth, but the fact that a retinitis was present made
me doubt that the swelling was caused by a growth beneath

it. I have had the opportunity of seeing sarcomata of the

choroid in their earliest stages and in not one of these did

the retina show signs of inflammation. It seemed to me
more probable that an exudate from the choroid was push-
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ing the retina forward, and I therefore advised against

enucleation and suggested that she be given potassium
iodide. From this time on, I saw the patient almost every
week and examined her most carefully each time. For
some weeks the symptoms of retinitis increased, new silvery

white lines and shining white dots appeared, especially in

the direction of the macula, and new extravasations of blood
were noticed in the periphery of the swelling. The swelling

itself seemed to be somewhat larger and its height greater

than when first seen. For some months this condition re-

mained about the same. About six months after we first

saw the swelling, it began to decrease in height and the sil-

very spots and lines became absorbed. Now, fifteen months
after she first came to us and thirteen and a half months
after we first saw the swelling, the retina in the region

formerly raised is on a level with the disk and the rest of the

retina. The retina is nearly transparent here, and beneath
it is a very large patch of very dark pigment. Between
the disk and the macula the pigment epithelium is irreg-

ularly distributed. The disk is somewhat whiter in the

temporal half than elsewhere. Vision is reduced to ^.
The visual field is of normal size, but the blind spot is much
enlarged inward and upwward. Feb. 12, 1909, V = yV-

The outcome leaves no doubt that this was a case of circum-

scribed chorio-retinitis situated close to the disk, or, to use

the name, recently suggested by Jensen of Copenhagen for

such cases, Retino-choroiditis juxtapapillaris (Graefe's Arch,

f. Ophthalmologie, Ixix., Heft i, p. 41).

I have seen a number of cases similar to the one here

described. In one case briefly mentioned in the discussion of

Dr. Hubbell's paper {Transactions of the Ophthalmological

Section of the American Medical Association in 1906, p. 86),

the focus was situated very close to the margin of the papilla,

and the papilla itself participated in the inflammation, giving

it the appearance of a choked disk with a swelling amounting

to three dioptrics. After the disease had run its course, an

atrophic patch of choroid adjoining the margin of the disk

was the conspicuous evidence of the nature of the morbid

process.

In a case very recently seen by me and still under observa-

tion in a woman forty years of age, the disk was greatly en-

larged and swollen, and the changes in the retina extended for

some distance in all directions, and now that absorption has
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taken place the focus is seen to have been situated near the

upper margin of the disk.

In a case similar to the one above fully reported in which
the focus was situated on the nasal side of the disk and the

swelling of the retina was not as great, the patient, a woman
thirty-five years of age, admitted that she had had a primary
syphilitic sore five years before, for which she was treated by
a competent physician. She had no other symptoms of

syphilis at the time the chorio-retinitis developed, and it is

very doubtful in my mind that the syphilis was responsible for

the eye disease. She recovered with an absolute scotoma
corresponding to the seat of the lesion.

In all my other cases, I was unable to find in the patients'

general health a cause for the eye disease, A careful examina-
tion made by competent physicians failed to show disease

of any organ or of the accessory sinuses of the nose; blood

examinations were made in several such cases, but they were
negative,

I look upon these cases as being primarily a circumscribed

choroiditis in which the retina over the focus became raised

and involved in the morbid process by an exudation from the

choroid. It is possible as suggested by Jensen {loc. cit.) that

the starting point of the disease may be found in the anterior

part of the optic nerve sheath.

In my cases partial recovery of vision occurred under the

use of iodide of potassium, but whether this remedy was
really of much assistance must remain an open question.



REPORT OF A CASE OF TRANSIENT CYCLOPLEGIA
DUE TO GLYCOSURIA.!

By Dr. W. H. ROBERTS, Pasadena, Cal.

PARALYSIS of accommodation, due to diabetes, is

sufficiently rare to warrant the report of the following

case:

Mr. W. , aged fifty-one, first consulted me, March 30,
1908, concerning a tickling in his throat, which had troubled
him for about two weeks. He was coughing a great deal,

he felt and looked sick, and he had recently lost flesh.

Examination showed that his uvula was thickened and
elongated, fauces congested; right cord somewhat immov-
able, irregular in outline, and reddened near the arytenoid
cartilage.

Fearing that a tuberculous process might be commencing
in his lungs, I advised him to consult a general physician
for a physical examination. He placed himself under the
care of Dr. Joseph D. Condit. Dr. Condit reported to me
that there was no evidence of tuberculosis, but that his

urine contained 7% of sugar.

Under appropriate diet, the sugar began to lessen, so that
by the 7th of April, it was down to 5|%, and his weight,
which was 133 pounds, began to increase. By the 29th
of April, all sugar had disappeared from his urine, and,
when last observed by Dr. Condit on the 2 2d of July, his

weight had increased to 142 pounds.
On the 15th of April, when he had been under Dr. Condit's

care for two weeks, his urine showed only -1% of sugar. At
that time, he came to me again, saying that for a few days
past he had been unable to read with his glasses, which had
theretofore been perfectly satisfactory, and that he now
needed them to see with in the distance. Until he noticed

» Read before the California State Medical Society, San ]os6, April

20-22, 1909.
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this failure of his glasses for reading his vision for distance
had been perfect ; but now he could not see in the distance
without the use of his old reading glasses.

I found that he had been using for reading a pair. of +
sph. 1.75.

At that time
O. D. V. = ^-

22-6

O.S.V.=j%
Manifest examination showed:

O. D.+sph. 1.75=1
O. S. +sph. 1.7s =1 ih° esophoria.

For reading at thirteen inches, he required to be added
to the above +sph. 2.25.

External examination of the eyes showed everything
normal; pupils were of normal size, and they reacted to
light and accommodation. Ophthalmoscopic examination
showed the media clear and the fundi normal, A test on the
following day confirmed this examination, so I ordered the
foregoing lenses for him.
On the 1 8th of May, he came in again very much im-

proved in his general health. He said that until within a
few days, these last glasses had been perfectly satisfactory;

but that now he could not see so clearly in the distance with
them, and he found that he had to hold newspapers and
books too close to his eyes to read with comfort. His
vision with his distance glasses now was only y*^.

Manifest examination showed

:

O. D. V. x'e+sph. i.=-§-

O.S.V.f + sph. 0.75=1
with +sph. 2.25 added for near, and these

I ordered.

Shortly after this Mr. W. returned to his home in the
East. In a letter, dated Feb. 8th of this year, he wrote me
that his eyesight was very much better than when he was
in Pasadena last year. His accommodation continued to

return so that it was necessary for him to go back to the
original reading glasses which he was using when he first

came to me. A few days before writing to me he had
broken his old lenses, and, for a short time, he had made use
of the ones I had last given him, which brought his near
point within eight or ten inches of his eyes. His general

health has been excellent, though he is still very careful

in his diet.

Dr. Geo. M. Gould, in an article on "The Refraction

Changes Dependent upon Glycosuria " (i) , has collected twenty-

two cases in which changes have occurred. These he has ar-
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ranged in three groups : the first consists of six cases, and shows

an increase of myopia; the second is made up of eight cases

in which hyperopia is diminished, which is a change similar in

character to those in the first ; the third is composed of eight

cases in which an increase of hyperopia is noted.

We are not concerned with the first and second groups ; but

in the third group we are interested, for the case just reported

seems to belong to this class. In all eight cases, an increase of

hyperopia is noted; and, in seven of these eight cases, it dis-

appears, returning to the original amount with the subsidence

of the sugar.

As an increase of myopia is the most common refraction

change occurring in diabetes, and as fourteen of the twenty-

two cases reported in Dr. Gould's article had such changes,

Dr. Gould is inclined to belittle the findings of the men who
report the eight cases of increased hyperopia, claiming that

the observations are unreliable, inasmuch as a mydriatic was
used in but one case, that of a boy of seventeen. The ages of

five of the remaining patients are forty, fifty-five, sixty-eight,

fifty-one, and fifty-three, in each of whom there could have

been but slight latent hyperopia. Undoubtedly, in each of these

eight cases, there was a paralysis of accommodation; although

such an explanation for the increased hyperopia does not

seem to have occurred to Dr. Gould, who says: "When eight

reporters find such an illogical, if not impossible, reversal of the

natural consequences as testified to by fourteen, it behooves

us to doubt the accuracy of the oculists' tests and reports,

rather than to indulge a belief in the inherently improbable

and impossible."

Delord and Revel (2) report a case, very similar to mine, in

a woman forty-eight years of age. She had a sudden bilateral

paralysis of accommodation, without involvement of the

sphincter pupillae. With the disappearance of the sugar from

her urine, she regained her accommodation. With Schmidt-

Rimpler, these authors agree that cycloplegia from diabetes is

rare, which is contrary to the opinion held by Wecker and

Landolt.

Of particular interest to me in the history of my patient,

was the fact that his cycloplegia did not appear until after

his health had begun to improve, when the sugar had de-
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creased from 7% to about i%, showing that possibly a similar

toxin to that causing a post-diphtheritic paralysis caused the

lesion.

The prognosis in diabetic cycloplegia seems very favorable,

as, in the majority of cases, under proper dieting, the sugar

can be eliminated from the urine, and the ciliary muscle regains

its function.
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RE-ATTACHMENT IN IRIDODIALYSIS: A METHOD
WHICH DOES NOT INCARCERATE THE IRIS.

By Dr. P. CHALMERS JAMESON, Brooklyn, N. Y.

(With 4 illustrations on Text-Plate XXVII.)

IT is with some hesitation that I present this operation for

the cure of iridodialysis, knowing that such operations

have not been regarded with favor, owing to the danger of

cyclitis, and possible sympathetic irritation. Perhaps this

contingency has been enhanced by the fact that operations

for the re-attachment of the iris have for the most part de-

pended upon an incarceration of a portion of the iris in a wound
made for its reception, in the corneal margin. This operation

does not incarcerate the iris, but brings the torn surface in con-

tact with a freshened surface, within the anterior chamber.

That the operation as described hereafter will be followed by
no untoward results can only be determined by a larger

number of cases than the four which the writer can at present

report.

Its aims are: i. Re-attachment of torn iris as near to its

normal anatomical position as possible. 2. Re-attachment
to a fresh surface within the anterior chamber without in-

carceration. 3. Simple, accurate, and practical technique.

The first—re-attachment as near anatomically correct—
is accomplished by making the necessary incision into the

sinus of the anterior chamber well back from the limbus. The
second,—re-attachment without incarceration,—by bringing

the torn iris against a linear incision within the anterior

chamber, not between its lips; and the third,—simple and ac-

curate technique,—by the introduction of sutures before

incision is made into the anterior chamber, and by impinging

39'
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the iris against the resistant posterior surface of the cornea the

iris is neither torn in the effort to perforate it nor lacerated

by forceps. The following description of the operation will

be understood by glancing at the diagrams.

The sutures are introduced, before any incision is made into

the anterior chamber, in the following manner. The needle

penetrates the sclero-comeal margin, two or three mm back
from the limbus (Fig. i). It is carried into the anterior

chamber, under the torn margin of iris, engaging the least

possible portion, less than i mm. This is to avoid strangula-

tion of the circulus major as well as the preservation of

tissue. The torn edge of the iris is impinged against the

posterior surface of the cornea by the point of the needle,

and both cornea and iris are perforated simultaneously, the

needle being drawn through the cornea on the outside and
liberated from the suture (Fig 2) . The bend of horse-hair now
contains within its curve, from point of entrance to exit, con-

junctiva, sclera, and the edge of torn iris and cornea. Two
things remain to be accomplished. First, to exclude this

bridge of cornea from the structures to be approximated and
tied, and second, to provide a surface freshened within the

anterior chamber, to which the torn circumference will aggluti-

nate when contact is brought about. The incision as illus-

trated in Figs. 2, 3, 4, serves in this dual capacity. It should

be made in a straight line between the points of introduction

of the sutures. The ends of the incision should have a short

bridge of sclera and conjunctiva between them and the point

of entrance of the needle or needles. A hook is now intro-

duced into the anterior chamber (an iris hook will do) and
guided in front of the iris between it and the posterior surface

of the cornea (Fig. 2). It engages in its bend that portion

of the thread extending from the anterior surface of the iris to

the posterior surface of the cornea. This is pulled upon with

great care, slight pressure being made on the posterior sur-

face of the cornea rather than on the iris, and the end of the

suture which passed through the cornea is now brought

through the anterior chamber and thence between the lips of

the incision (Fig. 3), thus liberating the corneal bridge and
enabling the suture to be tied without including the cornea.

The sutures, when tied, bring the torn circumference of the
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iris in contact with the inside of the linear incision and to the

points of the primary perforation of the needles, but not

between the lips of the incision. The re-attachment of the

iris after agglutination has taken place is thus accomplished.

In moderate iridodialysis, one suture is all that is necessary,

but if two be required, they should both be introduced into

the iris before either is tied, as efforts at introduction after

the iris has been attached in part is apt to result in tearing it

away again. The needle should be very keen, slender, and
with a larger curve than would be indicated by the path of

tissues to be traversed. The suture material most desirable

is horse hair or very fine silkworm gut, for the reason that

they are the materials which glide easily through the iris.

Failure resulted in one case by reason of a silk suture ruffling

and twisting the iris upon itself.

The following accidents may happen. If the suture

material is not suitable (horse hair or silkworm gut), the

suture may ruffle and in drawing it through, the iris may roll

upon itself, rupture, and be destroyed. Smooth suture

material should always be selected. If two sutures are intro-

duced and one is tied before the introduction of its fellow, the

first may be torn out in the effort to introduce the latter.

If the ends of the incision be brought too close to the path of

the sutures, or should happen to open into their channel of

entrance, there will be no bridge of tissue for anchorage after

they are tied (see Fig. 3). If the needle is not selected with

care as to size or curvature, too large a portion of the iris

may be included in the suture, or the iris may be ruptured in

endeavoring to impinge it against the posterior surface of the

cornea at a point farther away from the torn edge than the

elasticity of the iris or its ability to stretch will allow. The
sutures may be left three or four days. The perforations of

the cornea by slender and sharp needles is unattended by any

untoward result, and the impingement of iris by the point of

a needle against the posterior surface of the cornea enables

one with minute accuracy to obtain the desired portion of iris

in the bend of the suture without tearing or lacerating. The
advantage of bringing the torn iris in contact with the fresh

surface of an incision within the anterior chamber or sinus is

evident. There is no incarceration, therefore less liability
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to sympathetic condition, and the normal relationship of the

tissues is preserved to the greatest degree. There is greater

preservation of iris tissue, therefore less likelihood of dis-

placed pupil. The danger of nerve irritation or circulatory dis-

turbance is reduced to the minimum, as the portion of iris held

in apposition to the wound is less than imm and is released on
the third day . Two or even three incisions may be substituted

for the single, illustrated in Fig. 3, and if the detached periph-

ery is large this is advisable, as the large incision might pre-

dispose to prolapse. The following is a short r6sum^, with

observations on the four operations done.

Case i.—Wm. T., referred by Dr. Frank Little, at Brook-
lyn Eye and Ear Hospital, Nov. 2 2d, 1905. The operation
was performed three months after iridodialysis was brought
about. The iridodialysis was large, about 8mm in length.

One fine silk suture was introduced by the method described,
corresponding to a point a little lower than the centre of the
torn iris. The operation was accomplished without in-

cident and the suture tied, bringing the iris in contact with
the inner surface of the wound.

This patient made an uneventful recovery, all reaction

quieting down two and one half weeks from the time of opera-

tion. Firm agglutination of the iris to its new attachment

was accomplished and a good normal pupil which reacted to

light and accommodation obtained. The rupture being large

and having no previous experience with operation, one suture

alone was introduced, when two were necessary to re-attach

the iris in the whole length of the tear. The result, after

healing, was a small unattached area, which was the subject

of operation three months later.

Case 2.—In this case, silk again was used and an un-
toward happening occurred in consequence. In drawing the
suture through the iris, the silk ruffled, twisted the iris upon
itself, pulled away again the iris which had already been
re-attached at the previous operation, and, as a final result

after tying the suture, I succeeded in re-attaching the iris

to the circumference, but not producing the best cosmetic
result, as it was slightly torn and its anatomical relation-

ship twisted.

This case proved valuable in inaugurating better technique.
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I St. Twisted silk or braided suture was discarded for smooth

horse hair or fine silkworm gut, which would glide uninter-

ruptedly and smoothly through the iris and not ruffle. 2d.

When more than one suture was required, it was thought

advisable to have them introduced in the iris previous to

making the incision into the anterior chamber and before

attempting to tie either (Figs, i and 2 ) . By so doing the danger

of tearing out a suture already tied by the slight stretching

of the iris incident to the introduction of another is avoided.

Case 3.—Charles C, operated upon at the Brooklyn Eye
and Ear Hospital, on Oct. 21st, 1908, illustrates that after

seven months, under the most adverse conditions, an iris can
be re-attached by this procedure. The iris in this case was
not only detached from its circumference, but evident
nutritive changes between the points of detachment had
taken place. The iris between these points was atrophied
and translucent, its rigidity was lost, and it hung down over
the pupillary centre. The detached border had fallen over
in front of the pupillary margin, reversing the normal
anatomical position. The injury had been accompanied
with traumatic cataract, which, after absorption, left

what would have been a good pupil, if unobstructed by
this blemish. This was not a selected case, but the opera-
tion accomplished the object of drawing out of the pupillary

zone a flaccid, atrophied iris, which cosmetically and visually

was out of place. It now hangs from the upper circumfer-

ence border. The upper lid covers it, which was not the
case before, and the boy has a black pupil.

This case demonstrates that an iris which has lost most

of its anatomical constituent can, seven months after injury,

be re-attached and retained in position, at the point of suture,

and established the belief of the writer that normal iris tissue

can be re-attached at any time, by this method.

Case 4.—Operated upon at the Brooklyn Eye and Ear
Hospital. Mr. A., Oct. 28th, 1908, three weeks after injury,

iridodialysis moderate in size. Two horse-hair sutures

introduced, one accidentally withdrawn before tying. The
operation was successfully performed. Reaction was not
marked and subsided in three weeks. After re-attachment
had taken place, the pupil was slightly displaced, but not
more than would be accounted for by loss of tissue at the
circumference of the torn iris. A slight cleft at the circimi-
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ference remained, which would not have been the case if two
sutures had been employed.

I mention the difficulties experienced in these operations,

believing that they, as in all new operations, are of most in-

terest, but with these guarded against and with the improved

technique obtained and profited by experiencing them, the

operation is a simple one and easy of accomplishment. The
operation is naturally followed by inflammatory reaction, but

not more in the cases operated upon than would be present

in a mild and transient iritis.

The question has been asked, Will the torn edge of iris

agglutinate itself if the iridodialysis is not of recent occurrence?

The writer believes that it will any time after the original

injury, as the plastic exudate thrown out from the iris at the

point of contact is sufficient to accomplish it. All the four

operations done were cases in which the injury had preceded

the operation from three weeks to seven months. Again: Is

one justified in advocating the operation from the cosmetic

and visual standpoint? It is undoubtedly an improvement

cosmetically, and to be relieved from the monocular diplopia

and general disturbance in vision is desirable ; but again. Is the

risk of an operation considered among the subtleties of oph-

thalmic surgery too great? Dr. Eugene Smith, in his four

cases operated upon after his modification of Critchett's opera-

tion, in which the smallest possible portion of iris is dragged

into a small peripheral wound, made for its reception, reports

no sympathetic condition. The operation, as before described,

still further removes this possibility, as the iris is not dragged

into the wound, but held in apposition and contact with it.

The operative risk from the technical standpoint is nil, if

delicately performed, and in the four cases operated upon

there has not been a suggestion of sympathetic irritation.



VISUAL DISTURBANCE DUE TO THE USE OF HAIR
DYE CONTAINING ANILIN.

By Dr. E. BERGER, Paris.

Translated from the German Edition, Vol. L., No. 4, by
Dr. Matthias Lanckton Foster.

ONLY occasional observations of injuries to the vision

from anilin poisoning in workers in anilin dyes, or ani-

lin dyed fabrics, have hitherto been recorded. Uhthoff men-

tions only the cases reported by Marchesi and Veasey in which

there was a concentric contraction of the visual fields and a

reduction of the visual acuteness. In Veasey's case there was

also a bilateral central scotoma and slight neuritic changes

on the papilla. Galezowski speaks of the occurrence of

photophobia and dimness of vision with ciliary injection

among workers in anilin. MacKinlay reported a case of

anilin poisoning in a workman forty-four years old, in which

there was a brownish discoloration of the conjunctiva and

cornea together with a slight loss of visual acuteness. Im-

provement began as soon as the patient discontinued his work.

In Litten's case of poisoning with nitrobenzol accidentally

mixed with anilin, the conjunctiva was stained violet and

there were hemorrhages in the retrotarsal folds. There was

also an intense violet stain of the fundus, while the papilla

arteries and veins were deep black. The veins were dilated

and there were occasional hemorrhages in their neighborhood.

There was no loss of vision and no anomaly of the color sense.

The case I am about to report differs clinically from all

those hitherto known and is besides of special interest from

the standpoint of public hygiene.

Mrs. S., thirty-six years old, belonging to the well-to-do
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class, consulted me Jan. 29, 1904, because she had noticed

for several days that she did not see well with her left eye.

She was of medium size, had always enjoyed good health,

was the mother of two healthy children, twelve and ten

years old. She had suffered from no general disease, in-

fluenza, rheumatism, or menstrual trouble, which could be
ascribed as the cause of her visual disturbance. The
central vision of her left eye was jVtt' that of the right

1^. The visual fields were normal. There was a central

positive scotoma of the left eye. The patient stated that

she saw all objects with that eye as if through a veil shaped
like a skull. The vertical diameter of the scotoma was
from 10° above to 10° below the point of fixation, the hori-

zontal from 10° nasally to 18° temporally, and therefore in-

cluded the blind spot. Red and green were not recognized

in the nasal part of the scotoma, but were recognized, though
with difficulty and hesitation, in its temporal part, where
the cloudiness was less intense. Objectively there was
nothing abnormal about the lids, conjunctiva, and anterior

portion of either globe. The pupils were moderately dilated

and reacted normally to light, accommodation, and irri-

tation of the skin. Ophthalmoscopically the left papilla

was reddened, the right normal.
I placed the patient in a partially darkened room and

prescribed salicylate of soda and linden-flower tea to pro-

mote free perspiration.

On the occasion of her next visit, Feb. 3d, the patient

informed me that she had been using a hair dye on account
of some gray hairs, and that headache and the visual dis-

turbance of the left eye came on soon after the dye had been
applied. I caused a chemical examination of this hair dye
to be made, found that it contained anilin, and cautioned

her against using it any more.

At this time the patient said that the scotoma was some-

what more transparent, though it had extended farther to the

nasal side. The vision was only slightly improved, \. Her

menses had appeared, and she had a menstrual oedema of the

lids of each eye, particularly marked in the left lower lid. Her

physician was much disquieted by this, and caused an examina-

tion to be made of her urine for albumin and sugar, which

gave a negative result. Medication was discontinued and the

patient ordered to bed for several days.

On Feb. 8th, the patient was much better. The oedema
had disappeared from the lids, the vision of her left eye
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was j^. the scotoma was smaller and seemed to the patient

to be broken through by bright points in several places.

Colors were correctly recognized in all parts of the scotoma.
The rapid improvement of the trouble in the optic nerve

may be explained by the theory that toxic substances, in

this case anilin or its derivatives, are excreted by means
of the menstrual hemorrhage. Charrin and Roche claim
in fact that toxic products of metabolism are eliminated in

this way.
The patient was directed to continue in a darkened room

and to take one gram of potassic iodide daily.

On Feb. 20th, every trace of the scotoma had disappeared
and the vision was i.

Certain anilin colors alone produce poisonous effects, while

others do not, as is shown by Litten's case, in which the general

symptoms were produced by the nitrobenzol and, in spite of

the great staining of the tissue of the eye by the anilin,

there was no disturbance of vision. But a number of

anilin colors have an intense toxic action. A. Gautier, in

an exhaustive work on the chemical constituents of hair

dyes, mentions among others the toxic anilin colors,

particularly paraphenylendiamin (derivate of anilin). Dur-

ing the last six years numerous cases of poisoning by hair dyes

have been reported in the Paris Society for Dermatology and
Syphilis, and it is to be understood from Gautier's review of

these cases that in many a single application of a cosmetic

containing paraphenylendiamin was sufficient to induce a

toxic action. This was illustrated by Brocq's case in which

an attempt was made to dye a lock of gray hair. Although

this lock of hair was afterward cut off, a general cutaneous

affection persisted for two and a half months as a result. In

several cases the poisoning resulted in death. In many
cases the dye did not come into direct contact with the skin,

as in those where poisoning was observed after the application

of anilin preparations to yellow shoes for the purpose of

staining them black.

The symptoms of intoxication with paraphenylendiamin

and other toxic anilin colors may be divided into three groups.

1. Toxic skin eruptions, eczema, urticaria, with great

burning and itching.

2. Gastro-intestinal symptoms, such as nausea.
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3. Nervous symptoms, sleeplessness, dizziness, weakness

of the legs, epileptiform attacks, and syncope.

When the cases are excluded in which visual disturbances

were occasioned by a brownish-yellow discoloration of the

cornea, the symptoms of amblyopia in anilin poisoning belong

to the third group, that of diseases of the nervous system, and

this appears to be, as claimed by Uhthoff, a toxic peripheral

neuritis of the optic nerve.

In the case which came under my observation this disease

of the optic nerve was only slightly marked, the vision of only

one eye was affected, and the disturbance consisted of the

appearance of a positive scotoma with a zone in which green

and red could not be recognized. In several cases, like

Veasey's, there was also a contraction of the visual field. The
presence of a peripheral toxic neuritis was indicated ophthal-

moscopically in my case only by the appearance of a hyper-

aemia of the optic nerve, while in Veasey's there were slight

neuritic signs on the papilla.

The behavior of the pupils varies in different cases. Leloir

observed mydriasis, Mueller and Smith myosis. In my case,

as in the majority, there were no pupillary anomalies. These

variations have not yet been accounted for.

This case is the first to be reported in which visual distur-

bance has resulted from the application of a hair dye containing

anilin. It is probably not a unique case, it is more likely

that the true cause has many times been overlooked. Dr.

Eudlitz, who has made extensive investigations regarding

diseases of the hair under the guidance of Prof. Foumier,

informs me that the use of hair dyes is common in both sexes,

and that diseases which should be ascribed to the toxic sub-

stances contained in them are frequently diagnosticated

erroneously, as in the case of a woman thirty-two years old

who was suffering from a toxic dermatitis due to this cause,

but had been treated by her physician for facial erysipelas.

As a matter of public hygiene it would be well to prohibit

the use of toxic anilin colors in the manufacture of cosmetics

.



REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE OPHTHAL-
MOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF THE UNITED

KINGDOM.

By Mr. C. DEVEREUX MARSHALL.

An ordinary meeting of the Society was held at the Medical

Society's rooms, London, on Thursday, May 6, 1909, Mr.

R. Marcus Gunn, F.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Major R. H. Elliott, I.M.S., exhibited instruments: (a)

an evisceration spoon
; (6) an optic nerve hook for use in the

operation of optico-ciliary neurectomy
; (c) an elevator for use

in extirpation of the lachrymal sac. Mr. Sydney Stephen-
son showed a case of congenital anterior staphyloma in a baby,

who also had absence of patellae, genu recurvatum, cryptor-

chidism, and other abnormalities. Mr. G. Winfield Roll
showed a case with unusual appearance of the optic disk the

result of a previous papillitis. Mr. E. Treacher Collins

showed a case of nodular leprosy affecting the eyes; also a case

of progressive bilateral ptosis. Mr. Holmes Spicer expressed

the opinion that the condition was congenital, and thought the

ptosis was closely allied to that in the cases of myasthenia

gravis which had been described. Dr. G. Carpenter read a

paper entitled A clinical contribution to the study of tubercle

of the choroid. The first patient, under Dr. Porter Parkin-

son, was seven years of age, and had been getting thinner.

Was admitted to hospital with physical signs at the right apex,

front and back. There was a history of abdominal pain,

but no cause for it could be discovered by palpation. The
child then became drowsy and comatose, with great wasting.

There were six choroidal tubercles, and flecks of retinal

pigment were scattered about them. Three of the tubercles
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were crossed by retinal vessels. A girl two years of age had
been ailing for six weeks, and had had sickness and headache

five days. When admitted, she was suffering from meningitis,

and died on the sixth day. The right fundus was normal, and
no tubercles or optic neuritis could be seen, but on the left side

there was slight papillitis. Close to the optic papilla was a

tubercle of considerable size, and several blood-vessels crossed

its face. The retinal arteries were small, nothing was noticed

about the veins. The surface vessels of the brain were con-

gested. The diagnosis was verified at the autopsy. The next

case was a boy aet. seventeen months, who had much the same
physical signs. He had meningitis which was later corrob-

orated by lumbar puncture. Another case was that of a boy
aet. two years, who had had a bad cough five weeks, and when
admitted had consolidation at both apices. There was a

small amount of papillitis in both eyes. He died twelve

days after admission, no changes having occurred in the

fundus in the meantime. Several other cases of the kind were

recorded, and the author then proceeded to discuss the readi-

ness which had been shown to attribute such appearance to

syphilis, whatever evidence to the contrary might have

existed. He urged early and systematic ophthalmological

examinations, which would often render unnecessary spinal

punctures, or injections of substances to induce reactions.

The paper was discussed by the President and by Dr. Freder-

ick E. Batten, the latter gentleman commenting on the com-

parative infrequency of tubercle of the choroid in tuberculous

children, and stating that he was under the impression that

spinal puncture afforded a more certain indication than

ophthalmoscopic observation. Dr. Carpenter replied.

Messrs. McKenzie Davidson and Arnold Lawson read a

paper entitled a case of Spring catarrh treated and cured by

radium. The patient was a boy aet. twelve, who suffered

from chronic photophobia, lachrymation, and slight conjunc-

tival discharge, which had persisted for nearly a year, but no

exciting cause could be discovered. Both tarsi were covered

with dense hard excrescences, closely aggregated, and sepa-

rated by deep narrow fissures. The retrotarsal tissue was

swollen and hypertrophied, and the viscid discharge was

spread over the conjunctival surface. The disease was con-
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firmed by examination of the discharge. The irritability

was chiefly marked in the morning. He was ordered complete

cessation from close work, and dark glasses for out of doors.

Yellow mercuric oxide was used, but no benefit resulted, and

it caused too much pain. A week later he had cupric sulphate

drops, of a strength of one grain to the ounce. In August

the boy went to the seaside against his, Mr. Lawson's, advice,

and got worse there. Bicarbonate of soda and hydrocyanic

acid gave relief, and weak copper sulphate drops were used

from time to time still. He then consulted with Mr. McKenzie

Davidson as to the possibility of treating the case with radium.

It was carried out for a year, during which period each eye was

treated eight times. No pain or other immediate effect was

produced, but the granulations gradually subsided. After the

eighth application he was quite cured, but the interval before

reading the communication was to make quite sure there

had been no recurrence for a long time. Thirty-nine mgs.

of radium were used for fifteen minutes at first, and then 44

mgs. Mr. Lawson thought few applications with a potent

dose of radium was better than many applications with a

weaker quantity. Mr. McKenzie Davidson discussed the case,

pointing out the importance of being sure the strength of ra-

dium used was what it was said to be, as he had found serious

discrepancies. It was also very important to cut off those

radium emanations which were not needed in the cure.

Mr. R. R. Cruise read a paper on the Abuse of atropin in re-

fraction work. The paper was based on the examination of

140 eyes, in patients under sixteen years of age. He con-

cluded that, on the whole, homatropin and cocain were

quite equal, if not superior, to atropin, though in most cases

the result after the two mydriatics was identical. The paper

was discussed by Mr. Stephenson, Mr. Bishop Harman, and

Mr. Devereux Marshall, the latest of whom alluded to Mr.

Lang's investigations on the matter; and Mr. Ernest Clarke

said it would have been useful to learn what the astigmatism

was in the cases.

Mr. Mayou read a communication on the Disappearance of

the iris from the pupillary area, following injury.



REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE SECTION
ON OPHTHALMOLOGY OF THE NEW YORK

ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

By Dr. J. R. SHANNON, Secretary.

MEETING OF MONDAY, MARCH 1 5, 1909. DR. WALTER E. LAMBERT,
PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.

Present, forty-two members.

Dr. E. Gruening presented a specimen of Streptothrix

masses from the upper canaliculus.

This is a rare condition, there being only four on record.

Over thirty years ago Dr. Gruening had reported a case.

In this case, there were lachrymation, redness, and itching of

the eye. A tiny drop of pus exuded from the upper canalic-

ulus. Dr. Gruening slit the canaliculus and removed the

masses. The cure was instantaneous.

Dr. C. J. Kipp reported a case of Recurrent hemorrhage in

the retina and vitreous and retinitis proliferans in a young
man with surgical tuberculosis.

This report is published elsewhere in this number.

Dr. E. ToROK showed a case of Tuberculosis of the con-

junctiva treated with tuberculin.

A girl two years old was brought to the hospital at the end

of January. The mother noticed, three months ago, that the

child's eyelids were swollen and red, and glued in the morning,

discharging a considerable quantity of muco-pus. Simul-

taneously, a small, hard swelling appeared in front of the left

ear. The mother was healthy; the father is suffering from

pulmonary tuberculosis. Otherwise, these was no history

of tuberculosis on either side. The child had never suffered

from any illness except measles. The eyelids, particularly the
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upper, were swollen. The palpebral fissure was smaller than
normal. The tarsal conjunctiva on both sides, particularly

on the upper lid, was infiltrated, uneven from granulations,

scattered with yellowish red nodules. The bulbar conjunctiva

somewhat injected. The cornea normal. There was much
muco-purulent secretion. The preauricular gland showed
fluctuation and subsequently suppurated. The clinical pic-

ture itself led us to the diagnosis of tuberculosis of the con-

junctiva. Nevertheless to ascertain the correctness of the

diagnosis, a piece of the conjunctiva was cut out. A small

portion of it was inoculated into the anterior chamber of a

guinea-pig,—the remainder was submitted to a pathological

examination, which showed a typical tuberculous growth
which can be seen under the microscope. In the eye of the

guinea-pig a typical large conglomerate tubercle developed
in the fourth week.

Tuberculosis of the conjunctiva is one of the less frequent eye

diseases. Mules found one in thirty thousand, Spanger one in

twenty thousand, Hirschberg one in six thousand eye patients.

These data, however, are of no great significance because, with
the advance of our knowledge of tuberculosis as an important
etiological factor in eye diseases, the number of cases found
increases from day to day. The infection may be ectogenic or

endogenic. Experiments on animals have proven beyond
doubt that endogenic infection exists, still these cases are less

frequent than those of ectogenic origin. In the majority of

cases of such affections, the patients are found, aside from the

eye disease, in perfect health, and no other tuberculous focus

can be found in their organisms.

Valude's experiments showed that the intact conjunctiva

possesses a strong resisting power against tuberculous in-

fections and that infection can only occur when there is a
break in the epithelium . This injury of the epithelium may be
caused by foreign bodies or by the rubbing of the eye with
infected hands or handkerchiefs. The infection may extend
to the conjunctiva through continuity from the face, lids,

lachrymal sac, or nose. Tuberculosis of the conjunctiva is a
disease of childhood and early life. It occurs most frequently
in the first decade, less frequently after that, and very rarely

after the fiftieth year. The clinical picture of the conjunctiva
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is so variable that it is difficult to describe a typical case.

Sattler was the one to classify the various clinical forms, and,

to-day his grouping is accepted by most authors. It is as

follows

:

ist: This form as a rule is localized on the tarsal con-

junctiva where ulcers of considerable size and depth appear,

with sharply defined edges. Enlargement of the preauri-

cular gland is seldom absent.

2d: In these cases, small nodules irregularly scattered

are found. They are about the size of flaxseeds, grayish or

grayish-yellow in color, and resemble trachoma. Later, the

disease spreads to the cornea in the form of thin pannus. The

preauricular gland is not always enlarged,

3d: In this form the eyelids become thick and the con-

junctiva is covered with large exuberant granulations. The

preauricular gland is generally enlarged.

4th: This form is lupus of the conjunctiva.

We seldom find cases which fit exactly into one of these

groups. They occur usually as a mixed type. The prognosis

with regard to the conjunctiva may be considered good, as the

majority of cases can be cured. Naturally, the danger which

may arise from the eventual generalization of the disease

should not be neglected. As to therapy, authors are divided

into two groups. Some advocate medical therapy and some

surgical interference. In the present case, I advocate Koch's

new tuberculin and shall have the pleasure of demonstrat-

ing the cases in due time after the termination of the treatment.

Dr. J. B. Thomas presented two cases of Sudden blindness

from wood alcohol.

The first, an Italian sixty-four years old, nine weeks before

presenting himself, had become blind within a few hours.

Both disks were decidedly pale and atrophic. Vision : light

perception in each eye. He was accustomed to drink cognac

and cordials in the morning. No other etiological factor was

discovered The patient failed to return for further examina-

tion.

2d: J. F., a Polish Jew, fifty-four years old, a steady

drinker of strong liquor. Five days before his appearance he

drank hot "White Schnapps" in the evening and was almost

totally blind the next morning. On examination, the
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vision was ^^g- in each eye. Pupils four to five millimetres,

and sluggish. The only change in the fundi was dilatation of

the veins and slight oedema of the disks. Urine negative.

Treatment—pilocarpin gr. ^ hypodermically daily and saline

cathartics daily for ten days. In two days after treatment,

vision right eye gf g-, left eye unchanged. Ordered saturated

solution of iodide of potassium 20 gr. t. i. d.

March 2d, about four weeks after the attack, vision in the

right eye ^y^. Pupils four millimetres, and react normally

to light and convergence. Vision left eye ^f^ and there is

beginning pallor of the temporal edge of the disk.

March 13th: Vision right eye f^; left eye -^^^ excen-

trically. Both peripheral fields normal for white. Low cen-

tral color vision in the right eye, and only slight for red in

the left. Arteries of both fundi about normal size. Veins

still dilated. Disk of the right eye slightly pale. The left

distinctly pale and stippled.

In this connection, it is suggestive that General Wood has

recently issued an order calling attention to the frequency of

wood alcohol poisoning in the army, and warning officers and
men of the Department of the East against it.

Dr. S. F. Hallock presented a case of Persistent hyaloid

artery, with unusual features.

Dr. Hallock explained that the case was not certainly one

of persistent hyaloid, but had been put down as that for want
of a better characterization. With the ophthalmoscope, it

showed very beautifully, stretching forward into the vitre-

ous, and turning upon itself and twisting once or twice

around the main stem. The vessel carried blood, and pulsated

slightly.

Dr. E. F. Krug for Dr. W. B. Marple reported a case of

Tuberculous iritis, showing the extraordinary effects of the

injection of tuberculin.

The report was accompanied by a series of beautiful illus-

trations by Dr. Young, showing the progress of the case to-

wards recovery.

2d: a case showing a BB shot on the floor of the orbit,

previously localized.

In this case, the foreign body had not been removed as it

had given rise to no symptoms.
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Dr. David Webster presented a patient with Cyst of the

iris.

At the age of twelve years he had been struck in the eye,

which was considerably injured. The eye had remained quiet

until quite recently, the patient now being forty-eight years

of age. Four weeks ago it became red and inflamed. He
has a traumatic cataract and has perception of light in a small

portion of the field. The cyst is readily seen by reflected light.

Dr. Webster proposed to enucleate the eye.

Dr. J. Wolff presented a patient upon whom he had oper-

ated for high myopia.

The patient had twenty dioptries of myopia which, when
corrected, gave yVir vision in each eye. There were central

maculae. Last summer he needled the left. One week
subsequently he did linear extraction on account of the ten-

sion. The vision was now \l without a lens. The right eye

was needled last January. The first needling had no effect.

A week later a second was done, with very little reaction.

Absorption was now going on slowly.

Dr. Martin Cohen presented a patient with Tuberculous

iritis.

There were no other signs of the disease to be found.

There were nodules on the pupillary margin of the left eye,

and also at the ciliary border. It was a question whether the

case was tuberculous or syphilitic, but he had concluded to

use the tuberculin treatment.

In the discussion of Dr. Gruening's case. Dr. David Web-
ster thought that the condition must be very rare, as he had

never seen one in his long years of practice.

There was no discussion in Dr. Kipp's case.

In the discussion of Dr. Torok's and the other tuberculous

cases. Dr. C. J. Kipp said that he had several cases of chorio-

retinitis, with deposits on Descemet's membrane. In one of

these he had intended to use tuberculin, but the patient im-

proved without it. He would undoubtedly, had he used the

remedy, have put the recovery down to its credit.

In the discussion of Dr. Thomas's cases, Dr. E. Gruening
stated that he had seen ten cases this winter and had reported

the matter to the Board of Health. One case was due to
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Schnapps, one to Kummel, and one to Columbian spirits. The
Commissioner of Health had asked for the names and addresses

of these people, and is trying to find out where this material

is obtained. The pathological condition is one of optic neur-

itis. The vessels are smaller, and the pupil large. When the

disk is white, the vessel small, etc., the prognosis is bad;

but when there is slight neuritis, prognosis is better. He has

seen cases where there were no changes in the fundus. These

are usually cases where the alcohol has been inhaled, as, for

example, by workmen who have used shellac in brewery vats.

He had seen two of these become blind, and the fundi were

hyperaemic. They recovered. Another case was that of a

child which was brought to the hospital with both pupils

dilated, and apparently blind. The picture was complete.

Alcohol baths had been given in a dark, unventilated room
for some febrile condition. Wood alcohol is used in a number
of substances where its presence is unsuspected, for instance,

essence of peppermint. Dr. W. E. Lambert agreed with Dr.

Gruening that these cases should be reported to the Health

Commissioner. Dr. H. H. Tyson had seen four cases in the last

two months. Wood alcohol and caramel, called coffee,

obtained at Italian saloons, was the cause. There is usually in

these cases deterioration of vision, subsequent to improve-

ment. Dr. C. W. Cutler had seen a case a year ago where the

man had bathed a broken arm in wood alcohol. The picture

was typical. There was double optic atrophy. Dr. C. J.

Kipp thinks that these cases are not as numerous as is apparent.

They go from one clinic to another, and many of us see the

same cases.

In the discussion of Dr. Hallock's case, Dr. J. H. Claiborne

said that, in 1898, he had reported a similar case, and had

looked up the literature on the subject very thoroughly.

Dr. E. Gruening said that some time ago Dr. Schapringer had

shown a similar case. Dr. Gruening thought this was a vein,

undoubtedly. Dr. C. J. Kipp said that he considered such

cases branches of the retinal artery, turning on themselves

and rejoining the circulation. Hyaloids are a brownish color

almost always. These he described years ago.

In the discussion of Dr. Webster's case. Dr. E. S. Thomson
said that it was a very striking case. He had never seen one
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quite like it. Implantation cysts had been well described by
Treacher Collins and Oatman. Dr. E. Gruening did not

think this an implantation cyst. Dr. Webster said that he

would enucleate the eye: ist, because it is useless; ad, be-

cause it is inflamed and painful; and 3d, because, if merely

the cyst itself were removed, it would probably recur.

In the discussion of Dr. Wolff's cases. Dr. Linn Emerson
said that he had done a double extraction a few years ago,

which had had a very curious denouement. He removed one

lens with an excellent result. He then operated upon the

second. The patient was compelled to wear glasses for her

close work, which she protested against vigorously. Dr.

W. E. Lambert had had four very satisfactory cases which

he had previously reported.

SECTION MEETING, MONDAY, APRIL I9, I909. DR. W. E. LAMBERT,

PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.

Present, thirty members.

Dr. David Webster presented a patient from whose eye

had been removed a cyst of the iris one-quarter of a century

ago. After the operation a cataract developed, which was

extracted, with a resulting vision of |^. Vision remains the

same to-day.

Dr. A. E. Davis presented a patient with sarcoma of the

choroid and ciliary body with retinal detachment.

Dr. W. E. Lambert presented a patient upon whom he had

operated for ectropion by means of a Wolfe graft. The con-

dition was the result of an attack of erysipelas.

Dr. E. M. Alger showed a patient with embolism of the

inferior retinal artery. The patient was a boy of nineteen,

in good health. No alcoholic or venereal history. He had

been taking no drugs of any kind. The attack of blindness

in the eye came on after spending the preceding evening at

reading and while washing the face. After a time the sight

returned slightly, but a cloud remained. Ophthalmoscopic

examination showed complete obliteration of a portion of

the inferior temporal artery at the periphery of the fundus,

beginning just above and including a bifurcation of the

vessel, which is absolutely white in color. Both branches
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below the obstruction contain blood, but the column is in-

terrupted. Vision 1^ without glasses and Jaeger I.

Dr. Henry W. Wandless made a preliminary report on

several cases of blind idiots in one family to which he impro-

perly gave the name Amaurotic family idiocy. This condition,

as Dr. Wandless pointed out, is rarely found except among the

Jewish people. His cases were not Hebrews, but in a family

known to be five-sixths Irish. Both father and mother were

well and hearty. There is nothing in the family history to

point to hereditary causation. The first case died at the age

of fourteen. The visual defect was first noticed at the age of

seven. Shortly after, he suffered failing mentality, and for

some time before death was bedridden and extremely emaci-

ated. The second case is a boy now twelve years of age.

He was well until his eighth year, when his eyes began to fail,

and fifteen months later mental symptoms developed. The
third case, a girl, eight years of age, is the sixth child of the

family. She at the present time shows a slight hyperaemia of

the choroid and retina, and considerable irritability of temper.

The second case, Frank, presents the following eye con-

ditions: External appearance of the eyes, normal. The
pupils are dilated, but contract to strong daylight. The
transparent media are normal. Vision amounts to seeing

objects imperfectly. The eyes keep up a constant, irregular

movement. At the first examination, the retina in both

eyes was oedematous, the choroid congested, and the optic

nerves atrophic. Since then the oedema of the retina has

disappeared, and atrophy of the choroid has begun. The
characteristic changes in the macular region are not present,

and there is nothing to indicate that they ever existed.

Dr. Brooks's report of the gross findings at the autopsy

in the first case were added. He reports that the brain was
very small, being reduced to about the size of that of a twelve

months' infant, and its weight, including the cerebellum

and medulla, was twenty ounces. The cortex is of a peculiar,

yellowish color. The convolutions are very small, more like

wrinkles over the surface. The consistency of the brain

tissue is abnormally firm. The frontal lobes are extremely

atrophied, the chief decrease in size appearing to be from

shrinkage of the white matter.
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Dr. George Young made a report on Mr. Sutcliffe's kera-

tometer. He explained that his investigation of the instru-

ment was for the purpose of testing its reliability as compared

with the Javal ophthalmometer. Fifty-six eyes were tested.

Astigmatism of as many varieties and degrees as available

were chosen. The eyes were first tested with the keratometer

;

second, with Javal's ophthalmometer; third, by retinoscopy;

fourth, by direct ophthalmoscopy, and fifth, by the test types.

The average difference in dioptrics of astigmatism between

the two instruments was 0.205 ^- The average difference

in the degree of the axis was 2.05. It was stated that the

instrument is new in principle, and reliable. Stress was
laid on the following points:

1. The axes are read in one position, without rotation

or movement;
2. The technique is reduced to three moves in all cases

alike

;

3. The focus is easier;

4. The instrument is self-reading. There is no counting

or estimating of steps or fractions thereof;

5. There is only one mire, and that is movable;

6. It is particularly valuable in restless patients and

unsteady eyes;

7. It saves time.

The conclusions were that the instrument was worthy

of consideration, and that there were no apparent disad-

vantages that could not easily be remedied.

Dr. Alexander Duane read a paper entitled the Prog-

nosis in eye diseases, considered from the standpoint of the

patient's rights and the ophthalmologist's duty.

Dr. Duane began by saying that perhaps a better title

for his paper would be: "What ought we to tell a patient

afflicted with a serious and progressive eye disease?" The
important thing to the patient is the prognosis in his case,

and too often this is given hastily and without thought of

the effect that may be produced on his mind. The result

is untold mental suffering, leading sometimes to despair

—

even to insanity or suicide—or more often driving the patient

to resort to quacks, whose business it is to promise hope to

the hopeless. Thus arises frequently a contempt for the
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ophthalmologist and the science that he represents. The
author thought it scarcely ever justifiable to tell a patient

that he cannot recover or that nothing can be done for him.

This sort of statement is oftenest made in

:

1

.

Extensive disease of the cornea, dense corneal opacities,

staphyloma, keratoconus

;

2. Irido-cyclitis, degenerative irido-choroiditis, and other

degenerative or destructive affections of the uveal tract;

3. Retinitis pigmentosa;

4. Optic nerve atrophy (including high-grade toxic am-
blyopia)

;

5. Glaucoma;

6. Progressive high myopia;

7. Detachment of the retina;

8. Intraocular hemorrhage;

9. Cataract;

10. Injuries, including operations.

Dr. Duane then detailed several cases illustrating the

folly—and very often the cruelty—of giving a hopeless

prognosis to the patient. He dwelt especially upon the

uselessness and wrongfulness of telling patients with slight

opacities in the lens that they had " cataract, " and concluded

with the statement of a number of propositions which he con-

sidered justified. These emphasized the value, both to patient

and surgeon, of a cheerful optimism in almost every variety of

ophthalmic affliction. " We know not how soon some new dis-

covery may change our views as to the diagnosis or prognosis

in a given case. Only recently we have learned that some-
times an apparently intractable uveal disease may be relieved

by tuberculin ; optic neuritis that we once would have consid-

ered irremediable may be relieved by decompression ; an optic

nerve atrophy that we would have held to be inevitably

progressive may be arrested by operation on the accessory

sinuses, and an impending disastrous suppuration in the

eye may be checked by staphylococcus vaccine." Brutal

positiveness was denounced as sometimes simply a mask of

ignorance, the expression of a hastily formed and erroneous

opinion; not forgetting, however, that such frankness must
not be withheld when its expression is necessary—as, for

example, in a case of sympathetic inflammation.
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Finally, Dr. Duane said: "To the patient our prognosis

should be as encouraging as possible, our demeanor sympa-

thetic and cheerful, our treatment such as will best relieve

his symptoms, so that if we cannot cure or even arrest his

trouble, we shall at least make him the better for having

seen us. In this way we shall best subserve the patient's

interests and perform our duty as ophthalmologists and

physicians."

The paper was sympathetically discussed and cordially

approved by Drs. Marple, Graef, Pooley, Gruening, Claiborne,

Webster, Davis, and Lambert,

Dr. Webster's case was discussed by Dr. T. R. Pooley.

In the discussion of Dr. Davis's case. Dr. E. Gruening

pointed out that detachment of the retina is rare in sarcoma

of the ciliary body. Dr. Davis explained that transillumina-

tion was practically as good at the site of the growth as in

other positions. He used a Wuerdemann transilluminator.

Dr. W. B. Marple could not understand how this could be.

The case was also discussed by Dr. David Webster and Dr.

E. B. Coburn, Dr. Coburn pointing out that some flat

tumors were capable of almost perfect transillumination.

In the discussion of Dr. Lambert's case Dr. T. R. Pooley

mentioned that he had described an operation for ectropion

in the Transactions of the American Ophthalmological

Society some years ago. The case was also discussed by

Drs. E. Gruening and W. B. Marple.

There was no discussion of Dr. Alger's case.

In the discussion of Dr. Wandless's report. Dr. E. Gruening

said that the characteristic changes were not present in these

cases, and that the ophthalmoscopic findings described by

Tay are of a different type. These cases of Dr. Wandless were

not cases of amaurotic family idiocy. They had been described

previously by German writers, and came in older children.

Dr. Young's report on the Sutcliffe keratometer was dis-

cussed by Dr. Francis Valk and Dr. A. E. Davis.

The Chairman announced that the matter of advising the

President to call an International Congress on Ophthalmia

Neonatorum having been left in his hands for decision, he

had concluded that no action be taken by the Section.
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in the embryo and their relation to the vitreous) finds that

cells of the mesenchyma and fibrillary interstitial tissue form

the components of embryonic connective tissue. The vitreous

is a part of the general embryonic supporting tissue which

has been differentiated, its first rudiment being formed by

an intercellular bridge leading from a cell of the primitive

retina to its corresponding cell in the primitive lens. The

lens is finally excluded by the development of the non-

vascular lens capsule.

Landmann (54, Microphthalmos in a chick embryo eight

days old) found the right side of the head fully developed

while . the left was rudimentary. This lack of development

of the left side of the brain was the cause of the microph-

thalmus.

Lange (55, Explanation of the arrangement of retinal

layers in vertebrate and non-vertebrate eyes) notes that the

ocular rudiment in vertebrates arising from the medullary

groove becomes displaced into the interior of the encephalon

and does not come into relation with the ectoderm until a

later period, as the primary optic vesicle, while the eye of

the invertebrates arises directly from the epidermis at a

distance from the medullary groove. This explains the distal

position of the optic ganglion and the proximal position,

away from the light, of the light perceptive layers of the

retina in vertebrates.

Bartels (56, Primitive fibrils in the axis-cylinder of the

optic nerve and the interpretation of varicose axis-cylinders)

describes the optic-nerve fibre as composed of:

1. A very thin medullary sheath,

2. The axis fibrils.

3. The axoplasma, a perifibrillary substance.

4. The myelaxostroma, in connection with the medullary

sheath.

5. The fibrillary acid, which probably clings to the axis

fibrils.

Varicosities may be caused as artefacts in fixation, in which

case the swollen portions represent the normal part of the

fibrils while the narrow portions are shrunken. Actually

pathological varicosities, as observed in tissue cedematous

with lymph, are, on the other hand, decidedly thicker than
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normal cylinders and represent a swelling probably due to

imbibition.

Lauber (57, Contribution to embryology and comparative

anatomy of iris and retinal pigment epithelium) finds that

the first traces of retinal pigment in man appear at the equator

of the inner portion of the external layer of the primitive

optic vesicle. The pigment spreads forward more rapidly

than toward the posterior pole. The retinal pigment layer

of the iris reaches the ciliary body about the seventh month.

Pigmentation of the stroma cells was never seen until the

ninth month. The development of the iris is not complete

at birth as shown by the slight action of atropin and is not

definitely finished until the second or third year.

WoLFRUM (58, Musculature of the chromatophores of the

iris) claims that Muench has not proven the existence of

myofibrils in the protoplasm of the chromatophores of the

uveal tract. The alleged muscle-cells show double refraction

like all contractile substance. The longitudinal striation

of the chromatophores is common to the protoplasm of all

cells and does not prove their muscular nature.

Gradon (59, Development of the lens) finds that during

the early stages of development there is a flattening of the

anterior surface of the lens in those animal eyes which

when at rest are accommodated for distance, while in eyes

at rest in accommodation for short range, as in the trout and
shark, there is no such flattening. The lymph space which

develops about the equator may be closed by excessive

accommodation effort, particularly in hypermetropia, and
thus interfere with the nutrition of the equatorial lens fibres.

This may play a r61e in the etiology of senile cataract which

always begins at the equator and is associated with hyper-

metropia or astigmatism in three quarters of the cases.
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Hesse (60, Vision of lower animals) notes that pigment is

not essential for the stimulation of visual cells. Pigment

represents but one form of optical differentiation, the other

being that by lenses. This produces functions of perception

of distance, direction, and form in visual cells capable of

stimulation by light and dark.

Urbantschitsch (61, Subjective acoustic phenomena and

subjective visual concepts) deals with sensations of sound and
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color which accompany unconscious cerebration. Various

color sensations may modify the subjective perception of

musical compositions. Simultaneous excitation of the two

eyes by two different colors produces changes in the sub-

jective hearing which do not occur with one.

Gruetzner (62, Localization of trans-scleral illumination)

notes that in transillumination of the nasal half of the sclera

the sensation of light is referred to the temporal side, while

a similar localization to the temporal side occurs when the

transillumination takes place on the temporal side. This

is not contradictory to the accepted theories of retinal im-

pressions and is explained by the fact that there are no per-

ceptive elements on the temporal side so far forward, so that

the light is perceived only by the elements on the nasal side.

Pressure phosphenes may be elicited within 7mm of the

corneal margin on the nasal side, and 12mm on the temporal.

Brenner (63, Modification of Hering's theory of comple-

mentaries) accepts, on the basis of the theory of chemical

equivalents, a single reversible photo-chemical process in

each of the three visual substances, which, according to its

direction and speed, determines the visual sensation.

V. TscHERMAK (64, Simultaneous contrast in various sense

organs) notes that this phenomenon is by no means limited

to the organ of vision, but can be studied with advantage

as it affects the sense of motion, taste, touch, and temperature.

Stigler (65, Discrimination threshold in the rising portion

of a light stimulus) used as the threshold of differentiation,

as to time, the smallest difference between two exposures dur-

ing which one and the same light stimulus would produce a

difference of apparent illumination. This was found to be

proportional to the intensity of the stimulus.

According to Stigler (66, Flickering of cinematograph

pictures) , this flickering is due to the successive dark intervals

caused by change of film. Its recognition depends on persist-

ence of the preceding light sensation. Shortening of the time

of the separate light s.timuli by revolving spokes, which

break up the single long stimulus into a number of short ones

and at the same time reduce the apparent luminosity, increases

the time of primary light sensation so that the dark pause is

bridged over, and the flickering disappears.
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GuTTMANN (67, Studies in color weakness) divides the

anomalous tri-chromates into red-weak and green-weak, as

the threshold of perception for color is raised. Differentiation

is less acute, and the time required for recognition of color

is greater, than normal.

BoswELL (68, Necessary stimuli of visual organ in the fovea)

finds that the periphery of the retina in adaptation to dark-

ness is much more sensitive to small stimuli than the region

of the fovea.

Langfeld (69, Light sensitiveness and pupillary width)

was unable to explain the unusual size of the pupil by varia-

tions in sensitiveness, as this was noted in the dark and shows
by instantaneous photographs.

BoLTUNOW (70, Visual acuteness in colored light) found that

perception of red depends only slightly on the illumination,

whereas'acuteness of vision for green diminishes rapidly with

lessened illumination.

CoRDEiRO (71, Color sensation) considers the plates of the

outer members of the cones to be elastic bodies with special

vibration periods, capable of taking up light vibrations of a

similar period or its multiples.

RuppERT (72, Comparison of distinction capacity and per-

ception of motion in the periphery of the retina) determined
the visual acuteness and the sense of motion at various points

of a horizontal meridian running through the fovea. Vision

falls slowly to a point 3 5° from the fovea, and then diminishes

rapidly, while perception of motion falls but very little up
to a point 55° distant. The recognition of motion is probably

a special sense which does not depend on the same anatomical

and physiological factors as visual differentiation.

KoENiG (73, Retinal function in vision) accepts Alefeld's

biophysical hypothesis that colloid substances are positively

phototropic. Visual purple is probably a colloid solution

which tends to wander toward light and thus produces pressure

on the rods and cones, producing sensations of light which

are actually a form of tactile sensations.

Stilfvast (74, Acuteness of vision for various colors at the

centre of the retina) determined the largest number of dis-

tinct light impressions which could be perceived on a given

area of the fovea. He found that acuteness of vision for red
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and green light was equal to that for white, while vision for

blue was somewhat less.

Gertz (75, An experiment in direct vision) determined

the breadth of the angle of direct vision and of aberration of

gaze. A given point under fixation may fall at any part

of this field owing to uncontrollable slight motion of the eye.

The area of direct vision and that of aberration have the same
dimensions, viz., between 3' 20'', and 4' ^''.

Hess (76, Studies of the vision and pupillary reaction of

day-birds and of nocturnal birds) tested falcons and buzzards

with bits of white meat and found, as in doves and hens, that

after adaptation to bright light, the violet end of the spectrum

appeared shortened. In day-birds red-yellow and green rays

have the most marked influence on the pupil; in night-birds,

yellow, green-yellow, and green.

RissLiNG (77, Physiological variations in osmotic pressure

of serimi and of intraocular fluids) determined the osmotic

pressure of the aqueous and vitreous in various domestic

animals and found that it may be equal to or greater or less

than that of the serum.

Zeeman (78, Form of the posterior surface of the lens)

followed up V. Pflug's observations of a physiological lenti-

conus posterior during accommodation, as shown by fixation

in liquid carbonic acid. In two cases examined under mydri-

asis he noted doubling of the posterior lens image (Purkinje)

during accommodation. This is explained by the fact that

the posterior surface of the lens acts as a concave mirror

near the centre and as a convex mirror at the periphery,

producing two images.

Raehlmann (79, Simultaneous color contrast) opposes

the view expressed by Heine and Lenz that average normal

color vision shows only slight individual variations. The

method of determining the threshold for contrasts by means
of colored papers he considers defective.

Roche (80, Simple and rapid method of determining the

presence of binocular vision) has the patient rapidly touch

a small spherical object, situated at a distance of 2$cm with

the point of a knife. This is done promptly if binocular

vision is present^ but fails if there is none.

TscHERNiNG (8i, Entoptic phenomena of retinal circula-
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tion) finds the light of the mercury lamp better than the

sky as a background. The white blood cells probably act

as minute lenses concentrating the rays on the light-per-

ceiving layer behind the vessels. Tscherning concludes that

as blue light shows the circulation better, the blue-perceiving

layer must be nearer the vessels than the layer for red and
green. Berger.

Angelucci (82, Paintings by Daltonists) has collected art

works by red-green color-blind painters, and found that

light effects were represented by red, shadows by green

(Liebreich's symptom). Practice enables the color-blind

to distinguish the various tones of red, but not those of green.

Violet is used for shadows by the red-green blind and for the

parts in light, as well by the totally color-blind. Exaggeration
of the light effects, representing green as yellow green, or

blue green, according as it is in bright or medium light, or in

shadow, and excessive polychromy, representing brown as

yellow, as red, and as violet or green under the same con-

ditions of illumination, are characteristic mannerisms.

Bergfr.

CoNsiGLio (83, Observations on the entrance of fluorescin

into the eye) found that a minimum dose of 7,ccm to the kilo

of body weight was necessary in dogs to produce Ehrlich's

line which is an index of the amount of fluorescin in the

circulation. This line may vary but seems to depend on
gravity and diffusion, as it may be made to change its direc-

tion by altering the position of the head post mortem.
Warmth increases, and changes in the composition of the

aqueous alter, the rate of diffusion of fluorescin from the blood

into the intraocular fluids. Calderaro.

VI.—REFRACTION AND ACCOMMODATION.

84. Thorner, W. Relation between near work and myopia.
Klin. Monatsbl. f. Augenheilkunde, xlvi., No. i, p. 10.

85. Thorner, W. Significance of near work in development of

myopia. Ibid., p. 174

86. MuEGGE, F. Frequency of astigmatism and relation to vision.

Ibid., p. 474.

87. Stilling, J., and Landolt, H. Relation of light sense to

refraction. Ibid., p. 490.

88. Stock, W. Cavernous optic atrophy in myopia. Ibid., p. ^i2.
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90. Behse, F. Anatomical structixre of myopic crescent. Arch,

f. Ophth., Ixvii., No. 3, p. 379.

91. ScHULiN, C. Real cause of myopia. Wochenschr. f. Hyg. u.

Ther. d. Aug., xi., No. 15, p. 115.

92. Katz, K. a. Ophthalmic migraine in ametropia. Russky
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93. Amar, J. Effect of sun-rays on sight. Journ. de phys. et

path, gen., March 2, 1908.

94. Plantenga. Spasm of accommodation. Ned. Tyds. v.

Geneesk., No. i, p. 10, 1908.

95. Wentink. Contribution to study cf myopia. Inaug. Dissert.,

Amsterdam, 1908.

96. Percival, a. Some prismatic effects of lenses. Ophthalmo-

scope, Jan., 1908.

97. Cooper, J. Simple notes on oblique prisms. Ophth. Review,

March, 1908.

Thorner (84, 85, Relation between near work and myopia)

notes as many as seven interrupted motions of the globe per

second in reading, somewhat less frequent in drawing and

writing, and almost continuously in needle work. This

explains why typesetting induces myopia more easily than

watch-making or sewing. The nearer the reading matter is

brought to the eye, the larger and more rapid the excursions.

MuEGGE (86, Frequency of astigmatism and relation to

vision) found 10.5% of astigmatics in 15,385 eye patients, 47%
myopic, 40% hypermetropic, and 10% mixed, indicating

astigmatism as a factor in myopia. Degrees of 0.5-1 D. are

most common, and more common in myopic than in hyper-

metropic astigmatism. Mixed astigmatism is generally above

3. D. Vision] is better in myopic than in hypermetropic

astigmatism.

Stilling and Landolt (87, Relation of light sense to refrac-

tion) tested 236 cases of myopia and 100 of hypermetropia.

In the light, differentiation and sensitiveness to light were up

to the normal. These functions were affected only in case

of choroidal or retinal disease. Light sensation in twilight

was diminished only by retinal lesions or spasm of accom-

modation.

Stock (88, Cavernous optic atrophy in myopia) describes

five globes in which lacunae were found. The ophthalmo-
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scopic picture has been seen only in glaucoma and myopia.
In both, the process is due to traction on the nerve fibres by
pressure or tension, causing them to break off at the lamina,

leaving cavities. This may explain the unexpectedly poor

sight of some myopes whose macular region shows no changes.

Fridenberg (89 Over-correction of hypennetropia in treat-

ment of asthenopia) notes that low degrees of ametropia are

most apt to cause eye-strain by inducing spasm of accommo-
dation, which is not so apt to develop in high degrees accom-
panied by visual defect. Atropin may act well for a time,

but the ciliary spasm recurs. Over-correction by about i D.

somewhat fogging the vision for distance permanently re-

laxes the accommodation, and may be diminished or

cancelled fully, later.

Behse (90, Anatomical structure of myopic crescent) lays

stress on a choroidal circumscribed atrophy and loss of pig-

ment due to traction. Distraction crescent (Stilling) and
implication of a fold of the optic nerve (Heine) are unusual.

Atrophic patches may depend on tears of the lamina elastica

and appear as white spots with a border of pigment or as

small pigment deposits. Deep retinal deposits with pigment
invasion cannot be differentiated from choroidal patches.

ScHULiN (91, Real cause of myopia) considers scrofula

"the mother of myopia." Toxins are formed in enlarged

lymph glands which enter the eye through the circulation

and cause refraction error or even squint.

Katz (92, Ophthalmic migraine in ametropia) reports three

cases cured by correction of hypermetropia and hypermetropic

astigmatism.

Amar (93, Effect of sun-rays on sight) notes an unusually

high percentage of astigmatism against the rule in sunny
countries, notably Southern Italy, Tunis, Tripoli, Algiers,

and Morocco, appearing in from 12% to over 50% of the

population. This is explained by ciliary spasm communicated
to the sclera by the insertion of the muscle of accommodation.

Plantenga (94, Spasm of accommodation) considers clonic

spasm of no importance and has found true tonic spasm of

accommodation only once in examining 1000 cases.

Wentink (95, Contribution to study of myopia) discusses the

etiological factors, progress, and treatment. Maculae, regular
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astigmatism, and congenital cataract increase axial myopia.

Widmark's hypothesis that marked maculae in one eye are

always associated with greater ametropia on that side does

not hold good. Myopia may progress at any age, but is most
common under 16, and advances more frequently and rapidly

in high degrees. Total correction has a good effect on this

feature, is valuable on account of the improvement in central

vision, and diminishes the insufficiency of convergence.

Poor accommodation and subjective discomfort are the only

counter indications to total correction.

Percival (96, Some prismatic effects of lenses) points out

that often patients who require a different correcting glass

for each eye complain of discomfort when reading. This is

due to the fact that when the patient looks down the pris-

matic effect is greater in the stronger lens. For example

if one lens be + 3 D. and the other + 5 D. there is a difference of

1° 23' in the angle the eyes have to drop. This cannot be

supported for long. To obviate this the strong glass should

be decentred ^.i^mm down. This question is of great im-

portance when bifocals are ordered, for by suitably decentring

the optical centre of the reading glass, the real centres of the

combination can be brought into the correct position.

T. Harrison Butler.

Cooper (97, Simple notes on oblique prisms). The subject

of oblique prisms is treated under three heads, (i) Horizontal

and vertical components of an oblique prism. (2) To de-

termine the numerical value in degrees of any prism placed

obliquely in the trial frame. (3) The simultaneous correction

of horizontal and vertical deviations by a single prism. The
results obtained are: (i) The vertical rectangular component
of an oblique prism is that prism which, placed at 90°, is

equal in vertical deviating power to the given oblique prism,

and is equal to the sine of the angle which the latter makes
with the horizontal multiplied by its value in degrees.

The ratio of the vertical to the horizontal prism measures

the tangent of the angle which the resultant prism makes with

the horizontal.

The horizontal equivalent of an oblique prism is that prism

which, placed at 180°, is equivalent in horizontal deviating

power to the given oblique prism, and is equal to sin (90°

—
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angle which the latter makes with the horizontal) multiplied

by its value in degrees.

The resultant of any two prisms which are rectangular

components is equal to the square root of the algebraic sum
of the squares of the prisms.

The method is really easy with the aid of a table of natural

sines and tangents and one of four-place logarithms which

Burdon Cooper says " are to hand in most consulting rooms.

"

We can, however, thank him for one small mercy, for " a

table of square roots is unnecessary. " T. Harrison Butler.
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104. Levinsohn, G. Meiosis in reflex pupillary paralysis. Ibid.,
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108. Krusius, F. Divergent strabismus in hypermetropia and
the effect of mydriasis. Ibid., Ix., Nos. 2 and 3, p. 272.

109. Levi, E. Voluntary squint in primary position of fellow eye.

Klin. Monatsbl. f. Augenheilkunde, xlvi., No. i, p. 167.

no. Bartels, M. Simple phorometer for latent divergence.

Zeitschrift f. Augenheilkunde, xix., No. 2, p. 10 1.

111. Ohm, J. Retinal meridians after squint operation. Arch.

f. Ophth., Ixvii., No. 3, p. 439.

112. Cassirer and Loeser. Influence of rotation on nystagmus.

Neurol. Centralb., 1908, No. 6.

113. PouLAiN, G. Colored glasses in treatment of intermittent

squint. Rec. d'opht., xxx., p. 161.

114. Galezowski, J. Congenital cicatricial retraction of levator

and superior rectus with immobility of the globe. Soc. d'opht. de

Paris, June 2, 1908.
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116. Drouin. Congenital amblyopia with divergent squint. Ibid.,
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117. Hedon, E. Post-operative oculomotor paralysis in otitis

media. Arch, internal, de laryngol., 1908, No. 2.

118. Landolt, E. Clinical results in muscle advancement. Arch,
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119. Raymond, F., and Claude, H. Tumor of hypophysis, paralysis

of associated movements, anaesthesia of cornea. Soc. de neurol. de

Paris, Feb. 6, 1908.

120. Wyler, J. Fleeting paralysis of ocular muscles. Arch. f.

Ophth., xxxvii., No. i, p. 16.

121. Culbertson, L. Paralysis of ocular conjugate superduction.

Amer. Journ. of Ophth., May, 1908.

122. Posey, W. C. Ocular palsy in Graves' disease. Ophth.

Record, June, 1908.

123. Veasey, C. Rhythmic alteration of palpebral fissure. Med.
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124. RoENNE, H. Disturbances of associated movements. Hos-
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125. Stephenson, S. Associated movements of upper eyelid and
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Redlich (98, Hysterical pupillary paralysis) notes marked

mydriasis with lack of reaction to light during hysterical or

epileptic attacks. This depends on sympathetic irritation (?)

as does the same pupillary condition noted during muscular

exertion, which in normal subjects is associated with brisk

contraction.

Becker (99, Amblyopia of strabismic eyes) finds defective

vision as an antecedent in many cases of squint, which in turn

increases the visual defect. In long-standing squint, cor-

rection may not aid vision, but after loss of the good eye vision

may be increased by practice. Early treatment of squint

by correction of ametropia and atropinization of the better

eye is of importance.

KoELLNER (100, .Etiology of abducens paralysis) noted

disease of the circulatory system, especially of the area of

the internal carotid, in a number of cases.

Peyser (ioi. Isolated abducens paralysis in otitis media)

reports a case of subperiosteal abscess opened with relief of

abducens paralysis, and one of operative lateral sinus throm-

bosis followed by choked disk and crossed abducens paralysis.
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Gradenigo's theory that the triad, otitis media, pressure pain
and swelling in the temporal region, and abducens paralysis,

is due to circumscribed meningitis at the tip of the petrous

portion, does not hold good in all cases.

GoETERMANN (io2, AbduccHs paralysis after lumbar anaes-

thesia) reports this accident after spinal injection of about
one grain of tropacocain with adrenalin, coming on eight days
after operation and lasting six weeks. The paralysis was
nuclear and due to toxic absorption.

Lachmund (103, Study of the convergence reaction) noted
reflex pupillary paralysis in a girl affected with functional

psychosis, in which the pupil remained oval and larger than
its fellow during convergence on contraction.

Levinsohn (104, Meiosis in reflex pupillary paralysis) does

not believe that this condition can be explained by lack of

sensory stimuli or by sympathetic paralysis. The reaction

after experimental irritation of the descending root of the

sympathetic cannot be considered as analogous with Argyll-

Robertson's pupil, as the former is followed by increased

meiosis if light now enters the eye. As accommodation and
accommodative contraction are not affected in reflex pupillary

paralysis, the seat of the irritation must be in the sphincter

centre. If this consists of two parts, one for light and one
for accommodation reaction, disease of the first portion and
irritation of the second would cause paralysis with meiosis.

The latter is not spinal, but cerebral.

Abelsdorff (105, Unilateral reflex pupillary paralysis in

oculomotor palsy) reports a case of peripheral palsy, due to

direct injury, which cleared up. The reflex paralysis is ex-

plained on the basis of associated motions.

Hess (107, Physiology and pathology of the pupil) tested

the pupillo-motor reaction of various portions of the retina,

using lights of equal intensity and size and also varying both
these factors to produce isokinetic stimuli. The motor
irritability of the retina diminishes more rapidly toward the

temporal side. The motor area is comparatively small.

In experimental pressure-blindness there was no reaction

of the pupil. The outer members of the visual epithelium

are the organs which take up the motor stimulus. It is not

probable that there are separate visual and pupillary fibres.
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but a single fibre probably conducts both impulses for some
distance, while the centres are separate.

Krusius (108, Divergent strabismus in hypermetropia and
the effect of mydriasis) noted disappearance of a divergent

squint after atropinization. In distant vision the paretic

left ciliary muscle received a strong impulse which was com-
municated to the right eye as an associated inward motion.

The squint again became manifest when the atropinized eye

was corrected for distance or eserin was instilled.

Levi (109, Voluntary squint in primary position of fellow

eye) notes that in voluntary squint the motion is not uni-

lateral, but that here too Hering's law of the simultaneous

innervation applies. There is a progression from binocular

vision overcoming dissociating prisms, and involuntary

dissociation, to latent strabismus and to the voluntary control

of unilateral squint.

Bartels (iio. Simple phorometer for latent divergence)

uses a tangent scale and a Maddox rod at reading distance.

Normal eyes show a divergence of 3 to 5 degrees, and there

are constant oscillations probably due to varying accommo-
dation and convergence.

Ohm (hi. Retinal meridians after squint operation) tested

10 cases of convergent, and 2 of divergent squint with Hirsch-

berg's tropometer. Anomalous localization persists for some
time after correcting operation. After convergence, crossed

diplopia generally occurs. Later on there is an antagonism

of normal and abnormal localization. Binocular triplopia

and monocular diplopia were noted. Frequent change and
alternation of fixing eye is advisable in this stage. Finally

normal projection is established. Binocular vision is rarely

perfect.

Cassirer and Loeser (112, Influence of rotation on njs-

tagmus) found in pathological nystagmus of neuropathies

that horizontal nystagmus was abolished by turning toward
the side of the nystagmus, but increased by turning in the

opposite direction to the gaze. The pathological irritation

of one labyrinth which causes primary nystagmus is over-

compensated by the adequate irritation of the contralateral

labyrinth due to rotation.

Drouin (116, Congenital amblyopia with divergent squint)
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was able to effect a complete cure in a woman of thirty-two

by the use of R^my's diploscope.

Hedon (117, Post-operative oculomotor paralysis in otitis

media) explains a case of this sort associated with severe

trigeminal neuralgia, particularly of the ophthalmic division,

with conjunctival hyperasmia and lachrymation, as the result

of an osteitis of the apex of the petrous portion.

Landolt (118, Clinical results in muscle advancement)

reports a number of cases of advancement without tenotomy

of the squinting muscle. In divergent squint he advances

both interni.

Wyler (120, Fleeting paralysis of ocular muscles) saw a

healthy subject aged twenty-nine years, with spontaneous

diplopia due to paralysis of the superior oblique and internal

rectus of the left eye. A cure was effected in three weeks by
means of aspirin and galvanic current. The affection was an

early symptom of multiple sclerosis.

As CuLBERTSON (i2i, Paralysis of ocular conjugate super-

duction) remarks, conjugate paralysis of upward movements

is a rare symptom and supposed to indicate a lesion in the

quadrigeminal region. It is probable, however, that the

symptom is not a direct one, for such a lesion as tumors de-

stroying the corpora quadrigemina may leave these move-

ments intact. Hence it is likely that the nuclei are affected

only indirectly through pressure. Alling.

Paralysis of extra-ocular muscles are not extremely rare

in exophthalmic goitre. They affect only one eye usually

and are due to lesion in the central nuclei. One of Posey's

(122, Ocular palsy in Graves' disease) cases had palsy of the

right superior rectus, the other had paresis of both external

recti and of the left inferior rectus and inferior oblique.

Alling,

Veasey's (123, Rhythmic alteration of palpebral fissure)

case was aged seven years, and had for some months been

showing an upward motion of each upper lid, which occurred

about twenty times a minute and was worse under nervous

excitement. It was probably due to contraction of the

levator as the frontalis was not involved nor were the pupils.

Arsenic controlled the affection, which was a habit chorea.

Posey has reported a similar case. Alling.
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RoENNE (124, Disturbances of associated movements) re-

ports the case of a debilitated patient aged fifty with reflex

pupillary paralysis, bulbar disturbance of speech, and bi-

lateral paralysis of associated lateral motions, both voluntary

and reflex, with perfect convergence and good vertical mo-
tility. Axes parallel, with occasional spasms of convergence.

Post-mortem microscopic studies showed degeneration of the

posterior longitudinal fibres with normal oculomotor nuclei.

The loss of reflex abduction does not always mean destruction

of the abducens nucleus.

Stephenson (125, Associated movements of upper eyelid

and jaw) reports a case of synkinesis between the jaw and
upper lid which was affected with ptosis. Patient aged
nine had slight ptosis on the left side. When the lad chews,

the right upper lid jerks rhythmically up and down. The
same occurs when the mouth is opened and shut, or when
the lower jaw is moved from side to side. Similar cases have
been recorded by Fuchs, Frankel, and Eales. These cases

were discussed by Sinclair in the Ophthalmic Review for

1895, page 307. See also Trans. Ophth. Society of London,
vol. iii., 1883, page 286, andxxiii., 1903, page 369.

The current explanation is that the levator palpebrarum,

generally supplied by the third nerve, receives in these cases

an additional supply from the fifth nerve, and so becomes asso-

ciated with the muscles of mastication. Harman, however,

explains "jaw winking" as an atavistic anomaly.

T. Harrison Butler.
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VII.—A System of Ophthalmic Therapeutics. Edited and

chiefly written by Dr. Casey A. Wood, Chicago; illustrated

and completely indexed; pages, 926. Chicago, Cleveland

Press, 1909. Price, $6.00 net.

This exhaustive work, by the well-known author and ju-

diciously chosen collaborators, undertakes to give in detail

the non-operative treatment of eye diseases, including prophy-

laxis. The arrangement of the work is practical and logical

in its sequence. After an historical introduction chapters

follow on Classification of Ocular Remedies, Technique of

Ophthalmic Therapy and Some of the Internal Remedies

Used in Eye Diseases. Dr. W. Franklin Coleman contributes

a chapter on Electricity in Ophthalmic Practice. Serum

and Bacterial Therapy and Reactions in Diagnosis are treated

by Dr. Ernest E. Irons. Dr. Frank Allport describes his

scheme for the Systematic Examination of the Eyes of School

Children, and the subject of Examination of Corporation

Employees is treated by Dr. N. M. Black. Dr. Alfred C.

Croftan has written on the Treatment of Systemic Diseases

that Involve the Ocular Apparatus. Dr. D'Orsay Hecht

treats in a similar way of Nervous Diseases. Dr. Frank

Brawley gives the Non-Surgical Treatment of the Nose and

the Accessory Cavities in their Relation to Eye Disease.

A useful chapter on General Anaesthetics is furnished by Dr.

H. D. Peterson. The remainder and greater part of the book

is devoted to an alphabetical description of the Remedial

Agents Employed in the Local Treatment of Eye Diseases, and

to the Treatment of the Diseases of Each Part of the Eye.

Ocular Hygiene, Errors of Refraction, and Non-Operative

Treatment of Anomalies of the Orbital Muscles each have

432
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a chapter assigned to them. Finally, Ocular Headache,

Non-Operative Conduct of Ocular Injuries, and Preparation

of the Patient and Surgeon for Ophthalmic Operations con-

clude the list of chapter headings.

The book contains an enormous amount of information,

in fact much information which is usually inaccessible. It

will be found to be of great convenience and of practical

value to every ophthalmologist.

A. K.

VIII.—Retinitis Pigmentosa. By William T. Shoemaker,
M.D,, Philadelphia. An essay which received the Alvarenga

Prize of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia, July, 1908;

106 pages, with illustrations and colored plates. Philadelphia,

J. B. Lippincott Co., 1908. Price $2.00.

This essay is based on the study of 17 cases occurring in

deaf-mutes and a review of the literature. After general

chapters on history and pathology, symptomatology, etiology,

a complete analysis of the seventeen cases is given, with a

summary of the data. A new feature of the investigation is a

thorough examination of the blood and urine, which was
made by Dr. John M. Swan in the Laboratory of Physiological

Chemistry of the University of Pennsylvania; this examina-

tion unfortunately failed to throw any new light on the sub-

ject. Prognosis, treatment, and bibliography complete the

volume. Though the author's conclusions do not bring

anything particularly new, the essay is a painstaking and
elaborate presentation of the subject, with an analysis of

carefully examined cases. There are excellent water-color

sketches of the fundus by Dr. Mary Buchanan, who has also

plotted the visual fields.

A. K.

IX.—Atlas and Epitome of External Diseases of the Eye.

By Professor Dr. O. Haab, of Zurich. Edited, with addi-

tions, by George E. deSchweinitz, M.D,, Professor of Oph-
thalmology, University of Pennsylvania. Third revised

edition. With loi colored lithographic illustrations on 46

plates and 244 pages of text. Philadelphia and London:

W. B. Saunders Company, 1909. Cloth, $3.00 net.

X.

—

Atlas and Epitome of Ophthalmoscopy and Ophthal-

moscopic Diagnosis. By Professor Dr. O. Haab, of Zurich.
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Edited, with additions, by George E, deSchweinitz, M.D.,

Professor of Ophthalmology, University of Pennsylvania.

Second revised edition. With 152 colored lithographic

illustrations and 94 pages of text. Philadelphia and London:
W. B. Saunders Company, 1909. $3.00, net.

We are glad to welcome a new edition of Prof. Haab's
well-known atlases. Their value needs no emphasis at this

time. The revision and addition of new subject matter

bring the books up to date, and will add to their popularity,

especially as in this English form the reader enjoys the

collaborative notes of the talented American editor.

A. K.
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ARCHIVES OF OPHTHALMOLOGY.

ANALYSES OF THE ASH OF THE NORMAL AND THE
CATARACTOUS LENS.

By Dr. W. E. BURGE.

(From the Physiological Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University.)

THE following investigation forms a part of a larger

series of analyses of the ash of different organs under-

taken principally to ascertain what changes, if any, occur

in the inorganic constituents of the tissues as a result of old

age. Quite early in the work it became possible to get a large

supply of human cataractous lenses in their capsules and it was

thought desirable to study the changes that occur in the ash of

the lens under these conditions. For the supply of cataractous

lenses I desire to thank especially Dr. D. W. Green of Dajrton,

Ohio, who has been most generous in sending on many hun-

dred of lenses exhibiting senile cataract and in many cases

furnishing also the clinical histories of the cases. Through

the kindness of Drs. Hugh Young and James Bordley, I was

put in possession of a second large supply of similar lenses

which had been collected in India by Dr. Smith. The abun-

dant material thus obtained has facilitated greatly the work
of obtaining satisfactory analyses, since certain difficulties

were encountered, especially in the determination of the

sodium, which required frequent repetitions of the analytical

work. On the other hand, great difficulty was experienced

in obtaining normal human lenses. The comparatively

scanty material of this kind that it was possible to collect

was obtained from time to time from autopsies. It was not,

however, entirely adequate for the purposes of analyses and I
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was obliged to make use of the pig's lens and many hundreds

of the latter were used in the work, and the results from this

source constitute the more reliable data as regards the ash

of the young normal lens. It will be observed upon ex-

amination of the tables that the percentage of ash of the

normal pig's lens is practically identical with that of the

normal human lens. The analyses were directed to ascertain,

first, the dry weight and the total ash of the lenses examined,

and, secondly, to determine quantitatively the percentage

amounts of the potassium, sodium, calcium, magnesium,

and silicon in the ash. The methods finally found most useful

in the process of ashing and in the analyses for the different

bases named are described below in some detail. It may be

said in general that the calcium was precipitated as oxalate

in acetic acid solution and this precipitate was afterwards

dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid and titrated with potassium

permanganate. The magnesium was precipitated as am-
monia magnesium phosphate and weighed as magnesium
pyrophosphate. The potassium was determined colori-

metrically by means of the method of Cameron and Failyer

as modified by Howell and Duke.^ In the determinations

of the sodium the greatest difficulty was experienced. The
methods usually recommended in the literature were found

unreliable. The method usually described is to remove,

first, the calcium and magnesium and then precipitate the

phosphoric acid left in the filtrate by means of barium hy-

droxide or silver oxide, the excess of barium or silver being

removed subsequently as barium carbonate or silver chloride.

Assuming that these separations were successful, the residue

remaining should consist only of potassium, sodium, and

ammonia salts. The last can be removed by incineration

and the potassium and sodium be weighed as chlorides.

Since the potassium had already been determined by the

colorimetric method, it should then be possible to determine

the sodium by difference. Unfortunately these methods, al-

though carried out with the greatest care, gave variable

results and often the ash remaining, which was supposed to

> Howell and Duke, American Journal of Physiology, vol. xxi.,

February i, 1908.
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consist of only the potassium and sodium chlorides, weighed

more than the initial total ash of the lenses used for the

determination. The difficulty lay apparently in the fact

that when the phosphates were precipitated with barium

chloride the excess of barium could not be removed without

using at the end some sulphuric acid and in that case it was
not possible to get the potassium and sodium wholly con-

verted to chlorides. When silver oxide was used instead of

barium hydroxide it was equally impossible to remove satis-

factorily the last traces of the silver. After many fruitless

efforts to get concordant results for the sodium determina-

tions, the method described below was used with success. In

this method the phosphates were precipitated by barium

hydroxide, the excess of the barium was removed with sul-

phuric acid, and the potassium and sodium, after removal of

the ammonia by incineration, were weighed finally as sulphates

instead of chlorides. From this weighing the amount of

sodium present could be determined since the amount of

potassium was already known. Examination of the literature,

so far as it has been accessible or known to me, shows that

very little previous work of this kind has been done upon the

crystalline lens. The variations in weight and size of the

lens have been recorded by several observers (Smith, ^ et al.).

They have brought out the interesting fact that the lens in-

creases in weight and volume throughout life, but, according

to Smith, there is no change in the specific gravity. Dor 2

states that the old lens contains less water than in youth,

but that in cases of cataract the percentage of water is in-

creased. Deutschmann ^ also states that in old age the per-

centage of water is diminished. Collins,* on the contrary,

reports that in the old lens there is an increased percentage

of water. This last observer studied also the variations in

the ash of the lens, although he made no effort to analyze

the ash into its several constituents. He finds that the ash

of a healthy lens is nearly constant, amounting to about img.

» Smith, Royal Ophthalmic Hospital Reports, vol. x., 1880.

* Dor, Rev. d'opht., April, 1907.

* Deutschmann, Grcefe's Arch, fiir Ophthalmologie, xxv., 2, 1879.

* Collins, Ophth. Rev., viii., S. 321-331, 1889.
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Cataractous lenses contain relatively less water and more solids

and ash than the normal lens. In the analyses made during

the course of the present work the methods have varied from

time to time. The final procedure adopted has proved very

satisfactory, and since it differs in some respects from that

used in similar investigations it may be well to give a brief

outline.

PREPARATION OF MATERIAL FOR ANALYSIS.

The lenses are put into weighed platinum crucibles, these

are placed in an air-bath, and the temperature of this is kept

at 110° for 24 hours. At the end of this time the crucibles

are put, while still hot, under a desiccator and finally weighed

when cold. This weight minus the weight of the crucible is

taken as the weight of the dry material.

The platinum crucibles with the dry material are trans-

ferred to porcelain crucibles and these are placed over Bunsen

burners; the heat must be very gentle at first, and be gradually

increased until the platinum crucibles come to a dull, red heat.

This heating is continued until a white ash is obtained. The
crucibles are removed from the flame and allowed to cool.

A few drops of hot water are added to the ash, the crucibles

are placed in an air-bath at no° and when dry are transferred

to the sand-bath and from this to the Bunsen burners. If

there is then any appearance of carbon the heating is con-

tinued until a white ash is obtained. The platinum crucibles

are again placed, while still hot, under a desiccator and finally

weighed when cold. This weight minus the weight of the

crucible is taken as the weight of the ash.

METHODS OF ANALYSIS.

To the ash are added five drops of a twenty-five per cent,

solution of hydrochloric acid and this acid solution is evapo-

rated to dryness over the water-bath. This process is re-

peated three times. The residue is dissolved in water and

made up to loocc. Of this quantity locc are taken for the

determination of the potassium and the remaining gocc for

the determination of the calcium and magnesium.

{A). The locc are evaporated to dryness in a platinum

crucible, five drops of a 25% solution of hydrochloric acid

are added, and six drops of a 10% solution of platinum
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chloride. This solution is evaporated just to dryness over

a water-bath at 70°. This dried residue is washed five times,

by decantation, with 95% alcohol. Each wash is poured

into a centrifugalizing tube. The crucible with the part of

the precipitate left in it is dried over the water-bath. The
centrifugalizing tube with the remaining portion of the pre-

cipitate is placed in the centrifuge and centrifugalized. The
supernatant liquid is siphoned off and about sec of alcohol are

added to the precipitate and again centrifugalized. This

process is repeated five times. The centrifugalizing tube is

then placed in a beaker of hot water until the residue is dried.

The precipitate in thp centrifugalizing tube and crucible are

dissolved in hot water and combined. To this solution a few

drops of a I% solution of hydrochloric acid are added. After

the solution is cool, fifteen drops of a 2 5% solution of potassium

iodide are added. A red color develops. After about fifteen

hours this solution or a known portion is diluted until its

color matches as nearly as possible that of a standard solution

containing a known amount of potassium. Then in order

to make a more accurate comparison of the two solutions

Schreiner's colorimeter is used.

(B). The remaining gocc of the dilute hydrochloric acid

solution are evaporated on the water-bath to a small bulk.

Ammonium acetate, ammonium chloride, and a small excess

of ammonium oxalate are added. The precipitate, calcium

oxalate, is thoroughly washed with hot water by decantation

and centrifugalization, and is then treated with an excess of

dilute sulphuric acid. This acid solution is heated to 60°

and titrated with a dilute standard solution of potassium

permanganate until the fluid just shows a red tint.

(C). The supernatant liquid and washings from the pre-

cipitate of calcium oxalate are evaporated on the water-bath

to a small bulk, a slight excess of ammonium phosphate is

added, and the solution is then made alkaline with ammonia
and set aside for twenty-four hours. The magnesium is pre-

cipitated as magnesium ammonium phosphate. This pre-

cipitate is washed thoroughly with ammoniacal water by
decantation and centrifugalization. It is then transferred to

a platinum crucible; the latter, with the lid on, is exposed for

some time to a very gentle heat, which is finally increased
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to intense redness. The crucible is put, while still hot,

tifider a desiccator, and finally when cold the magnesium is

weighed as magnesium pyrophosphate.

iP). The supernatant liquid and washings from the pre-

cipitate of ammonium magnesium phosphate are evaporated

on the water-bath to a convenient bulk, a slight excess of

baryta water is added, and the solution is boiled. This pre-

cipitate is thoroughly washed with warm water by decantation

and centrifugalization. The original liquid and washings are

evaporated to a few cc and the barium removed with sul-

phuric acid. The precipitate, barium sulphate, is thoroughly

washed by decantation and centrifugalization. The super-

natant liquid and washings are evaporated to a small bulk

poured into a platinum crucible, and evaporated to dryness

over a water-bath. The ammonium salts are removed by

ignition at a low red heat. A few drops of a 5% solution

of sulphuric acid are added to the residue, which is then

evaporated to dryness and heated to a very dull red heat to

drive off all free sulphuric acid. The crucibles are put, while

still hot, under a desiccator and the alkalies, sodium and

potassium, are weighed as sulphates. The potassium in this

residue was determined by the method previously described,

and the sodium was obtained by the difference. The de-

terminations of the potassium made in this residue agreed

very well with those made upon an aliquot part of the solution

of the original ash {A).

RESULTS.

The main facts brought out by these analyses may be

presented briefly in the following table, which gives the

average results as estimated for a single lens.

Normal adult hu-
man lens.
Normal adult
oig's lens
Embryo human
lens
Cataract human
lens (United
States)
Cataract human
lens (India).

Average
dry wt. of
one lens

58.99 mgr.

137.70 "

15-47 "

34.42 "

92.30
"

Average
wt. of ash
of one lens

1.40 mgr.

3-40 "

0.25 "

0.58 "

152 "

Percent.
wt. of ash
to dry wt.

2 .30

2.45

I .60

1.68

I .64

Percent.
of K. in
ash

38 80

34.30

30.80

9.80

.i.81

Percent,
of Ca.
in ash

12.50

6.00

Percent,
of Mg.
in ash

Percent,
of Na.
in ash

6.67

?

23.82

25 .06

Percei
of Si

in as

3.<>3
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On the basis of these figures the following general con-

clusions may be drawn. -.^

1. In the human cataractous lens (senile cataract), the

percentage of potassium in the ash is greatly reduced, while

the percentages of calcuim and sodium are greatly increased,

as compared with the normal lens. In the lenses obtained

in the United States, there was also a distinct increase in the

magnesium in the ash, while in those from India there was
a notable amount of silicon. It will be noted that no figures

were obtained for the calcium, magnesium, or sodium for the

normal human lens, owing to the difficulty in getting this

latter material. It is certain, however, that in the normal

human lens the calcium and the magnesium exist in very

small amounts, as proved by quantitative reactions, and

although the amounts were too small for quantitative deter-

mination it seems most probable that they are of the same
order as in the normal pig's lens. Sodium determinations

were not made for the normal human lens, since at the time

that this material was being analyzed a satisfactory method
of determining sodium had not been obtained. For this

element also it is necessary in the comparison with the cata-

ractous lens to use the figures obtained from the pig's lens.

In regard to the cataractous lenses obtained from India (Dr.

Smith) , we have the additional peculiarity of the presence of

a distinct amount of silicate of calcium and potassium and

possibly sodium. In the cataractous lenses obtained from the

United States (Dr. Greene) , silicates did not occur, or at least

did not occur in quantities sufficient for determination. The
ash of a large number of these lenses was either completely

soluble in dilute hydrochloric'acid, or if any residue remained

it was so minute as to be beyond the possibility of analysis.

What conditions cause such a marked deposition of silicates

in the cataractous lens of the inhabitants of India can not be

stated. The natural suggestion is that there may be some

peculiarity in the diet to account for the silicate, and it would

be interesting to ascertain whether other organs or the liquids

of the body in these individuals also contain notable amounts

of silicates.

2. It is worthy of special comment that the changes in the

ash of the cataractous lens are of such a character as to
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bring it more closely in connection with the composition of

the blood and lymph. That is to say, in cataract, the lens

loses the characteristic ash content of a living tissue and

approaches the composition of the liquids of the body to the

extent that its content in potassium is diminished and its

content in sodium and calcium is increased.

3. The figures for the cataractous lens indicate that as

compared with the normal human lens it contains less or-

ganic material and less percentage of ash. Unfortunately, no

figures were obtainable in regard to the average total weight

and water contents of such lenses, but if Collins is correct in

stating that the cataractous lens has in general a higher

percentage of solids and ash in reference to the total weight,

the figures obtained in my analyses can only indicate that the

total weight of the cataractous lens must be smaller than that

of the normal lens.

4. As between the normal human lens and the normal

pig's lens it is interesting to note that although the pig's lens

is much larger and heavier and contains much more solid

material and ash, nevertheless the percentage of ash is iden-

tical in the two cases, and so far as the analyses were carried

the composition of the ash is apparently the same.

5. It was hoped in the beginning of the work that sufficient

normal human material might be obtained to furnish data in

regard to the changes in ash content, if any, with increasing

age. As a matter of fact, a quantitative estimation of the

ash in the normal human lens was possible only for the

potassium, and so far as this element is concerned the analyses

indicate that there is no change with age. The lens in old

age as compared with the lens in the embryo shows certainly

no diminution in potassium, and most probably there is no

increase in calcium or magnesium, since in the old as in the

young lens these elements are present in such small quantities

as to make a quantitative determination impossible, unless a

very large number of lenses are used. On the basis of these

facts, one may conclude that the lens in the very old (70 years)

shows no such evidence of senility, when judged by its mineral

constituents, as is seen in some other tissues, the arteries, for

example, and this conclusion falls in with the known fact that

the lens, unlike most of the organs, continues to grow through-
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out life. This fact would also indicate that it is a mistake to

assume that senile cataract is an instance of premature senility

in the lens, that is to say, that it is simply an acceleration of

a normal senile change. On the contrary, the evidence, so

far as it goes, would indicate that senile cataract when it

occurs is due to some cause which has interrupted the normal

metabolism and brought on a moribund condition of the

lens tissue.

6. It will be noted that in the lens of the embryo the

total solid material is small and the percentage of ash is

also small. The growth of the lens that is known to take

place throughout life is indicated by the few figures in the

table which give the weight of solid material at different

ages.

7. In Table IV. it will be noticed that 76.21 percent, of the

ash of the lenses obtained from India was soluble in dilute

hydrochloric acid, and that 23.79 percent, was insoluble in

concentrated hydrochloric acid. This insoluble portion of

the ash was analyzed for magnesium, silicon, calcium, and

potassium. No magnesium was found. Silicon was present

to the extent of 15.61% of the insoluble material, calcium

to 0.49 % of the total ash, and potassium 2.38% of the total

ash. Hence, in these lenses there are present silicates of

calcium and potassium and possibly of sodium.

Tables II. and III. show that the percentage of calcium and
potassium in the ash of lenses obtained in the United States

is greater than that in the ash, soluble in dilute hydrochloric

acid, of the lenses obtained from India. However, if the

amount of calcium and potassium found in the silicate of the

ash of the Indian lenses be combined with the calcium and

potassium content of the part of the ash soluble in dilute

hydrochloric acid, then the percentage of calcium and po-

tassium in these lenses is found to be about the same as that

of the lenses from the United States.

SUMMARY.

1. There is a decrease of potassium in the cataractous

lens from 38.8% of the ash in the normal to 9.8% in cataract.

2. The calcium in the cataractous lens increases from an

almost negligible quantity in the normal to 12.5% in cataract.
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3

.

There is an increase in the magnesium in the cataractous

lens obtained in the United States from 1.20% as estimated

in the pig's lens to 8.00%. This increase is therefore not so

marked as the increase in the calcium.

4. Assuming that the sodium in the normal pig lens is

about the same in quantity as the sodium in the normal

human lens, then the increase in sodium is practically of the

same extent as the decrease in the potassium, the sodium

increasing from 6.67% in the normal to 25.06% in the cata-

ractous condition.

5. The lenses obtained from India differ from those ob-

tained from the United States in that they contain a large

amount of calcium potassium and possibly sodium silicate,

and fail to show any increase in the percentage of magnesium

in the ash.

At this place I desire to thank Professor W. H. Howell,

at whose suggestion this work was begun and under whose

direction it has been carried on, for his kindly criticism and

interest.



ALTERATIONS IN THE COLOR FIELDS IN CASES OF
BRAIN TUMOR. 1

By Dr. JAMES BORDLEY, Jr., and Dr. HARVEY GUSHING,
Baltimore.

{With twenty-one charts on eight figures in tlie text.)

ACCORDING to Parinaud hysterical amblyopia has been

recognized since early in the 17th century, when it

was clearly described by Charles Sapois. It was regarded by
von Graefe, in 1865, as a true anaesthesia of the retina, and a

few years later Charcot and Labor pronounced the so-called

functional defects of vision cerebral, rather than retinal

lesions. Dyschromatopsia—a condition especially investi-

gated by Galezowski, who with Charcot was most instru-

mental in bringing about the wide recognition of these states—
was regarded by them, and later by Parinaud, as a manifesta-

tion of hysteria, especially when associated with concentric

contraction of the visual fields. This is an impression, we
think, which still holds sway to-day. 2

Presented by Dr. Gushing at a meeting of the American Neurological

Association, New York, May 27, 1909.
2 One of our recent patients in whom a temporal lobe tumor was

disclosed at operation has in her possession a letter from a distinguished

neurologist, written only a few days before the operation. From it we
take the liberty of quoting a few sentences:

"... I had the eyes examined in the first place in the fear of there

being some choroidal changes due to nephritis, and incidentally the

fields of color and vision were taken. A little to my astonishment we
found complete reversal of the red. green, and blue fields with great

contraction. This is a condition which I think may be said to be
thoroughly characteristic of hysterical trouble and to be exceptionally

rare

—

almost unknown—in any other condition [italics ours]. Ad-
ditional suggestions of this same condition are these: the corneal re-

451
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We find, upon a careful review of the extensive literature,

that every conceivable alteration in the form and color fields

has been ascribed to hysteria; but there are two conditions

emphasized as being distinctly pathognomonic; one of them

the view of the Charcot school, which attributes to these

states the concentric contraction of the field for form with

partial or complete color reversal (dyschromatopsia) ; and,

the other, the view that hysterical subjects have a predilection

for red—merely another way of saying that the red field may
encircle the blue or the blue become inverted.

Granted that these changes are actually characteristic of

hysteria, it appears that they are no less so for brain tumors

;

and whether a similar condition exists as the intracranial

basis for the symptom in each, can only be conjectured. We
at least must face the disconcerting fact that almost every

patient brought for operation, after the diagnosis of brain

tumor has finally come to be read by the ophthalmoscope on

his retina, has at one time or another been regarded as hys-

terical or the subject of some psychoneurosis. And it must

be realized that most brain tumors run a course of years rather

than months—this contrary to the prevailing opinion. A
case may be cited in illustration:

A young woman, twenty-nine years of age, the wife of

a physician, had suffered for years from periodic attacks

associated with states of hemiansesthesia, peculiar sub-

flexes are subnormal and the whole left side has subnormal sensation

to pain, etc.

"... While these hysterical symptoms are very distinct, and, as I

said, due in my experience to no other condition, it seems to me at

least probable that there is also a genuine slight loss of power on the

left side, probably from a stoppage in a superficial vessel; and to this

there have been added these hysterical manifestations. They were

rather unexpected to me, as Mrs. seems to be a person with self-

control and calm decision. ... I should treat her with massage . . .

to prevent any tendency to contracture, which follows as certainly on

hysterical paralyses as on cerebral or spinal ones.

"

This letter we think is fairly representative of the views which are

generally held in regard to these matters.

Doubtless disturbances of the color fields have been observed here-

tofore in patients known to have brain tumor, but so far as we are

aware they have never been commented upon as being characteristic

of any condition other than hysteria.
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jective sensations of taste and smell and occasionally by
convulsive seizures. Owing to a tendency to amenorrhoea
the symptoms had been attributed to some pelvic disorder

until operative explorations had shown this conjecture to

be incorrect.

The seizures were said to be worse in the spring and fall

than at other seasons; at least they had been definitely

fluctuating during the ten years of their occurrence. Being
a physician's wife she had been seen by many specialists,

each consultation leading almost invariably to a diagnosis

of hysteria. The patient herself said that she had little

doubt as to the correctness of this view for her sister was
also "hysterical."

A sudden, rather sharp augmentation in all of these long-

standing symptoms was associated with profound head-
ache, vomiting and the onset of choked disk with a complete
homonymous hemianopsia and color inversion. A simple

decompression was performed, with prompt relief to all

pressure symptoms, and later on the occipital lobe was
thoroughly explored in the hope that a lesion might be
disclosed. The symptoms were alleviated for a year's time,

when after a careful review of her history it became ap-

parent that the whole picture was a definite one of tem-
poral lobe lesion with involvement of the uncinate gyrus.

The region was exposed and a large tumor which had almost
completely degenerated was disclosed.

When we began our conjoint observations of cases of brain

tumor in 1902, among our early cases we met with an oc-

casional instance of color reversal which we were naturally

inclined to attribute to some associated functional element;

but as their number increased, with the frequent demonstra-

tion of an actual organic lesion, and as most of the patients

with these color changes showed no other clinical indication

of functional disturbance, we gradually came to look upon

dyschromatopsia as a symptom often of great value, par-

ticularly in an early stage of brain tumor. A few charac-

teristic fields have been selected from our several hundred

charts taken during the past seven years, which will serve

to illustrate the main points we wish to emphasize.

We have found no definite relationship between the con-

traction of the field for form and that for colors. Some of

the patients have shown a concentric contraction with color

reversal (Fig. i), such as Parinaud regards as the "essential
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sign of hysteria," but the usual early return of the normal

relations after the pressure symptoms have been relieved

by operation suffices to controvert the view of their being

hysterical, in the usual application of this term.

]We.*»'1**^

ii^^r*wtMa. tfp"****"

Fig. I (Surg. No' 20996). Illustrating concentric contraction with color reversal, a

common form of disturbance. Conditions were similar in the right eye.

Patient with typical tumor symptom-complex, choked disk, etc. Myopia; vision

corrected, R = ***/
jo; L = ^o/bo. Fields were taken (Chart i) December 22, 1905. Oper-

ation December, 25 1905. February 6, 1906, fields normal (Chart 2), no swelling of

nerve heads; vision corrected, R = ^''/go; L = ^''/gQ.

The patient from whom these charts (Fig. i) were made
was distinctly not an hysterical subject, though the perimetric

fields were so suggestive that she was kept under observation

by her physician for nearly two years before an operation was
performed. Recovery in her case was prompt, and she is to-

day earning her livelihood as a seamstress; her vision and
fields show not the slightest defect.

In another group of cases the patients have shown not

only concentric contraction of the form fields in association

with color reversal, but likewise peripheral limitations which

are relatively greater in the form than in the color fields, and

in these cases red is apt to be less affected than blue (Fig. 2).

Hansel and Sweet have been credited by Parker with the

statement that this is "the predominant peculiarity of an

hysterical contraction of the visual fields; ... it cannot be

simulated and is caused by no other disorder.

"
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Fig. 2 (Surg. No. 15893). Showing characteristic contraction, greater in

the form than in the color field, in addition to color and form interlacing.

The patient, a young girl having focal palsy, in addition to the character-

istic pressure phenomena of tumor with a choked disk of 3 D., etc. Complete
restoration of normal relations followed a simple decompression which disclosed

a brain under tension.

There have been other cases in which the contraction for

colors and form goes hand in hand, with the exception that the

blue is almost invariably much more affected than the red

field (Fig. 3). Indeed, the prominent feature in most of our

Pmuti

Fig. 3 (Surg, No. 21400). To illustrate fairly equal shrinkage of form and
color fields. Note tendency of the blue field to become inverted through inter-

lacing. Patient with a right cerebellar cyst producing internal hydrocephalus.
Disks swollen 4 ^ D. before operation when chart was plotted. Choked disk

has virtually cleared up thirteen days after right subtemporal decompression.
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charts is not so much the preservation of the red field as the

alteration in the blue. We have seen the green circle outside

of the red and the red outside of the blue, but there is in-

variably an alteration in the position of the blue which exceeds

that of the other colors. In fact blue blindness has been the

sequel in several cases in which the color change has been

rapidly progressive.

0»»fc <T«»

Fig. 4 (Surg. No. 23018). To illustrate possible manner of formation of constrictions

of the blue field, by the occurrence of peripheral scotomata for blue (shade areas); green

field not charted.

A case of left cerebello-pontine tumor. First series taken July 16, 1908; choked

disk 3 D. Operation July 17th, with rapid restoration of normal conditions, disappearance

of scotomata, and return of color outlines to usual relations. Compare series of Oct. 6, igo8.
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In certain cases we have had the good fortune to observe

the manner of constriction of the blue field, the contraction

apparently being brought about by the formation of periph-

eral scotomata which gradually became confused (Fig, 4).

Whether this is the usual manner in which blue is lost we can

of course only conjecture. We have never observed scotomata

for colors other than blue ; it may be added that we have limited

our tests to blue, red, and green.

These findings merely serve to illustrate that the changes

of most significance, in tumor at all events, are possibly to

be looked for in the field for blue. This may serve to be of

certain differential value, since tabes, multiple sclerosis, etc.,

show a primary change which is often limited to the red field.

Indeed it has been said that a disturbance in the red field is

an indication of organic disease; changes in the blue field of

functional disturbance.

*-*.,n.»«lW»'**^

Fig. 5. Illustrating the progress of hemianopsia in the right eye alone, the condition
having been homonymous for the two eyes.

Chart I, taken shortly after a simple decompression operation showing not only the
hemiachromaiopsia, but also definite color reversal.

Chart 2, showing the condition two weeks later. Note the complete hemianopsia
which has occurred by this time; also, in company with the disappearance of general pres-

sure symptoms, the restoration of the normal relations of the color fields, which, however,
remained constricted.

Charts were taken of this patient about once a week for several months, showing the
gradual changes which led up to these two figures.

On May 24th focalizing symptoms have become evident through the right asteriognosis,

etc. An exploration revealed the presence of a large glioma in the left parietal region
which evidently compromised the left optic radiation.
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Complete achromatopsia has occurred in a number of

instances. (C/. Fig. 8.) Patients with this condition have

suffered from the so-called "India ink sketch" vision, which

leads to greater visual confusion than is associated with

^O^^Vr*mrttx.f»^^
„ ,k> Mvrf^u,.p^

Fig. 6 (Surg. No. 23551). Charts taken before and after operation : patient with a left

temporal lobe cyst, which was evacuated with complete disappearance of all symptoms.
The first series of charts, taken January 31, 1909, show a more complete homony-

mous half blindness for color than for form. Note on the left tendency to interlacing of the

blue field. Vision, L = '"/jo; R = '"/so- Choked disk, right, 3 D.; left, 4 D. Opera-

tion February 2, 1909.

Second series of charts, February 12th, showed total disappearance of hemianopsia and

tendency of color fields to assume normal configuration. Practical subsidence of choked

disk. Vision, L = ^Vgol ^ = ^''/lo-

Third series of charts, March 19th, practically normal condition. Absence of choked

disk. Vision, R = ^Viei L = ^Vij.
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even marked constriction of the field for form. Their vision is

much more reduced than the ophthalmoscopic picture and the

degree of constriction of the form field would lead one to expect.

The changes in the color fields, furthermore, often foretell

the alterations which subsequently are to take place in those

for form. Thus hemiachromatopsia has occasionally been

followed by complete homonymous hemianopsia involving the

same side. In one instance we have been able to follow the

progress of these changes which occurred in the course of a

few weeks. (Fig. 5.) Soon after the hemiachromatopsia was
established in this patient the visual acuity of the corre-

sponding area gradually decreased as the form outline slowly

moved in toward the mid-line. The centre of fixation was
bisected by the line of separation in this case only ; in the other

cases of hemiachromatopsia which we have seen the color

lines have cleared the centre and encroached on the side that

showed the color-blindness. (Fig. 6.)

It should be emphasized that the color disturbances do not

Fig. 7. (Surg. No. 23150). To illustrate the fields taken before operation

for removal of a syphiloma of the right post-central region.

Patient had focal epilepsy with the usual evidence of general increase in

pressure except for the absence of choked disk. Fields taken November 8,

1908. Operation November nth; fields taken November 29th show normal
color relations with restoration of normal confines both for form and colors.

seem to be dependent upon the presence of neuroretinal

oedema, because in four of our patients they preceded any

appreciable ophthalmoscopic changes (Fig. 7) ; and it may
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be noted that we regard the early hyperaemia and congestion

as a definite • stage in the process of choked disk. ^ On the

other hand, we must acknowledge that in six instances in our

series of tumor cases the tumor symptom-complex has been un-

accompanied by any alteration whatsoever in the visual fields.

While we have had the opportunity of examining about

two hundred and fifty patients with brain tumor, we have

chosen, for several reasons, to confine the statistics relating

to our observations to fifty-six cases in the series. For in

this particular group we have made a special effort to eliminate

any possible source of error on the part of patient or observer.

In doubtful cases our findings have been corroborated by
others who were unaware of the fact that we were looking

for color reversal; and there is abundant proof that inat-

tention, poor light, diminution of the light sense and pe-

culiarities in our color disks bear no relation to the results

which we have obtained.

There have naturally been many patients in whom an ex-

amination of the visual fields was inconclusive or totally

precluded, owing to blindness or mental or physical infirmity,

and the observations are naturally impossible in the aphasic

or in young children. Some of the examinations also were but

roughly made, or the results rendered doubtful by the circum-

stances under which the perimeter was used. One particular

source of possible error—faulty color disks—which was subse-

quently remedied, has led us to eliminate from the quoted

series some of the earlier cases.

2

The data derived from these fifty-six cases, owing to these

special precautions, may therefore be of especial value. The
figures relate to the conditions which were present at the time

of the first examination, often before the diagnosis of tumor

was certified:

> Bordley and Gushing: "Observations on Choked Disk, etc." The

Journ. of the Amer. Med. Assn., 1909, lii., p. 353.
2 After a careful examination of the ordinary disks sold with per-

imeters, comparing them with standardized and saturated colors,

we found that disks supposed to be of the same color were often

radically different. Indeed disks with pure colors were rarely found.

A green tinge in the blue disk from admixture of yellow is a particular

source of error. We are indebted to Dr. N. M. Black of Milwaukee for

some specimens of pure spectral colors.
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Fig. 8 (Surg. No. 23482). A series of charts showing the results of three exami-
lations in a patient subjected to a simple left subtemporal decompression for a presumed
uberculoma of the left occipital lobe. Headache, vomiting, and moderate grade of choked
iisk (i^ D.) were present before the first operation.

January 18, 1909. Charts showing complete achromatopsia hemianopsia in the right
ind a very small area of sight remaining in the left. Vision, R =*/2ooI L = fingers at a few
nches.

Second series of charts, January 29th, showing return of normal outlines for form; color

Jerception limited to small central vision with almost complete inversion for blue. Vision,
R = ^*laoo'< L = ^/soo- Subsidence of all pressure symptoms at this time.

Subsequent charts, by Dr. N. M. Black of Milwaukee, taken March 17, 1909, and
^pril 27th, show gradual return to normal relations and widening of color fields. Vision

^Vzo in both eyes. All evidences of pressure have disappeared, and the rapid loss of the
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CASES

1

.

Interlacing of color lines the predominant feature 25

2. Color inversion the predominant feature 9

3. Hemiachromatopsia without corresponding change in

form field 4

4. Islands of blue blindness (scotomata) 3

5

.

Blue blindness 3

6. Complete green blindness i

7. Complete achromatopsia 5

8. No color change whatsoever 6

The striking features are: (i) The fact that in many of the

charts the fields for form are unchanged, while there is a very

definite change in the fields for color. Fifty out of the fifty-

six cases show color changes; only eighteen show definite

form changes.

(2) In four of the cases in which the colors interlaced tumors

were found, though there was no choked disk.

(3) In forty-one out of forty-two cases examined subse-

quent to operation, whether palliative or radical, the color lines

became restored to their normal relative position. (For a

striking illustration see Fig. 8.)

The dyschromatopsia seems to depend in some fashion upon

an increase of intracranial tension, the relief of which usually

causes its early subsidence, and it is possible therefore that

it may characterize organic lesions other than tumor. ^

' Since these statistics were compiled we have had additional evi-

dence, from sources other than our own clinic, of the correctness of the

view that these changes in the color fields, so long looked upon as

peculiar to hysteria, occur with great regularity in patients suffering

from the tumor symptom-complex.



CONCERNING A FORM OF RETINAL DISEASE, WITH
EXTENSIVE EXUDATION; BEING A CLINICAL
CONTRIBUTION, WITH THE REPORT OF TWO
CASES. 1

By Dr. G. E. DE SCHWEINITZ, Philadelphia.

With two text figures and a drawing on Text-Plate XXVIII.)

THE following case histories are intended as a brief clinical

contribution to a class of cases in which the lesions

in the fundus of the eye are chiefly characterized by an ex-

tensive mass of exudation, sometimes associated with vascular

disease. The whole subject has recently formed the basis of

an admirable paper by George Coats, 2 who has gathered

together the scattered literature and recorded pathological

examinations of six cases that have come under his notice.

Case i.—H. H., female, aged nineteen, unmarried, came
for examination October 19, 1907.

Family History.—The patient's paternal grandfather

died of softening of the brain after an illness of ten days,

at the age of forty-four. The paternal grandmother died
of diabetes mellitus, after an illness of four months, at

the age of seventy-six. The maternal grandfather died of

cardiac failure at the age of eighty, and the maternal
grandmother of apoplexy at the age of sixty-seven. The
patient's father and mother are living and in good health.

The mother has had one miscarriage. One of the patient's

uncles died of pulmonary tuberculosis at the age of fifty-two,

another of cirrhosis of the liver at the age of forty ; one aunt
and three uncles are living and in good health. Several

grand-uncles and aunts died of apoplexy or have suffered

• Read before the American Ophthalmological Society, July 14-15,

1909.

2 Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital Reports, xvii., part 3, 1908.

4t).3
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from paralysis. There is no history of syphilis or alco-

holism in the family.

Personal History.—The patient in childhood had diph-
theria, measles, chicken-pox, and whooping-cough, and a
number of attacks of malaria, but none of these occurred
during the past five or six years. Menstruation began at

the age of thirteen and has been quite regular, except at

the age of sixteen, when for a short period of time there

was a certain amount of irregularity. There have been
several attacks simulating appendicitis.

General Examination.—This was made by Dr. David Ries-

man, who has kindly furnished the following notes: The
patient is pale and has a slightly greenish tint. The heart's

action is rapid, but there is no murmur; pulse 120; tem-
perature 98.6° ; examination otherwise negative. The hemo-
globin 76 by Dare, 80 by Talquist; red cells 4,365,000, white
cells 8,400. Differential count: Polymorphonuclears 66,

lymphocytes 27, large mononuclears 6.4, eosinophils 0.2;

one nucleated red cell. Otherwise nothing abnormal.
Urine Examination.—Color turbid-amber, reaction alka-

line, specific gravity 1.013, albumin none, sugar none.

Ocular Examination.—The vision of the right eye has
always been defective, and with the best correction of a
hyperopic astigmatism the vision was only -y^. The media
were clear, the disk a vertical oval of good color; no ab-

normalities in the retinal vessels, but there was a large,

shallow, probably congenital crescent, somewhat in the

form of a posterior staphyloma, at the outer side of the disk.

Corrected vision of the left eye was ^, the refraction

being a hyperopic astigmatism. The sight had been de-

fective for some months and had grown worse for the past

three weeks. Ophthalmoscopic examination revealed de-

cided punctate hyalitis, a nearly round disk, of somewhat
grayish color; the scleral ring was broadened outward and
slightly downward, somewhat in the form of the so-called

congenital coloboma. The arteries were about normal in

size, perhaps a little smaller than normal; the veins de-

cidedly distended, particularly the upper temporal vein,

which was swollen and tortuous. Lying beneath the reti-

nal vessels, and crossing the entire length of the eyeground
in a vertical direction, there was a broad area of greenish-

white exudation, somewhat knobbed in appearance, over

which were scattered numerous glistening masses, probably
of cholesterin. This mass began about two disks' diame-
ters from the optic papilla, and followed in general terms
the sweep of the retinal vessels, particularly as they passed

downward and outward, as well as upward. There was
some fringing of pigment at the margins, and, particularly
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on the disk side of the exudation in the macular region,

scattered small areas of pigment. Beyond the main mass
of the exudation, and separated by a narrow band of

healthy retina, far out in the temporal periphery, there was a
second mass of similar greenish-white exudation. (See Text-
Plate XXVIII.) The general elevation of this exudate
was about 2D., but in some areas, particularly in the thick
masses in the lower and outer periphery, the elevation was
as much as 6 D. In places it partly covered the vessels and
in one part there were some twisted vessels which may
have been new formed.
The visual field of the right eye was practically normal

for form, somewhat contracted for red and green (Fig. i);

that of the left eye normal on the temporal side, but with
large wedge-shaped defect upon the nasal side (Fig. 2).

Fig. I.—Visual field of the right eye.

At the suggestion of Dr. Riesman, the patient was placed
upon a pill of reduced iron and arsenious acid, and later

mercuric chlorid was added to the mixture. She also took
Burnham's tincture of iodin, iodid of .potassium, and, in

order to demonstrate, if possible, whether the process was
a tubercular one, received, both by my direction as well
as the direction of Dr. Riesman, a course of old tuberculin
injections, reaching as high as smg., without producing the
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slightest general or local reaction. These injections were
continued for over a week.
The patient's physician writes, under date of April 24,

1909: "Her general health is good. I have examined the

left eye with the pupil moderately dilated, and the glisten-

ing cholesterin masses seem to be less marked; that is, they

are not piled up so high as they were when you examined

Fig. 2.—Visual field of the left e)e.

her. On moving the eye numerous floating, glistening

white bodies are perceptible, about the size and shape of

oxalate of lime crystals as they are seen in the urine. I do

not recall that these were previously present."

When I first examined her there was marked punctate

hyalitis, and it is therefore possible that there has been

some increase in this condition, giving rise to the appearance

which her physician describes in the previous paragraph.

Remarks.—Dr. Coats has studied this disease in three

groups, thus: Group i, Cases without Gross Vascular Disease;

Group 2, Cases with Gross Vascular Disease; and Group 3,

Cases with Arterio-venous Communication. Referring to the

first of these groups, he writes 1 concerning the case just

< Personal communication.
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reported (he having examined the water-color which depicts

the lesions in the patient's eye-ground, and the clinical record),

"I should think your case undoubtedly belongs to the same

class.

"

When the patient came under observation, the possible

etiological factor claimed immediate attention, and at first it

was thought that a tuberculous process was present, especially

as in some respects the fundus lesions were similar to those

described by W. Krauss and A. Brueckner.^ As will be re-

membered these authors obtained a general reaction to

tuberculin (o.smg O. T.), as well as decided changes in the

form of increase of retinal hemorrhages after each injection,

in their first patient, who also had "suspicious signs of tuber-

culosis at the apices of both lungs. " In their second patient,

physical examination being negative, two injections of old

tuberculin (zmg) gave no general reaction, but caused some

changes in the fundus picture, i. e., increase of hemorrhage

and greater prominence of a layer of exudation in the summit
of a detached retina. In one case reported by G. Carpenter

and S. Stephenson in their list of cases of tubercle of the

choroid, quoted by Coats and with some hesitancy included

by him in the present group, the patient had tuberculous

disease of the right knee and slight enlargement of the cervical

glands. The patient of Paton whose excised eye was ex-

amined by Parsons, the case history and pathological ex-

amination also quoted by Coats, had enlargement of the

cervical glands. The case is described as one of
'

' tuberculous

choroiditis" with a question sign, but the sections of the eye

failed to reveal any lesions certainly characteristic of this

infection. In Wagenmann's case, reported in connection

with Von Hippel's record of "A Very Rare Disease of the

Retina," which belongs to Group 2 of Coats's classification,

there were signs of tubercle in the apex of the right lung, and
the cervical glands were enlarged.

To quote the words of Coats, "perhaps the usual clinical

diagnosis in cases of this kind is tubercle of the choroid, active

or obsolescent." The pathological examinations thus far

made are against this etiology, because, as Coats points out,

' Archives of Ophthalmology, xxxvii.. No. 5, 1908, p. 544.
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if the lesions were tuberculous they would have originally been

situated in the choroid and of necessity destroyed it, while in

his series this membrane was "always distinguishable and

sometimes almost free from change. " Tubercle of the retina

is extremely rare, and usually involves the inner retinal

layers, while in Coats's specimens of massive retinal exudation

the outer layers were "chiefly involved." He regards the

evidence from tuberculin reaction as "very equivocal," but

admits that genuine tubercle could readily closely simulate

the cases at present in discussion, and that therefore Krauss's

and Brueckner's cases may have represented instances of

tuberculous disease of the choroid

.

Returning to my own case, there is nothing in the clinical

and family history to suggest tuberculosis except that an

uncle of the patient died of this infection; the tuberculin

injections failed to produce the slightest general or local

reaction, and, finally, there has been no increase in the local

lesions up to the present time. Tuberculosis may therefore,

I think, be eliminated from the diagnosis.

Nothing in my patient's family or personal history throws

light on the etiological factor, inasmuch as the illnesses which

she experienced bore no relation to the advent of the ocular

troubles. Except for a slight anaemia, the general examina-

tion was negative. Neither hereditary nor acquired syphilis

was present. It is interesting to note that the affected eye

was the left one ; usually, however, the right eye has been the

one attacked; according to Coats, in the proportion of 11 to 6.

In the cases thus far reported the male sex has preponderated

(14 to 5). My patient was a young woman, whose age,

however (nineteen), exactly corresponds to the average age

worked out by Coats, if one doubtful case is omitted.

Exactly how long the ocular disease existed prior to my
first examination, in October, 1907, cannot be stated, but the

following quotation from a letter from her physician is of

interest in this connection: "My notes show that on June 20,

1906, vision of the left eye was
-f.

My next examination was

on August 24, 1907, when vision had fallen to -^, and it was

then I first detected the trouble in the fundus. In June of that

year the patient had completed a four years' course at school

in a distant city, and during the previous winter on one
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occasion was seized with a very severe pain over the left eye

and was sent to the hospital of the school, where itwas necessary

to use morphin. This pain continued for twenty-four hours.

Whether it had anything to do with the trouble in the eye

or not I do not know. The patient's mother noticed at

Easter that her daughter's vision was failing.
"

It would therefore seem that the ocular disorder must have

begun some time between the 20th of June, 1906, and the 24th

of August, 1907, at which time its earliest stages were first

detected. It is probable that they had already begun in

Easter of that year, therefore about the end of March. It is

stated that the first ophthalmoscopic lesion discovered con-

sisted in retinal hemorrhages. These, however, were not

manifest at the time she came under my observation. Very
likely the period of time during which these extensive lesions

developed was a greater one than would be apparent from the

records, and Coats calls attention to the probable insidious

development of the disease, and to the fact that it doubtless

exists for a much longer period of time than many of the

clinical reports would indicate.

Thus far treatment of the patient whose history I have

reported has been unavailing, although there has been no

progression of the disease, and, in fact, no notable alteration

in the fundus lesions, and this record can do no more than

place another example in the first group of Coats's classifica-

tion of retinal disease with massive exudation.

There seems very little doubt that Groups i and 2—^that is,

those in which there is no association of gross vascular disease

with exudation, and those in which such association ex-

ists—have the same pathological basis. Group 3—that is,

those cases with arterio-venous communication—I have not

referred to in the present paper, as I have not had the oppor-

tunity of studying this affection. Coats's pathological in-

vestigations indicate, as do also in most instances the clinical

examinations, that while ophthalmoscopically the disease

resembles tubercle, it is not of this nature, and he believes

that these massive exudations are due to the slow organization

of hemorrhages. Those who are interested will naturally

consult Coats' s paper for the full particulars of hisj)athological

investigations.
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In this connection I will report a second case, which prob-

ably, although not certainly, belongs to the same class.

Case 2.—A man, aged about sixty, came under observa-

tion November 16, 1907, in consultation with Dr. William

J. Taylor, who has been good enough to furnish the following

notes

:

Family History.—So far as he is aware, there is nothing
in the patient's family history which would throw light

upon his ocular lesions.

Personal History.—The patient has always been, in

general terms, nervous and apprehensive; for example, he
was never willing to go about by himself, would not permit
himself to remain within a room the door of which was
locked, etc. He has manifested a gouty tendency, and has
made several visits to Carlsbad on this account. In recent

years he has exhibited a mild type of arteriosclerosis, al-

though the arterial tension was never very high, nor the
changes in his blood-vessels particularly marked.

General Examination.—The patient is a pallid, spare

man, with slight stiffening of the radial vessels, but no
definite cardiac disease. In point of fact, examination of

the heart has always shown a regular action, the pulse

being 75, full and strong. A blood examination, made
April 14, 1907, was as follows: Hemoglobin 70%, erythro-

cytes 3,230,000, leucocytes 7,700. A number of urine

examinations made between April 4th and the time that he
came under observation revealed an average specific gravity

of 1024, no albumin except on one occasion, and no sugar.

Microscopically, there were numerous mucous threads,

cylindroids, and a few hyaline and granular casts.

Ocular Examination.—The earlier ocular examinations
were made by Dr. Charles A. Oliver, who has been kind
enough to send the following communication : On December
3, 1906, the patient's eye-ground presented the characteristic

changes of old ametropic choroiditis, which was more
marked in the right eye. Correction of the ametropia, as

follows :

R. E. — 2.75 — 0.75 c. axis 90
L. E. — 2.50 — 0.75 c. axis 90

yielded normal vision. On the 3d of May, 1907, the patient

complained of "a spot" before the right eye. The fundus
appearance was unchanged; a vitreous opacity was
present; vision was normal.
On the first of June, 1907, "the spot" before the right

eye was much better and vision continued to be normal.
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Somewhat later the patient communicated with Dr. Oliver,

and in this communication stated that his eye had be-

come slightly clearer and that
'

' the black element floating

through it" seemed at times to "settle toward the nose."
Practically no change was present when an examination
was made sixteen days later, vision continuing to be
normal.

At the next ocular examination, made by Dr. Oliver's

assistant during Dr. Oliver's absence, the patient gave a
history of rapid failure of vision, with neuralgic attacks
and pain around the right orbit. The vision of the right

eye was now reduced to iVth of normal; vision of the left

eye continued normal. The ophthalmoscope revealed ob-
scuration of the disk, with much swelling of the retina,

two spots of hemorrhage down and out; arteries narrowed
veins large and full.

Somewhat later in the same month I examined the
patient, with the following result: Vision of R. E. -gV, L. E.

I". In the right vitreous there were punctate and weblike
opacities, and a large area of white exudation was noted
above the disk, in the macular region and down and in from
the disk, where it assumed a yellowish-white appearance
and was elevated 4 D. above the level of the unaffected
eyeground, the mass appearing to be for the most part be-

neath the retinal vessels. The edges of the disk were
cloudy; the veins uneven and full. In the left eye the
conditions were exactly the same as those which have been
already described in Dr. Oliver's report, namely, a moderate
degree of epithelial choroiditis, without any signs of exuda-
tion or hemorrhage. After a long course of treatment,
which consisted in the administration of iodid of potassium,
nitroglycerin, and vapor baths, the vision remained un-
changed in so far as the right eye is concerned and continued
to be normal in the left.

At the last ophthalmoscopic examination, April 21, 1909,
the exudation before described had assumed a somewhat
knobbed appearance and was elevated as much as 6 D.
above the level of the eye-ground in places, and showed a
brownish-yellow color in various portions of it. The veins

were dilated, and the arteries showed sclerotic changes,
but there were no new vessels. Above the macula the

exudation assumed a concentric shape. Tests to determine
whether or not the lesion was tuberculous were not applied,

but there was nothing in the clinical history or in the

general examinations to indicate the likelihood of a tuber-

cular infection. Syphilis can be excluded, and the whole
process is best explained by assuming the presence of an
exudation which had formed as a result of hemorrhage.
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Remarks.—In some respects this case resembles the one

reported by Walter H. Jessop, in the person of a woman, aged

sixty-three, which Coats has included in his doubtful list.

Jessop found about f O. D. from O. D. an oval swelling

covered by the retina, not transparent, about 3 O. D's in

length and 2 J O. D's in height. The edges were fairly dis-

tinct, the swelling of a grayish color and in places white and

reticulate, retinal vessels crossed it, its greatest height was

4 D., and at one side there were some brown pigment patches.

If the case which I report should be classified with those now
under discussion, it has one important and interesting feature,

namely, that the eye-ground was the subject of expertexamina-

tion at stated intervals for a year prior to the greatest manifes-

tation of the disease. Moreover, except vitreous opacities and

ametropic choroiditis, there was no lesion in the patient's eye

as late as four months prior to the beginning of the ocular

affection, which, moreover, first appeared, according to the

record of Dr. Oliver's assistant, in the form of a retinitis of

considerable extent, with obliteration of the optic nerve

edges and two small hemorrhages down and out from the

nerve-head. Therefore, some time between the ist of July,

1907, and the 20th of November, 1907, the process which I

have described in its greatest elaboration must have taken

place. Practically it has not altered during the time I have

had this patient under observation—that is, from the 26th

of November, 1907, until the 21st of April, 1909, or a period of

seventeen months. At the last examination the patient was

in excellent general condition and the affected eye entirely

free from pain and inflammation.
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NEURORETINITIS IN CHLOROSIS, WITH REPORT
OF A CASE.i

By Dr. WM. CAMPBELL POSEY, Philadelphia.

(With two text -figures and two drawings on Text-Plate XXIX.)

ALTHOUGH there are many subjective symptoms of

chlorosis, it is comparatively seldom that structural

changes occur in the fundi, just as it is rare to see extensive

histological changes throughout the body the direct result

of this disease. Thus, in a paper on the "Ocular Manifesta-

tions of Anaemia," which the author read before the Section

on Medicine of the American Medical Association in 1897,

it was noted that of 1 9 cases of marked chlorosis examined

by him, appreciable swelling of the disk, or true neuritis, was
not present in any instance, though a slight obscuration of

the edges of the disk, with broadening and some pallor of the

retinal veins, occurred in quite a number. Of 50 chlorotics

examined by Saundby and Eales in 1882, however, some

degree of neuroretinitis was found in 8%.
In addition to these slight degrees of neuroretinitis, chlorosis

at times evokes a most intense inflammation of the optic nerve

and surrounding retina, and a number of cases have been

recorded where the changes in the fundi were so marked that

they were mistaken for the ocular inflammations of albu-

minuria and of brain tumor. The writer has recently had a

case of this intense form of neuroretinitis due to chlorosis

under his care at the Wills Eye Hospital, the notes of which,

together with an accurate picture of the inflammation when
at its height in the two eyes, follow, the report being made

» Read before the American Ophthalmological Society, Jtily 14-15,

1909.
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with a view to calling further attention to this unusual form of

ocular manifestation.

M. B., a Jewess, twenty-one years of age, was admitted
to the wards April lo, 1909, complaining of poor vision

and general weakness. The family history was negative
regarding tuberculous, nervous or mental, or other serious

disease, both father and mother living and well at the ages
of fifty-four and fifty, respectively, while a sister aged
thirty-six and a brother aged twenty-nine are both in

excellent health. The mother had suffered no miscarriages
and had borne no other children.

The patient was bom in Russia, but has been six years
in America. She attended school until fourteen years of

age, since which time she has worked in factories as seam-
stress. Her hours have been long and she has had but a
half hour for lunch. She has had no exercise, riding to and
from her work, and reading incessantly in the evenings.

She says her home is comfortable, and that she sleeps in a
large, well-ventilated, and sunny upstairs room. She has
never been very strong, but always fairly well, never having
had to miss work on account of illness. She menstruated
at thirteen years of age, always regularly, her periods

lasting over three or four days, and being attended with
but little pain. She has worn glasses for six years (high

convex cylindrical glasses prescribed at the Pennsylvania
Hospital), but had never had any previous ocular trouble

beyond a transient inflammation in her left eye which the
glasses corrected. She is not a mouth-breather and had
never had any trouble with nose and throat until the past
winter, when she began to suffer from frequent colds in

the head. Her appetite has always been good, her bowels
regular, never constipated, and she had never complained
of shortness of breath or palpitation. There had never
been any difficulty in urination. Any exposure to venereal
contagion was denied. Her digestive powers were good.
She was accustomed to drink one cup of coffee and two
of tea daily, sometimes more.
Her present attack began about two months ago, when,

in addition to repeated attacks of colds in the head she
developed a general sense of discomfort and weakness.
There was pain, nearly constant in the subclavicular region

and axilla on the right side, which was not increased by
deep breathing, but always made worse by changes in the

weather. Her extremities were never cold or swollen.

Headache was not complained of, but riding in the cars

nauseated her somewhat. The day before admission she

noticed that the vision in her right eye had become obscured,
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apparently without cause and without pain, and the next
day, on waking, finding the blur persisting, she decided
to seek relief at the hospital.

On examination, it was found that the eyes presented
nothing abnormal externally, save for a somewhat sluggish

pupil on the right side. The ocular movements were
normal. Vision in the right eye was reduced to counting
fingers at i foot; corrected vision in the left equalled ^\.
As shown by the accompanying illustrations, which were

sketched by Miss Washington a few days after admission.

Fig. I.—Visual field of left eye.

both eyes were the seat of an intense neuroretinitis, that
of the right eye being accompanied by great oedema of the
retina. The veins in both eyes were enormously distended,

while the arteries in the right were much reduced in size.

The arteries in the left eye were of about normal calibre.

Both veins and arteries were tortuous, especially the
former. No spontaneous venous or arterial pulse was
demonstrable or could be elicited by pressure. The veins

were dark and full and hidden in places by the swollen

retina. There were no hemorrhages or isolated areas of

extravasation in either eye save for a small, round, fluffy

area of extravasation in the retina of the right eye far in

the periphery in close association with the inferior temporal
vein. The swollen veins could be followed into the periph-
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ery of the retina, but the arteries in the right eye gradually
faded away some 2 or 3 disk diameters from the papilla.

The fields in both eyes were somewhat concentrically

contracted; that of the left eye was free from scotoma,
while a large absolute scotoma extended 20 degrees from
fixation upward and outward in the right eye. (See

charts.)

Fig. 2.—Visual field of right eye.

The unusual size of the veins awakening the suspicion

of a profound blood dyscrasia. Dr. George W. Norris was
called in consultation, and the writer is indebted to him for

the following report:

Face and lips pale, finger-nails slightly curved and some-
what cyanotic. Hands cold. Body poorly nourished and
developed. Right shoulder lower and smaller than the

left.

Chest: Good expansion, equal on both sides. Jugular

veins rather full when recumbent. Lungs: resonant

throughout, except for small patch of dulness in the right

axillary line above the hepatic dulness. Over this area

vocal resonance and fremitus are diminished and the

breath sounds weak. This region occasionally becomes
painful (evidently pleural thickening)

.

Temperature 98°. Pulse 108. Respirations 20. Blood-

pressure: systolic 120, diastolic loowm Hg.
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Blood: Hemoglobin, 60%; erythrocytes, 4,790,000; leu-

cocytes, 11,100.

Heart : Slightly enlarged to the right. There is no thrill.

The aortic second sound is slightly, and the pulmonic
second sound greatly, accentuated. There is no arhyth-

mia. The apex-beat is in the fourth interspace just within

the mid-clavicular line. Slightly within the apex-beat a
presystolic mitral murmur is heard, followed by a good
muscular sound, and a short systolic murmur. Neither

of these murmurs is transmitted.

Abdomen: Shows nothing abnormal. Neither liver nor
spleen is enlarged. The stomach, according to auscul-

tatory percussion, is normal in size and position. There is

no rigidity or tenderness.

Diagnosis: Chlorosis. Mitral stenosis and insufficiency

(slight).

Examination of the urine was negative.

Dr. F. R. Packard kindly examined the naso -pharynx and
accessory cavities, but reported nothing abnormal.

In the absence of all other symptoms, it appeared that

the ocular inflammation had been occasioned solely by the

anemia, and the patient was accordingly placed on full

doses of iron (Blaud pills, gr. v, t.i.d.) and rest, with some
slight exercise in the open air enjoined.

A blood count made a week later showed: Hemoglobin,

65%; erythrocytes, 4,710,000; leucocytes, 9,600. Cor-

rected vision in the right eye had also risen to -^0, that in

the left remained at ^. The eye-grounds too showed
marked improvement, the retinal oedema and swelling of the

disks having largely subsided, and the size of the veins

being much reduced. The patient appeared in the best

of spirits and said that she felt much better.

Hirschberg was the first (in 1879) to note the occurrence

of optic neuritis in chlorosis. Other cases were reported

shortly after this, however, by Bitsch (i), Gowers (2),

Williams (3), Mackenzie (4), Schmidt*(5), Dieballa (6), and

others, so that there are now about 20 fully recorded cases in

the literature.^

Avoiding a detailed report of each of these cases, it may
be briefly stated that in all a binocular inflammation of the

optic nerve and retina of the most intense type was found

to be dependant solely upon chlorosis, the reduction in the

» For literature consult Westcott and Pusey, Archives of Ophthal-
mology, 1902, p. 23; also Wilbrand and Saenger, iv., i, p. 434.
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percentage of hemoglobin in some of the cases being but com-

paratively slight, while in others it sank to alow degree—20%.
In all there was greater or less papilloedema, with obscura-

tion of the edges of the disk, and more or less oedema of the

retina round about the disk. In nearly all, mention is made
of the great increase in the size of the veins, of their tortuosity,

and of their disappearance at times in the swollen retina. The

arteries were often very small, sometimes of normal size and

usually tortuous. In a number of cases the general infiltration

of the retina was replaced by the appearance of dots and

streaks which arranged themselves at times in the form of a

star about the macula, as is so frequently observed in albu-

minuric retinitis. In a case recorded by Schmidt (5), where

there were a few small hemorrhages and sharply outlined

white plaques of different sizes scattered over the retina, and

a sprinkling of small glistening points and patches in a semi-

circular zone about the macula, three separate medical

examinations were made, before albuminuria, cerebral

disease, and hysteria could be excluded and the inflammation

referred to its proper source, examination of the blood re-

vealing hemoglobin 56%, red blood-corpuscles 120,000,

white corpuscles 8,000.

In quite a number of other recorded cases, also, retinitis

albuminuria was simulated, and the differential diagnosis

only made by the positive finding in the blood and the absence

of changes in the urine.

Small hemorrhages were noted in a fair proportion of the

cases, usually in association with the larger blood-vessels.

The most frequent and largest extravasations of blood into

the retina in chlorotic patients occur, however, at the men-

strual period, which Wilbrand and Saenger explain by the

scanty amount of blood in the vessels at that time, and the

decrease in the blood-pressure ; in an interference with the cir-

culation at the point of bending of the central vein, and the

increase in size of the vein in consequence of the influence

of the intraocular pressure; and, finally, in an abnormal

transparency of the blood in addition to the presence of great

local diapedesis.

Symptoms highly suggestive of brain tumor were present

in many of the cases, and intense and almost unendurable
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headache, with vomiting, dizziness, and in not a few cases

localized and general convulsions, served in a number of

instances to deceive for a time the physician in charge into

the belief that a neoplasm was creating the symptoms. In

one remarkable instance observed by Engelhardt (7), in which

he was able to follow the case from early in its course until

death, the mistake in the diagnosis was confirmed only at the

autopsy, when it was ascertained that the choked disks, which

had been followed by atrophy and blindness, the terrific head-

aches, and profound drowsiness, dizziness, and general con-

vulsions, were all occasioned by cerebral anaemia without

other pathological change. A tumor of the left cerebral

hemisphere in the motor region had been suspected, as right

hemiplegia of the extremities was present with total right

hemianaesthesia. A blood examination made shortly before

death showed hemoglobin 50%, erythrocytes 3,000,000, no

increase in leucocytes.

Other observers also have experienced no little difficulty in

properly differentiating the neuroretinitis of chlorosis from the

papilloedema evoked by brain tumor, and Bannister (8) has

reported^ an instructive case where, but for the suddenness

of the onset of the headache and other symptoms which

suggested a doubt as to the existence of brain tumor and led

to the examination of the blood, the diagnosis of brain tumor
would have been established. In fact, the true nature of the

case was only assured by the success of an iron and arsenic

treatment. At the same meeting Patrick (9) referred to a some-

what similar case, in which, in addition to marked symptoms
of cerebral irritation which pointed to a cerebral neoplasm,

Wilder had found double choked disks with some small retinal

hemorrhages and a paresis of the right external rectus muscle.

The association of paralysis of the external rectus muscle

with neuroretinitis has been recorded in quite a number of

the cases, i. e., by Stolbing, Riegel, Remer, Dieballa, and others,

Stolbing explaining the occurrence by the implication of the

sixth nerve in the vascular sclerosis of the cavernous sinus,

which he claims is present in all chlorotic cases.

Hawthorne (10) believes that the simultaneous occurrence of

> Amer. Neur. Assoc, May, 1898.
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the inflammation of the optic nerve and the sixth-nerve

paralysis suggests a common origin, the nature and tempo-

rary duration of the two events making it difficult to imagine

any single cause capable of producing them other than an

intracranial lesion, and, as intracranial thrombosis is a recog-

nized possibility in chlorosis, he asserts that it may be con-

cluded with considerable surety that it is the underlying

cause in producing the double vision. While, as Gowers (11)

has remarked, the evidence of intracranial thrombosis in most
cases of chlorosis is very small, nevertheless it must be ac-

knowledged that Hawthorne's hypothesis is not without

authority, for no less an observer than W. H. Welch has

pointed out that chlorosis must always be assigned a leading

place among the causes of spontaneous thrombosis of the

central veins and sinuses in women. Kockel, Pincles, and
Leichtenstem have also observed thrombosis from chlorosis.

Ballaban (12), too, attributes the optic neuritis to throm-

bosis, but believes that the clot forms in the central vein, and

not within a cranial sinus, basing his theory upon the study

of a case in which there was intense neuroretinitis with veins

three or four times the normal calibre. The arteries were very

small. The blood columns in the veins presented a seg-

mented appearance, and he was able to note the separation

of the blood-current into colored and uncolored parts. Neither

pulsation nor expulsion of the blood from the veins on the

disk could be produced by pressure upon the globe with the

finger. According to Ballaban, spontaneous thrombosis

arises in the veins in consequence of the faulty condition of

the blood and the poor circulation, especially since the latter

may occasion disease of the endothelium of the veins. In the

case observed by him the blood showed oligocythemia.

Dieballa (6) avers that any local and transient cause which

increases the anaemia in chlorotic cases tends to produce papillo-

retinitis, and Schmidt (5) and he are agreed that the inflamma-

tion in the nerve is the result of a toxaemia, the toxic products

being generated by deglobulization. The former thought

that in a case observed by him two influences were at work

in the deglobulizing process—a physical strain (dancing)

and the sudden appearance of menstruation after a period of

amenorrhoea. In his very interesting remarks' upon this
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subject, Dieballa goes on to say that he considers physical

exercise in chlorotics to be decidedly deleterious for the

blood, as it consumes oxygen, the supply of which is already

lessened in consequence of the lessened oxygen-bearing

hemoglobin. He has observed also that menstruation lowers

the percentage of hemoglobin as much as from 8 to 10%.

Bannister sought the cause of the neuroretinitis in a cere-

bral irritation, the nature of which he thought still a matter

of conjecture. He pointed out, however, that if the menstrual

function is really in any way an excretory one, as some have

held, or if the internal secretion of the ovary may become

perverted or insufficient in such a way as to poison the system

and produce chlorosis, it is not going much further to presume

that it may in special cases cause symptoms strongly re-

sembling those of organic cerebral disease and lead to em-

barrassing mistakes in diagnosis.

In the last volume of their exhaustive and invaluable work,

Wilbrand and Saenger assert that, as Lenhartz has frequently

found a very high intraocular pressure in patients with anaemia

and chlorosis upon whom lumbar puncture was practised,

they believe the papilloedema in chlorosis is occasioned by
increased pressure as well as by the changes which occur in

the vessels of the papilla. The changes observed in the vessels

are explained by the lessening in the elasticity of the walls,

by the abnormal constitution of the blood, and by fatty

degeneration of the intima.

A recent paper by Gushing and Bordley (13), of Baltimore,

tends to confirm this theory, although their remarks are

directed to the solution of the problem of the origin of the

cerebral and ocular changes observed in uraemia and albu-

minuria. These authors, after speaking of the generally

accepted theory that the symptom-complex in nephritis is

due to some toxic disturbance arising either in a disordered

metabolism or in the retention of some products of normal

metabolism which fail of elimination through the diseased

renal epithelium, call attention to the suggestion made by
Traube in 1861 that the symptoms in nephritis, so charac-

teristic of an increase of cerebral tension, might actually be

due to a cerebral oedema—a mechanical process, therefore

—

rather than to any autotoxic disturbance. They then assert
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that any swelling of the brain, be it a general or a circumscribed

process, necessarily leads to compression symptoms, the

eye-grounds furnishing at an early stage an objective and
sensitive index of the process, and aver that this is even more
true of oedema than of states of increased cerebral pressure due
to an encroachment on the intracranial spaces by a solid

growth or an abscess. Their ultimate conclusion is that "the

alterations of the eye -grounds in nephritis can be attributed

in part, if not wholly, to the mechanical effects of increased

intracranial pressure resulting from cerebral oedema. " While

they consider it a quibble to refer the oedema back to some
toxic agency, as in a sense all oedemas are remotely due to

toxic disturbances, they think that it is best to be conservative

and say at least that
'

' the symptoms are elicited by oedema

resulting from some toxic agency, and are not, as is commonly
supposed, due to the direct effect on the cerebral tissue of

the toxic agent alone. " They believe, further, from their

clinical and experimental studies of choked disk, that the

oedema of the retina itself is due in large part, even in cases

of nephritis, to a backing of cerebrospinal fluid under in-

creased tension into the investing meningeal sheath of the

optic nerve.

While the writer is not in a position to combat this theory,

it appears to him unlikely that increased intracranial pressure

could have been a potent factor in evoking the changes in the

eyes in the case which he has reported, for absolutely no other

symptoms of cerebral irritation were present at any time

during the course of the disease. He is inclined to attribute

the changes in the eye-grounds primarily to the altered con-

dition of the blood, but is at a loss to explain why such extensive

and unusual changes should complicate an anaemia of so

moderate and not uncommon degree.

Should it be established that the neuroretinitis of chlorosis

as well as that of nephritis is occasioned by increased intra-

cranial pressure, the recommendation of Gushing and Bordley,

of
'

' the propriety of permanent decompression in selected in-

stances of renal disease when medical measures or lumbar

puncture have failed to relieve existing cerebral (uraemic)

symptoms, or when blindness is threatened owing to rapidly

advancing degenerative changes' in the neuroretinal tissues,"
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will have to be taken, into consideration in cases of anaemia as

well as of nephritis. The influence of iron, however, upon

the ocular changes in anaemia is very remarkable, and in nearly

all of the reported cases vision which had been profoundly

affected rose to normal, eyes which had been the seat of the

most intense inflammation of optic nerve and retina regaining

full acuteness of vision and an almost normal ophthalmoscopic

picture under the administration of that drug.
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METASTATIC CARCINOMA OF THE ORBIT, WITH THE
REPORT OF A CASE.i

By Dr. EDWARD A. SHUMWAY, Philadelphia.

(With a drawing on Text-Plate XXX.)

THE involvement of the orbital tissues and ocular muscles

by carcinoma, as the result of metastasis from distant

organs, without involvement of the eyeball, is very rare, only

four cases being on record. Metastatic carcinoma of the

choroid, with extension through the sclera to the orbit, is

much more common. Since the report by Perl (i), in 1872, of

the first case of metastatic carcinoma of the choroid, about

68 cases have been described. The literature of the subject

has been carefully reviewed in recent years by Krukenberg (2)

,

and Oatman (3), and especially by Suker and Grosvenor (4) in

a paper last year before the American Academy of Ophthal-

mology and Oto-Laryngology. Suker and Grosvenor collected

64 cases, including one of their own and three unpublished

cases seen by Ginsberg, Leber, and Sutphen. To these should

be added cases by Bock (5), Schmidt-Rimpler (6), Pollack (7),

and Lafon (8), a total of 68. In thirteen of these ^ there was
an extraocular extension of the growth from the original focus

in the choroid, but with few exceptions the orbital growth

' Read before the American Ophthalmological Society, July 14-15,
1909.

2 Schultze, Arch. f. Ophthalm., xxi., 1890; VhXho^, Internal . Beitrdge

z. wiss Med., ii., 1892; Holden, Arch, of Ophth., xxi., 1892; Schultze,

Arch. f. Augenheilk., xxvi., 1893 ; Samelsohn, Deutsche nted. Wochenschr.,

p. 927, 1891 ; Michel, Beitrdge zur Onkologie des Auges, Wtirzburg, 1899;

Lagrange, Tumeurs de I'aeil, i., Paris, 1901 ; Schmidt-Rimpler, Lehrbuch,

7th ed., Leipzig, 1901; Reis, Klin. Monatsbl. f. Augenheilk., xli., 1903;

Oatman, Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1903; Oeller, Arch. f. Augenheilk., 1905;

Thomson, Arch, of Ophth., xxxv., 1906; Suker and Grosvenor, Trans.

Amer. Acad, of Ophthalmology and Oto-Laryngology, 1908.
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was small, did not interfere with the movements of the eye-

balls, and was not diagnosed clinically. Cases of involvement

of the intracranial portion of the optic nerves and of the

chiasm have been recorded by Elschnig (9), Holden (10),

Krohn (11), Dittrich (12), and Spiller and Weisenburg (13).

The five cases of involvement of the orbit and extraocular

muscles are as follows:

Homer (14), in i864,publishedacaseofparalysisof theoculo-

motor nerve, with proptosis and severe headaches, in a man
sixty-five years old. Four months after the first examination

,

all the recti muscles were paralyzed, there was ptosis of the

upper lid, the eyeball protruded 3 lines, the pupils were dilated

and immobile, the subconjunctival tissues were cedematous,

the veins dilated and tortuous. No nodules were felt in the

orbit, but growths appeared in the thyroid and in the sub-

maxillary region. The eye later became so prominent that

it could not be covered by the lids, and death occurred about
six months after the patient was first seen. Post-mortem
examination disclosed carcinoma of the dura at the base of

the sphenoid, involving the right optic nerve at its entrance

into the foramen, and extending backward and downward
at the base of the brain. In the orbit nodules were found in

all the recti and in the levator palpebrae superioris. Numerous
nodules were present throughout the body: in the thyroid,

stemo-cleido-mastoid and abdominal muscles, right pleura

costalis, pericardium, peritoneum, and suprarenals. Homer
thought the primary growth was in the dura, and that the first

paralysis of the eye-muscles was due to pressure on the nerve,

but that the subsequent proptosis and immobility of the eye

were caused by metastatic nodules in the orbit and the

muscles.

The second case was reported by Elschnig (i 5) in 1898. The
patient, a woman seventy-three years of age, had carcinoma
of the cervix, with metastases to the glands, skin, and right

mamma ; all of the eye-muscles in the left orbit were found to be

the seat of nodules, with the exception of the inferior oblique.

Microscopic examination showed hyaline degeneration of the

muscle-fibres and almost complete degeneration of the nerves

entering the muscle. Elschnig raised the question whether
the disturbance in motility was due to the degeneration of the
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nerves, or to the destruction of the muscle tissue and pre-

vention of muscular contraction.

In 1899, Wintersteiner (16) described a case in a woman fifty-

eight years old. The clinical history, recorded in one of the

medical wards of the general hospital in Vienna, noted a dis-

turbance of the motion of the right eye, which was ascribed to

paresis of the internal rectus muscle. There was carcinoma

of the left breast and neighboring lymphatic glands. Post-

mortem examination showed metastases in the liver, retro-

peritoneal glands, and of all the ocular muscles of the right

eye with the exception of the inferior oblique. A careful

microscopic examination of the entire orbital contents showed,

in addition, a small nodule in one place near the ophthalmic

artery, but no involvement of the optic nerve. The metas-

tasis preserved partly the fibrous character of the primary

growth, and had caused simple atrophy of the muscle tissue.

The fibres were thinner, distinctly fibrillated, and the Cohn-

heim fields, which are very clearly marked in the intact fibres,

were absent. The contractile substance had retracted, and

the elastic sheaths surrounding the fibres had almost entirely

disappeared, where the atrophy was evident. In no place

was there any evidence of compression of the nerves or de-

generation of the nerve-fibres, although here and there the

cells followed them and were spread out in the perineurium.

As the involvement of the muscles was a very early one

Wintersteiner believes that his case answers Elschnig's

question and proves that the disturbance of motility is due

to destruction of the muscle tissue, and not to compression

of the nerve. He thinks, too, as only one muscle was clin-

ically paralyzed, although all but the inferior oblique were

affected, that similar cases of involvement of the ocular

muscles in metastatic carcinoma may not be so rare as has

been thought.

The fourth case was reported by Axenfeld (17) before the

Ophthalmologische Gesellschaft at Heidelberg, in 1907. The

patient was a woman who, two years after extirpation of a

mammary carcinoma, showed progressive paralysis of the

muscles of the left eye. As there were no distinct orbital signs

of tumor, it was thought at first that the paralysis was of

nuclear origin, perhaps of a toxic nature. Subsequently,
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exophthalmos appeared, and when the patient was seen by
Axenfeld the eyeball was almost immovable, both actively

and passively, and a firm resisting mass was evident above

and below the eye within the orbital margin. The patient

complained of severe neuralgic pain of the first and second

branches of the trigeminus, and choked disk was present.

The accessory sinuses were free, and as no other metastasis

could be found in the body, intraperiosteal exenteration of the

orbit was performed, and the bones covered by Kiister's

method. Primary union was obtained. Microscopic exam-

ination showed a conversion of the orbital tissue into a dense

fibrous mass, with scattered nodules of carcinoma cells

In this dense fibrous tissue the single muscles were distinctly

recognizable as tubes, densely infiltrated with cells, which

indicated that they themselves were metastatically involved.

Axenfeld thought operation was indicated only in the ex-

tremely rare cases in which no other metastases could be

found in the body. Even in such cases it was not always

possible to be sure that they were not present.

In the discussion of Axenfeld' s paper, Wintersteiner (18) re-

ferred to a case of metastatic sarcoma of the external rectus

muscle in a woman who had been operated upon for myosar-

coma of the intestines. Metastatic sarcoma of the orbit has

also been described by Poliagni (19); and de Schweinitz and

Meigs (20) reported a case of metastatic sarcoma of the choroid

and orbit, in which the primary growth was found in the

mediastinum. Axenfeld (21) thinks the latter case was prob-

ably of the same character as those recorded by Oxley, (22)

Powell (23), and Tomasi Crudelli (24) as cases of malignant

lymphoma originating also in the mediastinum.

My own case is as follows:

M. S., female, aged forty-nine years, was seen December
23, 1906, in consultation with Dr. I. W. Hollingshead, of

Philadelphia, under whose care she had been for about ten

days. An accurate history was difficult to obtain, as the

patient was mentally confused, partly because of exhausting
pain, and partly as the result of drugs administered to con-

trol it. She had noticed a disturbance of vision in the

right eye for five months. In September, 1906, her glasses

had been changed by Dr. P. N. K. Schwenk, who subse-

quently wrote me that her vision at this time, with a glass
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correcting her hyperopic astigmatism, was f^ in each eye,

and no fundus changes or disturbance of motiHty of the

eyeball were manifest. Shortly afterward she had an
attack of pleurisy on the left side, and later developed some
spinal trouble, with a gastro-intestinal disturbance. From
this time on she was confined to bed, suffering with ab-

dominal pain, nausea, and marked constipation, and her

weight had gradually fallen from 165 pounds to 123 pounds.

For three weeks the right eye had been very painful and
prominent. On examination it was found to have no light

perception, was proptosed straight forward about Smm,
and its movements were limited in all directions. There
were intense bulbar injection and chemosis, the cornea

was ulcerated, and the anterior chamber one-third filled

with a yellowish-white exudate. The patient complained

of intense ciliary tenderness and great pain, which could

be controlled only by hypodermic injections of morphin.

No history of a growth could be elicited, and a diagnosis was
made of acute panophthalmitis, possibly due to metastatic

choroiditis from some focus of infection in the pleural or

abdominal cavity. Exenteration of the eyeball was there-

fore advised, and she was admitted to the University

Hospital, where the operation was performed on the follow-

ing day. Much to my surprise, although the anterior

chamber was full of pus, the vitreous was found clear, and
a nodular mass could be felt in the orbit back of the globe.

As I had not obtained permission for anything beyond the

exenteration of the eye, the orbit was not explored further.

On the next day there was still marked chemosis, which
gradually subsided under the use of cold compresses, and
on its disappearance the nodular mass could be felt extend-

ing forward nearly to the orbital margin, above and below.

Further examinations by Drs. John Luther and A. O. J.

Kelly showed typical scirrhus carcinoma, with retraction

of the left breast, involvement of the axillary and supra-

clavicular lymphatic glands, fixation and enlargement of the

uterus, thickening of the utero -sacral ligaments, and an

obscure mass in the abdomen, in the position of the trans-

verse colon, possibly retroperitoneal. On account of the

evident wide-spread carcinomatosis, further operative

interference was considered inadvisable, and commencing
on January 6, 1907, the patient was given X-ray treatment

by Dr. Henry K. Pancoast. The exposures, lasting from

twelve to twenty minutes, were made on alternate days

to the orbit and abdomen. At the same time injections

of trypsin were made daily, beginning with 10 minims, and

increasing 5 minims each injection until a dose of 60 minims
was given. Under this treatment, and general tonic
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medication, the orbital mass apparently disappeared.
The breast remained unchanged and the patient's weight
gradually declined, being 118 pounds on February 8th.

On January 21st she complained of considerable pain
in the head and blurring of vision of the left eye. Ophthal-
moscopic examination showed beginning optic neuritis,

which was thought to be due either to involvement of the
meninges or to general toxemia. On February ist, after

the injection of trypsin, the patient developed toxic symp-
toms, with a chill, rise of temperature to 101.6° F., and
repeated vomiting. The site of the injection became in-

durated, and at this and another position large abscesses

developed, and the injections were discontinued. On
February 8th injections of amylopsin alternately with the
trypsin were resumed, but after ten days were stopped at

the request of the patient, because of the pain. The X-ray
treatments were, however, continued until she left the
hospital, March 30, 1907. At this time no growth could
be detected in the orbit, and the growth in the breast and
the axillary glands were reduced in size. She had steadily

lost strength, however, was much emaciated, and there was
almost complete anorexia, with frequent attacks of vomit-
ing. Throughout her stay in the hospital the constipation

was marked.
After reaching home she rapidly grew worse, the ab-

dominal symptoms growing more pronounced, and died from
intestinal obstruction one month later, April 30, 1907.

An autopsy was made on the following day by Dr. Samuel

Leopold, and a diagnosis was made of scirrhus carcinoma

of the breast, broncho-pneumonia, chronic adhesive pleuritis,

chronic parenchymatous nephritis, fibrosis of the liver, chronic

interstitial splenitis, and chronic peritonitis (multiple serositis).

Sections were prepared in the McManes Laboratory at the

University of Pennsylvania from the following tissues:

mammary gland, spleen, liver, pancreas, kidney, uterus,

ovary, broad ligament, and pelvic peritoneum. These were

carefully reviewed by Prof. Allen J. Smith and a revised

post-mortem diagnosis was made by him of scirrhus mucoid

carcinoma of the mammary gland, with infiltrating, non-

encapsulated metastases in the liver, spleen, kidneys, uterus,

broad ligament, ovary, and pelvic adhesions. Dr. Smith's

report is as follows

:

(i) Mammary Gland (left): A section from this in-

durated breast shows, in addition to a few scattered and
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small lobules of adipose tissue, the rest of the specimen

to consist of a dense stroma of fibrillar connective tissue,

in which are found occasional remnants of the old glandular

structure and at places definite carcinomatous infiltrations.

The fibrous matrix is of the wavy type characteristic of the

mammary gland. A small bit of the epiderm overlies a
part of the section. For the most part it is thin and
evidently atrophic, but at one position extends in an
irregularly branching root well down into the mass of the

general stroma, this root inclosing a comparatively large

cystic space lined with squamous cells and containing a

loose concentric nest of the same. In the section there

are to be found a very few atrophic gland lobules, showing

no malignant change and several ducts without material

alteration. Widely but sparsely scattered through the

stroma are small groups of cells and isolated cells of glandu-

lar type of epithelium, some of which present the "seal-

ring" appearance of so-called "colloid" change (really

mucoid, the cells in reality the same as "goblet cells").

Examples of large and hyperchromatic nuclei are occa-

sionally seen; but no examples of karyomitosis were en-

countered; and many of the cells are decidedly small and
evidently atrophic. Several small epithelial-lined cysts

also exist in the section, but present no appearance of

malignant change.

(2) Spleen. The capsule of the organ is slightly thickened

from fibrosis, and on the outer surface are met scattered

strands of fibres and large endothelioid cells, probably

representing the adhesive formations above mentioned.

There is no appreciable overgrowth of the trabeculae of the

organ or of the blood-vessel walls; but there is a diffuse

and at places a marked fibrosis of the pulp of the spleen.

The section examined shows the vessels and capillary spaces

filled with blood and irregular foci of hemorrhage both in

the subcapsular position and in the interior of the organ.

All through the section, especially beneath the capsule, and
more concentrated at some positions than at others, there

are epithelial cells of the same type as met in the carcino-

matous breast. Mitotic figures are not infrequent and the

cells, as a rule, are larger than those of the breast; here, as

in the breast, examples of mucoid "seal-ring" cells are met.

In no position in the section are these cancerous metastases

encapsulated, but represent a diffuse and irregular infiltra-

tion of the splenic tissue. Numerous coarse, yellow,

granular deposits of hemosiderin are met in the tissue.

The Malpighian bodies, as a rule, are small and normal in

appearance, but now and again are invaded by the can-

cerous elements.
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(3) Liver. The capsule proper is not thickened, but
beneath the capsule in several sections examined there are

areas of replacement of the liver tissue by a diffusing

non-encapsulated scirrhus cancer of the same type as

above described. In this in places there are persisting

bile-ducts, with normal epithelial lining, and occasional

small deposits of golden granular pigment probably mark
the sites of previously existing pigmented hepatic cells.

In the cancerous areas of the liver there are noted par-

ticularly (seen in the previously described sections, but not
so clearly and not nearly so frequently) fine examples of

cell inclusions in many of the neoplastic cells. These are

occasionally seen, too, in hepatic cells at some distance

from the cancerous areas. They have more similarity

to protozoa in their best examples than is common; being
sharply defined by a clear, deeply eosin-stained wall, their

interior granular or reticular and faintly stained by the
hematoxylin, and in the centre a clear, hyaline, deeply
eosin-stained, nuclear-like body. These inclusions vary
in size, are spherical or ovoid in shape, and, while usually

single in the cells, are sometimes present to the number of

two or three. In addition, many of the cells show the usual
seal-ring appearance with the hematoxylin-tinted mucin
in the interior. The perilobular connective tissue varies.

Usually of normal amount, it at places is distinctly and
even greatly increased; and in such situations there is

usually at least a minor presence of the infiltrating cancer
cells. There is at no place in the section examined any
attempt at definite encapsulation of the cancer foci. The
hepatic cells at the border of the growth are commonly de-

generate, often atrophic; but there are many cells, ap-
parently hepatic in nature, which are decidedly approaching
the appearance of the tumor cells and might well be ap-
pealed to as evidence of metaplasia. The general hepatic
structure shows considerable venous dilatation, especially

of the central lobular venules, and the columns of liver

cells are widely separated and often broken as if the tissue

were oedematous. The cells are more or less necrosed, and
the remaining ones are granular and stain with poor
definition.

(4) Pancreas. No important change in the vessel walls

but some evidence of a venous hyperemia. Distinct over-

growth at places of the interlobular connective tissue and
more diffused intralobular fibrosis of fairly marked grade.

Islets of Langerhans for the most part intact, but some
walled off by a thick and dense fibrous capsule and some
the seat of intrainsular fibrosis. Scattered areas of post-

mortem necrotic change evident. Otherwise parenchyma
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in fair state. No cancerous metastasis recognized in

material sectioned.

(5) Kidney. Two different sections examined, pre-

sumably from the two organs. Both show no appreciable
change of the capsule, but the existence of minor fibroid

change of the capsules of Bowman and local areas of inter-

tubular fibrosis in the cortex. In both there is more
marked fibrosis of the intertubular tissue of the pyramids.
Both show advanced cloudy swelling and even necrosis

of the cortical epithelium, with less marked change of the
medullary parenchyma; no important desquamation; nu-
merous casts in the tubules. In neither of the sections

were there present the changes corresponding to the pale

infarct noted in the gross protocol. But both show minute
foci of infiltration in the cortex of cells of the same type as

described in the neoplasms found in the previously men-
tioned organs. These were not encapsulated, but occurred

in situations about vessels or Malpighian bodies where
there was evident some increase of fibrous tissue in which
the cancerous elements occurred.

(6) Uterus. Endometrium absent from sections ex-

amined, which include only a part of the thickness of the

muscular wall of the uterus. The tissue is diffusely in-

filtrated by great numbers of the cancer elements already

described, the cells large and well preserved, often hypo-
chromatic or mitotic, and frequently showing the mucoid
changes and the cell inclusions already mentioned.

(7) Ovary. The tissue is markedly sclerosed, without
persistence in the section of Graafian follicles or other

structures characteristic of the organ, save a number of dense

and hyaline corpora fibrosa, the scars of former corpora

lutea. Widely diffused through the organ are the same
cancerous elements as already described in the organs above
detailed.

(8) Broad Ligament. A section of the thickened broad
ligament shows the presence of a diffuse cancerous infil-

tration of the same type as mentioned elsewhere; there is

marked hyperemia and evidence of progressive connective

tissue of the part.

(9) Adhesive Material from Pelvic Wall. This is merely

a thickened fibrous structure containing a few strands of

smooth muscle and diffusely infiltrated, as described for

the other structures, with cancerous elements.

At the autopsy the roof of the orbit was broken through, and

a hard nodule 1.5 by i by icm in diameter was found directly

back of the remains of the eyeball, and was removed for
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microscopic study. Sections were prepared by Dr. C. M.

Hosmer in the ophthalmological laboratory. They include

a cross-section of the optic nerve at the entrance of the central

vessels, surrounding orbital fat and connective tissue, a

portion of the inferior rectus muscle, and of either the internal

or external rectus muscle. The orbital connective tissue

is converted into a dense, fibrous tissue, which is diffusely

infiltrated with epithelial cells of the same type as those

described in sections of the mammary gland, liver, etc. The
dense, fibrous tissue is either the result of a fibroid degenera-

tion of the carcinoma metastasis, as described by Axenfeld

in his case, or of the action of the X-rays. At the point of

entrance of the vessels into the optic nerve the carcinoma

cells follow the vessels through the dural sheath and surround

the pial envelope as a ring, several cells deep. There is no

invasion of the nerve-fibres, and sections a short distance

back of this point show no involvement of the nerve at all.

The nerve-fibres are in a state of advanced degeneration,

with fine vacuoles in the spaces between the septa, ordinarily

occupied by the axis-cylinders. The nerve is shrunken,

considerable space existing between the pial and dural sheaths,

and the septa within the nerve appear relatively broad, be-

cause of the disappearance of the nerve-fibres.

The two recti muscles exhibit marked infiltration of their

substance with the carcinoma cells. In places the muscle

bundles have been replaced by them, in others the cells have

proliferated between the bundles. The remaining muscle

fibres show an advanced stage of simple atrophy, with loss

of the transverse striations and indistinctness of the muscle

columns in cross-section. The infiltration is fairly well shown

in the accompanying sketch by Mrs. J. D. Z. Chase (Fig. i),

in which the nerve-bundles appear especially prominent on

account of the atrophy of the muscle substance.

The histological examination, therefore, confirmed the

clinical diagnosis, and in the absence of involvement of the

choroid, as proved by the examination of the eyeground by
Dr. Schwenk, we are justified in placing it among the very

rare cases in which the metastatic elements enter the branches

of the ophthalmic artery which supply the muscles or orbital

tissue, instead of passing into the more numerous ciliary
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arteries, under which circumstances we have the production

of the much more common condition, metastatic carcinoma

of the choroid. Whether, as Wintersteiner suggests, the

occurrence of orbital involvement is more frequent than has

been assumed, is a matter for still further study. In every

instance of isolated paralysis of an ocular muscle in an adult,

the patient should be examined for carcinoma, and a metas-

tatic nodule should be suspected in the presence of general

carcinomatosis. The prognosis is very bad, and operation

is only justifiable where metastatic growths elsewhere can

be excluded, or where it is to be performed for the relief of

pain.
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ELEVENTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON OPH-
THALMOLOGY, NAPLES, APRIL 2-7, 1909.

Reported from Manuscripts by Dr. W. CLAUSEN, Berlin.

Translated from Vol. LXIII., No. 3, German edition of these Archives,
by Dr. Percy Fridenberg, New York.

Joint Session with the International Typhlologists. Pres.

Prof. VlTALI.

Discussion on the Theme : Is it advisable, in case of disease

leading to blindness, to acquaint the patients with the prog-

nosis, without reserve, in order that they may, while sight

still lasts, practise some occupation which will suit the new
conditions ?

Report of Prof. Neuschueler (Rome) urges that ophthal-

mologists, as well as pedagogues and philanthropists should

pay more attention to the study of blindness and its psy-

chology, as surgeons do to orthopedics. There are various

criteria, social, educational, and medical, of "blindness,"

and no exact international standard in any category. Neu-
schueler defines blindness, socially, as the condition in which
reading is impossible with correcting glasses. In iritis,

keratitis, retinitis, and so on, it is better to acquaint the

patients with the probable results for vision, in order that they

may prepare themselves. This must be done with humanity
and tact, gradually if necessary, and in accordance with the

requirements of the individual case. Instead of wasting

time in useless treatment, the blind alphabet could be taught.

In high myopia, too, this study would be very useful, but

the ophthalmologist must study the subject of typhlology.

Discussion: Axgelucci supports the views of the reporter.

DuFOUR (Lausanne), Colucci, Rosa Mayer, Cozzolini,

KouBLY (St. Petersburg), Denti, and Hoor (Buda-Pesth)

495
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think it inadvisable to let the patients know of their fate

while they can still see, especially as typhlologists find that it

is much easier to instruct them after they have become quite

blind, and the patient will have no confidence in the hopeless

prognosis as long as he can see. Aside from the possibility

of mistakes in prognosis, humanity will prevent our depriving

the patients of hope.

First Scientific Session: Pres: De La Personne.

Uniform Estimation and Notation of Acuteness of Vision.

Report of the Committee, (C. Hess, Chairman) : Charpentier,

Dimmer, Eperon, Jessop, Nuel, Reymond.
A test card with suitable numbers and Landolt rings is pre-

ferred to letters. The unit is that degree of acuteness in which

two dots on a white ground seen at an angular distance of

two minutes are distinguished as separate. The scale should

be graded in tenths, from i.o to o.i and at 1.5 and 2.0 in

arithmetical progression, to be read at a distance of 5 metres.

Good daylight should be used in testing.

Discussion: Landolt (Paris) discussed the optical theory

of ring-test objects.

Armaignac regrets that the rings, representing a minimum
separabile, were used instead of a minimum visibile. Letters

are preferable to numbers on account of their variety. Two
numbers in a row are not enough. Snellen's pot-hooks are

the best international test, as they can be used not only for

illiterates, analphabets, and children, but for deaf-mutes, as

well. The graduation of the committee's test card is faulty.

Ovio (Modena) objects to the minimum separabile, as it

depends so much on light, form, space, and memory. Arith-

metic progression is advisable.

Vignes (Paris) considers geometrical figures the only

scientific objects for a uniform test. The 1.5 and 2 of the

committee scale are superfluous.

Salzer (Munich) welcomes the use of letters and numbers.

With geometric figures alone, we may underestimate the real

acuteness of vision.

Grosz (Buda-Pesth) moves to adopt the Committee's test

card.

Pfalz (Duesseldorf) finds Landolt's rings unsuitable for

children and imbeciles. The geometric progression is the
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better. Pot-hooks are most easy to recognize and should

be included in the scale.

The suggestions of the Committee were adopted.

1. New universal test-letter scale. Tomas Blanco (Valen-

cia). Blanco presents a test card of black squares, es-

pecially for illiterates.

Ovio (Modena) prefers the Landolt rings to these squares.

The angle of i minute, suggested by Blanco, is too small. It

should be twice as large, for signs and numbers, as for letters.

2. Correcting glasses in general pathology and the method

of determination. E. E. Blauuw (Buffalo). Clinicians do

not sufficiently recognize the importance of correcting ame-

tropia. Vague and obstinate symptoms may be caused by
lack of correction, especially in nervous patients. The use

of a mydriatic is unnecessary, unscientific, and objectionable.

3. Experiments on visual acuteness and the minimum sep-

arabile, with optotypes; accommodation and stereoscopic sense

in monocular vision.

E. Marri (Turin) finds the angle of i minute too large

as the last line of most test cards can be read at twice th^

estimated distance. The field of vision for a single eye is at

first smaller than the binocular field, but this enlarges with

practice, and stereoscopic vision also rises to normal.

4. Elementary visual tests. M. W. Pergens (Maeseyck)

presents 13 test cards with geometric figures with which he

claims to be able to differentiate various internal diseases of

the eye.

5. Translucency of various opaque media of the eye as

determined with a simple loupe. Trantas (Constantinople)

uses, instead of an electric transilluminator, a condensing

lens of + 20 D. to + 30 D. On oblique illumination some light

penetrates the sclera, giving a slight glow. In this way he

was able to confirm the diagnosis of intraocular melano-

sarcoma in two cases.

6. Formula for the visual field. E. Lopez (Havana) sug-

gests a new formula for the notation of the field of vision.

7. The binocular field of vision after squint operations.

WoELFFLiN (Basel) used an illuminated perimeter and found

that the outer halves of both visual fields were supplied by the

corresponding halves of the retina, but that in the region of
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the point of fixation double images were seen, close together,

which could not be fused for several days. Repeated peri-

metric tests aid in the fusion.

Discussion: Gonin (Lausanne) confirms Woelfflin's obser-

vations.

8. The notation of the axes of astigmatism and of peri-

metric charts. A. S. Percival (Newcastle) advises beginning

with the zero point at the right end of the horizontal meridian,

seen facing the patient, and counting from right to left, i. e.,

against the clock, in notation of cylinder axes and meridians

of the visual field.

9. Measurement of the lifting power of the adductors and

abductors. L. Howe (Buffalo) describes his method of

ophthalmo-dynamometry with actual weights and indicator

scale, which he believes of practical importance in the choice

of tenotomy or advancement.

10. Oculistic instrumentarium constructed on rational

principles. Landolt (Paris) claims that the handles of all

eye instruments should be made of ivory or aluminum. The

form should be rectangular with the long diameter parallel

to the axis of the plane of the blade or edge, and square in those

instruments which have to be turned. The edges must be

rounded and ground off. The instruments should not be

too long, as is generally the case.

11. Astigmatism. M. Marquez (Madrid) notes that there

is lenticular as well as corneal astigmatism, and that the

former should always be borne in mind. It can be determined

by retinoscopy. Two cylinders may be needed.

12. Requirements and regulation of signalling by color.

C. A. Oliver (Philadelphia) considers his wool tests the best

for general clinical purposes. For signal service the actual

conditions must be duplicated. He has devised a test lantern

for this purpose. There should be an international standard

for the colors and regular inspection.

13. Changes in the conjunctiva after exposure to light of

short wave length. A. Birch-Hirschfeld (Leipzig) ex-

perimented on rabbits with Schott's uviol lamp and produced

simple catarrh, leading later to changes in the epithelium

and vessels, with sub-epithelial proliferation and pigmen-

tation. The pre-tarsal connective fibrillary tissue loses its
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structure, becoming homogeneous and glassy. Hyaline

degeneration of the vessel-walls and proliferation of the

intima are noted.

Discussion: Axenfeld (Freiburg) notes that these experi-

ments do not represent the conditions in vernal catarrh. It

is a question whether these changes occur unless the con-

junctiva is artificially exposed by ectropionizing, and whether

there are any characteristic changes in the palpebral con-

junctiva.

ScHANZ (Dresden) notes that vernal catarrh must be due

to ultra-violet rays of less than 300 micro-millimetres, as only

such are present in daylight at ordinary altitudes. This

corresponds to the measurements found by Birch-Hirschfeld

in his artificial light.

Crzellitzer (Berlin) noted typical electric conjunctivitis

in workmen engaged in electric welding. Schott's glass with

high refractive index, and ruby glass, were tried for protection

without effect.

GoNiN (Lausanne) notes that vernal conjunctivitis is less

common in the mountains than in the lowlands, so that the

prolonged effect of ultra-violet light cannot be a causal factor

in development.

Trantas (Constantinople) notes the dependence of ver-

nal catarrh on sunlight, as shown by its variation directly

with the temperature and climate. The cornea is rarely

affected, and proliferative changes in the conjunctiva, like

those noted in Birch-Hirschfeld's experiments, are seldom

seen.

Steiner (Rome) thinks that Birch-Hirschfeld's experi-

ments throw light on the whole subject of ophthalmia due

to radiations. In closing, Birch-Hirschfeld disclaimed

identifying the changes found by him with clinical vernal

catarrh, but the cause is the same in both. When rays of less

than 330 micro-millimetres are excluded by suitable glass

plates, the uviol light has no effect.

14. (a) Is there an amblyopia from non-use? J. Gonin
(Lausanne) notes that corneal opacities or refraction error

of one eye disturb vision much more than when they are

bilateral. This cannot be explained on purely optical

grounds, -and is the expression of functional weakness of
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one eye due to partial exclusion from the visual act. The

hypothesis of amblyopia ex anopsia is founded on fact.

Discussion: Lodato (Palermo) recalls his experiments on

newborn dogs and cats in which, by tarsorrhaphy, he was

able to cause amblyopia and arrest of development in the

closed eye.

HooR (Buda-Pesth) notes that amblyopia may be due to

squint, although it does not follow that all squinting eyes

are amblyopic, or that it is always due to deviation.

GoNiN, in conclusion, had in view the recent work of Silex

denying the existence of an amblyopia from non-use.

14. (b) Curative effect of subconjunctival aseptic abscess

in post-operative infection. S. Terentinos (Patras) injects

biniodid of mercury and petroleum in vaselin under the con-

junctiva with good effect in ulcus serpens and in post-operative

infections. The abscess acts curatively by producing anti-

toxins and is to be recommended in infected penetrating

wounds and sympathetic inflammations.

1 5

.

Plan for a uniform nomenclature of the motor anoma-

lies of the eye. A. Duane (New York) notes that Greek

and Latin are mixed in the present terminology and suggests

rational uniform terms.

Landolt (Paris) notes this discrepancy in other fields of

ophthalmology but advises the retention, for the present,

of the traditional terms.

Howe (Buffalo) thinks the terminology now in use can not

be altered at once without some trouble and confusion. He

advises the appointing of a Committee on Nomenclature to

report at a later congress.

16. Ocular injuries from a medico-legal point of view.

F. Barazza (Buenos Ayres) thinks special laws should be

passed for industrial injuries, and that the loss of vision must

be brought into relation with the injury. The workmen

often refuse treatment or are negligent in following orders,

and the results are not as good as they should be. Certifi-

cates should be made by oculists only.

17. Visual efficiency. A. Percival (Newcastle) presented

various formulae for an arithmetical calculation of damages

for ocular injury, and two percentage tables for estimating

loss of wage-earning capacity. LJr....^
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18. Complete Ijnmphangiectasis of the conjunctiva during

pregnancy. M. Menacho (Barcelona) reports a case of this

nature in which the chemosis disappeared completely after

delivery, showing a reflex action between the uterus and the

eye.

19. New views on pathogenesis of primary cataract. N.

ScALiNCi (Naples) with Botazzi made chemico-physical tests

of the lens. It is formed of organic hydrogel, a combination

of two colloids, soluble and insoluble phako-protein. Im-

bibition causes diffusion of the soluble protein and clouding,

with disgregation of the fibres and of the insoluble protein.

The lens colloids are alkali-proteins. Acids cause a precipi-

tation and cataract is the result, as in acidosis of diabetes,

uraemia, oxaluria, tetany, and in other disorders of metabolism.

Glass blowers' cataract is due to carbonic acid accumulated

in consequence of venous stasis, which may also act indirectly

by causing changes in the vessels and ciliary epithelium.

Discussion: Pardo (Modena) asks for an explanation of

unilateral diabetic cataract, and whether experimental

cataract ever develops in a saline aqueous.

ScALiNCi, in closing, explains unilaterality of diabetic

cataract as due to differences in the alterations of the ciliary

epithelium and vessels. Acid or alkaline aqueous may be

present in cataract. Organic acids, which are weaker, produce

marked changes. The investigations of Angelucci, Ovio,

and Pardo deal mainly with osmosis and not with the physico-

chemical composition, particularly their colloid nature.

20. The cataract operation. E. Valude (Paris) praises

irrigation of the capsule-sac as the best means of removing

cortical remnants which later on interfere so much with sight.

Extraction in the capsule is not generally advisable. To
prevent iris prolapse and make irrigation free from danger

he advises corneal suture (with fine round needles and sewing-

machine thread), which does not include the entire thickness

of the membrane.

Discussion: Marquez (Madrid) thinks a corneal suture

objectionable in cataract operations except where there are

marked gaping of the wound and danger of prolapse of iris

or vitreous.

Landolt (Paris) objects to the suture even in case of
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vitreous prolapse. A loose bandage, allowing the upper lid

to move, is greatly to be preferred.

21. Amyloid degeneration of conjunctiva and lids. Del
Monte (Naples) has found that the infiltration elements and

plasma cells take part in the production of amyloid, as,

particularly, do the mononuclear and polynuclear leucocytes.

Red blood cells may also be concerned, after having been

flooded into the tissues from the diseased vessels. Vascular

changes are probably the first step in the degenerative process.

2 2. Certain forms of strabismus. Orlandini (Venice)

discusses squints due to unilateral amblyopia, and to con-

genital amblyopia, as well as to intraocular disease, which are

differentiated from the forms dependent on refraction error.

The results of his examination and operative effects are re-

ported in detail.

23. Effect of perspective on form and size of images.

Ovio (Modena).

24. Effect of perspective on acuteness of vision. G. Ovio.

25. Effect of perspective on reading. G. Ovio studied

the change in form of retinal images due to inclination in

reading, and analyzes faulty positions in near work. Per-

spective plays an important part, influencing the size and

position of images, and is greatly dependent on inclination

in reading. Vision is equally affected in both eyes by in-

clination about a vertical axis (declination), and equally,

forwards and backwards, in inclination about a horizontal

axis. In reading letters of the alphabet, the disturbance

of perspective is greater, with like degrees of inclination,

after declination than after inclination. These inclinations

are modified by fixation angles, which, in binocular vision,

may not be equal, so that there is a difference of perspective

in the images received by the two eyes. This is important

for the hygiene of the eye which in reading requires large

type, short lines, small size of volume, and medium distance

both vertically and horizontally.

26. Treatment of incipient senile cataract by subcon-

junctival injections of potassium iodide. Verderau uses 2%
solutions, injecting about 20 minims with 1% acoin. Im-

provement was noted in 26% of the cases.

27. Ophthalmia medicamentosa sive therapeutica. Gut-
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MANN (Berlin) sounds a note of warning against meddlesome
treatment, prolonged instillation of drops, or application of

astringents, irritating salves, and so on. Many cases clear

up when the treatment is stopped, particularly if the source

of irritation is removed by correcting errors of refraction

and muscular imbalance. Silver nitrate should not be used

indefinitely; hot compresses are of use in keratitis, particularly

scrofulous forms, in acute conditions only. In sac affections

probes should be passed as seldom as possible. Atropin

with cocain may cause infiltrations which may simulate

purulent mycotic deposits. Cauterization then does harm.

Subconjunctival injections of sodium chloride are less ob-

jectionable than those of mercury salts, particularly, the

bichloride.

DuFouR (Lausanne) supports Gutmann's views, particu-

larly as to cocain.

28. Etiology of pterygium. Ortin considers pterygium

the result of a chronic irritation or disease of the conjunctiva.

29. Toxic conjunctivitis of animal origin. Cosmettatos

(Athens) describes a form of ophthalmia very similar to

Parinaud's, with fleshy excrescences of the conjunctiva of

the upper lid, and swelling of pre-auricular and submaxillary

glands. There are no yellowish granulations however. The
condition lasts several days, is attended with fever, and is

probably due to the poison of an insect which has been in-

jected under the skin by a sting.

30. Extraction of senile cataract in the capsule. Elschnig

(Prag) has tried the Indian method, or Smith's modification

of Pagenstecher's operation, which differs from the latter

only in the possibility of performing it without iridectomy.

Of 34 simple expressions, there was vitreous prolapse in 8,

iris prolapse in 12 (40%). Of 71 simple extractions, there

was only i prolapse of vitreous, and 5.6% of iris prolapse,

showing the great superiority of the latter method. Even
in combined expression (29 cases) there was over 16% of

vitreous prolapse, with otherwise good results finally and

loss of sight in one case only, from glaucoma. Persistent

irritation, corneal erosions, and marginal infiltrates are com-

mon. Expression should always be combined with iridec-

tomy, and if the lens does not present readily, the capsule
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should be opened. Loss of vitreous is due to the lens being

held in the patellary space. Cataracta fusca is least suitable

to expression in the capsule. The study, by A. Knapp, of

104 cases in Smith's clinic, agreed with the results of Elsch-

nig, and shows slight loss of vitreous in 10, copious loss in 3,

subchoroidal hemorrhage in i, suppuration in 2, prolapse or

incarceration of iris in 17 cases.

Discussion: Gallenga (Parma) thinks extraction in the

capsule should be used only for cataracta cystica, and in

other cases permitted only if vitreous presents before cap-

sulotomy.

AxENFELD (Freiburg) objects to extraction in the capsule

as unsuitable for European conditions and thinks it should

be abandoned as soon as possible.

Howe (Buffalo) also condemns the method.

Falchi (Modena) thinks extraction in the capsule the

ideal operation, but, in its present state, suitable only for

Morgagnian cataract, where it is very useful.

Elschnig, in closing, confirms Axenfeld's views of the

unsuitability of expression as a routine method.

(To be continued.)



REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE OPHTHAL-
MOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF THE UNITED

KINGDOM.

By Mr. C. DEVEREUX MARSHALL.

An ordinary meeting of the Society was held at the Medical

Society's Rooms, Chandos Street, on Thursday, June loth,

Mr. W. H. Jessop in the chair.

Mr. Freeland Fergus showed a case operated upon for

paralytic ptosis by his method of resection. Mr. Arnold
Lawson exhibited a case of double iridectomy for congenital

glaucoma by the method of Lagrange, and Mr. Herbert
Fisher, an unusual form of cataracts, bilateral, in a girl. Mr.

Jessop brought forward a case of bilateral ptosis with com-

plete ophthalmoplegia externa. Mr. Bergin showed a case

with a unilateral swelling, and Mr. Blair one of pemphigus

of the conjunctiva; while Mr. Herbert Bell exhibited a

case of unusual elastic adhesion between iris and cornea.

The latter was discussed by Dr. Weeks (of New York), Mr.

Brooksbank James, Mr. Treacher Collins, Mr. Odillo

Maker, and Mr. F. R. Cross.

Mr. P. H. Adams read two papers, the first on A family

with congenital displacement of lenses. The series consisted

of a mother and 7 out of her 9 children who suffered from

this condition, but no other instance could be found in the

family. In three of the ca<5es the lenses were displaced

downwards, instead of the more usual displacement up-

wards, while in the eldest boy the dislocation was complete,

thus leaving the pupil clear of the lens. The two members
of the family who were unaffected had perfectly normal eyes.

The second paper was on A family with congenital opacities

of lenses. In this family the great-grandfathers, grandmother,

505
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father, and four of his children (out of five), as well as the

father's sister, showed the peculiar opacities of the lens

known as stellar cataract. Posteriorly there were from 3 to

6 primary rays, and numerous secondary ones, while some

of them showed Y-shaped markings on the anterior surface

as well. The opacities slowly increased throughout life,

especially in the front of the lens, while the posterior mark-

ings were broader and less defined.

Messrs. A. Hill Griffith and A. W. Ormond read a paper

entitled A case of retinal disease with massive exudation and

arterio-venous communication. The patient was A. J., a

female, aet. thirty-one. The left eye had been removed for

secondary glaucoma by Dr. Hill Griffith ten years ago. The

fundus of the remaining eye showed very tortuous and dis-

tended retinal vessels, with varicosity of several of them,

and a red blurred optic disk. In the extreme periphery of the

fundus, deep to the retinal vessels, was a whitish mass, the

limits of which could not be seen. Issuing from the anterior

border was a large vein, and running to it an artery somewhat

similar in size and color. The changes in the fundus were

probably all due to vascular disease. The interest in the case

was furthered by the fact that the other eye of the patient

was removed for secondary glaucoma simulating an intra-

ocular growth, and on examination it proved to be a case

of extensive subretinal exudation, with retinal detachment

and an old organizing hemorrhage, but no growth. The

patient's sister also lost an eye from a similar cause, and the

same condition was found on pathological examination.

Dr. George Mackay reported a very unusual appearance

—

an epithelial filament simulating a threadworm in the an-

terior chamber of the eye of a little girl, aged seven. The

child had always enjoyed good health, had no special illness,

had never suffered from worms, and had not complained

much about the eye. The filament had been first noticed

when she was eight months old. No independent movement

had ever been detected in it, but the parents were under the

impression that it was slowly increasing in size. The eye was

occasionally a little irritable, with a tendency to lachrymation

and a trace of ciliary injection. The tension was normal,

the media otherwise transparent, and the fundus healthy.
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The pupil responded to light, though less mobile below than

above. At the periphery of the iris, close to the anterior

chamber angle, between the 5 and 8 o'clock meridians, a

buffy-gray filament about a millimetre in diameter, emerged
between the fibres of the iris, ascended in close relation to

the posterior aspect of the cornea for three or four millimetres,

then bent backwards towards the lower border of the pupil,

and, crossing the vertical meridian of the anterior chamber,

appeared to rest lightly in contact with the sphincter surface

of the iris. Thereafter it bent downwards once more, follow-

ing the plane of the iris nearly in the 7 o'clock meridian.

The structure terminated in a slightly bulbous free extremity,

which did not re-enter the iris, nor extend to the angle of the

anterior chamber. The arched filament had thus a slight

spiral twist from before backwards. The refraction of the

eyes was about emmetropic. The vision of the right eye

1^ fairly, and the left, |. The child was put under chloro-

form, and through an incision made at the corneo-scleral

junction, a little to the nasal side of the filament, the foreign

body was successfully removed, though breaking into two
pieces on account of its brittle structure. From the patho-

logical examination made by Dr. Shannon of Edinburgh, and
Mr. A. E. Shipley of Cambridge, no confirmation was obtained

of the presence of a parasite. Microscopic sections showed
that the filament was mainly composed of stratified epithe-

lium, with a little loose connective tissue and some melanin

pigment. Discussion was invited as to its probable origin, e.g.,

in a congenital displacement of part of the epithelium from
the anterior surface of the iris, or a capsulo-pupillary vestige.

Mr. W. H. H. Jessop gave a report of the International

Committee on the unification of the notation of visual acuity

and of the meridians of astigmatism. The Committee, after

consideration, came to the following conclusions: (i) That
the meridians of astigmatism should be measured and repre-

sented as the observer looked at the patient. (2) That the

axes should be measured and represented in the lower semi-

circle of the trial frame. The numbering of the axes should

start from the middle line of the face in each eye and pro-

ceed downwards and temporalwards. The zero would there-

fore lie at the nasal end of the semicircle and 180° at the
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temporal end; 90° would be below and midway between

these points. The Committee also agreed that for inter-

national test type, numbers should be used. Landolt's ring

was also thought to be a suitable object. The unit of measure

was an angle of i minute, and the figures were to be con-

structed on this unit. The types were to be constructed as

regards size on arithmetical progression, and the standard

distance at which they were to be seen should be 5 metres.

The source of light was to be diffuse daylight, if possible,

opposite the types, and not laterally.

An ordinary meeting of the Society was held at the Rooms

of the Medical Society on Friday, July 9th, Mr. Priestley

Smith occupying the chair.

Dr. F. W. Edridge Green showed a spectroscope for

testing color perception. It is constructed like an ordinary

spectroscope, except that there are a telescope and collimator

both fixed, and in the focus of the eyepiece there are two

shutters. These cover the whole of the spectrum, and by

means of them the operator can isolate any portion of the

spectrum, in order to show the size of the patch, which seems

to be monochromatic to any person. He said that whereas

it used to take him three days to examine a case by the old

instrument, he could now examine one in half an hour, because

attached to each shutter is a drum miarked in wave lengths,

graduated to the fourth degree, which was very fine. That

enables the size of the patch to be determined without any

calculation. The spectroscope could be used for seeing the

exact termination of the spectrum, and how far the ends

extended. Mr. N. Bishop Harmon showed a chart illustrat-

ing some new cataract pedigrees. The cases illustrated the

truth of Mr. Treacher Collins's contention that the cataract

was a defect in the lens secretion which went to make the

capsule. The patients had plaques on the back part, behind

the nucleus, and including the posterior part of the lens.

In one girl the cataract extended so as to include the nucleus,

while in a further case it projected forward like a piece of coral

through the lens, so that it seemed there was lens matter

bulging through. At first he thought it was that, and that

it had been needled, and afterwards got hard and sclerosed.

Mr. Arnold Lawson and Mr. Mackenzie Davidson read
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a paper entitled A preliminary note on the treatment of eye

diseases by radium. Mr. Lawson said the cases had been

selected from the out-patient clinique of Moorfields Hospital,

and were selected as instances of maladies which usually

proved obstinate or only improved slowly under the ordinary

forms of treatment, or else were of an active and virulent

nature and so required drastic measures. Only 17 cases

had so far been tried, but in every case the result of exposure

to radium had been very encouraging. Most of the cases

were corneal ulcerations, four were non-ulcerative lesions,

and one was episcleritis. After one application of five

minutes to a hypopyon there was distinct benefit. For in-

stance, a man aged thirty-five, gave a history of injury to the

right eye. There was deep ulceration, and a gray infiltrated

area of 4mm diameter, with a large hypopyon; 29 milligrams

of radium were applied for 5 minutes, and five days later the

injection was subsiding, and the hypopyon had disappeared.

Two days after a second application of three minutes the man
was discharged from the hospital, the eye being not quite

white but, for all practical purposes, well. Other cases also

did very well from the treatment. In all cases the only other

measures were boracic lotion and atropin where required.

Some punctate erosions were also similarly treated, and gave

equally encouraging results, as also did cases of old-standing

trachomatous pannus, except in one case, in which there was

increased vascularity after the treatment. The dosage of

radium was an important point, and the small dose of 5

milligrams seemed to act as quickly as did a much larger

quantity. In one case the pain after the application endured

three days, but in the others the longest time was 20 hours.

Dr. Mackenzie Davidson explained that the paper was a

tentative one. The radium was applied in sealed glass tubes,

the glass cutting off the Alpha rays, so that the Beta and

Gamma rays only passed through to the lesion. Mr. Ernest
Clarke and Mr. Hewkley discussed the paper.

The Chairman then, in a graceful tribute, presented to

Mr. Edward Nettleship the Nettleship medal for his work
in ophthalmology, and Mr. Nettleship replied, paying a high

compliment to the many coadjutors who had helped him to

complete the pedigrees on which he had been working.



REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE SECTION
ON OPHTHALMOLOGY OF THE NEW YORK

ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

By Dr. JOHN R. SHANNON, Secretary.

MEETING OF MONDAY, MAY 1 7, 1909. DR. W. E. LAMBERT, PRESIDENT,

IN THE CHAIR.

Present, thirty-five members.

Dr. E. S. Thomson, for Dr. David Webster, presented a

case of sarcoma of the orbit, removed by Kroenlein's operation.

The tumor was found at the upper and inner side of the

orbit. It was one and one-half inches long, flat, and lying

close to the periosteum. The exophthalmos remained a

month, and then subsided. Vision is i%. The growth was

a small, round-celled sarcoma.

Dr. H. W. WooTTON presented, ist, a case of needling of

dense after-cataract through the sclera (scleronyxis) . The

needle was inserted 7mm behind the limbus, the incision

being made subconjunctivally. The membrane was very easily

cut, and there was no reaction. 2d, a case of thrombosis of

the superior retinal vein. The hemorrhages are limited to

the upper field. The patient was unaware that there was any

trouble with the eye, and came merely for glasses. Vision

was f^. The external coats of the vessels did not seem to

be involved. The radial pulse is normal. Heart and kid-

neys likewise normal.

Dr. John Leshure presented a case of foreign body in the

crystalline lens. The boy's eye had been injured two years

previously by the explosion of a percussion cap, a bit of which

is lodged in the lens. There are no iritic adhesions, and

there is no irritation. He asked what was best to be done.

Dr. E. B. CoBURN presented a boy who came to Cornell

510
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on the fifth of May, with trachoma and pannus. Expression

was done. Examining the lower lid, he discovered that in

addition to the normal puncta there was a secondary groove

communicating with the lachrymal sacs.

Dr. Martin Cohen presented a case of tuberculosis of the

sclera in a colored man thirty-five years old.

The family history and previous history of the patient

negative. Right eye became inflamed six months ago, and

very painful. Vision gradually became impaired. Cough
has been present for several weeks. Appetite good; no night

sweats or loss of weight. No evidence of any abnormal con-

dition, except in the eye. Vision of the left eye f^; one

dioptry hypermetropia. Vision, right eye, counts fingers at

two feet. Field concentrically contracted. Tension plus.

Anterior chamber clear and of normal depth. Pupil regular

at the nasal half; iris markings indistinct; extending over

nearly the entire ciliary region, and also over the lower and

inner quadrant of the eyeball, are nodular masses involving

the sclera. The entire bulbar conjunctiva is injected. Vitre-

ous is cloudy, owing to choroidal exudate. The Wasserman
reaction was negative, also anti-syphilitic treatment carried

on for four months. Von Pirquet reaction was positive.

Case appears to be one of scleritis of tuberculous origin.

Patient is at present receiving tuberculin injections with, so

far, very slight improvement.

Dr. John R. Shannon reported a case of severe poisoning

by homatropin.

The patient was a young lady who came for examination

of the refraction four weeks ago. Two years previously

the eyes had been examined and glasses prescribed for mixed

astigmatism. The records showed that at that time hom-

atropin was instilled, with no ill effect. On this occasion,

however, the patient showed disinclination to having the

drug used, expressing a fear that a mistake might be made
in putting it up, and that she might suffer harm thereby.

She was reassured, however, and given a prescription for one

gramme of two per cent, solution of hydrobromate of homatro-

pin, two drops to be put in each eye every five minutes for half

an hour, beginning one hour before the time of her appoint-

ment. Shortly before this time. Dr. Shannon was told over
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the telephone that the patient had collapsed after three

instillations of the drug. She was seen by a physician re-

siding in the house, who administered restorative measures.

Subsequently, she was seen by her family physician, who

reported that she was totally unconscious and restless. Tem-

perature 1 00°; pulse 112; respiration 24; pupils widely dilated

;

face very red; mouth and throat parched. The coma was

gradually succeeded by delirium, but the circulation was

still very poor six hours later. Conditions gradually im-

proved from this time on, although for several days the

patient complained of extreme weakness, and the pupils

remained dilated for one week. The solution was examined

at the Lederle Laboratories, and found to be homatropin.

The literature on the subject was quoted.

Dr. Alexander Duane made a report of investigations on

the mydriatic action of homatropin.

He reported the results of experiments in over five hundred

cases. Using the very delicate test described by Uhthoff,

he found that it usually took about twenty-five minutes

for the light reaction to be completely abolished, although

in some it disappeared in less than twenty minutes, and in

some a faint reaction persisted for forty minutes, or even an

hour. It lasted longest in persons from sixteen to twenty- five,

while in those over forty, and especially over forty-five, it

disappeared quickly. Quite a contrary result, however, is

obtained if we measure the mydriatic action of homatropin by

the amount of dilatation it causes—the smallest dilatation

occurring at the age when the reaction disappears the quickest,

and vice versa. In many cases, but not all, the pupil con-

tinues to dilate a little (0.5mm) after all reaction has ceased.

The pupil generally begins to dilate in twelve to fourteen

minutes after the first instillation, dilatation then often

occurring quite suddenly. The accommodation is usually

affected before the pupil begins to dilate—this being so at

all ages. The addition of cocaine enhances the rapidity, and,

to some extent, the amount, of dilatation, but not the amount

of cycloplegia. When cocain was added to the homatropin,

there seeemd to be a tendency for the pupil to dilate quicker

and the reaction to cease sooner in the left eye than in the

right. Answering Dr. Coburn, Dr. Duane said there was
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absolutely no relation between the amount or the rapidity

of the mydriasis and the completeness of the cycloplegia.

The pupil may be small and yet there may be no accommo-
dation left, while a pupil of 8wm may co-exist with several

dioptrics of accommodation. In particular, the cessation of

pupillary reaction is no indication that the cycloplegia is

anywhere near complete.

Dr. E. Gruening reported a case of sub-hyaloid hemor-

rhage involving a section of the optic papilla.

In the examination of thirteen of these cases, the hemor-

rhage had been found between the nerve fibres and the lamina

limitans interna. Dr. Gruening's is the first case on record

where the papilla was encroached upon. Dr. Gruening
also presented a case of cow-horn injury of the eye, with a

specimen. This was the first case of the kind he had seen

in New York City in a practice of forty years.

Dr. J. H. Claiborne reported a case of vacuole of the

lens and showed a drawing of the condition. The patient

was first seen twelve months ago. Patient said that she

had been struck several times in the left eye. The sclera

was red, the cornea cloudy, posterior surface of the cornea

studded with small dots, so that the iris could scarcely be

seen. There was no fundus reflex. Tension was slightly

raised. Vision: light perception. Diagnosis of diffuse cho-

roiditis was made. Treatment: large doses of iodide of

potash and atropin. Dr. Claiborne found that, by following

the suggestion of Dr. Wilmer of Washington, if a small

quantity of powdered nutmeg be given with the iodide, the

patient was able to take 175 grains at a dose, instead of 75,

her previous limit. After the third month, inunctions of

mercury were begun. Gradually the conditions improved

and it was discovered that the lens had been dislocated.

When the fundus could be seen, it was found that the optic

nerve was normal and there was a large patch of choroidal

atrophy at the inner side of the fundus. At the end of the

eighth month the lens became very clear. There were al-

ternating radiations of clearness and opacity and between

and inwards was what Dr. Claiborne described as a vacuole

of the lens. In fact, there were two of these so-called vacuoles.

Dr. Claiborne thought that these vacuoles probably contained
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Morgagnian fluid. Dr. Claiborne quoted the literature on the

subject.

Dr. Claiborne also presented a pocket ophthalmoscope,

which he demonstrated.

Dr. Alexander Duane gave a demonstration of a test

card for determining the range of accommodation.

Dr. E. B. CoBURN reported a case of purulent uveitis,

which seemed to him to be due to an endogenous infection.

In the discussion of Dr. Webster's case (small-celled sar-

coma), Dr. H. W. WooTTON questioned whether the orbit

should not have been exenterated. Dr. W. E. Lambert
expressed similar views. Dr. Thomson said that the decision

in such a case is difficult. The vision was perfect, and ex-

perience shows that many such growths are atypical, and
may never recur.

Dr. J. H. Claiborne said that, as Dr. Bull had pointed

out, those cases which are disturbed are the more apt to have

recurrences. He was glad to find Dr. Thomson sustaining

the clinical view in such a case in spite of the microscopic

findings.

In the discussion of Dr. Wootton's case of scleronyxis,

Dr. W. E. Lambert thought that that proceeding was dan-

gerous, and preferred the De Wecker scissors.

In the discussion of Dr. Leshure's case, Dr. W. E. Lambert
suggested an X-ray picture should be taken, subsequently

iridectomy done, with the removal of the foreign body.

Dr. E. S. Thomson was of the opinion that the foreign body

would best be removed by taking hold of the membrane which

contained it, rather than the foreign body itself.

Dr. Coburn's case was discussed by Dr. J. H. Claiborne.

In the discussion of Dr. Cohen's case, Dr. H. W. Wootton
said that this did not correspond to the cases called tubercu-

losis of the sclera. He had seen a case at the Manhattan

Hospital of deep scleral inflammation. The mother died of

tuberculosis. Inoculations from the growth killed a guinea-

pig and gave tuberculous iritis to a rabbit. The patient

died of meningitis. The eye showed tuberculosis of the

ciliary body, which had perforated the sclera. Two years

ago, when he had looked the matter up, he had found but one
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case of tuberculosis of the sclera—Mueller's. All others

resembling it were cases of tuberculosis of the uveal tract.

Dr. E. B. CoBURN thought a growth should be examined for

the spirochaeta pallida.

In the discussion of Dr. Shannon's case, Dr. E. Gruening
said that he always instilled the homatropin himself, using

a four per cent, solution of Merck's homatropin. He had

never seen such a case in the thousands that he had examined

under homatropin. He thought that the drug must have

been atropin.

Dr. Alexander Duane quoted a case reported by Dr.

Marple and said that he considered such cases merely idio-

syncrasies. The case was also discussed by Drs. Coburn,

Claiborne, Krug, Lambert, and Bowles.

In the discussion of Dr. Claiborne's pocket ophthalmoscope,

Dr. Graef stated that he had used an instrument almost

precisely similar for several years.
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VIII.—LIDS.

126. MoRAxandCARLOTTi. Palpebral sporotrichosis. Ann.d'ocul,

cxxxix., p. 418.

127. Tertsch, R. Cases of vaccine inoculation of the eye. Wiener

klin. Wochensch., 1908, No. 2.

128. Hoffmann, R. Degeneration of lashes, eyebrows, and

nails in thyroid disease. Arch. f. Dermatol, u. Typh., Ixxxix., No. 3.

129. BoTTiNi, F. Electrolytic depilation in partial trichiasis.

Ann. di Ottalm., xxxvii., Nos. i and 2.

130. Marongui, L., and Marchi, F. Streatfield section (modified)

and transplantation of labial mucosa in entropion. Ann. di Otfaint.,

ibid., Nos. 3 and 5.

131. Nicati, W. My operation for entropion of upper lid. Ann.

d'ocuL, cxxxix., p. 344.

132. Vossius. Pitchfork injury of superciliary ridge and optic

nerve. Deutsch. med. Wochenschr., 1908, No. 38.

133. Pfalz. Early transplantation of flaps in burns of lids. Ibid.,

No. 19.

134. Orloff, K. Alveolar echinococcus of upper lid. Ann.

d'ocul., cxxxix., p. 117.

135. Markbreiter, J. Lid changes due to improper prothesis.

Klin. Monatsbl. f. Augenheilkunde, xlvii., No. i, p. 637.
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136. Steiner, L. Contribution to surgery of the lids. Ann.
d'ocul., cxxxix., p. 112.

137. Pick. On canthoplasty. Deutsche med. Wochenschr., 1908,
No. 13.

138. Falchi, F. Blepharoplasty in central coloboma of the lid.

Arch. f. Augenheilkunde , lix., p. 226.

139. Nance, W. Congenital coloboma of lid. Journ. of Ophth.
and Oto-Laryngol., January, 1908.

140. MoRAX, V. Palpebral autoplasty with pedunculated flaps

(Snydacker). Ann. d'ocul., cxxxix., No. 14.

141. MiRTO, G. Psychogenic nature of blepharospasm. Clin,

oculist., 1908, pp. 5-6.

142. Valude, E. Blepharospasm and alcohol injections. Ann.
d'ocul., cxxxix., p. 241.

143. Shoemaker, W. Motais operation for ptosis. Ann. of

Ophth., October, 1907.

144. Ahlmann, B. Treatment of cancer with radium. Westn'

Ophth., 1908, No. 2.

145. CosMETTATOs, G. Granuloma of lid margin. Arch. f.

Augenheilkunde, lix., p. 413.

146. MoRAX, v., and Beal, R. Pigmented nsevus of brow. Plastic

operation. Ann. d'ocul., cxxxix., p. 34.

147. Calderaro. Dermoid of lower lid. Clin, ocul., igo8, No. i.

148. NicoLAi. Case of true keloid of upper lid. Ned. Tydschr.

V. Geneesk., 2, i.

149. Reis, W. Ankyloblepharon filiforme adnatum. Arch. f.

Augenheilkunde, Ivii., No. 4, p. 283.

150. Wintersteiner. Case of ankyloblepharon adnatum. Ibid.,

lix., p. 196.

151. Weill, G. Case of ankyloblepharon adnatum. Ibid., p. 278.

MoRAx and Carlotti (126, Palpebral sporotrichosis) saw,

in a man of seventy, ulceration of the lid margin with subcu-

taneous abscesses, lymphangitis of the cheek, and swelling

of the preauricular and submaxillary glands. Treatment
with iodides resulted in a cure.

Tertsch (127, Cases of vaccine inoculation of the eye) ob-

served inoculation ulcers of lids and conjunctiva in a child

of ten after removal of a foreign body by vaccinated relatives.

Ulcer of the cornea also developed and healed in the course

of time.

Hoffmann (128, Degeneration of lashes, eyebrows, and

nails in thyroid disease) noted this condition in a woman of

twenty-seven, and in ancestors and descendants. The same
condition is found in infantile myxoedema. Signs of hyper-

thyroidism were marked.
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BoTTiNi (129, Electrolytic depilation in partial trichiasis)

reports 64 cases of partial trichiasis treated with good func-

tional and cosmetic results.

NicATi (131, My operation for entropion of upper lid) everts

the upper lid, and dissects off the shrunken conjunctiva from

the tarsus which is then cut through and sutured after Panas.

Pfalz (133, Early transplantation of flaps in burns of lids)

advises this procedure in all cases where cicatrices are to be

feared. Thiersch flaps are used which are anchored in the

fornix fold. This should be done from four to six days after

the burn.

Orloff (134, Alveolar echinococcus of upper lid) describes

a tumor of the upper lid resembling a fibroma the size of an

almond. It was near the margin of the superior tarsus and

adherent to the fibres of the orbicularis muscle.

Markbreiter (135, Lid changes due to improper prothesis)

describes a notch ^mm deep in the lower lid with hard margin

and excoriated surface. Microscopic examination showed

adenoid tissue.

Pick (137, On canthoplasty) makes an incision which after

cutting through the tarsus divides in the conjunctiva making

a pedicle which is sewed into the skin wound so as to avoid

traction on the conjunctiva and cutting out of the sutures.

Falchi (138, Blepharoplasty in central coloboma of the

lid) splits the outer commissure horizontally and then makes

two oblique cuts in the direction of the coloboma, one at the

angle, and one at the temporal prolongation of the enlarged

lid fissure. This flap is then loosened and slid nasally. The

defect is covered by Thiersch flaps.

MoRAx (140, Palpebral autoplasty with pedunculated flaps

(Snydacker) \ describes a modification of Snydacker's pro-

cedure of skin flaps from the neck. The flap is only par-

tially separated and sewed to the margin of the lid defect

at the first operation. Several weeks later the other end is

brought in place and fastened.

MiRTO (141, Psychogenic nature of blepharospasm) reports

two cases, one treated by section of the facial. After apparent

cure there was a relapse. In the second case, injections of

alcohol were followed by neurectomy of the ophthalmic

branch of the trigeminal, without effect.
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Valude (142, Blepharospasm, and alcohol injections) re-

ports 3 cases, two of which were cured, but in one there was
keratitis from lagophthalmus. Tic douloureux and facial

hemispasm were noted in two cases.

Shoemaker (143, Motais operation for ptosis) describes the

transplantation of the middle third of the tendon of the

superior rectus into the upper lid between tarsus and skin.

An incision through the skin of the lid facilitates this step. A
small, thin tendon is a contraindication.

Ahlmann (144, Treatment of cancer with radiimi) reports

7 cases. In one case there was a recurrence after eight

months, in 2 after a year, in one after two years. In one case

there was no recurrence after two years. The other 3 cases

could not be followed up.

CosMETTATos (145, Granuloma of lid margin) notes that

these growths are usually benign, barley corn to pea size,

round, raspberry red, and pedunculated. Polypoid granulo-

mata may be due to trauma and may become malignant as

in his case, aged thirty-five, which grew rapidly.

MoRAX and Beal (146, Pigmented naevus of brow) re-

moved a new growth and covered the defect by Snydacker's

procedure. A dermoid of the conjunctiva was also

present.

Calderaro's (147, Dermoid of lower lid) dermoid was the

size of a pigeon's egg. It contained giant cells and was due
to epiblastic inclusions.

NicoLAi (148, Case of true keloid of upper lid) reports the

case of a youth of seventeen with growths in the upper lids

extending like cords up to the brow. Microscopic examina-

tion showed that they were circoid neuromata.

Reis (149, Ankyloblepharon filiforme adnatum) found this

condition in a new-born child at the middle of the lid fissure.

It could be stretched to a length of ^mm and consisted of

elastic tissue and vessels. It was not due to developmental

anomaly and could be explained by injury to the lid by the

finger nails of the embryo and subsequent adhesions of the

lid margin.

Wintersteiner (150, Case of ankyloblepharon adnatum)

noted a similar growth in post-mortem examination of a pre-

mature birth. The filiform band grew from the intermar-
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ginal space. The fibres of the orbicularis were affected by
the cicatricial contraction of this cord.

Weill (151, Case of ankyloblepharon adnatum) describes

a cord-like band between the middle and outer third of the

lid margin. It was Jew long and drew slightly on the opened

lids, and became shrunken after being cut.

IX.—LACHRYMAL APPARATUS.

152. Mayou. Lachrymal abscess in the new-born. Royal London
Ophth. Hasp. Reports, January, 1908.

153. Elliott, R. Three hundred cases of extirpation of lachrymal

sac. Ophth. Rev., February, 1908.

154. Groenouw. Extirpation of orbital lachrymal gland. Cen-

tralbl. f. prakt. Augenheilkunde, xxxii., p. 100.

155. CoNSTANTiN. Traumatic prolapse of lachrymal gland. Re-

position. Arch, d'opht., xxviii., p. 243.

156. KuELBS. Mikulicz's disease. Mitt. a. d. Grenzgeh. d. Med.,

xviii., No. 5, p. 754.

157. AuBARET. Valvular insuflSciency of lachrymal canal. Arch.

d^opht., xxviii., p. 211.

158. AuBARET. Valvular folds of canaliculi and duct. Ibid.,

P- 347-

159. LoTiN, A. Electrolysis in fistula of sac. Arch. f. Augen-

heilkunde, Ix., p. 197.

160. Krauss, W. Technique of extirpation of sac. Arch. f. Augh.,

lix., 351.

161. SciMENi, E. Simple method of extirpation of sac. Clin,

oculistica, March, 1908.

162. KosTER, W. Permanent drainage of lachrymal passages.

Graefe's Arch. f. Ophth., Ixvii., No. 2, p. 377.

163. Bernhardt, H. Lachrymal atresia in the new-born. /«.-

Diss., Rostock, 1907.

Mayou (152, Lachrymal abscess in the new-born) contrib-

utes an excellent article which should have been headed

"The Anatomy and Development of the Foetal Lachrymal

Apparatus." Lachrymal abscess appears during the first

few weeks of life, and is primarily due to obstruction of the

lachrymal duct with a secondary infection with the gono-

coccus or other organism. Mayou has found the gonococcus,

the pneumococcus, and the staphylococcus and the Morax

Axenfeld bacillus. These were never present in pure culture.

Mayou has examined foetuses at the tenth week, and the

third, fourth, and fifth month of gestation; also five at term.
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They were hardened in formol, and cut in serial section.

When necessary decalcification was carried out with sulphur-

ous acid. The results obtained are as follows: The cana-

liculi are formed before the tenth week by an infolding of the

lid margin. At the tenth week they consist of solid columns

of cells. At the twelfth week a lumen is present lined by
three or four layers of squamous epithelium.

The sac and duct are developed in the facial cleft as a

folding in of epiblast. The lower end of the duct is first

differentiated, but it has no lumen till the fourth month.

Bone is deposited around the lower end first. The lachrymal

sac never loses its primary lumen. It is the last part of the

facial cleft to close.

Anatomy at Birth. Only a small part of the inferior

meatus, close to the septum is patent. The turbinals are

packed closely together, the inferior resting on the floor of

the nose. The interstices of the bones, the duct, the sac,

and the canaliculi are filled up with debris. If the canaliculi

be injected with any force extravasation always takes place

in the situation where an abscess is usually found. In the

upper part of the groove in which the lachrymal duct lies

above the internal palpebral ligament the injection passed

directly round the sac. In the lower part, between the in-

ternal palpebral ligament and the entrance of the duct into

the bony canal, the extravasation took place forwards into the

lower lid. The reason is obvious. The fascia covering the

internal rectus muscle passing forwards gives off a slip which

blends with the periosteum of the lower lip of the lachrymal

groove, whilst it passes forward as the internal check ligament

to be attached to the eyelids and orbital margin below while

next to the muscle it blends with the capsule of Tenon. This

fascia, therefore, bounds a triangular space with its apex

directed backwards, the inner wall being made up of the

periosteum of the lachrymal bone and the attachment to it

of the slip of the internal check ligament, the outer wall being

formed by the internal check ligament, while the anterior

wall is formed by the skin and orbicularis muscle, etc., and is

crossed by the internal palpebral ligament. The lachrymal

sac is situated on the inner wall of the space supported on its

inner and posterior surfaces by bone so that when infection
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takes place an abscess forms in the space described, it cannot

pass backwards into the orbit on account of the check liga-

ment and must come forwards, and point above or below

the palpebral ligament.

Mayou concludes that (i) Throughout development the

lower end of the lachrymal duct is small, and remains so at

birth, being partially occluded by the pressure of the inferior

turbinate bone. (2) That at birth the sac and duct are filled

with epithelial debris. (3) That at birth the duct is either

not patent or not fully so. It is a clinical fact that one

passage of a probe will clear the duct, and prevent the for-

mation of an abscess.

The paper is enriched by four excellent plates.

T. Harrison Butler.

Elliott (i 53, Three hundred cases of extirpation of lachrymal

sac) . The method adopted by Elliott in extirpating the lachry-

mal sac is hardly as refined as that described by Meller in

his new book detailing the operative methods adopted in

Fuchs's Clinic at Vienna. Elliott's incision from 15 to 2'jmm

long, and averaging 20mm, seems an unnecessarily long one.

It only commences at the lower border of the internal palpe-

bral ligament which is not divided. It must be very difficult

with such an incision to remove the dome of the sac, one

third of which lies above the ligament. Three assistants are

mentioned, whereas, under local anaesthesia, which properly

carried out admits of an almost painless operation, the sac

can be removed often bloodlessly and generally single handed.

Then when the sac has been dissected out a red-hot spindle-

shaped cautery is thrust down the duct, a needless and

quite unsurgical action, and one that necessitates a general

anaesthetic. The dome of the wound is to be freely

cauterized when necessary with a red-hot ball-shaped cau-

tery. The actual cautery is even used to check hemorrhage.

We ask
—"why these mediaeval measures?" Why not

neatly dissect out ,the sac and sew up the wound? It

practically always heals by first intention and the case is

cured.

The indications for the operation are such as commend
themselves to all modern surgeons, but we would go further

and say have no probes at all. If simple syringing will not
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cure the case remove the sac, which seems to fill a very small

space in the economy of nature. T. Harrison Butler.

Groenouw (154, Extirpation of orbital lachrymal gland)

reports a cure by this procedure for obstinate epiphora

following extirpation of the sac, after removal of the palpe-

bral portion had been performed without effect.

CoNSTANTiN (i55, Traumatic prolapse of lachrymal gland)

noted this accident in a child of eighteen months. Repo-

sition in narcosis was permanent.

KuELBS (156, Mikulicz's disease) saw a young man with

bilateral swelling of parotid, submaxillary, and lachrymal

gland of fourteen days' standing. Hard palate and lymph
glands normal. Blood, and so on, normal. Large doses

of iodides and inunctions brought about a gradual cure.

Microscopic examination showed chronic inflammation with

round-cell infiltration. No changes of the lymph apparatus;

no tuberculosis, malignancy, or pseudoleukemia. Etiology

was not determined.

AuBARET (157, Valvular insufficiency of lachrymal canal)

distinguishes between mechanical or physiological insufifi-

nency dependent on severe pain which may be intermittent,

land a pathological form due to tissue changes in the canals

[or sac. Valvular anomalies are frequent.

AuBARET (158, Valvular folds of canaliculi and duct) often

finds insufficiency of Hasner's fold so that air is admitted

from the nasal passages. The valves above the sac are

[rarely defective.

LoTiN (159, Electrolysis in fistula of sac) finds this

[method more rapid and effectual than probing or syringing.

Suppuration disappears rapidly, even after one sitting. In

fistula of the sac the naso-lachrymal canal must be destroyed

electrolytically by sound.

Krauss (160, Technique of extirpation of the sac) avoids

injuring the ligamentum palpebrale internum and the

periosteum behind the sac. Curved skin incision, blunt

dissection, avoiding the vessels. Acoin - adrenalin - cocain

anaesthesia. No assistants are needed.

SciMENi (161, Simple method of extirpation of sac) injects

pyoktanin 1%, icc during local anaesthesia. The extirpation

is indicated in lachrymal fistula, chronic suppurative dacryo-
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cystitis, blennorrhoea with dilatation, mucocele, old stenoses

complicated with corneal ulcer, and preparatory to operations

on the eyeball, as well as in obstinate cases.

Bernhardt (163, Lachrymal atresia in the new-born) be-

lieves that this condition explains the cases usually described

as blennorrhoea of the sac. Expression of the sac is usually

sufficient. Probing may be necessary. Inflammation of the

sac is rare in children, and may be due to periostitis and

accessory sinus disease.

X.—ORBIT AND ACCESSORY CAVITIES.

164. Reber, W. Orbital abscess secondary to nasal disease. Am.
Journ. of Ophth., February, 1908.

165. Risley, S. Binocular exophthalmus. Recovery. Ophth.

Record, April, 1908.

166. Evans, J. H. Topographical anatomy of the sinuses and

orbit. Ophthalmoscope, April, 1908.

167. Evans, J. J. Ocular and orbital complications of accessory

sinus disease. Ibid., April, 1908.

168. St. Clair Thomson. Frequency of orbital manifestations of

nasal sinusitis. Ibid.

169. Katz, R. Treatment of tenonitis. Westn. Ophth., 1908,

No. 2.

170. Rus, M. Orbital phlegmon due to dacryocystitis. Cure.

Wiener med. Wochenschr., 1908, No. 4.

171. Hoffmann, R. Relation of orbital phlegmon to sinusitis.

Deutsch. Laryng. Gesellsch., Dresden, 1907.

172. BiRCH-HiRSCHFELD, A. Relation of orbital inflammations

to accessory sinus disease. Klin. Monatsbl. f. Augenheilkunde, xlvi..

No. I, p. I.

173. KuHNT, H. Relation of nasal and ocular disease. Deutsche

med. Wochenschr., 1908, No. 37.

174. Onodi, a. Relation of nasal and ocular disease. Bert,

klin. Wochenschr., 1908, No. 18, 19.

175. Brueckner, a. Relation of eye and nose in disease. Arch.

f. Augenheilkunde, Iviii., No. 4, p. 316.

176. Chiari and Marschik. Disease of orbit and accessory

sinuses. Med. Klinik, 1908, p. 576.

177. Newolina, a. Shot wound of orbit. Deutschmann's Beitr.,

1908, No. 70, p. 594.

178. Williams, E. Bullet wounds of orbit. Ophth. Record,

June, 1908.

179. Pechin and Deschamps. Orbital injury and alternate

hemiplegia. Sac. d'opht. de Paris, March 10, 1908.

180. Dubois de Lavigerie. Spontaneous luxation of globe.

Ibid., January 14.
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181. Natanson, L. Microphthalmus and anophthalmus con-

genitus with orbital cysts. Arch. f. Ophth., Ixvii., No. 2, p. 185.

182. Basso, D. Tumors of the orbit. Kroenlein operation.

Arch. f. Augenheilkunde , lix., p. 281.

183. Lewit, B. Operative removal of orbital exostosis. Wratsch.

Gaz., 1908, No. 18.

184. ScHMiDT-RiMPLER. Orbital osteoma due to periostitis. Mwenc/j,

med. Wochenschr., 1908, No. 12.

185. Fehr. Lymphangioma cavernosum orbitae. Centralbl. f.

prakt. Augenheilkunde, xxxii., p. 134.

186. KosTER, W. Spontaneous cure of sarcoma (?) of orbit. Zeitschr.

f. Augenheilkunde, xix., p. 28.

187. Wagenmann, a. Recurrence of melanosarcoma eleven

years after enucleation. Klin. Monatsbl. f. Augenheilkunde, xlvi.,

No. I, p. 140.

188. Watanabe. Intravascular endothelioma of orbit. Arch. f.

Augenheilkunde, Ivii., No. 4, p. 269.

189. LoDATO, G. Cavernous angioma of orbit. Arch, di Ottalm.,

XV., No. 7, 1908.

190. Cantonnet and Offret. Cavernous angioma of orbit.

Optic atrophy. Soc. d'opht. de Paris, April, 1908, p. 67.

191. EwETZKY, F. Significance of orbital teratoma. Westn.

Ophth., 1908, No. 3.

192. ScHWALBACH. Inflammatory exophthalmus. Deutsche med.

Wochenschr., 1908, 22, p. 910.

193. Bertram. Congenital bilateral exophthalmus. Arch. f.

Augenheilkunde, lix., p. 378.

194. Beauvois, a. Exophthalmus in maxillary sinusitis of the

new-born. Recueil d'opht., xxx., p. 54.

195. NicoLAi, W. Case of traumatic enophthalmus. Arch. f.

Augenheilkunde, Ix., p. 261.

196. Teich, M. Traumatic enophthalmus. Ibid., p. 266.

197. VAN Duyse. Traumatic enophthalmus. Arch, d'opht.,

xxviii., No. I.

198. Tobias. Treatment of exophthalmic goitre. Zeitschr. f.

Diaet. u. phys. Ther., xii., 2.

199. Ohlemann, M. Exophthalmic goitre. Muench. med.

Wochenschr., 1908, p. 36, 1883.

200. Preysing, H. Perforation of orbit in sinusitis due to scarlet-

fever. Deutsche Zeitschr. f. Chir., xciv., Nos. 3 and 4.

201. Rick, O. Osteoma of frontal sinus. Kuester's operation.

Inaug.-Diss., Marburg, 1907.

202. Stern. Congenital anomaly of ethmoid labjrrinth. Deutsche

med. Wochenschr., 1908, No. 22.

203. Trautmann, G. Sphenoid suppuration with intracranial

and orbital complications. Arch. f. Laryng., xxi.. No. 3.

204. Hempel, H. Iodides in accessory sinus suppuration. Berl.

klin. Wochenschr., 1908, No. 39, p. 1768.
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204A. AxENFELD, T. Treatment of accessory orbital sinuses by

ophthalmologists. Klin. Monatsbl. f. Atigenheilkunde, xlvi., No. i,

p. 506.

The first case reported by Reber (164, Orbital abscess

secondary to nasal disease) was a boy who had had orbital

pain, swelling, and proptosis of the right eye for three months.

After incision and drainage, in spite of the long duration, there

was return to the normal. A large bean had caused a puru-

lent rhinitis, with involvement of the ethmoid cells and rup-

ture into the orbit. The second case was a young woman who
developed purulent frontal sinusitis two weeks after an attack

of grippe. The lids of the same side were swollen, cornea

steamy, nerve head congested and blurred. Orbital ex-

ploratory incision revealed pus in which the streptococcus

was found. Recovery was uneventful. Alling.

RisLEY (165, Binocular exophthalmos. Recovery) ob-

served a colored woman of forty who showed a proptosis with

severe frontal pain first on the right side, then one month

later on the left. There were no symptoms of Graves'

disease, syphilis, or neoplasm. A skiagraph showed no ab-

normalities of the cranial bones or cavities. There was

possible but doubtful involvement of the anterior ethmoidal

cells. The fundus was normal except for paleness of the disks,

and vision was -^^. Under mercury and iodid of potassium

the exophthalmus with the other symptoms disappeared.

Risley thinks the most reasonable diagnosis to be a gumma
of the base of the brain interfering with the return flow in the

ophthalmic vein. Alling.

Evans (166, Topographical anatomy of the sinuses and

orbit). Orbital lesions may originate from contiguous ana-

tomical structures by (a) direct infiltration or permeation

of tissues, (6) extension along lymphatics; (c) throm-

bophlebitis. The author gives a summary of the anatomy of

the sinuses with reference to the orbit and its contents, and

follows with diagrams of the venous communication of the

orbit with the intracranial sinuses. An adequate bibli-

ography is appended. T. Harrison Butler.

Evans (167, Ocular and orbital complications of accessory

sinus disease). The paper which is chiefly clinical gives

an account of cases of ocular trouble following suppurative
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sinusitis, grouping his remarks under the very sinuses

involved.

Maxillary Antrum disease may give rise to lachrymal ab-

scess and to orbital cellulitis.

Frontal Sinus disease causes displacement of the globe,

headache, and asthenopia.

Ethmoidal disease. The anterior cells cause orbital abscess

on the nasal side and lachrymal suppuration. The posterior

cells give rise to more complicated symptoms. Most cases

complain of loss of sight in one eye and pain around and
behind the eye. There is often a central scotoma, or a defect

of the fields on the temporal or nasal side. The fundus find-

ings may be nil and the case may be indistinguishable from

one of ordinary retrobulbar neuritis, except for the nasal

condition. Cases which present irregular defects of the field

are more typical of sinus disease, and are generally due to

compression of the optic nerve. Other cases (scotomatous)

are more probably of toxic origin. When due to compres-

sion the recovery of vision after treatment of the sinus is very

prompt.

Sphenoidal Sinusitis causes identical symptoms with those

just detailed.

Evans concludes by advising that in all cases of retro-

bulbar neuritis the possibility of a nasal origin should be

borne in mind. A mere inspection of the nose is insufficient,

the cases should be examined by a competent rhinologist, for

preliminary resections of the turbinals, etc., may be necessary

before the focus of suppuration can be detected. Many
patients do not recover after treatment of the sinusitis.

T. Harrison Butler.

St. Clair Thomson (168, Frequency of orbital manifes-

tations of nasal sinusitis). Diseases of the nasal accessory

sinuses are frequent causes of orbital cellulitis. The author

points out that the nose is often not examined at all, and one

still reads of orbital abscesses coming on "spontaneously."

Many cases of thrombosis of the cavernous sinus also origi-

nate from a nasal suppuration, in fact Thomson thinks the

majority have this origin. He describes cases of orbital

inflammation and sinus thrombosis illustrated by photographs.

Thomson has a paper on the same subject giving more minute
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anatomical details in the Ophthalmic Review for October,

1908. T. Harrison Butler.

Katz (169, Treatment of tenonitis) deplores our helpless-

ness in this affection when of severe, protracted type. Che-

mosis, pain, and diplopia disappear rapidly under compresses

of bichloride 1:5000. Suppurative tenonitis may follow

perforation of a maxillary empyema into the orbit, or com-

plicate partial, traumatic, purulent choroiditis.

Rus (170, Orbital phlegmon due to dacryocystitis. Cure)

observed this rare condition with burrowing of pus backwards

from the lachrymal sac. Dense opacities of the vitreous

cleared up and revealed one or two retinal hemorrhages.

Hoffmann (171, Relation of orbital phlegmon to sinusitis)

notes that the latter may give no symptoms and orbital com-

plications are often the first sign of an involvement of the

accessory sinuses. Frontal sinus disease is the most frequent

cause of orbital complications; the sphenoid, the least common.

Radiography is of diagnostic importance. Exploration of

the accessory sinus should be advised wherever we cannot

be sure of the nasal origin of the orbital complication.

Birch-HiRSCHFELD (172, Relation of orbital inflammations

to accessory sinus disease) analyzes 684 cases, including 40

of his own. Over 60% of orbital disease is due to sinusitis,

generally purulent, from rhinitis, influenza, and so on. Peri-

ostitis, abscess, or phlegmon occurs and one may lead to the

other. Optic nerve involvement must be looked for by

examination of color fields and central color perception,

especially. Antrum empyema is a frequent source of blind-

ness by orbital thrombophlebitis. Sphenoid empyema fre-

quently leads to blindness and death. Primary orbital phleg-

mon is unfavorable, as thrombophlebitis is frequent, and

death takes place in 17%. Signs of orbital suppuration

indicate an incision along the inner margin detaching the

periosteum and exposing the frontal and ethmoid cells;

Kroenlein's operation may be of service.

KuHNT (173, Relation of nasal and ocular disease) notes the

frequent involvement of eye and orbit dependent on direct

infection via lachrymal passages, mechanical compression by

dilatation of neighboring cavities, sensory reflexes, and dis-

turbances of blood and lymph circulation. The frontal sinus
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affects the lachrymal passages by preference. Phlegmon
of the sac generally originates in the nose. Ethmoid and
antrum may be infected from a pus sac. Resection of the

middle turbinate is often advantageous. Epiphora, lid

oedema, blepharospasm, unilateral blepharitis, and phlyc-

tenulae may be due to nervous disturbances. Trachoma and
other lid troubles improve if the nose is treated at the same
time. Yellow oxide ointment works well. Uveal inflamma-

tion depends largely on intranasal conditions, as does pre-

mature senile cataract. Sinus empyema causes contraction

of visual field in at least ^ of the cases. Adenoids and carious

teeth are responsible for many eye lesions. Kuhnt does not

approve of Axenfeld's suggestion to perform Kroenlein's

operation for exploration in deep-seated indeterminate orbital

inflammation.

Onodi (174, Relation of nasal and ocular disease) notes that

the optic nerve may be in relation with a posterior ethmoid

cell instead of with the sphenoid, or may run free in the sphe-

noid sinus. It is then exposed to injury during intranasal

operation. Oculomotor and trigeminal lesions are often due

to lateral extension of the posterior cells into the small and
large wing of the sphenoid where they are in relation with the

trochlearis and abducens and cavernous sinus.

The nasal finding may be negative, as in case of latent

empyema, or obstruction of ostia by polyps. Acute sup-

puration in posterior cells and acute optic neuritis may
disappear under local treatment, but surgical procedures are

indicated in case of orbital and intracranial complications.

The sphenoid rarely becomes diseased alone; the ethmoid

cells are generally found diseased also.

Brueckner (175, Relation of eye and nose in disease)

studied mainly cases of lachrymal disease and chronic con-

junctivitis which did not clear up under treatment. Atrophic

rhinitis, hypertrophy, and polyps were the most frequent

anomalies; deviations and spurs, less so. Adenoids are not

important. In atrophic processes there is an enlargement of

the valve of Hasner, allowing infection from the nose. Co-

cain may relieve pain and diplopia due to frontal sinus disease.

In ten cases of unilateral optic neuritis, examination of the

nose failed to reveal any disease of the posterior cells.
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Chiari and Marschik (176, Disease of orbit and accessory

sinuses) report 5 cases treated intranasally—3 cured, 2 im-

proved. Mild orbital symptoms such as lid oedema, che-

mosis, and emphysema disappeared. Blindness of four

weeks' standing, due to optic atrophy, was not improved.

In 10 other cases the external operation was performed either

on account of unsatisfactory result of intranasal treatment,

severe orbital symptoms, or involvement of the globe. Defi-

nite retinal or nerve lesions always indicated the orbital

operation, as do diplopia and exophthalmus. In this series

there were 15 cures and i death. Angiosarcoma of orbit

simulating frontal sinus ectasia was observed.

NeWOLINA (177, Shot wound of orbit) noted external ophthal-

moplegia lasting for weeks and gradually recovering. The

shot had probably injured the trunk of the oculomotor and

trochlear. The optic nerve was also injured. The shot lay

between the globe and the inner wall of the orbit without

affecting cavernous sinus or Gasserian ganglion.

Williams (178, Bullet wounds of orbit) reports three cases

in which both eyes were blinded by a shot through the tem-

ples; one, in which an eye was destroyed by an arrow, and

four non-penetrating wounds with more or less complete

loss of sight. In two cases, traumatic retinitis was the cause

of temporary blindness.

Pechin and Deschamps (179, Orbital injury and alternate

hemiplegia) noted left ptosis and unconsciousness following

a thrust with an umbrella into the left orbit. Right facial

paralysis and right hemiplegia developed with return of

consciousness. Penetration of the cranial cavity had in-

jured the artery of the fossa Sylvii or the cerebral peduncles.

Dubois de Lavigerie (180, Spontaneous luxation of globe)

noted this accident in a man of sixty-five. It had hap-

pened several times a year for five years. The eye can be

replaced by the patient but remains tender for some time.

Both globes are prominent but there is no other lesion.

Natanson (181, Microphthalmus and anophthalmus con-

genitus with orbital cysts) connects the cysts with rudimentary

development of the eye. They may fill the entire orbit or

be so small as to escape detection, are generally unilateral,

but both eyes may show developmental anomalies. In
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microphthalmus the cyst connects, not with the vitreous

cavity but with the space between retina and pigment layer

of the eye, the remnant of the primitive optic vesicle. In

clinical anophthalmus a rudiment of the globe is found

connected with the orbital prolongation of the cyst.

Basso (182, Tumors of the orbit. Kroenlein operation)

removed from the apex of the orbit a fibrosarcoma the size

of a bean which had shown a decided shadow in the radiograph.

Lewit (183, Operative removal of orbital exostosis) found

a hard mass the size of a pigeon's egg on the upper inner wall

of the right orbit of a healthy man, aged twenty-eight years.

It had been noticed for about a year, and was removed without

much difficulty although rather firmly adherent, especially

to the upper wall and in connection with the frontal sinus

by a pedicle which had to be cut through.

Fehr (185, Lymphangioma cavemosum orbitae) removed

a tumor by Kroenlein's operation, and blunt dissection of the

mass, the size of a plum, situated within the muscle funnel in

a capsule about the nerve. Abducens paresis due to traction

cleared up after a while.

KosTER (186, Spontaneous cure of sarcoma (?) of orbit).

[In a youth of sixteen a nodule could be felt under the upper

lid, and in four weeks exophthalmus and lid oedema without

I
inflammation developed. An excised mass was diagnosed

[as sarcoma, but on opening up the orbit a diffuse infiltration

[oi the zygoma and frontal bone was found so that radical

removal was impossible. Seven weeks later the tumor was

Ifound to be much smaller and the globe was in a normal

position. Iodides which had been given before operation in

[small doses could hardly have brought about this cure.

Wagenmann (187, Recurrence of melanosarcoma eleven

years after enucleation) noted pain, vertigo, and headache in

[a man of sixty-seven and removed a black tumor the size of a

cherry. After nine months it was necessary to eviscerate

[the orbit radically. No relapse.

Watanabe (188, Intravascular endothelioma of orbit)

reports the smooth removal of an angioma of the upper lid

and orbit in a child of six months. Orbital relapse within

a year. Diffuse masses removed as completely as possible.

The tissue resembled that of the lachrymal gland with round
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cells and many vessels. No relapse after one and one-half

years.

LoDATO (189, Cavernous angioma of orbit) describes con-

centric elastic fibres in the capsule of an angioma. Many
mast cells were found in the interalveolar septa, particularly

in the peripheral portions of the growth. The septa were

composed mainly of elastic fibres.

EwETZKY (191, Significance of orbital teratoma) describes

an enormous tumor filling the orbit and spreading its walls

so as to cause marked asymmetry of the face, of elastic

consistency and fluctuating. The eye was normal and pro-

truded excessively, finally becoming atrophic from exposure

and pressure. Repeated operations finally removed the

growth, and the orbit filled up with a bony mass. The his-

tology of the extirpated masses indicated orbital encephaloma.

ScHWALBACH (192, Inflammatory exophthalmus) noted

protrusion of one eye in a man of fifty. Three months later

the other eye began to protrude without ascertainable cause.

There was marked local and general reaction, fever, and

cachexia. Injections of Deutschmann's serum resulted in

a cure after several relapses.

Bertram (193, Congenital bilateral exophthalmus) saw a

child, eight days old, with marked exophthalmus dating from

birth. In paroxysms of crying, the right eye alone was

luxated in front of the lids. There was an indication of

peaked skull. There was premature synostosis diminishing

the space of the orbit, and excessive size of brain and dis-

tension of venous sinuses explained the luxation. No lues

or tuberculosis. The child died some weeks later.

Beauvois (194, Exophthalmus in maxillary sinusitis of the

new-born) noted the sudden development of left-sided exoph-

thalmus in a child aged fifteen days, which disappeared after

purulent nasal discharge lasting six days. The pus con-

tained pneumococci, and suppuration of the antrum was the

probable cause.

Nicolai (19s, Case of traumatic enophthalmus) . The

enophthalmus developed about a year after cranial injury

and came to a standstill. Hemiatrophy of the face, irregular-

ity of the pupil, and a scotoma for green indicated nervous dis-

turbances besides those to be explained by recession of the globe.
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Teich (196, Traumatic enophthalmus) reports a case de-

veloping two weeks after injury with extensive fracture and
temporal dislocation of the zygoma, as shown by radio-

graphy. Tearing of tarso-orbital fasciae and enlargement

of the orbit were the probable causes of recession of the globe

and of disturbances of motility in the superior and external

rectus.

VAN DuYSE (197, Traumatic enophthalmus) reports a case

following intraorbital hemorrhage due to fracture of the

superior maxilla, zygoma, and orbital margin. There were

paralysis of the internal and inferior rectus, mydriasis, and
paresis of accommodation. Enophthalmus with sinking

of the globe came on about three months after the injury.

Without excluding simple atrophy of the orbital cellular tissue

or tropho-neurotic disturbances, v. Duyse believes there was
actual traction by the consolidating blood clot. This would

explain the paralysis of the second branch of the trigeminus

by compression of the infraorbital nerve in its canal by clot

from the torn infraorbital artery. The persistent paralysis

of the inferior rectus was probably due to a cicatricial band.

Tobias (198, Treatment of exophthalmic goitre) distinguishes

between primary, idiopathic, genuine Graves' disease, and the

secondary or spurious form. In the glandular variety of the

former there is marked hypertrophy of the thyroid, while in

another the nervous symptoms are the principal element.

Pseudo-Basedow may develop on a basis of thyroid disease

or in the course of systemic affections.

Ohlemann (199, Exophthalmic goitre) noted his own
symptoms, which were mainly due to circulatory disturb-

[ances. Pressure on the jugular from the enlarged thyroid

caused oedema of the lids, epiphora, pseudo-pterygium, and
finally exophthalmus. The main indication is the reduction

of the thyroid. In fresh cases, cold works well. Extirpation

is generally the most effectual remedy. Iodides act well.

Preysing (200, Perforation of orbit in sinusitis due to

scarlet-fever) notes that this complication is characteristic in

scarlet fever. Septic fever, swelling of cervical glands, otitis

media with mastoid involvement, and finally lid oedema with

a soft tumor at the inner angle are the typical symptoms.

Surgical treatment is indicated.
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Rick (201, Osteoma of frontal sinus. Kuester's operation)

performed Kuester's osteoplastic operation for a protrusion at

the inner upper angle of the orbit in a man of eighteen.

Exophthalmus down and forwards. No limitation of motility.

The growth proved to be an ivory exostosis; the mucosa

of the frontal sinus was degenerated and polypoid. Tumors,

mucocele, suppuration had been excluded by radiographic

and other examinations.

Stern (202, Anomaly of ethmoid labyrinth) noted marked

broadening of the root of the nose of a girl of twelve.

Pupillary distance, 66mm. Relative convergence showing

spreading of ethmoid cells far back.

HemPEL (204, Iodides in accessory sinus suppuration) notes

good results from this drug before deciding on surgical

intervention.

AxENFELD (204A, Treatment of accessory orbital sinuses by

ophthalmologists) thinks that the limits of ophthalmic surgery

should be extended to include the accessory sinuses of the

face, and lays stress on the importance of operative treatment

of these cavities for the ophthalmic surgeon as in many
orbital complications operation is satisfactory only if parts

of the orbital wall and of neighboring sinuses are removed
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RosENHAucH (205, Development of bacterial flora in the

conjunctival sac of the new-born) found the conjunctival sac

sterile at birth with a rapid development of bacteria within

a few hours. Staphylococcus pyogenes albus and xerosis

bacilli were found regularly. Gonococcic infection generally

takes place some days after birth.

Elschnig (205A, Etiology and treatment of chronic con-

junctivitis) describes two rare forms: C. Meibomiana, due

to hypersecretion in adults over forty and in youthful sub-

jects with acne. Digital expression of Meibomian glands is

advised. The second form is due to incomplete closure

of the lids and affects the exposed area of conjunctiva, and

suggests tyloma. Salves and bandaging at night effect a cure.

Reh (206, Treatment of phlyctenule) notes that the con-

secutive scars may greatly affect vision. These inflammatory

growths are always due to scrofula. General treatment with

inunctions and iron, local analgesics, calomel, iodoform, and

atropin are advised.
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Lagrange (207, Spring catarrh) reports a case in a boy of

five years. There was marked keratitis, tarsal granulations,

and large numbers of eosinophile cells in the secretion and
granulations.

Paschoff (208, Spring catarrh) believes that Ehrlich's

mast cells are migrating lymphocytes with granular basophile

protoplasm. Bacilli of the pseudo-diphtheria group are often

present.

Posey's case (209, Vernal conjunctivitis with unusual corneal

complications) was marked by progressive irregular infiltra-

tion of the cornea resembling hyaline degeneration. Vessels

developed from the limbus. Caustics used in treatment may
have caused the latter development.

Natanson (210, Subconjunctival abscess) could find no
etiological cause for this condition. Staphylococcus aureus

was found.

Schick (211, Koplik's spots of the lachrymal caruncle

in initial stage of measles) noted in the initial stage of measles

a swelling of the caruncle with numerous grayish nodules.

The rest of the palpebral conjunctiva was red and swollen

but there were no spots.

BoNDi's (212, Case of Parinaud's conjunctivitis) case de-

veloped a corneal infiltrate on the sixteenth day. This was
incrusted with lead from eye washes. Many of the cases

reported were those of children.

Dehenne and Bailliart (213, Five cases of Parinaud's

conjunctivitis) find the etiology obscure. Five undoubted

cases are reported which suggest a constitutional disease

with primary local involvement.

Basseres and Poujol (214, Infectious conjunctivitis of

Parinaud) report two cases, in one of which there was a mar-

ginal ulcer with perforation and consecutive anterior synechia.

Optical iridectomy was made. Of 50 previously reported

cases, only three had corneal involvement.

Bartz (215, Diplobacillary conjunctivitis) finds this the

most common form in Rostock. Corneal ulcer is common,
often with hypopyon. In many cases there was a history of

injury. Zinc is effective.

Weigelin (216, Microscopic study of streptococcus con-

junctivitis in a new-born child) notes that this form may
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closely resemble gonorrhoeal conjunctivitis. There was
no streptococcaemia. The infection was due to puerperal

streptococcic sepsis of the mother.

DuTOiT (217, Streptococcic ophthalmia in scarlet-fever)

observed this condition on the basis of a burn. It led to

severe purulent conjunctivitis and keratitis and finally to

staphyloma. The streptococci probably came from the

nose.

HoLzBACH (218, Intrauterine acquisition of ophthalmia

neonatorum) notes that children were often born with florid

blennorrhoea. In his case the bag of waters had ruptured

three days before delivery. The vaginal secretion contained

gonococci and both eyes of the child showed large corneal

ulcers.

Elschnig (219, Ophthalmia neonatorum) found gonococci

in 21, streptococci in 5, staphylococci in 6, diplococcus pneu-

moniae in I, xerosis bacilli in 3, of 41 cases of ophthalmia

neonatorum. Five cases were sterile. Gonococci never

disappear from the conjunctiva as long as purulent secretion

persists. Nitrate of silver is the only reliable antiseptic.

Irrigation with weak permanganate solutions is valuable.

Adam (220, Blenolenicet salve in ophthalmia of adults)

uses this ointment, which sets free acetate of alumina, and
obtained rapid cessation of secretion. Corneal erosions are

quickly cured. 10% salve is used at first and then reduced

in strength. Adam reports more good results with this treat-

ment especially in corneal ulcer. Vessels form very sparsely

and the resulting scars are very thin. (Kipp warns against

the use of blenolenicet salve and has seen very serious com-

plications from its application. P. H. F.)

Greeff (221, Prophylaxis and treatment of ophthalmia

neonatorum) claims that this is curable in every case. \%
solutions, in instillations, are quite strong enough for pre-

vention. In treatment, 1% solutions are to be applied by

irrigation.

MoissoNNiER (222, Atypical case of gonococcic conjuncti-

vitis) noted in a patient of fourteen, oedema of upper lid with

a small ulcer near the sclero-corneal margin. The conjunctiva

of the upper lid was red, swollen, and velvety, with several

whitish (pseudo-membranous?) dots. Tincture of iodin
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led to a cure, after silver and permanganate had been used

for some time without effect.

Paparcone (223, Conjunctival reaction of diphtheria and

xerosis bacilli) considers these two forms identical. Neither

develops into streptothrix. Virulence is the only differential

characteristic. Klebs-Loefffer may cause simple catarrhal,

purulent, as well as membranous conjunctivitis. Corneal

complications generally lead to loss of the eye. The tears

have no effect on this bacillus. Xerosis bacillus is not the

specific organism in epithelial xerosis or catarrh.

Greeff, Frosch, and Clausen (224, Studies on development

of trachoma) report inoculations with trachoma granules which

developed in ten days, and resisted treatment for months. Cell

inclusions could not be produced in anthropoid apes.

Greeff (225, Experiments on transmission of trachoma)

was able to inoculate a sound eye with trachoma which de-

veloped typically in three days. The secretion contained

Greeff's micro-organism.

CoHN (226, Combating of granular conjunctivitis) notes the

great infectiousness of trachoma in families and schools and

urges rigid prophylaxis.

Selenkowsky (228, Treatment of trachoma with radium)

reports several cures.

FoRTUNATi and Esdra (229, Histologic changes after

radium treatment of trachoma) noted very rapid action of

copper sulphate after radium had been applied to the conjunc-

tiva without apparent result. The latter alone has no effect

but prepares the tissues for rapid action of topics.

LuNDSGAARD (230, Fiusen light treatment of trachoma) re-

ports several good results in removing follicles. The sessions

lasted from ten to fifteen minutes.

Chevallereau (231, Simulated tuberculous pseudo-con-

junctivitis) noted marked chemosis of the conjunctiva in a

girl of twelve. The limbus was completely covered by the

swelling. Tuberculin ophthalmo-reaction was positive, but

it was found later that the patient herself had artificially and

mechanically irritated the eye. When this was prevented

the conjunctivitis disappeared at once.

Hansell (232, Acute double miliary tuberculosis of con-

junctiva) describes a case in which the conjunctiva of both
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upper and lower lids was the seat of small yellowish nodules

resembling trachoma. Tubercle bacilli were present in the

scrapings. No constitutional signs of tuberculosis and no
enlarged glands. Alling.

CoHN (233, Local tuberculin hypersensitiveness of con-

junctiva) compares the reaction following repeated ophthalmo-

tuberculin instillation with the anaphylaxis in serum disease.

Hypersensitiveness of normal subjects is characterized by
its appearance not only after local instillations but after the

von Pirquet injections as well. The reaction begins on the

fifth day and is most marked in three weeks.

Dejonc (236, Histology of cavernous lymphangioma of

conjunctiva and orbit) examined tissue diagnosed as lymph-
angioma of the orbit. The clinical picture was that of exoph-

thalmus. The subconjunctival swelling appeared bloody

after a blow on the brow. Excision of a small piece of the

semilunar fold for examination was followed by marked
hemorrhagic exophthalmus and suggillation of the ocular

conjunctiva due to infiltration of the cavernous spaces with

blood from the wound. Lymphangioma always produces a

gradually increasing exophthalmus. On exploration of the

orbit it is generally impossible to find any distinct tumor mass

as the latter collapses and grows again.

Ancona (238, Symmetrical angioma of tarsal conjunctiva)

noted this condition in a female infant, aged two years. Suc-

cessful operation. Bilaterality has not been observed before.

Lauber (239, Diffuse melanosarcoma of conjunctiva)

describes dark brown pigmentation of the conjunctiva of

lower fornix, neighboring portion of ocular conjunctiva, entire

lower lid, half of semilunar fold, and caruncle, which had

begun at the last named point two years previously. In a

second case of a man of forty-four, injury was followed in a

year by a change of the entire ocular and palpebral con-

junctiva into a soft black mass which bled easily. Ex-

enteration of orbit in both cases. Microscopic examination

corroborated the diagnosis of sarcoma The globe was normal,

and the sclera showed no penetration of tumor cells. Enucle-

ation is indicated in spite of this, however on account of the

danger of metastasis if operation is delayed.

Emanuel (240. Relation of epibulbar melanotic tumors to
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neurofibroma) finds a marked analogy between these two

forms, and believes that naevi may be melanotic fibrous

growths.

GuTMANN (241, Tumors of lachrymal caruncle) describes a

benign papilloma in a child of two and one half years, which

recurred once, a similar growth of the semilunar fold in

patients aged thirty-one and seven years, and a soft fibroma

of the caruncle in a female of twenty-one.

AuRANu (242, Epithelioma of caruncle). Only four cases

of this sort have been previously reported. This case was in

a woman of thirty-two. The tumor contained pigment

.

AuBiNEAu (243, Primary tumor of palpebral conjunctiva)

noted a growth developing in the conjunctiva of the right

upper lid of a woman of fifty-three. There was a second

growth on the cornea at a point opposite the first. Both

were extirpated and found to be polymorphous endothelioma,

resembling both epithelioma and sarcoma.

Galezowski (244, Fibromyxoma of conjunctiva) found this

tumor on the temporal part of the upper fornix fold. Similar

growths have been observed on the buccal and nasal mucosa.

For home treatment Prince (246, Treatment of chronic

trachoma) recommends a 10% solution of sulphate of copper

in glycerine which diluted one drop in 20 of water to be used

several times a day. The reviewer has found this very

useful.

The patient described by Mackay (247, Prolonged con-

junctivitis following Calmette's ocular reaction) had pul-

monary and arthritic tuberculous lesions. One drop of

Calmette's original solution produced a severe reaction in the

conjunctiva for ten days. It then lessened for a week but

again became severe so that ten weeks after the test it was

still in evidence. Alling.

Lewis's (248, Ophthalmia neonatorum followed by pyaemia

and death) patient presented the ordinary symptoms of

ophthalmia neonatorum with ulceration of the right and

haziness of both corneae. While the eyes were still actively

inflamed an abscess appeared over the external malleolus

of the right foot, which when opened showed pus containing

gonococci. Three other abscesses also appeared in other

parts of the body with the same findings. The temperature
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chart was that of a case of pyaemia, and the child died at the

end of five weeks. The writer thinks that sepsis was pro-

duced by the absorption of pus from the conjunctiva.

Alling.

XII.—CORNEA, SCLERA, AND ANTERIOR CHAMBER.

249. Davis, H. M., and Hull, G. Bacteriology of neuropathic

keratitis. Brit. Med. Journ., Jan. 11, 1908.

250. Todd, F. Instrument for cauterizing corneal ulcers. Ophth.

Record, April, 1908.

251. Stern, J. New corneal phenomenon in trigeminal anaesthe-

sia. Klin. Monatsbl., xlvi., No. i, p. 465.

252. Salus, R. Green discoloration of cornea in multiple sclerosis.

Med. Klinik, 1908, No. 14.

253. Kayser. Blood soaking (Durchblutung) of the cornea.

Wuerttemb. augenaertzl. Verein. klin. Monatsbl., xlvi., No. i, p. 90.

254. DuTOiT, A. Cocain in corneal affections. Korr.-Bl. f.

Schwzr. Aertze, 1908, No. 6, p. 179.

255. BiETTi, A. Internal ulcer of cornea in parenchymatous

keratitis. Ann. di Ottalm., xxxvii.. May 3, 1908.

256. Bartels, K. Pathology of disciform keratitis. Inaug.-Diss.,

Rostock, 1907.

257. TscHiRKOwsKY, W. Atypical hypopyon keratitis. Klin.

Monatsbl., xlvi., No. i, p. 77.

258. Salvaneschi, E. Treatment of hypopyon keratitis. Clin,

ocul., March, 1908.

259. Satterlee, G. Serious result of ocular tuberculin test-

Journ. A. M. A., June 27, 1908.

260. Fruginele, C. Keratitis gummosa. Riv. Ital. di Ottalm.,

1908, iv., No. 3.

261. Rusr, E. Copper oxide in the cornea. Arch, of Ophth.,

xxxvi.. No. 2, p. 174.

262. Cuperus, N. Relapsing corneal erosion. Ned. Tydschr. v.

Geneesk., No. i, p. 10, 1908.

263. RuppRECHT, J. Multiple tears of Descemet's membrane,

intra partum. Klin. Monatsbl., xlvi., No. i, p. 134.

264. BiETTi, A. Tumor -like pannus degeneration; hitherto un-

described corneal change. Ibid., p. 337.

265. Frost, K. Operative removal of trachomatous pannus.

Westn. Ophth., 1908, No. 2.

266. Steiner, L. Migration of sepia in tattooed leucomata. Cen-

tralbl. f. prakt. Augenhetlkunde , xxxii., p. 104.

267. Flange, O. Transplantation of cornea with preserved

transparency. Klin. Monatsbl., xlvi., No. i, p. 277.

268. Kreibisch, C. Hyperkeratosic nsevus of skin, nsevus of

cornea, and cataract. Deutsche med. Wochenschr., 1908, No. 21.
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269. Peters, A. Blue marking of globe due to congenital thinning

of sclera. Klin. Monatsbl., xlvi., No. i, p. 130.

270. Vossius. Icteric discoloration of sclera in vitreous hemor-
rhage. Deutsche med. Wochenschr., 1908, No. 38.

271. RoENNE, H. Ulcerative scleritis. Klin. Monatsbl., xlvi.,

No. I, p. 522.

272. BiETTi, A. Pathology and complications of scleritis. Ann.
di Ottalm., xxxvii.. May 3, 1908.

273. BuNGE. Oil drop in anterior chamber. Klin. Monatsbl.,

xlvi., No. I, p. 643.

Davis and Hull (249, Bacteriology of neuropathic kera-

titis) first give an account of the various theories which have

been put forward to explain the keratitis which so often

follows lesions of the fifth nerve and of the Gasserian ganglion.

Magendie showed that section of the Gasserian ganglion,

especially of the anterior part, gave rise to a destructive

keratitis, but that when the fifth nerve alone was cut, although

the cornea became anaesthetic, no keratitis followed. From
these experiments the cause was supposed to be due to the

degeneration of trophic fibres.

The trophic traumatic hypothesis. Saenger supposed that

while trophic fibres had much to do with the matter, the

exciting cause was central irritation of the nerves. Parsons

considers that this trophic and central traumatic hypothesis

"explains better than any other the diverse clinical facts

which have accumulated." Samuel thinks that lesions of

centrifugal and centripetal fibres render the cornea less able

to withstand local irritation.

The vaso-motor hypothesis. Spalitta thinks that the

vaso-constriction which follows removal of the Gasserian

ganglion is the cause of the change. If at the same time

he removed the cervical sympathetic ganglion so that vaso-

constriction could not occur no keratitis supervened. Schiff

thinks hypersemia lasts for twelve days after excision of the

ganglion; occasionally, however, it persists and then keratitis

can be produced.

The purely traumatic hypothesis. Sneller and others

believed that if the eye were suitably protected neuro-

paralytic keratitis could not occur; they held that neuro-

paralytic keratitis was due to foreign bodies not being promptly

expelled from the eye owing to corneal anaesthesia.
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The desiccation hypothesis. This was held by Hippel and
others. After trigeminal neurectomy there is a diminution

in the secretion of tears and a lessening in the frequency of

blinking; as a result the cornea becomes dry and necrosis

results. The authors criticise these theories adversely, and
then add evidence in favor of the last hypothesis—^the

mycotic. Turner, Krause, and others believe that septic

infection has much to do with the degenerative process. The
authors have made bacteriological examinations of 21 cases

who had undergone the Hartley-Krause operation. Eleven
of them developed neuro-paralytic keratitis. In practically

all cases the Staphylococcus aureus was found; less fre-

quently the streptococcus, pneumococcus, xerosis and proteus.

In addition all the keratitis cases contained a special bacillus

which the authors designate the Bacillus X. It measures 2.0//

X 0.6;^. It is homogeneous and does not form spores. It is

non-motile and has no fiagella. It stains with all ordinary

dyes and is Gram positive. It grows readily on all ordinary

media. It first produces acid, then alkali. It is very like

the pseudo-diphtheritic bacillus (and therefore very like

the xerosis bacillus-Abstracter) The authors think that

whatever part Bacillus X plays in the initial stages of neuro-

paralytic ulceration, staphylococci carry on the work of

destruction. The Bacillus X was found in 30% of normal eyes.

Experiments upon monkeys made by Sir V. Horsley seemed

to show that to produce neuro-paralytic keratitis three

factors must be present:

(i) Removal of the Gasserian ganglion, (2) the presence of

Bacillus X, (3) the eyelids must be open. Monkeys when
neurectomized and inoculated with cultures of Bacillus X did

not develop keratitis so long as the eyelids were kept sewn up.

An adequate Bibliography is given and a micro-photograph

of Bacillus X. T. Harrison Butler.
The instrument described by Todd (250, Instrument for

cauterizing cornesl ulcers) consists of a copper bulb mounted
on a handle and having a platinum point and in another place

a blunt protuberance. When heated to a cherry red it wil

remain hot enough to cauterize for several minutes. It has

the advantages over the electro-cautery in its lightness and

simplicity. Alling.
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Stern (251, New corneal phenomenon in trigeminal anaes-

thesia) noted alternate and often sudden appearance and
disappearance of punctate opacities of the corneal epithelium,

in both eyes, with stippling of the surface. The patient was

a feeble young woman with supraorbital hyperaesthesia and
completely anaesthetic corneae. No hysteria. The opacities

disappeared when the lids were kept closed, and with the

anaesthesia of the cornea were cured by tonics, strengthening

food, and so on, in two months.

Salus (252, Green discoloration of cornea in multiple

sclerosis) believes that localization of this stain at the limbus

indicates that it develops from deep-seated marginal vessels,

probably those from Schlemm's canal, by slow filtration by
which haemoglobin is changed into haemosiderin. The ab-

normal condition of Schlemm's canal is probably due to

trophic disturbances dependent on multiple sclerosis. (The

blood staining of the cornea depends on a chemical change

requiring the presence of an acid reaction in the tissue. This

explains the localization of the stain, its relation to absence

or propinquity of vessels, and the manner in which it clears

^ by absorption. P. H. F.)

i DuTOiT (254, Cocain in corneal affections) condemns use

of cocain as an analgesic in inflammatory conditions, as it

seriously interferes with tissue regeneration and causes necro-

sis, while it has little effect on pain in the presence of inflamma-

tory reaction. Its use should be limited even in removal

of foreign bodies.

BiETTi (255, Internal ulcer of cornea in parenchjrmatous

keratitis) describes the case of a man of sixty. Corneal

epithelium was completely preserved. There was a deep

central yellowish infiltrate, surrounded by a blue zone, 2mw
wide, and a peripheral ring infiltrate. There were vessels in

the depth of the cornea, deposits on Descemet, nodular

exudates on the iris, and occlusion of the pupil. V-perception

of light. No fundus reflex. Tuberculin test negative, as was

biological experiment, in spite of which Bietti made a diag-

nosis of probable tuberculosis. Enucleation. Examination

showed iridocyclitis, parenchymatous keratitis, internal ulcer

of cornea. No tuberculosis found.

Bartels (256, Pathology of disciform keratitis) examined
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sections in a case ending fatally by pleuro-pneumonia. There

was necrotic sequestration without any inflammatory re-

action whatsoever. There was an exudation on the posterior

surface of the cornea quite separate and probably independent.

No sign of ectogenous infection. The affection was probably

a form of herpes corneae.

TscHiRKOwsKY (257, Atypical hypopyon keratitis) describes

staphylococcus infection with ulcer formation gradually

assuming a necrosing sequestrating form of hypopyon kera-

titis. A circular hole 5mm in diameter with steep edges

formed in the cornea, but some sight was preserved by con-

junctival flap. Staphylococci were found in the form of

sarcina, a very virulent type.

Salvaneschi (258, Treatment of hypopyon keratitis) reports

34 cases in which atropin, subconjunctival injections of

bichloride, and actual cautery applied to the ulcer worked

well. Eserin is dangerous on account of the ciliary irritation

it causes. Antipneumococcus serum may be used when the

diplobacillus of Fraenkel is present, but is less useful in mixed

infections. Instillation of the serum is advisable as a

prophylactic measure in superficial corneal lesions.

Satterlee (259, Serious result of ocular tuberculin test)

noted severe reaction with vascular keratitis and iritis,

apparently tuberculous, in a girl of eighteen with enlarged

glands.

Fruginele (260, Keratitis gummosa) reports a case of

nodular keratitis coming on twenty-five years after initial

specific lesion. Antiluetic treatment resulted in complete

cure, only a small central opacity remaining.

Rust (261, Copper oxide in the cornea) notes that the

shower of sparks seen in short circuits and irregular contacts

of trolley wires consist of incandescent flakes of copper oxide.

They often get into the cornea as foreign bodies.

CuPERus (262, Relapsing corneal erosion) lays stress on the

importance of continuing pressure bandage until the epithe-

lium is fully restored and fluorescin fails to give any stain.

Apparent smoothness of the surface is not enough, and a

superficial ulcer may develop without renewed injury. Cu-

rettage may be necessary for definite cure.

RuppRECHT (263, Multiple tears of Descemet's membrane)
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describes narrow striations irregularly scattered on the

posterior surface of the cornea in a child, one day old, whose
eye had been compressed by forceps during birth. Micro-

scopically, tears and rolling in of Descemet's membrane were

found.

BiETTi (264, Tumor-like pannus degeneration, a hitherto

undescribed corneal change) found this tissue, consisting of

connective tissue and round cells in an eye blind of iritis and
secondary glaucoma, which was exposed by defective lids.

The new-formed tissue lay between Bowman's membrane and
the anterior epithelium.

Frost (265, Operative removal of trachomatous pannus)

advises the detachment of the vascular layer from the free

margin toward the limbus where it is removed with scissors.

In extreme cases it may be split at the centre with a Graefe

knife and peeled off from the sound cornea. No details

of cases are given by Frost.

Steiner (266, Migration of sepia in tattooed leucomata)

thinks the irregular distribution of particles of India ink after

tattooing depends on phagocytosis in some cases. Small

inflammatory foci develop and phagocytes attracted by che-

motaxis carry the granules from other parts of the leucoma.

Plange (267, Transplantation of cornea with preserved

transparency) operated on a dense corneal scar due to lime

burn. A sliver of clear cornea from the phthisical fellow eye

was removed with a narrow knife and laid on the deeper layers

of the affected cornea after the surface had been split by
crucial incision and then scraped off. Disinfectants were

avoided, but cocain and contact with forceps did not seem

to affect the flap, which healed and became fairly transparent

on its new base which was well vascularized.

Kreibisch (268, Hyperkeratosic naevus of skin, naevus of

cornea, and cataract) thinks both these conditions, associated

with cataract and marked fundus changes in both eyes, depend

on analogous disturbances of the epithelial rudiment (Anlage)

of the skin and eye.

Peters (269, Blue marking of globe due to congenital

thinning of sclera) notes the resemblance with the uvea which

is seen through a staphyloma. The condition does not depend

on vascular changes or pigmentation, but is due to increased
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translucency and perhaps thinning. It was noted in four

generations.

Vossius (270, Icteric discoloration of sclera in vitreous

hemorrhage) noted a yellowish staining due to diffusion of

blood, quite like that noted in blood-stained corneae.

RoENNE (271, Ulcerative scleritis) saw this complication

in nodular scleritis, with marked tendency to relapse. The

ulcers were dirty, deep, and resembled miniature intestinal

tuberculous ulcers, although both tuberculosis and lues could

be absolutely excluded in this case, and iodides had no effect.

Local treatment with salicylates internally healed the ulcers,

each time, in several weeks.

BiETTi (272, Pathology and complications of scleritis) reports

a case of the rare annular form. Uveitis which is generally

considered the primary affection in these cases was but

slightly marked in comparison with the scleral lesions, and

the infiltrations in the iris and ciliary body were decidedly

circumscribed. Scleral injection on the temporal side of the

globe is the first sign. Characteristic nodules in the depth

of the cornea and epitheloid round cells and giant cells in the

accumulations in the anterior chamber strongly suggested

tuberculosis.

In Bunge's case (273, Oil drop in anterior chamber) of

penetrating corneal wound, salve had been rubbed in and

evidently got into the anterior chamber, where it remained

at the highest level in all positions of the head and coated

the iris without obstructing the filtration paths and causing

glaucoma as might have been feared.

Sections XIII-XVIII. Reviewed by Dr. NICOLAI, Berlin.

XIII.—LENS.

274. GiFFORD, H. On Mittendorf's lens spots. Ophth. Record,

March, 1908.

275. ScALiNCi, N. Physical chemistry of the lens. Arch, di

OttaL, XV., No. 12, 1908.

276. IsAKOwiTZ. Diffraction in opaque lens (cataracta cerulea).

Zeitschr. f. Augenheilkunde, xix., No. 5, p. 401.

277. Blumenthal, L. Operation of total congenital cataract.

Westn. Ophth., 1908, No. i.

278. Del Monte, A. Histology of an old congenital capsulo-

cortical cataract. Arch, di Ottalm., xv., No. 7, 1908.
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279. Calderaro. Rare form of Morgagnian cataract. Clin,

ocul., March, 1908.

280. WiTALiNSKi. Cataracta nigra; etiology, micro-chemistry,

prognosis. Ophth. Sec, Xth Congr., Pol. Aerzte, etc., Lemberg,

1907.

281. PossEK. Theories of causation of senile cataract. Wiener
klin. Wochenschr., 1908, No. 34.

282. Smith, H. Treatment of immature cataract. Lonce^ August

IS, 1908.

283. Machek. Recession of far point in incipient cortical cataract.

Zeitschr. f. Augenheilkunde , xix., p. 330.

284. Kitamura, S. Cataract operation in diabetics. Klin. Mo-
natsbl., xlvi., p. 577.

285. Angiolella, D. Collapse of sclera during cataract extraction.

Ann. di Ottalm., xxxvii., Nos. 3-5, 1908.

286. Haessig. Last 500 cataract extractions. Zeitschr. f. Augen-
heilkunde, xix., p. 71.

287. Mengelberg. After -cataract operation with Stilling-Weill

harpoon. 'KXIst Congr. Rhein-Westph. Augenaerzi., Bonn, 1908.

288. Straub. Cataract extraction in the capsule. Niederl. Ophth.

Ges., 1908.

289. Knapp, a. Cataract extraction in the capsule. Visit to

Maj. Smith. Arch, of Ophth., xxxvii.. No. i, p. 13.

290. Weill, G. Secondary cataract operations. Zeitschr. f. Augen-
heilkunde, xix., p. 126.

291. Napp, O. Bacteriology of conjunctiva after aseptic bandaging

of cataract cases. Ibid., xviii., p. 198.

292. Markowski. Subconjunctival injections of potassium iodide

in incipient cataract. Ophth. Sec. Pol. Congr. X., Lemberg, 1907.

293. Armaignac. Spontaneous resorption of lens in adults after

trauma or discission. XXVth Meeting Soc. jrang. d'opht., 1908.

294. Hesse, R. Cataract extractions in Graz Univ. clinic. Zeit-

schr. f. Augenheilkunde, xviii., No. i.

295. Krauss, W. Question of reclination. Ibid., xix.. No. 32.

296. KuHNT, H. Zonulotomy. Ibid., p. 22.

297 Ulbrich. Senile cataract with secondary glaucoma. Ibid.,

xviii., No. 2.

298. Rupp, A. Rupture of globe with subconjimctival Itixation

and with extrusion of lens. Wiener klin. Rundsch., 1908, p. 35.

299 Truc. Reclination of cataract with preliminary iridectomy.

Ann. d'ocul., cxxxix.. May.

300. PucciONi, G. Complications in cataract operations. Clin,

ocul., February, 1908.

301. Kraemer, R. Clinical picture of "phakocele." Arch. f.

Ophth., Ixviii., No. i.

302. IsAKOwiTZ. Coloboma lentis after tear of zonule. Arch. f.

Augenheilkunde, lix.. No. 4, p. 372.

303. NathANSON, A. Disciform opacity of anterior surface of
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lens (Vossius) after contusion and perforating wounds of eye. Klin.

Monatsbl., xlvi., No. i, p. 537.

304. Krusius. Annular opacities of lens surface after contusion

of globe. Zeitschr. f. Augenheilkunde, xvii., No. 6.

305. Berger, E. Diseases of teeth and lens affections. Soc.

odontol. de Paris, November 24, 1908.

GiFFORD (274, On Mittendorf's lens spots) confirms Mitten-

dorfs observations concerning the small spots which are seen

at times on the posterior surface of the lens and are in all

probability a remnant of the attachment of the hyaloid artery.

The reviewer can also testify to their occasional presence.

They are best seen with a strong lens in the ophthalmoscope.

Alling.

IsAKOwiTZ [276, Diffraction in opaque lens (cataracta

cerulea)] excludes absorption and fluorescence in the causation

of congenitally blue lenses and attributes the greenish-blue

color to diffusion as in glaucoma and normal lenses of the

aged.

Blumenthal (277, Operation of total congenital cataract)

found this condition with nystagmus, alternating strabismus,

and iridodonesis in a poorly developed infant of eleven months.

Iris tissue thin and ill defined. Pupils contracted and sluggish.

Discission: R. without effect; L. extraction. Necrosis of

wound lips, occlusion of pupil, and iridocyclitis follow.

Retrobulbar abscess and ectasia of operative scar then de-

veloped, the latter disappearing after breaking of the abscess.

Del Monte (278, Histology of an old congenital capsulo-

cortical cataract) noted amyloid degeneration and a netlike

complex of degenerated lens fibres. The posterior capsule

was wrinkled and inverted. Chalky deposits were seen in

the capsule.

Calderaro (279, Rare form of Morgagnian cataract). The

patient, aged sixty-three, had complicated cataract with

probable chronic choroiditis. Cornea clear. Iridodonesis.

Pupil wide and reacted to convergence only. A grayish

semitransparent nucleus was seen in the anterior chamber

adherent to the lower iris angle and moving with the head.

The capsule, iimm in diameter, was perfectly clear and could

be seen only with strong focal illumination. T. -t- 1. Opera-

tion successful but V. = light perception was not improved-
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There was no trace of epithelium in the anterior capsule and
this probably explains the transparency and the absence

of shrinking.

WiTALiNSKi (280, Cataracta nigra; etiology, micro-chem-

istry, prognosis) saw three cases in 1400 of senile cataract.

The etiology is obscure as to age, inheritance, or disease.

PossEK (281, Theories of causation of senile cataract) dis-

cusses the hypotheses of Becker, Peters, Hess, Roemer, Greeff

,

and others.

Smith (282, Treatment of immature cataract) advises the

removal of immature cataract in the capsule when there are

reasons for not waiting. Ripening procedures are unreliable

or dangerous. Iridectomy is not always necessary.

Machek (283, Recession of far point in incipient cortical

cataract) notes the unusual development of hypermetropia

in peripheral subcapsular opacities in early stages. The
volume of the lens diminishes and the curvature changes.

Degenerative processes are the cause.

KiTAMURA (284, Cataract operation in diabetics) reckons

5. 5% of cataract, i. e., o. 12% of all eye affections, as diabetic.

H2 cases are analyzed. The most frequent complications

are iridocyclitis, temporary plus tension, choroidal detach-

ment, post-operative hemorrhage, delayed healing, retinitis,

and vitreous hemorrhages. Prognosis is not particularly

unfavorable and no variation of technique is indicated.

Angiolella (285, Collapse of sclera during cataract ex-

traction) reports the case of an anaemic woman of forty-

three years. On removal of a hard cataract the sclera became
inverted but returned to normal position under the bandage

in three days. Inflammatory reaction supervened and after

twenty-five days the eye was found to be atrophic. Arterio-

sclerosis, anaemia, and general debility, associated with lack

of elasticity of the sclera and diminished resistance of vitreous

and uvea, are the probable factors in the few cases on record.

Haessig (286, Last five hundred cataract extractions)

bandages the eyes before operation to detect latent inflamma-

tion and to accustom the patients to post-operative conditions.

The patients are operated on a table and walk to their beds.

Graefe section in scleral margin without conjunctival flap.

Iridectomy, capsulotomy, bandage, the second eye being
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covered with plaster strips for two days. One day later

dressings changed and atropin instilled. Cortical remnants

were the most frequent complication. Loss of vitreous was
unusual. Open treatment does not favor prompt healing

but the bandage should be removed early.

Mengelberg (287, After- cataract operation with Stilling-

Weill harpoon) uses Stilling' s harpoon-needle, which may
have to be fastened, if it does not take hold, by means of a

punch forceps.

Straub (288, Cataract extraction in the capsule) advises

this procedure in case of thickened capsule, congenital cataract,

and the massive form following iridocyclitis. The advantages

are undoubtedly the black pupil and rapid healing, but there,

is danger of loss of vitreous.

Knapp (289, Cataract extraction in the capsule. Visit to

Maj. Smith) describes the Indian method as applied to three

thousand extractions in the course of twelve weeks every

Spring and Fall. Fifty operations a day are often performed.

The eyes are washed with soap and water and irrigated with

bichloride. Narrow iridectomy usually precedes. The lens is

delivered by pressure of a large squint hook on the cornea,

without capsulotomy. Dressings changed after four days.

The section lies entirely in clear cornea. In case of prolapse

of vitreous a spatula is introduced behind the lens. Iris pro-

lapse and incarceration are the most frequent complications.

Secondary operation is never needed.

Weill (290, Secondary cataract operations) uses the harpoon

needle of Stilling and has no accidents. There may be some

difficulty in withdrawing the instrument on account of the

barbs catching, obviated by pressure on the opposite side

of the puncture.

Markowski (292, Subconjunctival injections of potassium

iodide in incipient cataract) notes improved vision in 4 out

of 5 cases. The opacities did not appear to become much
clearer.

Hesse (294, Cataract extractions in Graz Univ. clinic) re-

ports five hundred cases from Dimmer's clinic. Homatropin,

and later eserin, is instilled before operation. Iridectomy

is performed only in special cases, such as extreme senility,

corpulence, cough, immature cataract, previous loss of one
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eye. Flap extraction upward. Bed rest for one day, dis-

charge in fourteen days. Secondary operations in about 7%
of uncomplicated cases. Iridocyclitis, corneal opacities, high

myopia, glaucoma, detachment, and choroiditis were the

most frequent complications.

Krauss (295, Question of reclination) was obliged to eschew

extraction in a case complicated by myopia, iridocyclitis, and
detachment, fearing loss of vitreous and hemorrhage. The
reclination was not complete and was followed by irido-

cyclitis with total blindness.

KuHNT (296, Zonulotomy) advises cutting the zonule in

intraocular irritation due to traction by secondary membranes,

cyclitic adhesions, on the ciliary body, and in reclination of

cataract, which has again come into use for complicated cases.

Membranous secondary cataracts, traumatic forms with degen-

eration and shrinking, rudimentary and congenital types are

also suitable for zonulotomy.

Rupp (298, Rupture of globe with subconjunctival luxation

and with extrusion of lens) reports two cases in which the lens

was extruded from the eye. One was due to a thrust by
the horn of an ox, and one to blunt injury from a large piece

of board. Infection is the main danger to be guarded against

in these cases.

Truc (299, Reclination of cataract with preliminary iri-

dectomy) operated successfully on a man of seventy whose

other eye had been lost thirty years previously. First an

old trichiasis was cured, then a dacryocystitis treated and
iridectomy performed. The cataract was couched. After

operation the cautery was again applied. V. was improved

from F. at 1.5m to -yq.

PucciONi (300, Complications in cataract operations) re-

ports a case of severe post-operative hemorrhage originating

from the iris alone, and dependent on nephritic vascular

disease.

IsAKOwiTZ (302, Coloboma lentis after tear of zonule) noted

this condition in a blind boy of eighteen. Double iridectomy

had been performed at the age of one year for adherent

leucoma.

Nathanson [303, Disciform opacity of anterior surface of

lens (Vossius) after contusion and perforating wounds of eye]
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describes a ring-shaped zone corresponding to the pupillary

margin which in a month became quite diffusely opaque, the

original ring having disappeared. Marked pain necessitated

operation. V = 0.8 with correction.

Krusius (304, Annular opacities of lens surface after con-

tusion of globe) reports injury of the globe with a piece of

iron followed by a circular opacity of the anterior surface of

the lens which could be seen distinctly when the pupil was

dilated and was present five weeks after the injury.

Berger (305, Diseases of teeth and lens affections) notes

that only the relation of rachitic teeth to zonular cataract

has been studied. In tetany there is loss of hair, teeth,

nails, and cataract formation. In some cases of tetany of

pregnancy there may be cataract only, in others, loss of teeth

alone. Parathyroid therapy has been used successfully for

the spastic conditions present. Senile cataract and loss of

teeth in the aged are, however, independent phenomena.

XIV.—IRIS.

306. Faith, T. Traumatic iridersemia. Annals of Ophth., October,

1907.

307. Stephenson. Persistent capsulo-pupillary membrane and

hyaloid artery. Ophthalmoscope, May, 1908.

308. Burt, J. Acute iritis in rheumatoid arthritis. Ibid., Jan-

uary, 1908.

309. Dunn, P. Infective cyclitis and penetrating wounds. Brit.

Med. Journ., No. 11, 1907.

310. Laqueur, L. Studies in the pathology of the pupil. Arch.

f. Augenheilkunde, lix., No. 4, p. 327

311. Valois. Case of aniridia. L'Ophthalm. provinc., igo8, 'No. 1,

312. LuTZ, A. Cases of heterochromia of irides. Zeitschr. f.

Augenheilkunde, xix., pp. 208, 345.

313. PuccioNi, G. Pathogenesis of traumatic and congenital iris

cysts. Clin, oculist., May-June, 1908.

314. ZiMMERMANN. Typical iris coloboma. Arch. f. Ophth.,

Ixvi., No. 2, p. 270.

315. Carlini, V. Serous traumatic iris cysts. Ann. di Ottalm.,

xxxvii.. No. 6, 1908.

316. CosMETTATOs, G. Three cases of microphthalmus. Ann.

d'ocul., cxxxix., p. 96.

317. Chevallereau. Iris tiunor. Soc. d'opht. de Paris, July 7,

1908.

318. Rembe. Cysticercus cellulosae of iris. Ophth. Record, ]an\x-

ary, 1907.
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319. Fleischer. Sarcoma of iris. Verein. Wuerttemb. Aerzte,

Tuebingen, May 24, 1908.

320. Groenouw. Iris tumor of twenty-three years' standing.

Centralbl. f. prakt. Augenheilkunde, xxxii., p. loi.

321. ZiEGLER, S. History of iridotomy. Ant. Med. Assn., Sect.

Ophth., Chicago, 1908.

322. Terrien, F. and Cantonnet, A. Blood elements and
etiology of iritis. Arch, d'opht., xxvii., p. 297.

323. RuppRECHT, J. Multiple tears of Descemet's membrane
intra partum. Klin. Monatsbl., xlvi., No. i, p. 134.

324. Perlmann. Traumatic serous cyclitis. 20 Vers. Rhein.

Westph. Augenaerzt. Duesseldorf,, February 9, 1908.

325. Denig, R. Paracentesis of anterior chamber in anterior

uveal disease. Ophth. Record, March, 1908.

326. DE ScHWEiNiTZ, G. and Fife, C. Auto-intoxication and corneal

and uveal disease. Am. Med. Assn., Sect. Ophth., Chicago, 1908.

327. d'Allessandro. Tuberculosis of iris diagnosed and treated

with tuberculin. Clin, ocul., May-June, 1908.

The first case described by Faith (306, Traumatic irider-

semia) was a perforating wound of the cornea, through which

immediately after the injury the iris was entirely pulled out

by the attending physician. The eye later became quiet

and retained one-third vision. Another case was one of con-

tusion with dislocation of the lens into the vitreous and with

the entire iris separated and hanging in shreds. A third

case was a corneal wound with total irideraemia and later

absorption of the lens with one-half vision. There is usually

profuse hemorrhage with increase of tension, and atropin is

contra-indicated. Alling.

Stephenson (307, Persistent capsulo-pupillary membrane
and hyaloid artery). The membrane in the pupillary area

of the right eye is beautifully shown in the drawing which

accompanies the communication. There were also present

on the right side: (i) a persistent hyaloid artery which did

not contain blood; (2) an atypical mesoblastic development.

The retinal vessels were sheathed in opaque white glistening

bands, which in some instances extended for a considerable

distance into the fundus oculi almost concealing the vessels.

The left eye also showed some remnants of a pupillary mem-
brane. T. Harrison Butler.

Burt (308, Acute iritis in rheumatoid arthritis) records a

case illustrated by excellent skiagraphs of the affected joints
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in which recurrent iritis was associated with exacerbations of

chronic rheumatoid arthritis. The iritis was of a mild type,

but a posterior synechia formed during one attack. The first

onset of iritis was noticed within three months of the first

symptoms of arthritis. There was no history of rheumatic

fever, and gonorrhoea and syphilis were not present.

T. Harrison Butler.
Dunn (309, Infective cyclitis and penetrating wounds).

The author objects to the terms sympathetic ophthalmia

or ophthalmitis. He suggests that it be called "infective

cyclitis." There are three stages: (a) the infection period,

(b) the incubation period, (c) the period of development.

There is always a history of injury to the eye which is first

infected, but it may be slight, such as a tattooing operation.

The shortest time in which infection of the second eye has

appeared is ten days, but usually from three to six weeks

elapse. The disease has started after months and even years.

Dunn draws a comparison with traumatic tetanus. The
time of incubation of Nicolaier's bacillus varies much as does

the time of onset of sympathetic cyclitis. The ciliary region

and the vitreous form a splendid culture medium for a micro-

organism, and in consequence wounds here should be dealt

with in accordance with general surgical principles ; no general

surgeon would suture or close a wound which he suspected

might be contaminated with tetanus bacilli. The ophthalmic

surgeon always fears that the second eye may sympathize, and

so he also should never suture a penetrating wound of the

globe. Dunn never sutures the sclerotic or conjunctiva, nor

does he replace any part of the ciliary body which may have

prolapsed. He always asks himself three questions when
called to treat such a wound: (i) Is there evidence that

a foreign body is retained? (2) Is the injury too severe to

preclude the possibility of recovery? (3) What are the pros-

pects of useful vision being retained? Dunn never considers

the question of possible infection of the second eye, for with

modern antiseptic methods it is an exceedingly rare event.

He never enucleates an eye until he has seen what nature will

do. If the central area of the cornea be intact and the iris

and lens sound, the surgeon must try to save the eye. In the

open treatment of ciliary wounds recovery generally takes
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place without any ciliary reaction. This is so even when
vitreous has escaped and the ciliary body has prolapsed.

Gaping of the wound is a favorable feature and the edges

must not be approximated. Tension remains minus for

several weeks, and long after sound wound healing has taken

place. Mackenzie mentions that he never saw sympathetic

cyclitis follow extraction. Dunn says that nearly all ex-

tractions in those days suppurated and panophthalmitis never

causes sympathetic trouble. Nowadays a common result

of sympathetic cyclitis is for the eye to recover full vision,

in olden times both eyes were almost invariably lost. The
reason is that antiseptics have so far attenuated the infecting

organism that even if sympathetic cyclitis supervene it is of a

benign type. T. Harrison Butler.

Laqueur (310, Studies in the pathology of the pupil) reports

pupillary conditions after section of the optic nerve, in

amaurosis due to hemorrhages, embolism of the central

retinal artery, choked disk, retrobulbar neuritis, tabes, optic

atrophy, and local disease. Details of meiosis, mydriasis,

convergence, light reaction, and consensual reaction are given,

Valois (311, Case of aniridia) removed a cataract in a case

with absence of iris and made use of a convex glass with a

stenopaic slit.

LuTZ (312, Cases of heterochromia of irides) notes insuf-

ficient development or later degeneration of pigment as a cause

of this condition. Affections of the sympathetic, cyclitis,

cataract, glaucoma, Descemetitis, vitreous opacities, are

among the complications.

PucciONi (313, Pathogenesis of traumatic and congenital

iris cysts) reports two cases. The traumatic cyst developed

after cataract extraction and was due to inclusion of epithelium

in the section up to the iris (Stoelting) . Traumatic cysts are

inclusion or retention cysts, but the congenital form is prob-

ably of retinal epithelial origin and indirectly ectodermal.

ZiMMERMANN (314, Typical iris coloboma) noted in the case

of a man of twenty-seven, a narrowing of the limbus inward

and downward, flattening, and scar formation, with almost

complete absence of iris, probably due to inflammation

during intra-uterine life.

Carlini (315, Serous traumatic iris cysts) reports two cases
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with histological examination. The implantation theory

(Rothmund-Masse) applies to pearl cysts but does not ex-

plain those with epithelial lining, which are due to direct

proliferation of the corneal lining, forming a plug in the wound
canal reaching to the prolapsed iris. Serous epithelial and
pearl cysts are due to implantation of ectoderm.

CosMETTATOS (316, Three cases of microphthalmus) found

this condition associated with coloboma of iris and cataract,

with phthisis bulbi, and with hare-lip, respectively. Histo-

logical examination of one case showed inflammation of the

mesodermal structures due to infection during intra-uterine

life.

Groenouw (320, Iris tumor of twenty-three years' standing)

describes a tumor which had led to blindness in five years.

It was probably a melanosarcoma or melanoma which had
become sarcomatous, and early iridectomy and excision of the

growth might have brought about a cure.

RuppRECHT (323, Multiple tears of Descemet's membrane
intra partum) reports a case in which traumatism resulted

in imbibition of the cornea with aqueous, detachment of

choroid and retina. Cases which are now considered as

cyclitis were formerly called serous iritis or irido-choroiditis.

We must distinguish between these cases and those of hyalitis,

or cyclitis with vitreous infection.

Perlmann (324, Traumatic serous cyclitis) reports a case

with vitreous opacities five weeks after a foreign-body injury

of the cornea, without any other ascertainable etiological

factor besides trauma.

Denig (325, Paracentesis of anterior chamber in anterior

uveal disease) reports 12 cases of iritis, cyclitis, interstitial

keratitis, chorio-retinitis, and diabetic retinitis, treated by
repeated puncture with good results, especially in diminishing

pain. A small lance knife is used and the wound reopened

in a few minutes.

DE ScHWEiNiTZ and Fife (326, Auto-intoxication and

corneal and uveal disease) believe there is a connection of

this sort, and report good results after regulation of diet.

The details are important diagnostically and therapeutically.

d'Allessandro (327, Tuberculosis of iris diagnosed and

treated with tuberculin) reports the case of a girl of thirteen
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in which enucleation had been advised for tuberculosis of the

iris. Operation was refused. Tuberculin treatment resulted

in a complete cure. T. R. is the best preparation and should

be used in early injections of small doses.

XV.—CHOROID.

328. Behse, E. Anatomy of myopic crescent and choroidal

changes. Arch. f. Ophth., Ixvii., No. 3, p. 379.

329. Gebb, H. Punctate choroidal atrophy and pigmentation.

Arch. f. Augenheilkunde , lix., No. 4, p. 383.

330. DE Lapersonne. Rare form of choroidal atrophy in old

chorio -retinitis. Soc. d'opht. de Paris, March 10, 1908.

331. Guglianetti, L. Family vascular sclerosis of choroid.

Arch, di Ottalm., xv., No. 12, 1908.

332. Marbais. Case of choroidersemia. Soc. Beige d'opht.,

Brussels, 1908, No 4, p. 26.

333. RoLLET and Aurand. Experimental study of choroidal

infections. Rev. gtn. d'opht.. No. i, 1908.

334. Small C. Microscopic study of metastatic hypernephroma
of choroid. Ophth. Record, No. 2, 1908.

335. Lafon, C. Metastatic carcinoma of choroid. Recueil d'opht.,

XXX., p. 193.

336. Kassapian. Melanotic sarcoma of choroid invading lachrymal

sac and canal. These de Lyon, 1907.

337. Wagenmann, a. Melanosarcoma ; relapse eleven and one-

half years after enucleation. Klin. Monatsbl., xlvi.. No. i, p. 140.

338. Terson, a. Traumatic subchoroidal and expulsive hemor-
rhages. Arch, d'opht., xxvii., p. 446.

339. Cohen, C. Choroidal abscess behind macula after penetrating

wound with percussion -cap. "Hole in the macula." Klin. Monatsbl.,

xlvi., No. I, p. 620.

340. Bull, C. S. The deep intraocular lesions of infantile heredi-

tary syphilis and tardy syphilis, from the standpoint of general pa-

thology, prognosis, and treatment. Med. Record, April 14, 1908.

Behse (328, Anatomy of myopic crescent and choroidal

changes) reviews the theories, including the view of Heine

of an optic-nerve fold causing pressure between retina and

choroid. Histological examination of eleven globes showed

that the myopic conus is due to traction, as indicated by
strictly circumscribed choroidal atrophy with disappearance

of pigment epithelium. Distraction crescents and fold of the

optic nerve are rare.

Gebb (329, Punctate choroidal atrophy and pigmentation)

describes numerous small round yellow deposits in the periph-
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ery with small pigment dots, with central scotoma for white

and colors. V. =F. at i-i|m with eccentric fixation. Hered-

itary lues was suspected.

GuGLiANETTi (33 1, Family vascular sclerosis of choroid)

reports the case of a man of thirty-two who at the age of

twenty-five began to notice loss of sight which rapidly pro-

gressed. V=F. at iw O.D., at 3m O.S. Fundus showed

sclerosis of choroidal vessels most marked about the macula,

pigment infiltration of the retina, suggesting the bone-corpuscle

figures of retinitis pigmentosa. Vessels and disk normal.

A sister of the patient presented the same picture and history.

RoLLET and Aurand (333, Experimental study of choroidal

infections) got only negative results in inoculations of the

choroid of rabbits with oidium albicans, lepra, typhoid, in-

fluenza, and coli communis bacilli; general systemic infection,

with abscess of liver but no ocular infection, with actinomyces

;

while all micro-organisms but actinomyces and influenza

bacillus injected into the vitreous caused more or less marked

infection, extending in some cases to the general system,

but remaining localized and of slight severity in the case of

typhoid.

Small (334, Microscopic study of metastatic hypernephroma

of choroid) enucleated an eye after penetrating injury sug-

gesting retained foreign body. Above the disk a tumor was

found with well marked yellowish, necrotic centre and a

cortex of epithelioid cells. No glycogen was found and there

was no history of hematuria and no discoverable tumor in the

kidney region.

Lafon (335, Metastatic carcinoma of choroid) describes the

case of a man of forty-two. The primary cancer was situated

at the base of the right lower lobe of the lung. Fifty-six

cases are on record.

Kassapian (336, Melanotic sarcoma of choroid invading

lachrymal sac and canal) reports two cases. In one, the

invasion proceeded in the mucosa of the lachrymal passages,

while in the other the tumor masses broke through the

orbital wall in a recurrence and thus entered the sac.

Wagenmann (337, Melanosarcoma ; relapse eleven and

one-half years after enucleation) advises exenteration of the

orbit in tumors of long standing with slow growth in order
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to prevent metastases. In his case enucleation had been

performed for choroidal sarcoma and the recurrence took

place in spite of apparent limitation of the tumor to the in-

terior of the globe.

Cohen (339, Choroidal abscess behind macula after pene-

trating wound with percussion-cap. "Hole in the macula")

noted the development of a hole in the macula after pene-

trating wound by a percussion-cap. Histological examination

showed oedema and local changes.

Bull (340, The deep intraocular lesions of infantile heredi-

tary syphilis and tardy syphilis, from the standpoint of general

pathology, prognosis, and treatment) believes that diseases

of the uveal tract in young infants, especially iritis and

choroiditis, appear more frequently than keratitis as evidence

of hereditary syphilis. Iritis rarely exists without cho-

roiditis, and these are not infrequently found at birth. He
has never seen active retinitis or optic neuritis at birth, but

has observed neuro-retinitis in the atrophic stage. Although

infants are said to be free from actual symptoms of syphilis

when born, he believes it is not uncommon to find internal

lesions immediately if they are thoroughly searched for.

In closing his paper he propounds the proposition that it

should be a penal offence for syphilitics to marry. Alling.

XVI—VITREOUS.

341. Hepburn. Persistent hyaloid artery. Ophth. Soc. U. K.,

March 12, 1908.

342. DE Vries, W. Persistent hyaloid artery. Ned. Tydsch. v.

Geneesk., No. i, p. 18, 1908.

343. Landolt. Periodic hemorrhages into the vitreous. Soc.

d'opht. de Paris, iii., No. 10, 1908.

344. Kyrieleis. Phlebotomy in relapsing intraocular hemor-

rhages. Klin. Monatsbl. f. Augenheilkunde, xlvi., No. i, p. 513.

345. Krauss, F. Persistent hyaloid artery and canal of Cloquet.

Ophth. Record, April, 1907.

346. Krauss, F. Recurrent hemorrhages into the vitreous in

adolescents. Ann. of Ophth., January, 1908.

Kyrieleis (344, Phlebotomy in relapsing intraocular

hemorrhages) advises this procedure in order to reduce blood

pressure and thus guard against repeated hemorrhages. It is

not indicated in anaemia, cachexia, or hemophilia.
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According to Krauss (346, Recurrent hemorrhages

into the vitreous in adolescents) these cases are usually

young men between seventeen and twenty-eight, in de-

pressed health and subject to constipation. The etiology is

unknown, although they are probably due to auto-intoxica-

tion from intestinal absorption, with increased blood pressure

and probably also a weakness or local disease of the blood-

vessels of the eye. His own case was in a twenty-six-year-

old man who had had six hemorrhages in two and one-half

years, involving only the right eye. At the final examination,

the vision had improved to normal, although there were

numerous opacities in the lower part of the vitreous.

Alling.

XVII.—GLAUCOMA.

347. HosFORD. Buphthalmus with mal-development of iris.

Ophth, Soc. U. K., Nov. 13, 1908.

348. Erdmann. Experimental glaucoma and examination of

glaucomatous animal's eyes. Arch. f. Ophth., Ixvi., No. 3, p. 391.

349. Uribe y Troncoso. Chemistry of aqueous in glaucoma.

Soc. d'opht. de Paris, January 14, 1908.

350. Terson, a. Pathogenesis of primary glaucoma. Gaz. des

hdp., 1908, No. 52, p. 615.

351. Terson, A. Pathological analysis and synthesis of glaucoma.

Arch, d'opht., xxviii., No. 11.

352. Knapp, a. Histological examination of a case of acute

primary glaucoma. Arch, of Ophth., xxxvii., No. 2, p. 157.

353. Schnabel. Theory of pathological optic-nerve excavation.

Zeitschr. f. Augenheilkunde, xix., p. 556.

354. ScHMiDT-RiMPLER. PressuTB excavatiou and optic atrophy.

Arch. f. Augenheilkunde, lix., No. i.

355. PusEY, B. Glaucomatous excavation of the lamina without

excavation of disk and marked papillitis. Arch, of Ophth., xxxvii.,

No. 2, p. 160.

356. Watanabe, B. Interpretation of occlusion of iris angle

and optic-nerve excavation. Zeitschr. f. Augenheilkunde, xix., p. 109.

357. Lawford, J. Examples of hereditary, primary glaucoma*

Royal London Hosp. Reps., 1908, No. 7.

358. WuERDEMANN, H. V. Diaphanoscopy in glaucoma. Ophth,

Rec, March, 1908.

359. Cheney, F. Treatment of simple glaucoma. Ophihalmo'

scope, iii., No. 3, 1908.

360. Posey, W. C. Treatment of simple chronic glaucoma with

meiotics. Am. Med. Assn., Ophth. Sect., Chicago, 1908.
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361. Lagrange, F. Simple sclerotomy in simple chronic glau-

coma. Soc. d'opht. de Paris, July 7, 1908.

362. Lagrange, F. Sclerecto -iridectomy and filtering scar in the

cure of chronic glaucoma. Ibid., January 14, 1908.

363. Bettremieux. Simple sclerectomy. L'Echo med., xxii.,

1908.

364. Herbert. Filtering scar in treatment of glaucoma. Ophthal-
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384. Veasey, C. Glaucoma in the young. A''. Y . Med. Journ.,

Jan. 4, 1908.

Terson (350, Pathogenesis of primary glaucoma) discusses

heredity, social conditions, occupation, sex, and race. Gout
and rheumatism are definite, syphilis a possible factor. Ar-

teriosclerosis and many organic diseases are of importance.

High tension seems to be the link. Acute glaucoma is com-
pared with acute oedema without inflammation. The mech-
anism of hypersecretion is analyzed.

ScHNABEL (353, Theory of pathological optic-nerve exca-

vation) recognizes three types: i. v. Graefe's amaurosis

with excavation. 2. Successful iridectomies with consecutive

excavation. 3. Plus tension leading to excavation. The
clinical features of these types are contrasted.

WatANABE (356, Interpretation of occlusion of iris angle

and optic-nerve excavation) examined various globes with

phthisis following injury, buphthalmus, and glaucoma pri-

mary and secondary, as to the conditions at the iris angle

and on the disk. The relation is not definite.

WuERDEMANN (358, Diaphanoscopy in glaucoma) notes

that a small circumlental space determined by transillumi-

nation is a factor in glaucoma, predisposing, in congestive

states of the root of the iris, to tension.

Posey (360, Treatment of simple chronic glaucoma with

meiotics) found that in no eyes treated in this way, 80%
retained vision or improved, 12% were worse, and 8% did

badly. Meiotics give favorable results.

Lagrange (361, Simple sclerotomy in simple chronic

glaucoma) lays stress on correct performance of his section

which must go through the ligamentum pectinatum iridis and

divide the insertion of the muscle of accommodation, so as to

establish a communication between the lymph spaces of the

choroid and the anterior chamber. This produces either

a filtering scar with thinned sclera, a small subconjunctival

fistula, or a cystoid scar. The sclerotomy must be narrow.

Lagrange (362, Sclerecto-iridectomy and filtering scar in

the cure of chronic glaucoma) insists on a filtration cicatrix

connecting the suprachoroidal space and the subconjunctival

tissues with the chambers of the eye, which reduces tension

and cures glaucoma as far as surgery can cure it.
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Bettremieux (363, Simple sclerectomy) believes this opera-

tion can take the place of iridectomy in suitable cases and

that it is free from danger.

Herbert (364, Filtering scar in treatment of glaucoma)

describes a jagged cut to assure a permanent filtration, the

main object of iridectomy.

Valude (365, On irido-sclerectomy) notes occasional bad
results from the operation of Lagrange. Recurrence was
noted, requiring meiotics.

RocHON-DuviGNAUD (366, Conditions of efficacy of irido-

sclerectomy) objects to Lagrange's operation that only a

wide sclerectomy can assure a filtering scar. This he has

proven in several cases.

Hegner (367, Malignant glaucoma following iridectomy;

relief for ten years from sclerectomy) reports plus tension

after influenza, unaffected by iridectomy. Vision was re-

duced, the anterior chamber abolished. Two posterior

sclerectomies improved the condition and vision rose with

diminution of tension, restoration of the anterior chamber,

and a cystoid scar. Ten years later the good result was still

apparent.

Meyer (368, Histology of thrombotic retinal apoplexy

and secondary glaucoma) describes hemorrhagic glaucoma

as understood by v. Graefe. Three cases are reported in

which enucleation was performed, but microscopic examina-

tion failed to reveal the relation between hemorrhages and

plus tension.

CoppEZ (369, spontaneous rupture of globe in glaucoma)

noted this accident in a man of sixty-nine, following intense

emotional excitement. Microscopic examination showed

that intraocular hemorrhages had preceded.

BiALETTi (370, Two cases of spontaneous rupture) reports

this occurrence in two cases, three, and twenty, years after

iridectomy, respectively. Senile and glaucomatous changes

causing loss of resistance in the tunics of the eye predispose

to this accident.

Blessig (371, Glaucoma and systemic disease) notes that

the vascular disturbance in glaucoma, alone, predisposes

to congestive states and hyperaemia. This causal factor

must be considered in constitutional treatment.
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Meller (373, Cyclodialysis and its effect on tension) reports

his experiences with Heine's operation, which often gives

good results but cannot be relied upon in all cases and does

not replace iridectomy, except in high degrees of plus tension

and advanced glaucoma which do not do well with iridectomy

and in which this operation is difficult and dangerous. In

this limited field cyclodialysis is a valuable procedure.

Krauss (374, Cyclodialysis) concludes from pathological

studies that Heine's operation does not act by producing new
filtration paths by means of choroidal detachment. Intra-

ocular secretion is diminished and tension consequently falls,

on account of an atrophy of the uveal tract due to the

operation.

Markleitner (375, Traumatic cyclodialysis) reports this

condition without other complications as the result of an

injury due to powder explosion. There was no discontinuity

of tissues of cornea or sclera. The ciliary body was detached

from the scleral ridge. In seven similar cases, iridodialysis,

prolapse of iris or ciliary body, and choroidal detachment and

rupture were noted as complications.

JuDiN (376, Cyclodialysis: clinical and experimental study)

examined dogs' eyes post mortem after careful tonometric

tests to determine the degree and duration of any diminution

of tension following Heine's operation. He concludes that

there is not only no filtration established with the supra-

choroidal space, but that previous filtration becomes inter-

fered with by adhesions as a result of the operation. He
agrees with Krauss that cyclodialysis does not establish the

communications claimed for it, as shown by these animal

experiments and several microscopic examinations of human
cyclodialyzed eyes. Good results are the exception, clin-

ically, and complications are comparatively frequent. Dimin-

ution of tension is transitory and may be absent in human

eyes. As a preliminary operation cyclodialysis may be of

value in marked hypertony, synechia, or entire absence of

anterior chamber, to diminish pressure temporarily and

facilitate iridectomy.

Stoelting (379, The normal operation in hydrophthalmus.

Iridectomy or sclerotomy?) finds that paracentesis of the

anterior chamber is not sufficient. Sclerotomy, which he
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performed in 16 cases.with good results in 10, is to be preferred.

Chalupecky (380, Glaucoma and injury) noted glaucoma-

tous tension in 16 of 1200 cases of injury of the eye, but

in only 6 was the causal relation undoubted. Acute traumatic

glaucoma is very rare.

KuscHEL (381, Senile sclerosis of hydrostatic-regulation

apparatus as predisposing cause of glaucoma) notes that

excessive traction and stretching of the anterior limiting

layer is the main cause of the glaucomatous attack. This

depends on senile sclerosis analogous to that of the systemic

vessels and accompanied by changes in the muscles.

The patient described by Veasey (384, Glaucoma in the

young) was sixteen years of age when chronic glaucoma began

in one eye, the dimness of vision first appearing during con-

valescence from typhoid fever. Vision was entirely lost in

three years. Owing to development of pain the eye was
enucleated. For seventeen years the other eye remained

normal when glaucomatous symptoms made their appearance,

but, as operation was refused, this eye also became blind.

Alling.

XVIII.—SYMPATHETIC OPHTHALMIA.

385. Parisotti. Experimental study on sympathetic ophthalmia.

Soc. opht. hang., xxv., 1908.

386. Lans. Sympathetic ophthalmia. Med. Weekblad, xiv., p.

449.

387. Kalt. Peculiar case of sympathetic ophthalmia in open
wound. Soc. opht. frang., xxv.

388. Valude, E. Proper time for enucleation in sympathetic

ophthalmia. Ibid.

389. Abadie, C. Clinical and therapeutic study on sympathetic

ophthalmia. Ann. d'ocul., cxxxix., p. 409.

390. Widmark, J. Salicylates in treatment of sympathetic oph-
thalmia. Mitth. a. d. Augen-Klin., Stockholm, No. 9, 1908.

391. GiFFORD, H. Possible use of atoxyl in sympathetic oph-

thalmia, trachoma, and syphilis of the eye. Ophth. Record, March,

1908.

392. Hamilton, J. Sympathetic ophthalmia. Royal London Hosp.
Reps., January, 1908.

Parisotti (385, Experimental study on sympathetic oph-

thalmia) produced ciliary wounds in rabbits and noted a

consensual irritation in both eyes, as indicated by an in-
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creased albumin content of the aqueous. This is a constant

preliminary stage of sympathetic ophthalmia and may be

considered as a valuable premonitory symptom. Clinically

it may be difficult to detect if it occurs alone.

Valude (388, Proper time for enucleation in sympathetic

ophthalmia) thinks it is advisable to wait if the exciting eye

still has some vision, but to enucleate at once if it is blind.

WiDMARK (390, Salicylates in treatment of sympathetic

ophthalmia) gave from four to nine grams with good results

in 8 of 12 cases, but notes that this form of treatment is apt

to cause us to let the best time for operation go by.

GiFFORD (391, Possible use of atoxyl in sympathetic oph-

thalmia, trachoma, and syphilis of the eye) notes the affinity

of atoxyl, an anilin compound of arsenic, for pathogenic pro-

tozoa. In a case of S3niipathetic ophthalmia he had an ex-

cellent result from this remedy although the interpretation

of effects was clouded by the fact that salicylates and mercury

were also given in large doses. For similar reasons he advises

atoxyl in trachoma and syphilis of the eye. This drug has

been known to cause blindness when given in large doses.

Alling.

Hamilton (392, Sympathetic ophthalmia) . Professor Fuchs
(" Ueber sympathisierende Entzundung, nebst Bemerkungen
uber serose traumatische Iritis," Archiv fiir Ophthal., 1905,

vol. cvi., part 2, page 365) examined a large amount of

pathological material and selected 35 examples as being from

subjects of sympathetic ophthalmia. With one exception in

which irritation had been present, it was found on reference

to the clinical histories that his diagnosis was correct. Janie

Hamilton approached the research from the opposite stand-

point. She examined microscopically eyes which she knew to

be from cases of sympathetic ophthalmia.

The features which, according to Fuchs, are characteristic

of sympathetic inflammation may be grouped under these

heads:

I.

—

Cell Forms.

(a) Small mononuclear round cells— lymphocytes. These

correspond to the small round-celled infiltration found in all

chronic inflammation, they are probably identical with the

blood lymphocytes. These cells occur isolated or in nodes,
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which can be seen under a low power, forming the so-called
" patchy infiltration. " They appear first in the region of the

vessels. They increase in size and surround the vessel.

Nodules coalesce and the inflammation becomes "diffuse."

(6) Epithelioid cells. These are a very constant feature;

they are derived from the normal cells of the uveal stroma,

from the endothelial linings of the vessels, and from the

retinal pigment of the uvea.

(c) Giant cells. These are frequent, but not invariable.

They are derived from epithelioid cells.

{d) Mast cells occur in many cases, but not in large numbers.
{e) Polynuclear leucocytes. These are rare, and probably

indicate an accompanying non-sympathetic inflammation.

(/) Russell's corpuscles are very frequent; they are universal

in tissue inflammation,

(g) Plasma cells. These are not insisted upon by Fuchs.

II.

—

The Distribution of the Infiltration.

The region essentially involved is the uvea—that is, the iris,

ciliary body, and choroid.

The Iris. The infiltration is here insignificant. In 4%
of Fuchs's cases it was hardly affected at all, in 1 1 equally with

the rest of the uvea, in 3 (in all of which the iris was the

entrance point of the original infection) it was chiefly

involved.

The ciliary body is infected in every case, but sometimes

only to a slight extent.

The choroid. It is here that the characteristic features

are most marked. Of 35 cases Fuchs found that in 22 the

choroid was intensely inflamed. It is never exempt. The
changes are most marked in the posterior segment.

The first nodules appear in the stratum of large vessels.

The chorio-capillaris on account of its elastic tissue escapes

for a long time. The lamina vitrea is the next obstacle, and
generally circumscribes the invasion. The retina therefore

tends to escape.

III.

—

Resolution of the Infiltration.

The inflammation which is characteristic of sympathetic

ophthalmia does not resolve by suppuration or caseation; it

organizes in such a way that the uvea is transformed into a

dense fibrous membrane.
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IV.

—

^Plastic Exudation.

This is mostly found in cases of long standing, but Fuchs
believes that it indicates a mixed infection. The authoress

here appends a useful tabular statement of the difference

between sympathetic and ordinary septic infection.

Hamilton points out that Professor Fuchs has not given

to the plasma all the attention it deserves. In all her cases

she has made a quantitative estimation of the number of

these cells, using Pappinheim's stain to differentiate them.

A full description of this cell will be found in Mayou's Hun^
terian Lectures on Conjunctivitis, 1905. As the result of

her research she concludes that Fuchs's description of the

disease is correct. Any discrepancies are to be found in the

sympathizing eye, which he did not include. His eyes were

all "exciters." As regards sympathizing eyes, lymphocytes

were abundant in four cases
;
giant cells were only once absent

;

plasma cells were exceptionally numerous; delicate fibre-

blasts were found in the exudates of several. Slight exudates

were present over the iris and ciliary body. The infiltration

seemed to be less rich in cells than is the case in the exciting

eye. The appearance presented was that of tissues which

were dissolving under the action of a powerful toxin.

In the exciting eyes the anatomical conditions described

by Fuchs were almost invariably present. But the presence

of the plasma cell is a well marked if not essential feature.

Fuchs used Miiller's fluid to fix his material and he had not

the advantage of Pappenheim's specific stain. On the

whole the number of plasma cells is greater in sympathetic

than in non-sympathetic cases; they are more frequent in the

sympathizing eyes than in exciters.

The summary of Professor Fuchs's paper is an excellent

one, and will be most useful to those who cannot read German.

T. Harrison Butler.
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SO much has been written on this subject that I fear it is

difficult to add to it much of interest. However, as few

writers with any considerable experience of the operation,

except Major H. Smith, I. M. S., of Jullundur, have recorded

their actual experience, I think it is of value for other op-

erators to place their experience on record

My experience is based on 576 cases operated on by me,

chiefly at the Civil Hospital, Jullundur, where I had the

privilege of working for a year under Major Smith. Eighty-

one of these cases were done at the Cantonment General

Hospital, Meerut.

General Results.

Suppuration occurred in two cases, leading to total loss of the

eye. One of these occurred in a case in which I had to in-

troduce a spoon to extract the lens owing to vitreous appearing

at the upper edge of the wound, whilst attempting to extract

the lens. Suppuration at the site of the wound occurred

in two cases, due, I think, to infection at the first dressing, as

it was left to a compounder. One of these cleared up and

caused no after-effects at all. The other did not clear up
readily, but curiously enough caused scarcely any pain, and

the patient left hospital on the eleventh day to proceed home,

thinking he was all right. I am unable to say whether it

' Read at the Bombay Medical Congress, 1909.
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resulted in permanent damage to the eye. This gives a per-

centage of .34 of eyes definitely lost by suppuration.

I attribute this low percentage to the use of the 1:2000

perchloride of mercury douche. There is no doubt that this

lotion is a strong one to use for douching the eye, as I can

vouch for from personal experience of it. I had my own eye

douched with it, as I happened to get some pus into it. It

caused me such pain that I could not open my eye for a time,

and it remained painful for four hours afterwards. Of course

it must be borne in mind that the patients are all under the

influence of a 4 per cent, cocain solution, and do not, as a

matter of fact, complain of more than a little pain, but that

it is a potent factor in preventing suppuration I think is

undoubted, as very few indeed of these cases were given any
preliminary treatment for the conjunctiva. I would not have

operated on some of them had I not learned from observation

at JuUundur that it was safe to do so if one used the douche.

Slight keratitis occurred in two cases, which yielded

readily to treatment by a saline purge and pilula hydrargyri

internally.

No cases of intraocular hemorrhage occurred in my cases.

No case of iritis was seen at all.

Lachrymation.—Troublesome lachrymation occurred in

several cases, but usually yielded readily to treatment by
instillation of weak zinc-sulphate and boric-acid drops. In

one case, which was not relieved at all by this treatment and

which persisted for a fortnight, relief was obtained by order-

ing the patient to douche the eye freely with cold water twice

a day.

Marked injection of the conjunctiva, with lachrymation,

occurred in a certain number of cases. I attribute it chiefly

to an excess of the 1:2000 perchloride lotion left in the con-

junctival sac. It yielded readily to local treatment. If any
marked pain was present, leeches were always applied and

invariably gave relief.

One complication of great interest occurred and I have

not heard of a similar one. A man aged seventy-three, an

intelligent carpenter, was operated on by me for an ordinary

mature senile cataract. His pupillary reaction was normal

and projection of light perfect. The cataract was extracted
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in the capsule quite easily, without any complication what-

ever. When the eye was opened for dressing on the fourth

day, the man said he could not see fingers held in front of the

eye.

The cornea was clear and the eye looked perfectly normal.

The wound healed normally and the progress of the case was
in every way normal, but he was never able to distinguish

more than the movements of the hand in front of the eye

and left the hospital after seventeen days in this condition.

Before leaving hospital the fundus was examined but appeared

normal. I was quite unable to understand why he could not

see, and particularly asked him to come back again later to

report progress. About three and a half weeks later he came
to my house looking extremely pleased and walked into the

room obviously seeing, as his other eye had been lost. He
stated that, a week before, his sight began to come back and

in three days was completely restored. That is to say, after

a period of three weeks, during which he could see only hand

movements, his sight was completely restored. I had no

time to estimate his refraction carefully, but his vision was

excellent and I have no doubt will be f when his cornea

settles down. The fundus was quite normal. It is not pos-

sible to say what was the exact cause of this condition. In

the absence of a better explanation, it seems possible that

the removal of the lens entire, for it was a large one, may have

had some effect upon the circulation of the retina, causing a

temporary interference with its functions.

The man's mental condition was quite normal, and there is

no doubt as to the genuineness of the history, as he was a very

intelligent carpenter, who could give an excellent account of

his past services.

Escape of the Vitreous.—In my series of cases, escape of the

vitreous occurred 29 times. In 22 cases, it occurred during ex-

traction of the lens in ordinary cataracts. In two cases it oc-

curred during extraction of the lens, which had been previously

dislocated by the " Rawal" or native lens coucher. Including

all cases this gives a percentage of 5.03. Taking cataracts

whose lenses were not previously dislocated, this gives a

percentage of 4.7 approximately. The only serious compli-

cation due to loss of the vitreous, in my series, was drawing
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lip of the iris, leading to occlusion of the pupil in one case.

The eye has recovered and I propose making an artificial

pupil for the patient, who is still under treatment. In most
of the other cases the escape of the vitreous caused no trouble

at all but in a few cases the patient suffered from lachry-

mation, due chiefly to the edge of the iris being caught in the

wound. In two cases the edges of the iris had to be snipped

off.

In one case, that of a very old woman, considerable flat-

tening of the cornea resulted, and I was in despair of it getting

right. In six weeks' time, however, it became all right and

she was anxious to have the other eye operated on. I am in

favor of using a pad sufficiently large to exert mild pressure

on the eye in cases in which escape of vitreous has occurred.

In one case where this was not done, I noticed when the eye

was opened on the third day that the cornea at the lower edge

of the wound was bent away from the upper edge, and the

wound gaping. This was due to a very nervous patient

"squeezing" at the time of operation and after. The wound
healed quite well, but the iris was drawn up, occluding the

pupil as described before. It is interesting that, although

the wound was open wide on the third day, no suppuration

occurred, and it healed soundly when a firm pad was applied.

The percentage of escape of vitreous in the operation

undoubtedly decreases with the experience of the operator

and, a point upon which I wish to lay stress, the experience

of his assistant.

The first point is well illustrated by my own experience.

In my first series of 63 cases at Jullundur in the spring of

1907, escape of the vitreous occurred in six cases, whereas at

Jullundur in 1908 I did 64 non-selected cases in two days

with only one slight escape of vitreous in one case. In this

case, moreover, the patient squeezed out the lens, with a

little vitreous, on completion of the incision. The second

point is illustrated by my Meerut experience in 1908. In a

series of 81 cases, I had escape of vitreous in seven. I had to

start operating with assistants who had no previous ex-

perience of eye operations at all and very little of surgery.

I should mention also I was handicapped by having to operate

out-of-doors for the first 40 cases owing to want of proper
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light. I am quite sure that had I had a good assistant, at

least half of the escape of vitreous would not have occurred.

I think therefore it is impossible to lay too much stress on the

importance of fully training your assistant. Every operator

should, if possible, first act as an assistant himself, to become
fully familiar with all the details. When seeing a really good
assistant at work, one hardly realizes what an important

part he plays in the operation. It is only when one has to

train one for one's self, particularly if he be not too intelligent,

that one realizes the importance of his part and how much
damage he can do. He should be taught, that not only

should he keep the orbicularis muscle well under control, but

that when placing his thumb in position for this purpose he
should draw up the loose skin of the upper lid so as to keep

the eyelids well open. If he does not do this, the operator

will not have such a good view of the field of operation—

a

very important desideratum. He should be taught, that he

must always watch the patient's expression, and the moment
the patient shows any sign of straining he should take hold

of the speculum lightly and be prepared to raise it, so as to

prevent the patient putting pressure on the eyeball by closing

of the lids, and causing escape of vitreous. A good assist-

ant will anticipate this and avert it.

Results as regards Vision.—It is quite impossible to give

a statement of the exact vision obtained by every patient

operated on in Indian hospitals in the Provinces. At Jullundur,

owing to deficient accommodation, the patients are allowed

ordinarily to leave the hospital on the sixth day.

The eye is still weak and cannot tolerate light well enough

to allow the vision to be tested at a distance. In Meerut

my patients are discharged on the tenth day, but that also is

too early to allow their vision to be tested other than roughly.

I show the patients' groups of small dots, varying in size

from one readily . seen, down to one as big as the ordinary

full stop in print. They are asked to count these with a

+ 10 D. lens. If they can count down to the last size but

one, I am sure from experience their vision will be about f
when the cornea has settled down. This may not appear very

scientific, but it is all one can do, and it is for all practical

purposes sufficient. I have had the opportunity of seeing
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and testing many cases of my own and of Major Smith's who
came back for various reasons, and from an experience which

is based on certainly not less than 250 of these cases, I should

say that the average vision obtained after this operation,

provided the eye was healthy before operation, is f

.

Astigmatism.—I have worked out the refraction of a num-
ber of cases and find the resulting astigmatism is usually

from + 0.75 D. to + i.o D. To European ideas, this state-

ment of results will appear unsatisfactory, as it has not the

usual table giving the vision obtained by each case. To
those, however, who know the East, and that the native of

India is as well able to appreciate the value of an operation

as the people of other countries, seeing that he judges by
the result only, which after all is the essential point to people

of any nationality, the fact that in six months, and that broken

up into two periods through enforced absence, I was able

to get 81 people to come forward for operation, will appeal

as an argument of the first importance. It should be men-
tioned that this was in a small Cantonment hospital, where no

eye-work at all had been done in the preceding year, and

that all around are found in every station, operators for

cataract by the ordinary method of wide experience. Had
my results been worse than those of others near me, no one

who has any knowledge of India will deny that my cases

would have fallen off as the results became known. I will

now make a few remarks on certain points of importance in

connection with the operation.

Technique.—My technique was exactly that of Major

Smith, to whose kind tuition I owe almost all that I know of

this operation; it has been fully described already and will

be more fully described later in the press, so I shall not de-

scribe it here, but make a few observations on matters which

my experience suggests may be of interest. I think that

the most important thing in the operation is for the operator

to have an exact knowledge of the particular way in which

to extract each class of cataract. It is extremely difficult

to give a description of the different classes of cataracts

classified from the point of view of the operator. It is quite

easy to point them out clinically, and I cannot too strongly

emphasize the importance of the operator being able to tell
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at a glance which class of cataract he has to deal with, and
how it will behave. For instruction on this point I advise

him to see Major Smith's book, which is coming out shortly,

as space forbids me to go into it here.

I strongly recommend any one commencing this opera-

tion to spend some time with a surgeon who has a large

clinique, and to acquire this knowledge practically, which, in

my opinion, is the only satisfactory way. The knowledge
doubtless can be acquired by an intelligent operator by
actual experiment, a course which is, however, fraught with

danger to the patient,—a fact which is obvious when we
read of the experiences of operators in America and elsewhere

who have tried this operation without a full practical know-
ledge of the details. It does not surprise me at all, that they

condemn it and give it up. I admit at once that the opera-

tion is more difficult to learn and more dangerous to the

patients, in the hands of a beginner, than is the ordinary

operation. I consider, however, that in the hands of an ex-

_i perienced operator the freedom from complications, the

B^ avoidance of a secondary operation, and the better vision

BF obtained are of such importance as to render it the ideal

^ operation. When the fact that immature cataract can be

operated on at any stage with absolute safety is taken into

account, thereby saving patients sometimes years of weary

waiting and, as sometimes happens, loss of sight, whilst waiting,

from glaucoma or other diseases, an occurrence which I have

seen several times myself, I think the advantages of this

operation are so enormous as to render it the most important

advance in ophthalmic surgery since the time of Daviel.

To estimate the value of knowing the exact method of pro-

cedure in this operation, I may mention that on several

occasions when operating at Jullundur, where both eyes are

usually operated on at the same time, I have extracted the

lens and had escape of the vitreous, the fact has been pointed

out to me that I failed to modify the technique quickly

enough. Major Smith has then operated on the other eye, to

show me where I had failed, and has had no escape of vitreous

at all. Both eyes almost always, if the cataract be of the

same degree of maturity, behave in the same manner in this

operation. One of the ways in which escape of vitreous occurs
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and may be prevented is in the operation for fairly immature

cataracts. These cataracts are usually extracted by dis-

locating the upper edge first, which comes first through the

wound. The operator, by pressure directed backwards,

dislocates the lens and keeps the pressure up, but the lens

does not come out. If the pressure be continued, as it must

be, and the lens does not emerge, vitreous may appear above

the upper edge of the lens. If when the vitreous is seen in

this position, the pressure be still kept up, but its direction

instantly changed, so as to cause the lens to be carried up-

wards, and its posterior surface to pass over the posterior

edge of the incision, the escape of vitreous will be averted.

Escape of vitreous occurred in this way two or three times

to me whilst operating, before I learned to modify my tech-

nique instantly so as to avert it. Sometimes the manoeuvre

has to be combined with counter-pressure with a flat spoon

above the wound. It is by slight variations of technique

such as this, which are carried out by the experienced operator

almost automatically, that the various difficulties which arise

are overcome, and escape of vitreous and other accidents are

avoided, in this operation. The operator who is able to

anticipate the various modifications of technique required in

the course of the operation, is the one who will have the best

results. If in doubt as to how a particular cataract should

be extracted, my opinion is, that the safest way to proceed is

to see if the lower edge of the lens can be dislocated first, and

the cataract made to turn over and come out with the lower

edge first. This is done by pressing with the strabismus

hook over the lower third of the cornea with a moderate

pressure, the direction of the pressure being towards the

patient's feet. If the lens is going to turn over, the lower

edge will be seen commencing to dislocate and should not be

hurried.

As it dislocates, the pressure with the hook should be

changed to the upward direction and the lower edge of the

lens be followed up, to help it out and prevent its falling back

again.

If however it is not going to turn over, and the upper edge

of the lens dislocates first, the direction of the pressure should

be immediately carried backwards and upwards, following
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up the lens as it passes out through the wound. It is the

failure to instantly change the direction of the pressure and to

modify its degree, which accounts so often for escape of the

vitreous and bursting of the capsule in this operation.

The Importance of Quickness.—I think it is very important,

if the patient is very nervous, and particularly if a woman of

the higher classes in India, who are, I find, usually very nervous,

to extract the cataract as speedily as possible. I find I am
most liable to get escape of vitreous in this class of case. It

has occurred to me several times, whilst extracting one of the

large white-looking mature lenses, which have to be extracted

lower edge first, as previously mentioned, that all has gone

well, till the slow pressure of the lens turning over has pressed

on the iris.

Pain results, the patient strains, and if care is not taken

vitreous is very apt to be squeezed out, or the lens capsule

to burst. I think the two best ways of guarding these oc-

currences in this class of case are:

{i) To be sure you have a large enough incision. In a

patient likely to give trouble, I take care to give plenty of

room for the lens to slip out easily. If the incision be made
a shade larger than usual, the lens comes out more quickly

—

a very desirable thing in patients with small self-control.

(m) I have lately given chloroform in these cases. I was
led to try it first by having a "purdah nashin" woman, of a

highly nervous type brought to me for operation. Her other

eye had been unsuccessfully operated on by the ordinary

operation elsewhere. I concluded she had behaved badly at

the time of operation, and that she would do so for me. I

decided to give chloroform.

I had no difficulty and the case did perfectly. I think I

should have not succeeded so well without chloroform. This

case led me to try it in others of the same class, with equally

good results. I have done too few to be able to come to a

definite conclusion, but I think it merits further trial. I put

the patient fully under, completing all preliminary prepara-

tions as she is going under. I operate the moment anaesthesia

is complete. The eyes are usually turned up, but this does

not cause the least difficulty in this operation. The patient

soon comes round, and usually is allowed to go to sleep if
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possible, as if he does there is less liability to vomiting, I find.

He should of course be carefully watched till the anaesthesia

passes off. I am fully aware of the increased danger of intra-

ocular hemorrhage from vomiting and do not advocate its

general use, but it has been of great service to me in the class

of case mentioned, and I mention it for that reason.

Iridectomy.—I prefer always to do an iridectomy. The
skilful performance of the iridectomy is of special importance

in this operation, as you have a large wound and greater lia-

bility of the vitreous to escape consequently. The iris should

be very lightly caught, in fact scarcely held at all by the

forceps, as it is a sticky membrane and adheres to the forceps.

If squeezed, the patient is very liable to strain and force out

the lens or vitreous, or both. The edges of the iris are rather

liable to prolapse, even when they have been carefully re-

placed, owing to the large wound. This may be suspected

if the patient complains of excessive lachrymation when the

eye is dressed. If very small it may be left alone, but if large,

the eye should be cocainized, and gently washed out with bor-

acic-acid lotion. The upper lid should be raised by an assistant

by means of a strabismus hook and the projecting piece of iris

snipped off with a sharp scissors. The lachrymation will soon

cease if this be done and the eye will settle down and give no

further trouble.



I.—CONCRETION IN THE LOWER CANALICULUS
WITHOUT CHARACTERISTIC SIGNS.

II.—TWO CASES OF CONCRETION IN THE UPPER
CANALICULUS.

By Dr. GEORGE S. DERBY, Boston,

OPHTHALMIC SURGEON, CARNEY HOSPITAL; JUNIOR ASSISTANT OPHTHAL-
MIC SURGEON, MASSACHUSETTS CHARITABLE EYE AND EAR INFIRMARY.

IN the last few years the Hterature of concretion of the

canaliculus has grown amazingly and in 1907 upwards

of fifty cases had been recorded. In but four of these how-

ever had the upper canaliculus been involved and to this

small number Lowenstein^ has recently added a fifth.

The following three cases of this lesion seem worthy of

[being reported since in one atypical and misleading signs

[were present, and in the other two the upper canaliculus was
[affected.

Case i.—Obstinate monocular conjunctivitis with but

ittle evidence of a concretion.

The patient, D. B., a woman of fifty, came to the Eye
and Ear Infirmary in December, 1908. The records state

that at that time she was suffering from an acute con-
junctivitis of moderate intensity, the right eye only being
involved. She was treated during the winter and spring

but no improvement took place. In the early part of July,

1909, she was first seen by the writer, and at that time there

were slight swelling of the lids of the right eye and marked
injection of the bulbar and palpebral conjunctiva. There
was a moderate amount of thick, white secretion which
contained large numbers of the ordinary pyogenic cocci.

The puncta were slightly prominent, but there was no

> LOwenstein, Klinische Monatsbl., 1909, part i, p. 142.
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noticeable thickening along the course of the canaliculi,

and no fluid could be expressed from them or from the
lachrymal sac. With the lachrymal syringe fluid could be
freely injected from the puncta down into the nose. A
small probe was passed with little resistance to the tear

sac through each canaliculus. There were but two indi-

cations of a foreign body. First, the slight dilatation of

the puncta, and second, the fact that the passage of a probe
through the lower canaliculus caused a minimal amount of

bleeding. Otherwise the eyes were negative and the nasal

examination showed nothing abnormal. For a month the

patient was treated with all the usual means and with an
entire lack of success. Finally it was decided to slit the

lower punctum on the chance of finding a concretion. This

was done and five small brownish bodies, the largest not

more than twice the size of a pinhead, were removed from
the canaliculus with a curette. Their smooth surfaces

made it seem probable that they were individual concretions

and not fragments of a large one. At the end of two weeks
the conjunctivitis had practically disappeared.

Case 2.—Concretion in the upper canaliculus.

M. M., a healthy girl of nineteen, developed a conjunc-

tivitis in her left eye during the summer of 1902. Treat-

ment extending over several months at various hospitals

was unsuccessful. About a year later she came under the

care of an experienced oculist who told her that she had
trachoma and treated her with scarification and caustics.

When first seen by the writer in April, 1904, there was a very

considerable swelling and drooping of the left upper lid.

The palpebral conjunctiva was thickened, velvety, and of

a deep red color; the follicles were somewhat enlarged. A
moderate amount of thick whitish secretion was present

which contained large numbers of bacteria. The lower

canaHculus was patent and fluid could be injected freely

through it to the nose. Tear sac apparently normal.

Nasal examination negative. Marked injection also of the

bulbar conjunctiva; otherwise the eye was normal. A piece

of palpebral conjunctiva was excised for pathological

examination and showed the presence of a chronic inflam-

mation only. The case proved most intractable to treat-

ment and little was accomplished other than a noticeable

reduction in the swelling of the lids, and as this took place,

a small rounded swelHng in the upper lid, sHghtly above and
internal to the punctum, became evident. It was not

tender and the skin was not movable over it. At first its

true nature was not suspected until one day in making
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pressure over it a drop of dark-colored pus appeared at the
punctum. The canaliculus was then slit and a dark brown
concretion the size of a pea removed with the curette. It

was possible to introduce a probe half an inch upward and
inward from the punctum into the pouch-like dilatation of

the canaliculus. Removal of the concretion was followed
by a very rapid disappearance of the conjunctivitis.

Case 3.—Concretion of the upper canaliculus.

E. H., a carpenter, fifty years of age, was seen by the
writer in November, 1904. His complaint was of constant
watering of the left eye. Examination showed moderate
injection of the bulbar and palpebral conjunctiva of the
left eye, and a small amount of muco-purulent discharge.

There was a rounded prominence over the very inner portion
of the margin of the left upper lid and pressure over this

caused a couple of drops of thick grayish-white fluid to

flow out from the punctum. A diagnosis of concretion

was made, the canaliculus was slit open, and several frag-

ments of a rather soft, granular grayish mass were removed.
It was about the size of a small pea. Complete relief of

the patient's symptoms followed rapidly .

In all three cases the concretions were of a cheesy granular

consistency. In No. i and No. 2 the color was brown, while

in No. 3 it was a dirty gray. Numerous smears were made
and all showed many long and short threads, Gram positive,

and tending to stain in segments. Rarely a small knob-like

thickening could be seen on the end of a thread and between

the threads lay many small oval dots. Numerous threads

had been broken into short lengths which resembled bacilli

and cocci. No branching could be made out in the smears.

Occasional large masses of interlacing threads were seen with

centres staining deeply by Gram.

In Case 3 cultures were made on blood serum and agar

slants, agar stab, and bouillon which had been rendered

slightly acid. Although oxygen was carefully excluded, no
growth of the organism observed in smears took place.

It seems probable that the organism present in these three

cases was similar to the one described in the previous cases

of concretion of the canaliculus. In the past it has been

variously reported as a leptothrix, a streptothrix, or an

actinomyces. Owing to the great difficulty of isolating it in
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pure culture its exact identity is still a matter of dispute and

until further investigations have added to our knowledge

Axenfeld believes that it is best to classify it among the

streptothrices.

Of the cases reported here, No. 3 is in no way remarkable

except in that the upper canaUculus was involved. Case 2

illustrates well how severe an inflammation may be produced

by the long-continued presence of a concretion and how rapid

recovery may be after its removal. Here also the upper

canaliculus was the one affected. Case i was atypical in

that no secretion could be expressed from the punctum and

there was a slight diffuse swelling of both lids. It seems

probable to the writer that the several concretions were

strung out in a line in the dilated canaliculus and thus offered

but little resistance to the probe and none to the injection

of fluid.

So much has been written recently on concretion of the

canaliculus that it would be needless repetition to go into

the subject at greater length here. A complete consideration

of it and of the literature may be found in the articles of

Axenfeld^ and Zur Nedden.^

» Axenfeld, Bakteriologie in der Augenheilkunde
, pp. 257-269.

' Zur Nedden, Klinische Monatsbl. fur Augenheilkunde, 1903, xli.,

part 2, p. 329; 1907, xlv., part i, p. 152.



CONGENITAL FISTULA OF THE LACHRYMAL
CANALICULL

By Dr. MAUD CARVILL, Somerville, Mass.

(From the Ophthalmological Clinic of the Carney Hospital, Service of

Dr. G. S. Derby.)

CONGENITAL anomalies of the lachrymal apparatus have

a special interest on account of their rarity and their

variations. Among 108,416 eye patients, Moore (13) found

one case with the punctum lacking and one with three puncta.

Manz (i) and Galezowski (2) consider these cases not as rare as

supposed ; in their opinion many cases are overlooked and many
not reported. Judging from the few cases of supernumerary

puncta recorded in anatomical or ophthalmological literature,

this congenital anomaly cannot but be regarded as of com-

paratively rare occurrence.

For the most part supernumerary puncta have been found

in the lower lid, but they have also been observed in the upper.

They either have individual canaliculi which empty directly

into the lachrymal sac, or unite with the neighboring canalicu-

lus before reaching the sac, or terminate blindly. Sometimes

one finds the auxiliary punctum opening into the normal

canaliculus, which thus has two openings. Talko (3) speaks

of one case illustrating the latter condition, where the second

opening in the course of the canaliculus was found located

on the border of the lid and the inner canthus of the eye.

Under the name of fistula of the canaliculus, Schirmer (4) gives

a similar observation in Grafe-Samisch. Vossius (5) describes a

case analogous to those of Talko (3) and Schirmer (4), which he

considers can be rightly designated as a fistula of the cana-

liculus. In his case he found on the upper lid just inside of

585
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the normal punctum a second slit-like opening into the

canaliculus.

Cases of supernumerary puncta of the lower lid have been

reported by Grafe (6), one; Galezowski (2), four; A. Weber

(7), two; W. Zehender (8), one; Manz (i), one; Steffan (9),

one; Baer (15), one; Schirmer (4), one; Talko (3), one; Homer

(16), one; Fitzgerald (10), two; Streatfield (n), one; and

Henle (17) refers to two cases recorded by Foltz. In these

cases supernumerary puncta were located in the lower lid

near the nose, generally posteriorly, smaller than the normal

puncta and lacking a papilla-like prominence.

Bochdalek (12), Van Boyer (14), W. Zehender (8), and

Vossius (5) have each reported a case of supernumerary punc-

tum of the upper lid. Bochdalek's case is interesting, and is

quoted from the topographical anatomy of Merkel. He found

three puncta in the upper lid; two of which were close to-

gether in the position where normally the papilla is found,

and each had an individual canaliculus, which united before

reaching the tear sac. The third punctum was on the inner-

upper side of the lachrymal caruncle and connected with a

canal which opened into the near-by canaliculus.

Van Boyer's article is especially interesting as it records

fistulap of the upper and lower canaliculi, and his was the

first case of fistula of the upper canaliculus to be reported.

It is also of interest on account of the origin of the

auxiHary puncta. Examination of his case showed four

lachrymal puncta. Besides the two normal puncta in their

customary locations, there were two other openings, one into

each canaliculus. The opening into the lower canaliculus was

one millimetre in diameter, its edges concave, the skin some-

what sunken in its neighborhood, as if in this place there had

formerly been an abscess. The supernumerary opening into

the upper canaliculus was about half as large and appeared

in the upper half of the inner canthus and was farther from

the normal upper punctum than was the case in the lower

lid. The sound passed through the normal punctum was

seen through the opening just described, and, on the other

hand, if it were passed through the abnormal opening, came

out of the normal punctum. The lower lachrymal canal was

quite closed by adhesions so that the sound could not be
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introduced into the normal or abnormal punctum in the

direction of the sac more than one centimetre. After opening

up the canal to the beginning of the upper canaliculus,

Bowman's probe No. 4 was passed into the sac and nose

without difi&culty. Here we have a case of four puncta,

but with only two in the beginning of the canalictili. The
auxiliary two were the result of an abscess at the inner can-

thus. For the acceptance of this origin the sinking in of the

skin in the region of the lower fistula, as well as the adhesions

and strictures, and the history of marked epiphora from

childhood, testify.

The following case is one of congenital fistula of the left

upper canaliculus. The patient, a woman, thirty-six

years old, was observed in the Ophthalmological Out-
Patient Department of Carney Hospital. Except for a
slight degree of hypermetropia and the condition about to

be described her eyes were normal. At the inner canthus

of the left eye, at the junction of the skin and mucous
membrane on the inner and upper border of the lachrymal

caruncle, a round opening, one millimetre in diameter, was
seen when the lower lid was retracted at the inner canthus.

Injecting fluid with the lachrymal syringe into the upper
and lower normal puncta and into the supernumerary
punctum resulted in its flowing freely into the nose. The
lower punctum was normally located and Bowman's probe

No. 4 was readily passed, as was also the case with the upper
normal punctum and canaliculus. In the latter case the

probe was seen through the auxiliary opening, which
opened directly into the upper canaliculus. The probe

passed readily through the auxiliary punctum into the

nose. This punctum was round, the edges smooth, and
there were no strictures, adhesions, or pockets present to

indicate that this was ever the seat of inflammation. There
was no history of previous inflammation, and the patient

remembered seeing the "little hole in her left eye" since

she was a child.

In order to explain the origin of anomalous structures of

the tear passages it is necessary to recall the development

of the same. We find the later authorities agreeing that the

naso-lachrymal canal develops from the furrow which is first

seen in the human embryo about the middle of the second

month of intra-uterine life, located between the nasal apophy-

sis and the superior maxillary apophysis. The epitheUal cells
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of the floor of the furrow proHferate and penetrate deeply

into the underlying channel, which at first is solid but later

a lumen develops in it in order to build up a naso-lachrymal

duct. This epithelial chain is bound to the epiblast by a

very slender pedicle. The upper end of this chain ends at the

inner canthus. Later the epithelial chain becomes quite free;

the pedicle disappearing entirely. The lower end later comes

in communication with the lower nasal cavity while the upper

part frees itself from the epiblast and continues into the lower

eyelid in order to form the lower canaliculus. The upper

canaliculus develops later by a secondary growth. The
lachrymal canals begin to provide themselves with a lumen

first in the upper part of the canal which then continues

into the naso-lachrymal duct. Of the canaliculi, it is the

upper which first unites with the free border of the lid, while

the lower canal after freeing itself from the epiblast enters

later into union with the free border of the lower lid. Con-

cerning the origin of the canaliculi we observe that the writers

do not agree. Some [Born (i8) and Legal (19)] claim that

the upper canaliculus is a continuation of the primary chain

of epithelial cells and the lower develops by supplementary

growth of the upper part of the naso-lachrymal duct. Other

writers [Kolliker (20) and Ewetzky (21)] are of the opinion that

the canaliculi develop by division of the upper end of the origi-

nal naso-lachrymal duct. Cosmettatos (22), Stanculeanu (23),

and Matys (24) show by their later investigations that the lower

canaliculus is a continuation of the primary naso-lachrymal

duct, and the upper develops later by a secondary offshoot

of the upper part of the primary naso-lachrymal duct.

From the development of the lachrymal apparatus, we can

easily explain the anomalies of the supplementary puncta,

canaliculi, and congenital fistulas of the canaliculi. We
found in speaking of the development of the canaliculus that

from the upper part of the primary naso-lachrymal duct a

secondary growth took place, which consisted of a chain of

epithelial cells freed from the epiblast which grew both up-

ward and outward to form the canaliculus and also downward

to assist in forming the naso-lachrymal duct. An increase in

the number of the upper canaliculi is explained if one accepts

that instead of one chain of epithelial cells, two developed from
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the upper part of the naso-lachrymal duct and grew in the

same direction, upward and outward, and later formed two

upper canaliculi. An increase in the number of the lower

canaliculi would result if the naso-lachrymal duct, instead of

continuing as a single duct to form the lower canaliculus,

should divide and form two canals, the continuation of which

would form two lower canaliculi. Up to the present time

there have been several cases of supernumerary canaliculi

published.

In the development of the canaliculi we found that from

the primary naso-lachrymal duct a secondary growth of

epithelial cells was freed from the epiblast and grew in both

directions, upward to form the canaliculus and downward
to assist in forming the naso-lachrymal duct. Now if for any

reason growth did not take place downward but only outward

to the border of the lid, we would have a punctum formed

opening into a blind canal. Such cases have been reported.

The upper end of the secondary growth of epithelial cells

might divide and in this way form two puncta with their

individual canaliculi which necessarily would unite before

reaching the naso-lachrymal duct; or the supernumerary punc-

tum might open directly into the normal canaliculus, de-

pending upon the point where the division took place. Many
of the supernumerary puncta and canaliculi that have been

reported illustrate the former condition ; whereas the latter

condition corresponds with the case reported here of con-

genital fistula of the upper canaliculus.
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A CASE OF SUBCONJUNCTIVAL CYSTICERCUS
CELLULOSE. 1

By Dr. A. N. ALLING, New Haven, Conn.

(With two figures on Text-plates XXXI. and XXXII.)

Rose S. came to the New Haven Dispensary having a
spherical cystic tumor, very slightly movable, over the
insertion of the internal rectus of the left eye. The con-
junctiva was freely movable over it. It was about the size

of a pea, and had the appearance of containing a light

yellow fluid. There were no opaque spots to be seen and
no sign of inflammation about the cyst. The tumor had
been observed by the patient for about three weeks. She
was an Italian, twenty-one years of age, and had been in

this country four years. She seemed in perfect health and
gave no evidence of having a tapeworm, nor were there
any similar tumors to be found in other parts of the body.
The cyst was excised under cocain without difficulty, ex-

cept that, in detaching it from the eyeball to which it was
adherent, it was ruptured.
The gross appearance was that of a cyst containing a

straw-colored, slightly gelatinous fluid, and a white mass
which proved to be a collapsed bladder worm.

The microscopic examination showed the collapsed bladder

within the cyst walls (Fig. i). The bladder wall on the inside

is lined with soft gelatinous material showing fibrils and

scattered nuclei. The outer layer, or the so-called cuticular

membrane of parasites, is formed of densely compacted

fibrillar tissue, in the deeper parts of which are numerous

nuclei. On its surface, which is wavy in outHne, is a limiting

membrane of still denser tissue. Within the cyst and outside

of the bladder are numerous polymorphonuclear leucocytes,

a few mononuclear leucocytes, and some red blood-cells.

The cyst wall is composed of two layers, and varies in

» Read before the American Ophthalmological Society, July 14-15.

1909.
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thickness, making the inner surface uneven. The inner layer

is made up of fine fibrils and cells round and spindle-shaped.

Its inner surface is lined with cells similar to those of the wall

in general, but more compacted and epithelioid in character,

hence the name sometimes given—pseudo-epithelial layer.

There are also a few blood-vessels to be found. Giant-cells,

described by some, were not found.

The outer of the two layers of the cyst wall is composed of

dense connective tissue, with larger blood-vessels filled with

blood, and of scattered connective-tissue cells. Outside the

cyst is found the subconjunctival tissue.

Microscopic studies of the cyst have been made by Mak-

rocki, Gallemaerts, Werner, Fuchs, and others.

Some sections (Fig. 2) show the invaginated neck in numer-

ous folds, also the calcareous corpuscles (Kalk-korper) which

occur in parasites. These are spheroidal, elliptical, or kidney-

shaped starch-like grains, less than 0.01mm in diameter, and

composed of carbonate of lime. They occur in the body of

the worm as well as in the bladder wall near the head process.

The head itself was lost in the section making.

Germany has furnished the greatest number of cases of

cysticercus, on account of the prevalence of the habit of

eating raw meat. Opportunity for infection, however, is

now decreasing rapidly through the enforcement of meat

inspection. Whereas von Graefe reported cysticercus in the

proportion of one to a thousand eye cases, Hirschberg has not

seen a single case in more than ten years. Cysticerci have

also been observed repeatedly in France and Italy, but are

rare in Switzerland, England, and the United States.

According to an analysis of 324 cases by Ballabans, 170

were in the vitreous; 55 subretinal; 53 subconjunctival; 22 in

anterior chamber; 8 in orbit; 3 cases each in iris, under skin

of lid, and in Tenon's capsule; one only subchoroidal and in

cornea.

Concerning the subconjunctival cases the first observed

was reported by Von Siebold in 1838, and up to the present

time about 75 are on record. The distribution, according to

Ask, is one-third in Germany, 12 in France, 9 in England, 10

in Italy, 9 in Russia, 7 in Austria, 3 in Holland, 2 in Belgium,

1 in Sweden, and i in North America.
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The situation under the conjunctiva has been as follows:

3 above, 20 inward, 6 below, 9 outward, 4 above inward, none

above outward, 6 below inward, and i below outward. .

Sixty per cent, have occurred in females. More than one-

half the cases have been under fifteen years of age.

The development of the cysticercus takes place in about

three months from the time of the lodgment of the six-hooked

embryo in the tissues. It has been known to remain alive

for a number of years. In some cases the cyst may suppurate

or its contents may become calcareous. The average zeit

of the cyst is about lomm, but it may vary so that at times is

is large enough to interfere with the closure of the lids. There

may or may not be inflammatory reaction accompanying its

growth or its presence under the conjunctiva. It may be

movable over the sclera or adherent to it. Occasionally an

opaque spot may be seen on the cyst wall, which is the place

of attachment of the body of the worm.

The diagnosis of the subconjunctival cysticercus should be

easily made, as a rule. Its evident cystic character would

rule out malignant tumors, and its rapid growth would exclude

dermoid cyst. The aforementioned opaque spot may some-

times be found.

The method of distribution of the embryo is undoubtedly

through the blood-current. The embryos have usually been

swallowed with the food by the infected individual, but the

possibility of auto-infection, through regurgitation by anti-

peristaltic action into the stomach or through filthy habits, has

to be considered. Yet, on the authority of Ask, in only one

case was it known that the patient himself had a tape-worm.

Of the reported cases, in only one were there cysticerci in

other parts of the body, and this was doubtful.

In the subconjunctival cases, the embryo probably is car-

ried through the arteries which run along the straight mus-

cles until it finds lodgment in one of the smallest vessels.

A few cases have followed traumatism, but there would

seem to be no connection, unless it might be that the local

hyperagmia made the situation more likely to attract the

embryo which is free in the blood-current.

The possibility of local infection through lodgment of the

embryo in the conjunctival sac has also been considered, but
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this would necessitate the rupture of the shell or its being

dissolved by the tears, which is unlikely. The probabiUty

is that the site is purely a mechanical matter. The embryo

is borne along in the blood-current, and would most likely

take the main trunks and not the branches, at least those

which came off at a considerable angle.

The best references on this subject are:

Graefe, Arch. f. Oph., iii., 2.

FucHS. Klin. Monatsbl., p. 396, 1877.

Werner. Tr. Oph. Soc. Unit. King., xi., 74.

Ask. Inaug. Dissert., Lund., 1902.

HiRSCHBERG. Zentralbl. f. prakt. Augenh., p. 241, 1904.

Graefe-Saemisch Handb., ii. Bd., x. Kap., 18.
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HEMORRHAGIC CENTRAL CHORIORETINITIS IN
NON-MYOPIC EYES: A CLINICAL CONTRIBUTION.^

By Dr. CHARLES J. KIPP, Newark, N. J.

THE disease to which I wish to call your attention is

doubtless well known to all of you, but as no adequate

description of it is to be found in any of the text-books with

which I am familiar, I have thought it worth while to write

out what I have learned of it from clinical observation, and
to this have added what I have been able to find out about

it in the writing of others.

Loring probably refers to this disease in his Text-book of

Ophthalmoscopy, vol. ii., p. 138, when he says: "Not in-

frequently in myopic and occasionally in other eyes there

occurs a peculiar form of retinitis right at the macula lutea

that would seem not only to be in the outer layers of the retina

but also in the pigment layer itself—as if, indeed, exactly

at this spot there had been a development of pigment, a sort

of hypertrophy of the pigment cell, a pigmentitis, if such a

word can be used. This then shows itself by a collection

of pigment at and around the fovea, accompanied by little or

no other inflammatory symptoms. The pigment is usually

collected in a circular mass of greater or lesser density, or it

may present a reticulated shape similar to that of the coarser

forms of black lace.

"It has usually been assumed that this pigment was the

result of a preceding hemorrhage, from the fact that, with

inflammation of the retina, we sometimes find, especially

in myopic eyes, hemorrhage associated with the pigment

changes. . , . The inflammation may, as it often does,

» Read before the American Ophthalmological Society, July 14-15,

1909.
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extend to the choroid, and then we have the appearance of

a spot, chorioretinal disease with choroidal exudation or

atrophy and the lustrous surface of the sclera."

Th. Leber^ refers to this disease at the end of the paper
from which is quoted: "Additionally, I may mention here

also another form of hemorrhagic chorioretinitis which has

its seat in the macular region; it is observed also in non-

myopic eyes and is characterized by a marked resistance to

treatment and by the frequency of relapses. I have not

treated of it more fully here, because the extravasations,

which are mostly small, are usually situated in the area of the

choroidal foci themselves, and therefore impress one as having

their source in the vessels of the choroid rather than those of

the retina. This cannot, however, always be determined by
the ophthalmoscopic examination. I have in the course of

time seen a series of cases of this affection, in part with and
in part without syphilitic antecedents, and have encountered

a very marked resistance to treatment, whether it consisted

of mercurial or other remedies continued for a long period."

C. Schweigger^ has this to say about the affection: "There
is a choroiditis of the macula lutea which makes its appear-

ance in the form of a circumscribed disease focus of about
the size of the diameter of the disk. In the region of the

macula is seen a grayish spot, surrounded by a hemorrhage.

In the course of a few months the blood is absorbed, the

grayish spot becomes fringed by black pigment, and sometimes

black pigment is also developed on its surface. The impair-

ment of vision is considerable from the first, and it consists of

metamorphopsia and a positive scotoma, which, according

to the site of the exudation, covers sometimes the point of

fixation, at other times a point very near it. . . . This form
of choroiditis occurs more frequently in connection with

myopia, but is observed also in non-myopic eyes."

1 have been unable to find other references to this disease.

Personal Observations.—I have seen this condition in

> "Ueber das Zusammentreffen von disseminirter Choroiditis und
hemorrhagischer Retinitis oder Netzhautblutungen am gleichen Auge,"
Festschrift zur Feier des siebzigsten Geburtstage von Hermann von

Helmholtz, Stuttgart, 1891, p. 54.

2 Handbuch der Augenheilkunde, 6th edition, 1893, P- 40°-
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persons of different ages, in the young (Cases i and 3) and
in the middle-aged (Cases 2, 4, 5, and 6), in persons in the

best of general health without a sign of other disease, in a

person with valvular heart disease (Case 4), and in persons

who admitted having had syphilis. I have seen it in both

sexes. In all of my cases but one eye was affected when the

patient came first under my observation, and in most cases

the other eye was not attacked while the patients were under

observation—a period of over twenty-five years in some cases.

In one of my cases the same disease developed in the other

eye three years after the first was attacked.

The disease is fortunately not frequently met with. I

cannot state in what proportion of all eye cases I have seen it,

as the hospital records have been partly lost.

The symptom which brought the patients to me has always

been a more or less sudden impairment of vision; usually the

patient describes it as a cloud before the eye, or as a dis-

tortion of the objects looked at.

The external parts of the eye showed no signs of disease.

The media were in most cases perfectly clear; in a few cases

a few floating opacities in the vitreous were present; and in

one there was, as the result of a previous iridocyclitis, great

cloudiness of the vitreous with large floating flakes in it

(Case 5). In not one of the cases have I seen a deposit of

precipitates on Descemet's membrane. The optic papilla was
in all cases clearly defined and of natural color, and the retinal

blood-vessels were normal in calibre. The retina was trans-

parent everywhere except at the macula lutea, where small,

thin extravasations of blood of light color were present. The
extravasations seemed to be in the inner layers of the retina.

There were more than the usual number of small blood-vessels

seen in this region. The choroid in the macular region was
of a dark grayish or blackish color, while in other parts it was
of the normal red color. In the inverted image the area which

appeared dark grayish or blackish, in the upright image was of

a distinctly dark, greenish hue. Sometimes the discoloration

was in the shape of a disk ; at other times it appeared as a ring

with a reddish area in the centre of it. The discolored area

was usually of about one-half of the disk's diameter in size.

Subsequently the following changes were observed. The
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retinal extravasations were slowly absorbed without under-

going changes in color; they were in no instance changed into

white plaques. Other extravasations sometimes appeared
in the same area during the following months. The darkish

area under the retina remained unchanged and underwent
but little change in color for many weeks and even months,

and then it was gradually converted into a grayish-white

patch, which later on became much larger. The grayish

patch was seldom of the same color throughout ; in some parts

it was of a lighter color than in others, and, moreover, it

seemed somewhat uneven on its surface. Gradually some
pigment spots developed on it, more especially near its mar-
gins. Retinal vessels were seen on it, some of which were

much larger than those seen in this region in the normal con-

dition. Choroidal vessels were never seen in the grayish

region. The picture was not that of a patch of atrophy of

the choroid, but rather that of a new tissue formation in or

under the retina.

Vision was greatly impaired at the time I first saw the

patient, and was found to be due to a central or paracentral

scotoma. There were no peripheral defects in the field of

vision. In only one case have I seen vision improved under
treatment—Case 4.

The impression I got from the examination of cases in their

earliest stages, is that the disease is primarily one of the

choroid. The changes in the retina visible in the upright

image were always very slight; it was transparent, or at least

so translucent that the hemorrhage in the choroid was dis-

tinctly seen, and the extravasations in the retina were small

and thin and always of light red color. The extravasations

seemed to me to come from capillaries or to be due to diape-

desis. Later in the course of the disease the outer layers

became opaque so as to hide the choroid, but the inner layers

remained transparent and the retinal vessels were in no part

hidden. New vessels in the retina were usually seen in the

diseased area after the case had been under observation for

months. The choroid, except in the region of the macula,

never showed signs of disease. In the centre of the disease

focus the choroid appeared of a much darker red color than

elsewhere (extravasations of blood?), and the dark-colored
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area was usually of a round form and in most cases in size less

than the disk's diameter. Pigment spots would make their

appearance in this area later on, but never to the extent seen

in cases of circumscribed plastic chorioretinitis. Months
after the patients were first seen this grayish area had ex-

tended in all directions, and was often of twice the size of the

original dark-colored area. From the fact that no choroidal

vessels were visible in the grayish area, even years after the

appearance of the disease, I am incUned to the view that in

the grayish area the choroid is covered by an exudate, or that

the outer layers of the retina have become so opaque as to

hide it. I do not remember ever to have seen just such a

picture in any other part of the fundus than the region of the

macula. Why it should be seen here only, I am unable to

explain. Possibly an explanation may be found in the ana-

tomical arrangement of the choroidal blood-vessels in this

region. Nuel,^ who has studied the condition of the choroid

in the vicinity of the macula lutea, comes to these conclusions:

"In the neighborhood of the periphery of the macula the

number of capillaries and small vessels is increased progres-

sively, while the vessels of large calibre become increasingly

less in number. ... In the predominance of the veins there

exists a favorable preliminary condition for the production

of a stasis of the products of inflammation carried through the

vascular channels to the described region. A retention of

the inflammatory products is always brought about by the

marked slowing in the blood-stream carrying them, which

occurs specially in this critical district. The resistance on

the part of the wall of the vessel is, moreover, considerably

increased in the macular region, inasmuch as the meshes

of the capillary network of the choroidea in this region become
decidedly finer than in other parts of the uvea."

In several of my cases I had an opportunity to make an

ophthalmoscopic examination a few hours after the visual

defect was first noticed, and in a few of these patients I had

examined the same eyes some time before the visual defect

> " De la vascularisation de la choroide et de la nutrition de la

retina principalement du niveau de la fovea centralis," Archiv d'oph-

talmologie, xii., 1892, p. 70; cited from Curt Cohen, " Aderhautabscess

hinter der Macula lutea nach perforirender Zundkapselverletzung,

"

KUnische Monatsbldtter f. Augenheilkunde, Juni, 1908, p. 628.
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was noticed and had found the fundus without changes from

the normal. In these cases there were always, in addition

to the small, thin, light-colored blood extravasations in the

transparent or at least translucent retina, changes in the

choroid, such as increase in the pigmentation and perhaps

a hemorrhage in the membrane visible at the same time.

Slight and thin extravasations of blood in the retina, such

as are seen in these cases, alone rarely, if ever, cause such

great impairment of vision, and therefore we must assume that

the outer layers of the retina were involved in, if not destroyed

by, the disease when the patients were first seen. According

to Ginsberg, 1 "retinitis of the outer layers is always caused

by choroiditis or such processes which have caused a circum-

scribed or diffuse wasting of the chorio-capillaris ; that is, the

nutritional area of the non-vascular layers of the retina.

. . . The changes in the retina in chorioretinitis are usually

not of an inflammatory but rather of degenerative character,

but it is self-evident that, in addition to the process due to the

choroidal changes, simultaneously independent inflammatory

changes in the outer layers of the retina, brought about by the

same cause as the choroidal disease, may be present."

Leber 2 is of the opinion that, in cases of disseminate cho-

roiditis with hemorrhages in the retina, we have to deal with

a combination of two separate and independent affections,

both of the choroid and the retina, which are due to a common
cause, but not with an extension of the disease from one

membrane to the other. On the other hand, Amman 3 thinks

that the hemorrhages in the retina in cases of disseminate

choroiditis may be the result of an extension of the disease

from one membrane to the other, due to the direct contact

of the retina with the disease focus in the choroid, by which

the retinal vessels in this region undergo inflammatory changes

and become either permeable for the blood or a stasis occurs

in their peripheral parts.

In the disease under consideration an extension of the

morbid process from the choroid to the retina through direct

' Grundriss der pathologischen Histologie des Auges, p. 340.

» Op. cit.

' Deutschmann's Beitrdge z. prakt. Augenheilkunde, xxxviii.,

p. I ; cited from Wilbrand u. Sanger, Neurologie des Auges, iv. Band,

I Haelfte, p. 179.
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contact, seems to me to be the most plausible explanation for

the simultaneous involvement of both membranes.
With regard to the treatment of this affection, I may say-

that I have tried nearly everything suggested by others, but

without improvement to the vision except in Case 4, where,

under the treatment for rheumatism, consisting of diaphoretics,

a marked improvement followed three years after the com-

mencement of the disease.

I append the histories of six cases, illustrating different

phases of the disease.

Case i.—Chorioretinitis hemorrhagica centralis.

S. W., a girl eleven years of age, was first seen by me
April 10, 1882. She complained of pain in her eyes. I

found she had a mild form of catarrhal conjunctivitis in

both eyes. Both eyes were E., and V = f. Under the
usual treatment the eyes got well in a short time.

I did not see her again till January 13, 1885, nearly three
years afterward. At this visit she stated that on this day
she had discovered that the right eye was blind. Having
a headache, she had leaned her head on her left hand,
thereby closing the left eye, and had thus discovered that
she was unable to see with the right eye. Up to this time
she had had no trouble with either eye except the slight

conjunctivitis for which I had treated her three years
before. The girl is of slight build, looks younger than she
is, is very lean, has not yet menstruated, but says that she
is in good health. Her physician tells me that she is ap-
parently free from disease of any kind; she is not anaemic.

Her urine is free from albumin and sugar. Her mother is

in good health, but, like her daughter, very thin. She is

very myopic, 13-14 D. The girl's father is dead. I think
he died of pneumonia. The examination of the girl's eyes

showed that the left eye was E. V=f. With exception of

a narrow zone of atrophy of choroid around disk, on which
some pigment spots are scattered, the fundus is normal.
The right eye is blind from a central scotoma. The move-
ments of the globe are unimpaired. The eye is normal in

appearance. The pupil is slightly larger than that of the

left eye, but is active both to direct and indirect stimulation.

The vitreous is perfectly clear. The optic disk is sur-

rounded by a narrow zone of atrophy of choroid on which
there are pigment spots. The disk is of normal color and
transparency; its outline is distinct. The retina is perfectly

clear except at the macula, and the retinal vessels are of
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normal size and appearance. At the macula the following

changes are noted : Around the macula lutea is a bright reflex

of oval form, almost white. At the fovea is a round spot
of darkish color; a little above this is a spot of triangular

form with rounded angles, which in the inverted image is ot

a darkish-green color, but in the direct image is of a dark
color. Above this triangular spot, as well as below the
fovea, there are dark red spots, apparently of the size

of a pin's head and apparently in the choroid. A little

more below the fovea, close to a small blood-vessel, is a
large patch of extravasation of blood in the retina.

Otherwise the fundus is normal. The visual field is not
contracted.

Three days later I examined the eye again, and found no
change except that the reflex over the fovea was much less

marked and the extravasations were somewhat lighter in

color.

On January 20th she reported that she could see some-
what, and on examination she counted fingers at two feet.

The fundus picture had not changed much, but the extrava-

sations were apparently absorbing. The choroid around
the fovea was of a deep red color.

The eyes remained in the condition here described for

weeks without change. About the middle of February
the girl had an attack of dysentery which confined her to

her bed for several weeks. I saw her again on the first

of March (six weeks after her first visit) . The appearance of

fundus had changed as follows: There is now in the centre

of the macula a round spot of grayish color, about one-half

of the diameter of disk in size. This is surrounded by a
narrow zone of somewhat lighter color, and outside of this

is a broad zone of deep red color. Just below the centre

of the grayish area is a large blood-clot of bright red color

in upper half, and of deep red in lower portion. The cen-

tral scotoma is larger than before. She is no longer able

to count fingers with this eye.

The treatment consisted of rest in bed for the first few
weeks. I gave small doses of hydrarg. c. creta for several

weeks, and afterward iodid of potassium. I applied

leeches to the right temple, and ordered instillation of a ^ of

1% solution of atropin several times daily. Under this

treatment the extravasations were gradually absorbed,

and the greater part of the macular region became of lighter

color. The choroid in this region was not visible. The
retina became transparent again, and retinal vessels are

seen over the yellowish-white patch.

During the past twenty-three years I have examined the

eyes of this patient from time to time, but have not noted

any further changes. She was married five or six years
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ago, has two children, and is apparently in better health
now than she was twenty years ago.

Case 2.—Chorioretinitis hemorrhagica centralis.

Mrs. G., a well-developed woman, thirty-five years of

age, married, has one child who has hip disease. She has
always been in good health and is so now. Her urine is

free from albumin and sugar. She has no symptoms of

syphilis. She came to me because she had noticed for a
week that the sight of her right eye was impaired. The
left eye was normal.
On examination I found that the vision of the right eye

was reduced to -^. The V. F. was deficient downward.
The eye was free from signs of inflammation; cornea, iris,

lens, and vitreous were apparently normal. The fundus
showed the following changes: In the choroid, above and
outward of the apparently normal disk, were numerous
small, round, pinkish spots and an irregular distribution

of pigment. At the macula there were a few pinkish round
spots, and here also the pigment was unequally distributed.

The retina was quite clear and the retinal vessels were
normal. I prescribed small doses of bichlorid of mercury,
instillations of atropin, and leeches to the temple. Six

days later I noticed a dark spot, not quite as large as the
disk, at the macula, and in the retina in front of this dark
area an extravasation of blood. In the inverted image
the dark area was of a dark greenish color. There were no
other changes in the retina.

I did not see the patient again till February 28, 1888
(fourteen months after her last visit). The eye now pre-

sented the following appearance: The disk is whitish, out-

line well defined. Just below fovea is white area, in size

about two diameters of the disk ; the margins of this opaque
spot fade gradually into the red choroid. A short distance

from the outer margin of this area there are a number of

white lines running toward the periphery such as are

seen occasionally in retinitis albuminurica. At the middle
of the macula the retina is transparent, but under it are

a number of dark spots with ill-defined outlines. Over the
dark spots the retinal vessels are very distinct.

The patient came to me on this occasion because she
had suffered from severe pain in the orbit and occiput for

weeks. Has now pain in the left brow and left half of the
upper part of the head. I was unable to discover an ab-

normal condition in the left eye, and attributed the pain

to disease of the ethmoidal cells, for the treatment of

which I sent her elsewhere.

Eight months after this last visit I saw her again. She
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had had many attacks of amaurosis fugax. The attacks

were followed by vomiting and severe headache (migraine)

.

She asserted that she had had as many as three attacks

in one day. I found the left eye as good as ever, but pre-

scribed glasses for her presbyopia. In the right eye there

was now seen, in addition to the changes above described,

below the atrophic area, a pinkish spot, about one-half

diameter of disk in size and surrounded by an almost black

ring. The eye was blind. In 1891, I had another oppor-

tunity to examine this patient's eyes, but found no change
from the last examination.

Cask 3.—Chorioretinitis hemorrhagica centralis.

W. W. W., a well-developed, healthy-looking girl, fifteen

years of age, came to me March 23, 1903, with the statement

that the vision of her right eye was much impaired for

three weeks. I found that the left eye was perfectly

normal in every respect and V=f. The right eye was
blind from central scotoma. The ophthalmoscope showed
the refraction to be emmetropic; a few floating opacities in

the vitreous. The disk was normal as also were the retinal

vessels. At the macula the choroid appeared of much
darker color than elsewhere, and in the retina in front of

this dark area was a light colored extravasation of blood.

The extravasation had the form of a ring with a piece cut

out above. Otherwise the retina was perfectly transparent.

A most thorough examination of this young woman by
experienced physicians failed to discover disease of any
other part of the body. The urine was free from albumin

and sugar. I ordered leeches to the temple and gave iodid

of potassium in small doses.

She returned a month later, when I found that the

extravasation at the macula had almost entirely disap-

peared. The dark area beneath the retina had not changed

in appearance. She was blind in this eye. Since then I

have not seen the patient.

Case 4.—Chorioretinitis hemorrhagica centralis in both

eyes.

N. W., a tall, slender man, thirty-four years of age, was

first seen by me in February, 1905. He stated that for the

last four months objects seemed distorted to the left eye.

The vision of the right eye was unimpaired.

On examination I found the exterior of the left eye to be

entirely normal. The media were perfectly clear. There

was no deposit on Descemet's membrane. The disk was

normal and its outline distinct. The only change in the
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fundus was as follows : In the inverted image there was seen
at the macula a round spot about one-half the diameter of
the disk in size, which was of a greenish color, and just above
this spot was an extravasation of blood in the retina. The
extravasation was of about the same size as the greenish
spot. In the upright image the spot was of a darkish
color. A retinal vessel passed over it. V = fingers near
the eye. Central scotoma; V. F. not contracted. Tn. I

requested his family physician to make a thorough examina-
tion of the patient's general condition, and he reported that
he had valvular disease of the heart, but was otherwise in

perfect condition. His urine was free from albumin and
sugar.

I applied leeches to the temple and prescribed potassium
iodid in small doses and instillations of atropin. He re-

mained under my observation for a month, during which
time the picture changed but little. His vision did not
improve.

I did not see him again till June 30, 1908, more than two
years after the preceding visit. He came now because the
right eye had become impaired in sight. Six weeks before

this visit he had first noticed distortion of objects in this

eye, which was followed by a marked diminution of vision.

He had been under treatment for this trouble elsewhere.

I found the eye E. V=^4; V. F. intact for white and colors.

The external parts of the eye were perfectly normal. The
media were clear; there was no deposit on Descemet's mem-
brane. The disk was of normal color and its outline dis-

tinct. Adjoining the nasal margin there was an oblong
patch of opaque fibres. The retina was quite transparent,

except in the macular region where there were a number
of small extravasations of bright red blood. Under the

retina, in the centre of the macula, is a ring of darkish color,

and in the ring a dark red spot. The diameter of the ring

is about one-half the disk's diameter. In the inverted

image the ring is of a distinctly dark green color. Retinal

vessels pass over the darkish area. With the exception

of a small white spot, without pigment on or around it, in

the lower periphery of the fundus, there are no other changes
in the eyeground.
At my request his family physician had a thorough

examination made of the patient, and according to his

report the man is free from disease, with the exception of the

valvular disease of the heart. He suffers, however, from
habitual constipation. He writes: "Mr. W.'s heart reveals

a mitral regurgitant murmur and a pulmonary regurgitation.

The heart's area of dulness on percussion is normal. No
pericardial friction sound. His heart has since his last

examination, about two years ago, improved very much;
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at present there is no irregularity or heart block. ' The
urine was free from albumin and sugar. An examination

of the blood was negative. A careful inquiry as to his

previous history revealed the fact that he had had acute

rheumatism seventeen years ago, and that valvular disease

of the heart was first diagnosed twelve years ago. He has

had no other disease and his family history threw no light

on his personal condition. So far as we have been able

to ascertain there is no case of tuberculosis among his

relatives. The treatment consisted of small doses of calomel,

subconjunctival injection of a 4% solution of sodium
chlorid, leeching of temple, and rest for the eyes. Under
this treatment the only change in the eyeground noticed

was an increase in the number of extravasations in the

retina. The extravasations were all small, except one

which looked like a clot of the size of a pin's head. He
complained that his vision was worse than when first seen.

I discontinued the subconjunctival injection, but otherwise

did not change the treatment. I used dionin in powder
several times, but it failed to produce cedema of the con-

junctiva. I advised him to go into the country and to

abstain from all work with his eyes. He returned to me
September 21st, when I noted the following changes: The
extravasations in the retina were almost completely ab-

sorbed except a small one in the temporal half of the macula.

There is now a black round spot at the side of the dark

greenish ring which was formerly present, and around this

is a narrow zone of a somewhat lighter color than the rest

of the choroid. Retinal vessels pass over the dark round

spot. V=/4; V. F. intact for form and colors, but the

latter are not as bright in the centre as a short distance

from it. His general condition is good.

A careful examination of the left eye (the one first

affected) shows V less than -^. The ophthalmoscopic

examination shows media perfectly clear. Optic disk

.pale. In region of macula is a grayish patch considerably

larger than the disk, the lower margin of which is on a line

with the middle of the disk and the nasal margin is about

one and a half diameters of the disk from the optic papilla.

The patch is of irregular form, and, in part, of a darker gray

than the rest. The lower margin is fringed with the pig-

ment. Retinal vessels, some quite large, pass over it.

No choroidal vessels are visible. There are no other changes

in the fundus.

On April 13, 1909, five months later, I saw him again.

He stated that since the last visit he had suffered from an

attack of acute rheumatism. This began in the heel of the

foot and spread to ankle, knee, and hip joints of both Hmbs.

He was treated for this by sweats. He is now free from
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pains in his limbs. The condition of his eye is as follows:

Right V=-^. Small, absolute, central scotoma. Media
perfectly clear, disk normal, retinal vessels usual size; at
macula there is a dense, opaque, grayish spot surrounded
by a narrow zone of very dark color. In size it is some-
what larger than the diameter of the disk. A retinal vessel

is distinctly seen to cross the spot. Left: V=i^; a small
negative central scotoma and a large absolute paracentral
scotoma. Ophthalmoscopic picture as before. He attrib-

utes the improvement in vision in this eye to the perspira-

tion during the attack of rheumatism.

Case 5.—Chorioretinitis hemorrhagica centralis in con-
nection with syphilis.

The patient was a farmer, strong and muscular, thirty-

five years of age. Up to March of this year his eyes had
never been inflamed or given him any pain, and his vision

had always been excellent. He was first seen by me on
October 18, 1905. I learned from him that a year before

he had had a primary syphilitic sore which was followed

by secondary symptoms. Ten months before his visit he
had had an acute inflammation of both eyes which had
laid him up for five weeks. It was accompanied by much
pain in the eyes and by impairment of vision. During the
following three months the eyes were practically well and
the vision fairly good, but since two months he had noticed

a gradually increasing failure of vision in both eyes.

The examination made October i8th showed both eyes

to be normal in appearance externally, with the exception

of the presence of a few stretched posterior synechiae. In
both eyes the vitreous was full of floating opacities. The
optic papillae were fiat and of normal color. In the left

eye there was a streaked extravasation of blood in the

macular region; R., M. i D. V=-r6; L., M. i D., movement
of hand. I ordered inunctions of mercury, and gave
potassium iodid, 10 grains three times daily.

January i, 1906: M. i D. ¥=#4-; vitreous somewhat
clearer. L., no central fixation, vitreous much clearer;

extravasation at macula not much changed.
February 12th: V=-i^; L., V. as before, vitreous is now

pretty clear ; in upper part of macula is a deep red area, in size

one-half of the disk's diameter; in region of macula lutea a

dark green spot of about same size as the red one above. Has
been taking large doses of iodid of potassium since last

visit.

February 12, 1907: M. i D; V=f ; L., V as before. The
right eye is now nearly free from vitreous opacities. The
left eye has still some floating opacities in the vitreous.
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The macular region is now the seat of a dense grayish opacity,

on which dark pigment is sprinkled irregularly.

February I, 1908: M. i D., V = f ; L., V as before. In both
eyes the vitreous is now perfectly clear. The right eye shows
normal eyeground. In the left eye the disk is surrounded
by a narrow zone of atrophy of choroid. The region of the

macula is occupied by an opaque grayish spot, nearly twice

the size of the disk, and on it several small dots of pigment
are deposited. No choroidal vessels are visible in this

region. Otherwise the fundus shows no change from the

normal.
The stretched posterior synechias found in both eyes at

the first visit leaves no doubt that the inflammation of the

eyes, from which he sufifered six months before he came
under my observation, was an iridocyclitis, and it is not
improbable that the vitreous opacities which were present

when I first saw him were the result of the inflammation.

The hemorrhage found at macula of the left eye was un-
doubtedly very recent, and it was the failure of vision due
to this that brought him to me. The dense opacities at

the macula, which were seen as soon as the vitreous was
clear enough for a satisfactory ophthalmoscopic examina-

tion, and the subsequent appearance of spots of pigment
on it, leave no doubt in my mind that both the choroid

and the retina were involved in the morbid process, and
that this did not differ essentially from that observed in the

other cases. Whether or not the syphilis can be held to

be a cause of the disease I must leave undecided. In no
other case of this disease that I have seen was the existence

of syphiHs admitted, or were there symptoms pointing to

the presence of this disease.

Case 6.—Chorioretinitis hemorrhagica centralis of one

eye, alleged to be due to traumatism.

M. B., a married woman, forty-five years of age, bom
in England, was first seen by me June 27, 1907. She con-

sulted me with regard to the loss of vision of her left eye.

Her family history was negative. She has always been in

good health and has always had good vision in both eyes

up to the present time, and so far as she can remember has

never had any inflammation of her eyes. Since a few

days she has noticed that the vision of her left eye is greatly

impaired. Examination of the right eye showed it to be

normal in every respect; with + 0.5 D. V=f. The left

eye has vision equal to counting fingers at a few feet. It

has a large, central scotoma. Tn. The eye is normal in

its outer parts. The media are perfectly clear. The disk

is normal in appearance and the retinal vessels are of normal
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dimensions. At the macula the retina is hazy, and on it

are a number of small, bright red extravasations; otherwise
the retina seems normal; there are no extravasations else-

where. The choroid underneath the hazy retina appears
of darker color than elsewhere.

She was told to rest her eyes, and was given small doses
of extract of ergot.

A few weeks later she was seen again. At this time was
found, on examination by the indirect method, a dark
green spot about one-half the breadth of the disk in diameter
at the macula, and in front of the green spot and above and
below it were a number of small, bright red extravasations.

In the direct method the greenish spot appeared of a dark
color.

Several months later the picture had changed. In place

of the greenish spot there was now seen a spot somewhat
larger, of a yellowish-white color and opaque; no choroidal

vessels were visible on it.

Twenty-one months after her first visit the picture was
about as last reported, except that the yellowish-white

opaque spot is now of a darker color in its temporal third, and
that there were now again a number of small, bright extrava-

sations around the opaque yellowish-white spot. The
extravasations seemed to be in the retina. There was
now a large central absolute scotoma. The right eye
remains normal in every respect.

On her last visit to me she inquired whether a blow on the

eye could have caused the loss of vision, and intimated that

she would bring a suit for damages for the loss of vision,

if I could testify that a blow was the cause. She volun-

teered the information that shortly before she first con-

sulted me she had been struck on the eye by the fist of some
person. The fact that for twenty months she in no manner
intimated that a traumatism might be the cause of her

eye trouble, seems to me to make it quite doubtful that she

actually was struck on the eye. The interest in this case

lies in the fact that small retinal hemorrhages recurred a

year after the disease had apparently ceased to be active.



THE DIFFERENTIATION OF THE DIPHTHERIA
BACILLUS FROM ORGANISMS MORPHO-

LOGICALLY SIMILAR.i

By Dr. CARL FISHER, Rochester, Minn.

(From the Pathological Laboratory of the Massachusetts Charitable

Eye and Ear Infirmary, Boston.)

THE great frequency of diphtheria-like baciUi in the con-

junctival sac has given the bacteriology of this group

a particular interest to the ophthalmologist. There can be

little doubt that the widespread lack of appreciation of the

ease with which these diphtheria-like bacilli may be mistaken

for the true bacillus of Klebs has led to inaccuracies in the

statistics of diphtheria, more especially of ocular diphtheria.

For instance, Dr. Vcrhoeff tells me that in the last nine years,

among the numerous cases of conjunctivitis examined bac-

teriologically by him, in only two did he find true diphtheria

bacilli, as shown by animal inoculation. Many cases thought

to be diphtheria by the clinician were found to be due to other

organisms. Moreover, in view of the increasing number of

cases of serious serum disease reported, following the adminis-

tration of antitoxin, a mistaken diagnosis of diphtheria must

now be regarded as a more serious error than was formerly

believed.

The literature bearing on the identification of the diph-

theria bacillus is very extensive. A critical valuation of these

investigations is rendered difficult by the confused state of

the nomenclature and by the neglect of many writers to state

the grounds on which they have identified the organisms

studied. The term " pseudodiphtheria " furnishes a good

» Read before the American Ophthalmological Society, July 14-15,

1909. Presented by invitation.
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example, for while it is applied by some writers to bacilli

of the solid staining Hofmann type, others use it merely in

the sense of "diphtheria-like." In the absence of a clear

description of the organisms studied, the reader has to guess

at the author's meaning and accept his diagnosis blindly.

Investigations in which the morphological and cultural

characters have been the sole standard of differentiation have

given rise to a large part of the confusion which now obscures

our knowledge of the biology of these bacilli. A detailed

review of the literature is beyond the scope of this paper; the

subject has been exhaustively treated in a recent monograph

by Nuttall and Graham-Smith, The Bacteriology of Diphtheria,

1908 (i). Extensive bibliographies are also appended to

papers by Goodman (2) and by Lewandowsky (3).

We are confronted at the outset by the question whether

the diphtheria bacillus is to be considered simply one of a

group of several true species, all more or less alike morpho-

logically and culturally, or whether these supposed species in

reality comprise simply variants of the true diphtheria

bacillus. The question is of considerable practical impor-

tance, intimately concerned with our procedure regarding

quarantine and prophylaxis.

At the present time, the evidence rather points toward

the existence of distinct species. Instead of the diphtheria

bacillus being the variable organism the other view would

require, it has been shown to be fairly constant in its more

important features. In careful studies made by Williams (4)

,

Cobbett (5), and Graham-Smith (6) regarding the virulence

of suspected organisms to laboratory animals, no intermediate

degrees between complete virulence and total avirulence

were found. T, Smith and Walker (7) found the toxin pro-

duction to be fairly constant among the races of the diph-

theria bacillus studied by them. The results of various

observers who claim to have transformed pseudo-diphtheria

bacilli into true diphtheria bacilH, and conversely [Hewlett

and Knight (8), Richmond and Salter (9), and others], have

failed to be confirmed in the hands of able investigators on

repetition [Williams, Cobbett, Bergey (10)], and it has been my
experience and that of others [WilHams, Peters (11), Axenfeld

(12), Escherich (13)] that bacilH of this group retain their origi-
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nal characters after repeated transplantations for long periods.

Williams has shown that strains of the diphtheria bacillus

found in the throat retain their characters unchanged through-

out the course of the disease to complete convalescence. It

seems certain that these metamorphoses do not occur save

under very artificial conditions, if at all, and it is probable

that the so-called avirulent diphtheria bacilli reported from

convalescent cases of faucial diphtheria are in reality nothing

more than saprophytic organisms which begin to be dis-

covered when the decreasing numbers of diphtheria bacilli

cease to overwhelm them. By planting tubes of dextrin and
saccharose media with equal quantities of a mixture of a race

of B. diphtherias known to turn dextrin only, and an avirulent

race known to turn saccharose only, I have repeatedly ob-

tained acid fermentation in both tubes, showing that these

species may grow well together. This symbiosis has been

demonstrated in the body. Perhaps most significant is the

failure that has attended attempts to render animals immune
to diphtheria by the injection of pseudo-diphtheria bacilli

or their products [Petrie (14), Spronk (15), Hamilton and Mor-

ton (16)] or to prevent the formation of lesions of these organ-

isms by the use of diphtheria antitoxin. Pigs which have

survived large doses of organisms, indistinguishable otherwise

from B. diphtherias, have been found to die promptly from

the injection of strains of known virulence.

Bacillus DiphthericB.—The morphology of this bacillus

is most variable, not only in its change from the solid strain-

ing forms of the young growth to the bizarre involution forms

of the older growths, but also in the general type of mor-

phology, which may be the only one found in an epidemic.

The various possible types of morphology have been carefully

pictured in the now classic plates of Westbrook (17). These

fall into three groups: granular, barred, and solid. Organisms

of each form have been known to be virulent and to cause

diphtheria. The important features of this organism, which

have been generally accepted as constant, are the acid fermen-

tation of glucose, the failure to ferment saccharose, virulence

to the guinea-pig, and the elaboration of a specific soluble

toxin. The value of these as diagnostic criteria will be dis-

cussed later.
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The various diphtheria-like bacilli have been commonly
divided into three classes: xerosis, pseudo-diphtheria (Hof-

mann), and the diphtheroid bacilli.

Xerosis.—The bacillus of Kutschbert and Neisser (18) is

described as an avirulent bacillus, morphologically like the

barred forms of the B. diphtheriae, growing sparsely on blood-

serum and found in the conjunctival sac. The term has come
to be applied to all avirulent diphtheria-like bacilli found in

the conjunctival sac having barred or granular protoplasm.

These organisms may be recovered almost constantly from

the secretions of normal or slightly inflamed eyes, and seem
to be saprophytic, although they have been thought to cause

a multitude of lesions, even neuropathic keratitis. These

bacilli are often indistinguishable from true diphtheria bacilli

except in virulence, and would seem to be identical with the

so-called non-virulent diphtheria bacilli. Certainly these

organisms have no etiological relation to the condition of

xerosis, and the name is ill chosen.

Hofmann's Bacillus (19) (" Pseudodiphtheria Bacillus").

—

Bacilli corresponding to the D2 and E2 types of Westbrook

have been the subject of many investigations, and there seems

little doubt that avirulent bacilli of this type, which fail

to ferment sugars, constitute a true species. It should be

noted, however, that in old cultures this bacillus acquires

involution forms indistinguishable from those of B. diphtheriae,

and, on the other hand, that virulent diphtheria bacilli as

well as virulent diphtheroids and other pseudodiphtheria

bacilli may present the solid staining protoplasm, even in

fairly old cultures. The term "Hofmann" is used, also, as a

convenient way of designating a certain type of morphology.

Diphtheroid Bacilli.—A general term, which has been used

to cover many unrelated species, rarely met with in clinical

work, which have been isolated from well persons, animals,

foods, and lesions in many parts of the body to which their

etiological relation was a matter of conjecture. The names

given them by their discoverers give some idea of their

characters: B, maculatus, coryzae segmentosus, diphtheroid

liquefaciens, etc. Most of them have some marked cultural

characteristic, such as chromogenesis, liquefaction of media,

adherent colonies, indol or spore production, but some might
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be mistaken for diphtheria bacilli if morphology were de-

pended upon for differentiation. Several observers have
described diphtheroid bacilli which are fully virulent to the
guinea-pig [Davis (20), WiUiams, Hamilton, and Horton]. That
these are not identical with the diphtheria bacillus is shown
by the fact that their pathogenicity is not counteracted by
the antitoxin of diphtheria. Furthermore, Hamilton and
Horton were able to produce a specific antitoxin, which
counteracted their pathogenicity, but not that of the diph-

theria bacillus. The non-virulent diphtheria bacilli and the

so-called xerosis bacilli, as well as these virulent diphtheroids,

seem logically to come under this heading. The exact sig-

nificance of the diphtheroid bacilli as causes of disease remains

to be worked out; most of them are saprophytic.

Differentiation.—Many modern investigators believe with

Westbrook that they are able accurately to identify the

diphtheria bacillus by its morphology, when this is "typical"

{i. e., Westbrook A, C, and D). It is obvious, however, that

since the bacteriological examination is generally made only

in cases suspected of diphtheria, the morphological diagnosis

may usually be correct simply because the clinical diagnosis

is more often correct than not. When the bacteriological

finding is negative, its value is obviously great. The crucial

question is, how often the morphological diagnosis is correct

in cases which are either clinically atypical of diphtheria or

in which the typical picture is produced by some other

organism. In answer to this question, there are, unfortu-

nately, no extensive statistics controlled by animal inocula-

tion. It has been the experience in this hospital, however,

that a morphological diagnosis of diphtheria is of little sig-

nificance, especially in cases of conjunctivitis, in which
pseudodiphtheria bacilli ("xerosis") are so universally

present. It is well to bear in mind that faucial diphtheria may
be closely simulated by inflammations due to staphylococci,

streptococci, B. fusiformis, scrofula, and syphilis. Statistics

collected from various sources show that in approximately

20% of all cases called diphtheria on clinical grounds, the

diagnosis is not supported by the bacteriological findings,

even when these are based on morphology alone. On the

other hand, diphtheria bacilli have been found associated
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with lesions quite unlike the classical picture and in well persons.

Attempts have been made to identify the diphtheria bacillus

by means of serum reactions in vitro, but conclusive results

have, thus far, not been obtained. The bacillus can, of

course, be accurately identified by the determination of

specific toxin production, but this is too cumbersome a process

to be useful in general work. Of the various other means of

differentiation suggested, two have continued to receive the

attention of investigators: virulence and the fermentative

action on carbohydrates. The fermentation test will be
discussed later, here we will examine the validity of the test

for virulence.

It has been generally accepted that non-virulent strains

of the diphtheria bacillus exist. It seems certain, however,

that if such is the case, they are at least much more rare than

has been thought. To be virulent, the bacilli must be en-

abled by their environment to produce their soluble toxin.

It is known that if the bacilli alone are injected subcuta-

neously, they are destroyed. In testing the virulence, there-

fore, it is necessary to inject with the organisms a quantity

of the medium in which they grow well, and since toxin is not

produced in the presence of more than a trace of a sugar

fermented by the bacilli, this medium must be nearly sugar-

free. The neglect of these precautions has been responsible,

without doubt, for most of the non-virulent diphtheria bacilli

reported. Williams, in the large series of cases studied by
her, found that many strains, quite non-pathogenic when
inoculated from broth, were highly toxic when inoculated

from serum cultures or from ascitic broth, and it was rare

that the bacilli isolated from typical cases of diphtheria failed

to prove fully virulent. Williams, Park and Beebe (21), and

Cobbett have been led by their experience to believe that

avirulent strains are incapable of causing diphtheria, as,

indeed, one would expect a priori. Hence, the identification

of the diphtheria bacillus by its virulence is, in practice, the

most satisfactory method, and would be so, even if the

avirulent strains were not as rare as they are. The virulent

diphtheroids referred to above are easily recognized by the

fact that diphtheria antitoxin does not protect a guinea-pig

from their pathogenic action. Unfortunately, the antitoxin
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treatment of a case strongly suggestive of diphtheria cannot

be delayed until the completion of the virulence test. Never-

theless, the virulence to both the normal and the immunized

pig should be tested in all cases in which a positive diagnosis

has been made, not only for the sake of abstract accuracy, but

also to prevent unjust quarantine and as a guide to subsequent

treatment. This becomes of especial importance in investi-

gations intended for publication, since the literature is already

burdened with inaccurate data.

The bacteriologist is usually called upon to determine simply

whether the specimen submitted is the diphtheria bacillus

or not, and hence arises the need of a general term to include

all members of the group incapable of causing diphtheria.

In spite of the pre-emption of the term " pseudodiphtheria

"

for the bacillus of Hofmann, it would seem the logical one

for this class, and has been so used. In the absence of any

well-established terminology, the writer suggests, tentatively,

the following one for guidance in practical work:

Bacilli corresponding morphologically to any of Westbrook's

types

:

I. Virulent, virulence counteracted by antitoxin of diph-

theria

—

diphtheria bacillus.

II. All others

—

pseudodiphtheria bacilli.

(a) Virulent, virulence not counteracted by diphtheria

antitoxin

—

virulent diphtheroid bacilli (Ruediger's)

.

(6) Not virulent.

1. Solid staining protoplasm, not acid-pro-

ducing

—

Hofmann's bacillus.

2. Granular and barred (rarely solid) proto-

plasm

—

diphtheroid bacilli, including

"xerosis," non-virulent diphtheria and

all other diphtheroid bacilli.

It will be seen that virulence is the basis of this scheme of

classification; for reasons to be discussed later, the fermenta-

tive reactions have not been considered except as regards the

Hofmann bacillus. The term "virulence" should be under-

stood to include the production of local neci'osis and oedema

(in diphtheria, not present in the immunized pig) . Hyperemia

of the adrenals is almost constant in diphtheria.
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It is evident that an accurate means of differentiation, more
rapid and less expensive than animal inoculation, is urgently

needed. Such a method seemed to have been found by A.

Knapp (22) in his experiments on the action of xerosis, Hof-

mann's and diphtheria bacilli on various carbohydrates.

Knapp found that he could differentiate the three by their

action on dextrin and saccharose: his races of B. diphtherias

always gave an acid fermentation with dextrin and never with

saccharose, xerosis formed acid from saccharose only, while

Hofmann's had no fermentative action. There were no

variations and the reactions occurred in every case within

forty-eight hours. It had been generally recognized that

true diphtheria bacilli always fermented glucose and not

saccharose, but so also did diphtheria-like organisms; appar-

ently the fermentation of dextrin was peculiar to the diph-

theria bacillus.

Knapp laid his results open to criticism by failing to men-
tion the virulence of the races studied by him, and he very

properly recognized the necessity of confirmatory work. This

was done by Zinnser (23), who claimed to have confirmed

Knapp 's results in all important points, although he found five

organisms, identical with the diphtheria bacillus in morpho-

logical and cultural characters, which yielded no toxin and

which were not virulent to the guinea-pig, but still fermented

dextrin and not saccharose, in the same way as did true

diphtheria bacilli. His races of xerosis, while giving the same
fermentative reactions as those of Knapp, did not do so until

after a week's incubation. Hamilton and Horton and

Graham-Smith state that they failed to confirm Knapp 's

results; the former, however, give no details of their work.

At the suggestion of Dr. F. H. Verhoeff, the writer has

undertaken to ascertain the value of the dextrin-saccharose

fermentation test in the actual work of this hospital, where

many cultures showing members of this group, recovered

from lesions of doubtful etiology—notably from inflamma-

tory conditions of the eye—are submitted for diagnosis.

With the exception of four cultures of the diphtheria bacillus,

the specimens were unselected, and were obtained from a wide

variety of cases: membranous, purulent, and chronic con-

junctivitis, keratitis, tenonitis, trachoma, and various anginas.
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Knapp describes his technic as follows: "The medium is

composed of beef serum i part, distilled water 3 parts, and is

practically sugar-free. After heating to 100° C. for a short

time to destroy the enzymes of the blood, 1% additions of

the following sugars (in this work, saccharose and dextrin)

were added. Finally, litmus solution (5% in water) is added
in the proportion of 1%. The media are then tubed and
sterilized at 100° C. for ten minutes on three successive days.''

This technic was followed except as regards the method of

sterilizing. It was found that sterilization at 100° C. on three

successive days did not insure complete steriUty, and sterili-

zation in the auto-clave was found to be more effective and
convenient. It was found imperative to use fresh serum,

since organisms that react well in fresh serum failed to do so

when old serum was used.^

Smears were made from all sugar tubes after a week's incu-

bation, to make sure that the organisms were growing well,

and plates were made to exclude misleading reactions due
to contaminations. No tubes were recorded as "no reaction"

until they had been incubated over a week. Variations in the

fermentative action of any specimen, as well as the fermen-

tation of both sugars, could always be traced to contamination.^

All specimens producing acid did not coagulate the media,

coagulation being simply an expression of intense action.

The use of an indicator in the medium, as proposed by
Knapp for this work, is preferable to the estimation of

acid-production by titration, since the test is purely a

qualitative one.

The organisms studied consisted of 42 specimens, of which,

according to the above scheme of classification, 12 were

diphtheria bacilli and 30 pseudodiphtheria bacilli. The

> It is interesting to note in this connection that the organism Ver-

hoeff (b), described by Zinnser (23) as having feeble fermentative action

on dextrin, gave no reaction with us in a medium made from old

serum, but when fresh serum was used, this strain always acted

quickly and powerfully, even after cultivation for over a year on
artificial media.

' For example, a specimen of xerosis bacilli, kindly sent us by Dr.

Knapp, fermented saccharose at first, but after careful plating it

turned neither, though tested repeatedly. The organism was received

in ascitic agar, which is notoriously difficult to obtain quite sterile.
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virulence of these organisms was counteracted by antitoxin

in all cases in which it was tried, though unfortunately it was
omitted in 5 cases in which the cultures had been lost before

the work with antitoxin immunization was begun. In view

of the source and character of these specimens, as well as of

the rarity of the virulent diphtheroids, it seems improbable

that these were not diphtheria bacilli, and since they gave
the same fermentative reaction as the proved specimens they

have not led to any false conclusions. Inoculations were
made from emulsions of the colonies in the water of condensa-

tion of blood-serum tubes, which was found to contain only

a trace of dextrose, as shown by Fehling's test, and since the

bacilli grow well in this medium, it should be a favorable one

from which to inoculate animals.

The fermentative reactions were as follows:

Virulent (B. diphtheriae) , 12: All fermented dextrin only,

within forty-eight hours. Four of these were selected because

of their known virulence, 7 were isolated from unselected cases

of faucial diphtheria, and i from a case of membranous con-

junctivitis.^ One of these cases had the Hofmann type of

morphology; the possibility of this having been one of the

virulent diphtheroids was excluded by the fact that it did

not affect the pig immunized with antitoxin.

Not virulent: Five fermented dextrin only within forty-

eight hours, thus having the same fermentative action as

true diphtheria bacilli. Of these, 2 were recovered from the

nose, I from the throat, and 2 from the eye. All had granular

or barred protoplasm. All patients recovered without the

use of antitoxin. The clinical picture was not suggestive

of diphtheria, except in one case.

Fourteen fermented saccharose only, the reaction occurring

in from twenty-four hours to eight days, the average time

being three and one-third days. These were isolated from

the nose, throat, and eye. Two had the Hofmann morphology.

» This case of membranous conjunctivitis is regarded as of special

significance, since the patient recovered without the aid of antitoxin

and there were no serious constitutional symptoms. The bacilli

isolated, nevertheless, had the usual high virulence of the diphtheria

bacillus to the normal pig, while the pig immunized with antitoxin

was unaffected.
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Several of these were obtained from lesions resembling those

of diphtheria.

Eleven fermented neither sugar. These were obtained

from the eye and throat. One of them had the Hofmann
morphology. Some of the cases were thought to be diphtheria,

clinically.

In this series neither the morphology nor the cultural char-

acters on blood-serum bore any constant relation to the

fermentative action nor the virulence. Should further

investigation show that the non-virulent dextrin-fermenting

bacilli are attenuated diphtheria bacilli, the fermentation

test would have an obvious, if only an academic, value. At
present, however, aside from this power of fermenting dextrin,

there is no more evidence in favor of this view than that any
of the pseudodiphtheria bacilli are non-virulent diphtheria

bacilli. In any case the question would become of practical

importance only if it could be demonstrated either that the

non-virulent strains are capable, under certain conditions,

of regaining their virulence, or that, in spite of their harm-

lessness to the pig, these bacilli are in some degree pathogenic

to man. As already pointed out, our present evidence does

not support these possibilities.

The above results show that the fermentation of dextrin

will not serve to distinguish the true diphtheria bacillus

from the non-pathogenic species. In this series of 38 consecu-

tive cases, five organisms were found which gave the same
reaction as true diphtheria, or, in a series of 13 unselected

specimens of dextrin-fermenting bacilli, over one-third were

not virulent. These results, however, confirm Knapp's to this

extent, that true diphtheria bacilli always fermented dextrin

within forty-eight hours and never saccharose. It is then

safe to say that if a given bacillus does not ferment dextrin

it is not the B. diphtheriae. In the routine of a general clinic,

and especially of an ophthalmic clinic, this test will usually

be decisive, for the true diphtheria bacilli and the dextrin-

fermenting pseudo-diphtheria bacilli are relatively uncommon,
compared with those which do not ferment dextrin.

Unfortunately, in actual practice> the fermentation test

has not proved as useful as had been hoped. The ability of

certain common organisms to ferment these sugars makes it
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absolutely necessary to obtain the bacilli to be tested in

absolutely pure culture. Such organisms are easily over-

looked, especially in young cultures, and their complete elimi-

nation is often a tedious process. On the whole, this test

consumes more time than animal inoculation, while it does

not give as valuable information. Most often the con-

taminating organisms are harmless saprophytes or yeasts,

combined with streptococci or staphylococci, which, although

rendering the fermentation test valueless, do not affect the

test for virulence, because the guinea-pig is remarkably resis-

tant to moderate doses of them. A virulent strain rarely

fails to kill within forty-eight hours, although four days is

usually given as the longest period within which it may fail

to kill.

Conclusions.—i. The diphtheria bacillus cannot be identi-

fied accurately by its morphology and its cultural characters

alone.

2. True diphtheria bacilli always ferment dextrin within

forty-eight hours and never saccharose. To this extent

Knapp's results are confirmed. This reaction, however, is

not distinctive of the virulent bacillus diphtheriae, since it is

also given by certain non-pathogenic organisms having the

same morphology. Out of 13 unselected races which fer-

mented dextrin, 5 were totally avirulent.

3. Since bacilli which fail to ferment dextrin are much
more commonly encountered, the fermentation test would,

in the majority of cases, be conclusive. Practically, it is of

little value on account of the necessity of obtaining the bacilli

in absolutely pure culture.

4. Animal inoculation is, at present, the only reliable

practical method of identifying the diphtheria bacillus.

To exclude the virulent diphtheroids, a guinea-pig immunized

with diphtheria antitoxin must be inoculated also.

5. In practice, on account of the necessity of early treat-

ment, the diagnosis of diphtheria should be based chiefly

upon the clinical appearances and symptoms. Importance

should be given to the microscopic examination only when

it is negative. An erroneous early positive diagnosis of

diphtheria is unavoidable in a large number of cases. To

avoid unjustifiable quarantine, and as a guide to subsequent
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treatment, animal inoculation should be carried out in all

cases in which the diagnosis of diphtheria is made.

I wish to express my thanks to Dr. F. H. Verhoeff, not

only for the material and facilities for this work, but also for

helpful suggestions and criticism.
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IMPROVED APPARATUS FOR LOCALIZING FOREIGN
BODIES IN THE EYEBALL BY THE ROENTGEN

RAYS.i

By Dr. WILLIAM M. SWEET, Philadelphia.

(With 2 figures on Text-plate XXXIII. and 4 figures in the text.)

AT the meeting of this Society in 1887 I exhibited and

described'my first apparatus for the localization of

foreign bodies in the eyeball and orbit. With some slight

modifications the same general form of instrument has been

used by me since that time in the examination of over 700

cases of foreign-body injuries. While the method of localiza-

tion presents no great difficulties to the number of X-ray

operators who have studied the principles and are using the

apparatus, I have recognized for some time past, from ex-

perience in teaching student classes and in conversation with

X-ray workers, that there was some trouble in knowing exactly

what measurements were to be made from the radiographs

and the manner of transferring them to the localization chart

to find the lines of shadow of the foreign body at the two

exposures. Therefore, I have had made the new form of

apparatus here illustrated, which embodies exactly the same

principles as the present localizer, but in which the construction

of the instrument relieves the operator of the necessity of

making measurements from the radiographs or of drawing

any lines to represent the planes of shadow.

In the older form of apparatus the patient is in the recum-

bent posture, with the head firmly clamped, and the photo-

graphic plate to the side of the head corresponding to the

injured eye. The two ball-pointed indicating rods, each

» Read before the American Ophthalmological Society, July 14-15,

1909.
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parallel with the plate and at a definite distance apart, are

adjusted until one of the balls is opposite the centre of the

cornea of the injured eye and at a measured distance from it.

Two negatives are made—one with the tube horizontal or

nearly so with the plane of the two indicating rods, and the

second plate at any distance below this plane.

The chart employed for localization contains circles to

represent sections of the average normal eyeball of 24mm,

upon which are entered the positions occupied by the

indicating balls at the time of making the two radio-

graphs, one spot at the measured distance that the centre

ball was opposite the centre of the cornea, and the other

at the known distance the second ball was to the temporal

side.

As the tube is placed anterior to the plane of the two

corneal summits, and the rays pass obHquely through the

head and the injured eye, the shadow of one of the balls is

projected farther back on the plate than that of the other,

the degree of displacement measuring the distance the tube

is brought forward. Likewise the amount of separation of

the shadows of the two indicating rods in the second exposure

measures the degree to which the tube is carried below the

horizontal plane of the eyeball. Measurement of these dis-

placements of the indicating rods and balls upon the chart

enables the operator easily to determine the precise spot from

which the rays emanated at the time the exposures were

made. After having determined the position of the anode

of the tube at the two exposures, the operator has only to

enter on his chart the several distances^ that the shadow of

the foreign body on the two plates is above or below and

posterior to the shadow of one of the balls, draw a line from

each of these points to the known position of the tube, and

these will indicate the planes of shadow of the foreign body

at the two exposures. The point of crossing of the lines of

shadow shows the position of the foreign body in reference

to the centre of the cornea. The greatest difficulty experi-

enced by the student in working the method was to remember

the different measurements that were to be made from the

plates, the position on the chart to which they were to be

transcribed, and the direction the lines were to be drawn to



To Illustrate Dr. Sweet's Article on " Improved Apparatus for
Localizing Foreign Bodies in the Eyeball by the

Roentgen Rays."
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Fig, 2.
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show the planes of shadow of the indicating balls and the

foreign body.

The New Localizer.—In the new apparatus the planes of

shadow of the foreign body are accurately determined by the

instrument without the necessity on the part of the operator

of taking measurements from the plates or in drawing lines

on the chart.fr The tube-holder, indicating ball, and plate-

holder are upon a movable stage, and therefore preserve a

known relation to each other, which does not vary. The angle

of the rays with the eyeball and the distance of the tube from

the plate are always the same, so that one indicator is suf-

ficient, and this consists of a small steel ball supported in a

ring of transparent celluloid. The setting of this ball opposite

the centre of the cornea is made by means of adjusting screws

conveniently placed on the frame of the instrument. Accu-

racy in the measurement of the distance of the indicating ball

from the centre of the cornea is secured by means of a tele-

scope and reflecting mirror. The mirror gives an image of a

cross-wire and a lateral image of the cornea. Through the

telescope the observer adjusts the instrument until the image.-

of the cross-wire is in direct contact with the image of the

summit of the cornea. (Fig. 3.) When the adjustment is

I

Fig. 3.—Image of cross-wire and cornea.

made, the indicating ball is exactly lomm from the centre

of the cornea. A miniature incandescent lamp, mounted

in an adjustable shade, illuminates the side of the nose of the

patient, insuring a well-lighted image of the cornea and

cross-wire.

,

Instead of a ball of cotton or other object for fixation, as

in the older method, a circular mirror is placed at a distance of

12 inches above the injured eye. The patient gazes in the

mirror and sees a reflected image of the injured eye and the

circular celluloid disk with the steel indicating ball in its
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centre. After the ball has been adjusted to a point opposite

the centre of the cornea of the injured eye, the patient by
fixing the ball with the seeing eye prevents any movement

of the eye during the exposures and holds the visual line

of the injured eye parallel with the plate.

In order to shorten the time of making the radiographs and

lessen the possibility of any movement of the patient or

apparatus in changing plates, the two exposures in the new
apparatus are made upon one plate, metallic shutters pro-

tecting those portions of the plate which are not to be exposed

to the rays.

The tube-holder contains the usual cylindrical lead-glass

shield for protecting the operator from the action of the rays,

with the customary lead diaphragm. The central orifice of

the diaphragm is covered wth aluminum, which offers little

obstruction to the rays, but lessens the risk of any unfavorable

action of the rays upon the patient and guards against possible

damage to the eyes in the event of breakage of the tube. The

tube-holder slides upon a graduated rod, and the first ex-

posure is made with the indicator at zero, in which position

the rays pass in a direction corresponding to the horizontal

plane of the eyeball. The second exposure is made with the

tube at its farthest point to the right or left of the first position,

depending upon which eye is to be examined. The illus-

tration (Fig. i) gives a view of the complete apparatus,

/since the relative position of the tube in reference to the

indicating ball and the photographic plate remains fixed and

known, it is readily seen that the direction of the X-rays in

passing through the eyeball must follow a definite course,

which is always the same for the two separate exposures. It

is, therefore, possible to indicate on the localization chart the

direction of the rays at the two exposures, and this has been

done in the chart, a copy of which is reproduced in Fig. 4,

reduced in size one-half. Only those lines representing

rays 2mm apart are reproduced, but each Hne is drawn with

the required amount of divergence to indicate the rays as

coming from a point the distance of the tube from the pho-

tographic plate.

Method of Employing the New Localizer.—The apparatus

is arranged as shown in Fig. 2 . The patient lies with the head
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on a platform of hard fibre, with a pillow beneath the shoulders

and a small sand-bag under the head and neck. The upright

supports for holding the head are now adjusted by means of

Chart For DrSwfft's Imprdved Eye LacALizca
Uaaelx/ Roentgen ttani^octurincj Co.

EatiiOt.

Fig. 4.—Localization chart, with lines representing course of the

X-rays (one-half actual size).

the wheel i, and the jointed part of the apparatus, J, con-

taining the indicator is brought down in position. The

indicating ball, G, is now roughly adjusted until it is opposite

the centre of the cornea and about 12 or i^mm distant.

The patient looks with the uninjured eye into the mirror, M,

and fixes upon the iris or cornea of the injured eye, or, better,

upon the indicating ball in the centre of the celluloid disk.

The indicating ball is now carefully adjusted directly over

the corneal centre by means of the wheels 2 and 3, and the
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correctness of the position verified by observation through
an opening in the mirror, M. The operator then adjusts

the light of the small electric lamp so that the side of the nose
next the injured eye is illuminated, but the light is not thrown
into the eye. With this area lighted it is possible to see

clearly through the telescope, T, when the cross-wire is exactly

tangent with the summit of the cornea. The movement
necessary to secure this position of the wire is made by means
of the adjusting wheel 4. When the image of the cross-wire

touches the image of the corneal summit, the indicating ball

is exactly 10mm from the eyeball.

The photographic plate is inserted beneath the spring clips,

C C, the shutters, S S, moved so that the centre area is open
(Fig. i), and the tube-holder adjusted to the zero point on the

sliding scale. The current is turned on, and one exposure

made. The tube-carriage is then moved to the limit of the

sliding rod, always in the direction of the chin of the recum-
bent patient (to the end marked R if the radiographs are made
of the right eye, and to L if of the left eye) . The upper shutter

is moved to cover the exposed central portion of the plate and
uncover the upper unexposed portion. The current is again

turned on and the second exposure made. The time of

exposure for the second picture should be about one and a

half times that of the first, to allow for the increased distance

of the tube from the eye.

After the plate is developed, it is placed in the frame P
(Fig. i), containing the key-plate or focal coordinates (Fig. 5),

with the film side of the radiograph next to the key-plate.

The radiograph is moved until the shadow of the indicating

ball of the first exposure is in apposition with the middle ball

on the key-plate and the heavy horizontal line of the radio-

graph parallel with the horizontal line on the plate. Holding

the frame to the light, there is noted the position occupied

by the shadow of the foreign body with respect to the vertical

lines of "C" and "D." A reading is made of the line or lines

which pass through the body, and this is transferred to the

corresponding lines of the "C" or "D" scale of the chart, to

the right or left side, depending on which eye is under examina-

tion. Without moving the plate, the " E " reading is similarly

made and transferred to the chart. To take the "A" or
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"B" reading, the plate is shifted slightly until the image of

the indicating ball on the second exposure coincides with the

"Right" or "Left" ball of the vertical coordinates "A" or
" B .

" The line or lines of the " A " or " B " coordinates which

cross the shadow of the body are noted and indicated on the

"A" or "B" lines of the chart. The horizontal coordinate

"E" should be the same in both readings. If the focus point

on the anode of the tube was accurately set by the cross-lines
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situation above or below the centre of the cornea and to the

nasal or temporal side of the vertical plane. Where a vertical

line from this point crosses the "E" reading on the horizontal

section of the globe it gives the depth of the body in the

eyeball or orbit. In bodies of large size both ends should be
localized to give the position in which the body rests in the

globe. The situation of the body on the side view is deter-

mined by transferring its measured depth from the horizontal

section and its distance above or below the horizontal plane

from the front-view localization.

The new apparatus is based upon the same general prin-

ciples as was the old, but its mechanical features eliminate

some of the errors that may occur in the use of the present

Fig. 6.—Radiograph of foreign body in eye
(three-fourths actual size).

instrument through carelessness of the operator in making the

measurements and transferring them to the chart. The inex-

perienced worker in eye localization is also relieved of the

necessity of studying out the position of the tube and the

direction of the lines of shadow at the two exposures. The
construction of the new apparatus insures that these factors

are positively determined and recorded. The accuracy of

the localization depends only upon the care with which the

operator adjusts the indicating ball opposite the centre of the
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1

cornea and at the definite and fixed distance from it. After

the exposures are made and the plate developed, the deter-

mination of the situation of the foreign body is simply a

question of reading from a key-plate and transcribing these

readings to the chart.

I am indebted to the Roentgen Manufacturing Company,
of Philadelphia, for the excellent manner in which the details

of construction of the apparatus have been worked out.



THE SIGNIFICANCE AND TREATMENT OF TRAU-
MATIC PROLAPSE OF THE IRIS.i

By Dr. E. GRUENING, New York.

THE time-worn topic, traumatic prolapse of the iris, dis-

closes some interesting features which may be discussed

with benefit. Compared with perforating wounds of the

sclera, the corneal injuries with prolapse of the iris, with or

without implication of the lens, constitute a mild form of

traumatism. The very fact that the iris has prolapsed is in

itself presumptive evidence that we have not to deal with a

retained foreign body. The final outcome is apt to be suf-

ficiently favorable, no matter which of the many treatments

recommended we employ.

Conservatism is not indicated in traumatic prolapse of the

iris. The healing of the eye with adherent leucoma may be

a sufficiently good result for prolapse of the iris due to corneal

perforation complicated with a blennorrhoic condition of the

conjunctiva, but should not be considered satisfactory in

traumatic prolapse.

The ideal treatment would be the replacement of the iris,

and this can be accomplished in many cases; it is, however,

one of the most hazardous modes of procedure, because the

prolapsed iris is no longer aseptic, and may infect the interior

of the eyeball. This is not a theoretical objection. I have

lost one eye in this manner.

Abscission, or snipping off, or any of the other methods

which leave the iris between the lips of the wound, are not to

be recommended, because the synechia is not disposed of.

Excision is pre-eminently the correct method. Leber has

» Prepared for the American Ophthalmological Society, July 14-15,

1909.
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dwelt upon this matter at length, and has described the steps

of this operation. It is well known to us. I have practised

this method many years, and often succeed in making a clean

iridectomy by pulHng the iris through the wound in such a

manner that the perfect result of an iridectomy is obtained,

with the pillars of the iris well placed in the anterior chamber.

At times, however, the lens-capsule or a tag of the iris

still remains adherent to the corneal wound, and in such

cases, after the re-establishment of the anterior chamber and
firm union of the wound, the use of Knapp's needle-knife for

the cutting of the adhesions has yielded very satisfactory

results. In introducing the knife into the anterior chamber,

the shaft of the knife closes the wound, the anterior chamber
is not emptied, and even in cases of broad adhesion the iris

or capsule of the lens may be readily severed. For the sake

of illustration I shall report one case of the many which I have

treated with unvarying felicitous results during the past

year.

Report of Case Transcribed from the Housebook of the
New York Eye and Ear Infirmary.

F. M., aged nine, was admitted to the New York Eye
and Ear Infirmary on March 17, 1909. Two days ago the
patient was struck in the right eye by a stone. There is a
perforating wound of the cornea with incarcerated iris

and cataractous lens. The corneal wound extends from
the nasal side of the corneo-scleral junction to the centre of

the cornea in its horizontal meridian. The iris is wedged
between the lips of the wound throughout its whole extent,

but does not bulge beyond its level. The anterior chamber
is shallow.

Atropin instilled dilates the temporal part of the pupil

sufficiently to enable me to recognize the opacity of the
lens. An incision is now made at the sclero-corneal junc-

tion, through the adherent iris, which is then seized with
iris-forceps and removed. No lens-substance can be
evacuated. On the following day, March i8th, the anterior

chamber is restored, the pillars of the iris are free, the wound
is clean, but the lens-capsule is incarcerated in the corneal

wound.
March 26th.—This strip of adherent capsule is severed by

the needle-knife.

March 2gth.—Fine thread of capsule still adheres to the
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corneal wound. This also is severed within the anterior

chamber without loss of aqueous.
April gth.—An ordinary discission is practised on the

remaining lens-substance.

A few days later the patient is discharged with a quiet

eye and without an anterior synechia, therefore lacking any
element of remote complications.

Some authors do consider a resulting adherent leucoma a

satisfactory outcome of such a case, but I am convinced that

we can very often obtain more perfect results by removing

the adhesions. In cataract operations, where we make the

sclero-comeal incision, a resulting anterior synechia would

be considered a fault of technique; similarly, we should

remove existing adhesions in accidental injuries.

That such adhesions form a source of danger is known to us

all. I have myself observed and described a case of sympa-

thetic ophthalmia as a result of adherent leucoma.^ More

frequently I have seen cases of chronic or acute glaucoma

under these conditions.

My purpose is to show that we can obtain better results by
the combination of excision, iridectomy, and, where indicated,

the use of the needle-knife. The end-stage of the injury

should constitute a mere corneal scar, uncomplicated by either

iridic or capsular adhesions. This should be our aim, and it

can be accomplished in a very great number of cases.

' N. Y. Eye and Ear Infirmary Reports, Jan., 1899.



REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE SECTION
ON OPHTHALMOLOGY OF THE BRITISH

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

By Mr. C. DEVEREUX MARSHALL.

MEETING OF WEDNESDAY, JULY 28, I909. DR. J. WALTON BROWN,
PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.

In his opening address Dr. Walton Brown expressed the

honor he felt in occupying the Presidential Chair. On behalf

of the Ulster Branch he extended a hearty welcome to all

attending.

He referred in sympathetic terms to the loss that ophthal-

mology has suffered by the death of the late President of the

Association, Mr. Simeon Snell, and mentioned the chief sub-

jects in which he had left his name.

It was now a quarter of a century since the Association had

met in Belfast, and at that time the President was the late

Dr. W. A. McKeown who gave to the world the intra-capsular

and intra-lenticular method of dealing with immature

cataracts. He also was the first man in Great Britain, if not

in the world, to introduce a magnet into the eyeball for the

extraction of particles of steel. Through his exertions, the

Royal University, of which he was a Senator, was the first

examining body in Great Britain to insist upon a special

examination in ophthalmology for the degree of M. B. He
(Dr. Brown) entered a plea that ophthalmic surgeons should

have a prolonged training in medicine and surgery before

confining their entire attention to ophthalmic surgery. As

the nose and eye were so closely connected, the ophthalmic

surgeon should study both organs. He mentioned the names

of some of the old leading surgeons in Belfast who were also

635
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known as ophthalmologists, and then pointed out that years

ago Ireland was well to the front in many points appertaining

to ophthalmic work. In the midst of so much that was new,

people were apt to forget some of the very useful old remedies.

He then called upon Dr. Freeland Fergus to open the first

discussion.

Discussion on eye injuries in relation to the Workmen's

Compensation Act.

Dr. Freeland Fergus (Glasgow) first of all thanked the

Section for the honor it had done him in asking him to open

this important discussion, which would have fallen to the

lot of the late President, Mr. Simeon Snell, had he still been

with us. The problem of compensation for eye injuries he

considered all but insoluble. Attempts had been made both

here and abroad to devise mathematical formulae, expressive

of what might be called visual efficiency, and Berry and

Percival had written interesting articles on the subject, and

these observers were both well qualified to do so from their

acquaintance with mathematics and ophthalmology. He
contended that it was impossible, however, to reduce to a

mathematical formula anything involving human action

based on individual human volition and intelhgence. What
one man could do well with either very defective vision or no

sight at all, another would be unable to do without full range

of vision, and it would be quite unfair to contend that what

one blind person could do, another was capable of doing also;

intelligence came in in all these instances. Then again there

were the two large groups of individuals such as the lawyer,

watchmaker, doctor, etc., for whom the best sight was essen-

tial, while in the other group are those of the manual or

laboring class for whom less good vision was sufficient. The

enquiry should rather go along the lines of actuarial investi-

gation. There should be a collection of voluminous statistics

from which average results from different classes of occupa-

tions could be derived. He thought there was scarcely any

work below ground which could not be undertaken by a man

with only one eye, and he had known men carry out such

work well when the remaining eye had only tw of normal

vision; thus, a man who had an ordinary light sense, and who

also had good alignment, could perform almost any kind of
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manual work. So long as the work was one of alignment

and absolute, as distinguished from relative, distance, the

thing was quite simple. There were factors, other than

convergence, that helped a man in the estimations of dis-

tances; accommodation was probably one, and the size of

the retinal image was another. People so soon become
accustomed to seeing things with one eye.

There were, however, other subsidiary questions. If a

man did require binocular vision for his work, there was the

question of his changing his occupation altogether, and this

might be impossible. Secondly, there was the fact that a

man wishing to return to his occupation had a much dimin-

ished chance of getting employment. In such cases liberal

compensation should be allowed. A middle-aged person

might be said to be incapable, as a rule, of learning a new trade,

and he might thus be permanently disabled. Since the

passing of the Act, elderly people or persons with any physical

defect, or when employment would involve undue risk, had

often been thrown out of employment. It was a mere

matter of time before all insurance companies would insist

on all persons insured by them being sound both in body and

limb. Already the Act had compelled many men who were

perfectly capable of earning their own living, and who were

more than willing to do it, to join the ranks of the unemployed,

and before long probably a third of the entire workers in this

country would be thrown out of work, and then the wretched-

ness and destitution which now existed would be greatly

multiplied. He suggested that for such people there should

be a possibility of a contracting-out clause. The Act aimed

at the prevention of destitution during the incapacity of the

bread-winner, but he feared that it had already caused infi-

nitely more destitution than it had prevented ; already it had

thrown many industrious people out of employment, and

this was only the commencement of the tale of woe.

The Act was looked upon, by some, as a means of getting

money for any trifling injury, and the most was made of such.

The Act was never intended as a sort of accident insurance.

It had already caused much maHngering and a certain amount

of neurasthenia. No wonder insurance premiums had become

much increased. He knew that for one class of workers it
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had increased from 2 shillings to 30 shillings per hundred. The
cases should be referred to competent medical men and not to

judges and juries who had no technical knowledge. The
medical judge should be neither attached to one side nor

the other, so that he could look upon the case in an unbiassed

manner. A referee for one district should reside in another.

Dr. Cecil Shaw (Belfast) dealt with the unsatisfactory

working of the Workmen's Compensation Act with regard

to compensation for the loss of an eye, in which, according

to the Act, no compensation was given, but only for partial

or total incapacity for work. In the great majority of cases

a man with one eye was, after a time, quite as good as he

was before with two, but the true injury lay in the much
greater Hability a man with one eye had for total blindness

should accident or disease happen to the other. Owing to

this, many people refused to employ a one-eyed man at all.

He knew of a case in which a mistress at once discharged a

servant on finding out that she had only one eye, and she

could not get another place on this account. She brought

an action but lost it, as it was found she was quite capable

of performing her duties after the loss of the eye. He thought

that a far better plan would be for a fixed sum to be paid

irrespective of all theories or statements about a man's

capacity for work.

Mr. W. H. Brailey (Hove) said that modem legislation

tended to make the employer liable for any injury taking

place during work, without considering the fact that the man
might, by his carelessness, be entirely responsible for the

accident. Thus he knew of a man with 20 D of myopia who
got a detachment of the retina following a slight injury, and

for this he got liberal compensation. A strict medical ex-

amination before employment should be instituted, and if so,

all those suffering from any injury or disease would be ex-

cluded from employment altogether. He did not consider

that a man with only one eye could be as employable as one

who had two, for he must be more liable to accidents, not only

to the other eye, but to his body generally. He agreed with

Dr. Fergus that the workman should be allowed to contract

out of the Act, if possible insuring himself at a necessarily

higher premium.
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Dr. Arthur Green (Norwich) was inclined to agree that

a one-eyed man was at no very great disadvantage (except in

a few special occupations) from one with two eyes from a

wage-earning point of view, provided the remaining eye had
good vision. Many people had little or no sense of perspective,

and the loss such a man would suffer after one eye was gone
would only be the loss of size of his field. The possibihty

of the individual to obtain work should be carefully con-

sidered in all legislation.

Mr. Johnson Taylor (Norwich) asked if it was considered

that a one-eyed middle-aged man would be capable of work-

ing as a billiard marker, or player (professional).

Mr. Bishop Harman (London) was surprised to find that

previous speakers exhibited such indifference to the loss of

binocular or stereoscopic vision. He thought that in many
employments such as in bricklaying, the sense of the position

of things was immeasurably better in a two- than in a one-eyed

man. Many people attained considerable perfection with

one eye only, but how much better would they have been had
they retained both. Then there was the point of view of loss

of nerve power, and the increased risk there was to one who
was employed in machine shops. Those with one eye only

were seriously handicapped in getting work. Insurance

policies for domestic servants excluded one-eyed persons

from the current rates. It certainly was right to urge em-

ployers to get their people examined, and thus save many
disputes afterwards. Such cases should be removed from

the grasp of the unprincipled lawyer who was responsible for

much loss of time and money, and the development of much
bitterness. The doctor's report should be the data for the

awarding of compensation.

Dr. Berry (Edinburgh) considered that a difference as

regards compensation should be made for the first six months

after the accident.

Mr. Wallace Henry (Leicester) said that a consultation

between the medical men engaged by the workmen and the

insurance companies, as to the facts of the case in dispute,

would prevent unnecessary legal controversy. He also

supported Dr. Cecil Shaw in the opinion that the difficulty

of obtaining work after loss of an eye was nearly as important
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a factor in considering compensation as the partial loss of

sight.

Professor Fuchs (Vienna) said that it was not a purely-

scientific question. Most one-eyed men were capable of

work, but the difficulty lay in the conflict of interests of em-
ployer and servant. The risk was greater for the employer.

In Germany and Austria no personal responsibility lay with

the employer to provide compensation. There was a fund

to which all employers subscribed by way of insurance; 90%
was provided by the masters and 10% by the men, and the

fund was administered by their own judges at the instance

of their own medical men, and the sole idea was that of doing

justice to the injured man.
Dr. Brown summed the matter up briefly, and Dr. Free-

land Fergus replied.

Dr. James Hinshelwood (Glasgow) described the case of

a man aged thirty-six who was first seen in May, 1906, com-
plaining of defective vision in the right eye, which he had
noticed for two and one-half years, but had gradually become
worse. Nothing was noticed externally, nor was there any
pain or discomfort. The eye appeared normal, and so was
the tension ; the central area of the field was abolished, but he
could count fingers. At one area near the posterior pole, and
involving the macular region, the retina was slightly raised.

In May, 1908, two years later, his vision had become worse

and he could no longer count fingers. The detachment was
more marked, and could be seen with a + 6 lens; the external

appearance and the tension were normal. A tumor was
now diagnosed, but the patient refused excision. The external

appearance and the tension were much the same in February,

1909, but the ophthalmoscopic appearance had changed, and
the growth could be seen with a + 10 lens. The eye was
enucleated a month later, and was then found to contain a

large leucosarcoma with spindle cells, but it had not involved

the optic nerve or sclerotic. Leucosarcomata were much
less common than the melanotic variety. The points of

interest were the facts that the tension was not raised, and

that the growth had been present for so long a time.

The clinical lesson which this case gave was the long period

of increasing visual defect amounting to five and one half
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years without elevation of tension and without pain or any

other subjective symptom.

Mr. Devereux Marshall pointed out that he considered

that the tension in tumor cases was a very variable symptom,

and one to which he paid but little diagnostic importance.

It depended upon closure of the angle of the anterior chamber,

and was altogether independent of the size of the growth.

Increased tension was far more frequently seen in cases in

which the tumor was at the posterior part of the eye, and

far less frequently seen if the growth involved the ciliary

body, and in these latter cases the tension was frequently

normal or below normal.

Dr. Andrew Little (Bradford) mentioned a case of twenty-

five years' duration. He found a white tumor involving the

lower part of the ciliary body and anterior part of the choroid

of the right side. An iridectomy had been done on a previous

occasion, twenty-five years ago, at Manchester, for sarcoma

of the iris, and the histological examination proved the diag-

nosis to be correct.

Dr. R. A. Reeve (Toronto) raised the question as to whether,

in view of our knowledge or want of knowledge of the genesis

of sarcomata in the cases quoted by Dr. Little when appar-

ently the growth recurred twenty-five years later, the second

growth was not a new one altogether, and it would not be

irrational to suppose the second came from an altogether

different focus with a much longer period of latency.

Professor Sir Victor Horsley (London) read a paper on

the diagnostic value of optic neuritis in cases of cerebral

tumor, and he contended that the almost invariable rule

was that the neuritis was most marked on the side of the lesion.

Mr. Leslie Paton said that undoubtedly cases occurred

in which optic neuritis was greater on the side away from

the tumor. A certain number of cases might be explained,

e. g., cases where there was direct pressure by the tumor on

a nerve of one side, preventing the development of neuritis

in that eye, a case in which through the tumor being on one

side the main pressure effects were on the other, but when the

exceptions were allowed for, there still remained a large num-

ber of cases which could not be explained away, a number too

large to take it as a rule that the neuritis was greater in the
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eye on the same side as the tumor. In at least 50% of the

cases the neuritis was equal in the two eyes.

Dr. HiNSHELWooD (Glasgow) thought it was of the utmost

importance to know on which side the lesion was, and he

narrated the case of a young lady who had suffered from a

discharge from both ears with headache for some time ; a few

days before he saw her she had become semicomatose. The
left eye had mild neuritis, and the right eye only a slight

hyperaemia of the disk. The diagnosis lay between a general

meningitis or a localized cerebral abscess, and if the latter, on

which side was it? The patient then developed Jacksonian

epilepsy commencing in the face, and confined to the right

side, and this confirmed the result of the ophthalmoscopic

examination, which, according to Sir Victor Horsley, pointed

to the lesion being on the left side. The patient was operated

upon within twenty-four hours, and an abscess was found

in the left temporo-sphenoidal lobe, pressing upon the motor

area above. Such a case conclusively showed how valuable

it was to know on which side the lesion existed.

MEETING OF THURSDAY, JULY 29, 1909.

Professor Ernst Fuchs (Vienna) read a paper on Malfor-

mation of the cornea in cases of inherited syphilis.

He first of all paid high tribute to the work of Sir Jonathan

Hutchinson on this subject. He (Professor Fuchs) had

noticed that in some cases of interstitial keratitis the cornea

assumed the shape of a vertical ellipse, whereas the normal

cornea when seen from behind after dissection was round;

from the front it appeared to be horizontally oval, due to the

non-transparent conjunctival limbus encroaching upon the

cornea more at the upper and lower margin than at the sides,

the oval of the normal cornea being thus apparent only. In

the case of a vertically oval cornea the form was real and was

independent of the limbus. During the last year he had

collected 28 cases in which either one or both corneas were

obviously vertically oval; of these, 20 were females, 17 had

interstitial keratitis, 5 cases had chronic iritis, one had imi-

lateral congenital cataract, and 2 had corneal opacities prob-

ably due to strumous keratitis. The remaining 6 were in old
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people in whom the evidence of the disease was very much
masked, consequently Professor Fuchs used only the first 22

cases. In 8 the evidence of inherited syphilis was marked,
8 cases had some indication of it, and 6 showed no symptoms
of the disease. All had had interstitial keratitis. Of 50
fresh cases of interstitial keratitis seen last year a small num-
ber showed the malformed cornea, and, in addition, 14 cases

with oval cornea showed no sign of past or present keratitis.

He concluded that an oval cornea was many times more
frequent in cases of inherited syphilis, and especially in those

followed by interstitial keratitis, than in the bulk of other

patients, but he was far from believing that an oval cornea
was always the result of congenital syphilis.

Oval corneas were also found in cases of coloboma of the

iris and in other congenital abnormalities, but these he alto-

gether excluded; these were usually present in both eyes,

but in 6 out of the 28 syphilitic cases it was one-sided only.

In most cases it gave rise to inverse astigmatism.

Mr. Treacher Collins asked Professor Fuchs whether he

had examined any of these oval corneae anatomically, so as

to prove whether the appearance was due to encroachment
of the limbus at the sides, or to a true alteration in shape of the

cornea itself. Professor Fuchs said that the alteration in his

cases was real.

The visual acuity of school children. By Mr. W. B.

Inglis Pollock, Glasgow.

The statistics of the visual acuity of school children con-

tained in the annual reports of the medical officers to the

educational authorities throughout the country, presented

great variation. The returns from a School Board in Scotland

showed the lowest percentage of defective vision in one school

to be 6.5, while the highest was 77.8. The figure for the

1,196,504 school children in the provided and non-provided

schools of the London County Council during the last two
years and nine months was 10.39 P^^ cent. The author's own
percentage was it.65. These variations depended upon the

method of compiling statistics or the definition of defective

vision which had been adopted. In the former case it was not

correct to base the classification upon the worse eye. It was
not true that binocular vision was equal to the worse eye. It
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was equal to, or often better than, the vision of the good eye.

The most practical method was adopted by the London

County Council Schools, which had been in use for eight years.

It had been said that the vision of school children was not

equal to the average adult visual acuity. This question

required large statistics and should be based upon the number

of eyes examined. For young children, the test-types should

be the outline figures of common objects. Exaggeration

in the easily comprehended subject of the visual acuity of

school children would bring the whole question of the medical

inspection of school children into contempt and discredit.

Mr. Bishop Harman "(London) said that in his large ex-

perience of school eye-work in London he had come to the

conclusion that the practice of taking the vision of each eye

separately in children caused a futile waste of time. He had

found that the alleged error in testing with eyes together

was so small as to be negligible. Dr. Inglis Pollock had not

said what eye conditions were responsible for the defect of

vision. He (Mr. Harman) had tabulated the results of the

examination of iioo London children with the result that

the defect in 43% was found to be due to simple hyper-

metropia, 29% to H. astigmatism, and that both of them

were practically natural states; 7% had mixed astigmatism,

9% myopia, 10% mixed astigmatism, and 2% odd eyes. This

meant that 25% of the defective vision was due to myopia

in some form but as these children represented barely iV

of the school children, the amount of myopia in children

was no more than 25%, and probably less, as the tests

caught all the myopes, but not the hypermetropes with good

accommodation

.

Dr. R. A. Reeve (Toronto) said he had been struck with

the number of cases of asthenopia from hypermetropia and

hypermetropic astigmatism in people from 16-24 years of

age who had not previously suffered from symptoms of eye-

strain.

Mr. Inglis Pollock, in reply, said that defective vision

in school children remained practically at 10%, but the con-

dition producing the defect varied at different ages. In the

early years it was mainly hypermetropia and H. astigmatism

and external conditions of the eye; later, myopia played a
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much more important part. He thought the reason why
Mr. Reeve noticed that young children did not complain

much of asthenopia, was due to the eyes developing myopia.

He had, however, seen these symptoms in young children

and these mostly had hypermetropic astigmatism.

Dr. Freeland Fergus (Glasgow) read a paper on Opera-

tions for glaucoma by trephining.

In describing the operation he practised, he said that it

was essentially a modification of that of Lagrange, and that

his modification stood or fell with the success of that of La-

grange. From the clinical standpoint he thought that

sclerotomy was perhaps as reliable as iridectomy, and was
easier to perform, and it also had some obvious advantages,

in that it was painless and needed no anaesthetic, which was
important in many glaucoma patients, whose hearts and
vessels are frequently diseased. Then there was no danger

of injuring the lens, which could easily be done if a keratoma

were used. The risk of septic infection was much lessened,

as the wound was at once covered by a conjunctival flap.

The operation was quite simple. A large conjunctival

flap was dissected up to the comeo-scleral junction, then the

trephine was used to remove a piece of sclera as near to the

cornea as possible. The point of a fine iris repositor was

next passed from the scleral opening right into the anterior

chamber, and lastly the conjunctival flap was replaced and

stitched back into position.

Dr. Andrew Little (Bradford) pointed out that in this

operation there was danger of septic infection at any remote

period of time. He had had to remove eyes for general in-

fection years after what were admitted to be cases of successful

filtration cicatrices.

Dr. G. A. Berry (Edinburgh) thought the operation

would be very useful in forming a cystoid cicatrix, but it

would not be required if iridectomy were at all likely to be

successful.

Mr. Treacher Collins (London) pointed out that Dr.

Freeland Fergus did two things: (i) The removal of a piece

of sclera and (2) the breaking through of the ligamentum

pectinatum i. e., a cyclodialysis, and in estimating the result

these two factors must be taken into consideration; the first
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aimed at the establishment of an abnormal filtration through
the scar, and the second, the opening up of the normal pass-

ages of exit.

Mr. Johnson Taylor (Norwich) asked whether Dr. Free-

land Fergus ever found it necessary to remove the iris, and
whether he would do the operation in blind painful glaucoma-
tous eyes which would otherwise have been excised.

Professor E. Fuchs (Vienna) had tried trephining, but
farther away from the cornea. He found temporary relief

only was obtained. He had also tried cyclodialysis but had
given that up also, as it did not permanently cure the cases,

and pathological examination showed that when the cyclo-

dialysis was performed, cicatrization completely occluded

the spaces between the anterior chamber and perichoroidal

space. He thought that nothing known at present could

take the place of iridectomy.

Dr. Freeland Fergus, in reply, said that his operation

was merely a more convenient method of doing Lagrange's

operation, and the most important point was to make sure

that all sepsis was excluded, and the conjunctiva should be
examined bacteriologically before any operation was under-

taken. The result of this was that for the last twelve or

fifteen years he had operated on over 700 eyes without a single

case of sepsis. Normal saline solution was all he ever used

to irrigate the conjunctiva. He had done three cases of

trephining without cyclodialysis. The operation was much
easier than iridectomy, and if it should prove to be equally

satisfactory then it should be adopted.

Mr. Treacher Collins opened the discussion on diseases

of the l3anphoid tissue of the conjunctiva. The most serious

of these was trachoma, and few observers had the oppor-

tunity of watching the cases from start to finish. He, how-
ever, was able to do this in the ophthalmic schools of the

Metropolitan Asylums Board.

During the past five years 2441 cases were admitted, of

which 700 suffered from trachoma. Many were admitted

in an exceedingly early stage of the disease, and most were

kept until discharged cured. He brought forward several

cases to prove how contagious this disease was. In two cases

the first symptoms resembled those of acute muco-purulent
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ophthalmia. The symptoms, however, did not yield to

treatment, but when the congestion had somewhat abated,

the typical lymphoid follicles became apparent. Both
were cured after about eighteen months of treatment.

Another case of a child who deliberately infected her eye,

in order to be kept in the house, was cured in a year.

Thus the contagiousness of the disease was fully proved,

but it was not air-borne, and direct infection must take

place.

Mr. Collins then alluded to the trachoma bodies discovered

by Prowazek and Greeff, independently. They could be seen

as minute oval bodies, smaller than the smallest cocci, and
were made visible by Giemsa's staining method. The po-

sition of these organisms was probably the fibro-adenoid

layer, though Prowazek stated that it is in the epithelium,

but wherever it was, the changes which it or its toxins

excite were most marked in the adenoid layer of the tarsal

conjunctiva and retro-tarsal folds, i. e., in those parts where

the epithelium was the thinnest.

The trachoma organism appeared to be a non-pyogenic

one, but the reaction excited by it was a large new formation

of lymphoid tissue, a large increase of plasma cells, and later

on a formation of fibroblasts.

Trachoma was essentially a chroiiic disease though often

rendered acute by the mixture of other organisms, but when
these were removed the trachoma remained. He considered

that the acute ophthalmia which spread through the troops

of Sir Ralph Abercromby in 1801 and 1802 was really a

mixture of gonorrhoeal ophthalmia and trachoma.

The essential element in trachoma was the follicle, and

these tended to become confluent, especially in the retro-

tarsal fold.

Trachoma follicles might become invaded from the periphery

by polynuclear leucocytes, and when an abundant exudation

of these highly phagocytic cells was brought about by pyo-

genic organism or some chemical irritant, they would invade

the follicles and cause their absorption, hence the beneficial

effect of jequirity or sulphate of copper. The resulting

fibrous tissue was probably developed from fibroblasts, and

this and the area of hyaline degeneration were often seen in
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the later stages of the disease. If the cases were treated early-

enough but little fibrous tissue would develop.

With regard to pannus, he considered that it resulted partly

from the irritation of roughened lids, and partly from a real

infection of the cornea. The fact that lymphoid tissue de-

veloped in a structure like the cornea that normally had none,

was a proof that a trachoma follicle was not a mere hyper-

trophy of pre-existing lymphoid tissue but a new production

for the purpose of defence against the attacking organisms.

As regards treatment he preferred expression and the use

of sulphate of copper; the latter set up a mild aseptic purulent

inflammation, i. e., an exudation of polynuclear leucocytes

which invaded the follicles and brought about their absorption.

Jequiritol was also most useful. X-ray treatment had the

great advantage of being painless, but its results were variable,

but if an exact and known dose could be applied, it would no
doubt tend to produce more uniform results. The results

of radium treatment were not very encouraging. If the

disease were completely cured, relapses did not take place,

though it always took months or years to bring this about.

No case was cured which showed any follicular enlargement

whatever.

Professor Greeff (Berlin) said that he looked upon tra-

choma as a specific infective disease. A vast amount o^ work
had been done to find out the true cause, but all to no effect,

until quite recently when the new staining methods of Ro-

manski and Giemsa were devised. He had now found small

round bodies, much smaller than any known cocci, and rather

like bacteria with rounded extremities. The same year

Prowazek had discovered the same bodies independently.

He then showed drawings of these trachoma bodies and ex-

plained the methods used in order to demonstrate them.

As these were so frequently met with in the epithelium, some
observers looked upon the disease as a superficial one. With
them, however, he did not agree. It was well known the

disease penetrated deeply, and quickly recurred if the treat-

ment were left off too soon, and further he had found the

bodies in the pressed-out follicles. They were never found

in other forms of conjunctivitis and were constantly found

in trachoma.
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Professor Fuchs (Vienna) said that after the discovery of

Professor Greeff and others, he had had many cases examined

in his own laboratory. His assistant, Dr. Lindner, stated that

the trachoma microbe was present in a large number of both

fresh and old cases; they could be seen in the scraped-off

epithelium as well as in sections through the conjunctiva,

but only in the epithelium. He thought that their presence

from a diagnostic point of view was most valuable, especially

in cases of mixed infection.

Mr. A. F. MacCallan (Egypt) gave his experience of the

disease in Egypt. In one of the large Government Schools in

which ophthalmic treatment was carried out, the disease was

present in 96.43% of the patients.

Mr. Craig (Belfast) dealt with the prevalence of trachoma

in the Industrial Schools of Ireland, and pointed out the

danger to the community through this. He referred to the

lack of legislative administration. The progress was far

more favorable in healthy individuals under good hygienic

surroundings than when the reverse was the case. He depre-

cated vigorous surgical methods, and was convinced of the

superiority of sulphate of copper above other drugs in the

treatment of chronic cases.

Dr. Joseph Nelson (Belfast) thought that with regard

to prevention and treatment more attention than that which

was usually given was necessary. He thought that the

powers and authorities, both local and imperial, ought to step

in and enforce necessary regulations so as to stamp out the

disease. He suggested that this Section of the B. M. A.

might move a resolution calling attention to the matter.

Dr. W. Gordon Byers (Montreal) thought the matter

should be brought to the attention of the Government. In

Canada the Dominion Parliament had, during the last few

years, taken steps which had in a marked degree checked the

spread of granular conjunctivitis.

Mr. Sydney Stephenson (London) said that when first

he was brought into contact with the Poor Law children

much confusion existed between follicular conjunctivitis and

trachoma, the former being commonly regarded as an early

stage of the latter. In order to settle the question, he had

examined the eyes of about 15,000 children in schools of
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every class outside the parochial schools, and he found that

the conjunctiva was free from follicles in only about 5% of

the cases, and this made the above-mentioned theory quite

untenable. He agreed that trachoma was not air-borne,

and he gave examples from his own experience to prove that

it was due to contagion, and on that theory he had succeeded

in extirpating it from the Lambeth and Central London
schools.

The following resolution was passed:

That the Council of the B. M. A. be asked to draw the atten-

tion of the Local Government Boards of the United Kingdom
to the prevalence of trachoma amongst the lower classes,

to the damage to sight which it frequently entails, to the con-

tagious character of the discharge from the eyes of those

affected, and to the importance of preventing any transfer-

ence of such discharge from one person's eyes to another by
washing appliances in the institutions under their control.

MEETING OF FRIDAY, JULY 30, I909.

Mr. N. Bishop Harman (London) gave a demonstration

of the diaphragm test for binocular vision and its disorders.

The instrument was valuable for the following purposes:

(i) To determine the equality of visual acuity in the two
eyes.

(2) To determine the presence or absence of a defect of

binocular vision.

(3) To exercise the vision in squinting eyes.

(4) To detect malingerers feigning monocular blindness.

(5) To demonstrate certain physiological phenomena.
In the case of malingerers, the surgeon was able to know by

watching the eyes of the patient and seeing if there was co-

ordination between the two eyes, whether the patient was
using one eye or two.

He had already conducted experiments with the instru-

ment, and had found that by varying the size of the hole in

the screen it was possible to estimate numerically the value

of the desire for perfect binocular vision, or what was known
as the "fusion faculty." The instrument was made by
Messrs. George Culver, Ltd. of White Lion Street, London,

N., and cost but a few shillings.
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Mr. W. B. Inglis Pollock (Glasgow) said he had found
the instrument useful after prescribing reading glasses, as it

enabled the surgeon to ascertain whether the patient was
using both eyes.

Professor Fuchs (Vienna) said he thought the test exceed-

ingly useful and of great value.

Mr. J. H. ToMLiNSON (London) demonstrated a scotomo-

graph with binocular fixation. The instrument could be
used for general perimetry, or for accurately mapping out

blind or anaesthetic areas. The test object used to prove

the sensitiveness of the retina was a second image of the spot

used for fixation, and this was obtained from the first image

by reflection from a mirror hinged within a cone, the angle

of the mirror determining the angular position of the second

image on the retina. The instrument could be rotated so as

to make the reflected image travel circularly on the retina

in the way used in Bjerrum's method. An automatic regis-

tration was obtained by a needle carried by the mirror, and

extended pneumatically. The second eye looked down
another tube at a similar spot, and thus stereoscopic fixation

could be obtained.

Mr. Alexander Fleming read a paper on the serum diag-

nosis of syphilis. It differed considerably from the method
of Wassermann's modification of Bordet-Gengou. He found

in practice that an alcoholic extract of the heart was very

suitable for the test, and it was immaterial whether it was

obtained from a human being, sheep, rabbit, or guinea-pig.

Bauer did away with the immunized rabbit, and made use of

the natural hsemolytic power of human serum from sheep's

corpuscles. Hecht went further and used the complement

as well as the haemolytic amboceptor which is present in

human serum. Fleming's test was a modification of Hecht's

method for use with very small quantities of serum. He
described his method in detail, which was far less complicated

than those previously mentioned. He was able to obtain

a positive result in nearly every case, and only a very small

proportion of the controls gave other than a negative result.

The test was equally applicable to both acquired and con-

genital syphilis. Of the primary cases, only one failed to

give the test, and possibly the chancre he showed was not a
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syphilitic one, but the patient could not be traced subse-

quently. All the secondary cases had given positive results,

and practically all the tertiary also. Treatment, when
efficiently carried out, modified the reaction, and after a long

period the reaction failed. If it were found that the con-

clusion was warranted, then the value of the reaction would

be greatly enhanced, as it would be possible by testing at

intervals to lessen the duration of treatment in many cases

which failed to give it; while in others, a positive result would

indicate that a continuation of treatment was required so as

to avoid recurrence, which sometimes took place after even

a full course of treatment with mercury.

The discussion on ophthalmia neonatorum was introduced

by Mr. Sydney Stephenson, who drew attention to the report

of the Committee on Ophthalmia Neonatorum issued on May
8th last.

The Committee was a representative one, and was composed

of representatives among the gynaecologists, obstetricians,

ophthalmologists, bacteriologists, and sanitarians, while the

profession at large was represented by the President, the

Treasurer, the Chairman of the Council, and the Chairman

of Representative Meetings of the B. M. A.

Owing to the far-reaching nature of some of the recom-

mendations, it was decided that it should be referred to the

Divisions of the B. M. A. and discussed at this meeting jointly

with the Section on Obstetrics, and any recommendations

made would be reported to the Ophthalmic Conimittee.

Dr. Taylor (Salford) said that in the report a general

principle was involved which might have far-reaching conse-

quences. He thought that the treatment should be left open,

as it was liable to such frequent changes, and any one not

carrying out the line suggested in the report might be accused

of malpractice. If the report passed, he thought that some

words should be added which might act as a safeguard to gen-

eral practitioners who did not follow the treatment suggested.

Mr. NiMMO Walker (Liverpool) drew attention to the

condemnation in the report of the use of Credo's method by

midwives, as this method was still being taught to them. He
agreed that midwives should not interfere with babies' eyes

at all. Although he did not approve the compulsory notifi-
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cation of the disease, yet he asked whether the plan was
workable, and he pointed out that under the Infectious Diseases

Act it applied to medical men only, while notification for

midwives could be made compulsory under the order of the

Local Health Authority. He emphasized the importance
of an ophthalmic department in Eye Hospitals where cases

of suspected infection could be watched and treated.

Dr. Wendell Reber (Philadelphia) paid tribute to the

excellent work of Dr. Lucien Howe, who, in the United
States, was responsible for most of the legislation concerning

the disease. In the United States, the midwife was not
allowed to use any prophylaxis other than ordinary cleanli-

ness, and a medical man had to be summoned whenever any
inflammatory signs appeared in the eye. Better results

could be got if the mother, nurse, and child were in the hospital

together. This had for some years been carried out at the

Philadelphia General Hospital, and excellent results were
obtained.

Dr. J. Wharton (Manchester) said that a modified form
of notification had been in vogue in Manchester for the last

three years. This had resulted in a marked reduction in the

number of cases of ophthalmia neonatorum. Since then not

a single eye had been lost, whereas previously the loss had
amounted in some instances to as much as 3%.

Dr. Cecil Shaw (Belfast) suggested the report, as one

sharing responsibility for it. He pointed out that it made
no attempt to crystallize treatment, but merely made sug-

gestions for a better routine method than Credo's.

Dr. R. A. Reeve (Toronto) suggested that, in order to meet
the views of some opponents of the report, the resolution

concerning treatment might be somewhat modified.

Mr. N. Bishop Harman ((London) thought that a public

feeling should be created on the matter, and then the public

bodies might be made to take action. He strongly advocated

compulsory notification. His experience in the L. C. C.

Blind Schools was very extensive, and his figures indicated

that the disease was diminishing.

Dr. H. C. Mactier suggested that the following words

should be inserted: "These are suggestions only, and not

definite instructions for treatment."
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Hesse (394, Embolism of central artery) reports a case

with slight general retinal changes, in which a visible embolus

could be followed in its migration under the influence of

digital massage. After cessation of pressure, the embolus

was swept to the nearest branch, where it became commin-
uted and was carried into the smaller vessels in a finely

divided state leading to clouding of the corresponding retinal

area.

VAN DuYSE (395, Obstruction of central retinal artery; mas-

sage; cure) noted, in a woman of seventy-two, sudden blind-

ness of the left eye, with the ophthalmoscopic picture of

embolism. Pressure massage was instituted within an hour.

Two days later, fingers were counted, and on the third day
vision was normal with correction. It is very questionable

whether there was an actual embolus in this case and that it

was broken up by massage, or whether the case was one of

temporary blindness from spasm of the retinal artery (inter-

mittent retinal claudication.—P. H. F.).

Pagenstecher (396, Pigment streaks in the retina) men-
tions a case of Oeller's, which was very similar to his own, of

angioid streaks, but he does not share Oeller's view of the

origin of these streaks from diapedesis of blood and hema-
togenous pigmentation from already existing and very minute

vessels.

Reuter (397, Unilateral retinitis pigmentosa) reports a

case which seems to support the dictum of Hutchinson and
Leber, that unilaterality in this disease always suggests

syphilis. In this case, retinitis pigmentosa developed six

years after the initial sclerosis. Eight similar cases are

collated from literature, of which at least four were suspected

of syphilis. Bilateral retinitis, aside from the factor of

consanguinity, often depends on syphilis, which is often

difficult to establish.

Hepburn (398, Visual fields in retinitis pigmentosa) con-

firms the well-known finding of positive or negative annular
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scotoma, giving details of six cases. Nerve disease, as a causal

factor, may be excluded, and the hypothesis of occlusion of

certain vessels supplying the affected area (Gonin and Nettle-

ship) is probably correct, as islands of sight are often pre-

served in the affected area for some time before a complete

ring scotoma has been formed. There is a tendency to

compensatory circulation in other parts of the retina after

the loss of certain ciliary vessels.

V. HippEL (399, Retinal detachment) quotes the view of

Leber and Nordenson who consider as fibrillary thickening

of the vitreous a condensation of the entire mass which is

not a result of fibrillary degeneration. This shrinkage is not an

artefact due to fixing fluids. The histologic examination of

two cases is given at length. In one, the vitreous was com-

pressed by an exudation. Glassy hyaloid structures, staining

red with van Gieson, were noted on the inner surface of the

retina, which probably serve to mediate the traction, according

to the hypothesis of Leber and Nordenson, of the vitreous

on the retina.

Deutschmann (400, Treatment of retinal detachment) dis-

cusses the various therapeutic procedures. Passive treat-

ment is useless, and only two operative procedures, incision of

the exudation and of the retina, are of any value. In desperate

cases, injection of sterilized calves' vitreous in increasing

concentration, by means of a special knife syringe, is advised.

Three cases were cured by this means, 26 more or less im-

proved, and 38 unimproved. Good results were obtained

by operation in about 25% of the cases.

Sachs (401, Operation for retinal detachment) recommends

as new, the routine puncture of the detachment at or behind

the equator. The retina becomes re-attached permanently,

as far as can be seen.

Straub (402, Prognosis in retinal hemorrhage due

to arteriosclerosis) saw 15 cases within a comparatively

short time and gives statistical details. The prog-

nosis quoad vitam is bad only in individuals in middle

age, while very old and younger patients are more favor-

ably situated. Two cases are reported in which the hem-

orrhages retrogressed in the course of anti-glaucomatous

treatment.
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Noll (403, Case of hole in the macula) analyzes the cases

on record to show that the fundus picture may be explained

by traumatism and by disease processes as well. He reports

three cases from the Wuerzburg clinic. In one, general

arteriosclerosis was the only etiological factor ascertainable;

the second was complicated with retinitis pigmentosa, a rare

condition; and in the third, of traumatic origin, the develop-

ment of the hole at the macula and subsequent pigment de-

posit could be followed with the ophthalmoscope.

Knape (404, Very rare ophthalmoscopic picture) describes

a glioma of the retina which was covered with a sort of cirsoid

aneurism, suggesting the rare case reported by Hippel and
one or two others, in which angioma or other vascular anoma-
lies were noted and gave the basis for an attempt at

uniform classification. Knape thinks the vascular anoma-
lies and pathological changes may be due to a variety of

causes.

Shiba (405, Experimental study of albuminuric retinitis)

took up the question of degeneration of nervous elements on a

vascular basis as the cause of albuminuric retinitis. Injection

of tincture of iodin into the parenchyma of the kidney of

rabbits was followed, in 6 out of 9 cases, by oedema of the

inner layers of the retina. No changes were discovered in

the vessel walls. The change in the constitution of the blood

is the first and direct cause of insufficiency and later of ana-

tomical changes in the walls of the retinal vessels.

DE Lapersonne (406, Choroidal atrophy in old chorio-

retinitis) presented a girl of twenty with post-neuritic atrophy

of the right eye, with white and yellowish-white strands

running from the disk and macula into the vitreous and
branching with plaque formation. This condition the author

attributes to an old chorioretinitis.

LuKENs (407, Glioma retinae. Binocular case cured)

publishes, under a misleading sub-title, the report of a case in

which an eye was enucleated for glioma, and glioma devel-

oped in the fellow eye two years later, requiring its immedi-

ate enucleation. Two years later there was, as yet, no

recurrence.

Coats (408, Forms of retinal disease with massive exudation)

contributes another of his valuable pathological monographs.
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These somewhat rare cases show a massive white billowy

exudate under the retinal vessels, which often projects far into

the vitreous. The patients are generally perfectly healthy

there is no known cause for the condition. The author gives

a minute histological account of six eyes affected with the

disease which he has been able to examine microscopically.

In all of them there is a common factor, the presence of a

massive exudate in the fundus. Coats divides the cases into

three groups. Those with and without gross vascular disease,

a pecuhar group characterized by the presence of large arterio-

venous communications. The pathological history is as

follows. There is first of all hemorrhage from the outer

reticular layer of the retina. It collects between the nuclear

layers. Detachment may occur. The blood breaks down,

forming debris, fibrin, and cholesterin. A slow formation of

granulation tissue takes place. Cicatricial contraction sets

in, the retina crumples up and detaches further. Then there

may be complete detachment, with cataract and iritis. There

is often secondary glaucoma from occlusion of the iridic angle.

The microphotographs which illustrate the paper are ex-

tremely beautiful. T. Harrison Butler.

Hancock (409, Certain points about the fields and fundus

changes in obstruction of the central artery of the retina)

has collected the statistics of cases of obstruction of the

arteria centralis retinae. He finds that in a large proportion

of them the patient is not absolutely blind. There is often

a patch of functional retina at the extreme periphery, and in

most cases it is situated on the nasal side. He is inclined to

think that some parts of the peripheral retina are nourished

by the chorio-capillaris. This is certainly the case in some

of the lower animals. The second part of the paper discusses

the nature of the retinal opacity observed after obstruction of

the central artery of the retina. It is generally regarded as

an oedema, but there is no evidence for this view. Hancock

inclines to the opinion that the appearance is due to a congela-

tive necrosis of the superficial retinal layers.

T. Harrison Butler.

Nettleship (410, On retinitis pigmentosa and allied diseases)

This paper, which extends through the whole of the seven-

teenth volume of the Reports, leaves little more to be said
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about retinitis pigmentosa from the standpoint of heredity.

Nettleship has collected over 190 cases of the disease, and
whenever possible he appends an extensive family tree. The
subject is grouped under the following chief heads : Continuous

heredity. Discontinuous heredity. Heredity with con-

sanguinity. Consanguinity. Sex and age of parents. Re-

lation to birth order. Associated defects. Variations. Seat

of earliest changes. Earliest age of visible pigmentation.

Distribution of pigment. Age of blindness. Senile cases.

Hemeralopia, Nyktalopia. Scotoma. Ophthalmoscopic

variations. Sine pigmento. R. punctata albescens. Con-

genital absence of choroid, etc. The paper is mainly sta-

tistical; it is very long and does not lend itself to analysis.

It is a monument of industry, and will always be useful as a

source of reference. T. Harrison Butler.

LoDATO (411, Phosphaturia in ocular disease) found this

urinary anomaly in optic-nerve affections and ophthalmo-

plegia due to disturbances of metabolism, from catching cold.

CuPERus (412, Rare case of retinal embolism) treated a

patient, aged thirty-nine, with diminished vision in the left

eye, of eight days' standing. Ophthalmoscopic examination

showed an occlusion of the lower main branch with a corre-

sponding peripheral scotoma. Slight circumcorneal injection

with chemosis, and retinal conditions like those in complete

embolism. The conditions seem to indicate a connection

between the blood supply of the retina and that of the cho-

roid in this case.

Kalt (413, Traumatic paracentral ring scotoma) reports a

case of this sort with pallor of the temporal half of the disk

and a gray-white strand running from the upper margin of

the disk into the retina.

Hoffmann (416, Clinical study of hemianopsia) reports 44
cases, of which 17 were bi-temporal, 12 homonymous right,

and 15 homonymous left. Choked disk was not seen in the

bi-temporal form. In acromegaly, exophthalmus was noted in

two cases, and diabetes insipidus in one. Hemianopsia during

delivery may be due to hemorrhage or embolism in the visual

paths, or to loss of blood.

Redlich and Bonvicini (417, Unconsciousness of blindness

in cerebral disease) note this condition in cerebral hemian-
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opsia with amaurosis due to disease of the occipital lobes

and in general brain disease. It may be an intermittent

symptom due to general,psychic deterioration, or to hallu-

cinations, or complete destruction of all visual processes,

and is a part of the general and marked disturbance of cere-

bral function. In marked concentric contraction of the field

the patients may not be conscious of the preserved part of

the field.

Semple (418, The pathology of the retina in Blight's disease)

studied microscopically three specimens which were taken
immediately after death from patients who had been observed

during the progress of nephritis. His findings differ some-
what from, generally accepted views. The pathologic changes

were essentially the same in the three cases, although varying

in stage of development. He found the outer reticular layer

chiefly affected, with less marked changes in the inner nuclear,

ganglion-cell, and nerve-fibre layers. Those in the outer reticu-

lar layer were the cyst-like spaces which are well known and
the more or less extensive deposits of irregular masses, vari-

ously described as colloid, coagulation necrosis, or fat cells.

Semple, however, after extensive studies regards them as

identical with the substance first described by v. Reckling-

hausen as hyalin, which is formed in extravasations derived

from the colorless elements of the blood and wandering cells,

and not, as has been thought, from degeneration of tissue cells.

This is proven by the fact that the masses lie between the

thickened supporting fibres of the retina, and the cells of the

adjacent granular layer show no pathologic changes. Another

condition, which has been described as varicosities of the axis-

cylinders in the nerve-fibre layer, is believed by him to be

masses of degenerated ganglion cells, which have been forced

from their normal situation in the ganglion layer into the

nerve-fibre layer often as far as the internal limiting mem-
brane. These masses show essentially the same reaction as

those in the outer reticular layer, i. e., the cells have de-

generated into hyalin. He found absolutely no evidence of

fat or fatty degeneration in his specimens, but does not

deny such findings in older cases, all of his having been from

patients in whom the retinitis had existed probably not more

than four weeks. Alling.
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Williams's (419, A case of quinine amaurosis) patient was

a woman, twenty-two, who had taken 80 grains of quinine

sulphate at one time. There was at first complete blindness,

but vision gradually returned. Five years after the poisoning,

the vision under good illumination was practically normal,

but in diminished light disproportionately poor. The fields

for color and form were uniformly contracted, and the fundus

showed a pale nerve, narrow vessels, and a perivascularitis

along the large arteries. Alling.

There was no previous history in the case reported by
Wood (420, Probable tumor of the pituitary body without

giantism, but exhibiting a bi-nasal hemiopia), but the X-ray

showed evident enlargement of the sella turcica, with a faint

shadow in the same neighborhood, which probably represented

an enlarged hypophysis. The author is unable to diagnose

the character of the tumor, nor is he able to explain the ap-

parent improvement which took place in the central vision

and nasal fields under the use of large doses of iodides.

Alling.

Posey (421, Report of a case of right hemianopsia in the

macular regions) describes a peculiar field of vision showing

in each eye downwards and to the right a sector defect ex-

tending ten degrees from the macula. The trouble came on

suddenly, probably as an apoplexy. There were no other

defects in the eye and the direct vision was normal. Diffi-

culty in reading was experienced on account of the field de-

fect, this being the more aggravated from the fact that the

fault was toward the right. A few similar cases have been

reported and Wilbrand believed the lesion to be in the cal-

carine artery, which largely supplies the visual area and is a

terminal circulation, i. e., without anastomoses. Such a

cause in a case like this would refute Monakow's view to the

effect that the macula is represented in all parts of the cor-

tical visual centres. Alling.

Parsons, J. H. (422, Night-blindness) notes that hemeral-

opia is usually associated with retinitis pigmentosa, but it is

also a common condition in India and similar countries quite

apart from this well-known disease. In retinitis pigmentosa

central vision is preserved till a late stage, when it becomes

obscured, not by a retinal change, but by a posterior cortical
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opacity in the lens. The scotoma is seldom a complete one;

it is often a ring scotoma containing visual islets. The field

of vision has been carefully investigated by Hepburn (his

paper is abstracted in this Journal). These visual islets are

probably closely related to the distribution of the vessels.

The chorio-capillaris is first attacked, the retinal degeneration

being secondary. The outer layers of the retina are nourished

by the chorio-capillaris, and in retinitis pigmentosa the inner

layers of the retina show little change. In birds which seek

their prey by night, such as owls, the retina contains only rods

;

there are no cones. The visual purple is associated with the

rods only, so that in animals possessing a fovea, where the

rods are absent, the visual purple is also wanting. In man
there is much more diminution with low illumination of central

than of peripheral vision, so we may conclude that in dim

light vision is chiefly carried on by the rods. Form sense,

dependent upon the cones, quickly diminishes from the fixa-

tion point to periphery, but at night appreciation of light

and shade is more important than accurate delineation of

objects. These considerations may explain the hemeralopia

in retinitis pigmentosa, as well as the nature of the scotoma.

There is a hereditary form of night-blindness. In one

family investigated by Cunier and Nettleship there have been

135 subjects of the disease among 2 121 individuals. The

first member, a night-blind male, was bom in 1637.

Night-blindness is also associated with syphilitic pigmentary

retinitis.

There are acute forms of hemeralopia, which have one

common feature—malnutrition. It is frequent in badly

nourished children, many of whom have xerosis of the cornea;

but there are many cases of xerosis without hemeralopia, and

vice versa. The cornea may ulcerate or there may be kerato-

malacia. This disease is common among the peasants of

Russia, especially during the Lenten fast. Most of these

patients suffer from photophobia. The cause is probably

peripheral, for Mr. Nettleship has stated that if a night-blind

sailor cover one eye during the day, this eye will see well

enough at night for the man to go on watch.

Another group of cases is associated with jaundice; in

some, pigmentary changes of slight degree have been found
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in the retina, and the condition has been called ophthalmia

hepatica. It is worthy of note that bile salts are a solvent

for the visual purple.

Night-blindness is common among the badly nourished

nations of India, especially during famine. (It is also equally

common in Palestine, where the natives are chronically

under-fed.—T. H. B.) It is said that the symptom can be

cured by a liver diet. This mode of treatment is of extreme

antiquity, being advocated in the Ebers papyrus (B. C. 1000)

.

T. Harrison Butler.

Fisher (423, A case of chiasma lesion which improved

under the administration of thyroid extract), after sum-

marizing the facts of a similar case recorded by Richardson

Cross in Brain, vol. xxv., part 2, p. 341, describes his own
case. The patient, aged twenty-six, a male, was laid up by
"influenza," during which he had severe headache but no

vomiting or vertigo. Eighteen months before he was seen

by Fisher he began to observe that when he closed his right

eye he was unable to see objects on his left. The sight of

the left eye was rapidly lost. When first seen he showed

VR=w partly with hemianopia. VL = no light perception.

Both disks pale and atrophic; no evidence of any antecedent

papillitis. Left pupil inactive to light, but acted consen-

sually with the right pupil. The right gave the hemianopic

reflex. No sign of acromegaly. Thyroid not felt or seen;

no myxoedema. Fisher put his patient upon 5 grains of thy-

roid extract twice a day, and continued it for two years.

The hemianopic field gradually recovered, vision improved up

to f , and patient works as a laborer, wheeling barrows along

a plank with ease. No nasal trouble was present. Mr.

Fisher has just informed me personally that the patient is

still improving (Dec, 1908).

T. Harrison Butler.

Parkinson and Hosford (424, Cerebellar tumor with

proptosis) . The patient, aged fourteen years, developed pains

in the back of the neck, then had two fits, after which sight

began to fail and diplopia came on. Vertigo was next noticed

and proptosis followed. When seen she had great exoph-

thalmos but no oedema or chemosis. Well-marked paresis of

Rt. external rectus. Horizontal nystagmus. Intense optic

{
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neuritis and hemorrhages. V= finger counting. In right

macula a stellate whitish mass of exudate. No knee-jerks;

Kernig's sign absent. At the post-mortem a fibro-psammoma
was found attached to the pia on the under surface of the

right lobe of the cerebellum. It pressed upon the restiform

body and medulla on the right side.

T. Harrison Butler.
DE ScHWEiNiTz (425, The eye and the kidney) treats this

subject under the following heads: i. Complete blindness

without ophthalmoscopic lesions; urasmic amaurosis; due to

action of toxins on ganglion cells of retina, but supposed by
some to be cortical. 2. Various types of retinitis and neuro-

retinitis. 3. Alterations in the retinal vessels due to sclerotic

changes in the walls. 4. Alterations in the uveal tract.

5. Cataract. 6. Paresis and paralysis of ocular muscles.

Alling.

The cases studied by de Schweinitz and Fife (426, Auto-

intoxication with general and laboratory examinations) were

relapsing sclero-keratitis, disseminate exudative choroiditis,

relapsing uveitis, and central exudative choroiditis. Many
painstaking examinations were carried on, including labora-

tory analyses. They conclude that there is no disease which

is known to be uniformly due to auto-intoxication and no

definite toxin has been isolated to account for such diseases

as those above mentioned. Yet it seems worth while to

know what can be gleaned from examination of the body

secretions as an aid to proper treatment, dietetic as well as

medicinal. Alling.

Previous to the work of Tyson and Clark (427, The eye

syndrome of dementia praecox) little had been done in the way
of systematic study of this subject. They examined 115

cases and conclude, that certain eye symptoms are so constant

as to be of material aid in differential diagnosis from the

manic-depressive group, neurasthenia, hysteria, and various

forms of imbecility. Such symptoms affecting the optic nerve

are, in the order of their occurrence: (i) congestion of the

disks, with dilated veins and contracted arteries; (2) con-

gestion of the nasal and pallor of the temporal side of the

disk; and (3) pallor of the entire disk. There was further

concentric contraction of the color fields. The sensory
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pupillary reflex was slightly positive in 6 cases but negative

in 79. Corneal sensibility was diminished in 69 and present

in 17. The syndrome is a distinct contribution to the theory

of auto-intoxication as the cause of dementia praecox.

Alling.

XX.—OPTIC NERVE.

428. Bartels. Primitive fibrils in the axis-cylinders of the optic

nerve. Arch. f. Augenheilkunde, lix., p. 160.

429. VAN DEN Berg. Papillitis after disease of anterior segment
of the eye. Klin. Monatsbl. f. Augenheilkunde, xlvi., No. i, p. 359.

430. Elschnig, a. Topography of nerve head in simple atrophy.

Arch. f. Ophth., Ixviii., No. i, p. 126.

431. RoLLET. Hematoma of optic -nerve sheath. Four cases.

Rev. g^n. d'opht., xxvii., p. 49.

432. Verderame, Ph. Solitary tuberculosis of the optic papilla.

Klin. Monatsbl., xlvi., No. i, p. 401.

433. Coats, G. Pathology of coloboma at the nerve entrance.

Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital Reports, January, 1908.

434- Coats, G. Congenital pigmentation of papilla. Ibid.

435. Hancock, W. J. Hereditary optic atrophy (Leber's disease).

Ibid.

Bartels (428, Primitive fibrils in the axis-cylinders of the

optic nerve) notes that only those varicosities are pathological

which exceed the thickness of the normal axis-cylinder.

Narrower fibrils are caused by irregular shrinkage in fixation,

and "varicosities" thus caused are artefacts.

VAN DEN Berg (429, Papillitis after disease of anterior

segment of the eye) discusses 9 cases of this sort, both of

traumatic and of inflammatory origin, which consists in a

serous swelling of disk and adjoining retina. This change

invariably follows the experimental production of intraocular

tuberculosis, where it is not an expression of infection but of

chemotactic action, similar to collateral oedema in the vicinity

of other inflammatory processes. While similar to choked

disk there is no protrusion of the lamina cribrosa.

Elschnig (430, Topography of nerve head in simple atrophy)

reports 6 cases, lo eyes, in which histological examination

was made. Simple nerve degeneration can not produce the

picture of atrophic excavation, as the connective tissue and
supporting fibres of the lamina do not share this atrophic

process. Nerves without a pre-existing physiological excava-
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tion are never changed so that the lamina becomes visible.

Any excavation in a case of simple atrophy is the original

physiological excavation. Marginal excavation is produced

by glaucomatous atrophy only. Filling up of a physiological

excavation is the rule in post-neuritic atrophy. A new-
formed mass of connective tissue, reaching from the choroid

to the central connective-tissue band and resembling a second

scleral ring, is often found.

RoLLET (431, Hematoma of optic-nerve sheath) reviews

three cases. In one, there was fracture of the skull by
contrecoup. No ophthalmoscopic examination. Autopsy

showed hemorrhage into the sheath of the nerve. In the

second case there was a fracture of the base with no fundus

changes but unilateral amaurosis. In the third case, con-

firmed by autopsy, after fracture of the base, there was the

characteristic fundus picture of a black ring about the disk,

which could easily be distinguished from the choroidal ring

with hyperaemia of the disk and markedly contracted, thread-

like arteries.

Verderame (432, Solitary tuberculosis of the optic papilla)

found tubercle bacilli in the granulation tissue in a case with

probably tuberculous pleurisy but no other history of tuber-

cular heritage. Primary tuberculosis of the eye is exceedingly

rare.

Coats, G. (433, Pathology of coloboma at the nerve en-

trance) has collected together in this paper all that is known
about the subject.

The condition is seen oph,thalmoscopically as a deep pit,

often several times the diameter of the normal disk. The

vessels emerge from its depths with a variable arrangement,

and bend sharply over the overhanging edge.

After passing the literature in review. Coats describes the

anatomy of three cases he examined pathologically; he then

analyzes the whole subject.

It is impossible to make a short abstract of the paper,

which is a most valuable contribution to our knowledge of

the subject.

Three instructive microphotographs are appended.

T. Harrison Butler.

Coats, G. (434, Congenital pigmentation of papilla). This
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paper, which is illustrated by a beautiful colored plate, de-

scribes a very unusual example of pigmentation of the optic

disk. In it the whole question of pigmentation of the papilla

is very thoroughly discussed.

The patient, aged sixty-nine, had in one eye a large pig-

mented patch on the lower and somewhat nasal aspect of the

disk. It occupied a fourth to a fifth of its area. It is not

confined to the disk, but one third of it is outside its limits.

From its superior border an elongated tongue of pigmented

tissue stretches upwards immediately within the nasal margin

of the disk, terminating a little above its mid point. The nasal

edge of the tongue is whitish and glittering, the temporal

deeply pigmented. The pigmented area is distinctly swollen,

probably rising about 2D. A large artery takes a considerable

bend over it. The color of the swelling is pure black. There

is no shade of green or brown in it. The retina appears to be

present over the mass as a faint shimmering veil. Close to

the disk in an upward nasal direction there is a delicate,

translucent connective-tissue film, which covers without con-

cealing the vessels.

The patient was seen 14 months later when the conditions

were exactly the same.

The corrected vision was f and J. i.

The differential diagnosis lay between (i) sarcoma; (2)

pathological pigmentation; (3) congenital pigmentation.

The first was ruled out on account of the presence of the

connective-tissue veil, and because there was no change in

fourteen months.

In cases of pathological pigmentation the appearances are

not the same. There is always reason to suspect hemorrhage

into the nerve or its sheaths, and in consequence there is

usually optic atrophy and the vision is very bad.

Coats decided that the case under consideration was one

of congenital pigmentation, a conclusion which was strongly

supported by the presence of the web of connective tissue.

T. Harrison Butler.

Hancock, W. I. [435, Hereditary optic atrophy (Leber's

disease)] gives an account of a sufferer from Leber's disease

and of the pathological history of his family.

The patient, J. M., age twenty-six, first noticed mistiness
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on fixation, which increased rapidly. On examination, RV =
fingers counted eccentrically, not improved; LV=the same.

L. pupil slightly larger than R.; both react sluggishly to

light, briskly to convergence. Slight meiosis badly main-
tained; after some oscillations the pupils came to rest semi-

dilated. Both disks showed marked pallor, especially in the

temporal halves. The outlines were ill defined, but no
hemorrhages or exudate. Physiological cups filled in. The
fields show a central scotoma within the io°-circle. Patient

smokes 5 to lo cigarettes a day. No history of syphilis.

Subject to epilepsy. Patient advised to take a long sea

voyage and give up tobacco.

In a year the condition was so much improved that V R
and L=f ; J. i. Both eyes together f partly. The light

sense was very defective; V=-^ with Bjerrum's types.

After 8 months the scotoma was found to be a ring-scotoma.

Members of the family for five generations had been attacked

by failure of sight.

The original ancestor 100 years ago had bad sight in the

third decade of life which improved in later life. He married

and had three sons and three daughters all healthy. Only

two daughters married; one had eight children and all the

boys, three in number, were affected. The other daughter

had one son, of two, affected. Seven other male sufferers

were traced in the families from the first daughter. Details

are given on many of the cases. Hancock himself has seen

three of them.

Of the 12 examples of the disease, 6 have recovered and

another is improving. This is a most unusual proportion of

recoveries.

All but one acquired the disease in the third decade of life

.

Leber's figures are in agreement with this. The age of twenty

is the commonest for the disease to appear in. Usually males

only are attacked, but when females suffer the malady appears

at the climacteric. The disease is transmitted through the

female line. There are several cases recorded in which a

central scotoma is associated with a large defect in the field

of vision, and this . defect tends to reappear in subsequent

cases in the same family. T. Harrison Butler.
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XXI.—INJURIES, FOREIGN BODIES, PARASITES.

.436 VoGT, A. Multiple isolated tears of Descemet's membrane
during birth. Klin. Monatshl. f. Augenheilkunde, xlvi., No. i, p. 134.

437. BiELSKY. Removal of chips of steel from vitreous with

Volkmann's magnet; two cases. West. Ophthalm., No. 3, 1908.

438. Shumway, E. a. Double perforation of the eyeball by

metallic foreign bodies. Annals of Ophth., October, 1907.

439. KuEMMELL, R. Some notable foreign-body injuries of the

eye. Zeitschr. f. Augenheilkunde, xix., p. 36.

440. Warnecke. Double perforation of globe with a knife.

Implantation of a lash and epithelium in the scar of the posterior wall

of globe. Centralbl. f. Augenheilkunde, xxii., p. 161.

441. GouLDEN, C. Fate of eyes submitted to magnet operation.

Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital Reports, January, 1908.

442. Hensell, E. Case of gunshot wound of eye. Inaug. Diss.,

Giessen, 1908.

443. Weinstein, a. Gimshot wound of eye. Klin. Monatsbl. f.

Augenheilkunde, xlvi., No. i, p. 531.

444. Amberg, H. Cases of foreign bodies removed with inner-

pole magnet. Zeitschr. f. Augenheilkunde, xviii., H. 6.

445. Lopez, F. Case of subretinal cysticercus. Ann. of Ophthal.,

October, 1907.

446. Happe, H. Papillitis after slight penetrating wounds of

anterior segment of the eye. Klin. Monatsbl. f.
Augenheilkunde, xlvi.,

No. I, p. 383.

VoGT (436, Multiple isolated tears of Descemet's membrane

during birth) made a histological study of the eye of a new-

born child in which this accident had been produced by

pressure of obstetric forceps. The inner membrane of the

cornea is under greater stress in compression, as is the inner

table of the skull than the outer. There is an analogy with

a greenstick fracture over the convexity of the bend. Desce-

met's membrane seems to offer very little resistance to

tension.

BiELSKY (437, Removal of chips of steel from vitreous with

Volkmann's magnet; two cases) finds this large form very

suitable. The pole, which can be lengthened to 11 cm, is

short enough to obviate any interference with a view of the

field.

Shumway (438, Double perforation of the eyeball by

metallic foreign bodies) reports a typical case in which the

eye remained quiet for two weeks after the injury. Then

an acute irido-cyclitis developed with rapid and progressive
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course, with infection backward along the nerve to the
meninges. After enucleation of the globe the foreign body-

was found, as indicated by the X-ray, in the depth of the
orbit.

KuEMMELL (439, Some notable foreign-body injuries of the

eye) reports a case of migration of a foreign body from the

anterior chamber where it had been at rest for years. In
another case, a small shot pellet had penetrated the root of

the iris, and, without injuring the lens, glanced from the

equator and came to rest on the ciliary body. A year and a
half later it was found at the bottom of the anterior chamber.
Warnecke (440, Double perforation of globe with a knife.

Implantation of a lash and epitheliimi in the scar of the pos-

terior wall of globe) reports a case of injury with a pocket
knife. The eye had to be enucleated later, and micro-

scopical examination showed that a lash with the bulb and
germinative epithelium of the sheath had been carried into

the eye and had become surrounded by granulation tissue

in the choroid of the posterior portion of the globe.

GouLDEN (441, Fate of eyes submitted to magnet operation)

gives the final results in n8 eyes in which the foreign body
was brought into the anterior chamber by means of the giant

magnet and either then removed with the hand magnet
through a corneal incision or localized by the X-ray and then

removed by the hand magnet introduced through a scleral

incision. Foreign bodies in the vitreous were removed with

better results than those which stuck fast in the lens. Where
the sclera had been penetrated or had to be incised for removal

the results were bad.

Hensell (442, Case of gunshot wound of eye) reports 5

cases of perforation by shot, and one of contusion. The
prognosis and diagnostic features of these injuries are con-

sidered at length.

Weinstein (443, Gunshot wound of eye) reports a case

of attempted suicide with severing of the optic nerve. Hirsch-

berg's statistics show 30% of blindness of the right eye after

shot through the temple with a revolver. Loss of both eyes

is unusual. In this case the bullet went through the outer

wall of the right orbit, below the lamina cribrosa of the eth-

moid, penetrating the inner wall of the left orbit and remaining
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imbedded in the outer wall. Both nerve heads were torn

off, leaving dark holes in place of the disks.

Amberg (444, Cases of foreign bodies removed with inner-

pole magnet) reports 16 more cases in which Mellinger's inner-

pole magnet was used, making 31 in all. The depth of

penetration into globe seems about proportional to the weight

of the foreign body.

Lopez (445 » Case of subretinal cysticercus) extracted a

cysticercus which was located near the nerve head, after

tenotomy of the superior rectus and opening of Tenon's cap-

sule followed by incision of sclera and choroid. The media
remained clear, but a large atrophic choroidal patch and optic

atrophy reduced vision to counting fingers.

Happe (446, Papillitis after slight penetrating wounds of

anterior segment of the eye) reports two cases, which are

interesting as showing that a slight perforation at the limbus

may cause a typical inflammation of the disk, which persists

or even advances after the original irritation of the anterior

segment has subsided. The noxious agent is probably a weak
toxin, perhaps a cytotoxin, which acts through the medium
of a fleeting infection of the vitreous or else by way of the

suprachoroidal space.

Section XXII. Reviewed by Prof. HUMMELSHEIM, Bonn.

XXII.—OCULAR AFFECTIONS IN SYSTEMIC DISEASES.

447 Ovio, G. Dilatation coefficient. XIX. Cong. Ital. Ophthal-
mologists, No. 2, 1907.

448. Nagel, W. Size of pupil and light sensitiveness. Berlin

Ophthalmological Society, December 19, 1907.

449. Veraguth, O. Pupillomotor field of the retina. Neurol.

Centralbl., 1908, p. 402.

450. Lederer, R. Localization of pupillary centre. Prager

tned. Wochenschr., xxxiii., p. 355.

451. Albrand, W. Oculistic significance of degenerative stigmata.

Arch. f. Psych, u. Nervenkr., xxxiv., p. 121.

452. Laqueur, L. Pupil reaction in disease. Arch. f. Augen-
heilkunde, lix., p. 527.

453. Langmead, F. Pupillary signs in chorea. Lancet, January

18, 1908.

454. Redlich, E. Peculiar pupillary phenomenon: hysterical

pupillary paralysis. Deutsche med. Wochenschr., 1908, p. 313.
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455. Abelsdorff, G. Unilateral reflex pupillary rigidity in

oculomotor paralysis. Med. Klinik, 1908, p. 289.

456. Levinsohn, G. Meiosis in reflex pupillary rigidity. Berlin,

klin. Wochensch., 1908, p. 745.

457. Neussel, L. Pupil in alcoholism. Inaug. Diss., Mxxnich, igoS.

458. KoENiG, H. Ocular symptoms of multiple sclerosis. Inaug.

Diss., Leipzig, 1908.

459. Davids, H. Ocular conditions in paralytics. Monatsschr.

f. Psych, u. Nervenk., xxiii., Supplement, p. i.

Ovio (447, Dilatation coefficient) finds the rate and degree

of dilatation on reduction of illumination inversely propor-

tional to light intensity. With regular diminution the

dilatation at first takes place slowly, and then with succes-

sively increasing rapidity.

Nagel (448, Size of pupil and light sensitiveness) tried to

determine the influence of age, refraction, peculiarities of iris

structure, and so on, in subjects with unusually large pupils.

On first going into the dark from the light, persons with large

pupils are at an advantage, but later at a disadvantage. After

adaptation to dark they are easily dazzled by light and may
feel pain. Adaptation is somewhat diminished.

Veraguth (449, Pupillomotor field of the retina) examined

a patient with unilateral optic-nerve atrophy due to penetra-

tion of a foreign body into the orbit in childhood. There was

a small islet of vision, oval in shape, for white and colors, in

the middle of the lower half of the visual field, the upper limit

of which reached to 20° below the fixation point. Direct

reaction to light was abolished, as was consensual reaction of

the other pupil. Illumination of the good eye contracted

both pupils, as did convergence, proving the correctness of

Hess's view of the extent of the pupillomotor area of the

retina.

Lederer (450, Localization of pupillary centre) examined

a man of forty-one, three days after a severe contusion of the

head. There were general brain symptoms, inequality of

the pupils with loss of light reaction in both, limited reaction

to convergence and accommodation. Diplopia had been

present immediately after the injury. Reaction to conver-

gence and accommodation gradually returned. One and a

half years later inequality and bilateral reflex rigidity still

persisted, speaking in favor of a hemorrhage between the
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small-celled and the large-celled nucleus, according to Bern-

heimer's scheme.

Albrand (451, Oculistic significance of degenerative stig-

mata) found irregularity and pathologic differences of re-

action to the point of complete rigidity, either congenital

or acquired in early life, in 7% of the cases examined.

Laqueur (452, Pupil reaction in disease) notes that after

section of the optic nerve, in one case of 10, there was loss of

direct light reaction with good consensual reaction, after the

oculomotor paralysis, which was at first complete, had re-

ceded, all but a paresis of superior and inferior rectus, showing

that the reflex of convergence reaches the sphincter by a

different path from the stimulus of consensual reaction.

Amaurosis after hemorrhage. In one case, light reaction

disappeared when vision was reduced below i. Embolism

of central artery. The primary light reaction disappeared in

partial embolism, with V iV, when the macula was affected

even with preservation of a paracentral area, supporting Hess's

views as to the extent of the pupillomotor area. In choked

disk with marked amblyopia, dilatation with reflex rigidity

is not an absolutely bad sign. Retrobulbar neuritis : primary

light reaction disappeared in some cases while vision was still

fairly good, and returned two or three days before sight. In

20 cases of tabes, hippus was invariably noted, while absolute

rigidity was found in 2 and inequality in 3 cases. In optic

atrophy from other causes, hippus was found whenever con-

vergence reaction still persisted. In detachment, the pu-

pillary reaction was uniformly the same whether the detached

or the still attached area was illuminated. After use of

homatropin, convergence reaction disappears later than light

reaction and is always the strongest stimulus to the pupil.

Langmead (453, Pupillary signs in chorea) noted hippus in

many cases of the sthenic form, due to the rapid and irregular

motions of the globe and consequent changes in illumination,

and to changes in accommodation and convergence. Accom-

modation reflex may be asynchronous on the two sides, one

pupil contracting while the other remains dilated, especially

where there is inequality. Contraction to light and con-

vergence is fleeting, showing the effect of fatigue, sometimes

in unequal degree on the two sides. Varying inequality of
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the pupils and eccentricity are often noted. Similar con-
ditions are noted in articular rheumatism, indicating a
similarity of the two affections.

Redlich (454, Peculiar pupillary phenomenon: hysterical

pupillary paralysis) caused pupillary dilatation with rigidity,

similar to that seen in attacks, in a hysterical woman of

thirty-nine, by having the patient cry out or make a muscular
effort. The same reaction was noted in epileptics. Con-
vergence reaction persisted during apparently complete
dilatation, indicating irritation of the sympathetic as the cause

of pupillary reactions in hysteria.

Abelsdorff (45s, Unilateral reflex pupillary rigidity in

oculomotor paralysis) reports 3 cases in which recovery from
oculomotor palsy gave the picture of rigidity to light. One
of the cases was traumatic, one luetic, and one associated with

herpes. The return of convergence reaction before light re-

action is explained as due to associated motion, which paretic

muscles respond to most easily.

Levinsohn (456, Meiosis in reflex pupillary rigidity) con-

siders this condition a cerebral symptom depending on irri-

tation of the Edinger-Westphal nucleus which the author and
Bemheimer accept as the starting-point of the centrifugal

reflex. The sphincter nucleus consists of two cell groups,

one of which converts light stimulus into pupillary contraction,

while the second controls the other sphincteric reactions.

Disease of the first group causes reflex pupillary rigidity of one

or both pupils. If the pathological condition causes irritation

of the second group, the result is a meiosis. The author him-

self notes the difficulty of reconciling this interpretation with

the well-known cases of long-standing reflex rigidity compli-

cated with meiosis.

Neussel (457, Pupil in alcoholism) used the pupillometer

and diagram of Weiler. In 49 cases of pure alcoholism, and

14 complicated with epilepsy, psychoses, and hysteria there

was invariably pupillary reaction to sensory or psychic

stimuli as well as to convergence. Anisocoria was present in

only 3%, light reaction was generally accentuated. Reflex

rigidity was not found, and the secondary light reaction was

always present. Reaction time was approximately normal.

KoENiG (458, Ocular symptoms of multiple sclerosis) reports
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3 cases, in one of which, at the beginning of the observation,

there was some diminution of the reaction of the pupil to

light.

Davids (459, Ocular conditions in paralytics) examined 26

cases of paralytic dementia in regard to size, form, light and

convergence reaction. There seems to be no uniform relation

between the data found and the disease condition, even in case

of unequal reaction in the two eyes of one case.

i
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XI.—Cataract Extraction. By H. Herbert, late Lieu-

tenant-Colonel I. M. S. London: Bailli^re, Tindall, & Cox.

Cloth; 8vo. Pages, 391. Illustrations, 97. Price, 12/6.

The author's earlier publication. The Practical Details

of Cataract Extraction, appeared in 1903, and was reviewed

in these Archives, vol. xxxii., page 512. The present

book is a much more elaborate and exhaustive yet very

practical presentation of the same subject. Colonel Her-

bert possesses an experience of 5000 extractions, which surely

permits him to speak authoritatively on this operation. In

Chapter I., "Operable Cataract," the varieties of cataracts

which come to operation are described. Their operability

depends on: (i) the cataract must be ripe enough; (2) the

pupil must react well to light; and (3) there must be no in-

flammation about the eye and no iritis or irido-cyclitis of the

fellow eye. The ways of artificial ripening are described

and some measurements of cataractous lenses are given. In

Chapter II., "Description of the Operation," the instruments,

preparations, the various steps, finally the dressing and

after-treatment, are clearly described and elucidated by

illustrations. The author favors the following procedure:

A I to 3000 perchloride lotion is used to irrigate the con-

junctiva for a period of from i to if minutes, the Meibomian

secretion is expressed, and the conjunctival sac is finally

douched with salt solution. A sclero-corneal section is made
with conjunctival flap, followed by a small iridectomy. The

capsule is split by a single vertical or oblique incision with

cystotome, and the lens is expelled by pressure with a stra-

bismus hook on the lower border of the cornea; the lens

remnants are removed by pressure and by irrigation. Chap-

677
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ter III. treats of "Expulsive Hemorrhage," and "Vitreous

Accidents." "Variations in Procedure and their Value" are

described in Chapter IV. These include simple extraction,

Czermak's subconjunctival extraction, extraction of anterior

capsule, and removal of lens together with its capsule. Chap-

ter v., "After-complications," describes infective processes,

delayed union, secondary glaucoma, and after-cataract.

According to Colonel Herbert, the early treatment of after-

cataract has become safe and effective. In most cases this

consists in a simple division with a narrow knife or knife-

needle, otherwise two needles or scissors are necessary. The

subject of the final chapter (VI.) is "Complicated and Soft

Cataracts."

The vast amount of information collected in this volume

makes it extremely valuable and instructive. The presen-

tation of the subject-matter is characteristic of a careful

and studious observer and can be recommended as a safe

guide. A. K.

XII.—The Ophthalmic Year Book. By Edward Jackson,

M.D., George E. de Schweinitz, M.D., and Theodore B.

ScHNEiDEMAN, M.D. Illustrated. Denver: The Herrick

Book and Stationery Company. Vol. VI. 1909. Price $3.

Volume VI. of the valuable Year Book gives a systematic

digest of the ophthalmic literature for 1908. This is pre-

ceded by biographical notices, and the frontispiece gives a

photograph of Snellen. Finally, the publications are enu-

merated under each author's name. The Year Book is essen-

tial to every ophthalmologist desirous of keeping abreast of

the year's special literature. A. K.

XIII.—Manual of the Diseases of the Eye. By Charles

H. May, M.D. With 362 original illustrations, including 22

plates, with 62 colored figures. New York: William Wood
& Company. 1909. Price $2.00 net. Sixth edition.

In the sixth edition, the subject-matter has been revised.

Paragraphs on transillumination, the conjunctival tuberculin

test, cerebral decompression, have been added. This book

continues, with right, to be the most popular short manual on

this subject in all languages.

A. K.
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XIV.—Minor Ophthalmic and Aural Technique. By Alfred

Nicholas Murray, M.D., Chicago; Assistant in the Depart-

ment of Otology and Laryngology, Rush Medical College.

"With 98 illustrations in the text, reproduced from photo-

graphs and original drawings. Chicago: Cleveland Press,

1909. Price $3.00.

This book endeavors to describe simple methods of treat-

ment, minor operations, and minor procedure and after-

treatment in diseases of the eye and ear. In the part devoted

to the eye, the first chapter gives general considerations, and

equipment of a specialist's office; Chapters II. and III. give

a very elementary outline of the commoner eye affections,

with a brief review of anatomy and physiology. Under

"Therapeutics and Minor Procedures," Chapter IV., directions

are given for the usual manipulations, such as eversion of the

lids, instillation of drops, and descriptions of the commoner

solutions and medicines employed. Chapter V. gives the

main operations and their preparation, with after-treatment.

In Chapter VI., dressings, bandages, protective frames, eye-

shades, dark glasses, and artificial eyes are described. An
appendix with drawings of the usual eye instruments com-

pletes the part on the eye. The book contains much useful

information and should be of value when the opportunity to

acquire this knowledge by active experience and observation

in dispensaries and eye hospitals is not given.

A. K.
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